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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-11897
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc.
╘╘╘╘Plaintiff,
vs.
Jan Rodina
╘╘╘╘Defendant.

Location:
Judicial Officer:
Filed on:
Appellate Case Number:

Ada County District Court
Norton, Lynn G.
06/26/2017
46323-2018

CASE INFORMATION
Case Type:

AA- All Initial District Court
Filings (Not E, F, and H1)

Case 08/31/2018 Appealed Case Status: Supreme Court Appeal

DATE

CASE ASSIGNMENT
Current Case Assignment
Case Number
Court
Date Assigned
Judicial Officer

CV01-17-11897
Ada County District Court
06/26/2017
Norton, Lynn G.

PARTY INFORMATION
Plaintiff

Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc.

Defendant

Rodina, Jan

DATE
06/26/2017

Neal, Gary Leon
Retained
208-343-5931(W)
EVENTS & ORDERS OF THE COURT

Complaint Filed

06/26/2017

Summons Issued
and Filed
Summons
Rodina, Jan
Served: 06/26/2017

07/25/2017

Notice of Appearance

07/26/2017

Acceptance of Service
6/26/17

07/26/2017

Notice of Intent to Take Default
Notice of Intent to File Default Judgment

07/27/2017

INDEX

Initiating Document - District

06/26/2017

06/26/2017

Lead Attorneys
Tingey, Christopher M.
Retained
503-684-4111(W)

Answer
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-11897
07/31/2017

Order
for Scheduling Conference & Order Re: Motion Practice

08/18/2017

Stipulation
Proposed Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning

08/23/2017
08/24/2017

08/24/2017
12/07/2017

01/15/2018

Notice of Trial Setting, Pre-Trial Conf, Order
CANCELED Scheduling Conference (2:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.)
Vacated
Notice of Substitution of Counsel
Notice of Service of Discovery Requests
Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents, and Requests
for Admissions
Motion for Summary Judgment

01/15/2018

Affidavit
Of Nick L. Barber

01/15/2018

Memorandum In Support of Motion
Motion for Summary Judgment

01/15/2018

Notice of Hearing
On motion for sumary judgment (2/15/18 @3:30)

01/15/2018

Certificate of Service

01/15/2018

Exhibit
Part 2 of 4-Affidavit of Nick L. Barber-Exhibit A

01/15/2018

Exhibit
Part 3 of 4-Affidavit of Nick L. Barber-Exhibit B

01/15/2018

Exhibit
Part 4 of 4-Affidavit of Nick L. Barber-Exhibit C

01/19/2018

Notice of Service

01/31/2018

Notice of Service

02/01/2018

Opposition to
Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment

02/01/2018

Affidavit
of Counsel in Support of Defendants Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

02/01/2018

Affidavit
of Jan Rodina in Support of Defendants Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-11897
Judgment
02/07/2018

02/15/2018

Reply
Brief to Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment
Motion for Summary Judgment (3:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.)

02/15/2018

Court Minutes

02/15/2018

Notice of Service

02/27/2018

Motion
Motion to Withdraw as Counsel of Record (Kaleena Beck for Defendant)

02/27/2018

Affidavit
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to Withdraw as Counsel of Record

02/28/2018

Notice
Notice of Deposition

02/28/2018

Notice of Hearing
03/01/18 re: Motion to Withdraw as Counsel of Record

02/28/2018
02/28/2018

03/01/2018

03/01/2018

Motion to Shorten Time
Response
Plaintiff's Response to Motion to Withdraw as Counsel and Motion to Shorten Time
Status Conference (2:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.)
Motion to Shorten Time as to Motion to Withdraw as Counsel
Court Minutes

03/01/2018

Affidavit of Service
Affidavit of Service on Cable One C/O CT Corporation Systems

03/01/2018

Affidavit of Service
Affidavit of Service on CenteryLink C/O CT Corporation Systems

03/01/2018

Affidavit of Service
Affidavit of Service on Idaho Power

03/05/2018

Order Granting Leave to Withdraw as Atty of Record

03/15/2018

CANCELED Pre-trial Conference (2:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.)
Vacated

03/23/2018

Status Conference (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.)

03/23/2018

Court Minutes

03/29/2018

Notice of Appearance
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-11897
Notice of Appearance After Withdrawal of Defendant's Attorney of Record (Gary Neal for Jan)
03/30/2018
03/30/2018

Notice of Service of Discovery Requests
Memorandum
Decision and Order Granting Summary Judgment

04/04/2018

CANCELED Status Conference (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.)
Vacated

04/16/2018

CANCELED Jury Trial (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.)
Vacated
3 days

04/17/2018

Judgment

04/17/2018

Final Judgment (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.)

04/17/2018

Civil Disposition Entered

04/30/2018

Memorandum of Costs & Attorney Fees
Plaintiff's Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees

05/01/2018

Motion
Rodina's Motion for Reconsideration

05/01/2018

Brief Filed
Brief in Support of Rodina's Motion for Reconsideration

05/01/2018

Affidavit
Affidavit of Gary L. Neal in Support of Rodina's Motion for Reconsideration

05/01/2018

Declaration
Declaration of Jan Rodina in Support of Rodina's Motion for Reconsideration

05/01/2018

Affidavit
Affidavit of Christopher M Tingey in Support of Plaintiff's Memorandum of Costs and
Attorney's Fees

05/01/2018

Affidavit
Affidavit of Christopher M Tingey in Support of Plaintiff's Memorandum of Costs and
Attorney's Fees

05/09/2018

Opposition to
Opposition to Mot. for Reconsideration

05/09/2018

Motion
Motion to Strike Evidentiary Submissions

05/09/2018

Memorandum In Support of Motion
to Strike

05/14/2018

Motion
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-11897
to Disallow Plaintiff's Request for An Award of Costs and Attorney Fees
05/23/2018

Response
Resp to Mot to Disallow Fees

05/23/2018

Affidavit
Affidavit of AKIN ISO Response to Mot to Disallow

06/05/2018

Scheduling Order
on Motion to Reconsider; Plaintiff's Motion to Strike; Motion to Disallow Fees/Costs

06/13/2018

Objection
to Plaintiff's Motion to Strike

06/13/2018

Reply
Memorandum to Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Rodina's Motion for
Reconsideration

06/20/2018

Response
to Rodina's Objection to Motion to Strike (Tingey for Plaintiff)

07/23/2018

Memorandum
Decision and Order Granting Attorney Fees and Costs

07/23/2018

Memorandum
Decision and Order Denying Motion to Strike and Motion to Reconsider

08/06/2018

Memorandum of Costs & Attorney Fees
Memorandum Supplemental Fees and Costs

08/06/2018

Affidavit
Affidavit of CMT Supplemental Fees and Costs

08/31/2018
08/31/2018

Notice of Appeal
Appeal Filed in Supreme Court

09/14/2018

Memorandum
Decision and Order Granting Fees and Costs

10/10/2018

Judgment
for Costs and Attorney Fees

11/16/2018

Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
- Supreme Court No. 46323

DATE

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Defendant Rodina, Jan
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of ╘11/16/2018

365.00
365.00
0.00

Plaintiff Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc.
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-11897
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 11/16/2018

221.00
221.00
0.00
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Electronically Filed
(5/26/2017 12:55:18 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk ofthe Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

0. Evans
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
Jeremy

6126 W State St, Suite 311
Boise, Idaho 83703
idahoi@vf—law.com
Fax: (208)392-1400
Phone: (208)629-4567
lSB # 7293

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
CVO1-17—11897

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
V.

JAN RODINA,

Civil No.
COMPLAlNT
(Seeking Injunctive Relief for
Covenant Noncompliance)

Amount in Controversy: More than
$10,000

Filing

Fee: $221

Defendant.

COMES NOW the Plaintiff and for causes of action against the above-named Defendant
alleges as follows:

GENERAL ALLEGATION S
1.

Plaintiff Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc. (“Association”) is an

incorporated association

of the lot owners in the Brenson Subdivision N 0.

5

and other

subdivision phases known collectively as Eagle Springs, organized under the laws of the State of
Idaho to administer and enforce the Declaration.

Complaint
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Page

1

2.
2.

“Declaration of
The
by the
The Association
the “Declaration
is governed
of
Association was
established and
and is
governed by
was established

Subdivision” recorded
Covenants,
for Eagle
Springs Subdivision”
Restrictions for
Conditions and
Eagle Springs
Document
and Restrictions
recorded as
as Document
Covenants, Conditions
Recorder's Office
(“Declaration”).
in the
the Recorder's
95074402,
Office of
of Ada
Idaho (“Declaration”).
Ada County,
95074402, in
County, Idaho

3.
3.

Defendant,
title
the owner
the fee
simple title
Rodina is
is the
or reputed
of the
owner or
owner of
Jan Rodina
reputed record
record owner
fee simple
Defendant, Jan

in Ada
in and
Lot 30
the following
in
property in
following described
Block 33 of
of Idaho:
of
to the
real property
State of
Ada County,
Idaho: Lot
and to
described real
30 Block
County, State

Brenson
No. 05,
Big Springs
known as
Springs Blvd.,
Brenson Subdivision
Idaho
Subdivision N0.
9825 W.
as 9825
W. Big
commonly known
BlVd., Boise,
Boise, Idaho
05, commonly
(“Property”).
83714
83714 (“Property”).

4.
4.

Defendant
the covenants,
the Property
Defendant purchased
to the
conditions and
and
purchased the
subject to
covenants, conditions
Property subject

restrictions
in the
the Declaration.
restrictions contained
Declaration.
contained in
5.
5.

the land
These
with the
restrictions run
conditions and
land and
an equitable
These covenants,
equitable
and restrictions
run With
and are
are an
covenants, conditions

servitude
upon Defendant.
Defendant.
servitude upon
6.
6.

In part,
In
part, the
the Declaration
the covenants,
restrictions are
Declaration explains,
and restrictions
are set
set
conditions, and
explains, the
covenants, conditions,

“ensure aa well-integrated,
development...” Declaration
forth
well-integrated, high
in order
high quality
forth in
Declaration §1.2.
to “ensure
order to
quality development…”
§1.2.

7.
7.

The
The Association
the provisions
the Declaration
Declaration
of the
Association fairly
provisions of
enforces the
and regularly
regularly enforces
fairly and

the Governing
pursuant to
to the
Governing Documents.
pursuant
Documents.

8.
8.

The
The Association
the
consisting of
Architectural Committee,
of the
an organized
organized Architectural
Association has
has an
Committee, consisting

form for
written approval
Board
use by
for use
of Directors,
applicants.
Board of
and has
has adopted
approval form
adopted aa written
Directors, and
by applicants.

BACKGROUND:
BACKGROUND: THE DECLARATION
9.
9.

in Article
The
Article II,
The October
all described
and
October 11,
1995 Declaration,
described and
subjects all
Declaration, in
11, 1995
11, subjects

annexed
property to
This includes
its terms.
the Property.
to its
terms. This
annexed property
includes the
Property.

Complaint
Complaint
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110916,
110916, I8545-100
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Page 2
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10.
10.

Article
Article III,
the Architectural
the Declaration
Declaration defines
Architectural Committee.
Committee.
of the
Section 3.1
3.1 of
deﬁnes the
111, Section

11.
11.

Article
limits all
Building
Article IV,
4.1 of
the Declaration
all improvements
the Building
Declaration limits
improvements on
of the
on the
Section 4.1
IV, Section

“except with
the Architectural
residential structures
Architectural
Lots
with residential
permitted by
by the
Lots “except
and accessory
structures and
structures as
as permitted
accessory structures

Committee
writing.”
in writing.”
the same
Committee and
and the
same have
have been
been approved
approved in
12.
12.

“[t]he Association,
that “[t]he
The same
the
The
provides that
after reasonable
notice to
to the
Section provides
reasonable notice
same Section
Association, after

offender
in violation
this
the Owner,
Improvement constructed
Violation of
offender and/or
to the
of this
remove any
and/or to
constructed . . . in
Owner, may
may remove
any Improvement
.

.

.

Declaration...” Declaration,
Declaration…”
4.1.
Section 4.1.
Declaration, Section

13.
13.

“the Owner
Further,
provides that
that “the
the same
4.1 provides
the Improvements
Improvements (in
of the
Section 4.1
Owner of
same Section
Further, the
(in

violation) shall
with such
the Association
for all
all expenses
shall immediately
incurred with
Association for
reimburse the
expenses incurred
such
immediately reimburse
Violation)
removal.”
removal.”

14.
14.

Section
placement of
limits the
the placement
4.2.4 addresses
fencing.
of fencing.
Section 4.2.4
and limits
addresses and

15.
15.

Section
prohibits fences
from extending
than twenty
extending closer
to aa street
street than
feet
Section 4.2.4(a)
fences from
closer to
twenty feet
4.2.4(a) prohibits

16.
16.

Section
prohibits fences
projecting beyond
beyond the
from projecting
the setback
the
of the
Section 4.2.4(a)
fences from
setback of
4.2.4(a) prohibits

(20’).
(20’).

principal
the building
principal building
building on
building lot.
on the
lot.

17.
17.

“higher than
Section
prohibits fences
without the
prior
(6’) Without
than six
six feet
the prior
feet (6’)
Section 4.2.4(a)
fences “higher
4.2.4(a) prohibits

Committee.”
approval
Architectural Committee.”
of Ada
approval of
Ada County
required) and the Architectural
County (if
(if required)

18.
18.

Section
unreasonably interferes
with or
that unreasonably
prohibits any
interferes with
or constitutes
constitutes
Section 4.2(d)
fence that
4.2(d) prohibits
any fence

“undesirable” effect
an
upon neighboring
neighboring lots.
an “undesirable”
effect upon
lots.

19.
19.

“interference with
4.12 of
Section
prohibits “interference
with the
the Declaration
the
Declaration likewise
of the
likewise prohibits
Section 4.12

Complaint
Complaint

110916,
I8545-100
11()916,18545-100
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established
pattern over
portion of
unless an
the Property,
alternative
of the
an adequate
drainage pattern
established drainage
over any
adequate alternative
Property, unless
any portion
provision is
by the
for proper
the Architectural
Architectural
provision
is made
proper drainage
drainage and
and is first approved in writing by
made for
Committee.”
Committee.”

BACKGROUND: FACTS
BACKGROUND:
20.
20.

On
was granted
for approval,
Defendant applied
On or
or about
granted
applied for
and was
about May
approval, and
2016, Defendant
May 9,
9, 2016,

Work”).
(“Approved Work”).
approval
work on
the Property
the Architectural
Architectural Committee
Committee to
to do
on the
approval by
some work
do some
Property (“Approved
by the

21.
21.

The
by September
The Approved
Work was
on or
or by
2016.
completed on
September 11,
Approved Work
was completed
11, 2016.

22.
22.

However,
between July
Defendant also
2016 and
September 11,
and September
also engaged
engaged
However, between
2016, Defendant
11, 2016,
July 1,
1, 2016

Work”).
(“Unapproved Work”).
in
work on
in substantial
the Property
additional work
on the
substantial additional
Property (“Unapproved

23.
23.

Between
the Architectural
Architectural
2016 and
of the
members of
September 11,
and September
Between July
2016, members
11, 2016,
July 1,
1, 2016

Committee
became aware
the substantial
the Property.
Committee became
of the
Work on
on the
substantial Unapproved
Unapproved Work
aware of
Property.
24.
24.

The
raising of
the grade
the Property,
The Unapproved
of the
of the
Work included
substantial raising
included substantial
grade of
Unapproved Work
Property,

retaining wall,
raising of
the fence.
significant raising
construction
wall, and
construction of
of aa retaining
relocation and
of the
fence.
and relocation
and significant

25.
25.

At
At least
the Architectural
Committee each
Architectural Committee
of the
members of
least two
each separately
advised
two members
separately advised

Defendant
violation and
was not
that the
the Violation
the Unapproved
not approved.
Defendant of
of the
Work was
and that
Unapproved Work
approved.
26.
26.

On
for
application for
Defendant submitted
On or
or about
submitted aa second
September 6,
about September
second application
2016, Defendant
6, 2016,

(“Second Application”).
Application”).
approval
approval (“Second

27.
27.

The
ﬁrst time,
The Second
for the
the first
the Architectural
informed the
Architectural Committee
Committee
Second Application,
Application, for
time, informed

Defendant’s intentions
in
writing of
wall,
in writing
retaining wall,
intentions to
the Unapproved
of the
to construct
and Defendant’s
construct aa new
new retaining
Unapproved Work,
Work, and
re-grade the
in aa way
that would
re-grade
way that
would seriously
the Property
affect drainage
drainage and
and move
and substantially
move and
substantially
seriously affect
Property in

Complaint
Complaint
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raise
existing fence.
the existing
raise the
fence.
28.
28.

in response
On
Committee queries,
Architectural Committee
to Architectural
On or
or about
September 9,
response to
about September
queries,
2016, in
9, 2016,

information about
the Architectural
the pending
Architectural Committee
Committee additional
Defendant emailed
Defendant
pending
additional information
emailed the
about the

application.
application.
29.
29.

the Architectural
letter to
On
Committee sent
Defendant
Architectural Committee
sent aa letter
to Defendant
On September
September 14,
2016, the
14, 2016,

expressing
him that
it was
in
informing him
that it
the Second
expressing specific
concerns about
speciﬁc concerns
and informing
about the
Second Application,
was in
Application, and
violation of
the Declaration
not approved.
Violation
Declaration and
of the
and was
approved.
was not
30.
30.

Committee’s September
The
letter included
The Architectural
Architectural Committee’s
2016 letter
included specific
September 14,
speciﬁc
14, 2016

descriptions
particular Violations
violations of
work. At
At
the particular
the Declaration
the proposed
Declaration threatened
of the
of the
threatened by
descriptions of
proposed work.
by the
this time,
With
the Architectural
meeting to
this
Committee also
Architectural Committee
to call
call aa special
to meet
meet with
offered to
special meeting
also offered
time, the

Defendant
the application.
Defendant and
application.
and discuss
discuss the
31.
31.

in person
On
with the
met in
the Architectural
Defendant met
Architectural
On September
person with
September 19,
2016, Defendant
19, 2016,

Committee
in special
the Second
Application.
Committee in
to discuss
special session
session to
Second Application.
discuss the
32.
32.

At the
At
the September
the Architectural
Committee explained
Architectural Committee
2016 meeting,
explained to
to
September 19,
meeting, the
19, 2016

it did
that the
with the
the second
not approved
not comply
the
Defendant
was not
Defendant that
application was
did not
second application
approved as
as it
comply with

Declaration.
Declaration.
33.
33.

the Architectural
letter
On
Committee mailed
Architectural Committee
On September
mailed an
an additional
additional letter
September 27,
2016, the
27, 2016,

to
basis of
its objections
the basis
The Architectural
restating its
Defendant restating
Architectural
of those
to Defendant
those objections.
objections and
and the
objections. The
it would
if unapproved
Committee
would have
unapproved
that it
informed Defendant
Committee also
Defendant that
to consider
legal action
action if
consider legal
also informed
have to

work remained.
work
remained.

Complaint
Complaint
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34.
34.

On
the Board
On or
or about
sent aa letter,
certiﬁed mail,
to
Board sent
October 12,
about October
letter, certified
mail, to
2016, the
12, 2016,

him that
Defendant,
informing him
that aa second
meeting would
the
which the
at which
special meeting
called at
would be
second special
be called
Defendant, informing

Unapproved
be discussed.
Work would
Unapproved Work
would be
discussed.
35.
35.

In
with any
In compliance
this
requirements imposed
compliance with
Idaho Code
§55-1 15, this
imposed by
Code §55-115,
any requirements
by Idaho

days’ notice
the meeting
meeting and
letter gave
October
Defendant 30
2016 letter
notice of
of the
an opportunity
to cure
and an
October 12,
cure
gave Defendant
30 days’
opportunity to
12, 2016

the
warned Defendant
would be
It also
if he
that he
the violation.
for costs
Defendant that
Violation. It
he would
incurred if
he failed
failed
also warned
costs incurred
be assessed
assessed for
to
the violation.
to cure
Violation.
cure the
36.
36.

As
in the
the Board
met and
the
the letter,
As stated
on November
Board met
November 21,
stated in
and reviewed
reviewed the
letter, on
2016, the
21, 2016,

situation
violation had
been remedied.
the Property.
The Violation
not been
at the
situation at
had not
remedied.
Propeny. The
37.
37.

the Board
its determination
Since
determination
Defendant of
of its
Since November
Board has
November 21,
has advised
advised Defendant
2016, the
21, 2016,

that
that the
the violation
The Association
remains unresolved.
Violation remains
Defendant repeated
sent Defendant
to
Association has
has sent
repeated demands
demands to
unresolved. The
cure
violation, and
not cured
the Violation,
not agreed
arbitration. Defendant
Defendant has
to
and has
has requested
has not
and has
has not
cure and
requested arbitration.
cured the
agreed to
Association’s request
the
the Association’s
for arbitration.
arbitration.
request for

CAUSE OF ACTION
38.
38.

the Architectural
the Property
the permission
Defendant
without the
Defendant changed
permission of
Architectural
of the
changed the
Propeny without

Committee
in aa manner
manner prohibited
the Declaration.
Committee in
prohibited by
Declaration.
by the
39.
39.

Defendant’s unapproved
it so
that
Defendant’s
work includes
the fence
moving the
regrading it
fence and
includes moving
and regrading
unapproved work
so that

the
permitted by
by the
higher than
that is
than permitted
that is
line than
than
the fence
the Declaration
the lot
lot line
Declaration and
is higher
is closer
to the
fence that
and that
closer to
permitted by
by the
the Declaration.
permitted
Declaration.
40.
40.

Defendant
retaining wall
the Property.
Defendant has
an unapproved
wall on
on the
has constructed
constructed an
unapproved retaining
Propeny.

Complaint
Complaint

110916,
I8545-100
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41.
41.

Defendant
the
the grade
the Property
Without approval
Defendant has
of the
on the
approval of
has changed
changed the
grade on
Property without

Architectural
Architectural Committee.
Committee.
42.
42.

in the
the opinion
opinion
the appearance
his fence
Defendant has
Defendant
of his
fence and
and Property
has changed
changed the
appearance of
Propeny to,
to, in

of
the Architectural
the detriment
detriment of
his neighbors
the detriment
detriment of
the
Architectural Committee,
of the
of his
neighbors and
to the
of the
and to
Committee, the
the neighborhood.
uniformity of
of the
neighborhood.
uniformity

43.
43.

Defendant’s Unapproved
Defendant’s
that
Work includes
landscaping and
grading changes
includes landscaping
and grading
changes that
Unapproved Work

have
the Property.
of the
drainage of
affected drainage
have affected
Property.
44.
44.

The
properly noticed
The Association
the violation.
Defendant of
of the
Violation.
Association has
noticed Defendant
has properly

45.
45.

The
the violation,
The Association
written notice
Defendant written
notice of
of the
both 10
10 days
given Defendant
Association has
has given
Violation, both
days

in advance
in advance
bringing this
this action
the Board
in
by §12-120,
of bringing
action as
of the
required by
Board
and 30
advance of
advance of
as required
30 days
§12-120, and
days in

meeting
voting to
proceed as
by §55-115.
meeting and
to proceed
required by
§55-115.
and voting
as required
46.
46.

The
that Defendant:
The Court
Defendant:
Court should
order that
should order
1)
unapproved construction
the Property;
all unapproved
on the
construction on
and desist
desist all
Cease and
Property;
1) Cease
2)
unapproved or
all unapproved
the
noncompliant construction
improvements on
or noncompliant
or improvements
on the
construction or
Remove all
2) Remove

the fence
his own
including the
Property,
berm or
or landscaping
at his
landscaping and
fence and
and berm
and grading,
own expense;
expense;
grading, at
Property, including

3)
it was
the Property
the Unapproved
Work began,
or apply
before the
Landscape the
Unapproved Work
as it
was before
Propeny as
began, or
apply
3) Landscape
from the
for approval
the Architectural
for
plan from
alternative plan
Architectural Committee.
of an
an alternative
Committee.
approval of

4)
In the
permit the
the alternative,
the Association
all unapproved
to remove
or
Association to
remove all
unapproved or
alternative, permit
4) In
it
noncompliant
the Property
noncompliant construction
improvements on
or improvements
on the
landscaping as
construction or
and replace
replace landscaping
as it
Property and

appeared
be accompanied
by the
with an
that the
the Unapproved
the Association
the
an order
Association be
order that
before the
accompanied by
Unapproved Work,
appeared before
Work, with

Complaint
Complaint

110916,
I8545-100
11()916,18545-100
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7
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Sheriff
if necessary;
Sheriff if
and
necessary; and
5)
the Association
for all
all costs
including legal
legal costs,
to be
Association for
costs incurred,
be assessed
assessed
incurred, including
costs, to
Pay the
5) Pay
meeting of
the Board
the Association
affidavit of
by aa properly-notice
properly-notice meeting
to be
of the
of the
Association
Board and
established by
and to
be established
by
by affidavit

and
its counsel.
and its
counsel.
47.
47.

If default
If
judgment is
taken against
is taken
against Defendant,
an assessment
of fees
of $2,100
default judgment
assessment of
fees of
Defendant, an
$2,100

are
plus an
filing
for legal
through default,
including filing
legal fees
an assessment
of costs,
are expected
assessment of
expected for
fees assessed
assessed through
default, plus
costs, including
fees.
fees.
48.
48.

Additional
for removal
Additional costs
of construction
legal assistance,
removal of
construction and
and landscaping,
costs for
landscaping, legal
assistance,

sheriff’ s assistance,
Defendant’s response,
and
be determined
by Defendant’s
in an
an amount
amount to
to be
determined by
and sheriff’s
also be
be
assistance, in
response, may
may also

if unpaid,
in supplemental
from Defendant,
the Association
assessed
by the
unpaid, will
will be
supplemental
Association from
sought in
and if
assessed by
be sought
Defendant, and
judgments.
judgments.
49.
49.

12-120 authorizes
In addition
In
the specific
the Declaration,
terms of
addition to
to the
of the
authorizes
Idaho Code
speciﬁc terms
Declaration, Idaho
Code 12-120

fees
the Association.
to be
to the
Association.
and costs
ordered to
fees and
costs to
be ordered
WHEREFORE,
prays for
judgment of
this Court
the Association
for judgment
Defendant as
of this
against Defendant
Association prays
Court against
WHEREFORE, the
as
follows:
follows:
a.
a.

For
that Defendant:
For an
an order
Defendant:
order as
requested above,
as requested
above, that
1)
all construction
the Property;
on the
construction on
and desist
desist all
Cease and
Propeny;
1) Cease
2)
unapproved or
all unapproved
noncompliant construction
improvements
or noncompliant
or improvements
construction or
Remove all
2) Remove
on
berm or
the fence
the Property,
including the
on the
or landscaping
landscaping and
fence and
and grading,
and berm
grading,
Property, including
at
his own
at his
own expense;
expense;

Complaint
Complaint

18545-100
110916,
110916, I8545-100
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3)
it was
the Property
the Unapproved
Work began,
before the
Landscape the
Unapproved Work
as it
was before
Propeny as
began,
3) Landscape
or
plan from
from the
for approval
the Architectural
Architectural
alternative plan
or apply
of an
an alternative
approval of
apply for
Committee.
Committee.
4)
unapproved or
In the
permit the
the alternative,
the Association
all unapproved
to remove
or
Association to
remove all
alternative, permit
4) In
the Property
noncompliant construction
noncompliant
improvements on
or improvements
on the
construction or
and replace
replace
Property and

landscaping
it existed
that
with an
the Unapproved
an order
landscaping as
existed before
order that
before the
Unapproved Work,
as it
Work, with

if necessary;
the
Sheriff if
the Association
the Sheriff
Association be
and
accompanied by
be accompanied
necessary; and
by the
5)
the Association
for all
all costs
including legal
legal costs,
to be
Association for
costs incurred,
be
incurred, including
costs, to
Pay the
5) Pay
assessed
by aa properly-notice
meeting of
the Board
to be
of the
properly-notice meeting
Board and
established
and to
be established
assessed by
the Association
its counsel.
by affidavit
afﬁdavit of
of the
Association and
and its
counsel.
by

b.

Association’s reasonable
attorneys’ fees
For
judgment of
the Association’s
For aa judgment
of the
incurred
reasonable attorneys’
fees incurred
Association’s claim,
in connection
in
herein
with the
herein and
the collection
the Association’s
connection with
collection of
of the
and in
claim, in

the
plus costs
judgment is
in fees
if default
the amount
is
amount estimated
at $2,100
estimated at
default judgment
fees plus
costs if
$2,100 in
entered;
entered;
c.

Association’s costs
in
For the
the Association’s
herein and
For
incurred herein
disbursements incurred
and disbursements
and in
costs and
Court’s order;
enforcing
the Court’s
enforcing the
order;

d.

the entire
entire judgment,
the statutory
for
For post-judgment
For
post-judgment interest
judgment, at
interest on
on the
at the
rate for
statutory rate

judgments in
in the
the State
of Idaho;
judgments
State of
Idaho;
e.

attorneys’ fees
in
That
judgment attorneys’
That if the
the Association
incurs post
Association incurs
post judgment
and costs
fees and
costs in

connection
with the
judgment or
the collection
its judgment
the
enforcement of
connection with
collection of
of its
or enforcement
of the

Complaint
Complaint

110916,
I8545-100
11()916,18545-100
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Court’s Order,
Court’s
be entitled
the Association
the court
for
entitled to
shall be
to apply
to the
Association shall
court for
Order, the
apply to
attorneys’ fees
in the
judgments for
supplemental
for attorneys’
the
incurred in
supplemental judgments
and costs
fees and
costs incurred

this matter;
collection
collection of
of this
and
matter; and

f.

For
just and
For such
relief as
the Court
other relief
Court deems
and equitable.
equitable.
such other
deems just
as the

Date:
2017
Date: June
June 26,
26, 2017
By:

Jeremy
0. Evans,
Evans,
Jeremy O.
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
F OTHERINGHAM LLP
Attorneys for Plaintiff

Complaint
Complaint

110916,
I8545-100
11()916,18545-100
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Electronicall Filed
6/26/2017 1 :55:18 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of We Own
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Jeremy 0. Evans

VlAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St, Suite 31]
Boise, Idaho 83703
idahoj@Vf—law.com
Telephone: (208)629-4567
Facsimile: (208)392-1400
ISB# 7293

Norton, Lynn G.

Attorneys for Petitioners

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC,

Plaintiff,
V.

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil N0.:

CV01 _ 17 _ 11897

SUMMONS

NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF(S): THE COURT MAY
ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND
WITHIN 20 DAYS. READ THE INFORMATION BELOW.

TO: Jan Rodina
You are hereby notiﬁed that in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written response must be
ﬁled with the above designated court within 20 days after service of this Summons on you. If you fail
to so respond the court may enter judgment against you as demanded by the p1aintiff(s) in the
Complaint. A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons.
If you wish to seek the advice of or representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so
promptly so that your written response, if any, may be ﬁled in time and other legal rights protected.
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule 10(a)( 1) and other Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure and shall also include: 1. The title and number of this case. 2. If your response is an
Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or denials of the separate allegations of the
Complaint and other defenses you may claim. 3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone
number, or the signature, mailing address and telephone number of your attorney. 4. Proof of mailing
or delivery of a copy of your response to plaintiff‘s attorney, as designated above. To determine
Whether you must pay a ﬁling fee with your response, contact the Clerk of the above-named court.

DATE‘ 6/26/2017 12:55:18 PM

“CHRISTOPHER 9- R'CH
CLERK OF THE COURT

WW
Summons

000018

Electronically Filed
Filed
7/25/2017 4:19:39 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Kaleena M. Bluemer, ISB: 9576
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Phone: (208) 384-8588
Fax: (208) 853-0117
Email: Kaleena@angstman.com
Email:
Kaleena@angstman.com

for Defendant
Attorney for
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

1O

EAGLE SPRINGS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.

11

Plaintiff,

Case No.
No. CV01-17-11897
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

12

v.
V.
13
14

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

15
16
17

AN GSTMAN JOHNSON hereby give notice
ANGSTMAN
notice to the Court and all interested
interested parties
parties of its

18

representation of Defendant
above-entitled matter.
representation
Defendant Jan Rodina,
matter. The
The Court
Court and
and all
all parties
parties
Rodina, in the above-entitled

19

are requested to make note of
appearance.
of said appearance.

20
21

22

DATED this

S'ﬁay
4;,2,/Sfr
iay of
of July, 2017.

23

NA .
Attorney for Defendant

24
25
26

27
28
29

— PAGE 1
NOTICE OF
OF APPEARANCE
APPEARANCE—
NOTICE
1

A01Matter:
12241-001
A•J
Matter: 12241-001

000019

1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

ﬁday

I HEREBY
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFYthat
thatononthis
this qday ofof
July,
causedto
tobe
beserved
served aa true
true
2017,I Icaused
July,2017,
the foregoing
foregoing NOTICE
NOTICE OF
OF APPEARANCE
APPEARANCE by
copy
copy of the
themethod
method indicated
indicated below,
and
below, and
by the
addressed to those parties marked served below:
below:
Party
P_alﬂ

Counsel

of Service
Means of

Plaintiff

Jeremy
Jeremy 0. Evans
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM, LLP
6126 W. State Street
Boise, ID 83703
Fax: (208) 392-1400
Email: joe@vf—law.com
joe@vf-law.com

US. Mail, Postage Paid
El
E] U.S.
HandDelivered
Delivered
0
[3Hand
FaxTransmittal
Transmittal
0
|:]Fax
El
Notification
[E iCourt Notiﬁcation

10
11

12

K '1

.

ueme

13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22

23
24
25
26
27
28

29

— PAGE 2
OF APPEARANCE
NOTICE OF
APPEARANCE—
NOTICE

AOJMatter:
12241-00]
Matter: 12241-001
A•J
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Filed
Electronically Filed
7/26/2017
7/
017 9:35:48
9: 3§2 48 AM
I'll
“t District,
I51§1rnt>w¢io
Fourth
Judicial
Ada County
gtéJudl
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Laurie Johnson, Deputy Clerk

9017-0529 19:33:40 (GMT)

H

._

'7

,

Filed
Electronically Filed
7/26/2017 9:35:48
9: 35:48 AM
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District Ada County
Fourth
Christopher D.
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Laurie
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
LaurieJtSaDeputy,Clerk
“,By:

,

,

1

“Jammy O wans

$1M; POYHERINGHAM LL?
“6126; W Stat: St Suite 3 1']
3110355 Idaho 83.703

Ichphone (2t )629~4567
Facsimi Bi- (208392 1403
15137557293
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Filed
Electronically Filed
7/26/2017 9:35:48 AM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Electronically Filed
AM
7/26/2017 9:35:48 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich,
Rich, Clerk of the Court
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Jeremy
Evans
0. Evans
Jeremy O.
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
F OTHERINGHAM LLP
6126
311
6126 W
State St.,
Suite 311
W State
St, Suite
Boise,
Idaho 83703
83703
Boise, Idaho
idahoj@vf-law.com
idah0j@Vf-law.com
Telephone:
Telephone: (208)629-4567
(208)629-4567
Facsimile:
Facsimile: (208)392-1400
(208)392-1400
ISB#
ISB# 7293
7293
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
EAGLE
EAGLE SPRINGS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.

VVVVVVVVVV

JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

CV01-17-11897
Civil
No. CV01-17-11897
CiVil N0.

NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE
DEFAULT JUDGMENT

Pursuant
that
the Idaho
Pursuant to
to Rule
Rule 55
of the
of Court,
Idaho Rules
Rules of
55 of
Court, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
F otheringham, intends
Plaintiff,
through its
its counsel
for entry
intends to
of record
Vial Fotheringham,
to apply
of
and through
record Vial
counsel of
Plaintiff, by
entry of
apply for
by and

written response
default
judgment against
ﬁle an
Defendant has
against Defendant.
Defendant. Defendant
failed to
to file
an appropriate
appropriate written
default judgment
has failed
response
Plaintiff’s Complaint
Plaintiff.
to
with the
this matter
with Plaintiff.
the Court
matter with
Complaint with
or otherwise
to Plaintiff’s
Court or
otherwise resolve
resolve this
DATE: July
DATE:
2017
26, 2017
July 26,
~'

,.

I/

,’

_.=-\

_//

C

C-—L__

7.
‘12

Jeremy
7293
0. Evans,
Evans, 7293
Jeremy O.
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Intent
Default Judgment
Intent to
File Default
Judgment
to File
2017-07-26 I8545-002
2017-07-26
18545-002

Page
Page 11

000022

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I sent true

and correct copies

of the NOTICE OF INTENT TO

FILE DEFAULT JUDGMENT via email and fax and United

States Postal Service

ﬁrst class

mail to the following:

R. Thomas Curl, Esq.

Mountain Valley Law PLLC
380 South 4th Street, Ste 202
Boise, ID 83702
208-279-5525

tomnountainvalleylaw.com
DATED this _27_ day of July, 2017.

VIAL F OTHERINGHAM LLP

Intent to File Default Judgment
2017-07-26 18545-002

000023
Page 2

Filed
Electronically Filed
7/27/2017 11:36:43
11:36:43 AM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

1

Kaleena M. Bluemer, ISB: 9576
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Phone: (208)
(208) 384-8588
Fax: (208) 853-0117
Email: Kaleena@Angstman.com
Email:
Kaleena@Angstman.com
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

10

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.

11

Plaintiff,

CV01—17-11897
Case No.
No. CV01-17-11897

ANSWER

12

V.
V.
13

14

15

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

16
17

(“Rodina”), by
The Defendant
Defendant Jan
Rodina ("Rodina"),
and through
through his
counsel of
his counsel
The
Jan Rodina
by and
of record,
record,
18

19

20
21

ANGSTMAN JOHNSON, answers the Complaint in the above-matter as
as follows:
1.
1. Unless expressly admitted, all allegations of
of the Complaint are
are denied.
2. Rodina admits the allegations of
2.
of Paragraphs 1,
5 of
of the Complaint.
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, 4,
4, and 5

22

3. In response
3.
response to
Paragraphs 6,
to Paragraphs
6, 10,
and 19,
Rodina only
10, 11,
11, 12,
12, 13,
13, 14,
14, 15,
15, 16,
16, 17,
17, and
19, Rodina
only
23
24

of the Declaration. To the extent the allegations
admits to the express written terms of
allegations of

25

Paragraphs 6,
Paragraphs
6, 10,
10, 11,
and 19
19are
areinconsistent
inconsistent with
with those
those
12, 13,
11, 12,
13, 14,
14, 15,
15, 16,
16, 17,
17, and

26

express written terms,
allegations of Paragraphs
express
terms, the allegations
Paragraphs 6,
6, 10,
10, 11,
11, 12,
12, 13,
13, 14,
14, 15,
15, 16,
16, 17,
17,

27

and 19
19 are
are denied.

28
29

ANSWER— PAGE 11
ANSWER-PAGE
A‘J
12241-001
A•J Matter:
Matter: 12241-001

000024

1

Rodina denies
4. Rodina
4.
denies the allegations
allegations of Paragraph
Paragraph 7,
because while
while the
the Association
Association may
7, because
may
enforce the
provisions of
enforce
the provisions
of the
the Declaration,
Rodina specifically
denies that
that this
Declaration, Rodina
speciﬁcally denies

regular.” The
enforcement
"fair and
enforcement isis “fair
and regular."
The enforcement
enforcement of the
the Declaration
Declaration has
has been
been
uneven and
and discriminatory.
Declaration is
uneven
The enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the Declaration
is subject
to the
subject to
discriminatory. The

limitations of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing,
limitations
dealing, and the conduct of
constrained to be exercised in good
the Association is also constrained
good faith
faith pursuant to I.C.
LC. 30-

29-830, -842,
—842, and pursuant
pursuant to their
their fiduciary
110
29-830,
Steelman v.
ﬁduciary duties,
duties, see Steelman
v. Mallory,
Mallory, 110
10

11

12

Idaho 510,
1282 (1986).
Theprosecution
Idaho
prosecution of
ofthis
this complaint
complaint exceeds
exceeds those
510, 716 P.2d 1282
(1986). The

limits and is not aa validly authorized action.
5. Rodina is without sufficient
sufﬁcient knowledge or information to respond to the allegations
allegations of

13

Paragraphs 88 and,
of that paragraph.
and> therefore, denies the allegations of
14

of Paragraph 9.
6. Rodina admits the allegations of
9.
15

16
17
18

The allegations
allegations of Paragraph
Paragraph 18
18 are
are incomplete
incomplete statements
7. The
of the
the section
statements of
section of the

of that paragraph.
covenants, therefore Rodina denies the allegations of
of Paragraphs 20 and 21.
8. Rodina admits the allegations of

19

9. Rodina denies the allegations of
of Paragraph 22.
20
21

22

23

Without sufficient
10. Rodina is without
10.
sufﬁcient knowledge or information to respond to the allegations
allegations of

Paragraph 23, and, therefore, denies the allegations of
of that paragraph.
11.
11. Rodina denies the allegations of
of Paragraph 24.

24

12. In response to Paragraph 25, Rodina admits that he has
12.
has had
had conversations
conversations with
with some
25
26

of the
the members
members of
ofthe
the Architectural
Architectural Committee
Committee regarding
regarding the
the previously
approved
previously approved

27

improvements,
but denies
denies the
the existence
existence of any
violations or
or liability
improvements, but
and therefore
therefore
liability and
any violations

28

denies the remainder of
of the allegations of that paragraph.

29

ANSWER; PAGE
ANSWER—
PAGE 2
A01Matter:
12241—001
Matter: 12241-001
A•J
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13. Rodina admits the allegations of
13.
of Paragraph 26.
14. In response to Paragraph 27,
14.
Second Application,
27, Rodina admits that he submitted the Second

but denies the remainder of
of the allegations.
15.
15. The
The allegations
allegations of Paragraphs
Paragraphs 28,
and 33
33 are
28, 29,
29, 30,
to the
are vague
vague and
and ambiguous
ambiguous t0
30, and
alleged communications.
communications. Although
alleged
Although Rodina
Rodina has
has had some
some communications
with the
communications with

Architectural Committee,
allegations are
give Rodina
imprecise to give
Architectural
Committee, the
the allegations
are too imprecise
sufﬁcient
Rodina sufficient

information or belief to form
so he denies the allegations.
fonn aa response,
response, so
10

11

16. Rodina admits the allegations of
16.
of Paragraph 31.

In response
17. In
17.
response to
to the
the allegations
allegations of Paragraph
Paragraph 32,
32, Rodina
admits that
that he
he was
at the
Rodina admits
was at

12

September 19,
allegations are
are too vague and
19, 2016 meeting, but because the remaining allegations

13

incomplete as
content of
of that
that meeting
meeting to
to give
give Rodina
incomplete
as to the content
Rodina sufficient
sufﬁcient information
information or
14

belief to form aa response, Rodina denies the allegations of
paragraph.
of that paragraph.
15
16

18. The
The allegations
18.
allegations of Paragraphs
Paragraphs 34,
and 37
34, 35,
35, 36
36 and
to the
37 are
are vague
vague and
and ambiguous
ambiguous to

17

alleged communications.
communications. Although
alleged
Although Rodina
Rodina has
has had some
some communications
with the
communications with

18

and/0r Association, the allegations are too imprecise
Board and/or
imprecise to give
give Rodina
Rodina sufficient
sufﬁcient

19

belief to form a response, so
so he denies the allegations.
information or belief
20
21

19.
19. Rodina Denies the allegations of paragraphs
paragraphs 38,
38, 39,
47, 48
48
39, 40,
40, 41,
41, 42,
42, 43,
43, 44,
44, 45,
45, 46,
46, 47,
and 49.

22

23

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

24

Plaintiff’s Complaint
1. Plaintiff's
fails to
Complaint fails
to state
state aa claim
claim upon which relief can be given.
.

25
26
27

Plaintiffs claims
2. Plaintiff's
claims are
are barred
barred by
the equitable
equitable doctrines
doctrines of
of waiver,
laches or
or estoppel,
waiver, laches
estoppel,
by the
in that:
that:

28
29

ANSWER— PAGE
ANSWER—
PAGE 33
A01Matter:
12241-001
Matter: 12241-001
A•J
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a. Prior
Prior to making
making any
a.
Mr. Rodina
improvements, Mr.
Rodina submitted
submitted an
an application
application
any improvements,

approval to
wherein he requested approval
to repair
repair his
his fence and extend the east
side of
east side

the fence facing N Cayuse
cover the full
full length
length of
of the
the fence.
fence. Rodina
Cayuse Way
Way to cover
also requested
requested approval
approval to
also
to change
to make
change the landscaping
landscaping to
make the fence
fence level
level

with the house in the backyard and the east side of the house.
b. The submitted application was approved.
c. Mr. Rodina relied to his detriment upon the Association’s
Association's consent
consent to his work
and proceeded to incur substantial expense and have the fence installed on
on his

10

lot as
he had planned.
as he

11

12

after the fence
fence was
was mostly
d. Only
completed did
did Mr.
Mr. Rodina
Rodina receive
receive any
mostly completed
Only after
any

13

communication from anyone purporting to act on behalf of
any
of the HOA with any
14

objection to his work or any request that he submit further paperwork.
15
16

Rodina’s application
3. The
The HOA approved
3.
approved Mr.
Mr. Rodina's
application to
to change
change the
the landscaping
landscaping to
to repair,
repair,

17

objections to Mr. Rodina’s
extend and level his fence and therefore waived any objections
Rodina's repair

18

and extension
extension of his
his fence
fence and
and the
the completion
completion of
ofthe
thenecessary
and
landscaping in
necessary landscaping

19

reliance on that approval.
2O

21

4.
4. The
The HOA
HOA has
has approved
approved the
the construction
construction of
of similar
similar improvements
that involve
improvements that
involve the

22

of similar fences that sit on
on top of
of similar
similar landscaping
installation of
landscaping and retaining walls,

23

Rodina’s, throughout
of Mr. Rodina's,
the same height or higher than that of
throughout the
the neighborhood
neighborhood and

24

has waived the right to deny these same improvements in this case.
case.
25
26

Mr. Rodina
5. Mr.
Rodina is
is seeking
seeking equitable
equitable relief,
and equitable
5.
equitable considerations
considerations must be
relief, and
be taken

27

of work that was
account. Destruction of
into account.
was completed,
with the
the prior
prior knowledge
completed, with
knowledge and

28

consent of
of the HOA would be wasteful and contrary to the principles of
of equity.

29
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6. This
ThisAction
Actionby
theHOA
HOAisisvoid
voidfor
thereason
forthe
6.
reasonthat
thatititisis pursued
pursued by
the HOA
HOA officers
ofﬁcers
bythe
by the

members in violation of
and board members
of their
their obligations
30-29-830, -obligations of
of good
good faith,
I.C. 30-29-830,
faith, I.C.

In addition,
this action
ﬁduciary duties.
842, and fiduciary
duties. In
addition, this
action isis proceeding
proceeding in
in light
light of
of the
the waiver/
waiver/
estoppel by
Association’sknowledge,
the HOA
HOA as
resultofofthe
as aaresult
estoppel
by the
theAssociation's
and
consent and
knowledge, consent

Rodina’s work.
approval of Mr.
Mr. Rodina's
approval
work. This
This action
action is
is an
an abuse
abuse of
of power
power by
individuals in
by individuals

of their duties and should be deemed void.
violation of
ATTORNEY FEES
10
11

12

Rodina has
has obtained
obtained counsel
counsel to
defend this
this action.
Rodina
to defend
action. Rodina
Rodina is
is entitled
entitled to
reasonable
to reasonable
pursuant to Idaho
Idaho Code
attorney fees
Code §§ 12-12(1),
and I.R.C.P.
I.R.C.P. 54,
attorney
fees and costs pursuant
contract and
and any
12-12(1), and
54, contract
any

other applicable provision of
of law.

13

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
14

Based on the foregoing, Jan Rodina requests that the Court:
Court:
15
16

1.
1. dismiss the Complaint of
of the Plaintiff, that it takes nothing thereby;

17

2.
2. award Defendant reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred in defending this action;

18

and

19

3.
3. award such other relief
relief as
as the Court deems just and equitable.
20
21

DATED this

2'

1*”
l 'day
of July, 2017.
day of

22
23

Attorney for Defendant

24
25
26
27
28

29
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
HEREBY CERTIFY
I HEREBY
CERTIFYthat
thatononthis
this2?”
le)-- day
day of July,
a true
caused to be served
served a
2017, I caused
July, 2017,
foregoing ANSWER by the method
method indicated
copy of the foregoing
indicated below,
and addressed
addressed to those
those parties
below, and
marked served below:

Party

Counsel

Means of Service

Plaintiff

Jeremy
Jeremy 0. Evans
Vial Fotheringham, LLP
6126 W. State Street
Boise, ID 83703
Fax: (208)
(208) 392-1400
Email: joe@vf—1aw.com
joe@vf-law.com

111U.S.
Postage Paid
1:] US. Mail, Postage
Hand Delivered
Delivered
ill
I:I Hand
['Fax
Transmittal
Fax
Transmittal
E]
iCourt Notification
Notiﬁcation
RI
E] iCourt

1O

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
2O

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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FILED
FILED
Signed: 7/31/2017 03:15 PM
_________________________________________
D. RICH,
THE COURT
CLERK OF
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER D.
OF THE
COURT
RICH, CLERK
BY:
BY:_____________________________________
Deputy
Clerk
Deputy Clerk

IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
OF
COURT OF
THE
THE STATE
IN AND
AND FOR
THE COUNTY
ADA
STATE OF
FOR THE
OF IDAHO,
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
IDAHO, IN
EAGLE SPRINGS
EAGLE
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION INC.,
INC.

vs.'
VS

Plaintiff’
Plaintiff,

JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,

CV01-17-11897
Case
No. CV01-17-11897
Case No.

ORDER
ORDER FOR
FOR SCHEDULING
SCHEDULING
AND ORDER
CONFERENCE
ORDER RE:
CONFERENCE AND
RE:
MOTION
PRACTICE
MOTION PRACTICE

Defendant.
Defendant.

IT
IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED
ORDERED that
above-captioned case
that the
the above-captioned
for aa scheduling
IS HEREBY
is scheduled
scheduling
scheduled for
case is
conference
AT 2:30
PM at
the Ada
to commence
on THURSDAY,
2017 AT
at the
conference to
commence on
THURSDAY, AUGUST
AUGUST 24,
Ada County
2:30 PM
24, 2017
County
Courthouse,
Front Street,
200 West
Idaho.
West Front
Courthouse, 200
Street, Boise,
Boise, Idaho.
The
purpose of
will be
The purpose
the conference
the deadlines
enter aa scheduling
regarding the
of the
to enter
scheduling order
conference Will
order regarding
deadlines
be to
in the
All parties
in person
contained
person or
this time
time in
the attached
through
parties must
must appear
at this
or through
contained in
attached schedule.
appear at
schedule. All

counsel.
be fully
familiar with
With the
the case
to stipulate
stipulate to
to
must be
and have
Counsel must
have authority
counsel. Counsel
case and
authority to
fully familiar
in I.R.C.P.
scheduling
bind his
forth in
his or
her client
client on
all matters
matters set
or her
on all
scheduling deadlines,
I.R.C.P. 16(a)
set forth
and (b),
and
deadlines, bind
16(a) and
(b), and

to
commit to
other matters
matters as
to commit
to such
anticipated to
to be
such other
discussed.
as may
be reasonably
be discussed.
reasonably anticipated
may be
In
In lieu
all parties
this scheduling
parties may
stipulate to
other
lieu of
of this
to deadlines
scheduling conference,
deadlines and
and other
conference, all
may stipulate
information
in the
Planning. This
This stipulation
information required
Stipulation for
the enclosed
for Scheduling
and Planning.
stipulation
Scheduling and
required in
enclosed Stipulation
must
be completed
parties, and
With the
all parties,
the court
the day
the
ﬁled with
must be
court the
completed and
and signed
and filed
before the
signed by
day before
by all
scheduling
will not
not reach
the court
the
stipulations will
reach the
submitted stipulations
scheduling conference.
court before
conference. (Untimely
before the
(Untimely submitted
hearing
in hearings
all morning
hearing since
morning of
this scheduling
hearings all
the court
is in
of this
scheduling hearing).
since the
court is
hearing).
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IT IS
in this
IT
FURTHER ORDERED
ORDERED that
that the
this case.
the following
following shall
shall apply
filed in
motions filed
IS FURTHER
to motions
case.
apply to
A.
GENERALLY (applies
MOTIONS GENERALLY
A. MOTIONS
to every
motion)
(applies to
every motion)
1.
the motion
motion and
all moving
moving or
1. One
additional copy
of the
of all
or opposing
opposing papers
One additional
and of
papers (including
(including
copy of
affidavits
briefs) must
be submitted
judge's chambers
when such
the judge's
filed
to the
must be
submitted to
afﬁdavits and
chambers when
and briefs)
documents are
are filed
such documents
If in
in your
or
with the
your brief
brief you
you rely
case
decided
by
an
the clerk
the court.
clerk of
or lodged
of the
an
court. If
upon any
lodged with
decided
case
rely upon
any
by
appellate
you must
your brief
brief
that case
the copy
of that
to the
of your
of Idaho,
must attach
attach aa copy
appellate court
court outside
outside of
case to
Idaho, you
copy of
copy of
submitted
judge's chambers.
the judge's
to the
submitted to
chambers.
in the
2.
be allotted
time each
will be
motion are
the
The amount
for oral
argument on
2. The
amount of
of time
allotted for
oral argument
on aa motion
are set
set in
each side
side will
If you
local
you need
beyond
time beyond
the Fourth
Fourth Judicial
District. If
the Court
the time
of the
to enlarge
enlarge the
local rules
Court to
Judicial District.
need the
rules of
fifteen
please contact
the Clerk.
ﬁfteen (15)
minutes each
Clerk.
contact the
each side,
side, please
(15) minutes

If aa notice
3.
within fourteen
hearing is
not filed
the motion
motion is
the
after the
notice of
of hearing
is not
ﬁled Within
fourteen (14)
is filed,
3. If
filed, the
days after
(14) days
motion
will be
motion will
Withdrawn.
deemed withdrawn.
be deemed
4.
No motion
will be
before trial
within twenty-eight
trial unless
motion will
the motion
motion could
4. No
twenty-eight (28)
heard within
unless the
could
be heard
days before
(28) days
not
been heard
not have
earlier.
heard earlier.
have been
B.
COMPEL DISCOVERY
MOTIONS TO
DISCOVERY
B. MOTIONS
TO COMPEL

A motion
1.
be accompanied
by an
that efforts
motion to
efforts
1. A
must be
an affidavit
afﬁdavit showing
showing that
to compel
compel discovery
accompanied by
discovery must
were made
the dispute
the motion
motion was
to resolve
ﬁled.
dispute before
before the
resolve the
were
made to
was filed.
2.
motion to
2. Reasonable
incurred when
when successfully
or opposing
to
prosecuting or
opposing aa motion
Reasonable expenses
expenses incurred
successfully prosecuting
in Rule
compel
be awarded
of
the
Idaho
Rules
of
Civil
the
shall be
Civil
Rule 37(a)(4)
of
of
Idaho
Rules
compel discovery
provided in
awarded as
as provided
discovery shall
37(a)(4)
Procedure.
Procedure.
C.
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
MOTIONS FOR
C. MOTIONS
1.
party moving
judgment shall
The party
for summary
moving for
shall prepare
separate documents:
1. The
prepare as
documents: (a)
as separate
motion,
summary judgment
(a) motion,
in support
(b)
written statement
containing aa written
the motion,
statement of
legal memorandum
memorandum containing
of reasons
of the
support of
and
reasons in
motion, and
(b) legal
(c)
a
concise
statement
of
the
material
facts.
Each
statement
of
a
fact
shall
include
a
reference
to
the
material
shall
statement
statement
Each
of
fact
to
of
reference
include
facts.
concise
a
a
a
(c)
in the
the
which supports
that fact.
the particular
the record
The legal
shall include
particular place
legal memorandum
memorandum shall
include
fact. The
record which
supports that
place in
aa statement,
by authority,
claim
or
defense
relevant
to
the
the elements
the
claim
of the
elements of
of any
or
relevant
to
supported by
defense
statement, supported
authority, of
any
motion.
motlon.
2.
party opposing
judgment shall
The party
motion for
for summary
shall prepare
separate documents:
2. The
opposing aa motion
prepare as
documents:
as separate
summary judgment
in
written
(a)
legal
memorandum
containing
a
written
statement
of
reasons
in
opposition
to
the
motion,
containing
the
statement
legal
memorandum
of
opposition
to
and
reasons
a
motion, and
(a)
(b)
which are
which are
the facts
material fact
statement of
of the
genuine issues
of material
fact and/or
facts which
are genuine
and/or which
are
concise statement
issues of
(b) aa concise
from the
material
party's statement
the moving
material facts
moving party's
shall
omitted from
statement of
statement of
of facts.
Each statement
of aa fact
fact shall
facts omitted
facts. Each
in the
that
include
particular place
place in
which
supports
that
fact.
The
legal
the particular
the record
The
which
to the
legal
reference to
include aa reference
fact.
record
supports
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memorandum
the elements
shall include
claim or
memorandum shall
of the
elements of
of any
or
include aa statement,
supported by
statement, supported
authority, of
any claim
by authority,
defense
the motion.
motion.
relevant to
to the
defense relevant
in Idaho
3.
forth in
The service
the schedule
shall be
of briefs
briefs and
affidavits shall
to the
Idaho
according to
and affidavits
set forth
schedule set
service of
3. The
be according
Rule
2014.
CiVil Procedure
Rule of
of Civil
effective July
Procedure 56(c),
amended effective
July 1,
1, 2014.
56(0), amended

AFTER the
4.
judgment will
be set
will be
the moving
motion for
for summary
The hearing
hearing on
moving party
4. The
on aa motion
set AFTER
has
summary judgment
party has
submitted
be
then be
The hearing
hearing date
the motion,
statement of
legal memorandum
memorandum and
of facts.
submitted the
and statement
facts. The
can then
date can
motion, legal
obtained
judge’s court
judgment and
from the
This pertains
the judge’s
all motions
for summary
pertains to
motions for
to all
clerk. This
court clerk.
obtained from
and
summary judgment
motions
judgment.
for partial
partial summary
motions for
summary judgment.

July
Dated
_____ day
this 31st
of _______________,
Dated this
2017.
day of
, 2017.
____________________________
LYNN G.
LYNN
NORTON
G. NORTON
District
District Judge
Judge
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IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
OF
COURT OF
THE
THE STATE
IN AND
AND FOR
THE COUNTY
ADA
STATE OF
FOR THE
OF IDAHO,
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
IDAHO, IN
EAGLE SPRINGS
EAGLE
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION INC.,
INC.

vs.'
VS

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,

JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,

CV01-17-11897
Case
No. CV01-17-11897
Case No.

STIPULATION
STIPULATION FOR
FOR SCHEDULING
SCHEDULING
AND PLANNING
AND
PLANNING

Defendant.
Defendant.
The
parties hereby
The above
the following
following scheduling
stipulate to
to the
scheduling deadlines:
deadlines:
above parties
hereby stipulate
EXPERT WITNESSES
A.
WITNESSES
A. EXPERT

(Plaintiff's experts)
(Plaintiff's
experts)
1.
plaintiff shall
trial plaintiff
least 120)
shall disclose
1. ______________ days
person
before trial,
disclose each
each person
120) before
(at least
days (at
plaintiff intends
which the
plaintiff
trial and
the subject
matter on
the
expert witness
intends to
to call
call as
an expert
at trial
on Which
Witness at
state the
and state
subject matter
as an
witness is
is expected
to testify.
Witness
expected to
testify.
2.
plaintiff shall
trial plaintiff
information
all information
least 120)
shall disclose
2. ______________ days
before trial,
disclose all
120) before
(at least
days (at
required
witnesses.
the Idaho
expert Witnesses.
CiVil Procedure
regarding expert
Rule 26(b)(4)
of the
of Civil
required by
Idaho Rules
Rules of
Procedure regarding
26(b)(4) of
by Rule
3.
trial defendant
the
shall complete
of the
defendant shall
complete any
depositions of
before trial,
3. _______________ days
days before
any depositions
plaintiff‘s
plaintiff's initial
initial expert
expert witnesses.
Witnesses.
(Defendant's experts)
(Defendant's
experts)
person
4.
trial defendant
least 95)
shall disclose
4. _______________ days
defendant shall
before trial,
disclose each
each person
(at least
days (at
95) before
defendant
which the
trial and
the subject
matter on
the
expert witness
intends to
to call
call as
an expert
at trial
on which
defendant intends
Witness at
state the
and state
subject matter
as an
witness
is
expected
to
testify.
Witness is expected to testify.

trial defendant
5.
all
least 95)
shall disclose
defendant shall
before trial,
disclose all
5. _______________ days
(at least
days (at
95) before
information
information required
the Idaho
CiVil Procedure
expert
regarding expert
Rule 26(b)(4)
of the
of Civil
required by
Idaho Rules
Rules of
Procedure regarding
26(b)(4) of
by Rule
witnesses.
w1tnesses.

6.
plaintiff shall
the
shall complete
of the
complete any
depositions of
before trial,
6. _______________ days
trial, plaintiff
days before
any depositions
defendant's expert
defendant's
witnesses.
expert Witnesses.

(Plaintiff's rebuttal
(Plaintiff's
rebuttal experts)
experts)
plaintiff
7.
plaintiff shall
person plaintiff
shall disclose
before trial,
disclose each
each person
7. _______________ days
trial, plaintiff
days before
trial to
information or
intends
expert witness
intends to
to call
call as
an expert
at trial
to rebut
or issues
or raised
witness at
rebut new
new information
raised
disclosed or
issues disclosed
as an
by the
the defendant.
defendant.
by
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8.
plaintiff shall
trial plaintiff
information
all information
shall disclose
least 42)
before trial,
disclose all
8. _____________ days
(at least
42) before
days (at
required
the Idaho
the rebuttal
CiVil Procedure
expert
regarding the
Rule 26(b)(4)
of the
of Civil
rebuttal expert
required by
Idaho Rules
Rules of
Procedure regarding
26(b)(4) of
by Rule
witnesses.
witnesses.
9.
the
shall complete
of the
defendant shall
complete any
depositions of
before trial,
9. _______________ days
trial, defendant
days before
any depositions
plaintiff‘s
plaintiff's rebuttal
expert witnesses.
rebuttal expert
Witnesses.
(Defendant's rebuttal
(Defendant's
rebuttal experts)
experts)
7.
shall disclose
defendant shall
defendant
person defendant
before trial,
disclose each
each person
7. _______________ days
trial, defendant
days before
intends
trial to
information or
expert witness
intends to
to call
call as
an expert
or issues
or raised
at trial
to rebut
witness at
rebut new
raised
new information
disclosed or
issues disclosed
as an
in
the
plaintiff
in
rebuttal.
by
plaintiff
the
rebuttal.
by

8.
trial defendant
information
all information
least 30)
shall disclose
defendant shall
before trial,
disclose all
8. _____________ days
(at least
days (at
30) before
required
the Idaho
its rebuttal
CiVil Procedure
expert
regarding its
Rule 26(b)(4)
of the
of Civil
rebuttal expert
required by
Idaho Rules
Rules of
Procedure regarding
26(b)(4) of
by Rule
witnesses.
witnesses.

plaintiff shall
9.
trial plaintiff
the
shall complete
of the
complete any
depositions of
before trial,
9. _______________ days
days before
any depositions
defendant' s rebuttal
witnesses.
defendant's
expert Witnesses.
rebuttal expert
B.
LAY WITNESSES
WITNESSES
B. LAY

plaintiff shall
1.
person
shall disclose
least 42)
1. _____________ days
before trial,
disclose each
each person
trial, plaintiff
(at least
42) before
days (at
plaintiff
plaintiff intends
witnesses).
trial (excluding
impeachment Witnesses).
intends to
at trial
to call
call as
witness at
as a
a lay
(excluding impeachment
lay witness
trial defendant
2.
person
least 42)
shall disclose
2. _____________ days
defendant shall
before trial,
disclose each
each person
(at least
42) before
days (at
trial
defendant
witness
at
trial
(excluding
impeachment
witnesses).
impeachment
intends to
at
to call
call as
defendant intends
Witness
as a
a lay
(excluding
Witnesses).
lay

3.
before trial,
plaintiff shall
shall disclose
Witness (excluding
disclose each
each lay
3. _____________ days
trial, plaintiff
(excluding
days before
lay witness
trial to
impeachment
witnesses) plaintiff
plaintiff intends
information or
impeachment Witnesses)
intends to
or issues
to call
call at
at trial
to rebut
rebut new
new information
issues
disclosed
by the
the defendant.
or raised
defendant.
raised by
disclosed or
4.
before trial,
parties shall
all parties
shall complete
4. _____________ days
of lay
complete any
depositions of
trial, all
days before
any depositions
lay
witnesses.
witnesses.
C.
INITIATING DISCOVERY
DEADLINES FOR
FOR INITIATING
DISCOVERY
C. DEADLINES
trial is
1.
before trial
the last
for serving
1. _____________ days
is the
last day
serving interrogatories,
requests
interrogatories, requests
days before
day for
permit entry
for
production, requests
for production,
for admission.
other property,
to permit
land or
or other
admission.
upon land
and requests
requests to
requests for
entry upon
property, and

ﬁling motions
trial is
2.
before trial
the last
for filing
for aa physical
motions for
2. _____________ days
is the
last day
or
physical or
days before
day for
mental
mental examination.
examination.

DEADLINE FOR
D.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES
FOR SUPPLEMENTAL
RESPONSES TO
DISCOVERY
D. DEADLINE
TO DISCOVERY
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_____________ days
all parties
parties must
must serve
supplemental response
to discovery
before trial,
response to
serve any
trial, all
discovery
days before
any supplemental
required
the Idaho
CiVil Procedure.
Rule 26(e)
of the
of Civil
required by
Idaho Rules
Rules of
Procedure.
26(6) of
by Rule
E.
ALTER DISCOVERY
DEADLINES
STIPULATIONS TO
DISCOVERY DEADLINES
E. STIPULATIONS
TO ALTER
The
parties may
written agreement
The parties
the necessity
alter any
Without the
agreement without
of
deadline by
necessity of
discovery deadline
may alter
any discovery
by written
obtaining
obtaining aa court
court order.
order.
F.
PRETRIAL MOTIONS
MOTIONS
F. PRETRIAL
1.
trial is
the last
ﬁle motions
least 120)
motions to
1. _____________ days
18 the
last day
to file
to add
before trial
add
120) before
(at least
days (at
day to
additional
parties to
the lawsuit.
additional parties
to the
lawsuit.
2.
trial is
the last
ﬁle aa motion
motion to
least 120)
2. ______________ days
18 the
last day
to file
to
before trial
120) before
(at least
days (at
day to
amend
existing parties
the lawsuit,
the claims
for punitive
including to
claim for
punitive
parties to
to the
claims between
to add
lawsuit including
amend the
between existing
add aa claim
damages.
damages.

All other
non-dispositive pretrial
in limine)
3.
pretrial motions
other non-dispositive
filed
motions (excluding
motions in
must be
3. All
be filed
limine) must
(excluding motions
and
days
before
trial.
trial.
and heard
heard twenty-one
before
twenty-one (21)
(21) days
at least
All motions
in limine
pretrial conference
which is
4.
be filed
limine must
the pretrial
least
filed before
motions in
is at
4. All
must be
conference which
before the
trial and
at least
thirty
trial date,
the trial
and heard
heard at
least fourteen
fourteen (14)
or
before trial
before the
thirty (30)
date, or
days before
days before
(14) days
(30) days
good
be shown
within this
this timeframe.
not filed
timeframe.
motions were
must be
ﬁled within
shown why
such motions
were not
good cause
cause must
Why such

G.
OTHER DISPOSITIVE
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
FOR SUMMARY
DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS
JUDGMENT OR
MOTIONS
MOTIONS FOR
OR OTHER
G. MOTIONS

All motions
All
judgment or
for summary
other dispositive
motions for
motions must
or other
must be
ﬁled at
at least
dispositive motions
least ninety
be filed
summary judgment
ninety (90)
(90)
trial
days
and
heard
at
least
sixty
(60)
days
before
trial
as
is
required
by
I.R.C.P.
56.
at
is
required
heard
least
I.R.C.P.
and
before
as
56.
sixty (60) days
days
by
H.
jointly file
brief status
file aa brief
REPORT: The
The parties
120
JOINT STATUS
shall jointly
report between
H. JOINT
STATUS REPORT:
parties shall
status report
between 120
before trial.
days
and 130
trial.
130 days
days and
days before

TRIAL SETTING
I.
SETTING
I. TRIAL
trial to
1.
be set
This case
for aa trial
after ________________________.
1. This
to commence
on or
or after
commence on
can be
set for
case can
(The
within 18
from the
complaint was
months from
the date
the complaint
must be
18 months
date the
ﬁled
was filed
case must
concluded within
be concluded
(The case
pursuant
to
Idaho
Court
Administrative
Rule
57.)
Administrative
pursuant to Idaho Court
Rule 57.)

It is
trial will
Will take
2.
the trial
2. It
is estimated
take ______days.
estimated the
days.
This case
3.
tried as
is to
to be
3. This
case is
be tried
as a:
a:
1 court trial
1 jury
trial
jury trial
D twelve
this matter
4.
parties elect
jury of
jurors.
The parties
for this
matter to
six or
tried by
or □
4. The
to be
of □[1 six
elect for
twelve jurors.
be tried
by aa jury
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5.
trial dates:
for trial
Parties preference
preference for
dates: ___________________
5. Parties
___________________
___________________
J.
MEDIATION
J. MEDIATION
1.
parties agree
no_____
The parties
1. The
to mediation:
mediation: yes_____
no
agree to
yes

If yes:
2.
yes:
2. If
a.
With aa mediator
The parties
mediation with
parties agree
to submit
submit to
to mediation
mediator mutually
upon
agree to
agreed upon
a. The
mutually agreed
in I.R.C.P.
under the
limits in
time limits
the time
under
I.R.C.P. 16(k).
16(k).
b. Mediation
prior to
trial. The
The mediation
shall begin
Mediation shall
mediation must
begin _________days
to trial.
must be
b.
be
days prior
at least
completed
prior to
the report
the court
trial.
report received
least 45
45 days
to trial.
court at
completed and
and the
received by
days prior
by the
in writing
c.
between the
writing between
the parties,
the cost
shall
mediation shall
of mediation
otherwise agreed
Unless otherwise
cost of
agreed in
0. Unless
parties, the
be equally
between the
the parties.
parties.
divided between
be
equally divided

The
all parties,
right to
this stipulation
stipulation by
The parties
parties reserve
the right
agreement of
amend this
of all
to amend
reserve the
parties,
by agreement
subject
right to
amendment hereof
the right
to seek
hereof by
to Court
each party
Court approval;
seek amendment
subject to
reserves the
approval; each
party reserves
by
Court
in accordance
further status
and to
for such
to request
status conferences
Court order,
accordance
conferences for
request further
such purpose,
order, and
purpose, in
with I.R.C.P.
with
and 16(b).
I.R.C.P. 16(a)
16(b).
16(a) and

Dated
this _______ day
of _____________________________,, 2017.
2017.
Dated this
day of
Appearances:
Appearances:
Counsel
for Plaintiff(s)
Counsel for
Plaintiff(s)

_______________
Attorney
at Law
Law
Attorney at

Counsel
for Defendant(s)
Counsel for
Defendant(s)

_______________
Attorney
at Law
Law
Attorney at
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this 31st
true and correct copy

day of

July

,

2017,

I e-mailed (served)

a

of the Within instrument to:

JEREMY EVANS
idahoj@vf—law.com

KALEENA BLUEMER
kaleena@angstman.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

By:
Deputy Court Clerk Signed: 7/31/2017 03:16 PM
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Filed
Electronically Filed
8/18/2017 3:00 PM
Fourth
Ada County
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
Distripawymty
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

(FAX)

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01-17-11897

PROPOSED STIPULATION FOR
SCHEDULING AND PLANNING

v.

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

The above parties hereby stipulate to the following scheduling deadlines:

A. EXPERT WITNESSES

(Plaintiff‘s experts)

I. 120 days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff intends to call as an
expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the witness is expectad to testify.
2.

120 days

Rule 26(b)(4)

(at least 90) before trial, plaintiff shall disclose all information required by
Rules of Civil Procedure regarding expert witnesses.

of the Idaho

3. 30 days before trial, defendant shall complete any depnsitions
expert witnesses.

of the plaintiff‘s initial

(Defendants’ Experts)
4.

95

(at lcast 95) days before trial, defendant shall disclose each person defendant

intends to call as an expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the Witness is
expected to testify.

STIPULATION FOR SCHEDULING AND PLANNING -
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081182017

13238

5.

P303005

(FAX)

95 days

(at least 95) before trial, defendant shall disclase each person defendant

intends to call as an expert witnesses at trial
6.

45 days before trial,

plaintiff shall complete any depositions of the defendants’

expex’c

witnessas.

(Plaintiff’s rebuttal experts)
7.

60 days before trial,

plaintiff shall disclose

each person

plaintiff intends to call

as

an

expert witness at trial to rebut new information or issues disclosed or raised by the defendant.
8.

60 days (as least 42) before trial,

Rule: 26(b)(4)

9‘

plaintiff shall disclose all information

required by

of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding the rebuttal expert Witnesses.

45 days before trial,

plaintiff shall complete any depositions of the

defendant’s

rebuttal expert witnesses.

(Defendant’s rebuttal experts)
10.

60 days before trial, dafendant shall disclose each person defendant intends to call as

an expert witness at trial to rebut new information or issues disclosed or raised by the plaintiff.
11. 60 days (as least 42) before tu'al, defendant shall disclose all

Rule 26(b)(4) ofthe Idaho Rules
12. 45 days before

information required by

of Civil Procedure regarding the rebuttal expert witnesses.

nial, defendant shall complete any depositions of the plaintiff’s

rebuttal expert witnesses.

B.

LAY WITNESSES
I.

45 days

(at least 42 days) before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff

intends to call as lay witnesses at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses).
2. 45 days (at least 42 days) before trial, defendant shall disclose each person defendant

intends to call as lay witnesses at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses).

STIPULATION FOR SCHEDULING AND PLANNING 2
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13138

3.

witnesses)

P13031005

(FAX)

45 days before trial,

plaintiff shall disclose each lay witness (excluding impeachment

plaintiff intends to call at trial to rebut new information or issues disclosed or raised

by the defendant.
4. 30 days before trial, all parties shall complete any depositions

of lay witnesses.

C. DEADLINES FOR INITIATING DISCOVERY

I. 60 days before trial is the last day for serving interrogatories, requests for pmduction,
requests to permit entry upon land or other property, and requests for admission.
2.

60 days before trial is the last day for ﬁling motions for physical or mental

examination.
D. DEADLINE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY
1.

30 days before trial, all parties must serve any supplemental response to discovery

required by Rule 260:)

of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

E. STIPULATIONS

T0 ALTER DISCOVERY DEADLINES

The parties may alter any discovery deadline by written agresment without the necassity

of

obtaining a court order.
F. PRETRIAL MOTIONS
1.

150 days before trial is the last day to

file motions to add additional parties

150 days before trial is the last day to

file

to the

lawsuit.
2.

a motion to amend the claims between

existing parties to the lawsuit, including to add a claim for punitive damages.
3.

All other non~disposiﬁve

prev-trial motions (excluding, but not limited to motions

in

limine) must be heard twenty-one (21) days before trial.

STIPULATION FOR SCHEDULING AND PLANNING -
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OBITBIZOW

13:39

(W)

All motions in Iimine must be ﬁled before the pretrial conference which

4.

thirty (30) days before trial and heard at least fourteen
@1135

P3041005

is at least

(14) days before trial data, m good

must be shown why such motions were not ﬁled within this timeframe.

G. MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR OTHER DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS

All motions for summary judgment or other diSpositive motions must be ﬁled at least ninety-one
(90) days and heard and least sixty (60) days before trial.

H. JOINT STATUS REPORT: The parties shall jointly file a brief status report between 120
days and 130 days before trial.

I. TRIAL SETTING
1.

This case can be set for a trial to commence on or after March 19, 2018. (The case.

must be concluded within 18 month fmm the date the complaint was ﬁled pursuant to

Idaho Court Administrative Rule 57.)
2.

It is estimated that the trial will take 3

3.

This case is to be tn'ed

days.

as a:

El court trial
E! jury trial

The parties shirt for this matter to be tried by a jury of CI six or

twclvc jurors

Parties preference for trial dates:
ML z MAD

We

0

____, 2012

Week of

,

201

Week of

,

201

J. MEDIATION
1.

The parties agree to mediation: Yes

IX}

No [1

STIPULATION FOR SCHEDULING AND PLANNING - 4
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OBHBIZOW

13239

2.

(FAX)

P.005f005

Ifyes:
a.

The parties agree to submit to mediation with a mediator mutually agreed
upon.

b.

Mediation shall begin 50 days prior to trial. The mediation must b3 completed
and the report received by the court at least 45 days prior to trial.

0.

Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the parties, the cost of mediation
shall be equally divided between the parties.

The parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by agreement of all parties, subject
to Court approval; each party reserves the right to seek amendment hereof by Court order,
and to request further status conferences for such purposes, In accordance with I.R.C.PA 15(a) and
16(b).

DATED this \ g day of August, 2017‘

JE

DATED this (ﬂﬂ'étay ofAugust,2

ﬂ @@

Y
ANS
ome for Plaintiff

7.

M] hm

@EWX’BLUE

“W

ttomey for Defendant
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FILED
FILED
Signed: 8/23/2017 02:10 PM
_________________________________________
CHRISTOPHER
D. RICH,
THE COURT
CLERK OF
CHRISTOPHER D.
OF THE
COURT
RICH, CLERK
BY:_____________________________________
BY:
Clerk
Deputy
Deputy Clerk

IN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
THE
IN
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
OF THE
COURT OF
IN AND
AND FOR
THE COUNTY
ADA
STATE OF
FOR THE
STATE
OF IDAHO,
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
IDAHO, IN

EAGLE SPRINGS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
EAGLE
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,

CV01-17-11897
Case
No. CV01-17-11897
Case NO-

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,

NOTICE OF
TRIAL SETTING
SETTING
NOTICE
OF TRIAL
AND
AND ORDER
ORDER GOVERNING
GOVERNING
FURTHER
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS
PROCEEDINGS

vs.
VS,

JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

APRIL 16,
at
This
Trial to
This case
for aa Jury
to commence
on MONDAY,
is hereby
2018 at
commence on
set for
MONDAY, APRIL
case is
hereby set
16, 2018
Jury Trial
08:30
trial is
AM. The
The trial
for 33 days.
is scheduled
scheduled for
08:30 AM.
days.
A settlement/status
at 2:30
A
MARCH 1,
for THURSDAY,
2018 at
is hereby
settlement/status conference
conference is
set for
2:30
THURSDAY, MARCH
hereby set
1, 2018
If the
in their
If
be
their scheduling
the parties
the mediation
mediation in
mediation must
parties agreed
to mediation
must be
scheduling stipulation,
agreed to
stipulation, the
completed
by this
this date.
the report
the court
report received
court by
completed and
and the
received by
date.
by the

p.m.
m.

A
A pretrial
at 2:30
MARCH 15,
pretrial conference
for THURSDAY,
is hereby
2018 at
conference is
set for
THURSDAY, MARCH
p.m.
2:30 p.m.
15, 2018
hereby set
All pretrial
A
in I.R.C.P.
pretrial conference
the pretrial
All
pretrial materials
be filed
before the
materials in
16 must
must be
ﬁled on
on or
or before
conference date.
I.R.C.P. 16
date. A
copy
witness lists,
jury instructions
proposed findings
exhibit lists,
ﬁndings
or proposed
instructions (jury
of exhibit
and requested
requested jury
trial) or
lists, Witness
lists, and
copy of
(jury trial)
It is
of
be submitted
than this
this hearing.
shall be
later than
hearing. It
of fact
fact and
of law
is
no later
submitted no
conclusions of
and conclusions
law (court
trial) shall
(court trial)
sufficient
parties to
unmodified pattern
jury instructions
for the
the parties
pattern jury
sufﬁcient for
to identify
instructions by
number. Counsel
Counsel
identify unmodiﬁed
by number.
All
will retain
until the
will not
with the
trial and
will
the day
not lodge
retain the
the exhibits
the clerk.
exhibits until
exhibits with
of trial
clerk. All
and will
actual exhibits
lodge actual
day of
parties must
be represented
pretrial conference.
handling attorney,
the pretrial
the handling
must be
parties
must be
at the
or
represented at
conference. Counsel
Counsel must
be the
attorney, or
be fully
bind the
firm to
familiar with
with the
the case
the client
client and
all matters
matters
to bind
to all
and have
and law
law firm
have authority
be
case and
authority to
fully familiar
within
This conference
Will include
within I.R.C.P.
whether an
judge may
alternate judge
of Whether
an alternate
include aa discussion
conference will
I.R.C.P. 16.
16. This
discussion of
may
be available
if necessary,
this case,
the dates
the alternate
times the
alternate
to try
to the
or times
available to
and any
changes to
dates or
be
case, if
necessary, and
try this
any changes
judge may
will be
If scheduling
the
an additional
additional status
at the
scheduling issues
require. If
conference Will
set at
issues remain,
status conference
judge
be set
remain, an
may require.
pretrial
pretrial conference.
conference.

IT IS
HEREBY FURTHER
in the
FURTHER ORDERED
ORDERED that
that the
IT
the dates
all counsel
the
IS HEREBY
to by
stipulated to
counsel in
dates stipulated
by all
Planning be
Stipulation
be so
for Scheduling
Stipulation for
Scheduling and
and Planning
ordered.
so ordered.

l
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IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED:
IT
ORDERED:
IS HEREBY
Judge’s clerk
287TRIAL EXHIBITS:
A.
party shall
EXHIBITS: Before
the Judge’s
shall call
clerk or
A. TRIAL
Before trial,
call the
or secretary
at 287each party
trial, each
secretary at
7564
pre-mark all
their exhibits
find out
mark their
all exhibits
the party
exhibits and
exhibits the
shall pre-mark
intends to
to
to find
to mark
out how
how to
and shall
7564 to
party intends
Clerk’s
offer
using
evidence
stickers
of
the
type
used
by
the
Clerk’s
Office.
into evidence
the
the
offer into
using
stickers
of
Ofﬁce.
evidence
evidence
type used by

B.
Will be
DRAWING JURORS:
for seating
the
B. DRAWING
seating order
order will
drawn by
names for
Jurors names
be randomly
J URORS: Jurors
randomly drawn
by the
If counsel
computer
process, they
this process,
the
the date
trial. If
intend to
must contact
of trial.
to observe
contact the
computer before
before the
counsel intend
date of
observe this
they must
court
clerk.
court clerk.
C.
jurors by
DIRE: Voir
Will be
limited to
total of
VOIR DIRE:
Voir dire
dire of
of respective
to aa total
of 40
40
respective jurors
counsel will
C. VOIR
be limited
by counsel
minutes
per side,
by the
the Court.
minutes per
unless otherwise
otherwise ordered
Court.
ordered by
side, unless
D.
TRIAL PROCEEDING
PROCEEDING
D. TRIAL
Trials
Will generally
from 9:00
Trials scheduled
for four
four days
or more
more will
to 2:00
2:00
scheduled for
conducted from
be conducted
9:00 a.m.
am. to
generally be
days or
THE FIRST
DAY OF
TRIAL AND
AND THE
THE LAST
DAY OF
EXCEPT ON
p.m., EXCEPT
with two
FIRST DAY
LAST DAY
ON THE
OF TRIAL
OF TRIAL,
two
TRIAL, With
p.m.,
15-minute breaks.
15-minute
or
less
will
be
conducted
from
8:30
a.m.
to
5:00
p.m.
on
Will
from
Trials of
three days
of three
or
to
on
breaks. Trials
less
conducted
be
8:30
am.
5:00
pm.
days
Mondays,
p.m. on
to 12:30
on Tuesdays,
to 5
on Wednesdays.
12:30 pm.
and 9
8:30 a.m.
am. to
9 a.m.
am. to
5 p.m.
pm. on
Wednesdays.
Tuesdays, and
Mondays, 8:30
Unless
proceedings will
place on
because of
trial proceedings
Will take
no trial
take place
on Thursdays
of
Unless otherwise
otherwise specified,
specified, no
Thursdays because
Court's criminal
in Ada
the
criminal arraignment
arraignment and
the Court's
motion calendars
Trials over
civil motion
four days
and civil
calendars in
Ada County.
over four
County. Trials
days
court’s calendar.
If you
may
you have
for intervening
the court’s
intervening matters
matters set
to recess
on the
questions
set on
calendar. If
have to
have questions
recess for
may have
court’s calendar,
timing of
about
the clerk.
the timing
the court’s
other matters
matters set
of other
clerk.
on the
contact the
set on
about the
please contact
calendar, please
DOUBLE-SETS: This
double-set With
E.
with other
This case
other cases.
of statutory
E. DOUBLE-SETS:
and
has been
been double-set
Because of
cases. Because
case has
statutory and
trial
constitutional
trial
requirements,
criminal
cases
will
have
preference
over
civil
trials.
criminal
Will
ciVil
trials.
constitutional speedy
preference
have
over
requirements,
cases
speedy

TRIAL DATE
DATE
F.
F. OBJECTIONS
OBJECTIONS TO
TO TRIAL
ANY OBJECTION
THE TRIAL
TRIAL DATE
DATE MUST
BE FILED
FILED AND
AND SERVED
ANY
SERVED
OBJECTION TO
TO THE
MUST BE
AFTER THE
THE DATE
DATE OF
WITHIN
WITHIN FOURTEEN
ORDER
FOURTEEN (14)
DAYS AFTER
THIS ORDER
SERVICE OF
OF SERVICE
OF THIS
(14) DAYS
AND MUST
BE ACCOMPANIED
BY A
A LIST
THE
AND
UNAVAILABLE DATES
DATES OF
LIST OF
ACCOMPANIED BY
MUST BE
OF UNAVAILABLE
OF THE
PARTY MAKING
THE OBJECTION.
IF THERE
THERE IS
A TIMELY
TIMELY OBJECTION,
THEN
PARTY
MAKING THE
OBJECTION. IF
IS A
OBJECTION, THEN
ALL OTHER
AFTER THE
THE SERVICE
ALL
PARTIES WILL
OTHER PARTIES
WILL HAVE
HAVE SEVEN
DAYS AFTER
SEVEN (7)
SERVICE OF
OF
(7) DAYS
FILE
THE
THEIR
SUCH
OBJECTION
TO
FILE
WITH
THE
COURT
THEIR
UNAVAILABLE
DATES
TO
UNAVAILABLE
DATES
WITH
TO
COURT
SUCH OBJECTION TO
TIMELY OBJECT
BE CONSIDERED
IN ANY
ANY RESCHEDULING.
BE
FAILURE TO
WILL
CONSIDERED IN
RESCHEDULING. FAILURE
TO TIMELY
OBJECT WILL
ANY OBJECTION
THE TRIAL
TRIAL DATE.
WAIVE
DATE.
WAIVE ANY
OBJECTION TO
TO THE
that an
G.
Notice is
CiVil Procedure
Notice
is hereby
to Idaho
Rule of
of Civil
an
pursuant to
Idaho Rule
Procedure 40(d)(1)(G),
G.
given, pursuant
hereby given,
40(d)(1)(G), that
trial of
alternate Judge
this case.
list of
alternate
be assigned
preside over
the trial
The following
following is
to preside
of this
is a
of
assigned to
over the
Judge may
case. The
a list
may be
potential alternate
judges:
potential
alternate judges:

Hon.
Hon. G.
D. Carey
G. D.
Carey
Hon.
McLaughlin
Michael McLaughlin
Hon. Michael

Justice
Gerald Schroeder
Schroeder
Justice Gerald
Hon.
Cheri Copsey
Hon. Cheri
Copsey
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2
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS
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PROCEEDINGS -- 2
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Hon.
Hoff
Hon. Renae
Renae Hoff
Hon.
Neville
Hon. Thomas
Thomas Neville
Hon.
Duff McKee
Hon. D.
D. Duff
McKee

Hon.
Darla Williamson
Williamson
Hon. Darla
Hon.
Wilper
Hon. Ronald
Ronald Wilper
All
All Sitting
Sitting Fourth
District Judges
Fourth District
Judges

right to
Unless
without cause
their right
disqualiﬁcation without
to disqualification
Unless aa party
has previously
exercised their
cause
previously exercised
party has
right to
under Rule
party shall
the right
ﬁle one
motion for
for disqualification
shall have
to file
disqualiﬁcation
Rule 40(d)(1),
under
one (1)
each party
have the
40(d)(1), each
(1) motion
without cause
judge not
than ten
this notice.
not later
ten (10)
later than
after service
Without
alternate judge
to any
of this
notice.
service of
cause as
as to
days after
any alternate
(10) days
party’s obligation
A party’s
H.
DISCLOSURES/EXPERT WITNESSES:
WITNESS DISCLOSURES/EXPERT
obligation to
H. WITNESS
WITNESSES: A
to fully
and
fully and
timely
the Idaho
CiVil Procedure
to discovery
is governed
of Civil
is
Idaho Rules
Rules of
respond to
Procedure and
and is
requests is
governed by
timely respond
discovery requests
by the
distinct
by this
No party
party may
from this
this order
from any
this order.
distinct from
obligation imposed
order and
and from
imposed by
order. No
upon
rely upon
any obligation
may rely
it imposes
this
justification for
failing to
this order
for failing
earlier to
or any
to timely
to
order or
deadline it
imposes as
respond earlier
as justiﬁcation
timely respond
any deadline
discovery
prior responses.
party through
through discovery
of aa party
or supplement
supplement prior
Unless requested
requests or
requested of
responses. Unless
discovery requests
discovery
under earlier
witnesses before
before the
pre-trial
the pre-trial
the following
following governs
earlier timelines,
of Witnesses
under
governs disclosure
disclosure of
timelines, the
conference.
witnesses under
under I.R.C.P
With the
the exception
shall
impeachment Witnesses
exception of
of impeachment
I.R.C.P 16(h),
conference. With
each party
party shall
16(h), each
disclose
of
intended
or
potential
expert
or
lay
witnesses
to
the
extent
the
extent
the existence
potential
expert
of
intended
or
or
to
existence and
witnesses
and identity
disclose the
identity
lay
required
propounded by
by another
party. There
other discovery
There is
interrogatories or
another party.
or other
is no
no
required by
requests propounded
discovery requests
by interrogatories
independent
to
disclose
expert
or
lay
witnesses
except
as
required
to
adequately
respond
to
expert
or
to
to
independent duty
to
required
except
Witnesses
respond
disclose
as
adequately
duty
lay
discovery
prior responses,
unless the
the court
the
or supplement
supplement prior
court has
has specifically
ordered the
requests or
speciﬁcally ordered
responses, unless
discovery requests
If discovery
disclosure.
the
expert witnesses
seeking disclosure
of expert
Witnesses are
are propounded,
disclosure of
requests seeking
disclosure. If
propounded, the
discovery requests
in good
plaintiff
plaintiff upon
the existence
whom such
existence and
are served
upon whom
and
requests are
such requests
disclose the
served shall,
good faith,
faith, disclose
shall, in
identity
potential or
witnesses and
the subject
matter and
the substance
expert Witnesses
of any
of potential
or intended
intended expert
and the
and the
substance of
subject matter
identity of
any
hundredin no
opinions
than one
the earliest
later than
opinions of
of such
experts at
at the
earliest opportunity,
no event
event later
one hundredand in
such experts
opportunity, and
in good
A defendant
before trial.
whom such
twenty
trial. A
defendant upon
are served
upon Whom
requests are
such requests
served shall,
good
shall, in
twenty (120)
days before
(120) days
faith,
identify
any
potential
or
intended
expert
witnesses
and
the
subject
matter
and
substance
the
matter
potential
expert
or
intended
of
Witnesses
and
and
substance of
subject
faith, identify any
in no
any
than ninety-five
the earliest
later than
opinions of
of such
experts at
at the
earliest opportunity,
no event
ninety-five
event later
and in
such experts
opportunity, and
any opinions
(95)
days
before
trial.
Required
expert
disclosures
are
governed
by
Rule
26
and
note
there
trial.
expert
there were
Rule
26
note
Required
before
are
and
governed
disclosures
were
(95) days
by
amendments
that rule
2014.
amendments to
to that
effective July
rule effective
July 1,
1, 2014.

that when
an expert
This
when an
This provision
means that
expert is
provision means
is identified,
he or
or she
must have
have performed
performed
she must
identiﬁed, he
such
investigation as
and
as may
as may
documents as
such investigation
reviewed such
such documents
be necessary,
be necessary,
necessary, and
necessary, reviewed
may be
may be
that disclosure
that information,
reached
opinions as
of that
or opinions
as may
required so
reached conclusions
conclusions or
disclosure of
information,
be required
so that
may be
or
will
information as
and 705
other information
or such
as may
or by
I.R.E. 703
such other
requested by
be requested
703 and
705 will
discovery or
may be
by discovery
by I.R.E.
than
trial. The
later than 120
be
prior to
that an
120 days
The expectation
expert
no later
or 95
to trial.
expectation that
an expert
disclosed no
be disclosed
95 days
days or
days prior
may
be deposed
by discovery,
not aa ground
for failure
for by
failure to
is not
to make
make disclosures
of
ground for
called for
disclosures called
rule of
deposed is
discovery, by
may be
by rule
evidence,
or
by
Rule
26(b)(4)
IRCP.
Experts
may
be
prohibited
from
testifying
to
any
opinions
from
Experts
IRCP.
opinions
prohibited
or
Rule
to
testifying
be
evidence,
may
any
26(b)(4)
by
If
or
been the
proper disclosure.
that have
for such
not been
the subject
opinions that
or foundation
foundation for
of timely
and proper
disclosure. If
such opinions
have not
subject of
timely and
in any
opinion or
for an
opinion of
an
fashion
after
previous
expert changes
after
fashion
an opinion
or foundation
foundation for
an opinion
of an
an expert
changes in
previous
any
information pursuant
disclosures
pursuant
there is
is a
to immediately
supplement such
disclosures have
have been
been made
made there
such information
a duty
immediately supplement
duty to
to
IRCP.
to Rule
Rule 26(e)
26(6) IRCP.
right to
the right
Any
party upon
who intends
expert
intends or
Whom discovery
is served
or reserves
to call
call any
upon whom
served WhO
reserves the
discovery is
Any party
any expert
in rebuttal
in good
the earliest
witness in
rebuttal or
or surrebuttal
experts at
at the
earliest
surrebuttal shall,
Witness
such experts
good faith,
faith, identify
identify such
shall, in
in no
than forty-two
A defense
later than
trial. A
opportunity,
expert
no event
event later
and in
before trial.
defense expert
forty-two (42)
opportunity, and
days before
(42) days

NOTICE
TRIAL SETTING
AND ORDER
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS
NOTICE OF
ORDER GOVERNING
PROCEEDINGS -- 3
SETTING AND
GOVERNING FURTHER
OF TRIAL
3
——
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“rebuttal” witness
intended
witness within
within the
in chief
the defense
not aa “rebuttal”
the terms
during the
chief is
terms
intended to
to be
is not
called during
defense case
be called
case in
of
this order.
of this
order.
in
Any
party upon
Whom discovery
seeking disclosure
of lay
upon whom
are served
Witnesses shall,
disclosure of
requests are
served seeking
shall, in
discovery requests
Any party
lay witnesses
in no
good
witnesses at
the identity
all such
the earliest
of all
at the
earliest opportunity,
no event
event
and in
disclose the
such Witnesses
good faith,
faith, disclose
identity of
opportunity, and
than forty-two
later
later than
trial. Absent
unfair
Absent aa showing
showing of
of good
lack of
of unfair
and aa lack
forty-two (42)
before trial.
good cause
cause and
days before
(42) days
prejudice to
witness WhO
who has
be permitted
Will not
not be
not been
permitted
other party,
to any
has not
prejudice
been timely
disclosed will
timely disclosed
any other
any Witness
party, any
to
trial.
to testify
at trial.
testify at

IN LIMINE:
All motions
in limine
I.
LIMINE: All
limine must
pretrial conference
the pretrial
filed before
MOTIONS IN
motions in
I. MOTIONS
must be
conference
before the
be filed
and
before the
trial date.
the trial
at least
fourteen (14)
heard at
least fourteen
and heard
date.
days before
(14) days
J.
Counsel
jointly file
file aa brief
120 days
and 130
shall jointly
brief status
report between
status report
130 days
before
Counsel shall
between 120
J.
days and
days before
trial
whether the
trial to
Will be
confirm scheduled
the case
the case
Whether the
to confirm
is proceeding,
scheduled mediation,
case is
case will
be
mediation, whether
proceeding, Whether
ready
trial at
time scheduled,
for trial
the time
at the
or request
rule 16
16 status
conference.
request aa rule
status conference.
scheduled, or
ready for
K.
Any
by the
parties is
upon the
trial by
the trial
the parties
not binding
binding upon
the court.
stipulation to
K.
to vacate
or continue
continue the
is not
court.
vacate or
Any stipulation
A hearing
A
hearing must
for the
the court
stipulation.
held for
to consider
must be
noticed and
court to
consider such
and held
such stipulation.
be properly
properly noticed

If you
L.
you have
not taken
the opportunity
the changes
taken the
L. JUDGMENTS:
JUDGMENTS: If
to review
to Rule
Rule 54
54
review the
changes to
have not
opportunity to
related
judgments, please
please take
the changes
to judgments,
take an
an opportunity
to note
note the
to Rule
Rule 54(a)
effective July
related to
changes to
opportunity to
July
54(a) effective
proposed judgments
judgments to
1,
this language
The Idaho
2014. The
to follow
follow this
requires proposed
Idaho Supreme
Court requires
Supreme Court
language
1, 2014.
precisely (and
voluntary dismissal—only
permits an
longer permits
dismissalionly aa document
no longer
an order
of dismissal
or voluntary
dismissal or
order of
document
precisely
(and no
“A
“Judgment”).
A portion
titled
portion of
judgment shall
with the
the
titled “Judgment”). A
the amended
shall begin
begin with
of the
amended rule
rule reads,
reads, “A judgment
,’ and
‘JUDGMENT IS
ENTERED AS
it shall
words ‘JUDGMENT
not contain
shall not
other
contain any
IS ENTERED
AS FOLLOWS:
FOLLOWS: . . ,’
and it
words
any other
caption.” Please
be sure
proposed judgment
judgment complies
wording between
words and
the caption.”
wording
complies
those words
and the
Please be
sure any
between those
any proposed
with the
with
the current
current rule.
rule.
.

.

DATED this_______day
DATED
this 23rd day of
of August,
2017.
August, 2017.

______________________________
LYNN G.
LYNN
NORTON
G. NORTON
District
District Judge
Judge

NOTICE
TRIAL SETTING
AND ORDER
4
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS
NOTICE OF
ORDER GOVERNING
PROCEEDINGS -- 4
SETTING AND
GOVERNING FURTHER
OF TRIAL
——
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this 23rd day of August, 2017, I e-mailed (served) a true

and correct copy

of the within instrument to:

JEREMY EVANS
idahoj@vf-law.com

KALEENA BLUEMER
kaleena@angstman.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

By:
Deputy Court Clerk Signed: 8/23/2017 02:11 PM

NOTICE OF TRIAL SETI'ING AND ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER PROCEEDINGS -- 5
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Electronically Filed
8/24/2017 3:14 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk ofthe Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Jeremy 0. Evans, ISB # 7293
Brindee L. Collins, ISB #9216

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St, Suite 311
Boise, Idaho 83703
idahoj@vf—law.com
Fax: (208)392-1400
Phone: (208)629-4567

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
V.

JAN RODlNA,

Civil N0. CV01-17-11897
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF
ATTORNEY

Defendant.
Pursuant to Rule 11.3(a), the ﬁrm

of Vial F otheringham, LLP hereby gives notice that

attorney Brindee L. Collins shall be substituted for attorney Jeremy 0. Evans in this matter.

DATE: August 23, 2017
By:

,Zr-*"’.VT)

Brindee L. Collins, 9216

Jeremy

L")

0. Evans,

L"L-*- ,7

7293‘

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
Attorneys for Plaintiff

Notice of Substitution of Attorney

000048

[8545 100

Page

1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The foregoing Notice
Defendant Via:

of Substitution of Attorney was

served, by the means noticed below, on

Kaleena Marlys Bluemer
Attorney for Defendant

Email:

Kaleena@angstman. corn

Notice of Substitution of Attorney
[8545 100

Page 2
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Filed
Electronically Filed
12/7/2017
12/7/2017 4:23 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Kaleena M. Beck, ISB: 9576
Kylie Madsen, ISB: 9911
991 l
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Phone: (208) 384-8588
Fax: (208)
(208) 853-0117
Email: Kaleena@angstman.com
Email:
Kaleenaga)angstman.c0m
Kylie@angstman.com
Kyli e@angstman.com
for Defendant
Attorney for
10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
11

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.

15

Plaintiff,
Plaintifﬁ

16

VV.
17
18

JAN RODINA,
RODINA’

CV01—17-1 1897
Case No. CV01-17-11897

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
OF DEFENDANT’S
DEFENDANT'S
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS

19

20

Defendant.

21

22
23

24

counsel, ANGSTMAN JOHNSON, hereby gives notice of
Defendant, by and through his counsel,

DEFENDANT’S FIRST
the service
service of
ofDEFENDANT'S
FIRST SET
SETOF
OFINTERROGATORIES,
the
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS
FOR
REQUESTS FOR

25

7th day
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS,
ADMISSIONS on this the 7th
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
day
26
27
28
29

DEFENDANT’S FIRST
NOTICE OF SERVICE
SERVICE OF DEFENDANT'S
FIRST SET
SET OF
OF INTERROGATORIES,
OF DOCUMENTS,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
—
—PAGE
PAGE 11
12241-001
A•J;
A91; 12241-001
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1
2

interested parties by the
of
Collins via iCourt,
of December,
iCourt, the Court and all interested
December, 2017,
2017, to Brindee L. Collins

method indicated herein.

3

DATED this
4

IErﬁay
t celay ofof December, 2017.

5
6

L ENA M. BE
Attorney for Defendant
8
9

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

10
1O
11
11
12

ﬂ

2017, I caused to be served a
of December,
CERTIFY that on this IJX day
I HEREBY CERTIFY
December, 2017,
day of
indicated below,
method indicated
and
true
the foregoing
NOTICE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE by the
the method
foregoing NOTICE
of the
below, and
true copy
copy of
addressed to those parties marked served below:
below:

13
13

Party

Counsel

Means of Service

Plaintiff

Brindee L.
L. Collins
Vial F
Fotheringham,
otheringham, LLP
6126 W.
W. State Street
Boise, ID 83703
Fax:
Fax: (208)
(208) 392-1400
Email:
Email: brindee.collins@vf-law.com
brindee.c011ins@vf-1aw.com

OU.S.
Postage Paid
E] US. Mail, Postage
111
D Hand Delivered
111Fax
E] Fax Transmittal

14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18

iCourt Notiﬁcation
Notification

19
19
20
21
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DEFENDANT’S
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET
INTERROGATORIES,
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
— PAGE 2
—PAGE
2
12241-001
ii•J;
A01;12241-001
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Filed
Electronically Filed
1/15/2018
11:28 PM
1/15/201811228
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

Brindee Collins, ISB# 9216
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB# 8556

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St., Suite 311
Boise, Idaho 83703
Brindee.collins@vf-law.com
Brindee.collins@Vf—law.com
cmt@vf-law.com
cmt@Vf-law.com
Telephone: (208)629-4567
(208)629—4567
Facsimile: (208)392-1400

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
IN C.,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.
JANRODINA,
JAN RODINA,

Civil No. CV01-17-11897

PLAINTIFF’S
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant.
NOW COMES the Plaintiff herein, Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc., by
and through
by and

its undersigned counsel, and moves the Court for Summary Judgment against the Defendant, Jan
Jan Rodina,
Defendant’s affirmative
Plaintiff's Complaint and on all of Defendant's
defenses, on the grounds that
afﬁrmative defenses,
on all claims in Plaintiff’s

is entitled to judgment as
there are no
as to any
no genuine issues as
as a
a matter of
any material facts and the Plaintiff is
law pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. This motion is supported by
by the record

Afﬁdavit of Nick L. Barber, and the Memorandum filed
ﬁled herewith
herewith..
before the Court, the Affidavit
.

DATED this

.,.-

('7
L2

day
of January, 2018.
day ofJanuary,

c%@. 9;“

By:~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
..Tingéy,
Tingey, ISB# 8556
Christoph
Of Atto eys
eys for Plaintiff
K.

PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENTPLAINTIFF'S
JUDGMENT - 11
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Electronically Filed
Filed
1/15/2018
11:28 PM
1/15/201811228
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

Brindee Collins, ISB# 9216
Clu·istopher
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB# 8556
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St., Suite 311
Boise, Idaho 83703
Brindee.collins@vf-law.com
cmt@vf-law.com
Telephone: (208)629-4567
Facsimile:
Facsimile: (208)392-1400

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Plaintiff,
v.

))
))
))

Civil No. CV01-l7-11897
CVOI-17-11897

))
))
))
))

NICKL.
AFFIDAVIT OF
L.
0F NICK
BARBER

))
))
))

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

I,
certify and declare under penalty of perjury that the following statements
1, Nick L. Barber, cenify
are true and co1Tect:
correct:
1.
1.

I ·am
an1 over eighteen ((18)
18) years
years of age and competent to testify about the matters

herein. I make this Affidavit
Afﬁdavit both with personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and
and from
a corporate
tlu·ough my
my review of the records and files
knowledge gained through
ﬁles related to this matter, as
as a

Afﬁdavit in support
supp011 of
designee of the Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc. I make this Affidavit
Inc.’s
Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc.
' s Motion for Summary Judgment.
2.

(“Subdivision”). As an
I own aa home located Within
within the Eagle Springs Subdivision ("Subdivision").

Owner of aa lot within the Subdivision, II am automatically a member of the Eagle Springs
(“Association”).
Homeowners Association, Inc. ("Association").
3.
3.

1I currently serve on the Board of Directors of the Association. II have served as
as aa

Director on the Association’s
Association's Board of Directors since January 2014. II previously served on the

AFFIDAVJT OF NLCK
NICK BARBERAFFIDAVIT
BARBER - ll
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Association’s Board of Directors _ffrem
Association's
rom 2009 to 2012.

4.
4.

I am also
aiso the president of the Association. I have served as
as President
President of the

Association since January
January 2014.
5.
5.

The Association has
Committee, whose members
has an
an organized Architectural Committeej

consist of all of the members of the
Association's
the Board of Directors. I am
am also chair of the Association’s
Architectural Committee. I have served as
as chair of the Architectural Committee since January
2014.
6.
6.

Both the Subdivision and
and the Association are
are governed by
by Declaration of

Covenants,
for Eagle Springs Subdivision, recorded in the Recorder's
Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions
Restrictionsfor

Office
Ofﬁce of Ada County, Idaho, on October 11,
as Document No. 95074402, as
as may
be
1995, as
11, 1995,
may be
(“Declaration”). Attached as
amended from time to time ("Declaration").
as Exhibit A to this Affidavit
Aiﬁdavil is
is aa true and

con-ect
copy of the Declaration.
contact copy
7.
7.

The Subdivision and the Association are
Eagle
are also both governed by
ofEagle
by the Bylaws of

the Recorder's
Springs Homeowners
' Association, Inc.
Recorder’s Office
Homeowner.5"Association,
Ofﬁce of Ada County,
Inc,, recorded in the
County, Idaho,
on
be amended from time to time ("Bylaws").
(“Bylaws”).
on April 22,
as Document No. 96033115,
960331 15, as
as may
1996, as
22, 1996,
may be
Attached as
the Bylaws.
as Exhibit B to this Affidavit
Afﬁdavit is a true and correct copy
Ofthe
copy of
8.
8.

The Association is organized to serve as
means through which the
the owners of
as the means

homes wiihin
within the Subdivision may
and
may take action with regard to the administration, management, and
and
operation of the Subdivision in accordance with the Declaration and the Association'
Association’ss bylaws
bylaws and
articles
articies of incorporation.
9.

The Declaration vests authority to review and approve all construction
constructien activities on
on

lots within the Subdivision in the Architectural Committee. The Architectmal
Architectural Committee makes
its building policies
a copy
policies in compliance with the Declaration,
is available and
and
Declaration, a
copy of which is
accessible,
appfication forms, to all members of the Association through the
accessible, along with the application
Association’s website. Before commencing construction or improvements on lots within the
Association's

Subdivision, members of the Association must first
ﬁrst apply to the Architectural Committee for
permission to make desired improvements on their lot.
I10.
0.

The Architectural Committee regularly convenes to review completed applications

submitted for review by
by the members of the Association.

Because I am aa member of the

Architectural
ArchitecturaI Committee, I routinely review applications and am familiar with the process and
policies of the Association. The Architectural Review request form utilized by
by the Association

AFFlDA
VIT OF NICK BARBER -- 22
AFFIDAVIT
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(“requester”) to
requires the applicant ("requestor")
10 provide a detailed
deiailed description of the changes for which the

request seeks architectural review and to attach additional
pages if needed. The request
additionaf pages
request form
refsrences the guidelines of the Project Rules existing in Articles IV and IX of the Declaration.
references

Once a completed application is received, the Architectural Committee reviews the application for
compliance with the Declaration, and the policies and guidelines adopted by
by the Association. The
based upon the findings
application is then either (1)
ﬁndings of
delayed, based
(1) approved, (2)
(2) disapproved, or (3)
(3) delayed,
the Architectural Committee.
11.

Attached as
Exhibit C is aa true and correct copy of the Eagle
as Exl1ibit
Eagfe Springs HOA

Architectural Review and Approval Form signed and submitted by
by Jan Rodina to the Architectural
Rodina's request he
Committee on May 9,
he described two distinct improvements
9, 2016. Within Mr. Rodina’s
“Fence
of his lots for which he
1) "Fence
he sought review
rcview and approval from the Architectural
Archiiectural Committee: ((1)

Repair: Fence will be
be repaired and extended on the east
east side facing N Cayuse Way
Way to cover the
house” and (2)
“Landscaping: In order to repair the fence and to level the
full length of the house"
the fence
(2) "Landscaping:

house.”
with the house, some landscaping
Iandscaping will be needed at
at the backyard and the east
east side of the house."
01' included with Mr. Rodina's
No additional pages or supplemental information was attached or
Rodina’s

application.

12.
12.

I discussed the proposal with Mr. Rodina at
a: the time he
he submitted the application.

Mr. Rodina owns aa corner lot in the Subdivision comprising the southwest corner of the
Rodina's home
home faces
intersection of Big Springs Boulevard and Cayuse Way. The front of Mr. Rodina’s
Rodina’s home faces Cayuse
northerly towards Big Sp1ings
Cayuse
Springs Boulevard, while the east side of Mr. Rodina's

Way. Mr. Rodina informed me at that time he did not intend to move the fence nearer to Cayuse
Cayuse
Way, but only intended to extend the fence towards Big Springs Boulevard in order to cover the
Rodina‘s proposal
full length of his house. Based upon that additional information, it appeared Mr. Rodina's

met the standards for approval, and on May 9,
9, 2016, the same day
day the application was received, I
“Fence to be stained to
conditionally approved and signed the request on May 9,
9, 2016 noting, "Fence

CC&R3 AND All Applicable Municipal, County and
match. All Repairs
Repairs to be in compliance with CC&Rs

CODES.”
STATE CODES."
13.
13.

After aa project has
has been approved by
by the Architectural Committee, the Declaration

“inspect construction in progress to
requires the Architeciural
Architectural Committee to "inspect
t0 assure
assure its

Committee."
conformance with plans approved by
by the Architectural Committee.”

In keeping wiih
with that

on the
responsibility, I,
1, along with other members of the Architectural Committee checked on

AFFIDA YIT OF
AFFIDAVIT
3
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progression of the improvements being completed by
Rodina.
by Mr. Rodina.

14.
14.

Upon inspection of the construction on the property, it became apparent that Mr.

Rodina was deviating from the scope of
of work actually approved, and was engaging in additional
work on the prope1iy
20M, and
property which was not described in the application approved on May
May 9,
9, 2016,
for which no approval had been made by
by the Architectural Committee. The unapproved work
included construction of a retaining wall, substantial raising the elevation of the fence, and
relocating
reincating the fence to aa position nearer to the street. The change resulted in an approximate 150%
01' height of the fence. The initial application had described
(3
(3 feet) increase in the elevation or

nothing whatsoever regarding plans to raise the fence, construct aa retaining wall,
waEE, or move the fence,

“level the fence with the house."
house.”
only that landscaping would be needed
needed to "level

In addition to

Rodina’s relocation
constructing aa three-foot
three- foot tall retaining wall without approval, Mr. Rodina's
reiocation of the
the fence
constructn

the fence setback requirements contained within the
nearer Cayuse Way was aa blatant violation of
ofthe
Declaration, for which no variance had been given by
by the Architectural Committee.
15.

On September 1,
I, 2016, the Association Treasurer, Robert Corbett, met with Mr.

Rodina’s project back into compliance
Rodina in an effort to bring Mr. Rodina's
Association' s
compiiance with the Association’s

Architectural Rules and the limited approval previously made.
made. On September 2,
2, 2016, I separately
been approved by
explained
expiained to Mr. Rodina that his additional work had not been
by the Architectural
Committee, asked him to stop work at that time, and requested that he submit a second application

for approval pursuant to the Declaration. This was done in person and through various written
emails.

16.
16.

Mr.
by Mr. Corbett and myself, on September 6,
Following the discussions by
6, 2016, Mr.

Rodina submitted aa second Eagle Springs HOA Architectural Review and Approval Fotm
Form to the
Architectural Committee. Attached as
correct copy of the Eagle Springs
as Exhibit D is a
a true and conect
HOA Architectural Review and Approval Form signed and submitted by Jan Rodina to
t0 the

Architectural Committee on September 6,2016.
6, 2016. The second application included plans to level the
prope1ty
blacks and move the fence nearer to Cayuse Way.
property by
by using retaining wall blocks
17.
17.

The application did not contain
coniain enough information for consideration by
by the

Architectural Committee.

Therefore, we requested additional information from Mr. Rodina

Association's prope1ty
through the Association’s
0116 Home Owner
Hingsbcrger of Choice One
property manager, Leann Hingsberger
Association Services.

18.
18.

On September 9,
berger specifically
I-Iingberger
[he
speciﬁcally requested aa drawing of the
9, 2016, Ms. Hing

AFFlDA
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fencr; will
project to show
wiil
Show how the fence will work with the retaining wall and how the proposed fence

merge into the existing fence with the neighbor at
comer. Mr. Rodina was also request
at the south corner.
to submit a more detailed application describing the height of the fence and the overall height of
the fence together with the retaining wall.
19.
l9.

In response to the Architectural Committee's
Committee‘s requests for supplemental information

from Mr. Rodina, he responded that the fence height will be 66 feet high and the retaining wall will
not exceed 33 feet. He did not submit a drawing, but attached aa picture to which he stated the fence
would
a true and correct copy of the email exchange
as Exhibit E is a
WOuId look similar. Attached as
between Mr. Rodina and the property manager on September 9,
9, 2016.
20.

and 4.12,
After careful consideration of the guidelines in Article IV, Sections 4.2.4 and
Aﬁer

by letter
the Axchitectural
Architectural Committee denied the second application and informed Mr. Rodina by
dated September 12,
as-buill, was in
12, 2016, that the work under the May 9,
9, 2016, application, as-built,
violation of the Declaration and not in substantial
substantial compliance with the approved plans. Attached

ibit Fis
as
Exhibit
as Exh
F is aa true and
and correct copy
12, 2016 letter.
copy of the September 12,
21.

In our September 12,
12, 2016, denial letter to Mr. Rodina, the Architectural

Committee attempted to explain the collective concern shared
shaIed among the members of the
Rodina’s proposal. Two issues were identiﬁed
Architectural Committee with Mr. Rodina's
identified with respect to

the fence itself, the first
ﬁrst issue was that the new fence was sited nearer to the Cayuse Way, and the
waif. The
second issue that the fence was sited atop an
an approximate three foot high retaining wall.

encroachment of the fence toward Cayuse
Cayuse Way, coupled with the additional elevation from the
retaining wall would cause the fence to appear to be
be 88 to 99 feet high from the sidewalk along
aesthetics of
the
Cayuse
ofthe
Cayuse Way.
Way. We believed aa fence of such elevation would negatively impact the aesthetics

ofneighboring
neighboring lots. We were
Subdivision and unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of
also concerned that with addition of fill
ﬁll and retaining wall, the drainage of the property would
change so
and more
so that less storm water would drain to Cayuse Way to the east of the prope1iy,
propeny, and
storm water wouid
would be
Deciaration,
be directed at the neighboring property to the south. Under the Declaration,
any
paitem from aa prope1iy
property requires approval in writing by
any proposal to alter the drainage pattern
by the
Architectural Committee. The Architectural Committee desired more information from aa qualified
qualiﬁed
Rodina’s proposal
engineer in order to determine whether drainage would be
be impacted by
by Mr. Rodina's
proposal..

22.
22‘

On September 19,
Architectural Committee met in person with Mr.
19, 2016, the Architeclural

Rodina and
and explained that the second application was not approved, as it did not comply with
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Article IV
1V the Declaration. This was followed
foflowed up by
27, 2016, explaining
by aa letter dated September 27,
the reasons for the denial in detail and inviting Mr. Rodina to revise his plans and submit another
application for approval. Attached as
as Exhibit G is a
a true and coITect
correct copy
27,
copy of the September 27,
2016 letter.
23.

l'CSpOl‘JSB to
No further application was submitted by
by Mr. Rodina in response
to either our

01' September 27 letters, marked as
September 12
12 or
as Exhibit F and Exhibit G,
G, respectively.

24.

On October 1 I,
I 6, aa ce1tified
by Idaho
ccrtiﬁed letter was sent to Mr. Rodina, as
as required by
2016,
E, 20
1

55-1 15, informing him of aa hearing scheduled to be
Code § 55-115,
Code§
be held on November 21,
2016, during
21, 2016,

which the board would make a decision on whether to take formal legal action to enforce
Rodina’s efforts to
compliance with the Declaration and requesting information concerning Mr. Rodina's

remediate the violations. Attached as
as Exhibit His
H is aa true and correct copy
I 1, 2016
copy of the October 11,
letter.
25.

The Board of Directors for the
the Association held aa meeting on November 221,
I, 2016.

The Association meeting minutes
updates were received from Mr. Rodina, that he
reﬂect that no updates
minutcs reflect
he
project is in
was present at the meeting, and the board informed
infomed him that regardless of whether the project
compliance with city or county codes, the fence nonetheless remained in violation
Violation of the
Declaration. The Board of Directors for the Association fom1ally
formaIIy voted to proceed with legal
action to correct the violation.
as Exhibit I is
the Association's
violation. Attached as
Association’s
ofthe
is aa true and correct copy of
redacted meeting minutes from November 21,
2] , 2016, ratified
ratiﬁed at
211 the subsequent December 18,
18, 2017
Board of Directors meeting.
26.

a foll
ow up letter on
The Board of Directors for the Association sent
follow
Sent Mr. Rodina a

conﬁrm the outcome of the November 21,
November 23, 2016, to confirm
21, 2016 meeting.
meeting. Attached as
as

Exhibit J.
J is aa true and correct copy
23, 2016 letter.
copy of the November 23,

27.

0111' discretion, approved variances
In the past,
has, at our
Committee has,
past, the Architectural Committee

at other properties regarding fences. The
The: Declaration provides that the granting of a
a variances
does not waive the terms and provisions of the Declaration for any
purpese except as
as to the
any purpose
particular
parlicular lot covered by
by the variance. Generally, when the Architectural Committee considers aa
variance request related to aa fence, factors considered include: property
prope1iy location in the subdivision,
visibility of
the fence, and the aesthetics of
the fence. In those cases,
ofthe
ofthe
cases, detailed plans were submitted,
and approval
approval was granted. The drainage pattern was not being affected on any of those lots.
lots.
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Attached as
as Exhibit K is an aerial photograph obtained
nbtained from Google Satellite

28.

Imagery depicting the property in April 2016,
Redina made alterations to the fence and
2016: before Mr. Rodina
property.
Attached as
as Exhibit Lis
L. is a
a photograph accurately depicting the property
asII viewed
properly as

29.

Rodina’s fence and property.
it prior to the alterations constructed on Mr. Rodina's

Attached as
as Exhibit Mis
M is aa photograph I personally took of the property on
on October

30.

1,
ﬁll being brought onto the property.
reﬂecting the fill
1, 2016 reflecting
Attached as
as Exhibit N is an aerial photograph obtained from Google Satellite

31.
3 1.

2017‘,
Imagery depicting the property
I 7, after Mr. Rodina made alterations to the fence and
and
propelty in June 20

property.

0 is a copy of a photograph taken by me
Attached as Exhibit O
ma on October 29,
29, 2017

32.

p31“: of the Association records for this matter. This photograph accurately reflects
reﬂects
and currently part

the alterations currently on the property.
As of the date of this Afﬁdavit,
Affidavit, to the best of my knowledge, Mr. Rodina has
has made

31.
3 1.

no efforts to remedy the noncompliance resulting from unauthorized work on his lot.

January, 2018.
Dated 1his
this 15th of
ofJanuary,

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this I15th
5th day
January, 2018 by
by Nick L. Barber
OfJanual'y,
day of
who is known to me,
sufﬁcient for me to verify his
me or who presented documentation sufficient
· ntificatio
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DECLARATION
DEgLARATIQN OF
QF
COVENANTS CONDITIONS
COVENANTS,
CONDITEONS AND RESTRICTIONS
EQB.

EAGLE
SPRINGS
SUBDIVISION·
2N
EM; EiPRINQ
i5 51JBDIVISIQ

THIS DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
RESTRICTIONS FOR
FOR Eagle
Springs is
Eagle Springs
is made
made
.Idaho limited
. . effective as of the 2nd day of October, 1995, by
anldaho
Partnership, an
by Deer Valley and Associates Limited Partnershipr
("Gran:or".' and "Class B
Eng-an .Idaho
Coliect'rons; lnc.;--an
(»Coman"). ...
· · partnership ("Grantor'
B Member") and Coman
Caman Collections,corporation‘tToman").
Idaho corporation.
.

'

-

mm.

ARTICLE l:I: RECITALS

1.1
Property Covered. The property potentially
this Declaration of Covenants, Conditions
potentialiy subject to this
"Dec1aration") is
and Restrictions for Eagle
Eagle Springs (this "Declaration")
is approximately 95 acres in the County of Ada, State of
Idaho, which is more particularly described
dQSCribed on Exhibit A attached hereto and
and made a
a part
part hereof. Grantor intends
to develop the Property in multiple development phases.
initiaI development Phases
phases. The initial
Phases of the Property made
,. subject to this Declaration are
are more particularly described on Exhibit 8,
a..part hereof.
and made a.part
B, attached hereto and
joins with Grantor
·‘Coman
Coman is the Owner of one (1)
Crantor in
Lot and
and hereby
in executing this
herebyjoins
this Declaration to ensure
(1) Building lot
is subject to this Declaration.
such Building Lot is
~'

1
.2
· Purpose
1.2
P [rgggg of
tor currently
Eagle Springs is
is a residential development;
lgggfarazign:· Eagle
Grantor
development, which Gran
Qf Declaration.
intends to develop
. -.intends
deveIOp in accordance with existing development
deveiopment approvals obtained from . Ada County and
. documented in Ada County file 94-06-PDR,
any other developmentplan(s)
SHOE-FDR, or any
development plank) for which Grantor may from time
'approval. The purpose of this
to
this Declaration is
l:irne obtain ·approval.
is to set
set forth the basic restrictions, covenants,
to time
"Restriction5"} that wili
will apply to the entire
limitations, easements,
(collectively "Restrictions")
Conditions and equitable servitudes
servitudes(col£ec1ively
easements, conditions
development and use
:he Property. The Restrictions are designed to protect, enhance and
use of all portions of the
wen-integrated, high
preserve the value, amenities, desirability, and attractiveness of the Property; to ensure aa well-integrated,
fmprovements
quality development; and to guarantee adequate maintenance of the Common Area and the Improvements
located on the Property. Eagle Springs is
is located south of,
a subdivision commonly known as
as
to, a
of, and adjacent to,
Sage
Sage Acres, which separate subdivision is governed by
by separate restrictive covenants.
-

-

ARTICLE
II: . DECLARATION
ARTICLE II:
-

andfor
Grantor and Coman hereby declare that the Property, and each lot, parcel or portion thereof, is and/or
Granter
shall be held, sold, conveyed, encumbered, hypothecated, leased, used,
used, occupied and improved subject to the
following
foilowing terms, covenants, conditions, easements and restrictions, all of which are declared and agreed to be
in furtherance of a general plan
pIan for the protection, maintenance, subdivision, improvement and sale of the
Property, and to enhance the value, desirability and attractiveness of the Property. The terms,
terms, covenants,
corystituting the Property, and with
conditions, easements
set forth
shaii run with the land constituting
forth herein: shall
easements and restrictions set
each estate therein, and shall be binding upon all persons having or acquiring any
any right, title or interest in the
parcel
or
portion
thereof;
shall
inure
to
the
benefit
of
every
lot, parcel or portion of the
Property or any lot,
for,
Property and any
interest
therein;
and
shall
inure
to
the
benefit
and
be
binding
upon Grantor,
of
and
Crantor, Grantor's
any
grantee’s or
or
Owner
including,
without
limitation,
Coman,
and
such grantee's
successors in interest and each
grantee
each
Owner's respective successors in interest, and
Grantor,
by
any
Owner
or
such
Owner's
and may be enforced by
by
by
the
Association.
successors in interest, or by
bythe
III: DEFINITIONS
ARTICLE Ill:
ARTICLE

ﬁgmmingg" shall mean the Architectural Committee created by Crantor
3.1
"Architectural
"Arghuggmgl Committee"
Grantor or the
·
Association pursuant to Article IX hereof.
DECLARATION •- 11
eaglesp\dec
eaglesp‘dec
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"ﬁﬁiglgg" shall
shal! mean the Articles of Incorporation
3.2
"Articles"
lnccrporation of the Association or other organizational or
charter documents of the Association.
3.3
"Assessments" shall mean these
those payments required of Owners and Association Members,
including Regular, Special
Assessments of any Association, as
as further defined in this Declaration.
Spacial and Limited Assessments
3.4

"Agsggiagion" shall mean the Eagle Springs Homeowners' Association, Inc.
. "Association"
-

"Aﬁgcigtign Rules"
Egﬂgg" shall
3.5
"Association
by the Association
shail mean those rules and regulations promulgated by
...goveming
governing conduct upon and use of the Property under the .jurisdiction
.Association, the
jurisdiction or .control.
control of the
the.Association,
"i imposition of fines and forfeitures for violation
· ··.:
and. regulations;
and. procedural r.natters
violation of Association Rules and
reguiations,‘and.
matters for
...‘use
·use in the conduct of business of the Association.
‘

~ ...3.6
3.6 ·· :ﬁgggL'
"Board" shall mean the Board of Directors or other governing board or.:individual,
if applicable,
or..individual,'if
of the Association.

"Buiiding Lot" shall mean a lot shown on the Plat
3.7
"Building
Flat upon which Improvements may
may be
"Buiiding Lot" shall mean each single-family
· constructed. For voting and membership purposes herein, "Building
singlefamily residential
Building Lot. Building Lot
Lot shall not include Common Area.
3.8

"Bylaﬂg" shall mean the Bylaws of the Association.
"Bylaws"
Association

“ om
n Area"
Ar 3" shall mean any or all parcels.
3.9
"Common
parcels of Common Area, and shall .include,
include, without
·. , limitation, all such parcels that are designated as
·and storm
as common open space, common.
landscaped areas,‘and
common landscaped.areas,
c'water drainage facilities. .Common
· :'Water
Common Area may include easement andfur
and/or license rights.
-.

'

"I Jgglararion" shall mean this .Declaration
3.10 ..n "Declaration"
Declaration as it.may be
and supplemented from time
be. amended and:supplemented

.

to time.

"Grantgr" shall mean ·Deer
3.11
''Granter"
Deer Valley
ValEey and Associates Limited Partnership, an
an Idaho limited
partnership, or its successor in interest,
interest. or any person or entity to whom the rights under this Declaration are
its successor.
expressly transferred by
by Deer Valley and Associates Limited Partnership or its
"lmgrgvgmeng" shall mean any
3.12
"Improvement"
system, or other improvement or object,
any structure, facility or system,
whether permanent or temporary,
tamporaw, which is erected, constructed or placed upon, under or in any portion of the
Property,
. structures, accessory
residentiaLstructures,
streets, drives,
fences, streets,
accessory buildings, fences,
Property, including, without limitation, residential
driveways, parking areas,
sidewalks,
bicycle
paths,
curbs,
landscaping,
walls,
h,edges,
plantings,
trees, living
hedges,
areas, sidewa1ks,
and/or dead vegetation, rocks, signs,
lights,
mail
boxes,
electrical
lines,
pipes,
pumps,
ditches,
waterways,
boxes,
signs,
pipes,
recreational facilities, grading, road construction, utility improvements, removal of trees and other vegetation,
any new exterior construction or exterior improvement which may not be
plantings, and landscaping, and any
included in the foregoing.
" imi
m n “ shall mean a charge against a particular Owner and such Owner's Building
3.
13
"Limited
Assessment"
3.13
In the cost incurred by the Association in connection with corrective
Lot,
attributabte to the Owner, equal to
Lot, directly attributable
action performed pursuant to the provisions of this Declaration, including
inciuding interest thereon as
as provided in this
Declaration.

3.14

"Mgmhgg" shall
"Member"
shali mean each person or entity holding aa membership in the Association.

"
"M rt
3.15
"Mortgage"
shall
mean any
shail mean
trust, or other document pledging any
mortgage, deed of trust,
any mortgage,
any portion of
a
the Property or interest therein as
or obligation.
debtor
as security for the payment of a debt

"a§r"

3.
16
"Owner" shall
shaH mean the record owner, whether one or more persons or entities, including
3.16
Grantor,
holding
fee
simple
interest of record to aa Building
Buiiding Lot which is
is aa part of the Property,
fee
Property, and buyers under
Grantor,
-2
DECLARATION -2
eaglesp\dec
easlesphiﬁc
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executory contracts of sale, but excluding those persons having such
such interest merely
the
as security
for the
merery as
security for
performance of an obligation, unless and until such person has
has acquired fee
fee simple title pursuant to foreclosure
or other proceedings.
"Persgn" shall mean any individual, partnership, corporation or other legal entity.
"Person"

3.17

"Phage" shall mean a defined.
3.13
3.18
"Phase"
portion of the
definedportion
the · Property
Preperty within which the contemplated
development involves aa common use
.development
use or compatible uses,
been designated a
uses, and which may
Phase by
a Phase
may have been
by
recorded Suppiemental
Supplemental Declaration. Each Phase
Phase shall contain one or more Building Lots. Each
Each Phase
Phase is
is legally
legalfy
described on Exhibit B.
B.

3.19 -··'."Plag"
mean any subdivision plat covering·any:por:tion·of·the
·3.19
"Plat" shall mean:any
covering‘anyzportion'of the Property:as:recorded
Propeny'as. recorded at the
office of the County Recorder,
Ada County,.
beamended. by:duly·recorded:amendments
Recorder,.Ada
as the.same.
the same maybrduly-recordedfamendmenm .
County, Idaho, as
may be:amended.
thereof.
-

-

..:.

_

"PrQigg Documents''
Qggumgutg" shall mean the basic documents
documenrs'creating
3.20
"Project
creating and governing the Property
including, without limitation, this Declaration, Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of the Association, the
Association Rules, the Design Guidelines and any procedures,
pi’OCEdUFES, rules,
rules, regulations or policies adopted under such
documents by
by an Association or the Architectural Committee.
"
"Pro
· 3.21
· "Property''
shall mean those portions of
.the Property·:described
.berein,..-including, without
Propertyidescribed.herein,-'inc|uding,
of.the
·. limitation, each
-.all water
·.rights:·associated with or
therein,‘:and-all
parcei and portion thereof and interest therein,·'.and
each lot,
watertrightsuassociated
iot, parcel
appurtenant to such property.
.

'

··

aul r Assessment"
3.22 .._"R
"Regular
the.cost of maintaining;
·improving, repairing,
A 55111 nt“ shall mean the portion of
ofthe.cost
maintainingﬂmproving,
managing and operating the Common Area and all lmprovements·located
Improvements located thereon, and the ·other
other costs and
expenses incurred to conduct the business and affairs of the Association which is·
levied
against-the
· .-expenses
leviedagainstis
the property of
and to be paid by
each
Owner
to
the
Association
pursuant
to
the
terms
hereof.
by
'

'capital improvements or
3.23 ·' "Special
Aﬁgggmgnj" shall mean the portion of the costs of the ·capital
"Snggiai Assessment"
replacements, equipment purchases and replacements
or
shortages
in
Regular
Assessments
rep[acements
Assessments which are authorized
to be paid to the Association, pursuant to the provisions of this Declaration.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV:
IV: GENERAL AND SPECIFIC
SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS
RESTRICTIONS
|mgrgvgrngn§§ - General
4.1
Improvements·
I¥. All Building Lots shall
shail be used exclusively for residential purposes.
g igngrglly,
No Building Lot shall
shal! be improved except with residential
residentia! structures and accessory
the
as permitted by
accessory structures as
by the
Architectural Committee and the same have been approved in writing. This Declaration is
is not intended to serve
as
to control the interior layout or design of residential
as authority for the Architectural Committee to
rasidentia! structures except
use,
size
and
height
restrictions.
This
Declaration
is
to the extent incidentally
incidentaﬂy necessitated by
Dedaration
is intended to serve
use,
by
as
see that all Improvements conform and
as authority for the Architectural Committee to use its judgment to see
harmonize as
as to external design, quality and type
type of construction, architectural character, materials, color,
location on the Property, height, grade and finished ground elevation, natural
naturai conditions, landscaping, and all
other aesthetic considerations.

-The
offendEr and/or
andlor to the Owner, may
reasmable notice to the offender
The Association,
Assaciation, after reasonable
may remove any
Improvement constructed, reconstructed, refinished, removed, added, altered or maintained in violation of this
Declaration and the Owner of the Improvements shall immediately reimburse the Association for all expenses
incurred with such
a
is hereby declared to be
Declaratian is
vioiation of this Declaration
Each violation
to constitute a
and to
such removal. Each
be and
nuisance, and every public or private remedy allowed for such violation by
by law or equity against aa Class A
Member shall be
be applicable.
Structures
used in
in such a
a manner
4.2
Etrugurgg ·- General!':(.
gggggal g. All structures are to be designed, constructed and used
as
use contemplated by
as to promote compatibility between the types
types of use
by this Declaration.
-3
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i
n H
i h off Dwelling
w Ilin Structure.
4.2.1
ru ur . All Building Lots shall be used
Use. Size
and
Height
used exclusively
for single-family residential purposes.
purposes. No Building Lot shall be improved except with aa single-family
dwelling unit or structure of frame, stone or brick construction, containing a
three (3)
a minimum of three
(3)
bedrooms and two (2) bathrooms and two (2)
(2) car garage. No one (1)
(1) story single-family structure shall
have’ a
a floor area of less than one thousand three hundred fifty (1,350) square feet,
have·
feet, exclusive of garages,
garages,
patios, breezeways, storage
storage rooms, porches, and similar structures
structures.. No two (2)
story single-family
(2) story
feet, exclusive
exclusive .
a floor
structure shall have a
ﬂoor area of less
less than one thousand five hundred fifty (1,550)
square feet,
(1,550) square
of garages, patios, breezeways, storage rooms, porches and similar structures.
structures. No singlefamﬂy
single-family structure
shal
feet.
·
shallI be higher than thirty-five (35)
(35) feet.

AW.

4.2.2
Detached structures-shall be allowed if in conformity with the
4.2.27.. Accessory Structures. Detached
as approved by
provisions of this Declaration, and as
as provided-more
.··
provided'more fully
Committee,=as
by the Architectural Committee/
. in Article IX below. There shall be no metal storage nor wood:storage
.attachments to'
wood storage‘attachments
to any
any. dwelling unit .. :·
as approved by the Architectural Committee. Garages,.-.storage
except as
e residential
Garages,».storage sheds ·attached
the
attached to th
structure, and patio covers shall be constructed of,
of, and roofed with,»the
with; the same materials/
materials, and with similar
colors and design, as
as the residential structure on the applicable Building Lot. Each
Each dwelling unit shall
have an attached or detached garage to house aa minimum of three (3)
(3) standard-sized
standard—sized cars,
cars, and shall also
have permanently maintained off-street parki
ng for two (2)
parking
(2) vehicles.
.

. · , ..

.

-

Exggrigr 9f
Strugurg. No change shall be made in the color of paint, stain,
Exterior
of Dwelling Structure.
4.2.3
or other exterior finish to a
prior_written approval
approval.by:the
a dwelling unit of structure without prionwritten
bytthe Architectural
.No fence shall be allowed except as
approved=by
Committee. -No
as approved·
by the Architectura
l. Committee and in
Committee.
Architecturaeommit‘tee
.attached hereto and.made
general conformance with the fence style depicted on Exhibit B,
a part hereof.
andmade a
hereof.
Branached
The visual harmony and aesthetic appeal of the structures on the Bu
ilding.Lots
Building
Lots being of-mutual concern
a direct bearing on
to all Owners and having a
.the.value of Bui
lding Lots and Improvements -thereon, the.
on.the.va|ue
Building
Architectural Committee shall have the right to control the texture, design and
and.color
color scheme of the
'
and
require
· outside walls, fences, roofs .and patio roofs of all structures erected .upon
Building.Lots, and .to
upon Building.lots,-and
to require
is permitted.
landscaping. No metal siding is
permitted;· No gravel roofs are permitted. Roofs shall be
be a
a minimum
. of 5
5 in 12 pitch with shake or tile and/or other materials as
as approved by
by the Architectural Committee.

WW.

4.2.4
Location on Bu ildjng Lot. Unless otherwise
~therwise specifically approved in
in writing by the
Architectural Committee, all strudures
ive of fences and similar structures) shall be placed within
structures (exclus
(exclusive
fol|0wing building
the following
buiiding setbacks
setbaclc for each Building Lot: front, twenty (20)
(5] feet per story
(20) feet; side, five (5)
utility
faci
lities
and/or
systems used
feet.
All
and twenty (20) feet adjacent to aa street; rear, fifteen (15)
facilities
systems
(15)
in connection with a
a Building lot
Lot shall be placed underground. Each Owner shall place fencing (as
(as
following
subject
to
the
approved by
Arch
itectural
Committee)
restrictions:
Architectural
the
by
(a)
Fence and walls shall not extend closer to any street than twenty feet (20') nor project
(3)
beyond the setback of the principal building on the Building Lot. No fence higher than six feet (6') shall
be allowed without the prior approval of Ada County (if required) and the Architectural Committee.

All fences and walls shall be constructed and installed and maintained in good
(b)
(b)
appearance and condition at the expense of the Owner of the Building Lot on which they are located
and all damaged fencing and walls shall be repaired or replaced to original design, materials and color
within aa reasonable time after said damage occurs.
(c)
No fence or wail
wall shall interfere with the use and enjoyment of any
any easement shown on
(c)
the Plat or described herein.
(d)
wall, hedge, high planting, obstruction or barrier shall be
be allowed which
No fence, walI,
(d)
would unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of neighboring Building Lots and streets, and
shall not be allowed if the same
same constitute an undesirable, noxious or nuisance effect upon ne
ighboring
neighboring
Building lots.
Lots.
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Comglggign of
ggnsgrggion. Once any
4.2.5
Completion
9f Construction.
a Building lot
any Owner of a
Lot shall have commenced
canstruction of a
a dwelling unit
completed within nine (9)
the construction
Unit or structure, such construction shall be
be camptetad
(9)
months thereafter. The term "commenced the construction" as
as used
used in this subparagraph 4.2.5 shall
mean the start of actual physical construction activities upon such dwelling unit or structure upon such
such
Building Lot.
'
giwngr'g Obligations.
4.3 · Exterior Maintenance:
falll into
ligations. No Improvement shall
Mainggngngg; Owner's
shall be
be permitted to fal
disrepair, and each Improvement shall at all times be kept
In the evennhat
event that any
kapt in good condition and repair.
remain ·'In
any
Owner shall
is the responsibility of
shaIi permit any
inciuding trees
and landscaping, which
trees and
whichis
of such
such Owner
any Improvement, including
·unattractive· condition, or
to maintain, to fall into disrepair ·so
or'unattractive
so as
as to create a
a dangerous,
unsighﬁy or
dangerous, unsafer unsightly
damages property or·facilities
which.would otherwise
otherw.ise be
or facilities on or adjoining their Building Lot Whichrwould
be the Association's
· .. responsibility to maintain, the Board, upon thirty (30)
Owner of-such
of such property,
written notice to the
theOWner
{30) days
days prior written·notice
'shall have the right to correct such condition, and to enter upon such Owner.'s
Owner‘s ·Building
· · .·shall
for'the purpose of
Building tot
Lot for·the
:doing
doing so;
a
Such costshall be a
thereof; Such:cost.shall
so; and such Owner shall promptly reimburse the Association for the cost thereof.,.
as-set forth
.·-' lLimited
imited Assessment and shall create a
·manner.as-other;Assessments-as·sct
samemanner.as-otherrAssessments
a lien enforceable in the same
herein. The Owner of the offending property shall be personally liable, and such Owner's property may
may be
subject to a mechanic's lien for all costs and expenses incurred by
Association
in
taking
such
corrective
acts,
the
acts,
by
plus all
all
amounts
for
such
work
within
Each Owner shall pay
all costs
costs incurred in collecting the amounts due. Each
due
pay
ten
ten (10)
at the option of the Board, be added
days after receipt of written demand therefor, or the amounts may,
(10) days
may, at
to the amounts payable by
such
Owner
as
Regular
Assessments.
Assassments.
as
ReguIar
by
-

-

4.4 . Landscaping.
shall adopt and amend~
ianégaging. The Architectural Committee shall.adopt
amend, from time to time, guidelines
regulating landscaping permitted and required. In the event that any Owner shall·
shall fail to.install and maintain
.. · landscaping in conformance·with
Owner's landscaping·to
allow‘such.Owner's
Iandscaping'to deter.iorate
deteriorate to aa
conformance with such guidelines, or shall
shall allow:such:
dangerous, unsafe, unsightly or unattractive condition, the Board, upon
·thirty (30)
·days' prior
w ritten notice to
(30)'days'
prior'written
upon'thirty
upon‘ such :Owner'
Owner's·s property for the
such
·owner, shall have the right to correct such condition and to enter upon·
Such'Owner,
·: Such cost
purpose
ihereof.:5uch
purpose of doing so,
the cost thereof.
so, and such Owner shall promptly reimburse the Association for the
same'manner as
·shall
shall be a
create·a lien enforceable in the same·manner
·A.ssessments as
other'Assessments
as set
a Limited Assessment and shall create-a
as other
forth herein.
accumuiate
4.5
Nuisances.
Nuisangg; No rubbish or debris of any kind shall be placed or permitted to accumulate
the Common Area
lding Lots,
anywhere
Area or vacant Bui
Buiing
be permitted
and no
Lots, and
no odor shall be
the Property,
anywhere upon the
Property, including the
to arise therefrom so
so as
as to render the Property or any
any portion thereof unsanitary, unsightly, offensive or
detrimental to the Property
its occupants,
any other property in the vicinity thereof or to
to its occupants.
occupants, or to any
Property or to its
No business or home occupation, no noise, no exterior fires, no obstructions of pedestrian walkways, no
unsightliness,
as to
50 as
shali be permitted to exist or operate upon any
Unsightliness, or other nuisance shall
any portion of the Property so
be
its occupants or to other property
preperty in the vicinity or to its
cur detrimental to the Property or to its
be offensive or
occupants,
violatian of any
reasonahie judgment, or in violation
its reasonable
state or local law or
as determined by
Board, in its
any state
occupants, as
by the Board,
ordinance. Without limiting the generality of any of the foregoing, no whistles, bells or other sound devices
security purposes which have been approved by
(other
exciusively for security
than security
devices used
used exclusively
(other than
security devices
by the Association),
flashing
lights
or
search
lights,
shall
be
located,
used
or
placed
on
the
Property
without
the
prior
written approval
ﬂashing lights
ﬁghts,
pen-ruined to remain on any
of the Association. No unsightly articles
artides shall be permitted
Building
Lot
so
as
to
be visible from
Buiiding
as
any
of
the
Property.
Without
limiting
the
generality
of
the
refuse,
garbage,
any
other
portion
trash,
garbage.
foregoing,
Property.
any
equipment, gas
canisters,
propane
gas
tanks,
heat
pumps,
compressors,
containers,
lumber,
firewood,
grass,
shrub
grass,
heat
pumps,
tanks,
gas
gas
3“ times in such containers and in areas
or tree
tree clippings, plant ways,
metais, bulk material, scrap shall be kept at all
ways, metals,
shail
approved by
the
Architectural
Committee.
No
clothing
or
shall
be
hung, dried or aired in such a way as
fabric
by
to be visible to other property.
4.6
No
Proper‘ry. and no
Agiviﬁgg. No activities shall be conducted on the Property,
Hazgrdgn: Activi~ies.
Na Hazardous
Improvements
improvements constructed on any property which are or might be unsafe or hazardous to any person or property.

4.7
No
gr Drilling.
shail be used for
fur the purpose of blasting,
QriHing. No portion of the Property shall
4.?
N9 Mining or
mining, quarrying,
gas or other hydrocarbons, minerals,
oil,l, gas
quarrying, drilling, boring or exploring for or removing water, oi
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rocks, stones, sand, gravel or earth. This paragraph shali
shall not prohibit exploratory drilling or coring which is
is
necessary to construct
·
censtruct Improvements.
[mpwvements.
Ratgg. Nothing shall be
4.3
4.8
Insurance
be done or kept on any
lngggangg Rates.
increase the rate
any Building Lot which will increase
of insurance on any other portion of the Property without the approval of the Owner of such
such other portion, nor
shall anything be done or kept on the Property or a Building Lot which would
llation of
w0uld result in
in the cance
cancellation
insurance on any property owned or managed by
be in violation of any
by any such Association or which would be
any

law.
Vghigies. The use of all vehicles, including, without limitation,
4.9
Vehicles.
.trucks,· automobiles, bicycles,
limitation,_rrucks,
=-motorcycles,
vehicles, motor homes, motor coaches;campersrtrailers,
recreational
•·motorcycles,
.snowmobiles,- aircraft, boats,
coaches;campers,.trailers,snowmobiles,-aircraft,
boats,
-"shall be subject to the Declaration,
.. ·· .··shall
·which prohibits·or.limits
No.on-street
prohibits-orylimits the·use·thereof-within
Declaration,'which
the'use‘thereof-within the.Property::,
the Property..=No.on-street
shail be permitted except where ·expressly·designated
parking shall
expressly/designated for par.king
parking use. ::This:-restriction,
Shali
LThisrrestriction, however, shall
the.ordinary·
business/ from making
·· ·'not
not be deemed to prohibit commercial and construction vehicles; ·in
of'business,-'frorn
in the
course ·of
ordinary course
deliveries or otherwise providing service to the Property·or
Property'or for construction:.of,
|mprovement5--by-;Grantor or
construction of- lmprovements:.by;.Grantor
Owners; provided, however, that such use
as
use shall not unreasonably bother or constitute a
a nuisance to others
others as
determined by
the
Board
in
its
reasonable
judgment.
parked
shall
not
extend
into
any
sidewalk
or
reasoruable
its
Vehicles
shall
any
by
bicycle path or pedestrian path. No abandoned or inoperable, oversized,
oversized, dilapidated or unrepaired and unsightly
vehicles or similar equipment such as
as snow removal equipment, garden maiotenance
maintenance equipment and all other
unsightly equipment and machinery shall be placed upon any
any portion of the Property
Property including, without
·- limitation, streets,
enclosed by:a
structure-concealing'them from
areas and driveways,
unless the same are
by-a structure,concealingthem
fmm
are endosed
driveways, unless
streets, parking areas
. view
a manner approved by
doors-shall remain
View in a
garage doors··shall
by the Architectural Committee. To the extent possible; garage
. · : closed at
as any
at all times. "Abandoned or inoperable vehicle" shall be defined
defined as
been driven
has not
not been
any vehicle which has
. under its
its own propulsion for a
a period of three (3)
provided, however,.this
however, this shall not include
(3) weeks or longer; provided;
... vehicles
an vacation. "Oversized" vehicles.shall
vehicies parked by
vehicles Shall be defined as
as vehicles which are too
by owners while on
high to clear the entrance to aa residential garage.
'

-

‘-

.

W95.

or'livestock shall
shafl be kept on the
10
Animals/Pets. No animals, birds,
4.
birds; insects, pigeons, poultry or-livestock
4‘10
dogs, domesticated cats, and
Property. This paragraph is
is not intended to prohibit the keeping of domesticated dogs,
other household pets which do not unreasonably
as determined by the
unreasonan bother or constitute aa nuisance to others as
Board of the applicable Association, in
its reasonable judgment, and
in compliance with the laws and
in its
and are kept in
ordinances of Ada County. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, consistent and/or chronic barking
by
shali be subject to all "leash laws" of Ada
Springs shall
by dogs shall be considered aa nuisance. Each dog in Eagle Springs
Its owner.
County when such animal is off the premises of its
No
Tgmggrarv Structures.
shod term
4.11
N9 Temoorarv
Struggles. No house trailer, mobile home, tent (other than for short
shack
or
other
temporary
building,
improvement
or
structure
shall
be
placed
upon
any
portion
individual use),
shaH
use],
of the
except
temporarily
as
may
be
required
by
construction
activity
undertaken
on
Property.
as
the
the Property,
may
by
Property,

4.12
Drainage. There shall be no interference with the established drainage pattern over any portion
Qaigggg.
of the
the Property,
is first approved in
is made for proper drainage and is
an adequate alternative provision is
Property, unless an
writing by
as the system
For the purposes hereof,
is defined as
hereof, "established" drainage is
:he Architectural Committee. For
by the
a: the time the overall grading of any portion of the
of drainage, whether natural or otherwise, which exists at
Property
pians approved by the Architectural
is shown on any
compfeted by
i5 completed
any plans
Grantor, or that drainage which is
Prcperry is
by Granter,
Committee,
any Building Lot in the Property.
Committee, which may
may include drainage from Common Area over any
4.
13
0rading.
in which grading or other work
grading. The Owner of any
any Building Lot within the Property in
413
has
has been
been performed
performed pursuant to aa grading plan approved under applicable provisions of Ada County Code or by
the
Architectural Committee, shall
ail graded surfaces and erosion prevention devices,
shali maintain and repair all
the Architectural
which
means
or
devices
are
retaining walls,
drainage
structures,
are not the responsibility of any
pubiic agency, and
any public
walIs,
Regular.
compieted thereon. Such requirements shall be subject to Regular,
plantings and ground cover installed or completed
Special,
and
Limited
Assessments
provided
for
herein.
Speciai,
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Wgtgr Supply
individuai water supply
4.14
Water
S; pplg Systems.
515mm; No separate or individual
suppiy system,
system, regardless of the
proposed use of the water to be delivered by
system, shall be permitted
permined on any
by such system,
any Building Lot unless such
system is designed, located, constructed and equipped in accordance with the requirements, standards and
recommendations of the Architectural Committee, all governmental authorities having jurisdiction and any
any private
water company operating
Operating on the Property.
4.15 ··-- Sewage
Disgo§al Systems. No individual sewage disposal system
ﬁgwagg Disposal
be used on the Property.
system shall be
: Each Owner shall connect the appropriate facilities on such Owner's Building Lot to
Sewer System
Eagie Sewer.
to the Eagle
System and
pay
assessed therefor.
pay all charges assessed
‘

.,

.

-4.1,6
Energy
Outside.. No energy.
production _devices, .. iocluding;... without limitation,
4.16
niggs .-Ou:sidg..
energy.production‘devices,‘includingpwithout
Iimitaﬁon,
Energy; Devices,
'
·.· ·' generators of any kind and solar energy devices, shall be
or.maintained on
be constructed ormaintained
portionnithe Property
on any
Property ·
any portion:of,the
“without‘the written approval of the Architectural Committee,
:in :plans ·approved
· ..· .' · ·. · ··withounhe.written
Committee, exceptfor.heat.pumpS'Shown
except forheatpumps‘shownimplans
approved by
by
‘the Architectural Committee. This paragraph shall not'apply to
··· ·the
solar'energy systems:incorporated
passive solar·energy
systemsjncorporated into ,-.. .
to passive
, the approved design of a residential structure.
‘

‘

.

~
- No sign of any kind shall be displayed
4.17
Signs.
View without the approval of the
dismayed to the public view
Architectural Committee except: (1)
Crantor in connection with the development
as may
deveiopmenr
(1) such signs as
may be used by
by Granter
of the Property and sale of Building
Buiiding Lots; (2)
(2) such signs identifying Eagle Springs subdivision, or informational
signs,
as prescribed by
signs, of customary and reasonable dimensions as
(I) sign of
by the Architectural Committee; (3)
(3) one (i)
.. .... customary and
an
as prescribed by
and reasonable dimensions as
ArchitecturalCommitteeasrmayabezdEsplayed by
by the Architectur.al..Committee-as:may·.be·.displayed
by an
Owner other than Granter
residence for.sa|e or: lease;·and-(4)
Grantor on or from aa Building Lot advertising the residence·for.sale·or:
lease-and“) any
any sign
'A customary "for sale" or ."for
”for lease·
lease"" sign-not
. required by the Ada County. 'A
sign ·not more than.
(3)‘feet by two (2)
than three (3).feet.by
(2) feet
'shall
shall not require Architectural Committee approval.
,

am.

· 4.18 ·· Antennae. .-No
No exterior radio antenna, television
refevision antenna, satellite
sareilite dish antenna or other antenna
a manner acceptable
: · .. of any
5113!] be erected or maintained on the Property unless
uniess it is
is located O(
or screened in a.manner
any type shall
to the Architectural Committee.
4.19
by
Granter
by Grantor and

No
Fugher Subdivision.
Subdivisign. No Building Lot
Lot may
be further subdivided unless expressly approved
may be
N9 Further
Ada County.

4.20 · Grantor
gf Development.
Devglogment. Nothing contained herein shall
Grantor to
Grantgr Right
shali limit the right of Granter
Bight of
subdivide or resubdivide any portion of the Property,
to
grant
licenses,
to
reserve
rights-of-way
and
easements
rightsofiway
Property,
to utility companies, public
or
to
complete
excavation,
grading
construction
of
pubiic agencies or others,
and
others.
Improvements to and on any portion of the Property,
or
to
alter
the
foregoing
and
its
construction
plans
pians
and
its
Property,
designs,
Grantor deems advisable in the course of development
designs, or to
to construct such additional Improvements as
as Granter
of the Property so
50 long
iong as
as any
any Building Lot in the Property remains unsold. Such right shall include, but shall not
be limited to, erecting, constructing and maintaining on
on the Property
mayr be
as may
Property such structures and displays as
reasonably
necessary for the conduct of Grantor's business of completing the work and disposing of the same by
reasonabiy necessary
by
sales
a Building
shalll have the
titIE to a
Buiiding lot
Grantor shal
the right at any
Lot by
any time prior to acquisition of title
saies lease
lease or otherwise. Granter
by
a purchaser from Granter
andlor reserve on that Building lot
a
Grantor to grant, establish and/or
Lot additional licenses, reservations
as may from time to time be reasonably necessary
and rights-of-way
tor, to utility
rights—of—way to Gran
Grantor,
utiiity companies, or to others as
to the proper development
Grantor on
Grantor may
use any
deveiopment and disposal of the Property.
Property. Granter
may use
any structures owned by
by Granter
the Property as
Grantor need not seek or obtain
as model home complexes or real estate sales or leasing offices. Granter
Grantor on any
improvement constructed or placed by
Association or Architectural Committee approval of any Improvement
by Granter
portion of the Property owned by
Grantor hereunder may be assigned by Granter
Grantor. The rights of Granter
Grantor to any
by Granter.
successor
incarest in any
successor in interest in connection with Grantor's interest
any portion of the Property, by
by an express written
assignment recorded in the Office of the Ada County Recorder.
‘

Granter,
Grantor’s sole discretion, and with the approval of Ada County,
Crantor, in Grantor's
may amend and modify the ·
County, may
development plans or schemes for the Property
Propeny in existence prior to or following the
the effective date of this
Declaration such development plans are subject to change at any
time by Granter,
anytime
Grantor, and impose no obligation on
Granter
is to be
a deed to any
deveioped or improved. By
be developed
Grantor as
as to
to how the Property is
any property in Eagle
By acceptance of a
-
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Springs, each Owner of such property the
reby acknowledges and agrees the development plans and schemes for
thereby
the property may be amended, modified or changed in Grantor's sole
soIe discretion.
No provision of this Declaration shall be construed as
N0
as to
to prevent or limit Grantor's right to complete
development of the Property and to construct improvements thereon, nor Grantor's right to maintain model
homes, construction, sales or leasing offices
oi the Property,
ofﬁces or similar facilities on any portion of
Property, including the
Common Area Gr
or any public right—of-way,
right-of-way, nor Grantor's right to post signs incidental to construction, sales or
·.'. leasing. At all times, and under all circumstances, Grantor
Granmr shall not be required to obtain any consent or approval
·.n from any Owner or Owners or the Association or Architectural Committee in order for
.Gr.antor to
for‘Grantor
to complete
·. development of the Property and construct improvements therean.
thereon.

.

4.21 . :Compliance
rggmg iangg with Laws
promptly
·.. · · .4.21
Law;.. .Subject to the rights.of
rights of reasonable:·contest,:each
.Owner;5hal.| promptiy
reasonable:contest,.each .OwneLshaU
...comply
comply with the provisions of all applicable laws, regulations, .ordinances:and
,other...federal, istate or local
..ordinances.andzotherufederal,astate
.governmental
governmental or quasi-governmental regulations
the.. Property.
onany'por‘tion.ofthe
reguIations with respect to all or,aoy:portion.of
Preperty. ··
.

-

.

ARTICLE V:
V; EAGLE
HOMEOWNERS‘ ASSOCIATION
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS'
ASSOCIATEON
rin
r mi 3 i n off Eagle
I
H m wn r ' Association.
i ti n. Eagie
Homeowners‘
5.1
Organization
Springs
Homeowners'
Eagle Springs Homeowners'
non~profit corporation
Association, Inc.
Enc. (the "Association") shall be initially organized by Grantor as
as an
an Idaho non-profit
non‘pror’it corporations and shall be charged with the
under the provisions of the Idaho Code relating to general non-profit
law and set forth
.in .the. P-roject .. Documents:·., Neither the
forth.in.lherProject‘Docun-IentssnNeither
the.
duties and invested with the powers prescribed by
bylaw
.. -.. Articles nor the Bylaws shall be amended or otherwise changed or interpreted.so.as.to.be
inconsistent .with this
interpretedAsoesAto. be inconsistentwith
. Declaration. Each Owner shall
benefit from the provisions,·covenants;
shail abide by
andrestridions
conditions and.restrictions
provisions; covenans, .conditions
by and benefit
contained in the Project Documents.
'

mm.

· 5.2 . Membership. Each Owner, by
so.long as such ownership is
is..
andfonsalong
by virtue of being an Owner and:for.
maintained, shall be aa Member of the Association, and
except'Grantor, shall.have·more
shall .have'more than one
and no Owner, except·Grantor;
to the Building Lot owned
‘he Association shall be appurtenant to·the
·membership
membership in the Association. :Memberships
Memberships in the
by
pledged,. assigned or alienated in
the Association shall not be transferred,.
transferred,.p|edged,
by such Owner. The memberships in the
any
title. Any attempt to
titie and then only to the transferee of such titie.
any way except upon the transfer of Owner's title
make aa prahibited
prohibited membership transfer shall be
be void and will not be reflected on the books of the Association.
.

Vggigg. Voting in the Association shall be
5.3
Y.o!.i.o.g.
be carried out by Members who shall cast the votes
attributable to the Building Lot which they own, or attributable to the Building Lots
LoLs owned by
by Grantor. The
d by
determined
is determine
number of votes any Member may cast on any
any issue is
by the number of Building Lots which the
Member, including
inciuding Grantor, owns. When more than one person holds an interest in any
any Building Lot, all such
persons
the one vote attributable to the Building Lot. For voting purposes, the
persons shall be Members but shall share the
as described below.
Association shall have two (2)
(2) classes of Members as

gm.

sha“ be known as
5.3.1
Class A Members. Owners other than Grantor shall
as Class A Members.
Each
entitled to one vote for eac
h Building Lot owned by such Class
Class A Member
shall be
each
be emitted
Each Class
Class A Member shall
on the day of aa vote.
B Member, and shall be entitled
5.3.2
Class 8E Members.
as the Class B
Mgmbgrﬁ. Grantor shall be known as
glgss
to 1,470
Lots) less
less 5
5 votes for each Building
each of the 294 approved Building Lots)
votes for each
5 votes
(that is,
is, 5
1,470 votes (that
Lot
owned
by
someone
other
than
Granter.
The
Class
B
Member
shall
cease
to
be aa voting Member in
B
Grantor.
Lot
by
the
Association
on
the
earlier
of:
when
the
Class
8
Member
holds
fewer
100
votes; or ten (10)
[10) years
than
the Class B
on the
the
after
the
date
of
this
Declaration
is
recorded
in
the
official
records
of
Ada
County.
is
after

Fractional votes
votes shall not be allowed. In the event that joint Owners are unable to agree among
themselves
as
how
their vote or votes shall
shaH be cast,
cast, they shall lose their right to vote on the matter being put
as
to
themseives
to aa vote. When an
far all purposes that such
wiil thereafter be presumed conclusively for
casu aa vote, it will
an Owner casts
Owner was acting with authority and consent of all joint Owners of the Building Lot(s) from which the vote
derived. The
Building Lot to which it
The right to vote may not be severed or separated from the ownership of the Buiiding
a
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Owner‘s right to vote to
rgvocable proxy, or may assign such Owner's
is appurtenant, except that any Owner may give aa revocable
a
Contract purchaser of the Building Lot concerned, for the term of the lease,
a lessee, mortgagee, beneficiary or contract
mortgage, deed of trust or contract. Any sale,
a new Owner shall
sale, transfer or conveyance of such Building Lot
Lot to a
any assignment of the right
operate automatically to transfer the appurtenant voting right to the Owner, subject to any
'
·
lessee, mortgagee, or beneficiary as
to vote to a
a lessee,
as provided herein.

gf Association.
Asgocfation. Each year the Association shall
5.4 • . Meetings
shali hold at least one meeting of the
Mggﬁngg of
Only Members shall be
· . · · -'Members, according to the schedule for such meetings established by
be
Bylaws. ,-Only
by the Bylaws.
, entitled to attend Association meetings, and all other persons may
· .When more than one person
be excluded.
excluded.x.When
may .be
'- .'·holds an interest in any Building Lot, ·all such persons shall be Members but only one Member with an interest .
··,
shail
all
interest.
holds an
'in. such Building Lot shall attend Association.meetings.
'in.
for.all
Association.me'etl'ngSﬁregular'or special,
all Association:meetings,,regular·or
AssociatiOn meetings. Notice for
regul‘ar mail to all Members, and.any·person
'.\‘shall
· :.:..,
shall be given by
possessiOnviral-Building;Lotr-not-less than ten
andrany person in possession··of:a,.Building:lot?not·less
by regul'ar
shall-'set:forththe'place',‘
date-rand-hour
.. . . : (l
0) days
the·place~· date·.and
·hour of the
than. thirty (30)
clays before the meeting and shall:set:forth.
(10)
(30) days
days nor more than.
meetings-shall‘
as close
..-- ·meeting
meeting and the nature of the business to be conducted. · All meetings
shall.be
held‘wikhin-the Property.or as
be held:within,the.Proper:ty:or
imperson of the ·
The presence.:at·any'
.meeting in:person
· · '; ,.'- thereto as
Board.. .The
presence. at-anymeeting
as practical at a
a reasonable place selected by the Board
. .. Class
!east thirty
B Member where there is
is such a
Class B
a Member, and of the Members representing Owners holding at least
percent (30%)
a quorum. If any
3“ Members, shall constitute a
totaf votes of all
(30%) of the total
any meeting cannot be held because
nor‘.
a quorum is
is not present, the Members present may adjourn the meeting to a time not less
Iess than ten (10)
a
(10} days nor
more than thirty (30)
days from the time the original meeting was scheduled, without notice other than
(30) days
second meeting, the presence of the Class
announcement at
at the meeting. At such
Class B
B Member, where there is such
such second
.:.; aa Member, and of the Members holding at
(10%)"Of‘theﬂ0tal'VOIES of:aJt,Members,
ofrallz-Members, shall
at least
ten percent (10%)·:of-the.:totaJ-votes
least ten
constitute a
a quorum.
‘

‘

'-

-.

'

'

-

7-

Q'ggggrg and
conductedand'managed
: Eggrd of
be.conducted.
and·managed
5.5 .. :·Board
shallrbe
of. the Association shall
9f Directors
Qﬁfiggﬁ. The affairs of.
and Officers.
"Board"; and such
.. :··. by
.e!ect or,appoint,
onappoint, in accordance with the
a Board
such officers as
Board of Directors (the
(the "Board")
as the Board may .elect
by a
'0f the. ·:
Articles and Bylaws,
time. ~The Board ·of-.‘Articles
the Association shall be
be amended from time to timenThe
as the same may
Bylaws, as
may be
elected in
in accordance with the provisions set forth in the Bylaws.
-

'

1

5.6

Asgggiag'gn.
Pgwgr and Duties
Power
of the
Dugigs 9f
{he Association.

5.6.1
Powers.
Pgwgrg. The Association shall have all the powers
powers of a
a corporation organized under
5.6.1
of
the
State
of
Idaho
subject
only
to
limitations
upon the exercise of
the
general
corporation
laws
such
laws
State
Only
the general
such
powers
as
are
expressly
set
forth
in
the
Project
Documents.
The
Association
have the power
shall
as are expressly set
such
done by the
to do any
any and all lawful
may
be
authorized,
required
or
permitted
be
to
which
things
§awfu|
may
the
Project
Documents,
and
do
and
perform
any
and
all
acts
which may
Association under Idaho
law,
acts
and
to
the
Idaho law,
Project
any
of
the
Common
Area
be necessary
to,
proper
for,
or
incidental
to
the
proper
management
and
operation
Operation
incidentai
necessary to,
for,
assets,
and
the
performance
of
the
other
responsibilities
herein
assigned,
and
the
Declaration's
other
the
assets, and
and the
including without limitation:

W.

55.6.1.1
.6.1.1
Assessments. The power to levy Assessments on any Owner or any
portion of the
the Property
and to force payment of such Assessments, all in accordance with the
Property and
provisions of the Project Documents.

BMW.

5.6.1.2
Right of Enforcement. The power and authority from time to time
in
behaif of any
on its
behalf, or on behalf
its own behalf,
any Owner who consents thereto, to
name, on
in its
its own name,
commence
and maintain actions and suits to restrain and enjoin any breach or threatened
camrnence and
breach of the Project
Proiect Documents, and to enforce by
by injunction or otherwise, all provisions
hereof.

W—

5.6.1.3
Delegation of Powers. The authority to delegate its power and
as
duties
oﬁicers, employees, or to any person, firm or corporation to act as
duties to committees, officers,
manager,
to contract for the maintenance, repair, replacement and operation of the
and to
manager, and
the Association nor the members of
Common
cf its
its Board shall be liable for any
Area. Neither the
Common Area.
omission or improper exercise by
by the manager of any such duty or power so delegated.
OECLARA
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5.6.1.4
Association
Assggiagigg Rules.
BM‘ES- The power to adopt, amend and repeal by
by
majority vote of the Board such rules and regulations as
as the Association deems reasonable.
The Association may govern the use
use of the Common Area by
by the Owners, their families,
invitees, licensees, lessees or contract purchasers, including, without limitation, the use
use of
Common Area for organized recreational activities; provided, however, that the Association
Rules shall apply equally to all Owners and shall not be inconsistent with the Project
. ·- Documents. · A copy of the Association Rules as
as they may from time .to
to time be adopted,
amended or repealed, shall be mailed or otherwise
deliv.ered to each Owner.
Owner . ..Upon
Upon such
othemise delivered
mailing or delivery, the Association Rules shall have the same force and effect-as
effect as if they were
set forth in and were aa part of this Declaration
Jn ·the.
.set
Declaration.. . In
the event of any conflict between.such
between such
and any other
... Association Rules and.
.prov is ions of the.Rroject
the.P.roj ect Doc
um en ts~ the·
provis i ans of the
other‘provisions
the provisions
Documents;
'by‘the
of.*the Project
shall.. be deemed to be
.. superseded ;by
·the .provisions
Association Rules shall
provisions.; of:the
besuperseded
Documents to the extent of any such inconsistency.
'

'

,

‘

_

·' 5.6.1.5
5.6. 1 .5
· Emgrggng
Emergency Powers.
The power5‘exercisedrby
powerrexercised-·by the
the·Association
Pgwgﬁ. 'The
Association or by
by
it, to enter upon any
any portion of the Property (but not inside any
any person authorized by
by it,
building constructed thereon) in the event of any emergency involving illness or potential
danger to life or property or when necessary in connection with any maintenance or
construction for which the Association is
as little
is responsible. Such entry shall be made with as
as practicable, and any damage caused thereby shall be repaired
.inconvenience
inconvenience to the Owner as
by the Association.
.. . .!,icenses.
.The‘power
5.6.1.6
liggnseg Easements
5.6.1
.6
·power to grant and
Righggﬁf—Waxs The
Easgmgnﬁ and Rights-of-Way:
and-rights-of—way
· rights-of-way in/
:under the
convey to any third party such licenses, easements·
or:under
easements and
in; on or
the. orderly maintenance,:
Common Area as
as may be necessary or appropriate for the
maintenance; preservation
of'the
'Common Area, and for'therpreservation.ofithe”.health,
· the ·Common·
for ·the '· preservation . of, the ·.health, safety,
.‘and
and enjoyment of
convenience and the welfare of the Owners,·
·constructing, : erecting,
of‘constructing,aerecting,
the purpose -of
Owners; for the
operating or maintaining:
,

5.6.
Underground lines, cables, wires, conduits or other
5.6.11 .6.1
devices for the transmission of electricity or electronic signals for lighting, heating,
power, telephone, television or other purposes, and the above ground lighting
stanchions, meters, and other facilities associated with the provisions of lighting
services.
and services.

.62'
5.6.
Public sewers,
5.6.1l .6.2·
sewers, storm drains, water drains and pipes,
systems, heating and gas lines or pipes, and any
water supply systems, sprinkling systems,
similar public or quasi-public improvements or facilities.
5.6.1.6.3
Mailboxes and sidewalk abutments around such
mailboxes or any service facility, berm, fencing and landscaping abutting common
areas, public and private streets
quasi-public
streets or land conveyed for any
areas,
any public or quasi‘public
purpose including, without limitation, bicycle pathways.
The right to grant such licenses, easements
ease_
ments and rights-of-way
rightsof—way are hereby expressly reserved
to the Association and may be granted at any time prior to twenty-on~
twenty-one (21)
(21) years after the
the issue
tor who are
Grantor
issue of the individuals executing this Declaration on behalf of Gran
death of the
in being a.
ass of the date hereof.

m.

5.6.2
~.
In addition to duties necessary and proper to carry out the power
delegated to the Association by
by the Project Documents, without limiting the generality thereof, the
any, shall have the authority and the obligation to conduct all business affairs
Association or its agent,
agent, if any,
of the
the Association and to perform, without limitation, each of the following duties:
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r in and
n Maintenance
Main! nan off Common
mm n Area.
5.6.2.1
Operation
Operate, maintain,
r .Operate,
and otherwise manage or provide for the operation, maintenance and management of the
Common Area.

Agggu 1;. Establish and fund aa reserve account with aa
5.6.2.2
Reserve Account.
Rgsgmg
reputable banking institutipn or savings and loan association or title insurance company
company
authorized to do business in the State of Idaho,
reserve account shall be dedicated to
which.reserve
Edaho, which.
the costs of repair, replacement, maintenance and improvement of the Common Area.

Bgia'n‘gg Walls
gf Egrmg
5.6.2.3 .
· Mainggngngg
Maintenance of
Berms. Retaining
Fences . . ,\,\aintain,
Maintain, if
gang and
and Egnggg.
and
without
the
any,
limitation,
berms, retainingwalls;ofences
retaining-wails;fences and.water,amenities.within
harms,
andwatenamenitieswithin and
abutting Common Area.
'

.

W..Pay-all

55.6.2.4
.6.2 .4 ·' ·' . Taxes and Assessments:. Pay·al I remand-personal
rea!:and·personal property taxes
and
taxes and
t-Arear' ·or.::::against:.the
'Ievied against ·the
or:-:against.-the ·*Property,
Assessments separately ·levied
Property, the
the Common :Area-·
Association and/or any other property owned by the Association
AssociatEOn.‘.. Such taxes and Assessments
may be contested or compromised by the Association, provided, however, that such taxes and
Assessments are paid or aa bond insuring payment is
is posted prior to the sale or disposition of
any property
In.. addjtion,
addition, the
satisfy the payment of such taxes and Assessments. In
preperty to satisfy
Association shall
.including income or corporate
sha¥| pay
taxes,,including
pay all other federal, state or local taxes,
. ·‘ taxes levied against the Association, in the event thatthe'Associationés
thanhe:Association,is ·denied·.the.
deniedithe status of
aa tax exempt corporation.
·· 5.6.2.
5.6.2.55 ·' · . Water
Waggr and
Qghgr Utilities-:
water,r,
and Other
pay for wate
”111mg: Acquire; provide and/or pay
.. sewer,
colledion,‘electrical,’te|ephone and gas and other
disposal, refuse and rubbish collection,·electrical,·telephone
sewer! garbage disposal,·refuse
benefit'of
the'Association
.necessary
necessary services for the Common Area, and to manage·fonhe
of the
·Association all
manage for‘the benefit
rights are
Association,-'whether such ·rights
water rights and rights to receive water held by
:th.e Association,--whether
by1the
evidenced by
license,
permit,
claim,
stock
ownership
or
otherwise.
claim’
by
'

‘

We.

5.6.2.6
Insurance. Obtain insurance from reputable
reputabie insurance companies
authorized to do business in the State of Idaho, and maintain in effect any insurance policy
the Board deems necessary or advisable, and to the extent possible to obtain, including,
without limitation the following policies of insurance:
5.6.2.6.1
Fire
FJre insurance including those risks embraced by
5.6.16.1
Risk" or special extended
coverage of the type known as
as the broad form "All Risk''
coverage endorsement on aa blanket agreed amount basis for the full insurable
replacement value of all Improvements,
replacementvalue
improvements, equipment and fixtures located within the
Common Area.

5.6.16.2
5.6.2.6.2
Comprehensive pubﬁc
public liability
insurance insuring the
liabiiityinsurance
Board, the Association, Grantor, and the individual grantees, tenants, agents and
employees, invitees and guests of each of the foregoing against any liability
incident to the ownership and/or
use of the Common Area. Limits of liability of
andfor use
such
as follows: Not less
less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000)
be as
such coverage shall be
per person
and
One
Million
Dollars
($1,000,000)
per occurrence with respect to
persnn
personal injury or death, and One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence
with respect to property damage.
5.6.2.6.3
Full
oﬁicers' liability
directors‘ and officers'
5.6.2.6.}
Fuil coverage directors'
insurance with aa limit of at
Thousand
Dollars
($250,000).
at least
least Two Hundred Fifty
Fifty
5.6.2.6.4
Such other insurance, including motor vehicle
insurance and worker's compensation
campensalion insurance, to the extent necessary
necessary to comply
I‘IT
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with all applicable
appficable laws and indemnity, faithful performance,
and other
performance, fidelity and
out
the
Association
bonds as
as the Board shall deem necessary or required to carry
the
Association
carry
functions or to insure the Association
Aswciation against any
loss from malfeasance or
any loss
dishonesty of any employee or other person charged with the management or
possession of any
any Association funds or other property.
property.
5.6.2.6.5
. The Association shall. be
·of the
5.6.2.65
trustee'of
be deemed trustee
.with any
interests of all Owners in connection
connection‘with
paid to the
any insurance proceeds .paid
Association under such policies,
policia, and shall have full power to
to receive such
such Owner's
interests in such proceeds and to deal therewith
therewith..

‘thewabove'
...5.6.2.6.5
5.6.2.6.6 . · lnsurance.,·:premiums
. ·above · insurance
lnsurance.=':premiums . for ·:the
‘a common °expense::
to .be. included
coverage shall
shali be ·deemed
in.-,.the Regular
deemed ·a
expenseto‘be.
included.. in.:.the
Assessments levied by the Association.
'

· 5.6.2.6.7
Each
5.6.2.6.?
Each Owner may
may obtain insurance at-such Owner's
own expense providing coverage upon such
Such Owner's Building Lot,
such Owner's
Lot, such
Owrler‘s personal liability, and
personal
per50nal property, for such Owner's
and covering such other
risks as
as such Owner may
shall provide that
such policy shall
may deem appropriate, but each such
it does not diminish the insurance carrier's coverage
caverage for liability arising under
insurance policies which the Association: obtainS'pursuantto.thls
obtains·pursuant.to.this article:
anicle: All such
against the
· insurance shall.
waive the insurance company?s
shallwaive
company‘s right.of
subrogationsagainst
righmf subrogation:
servants, agents and guests·of.any
Association, the other Owners, and the servants,
guests of any of them,
'be obtained in .the
.the-normal
additional
if
. such insurance can ·be
:normal:practice
if.such
:practice .without
without .additional
of .subrogation ....._-Proceeds
..: P.roceeds of such
premium charge for the waiver of.
of‘ rights ·.‘of.subrogation.
.owner. of.
the ·Building . Lot .and/or the
insurance claims.
ofthE‘Build‘rng‘Lot
claims shall be paid to the :owner
mortgagee in connection with the Building Lot.
'

.

Rulg Making. Make, establish, promulgate, amend and repeal such
. 5.6.2.7
Rule
Association Rules as
as the Board shall deem advisable;
advisabie;
.

5.6.2.8
Newsletter.
a newsletter on
News gag-g. If it so elects, prepare and distribute a
matters of general
genera] interest to Association Members, the cost of which shall be
be included in
Regular Assessments;
Assessments;
5.6.2.9
Architectural
Arghigggucal Committee.ggmmingg; Appoint and remove members of the
Architectural Committee,
Comminee, subject to the provisions of this Declaration; and
n Rules.
R
nf r I11 :1 off Restrictions
ri i n and
. Perform such other acts,
5.6.2.1
Enforcement
5.6.2.10O
this
Declaration,
as
may be reasonably advisable or
whether or not expressly authorized by
as
Deciaration,
by
necessary to enforce any of the provisions of the Project Documents and any
any and all laws,
ordinances, rules
ruEes and regulations of Ada County. Also including, without limitation, the
recordation bf any
as more fully provided herein.
Recorder, as
any claim of lien with the Ada County Recorder,
|

of

Finang'al Statements.
5.7
Budgets
shail be prepared
5552mm; Financial statements for the Association shall
nggﬁ; and Financial
regularly
as follows:
be distributed to each Member of the Association as
reguiarly and copies shall be

mm.

5.7
.1
Qperating Statement. A pro form
formaa operating statement or budget, for each fiscal
5.7.1
year
no: less
less than sixty (60)
(60) days before the beginning of each fiscal year. The
year shall be distributed not
operating statement shall include a
a schedule of Assessments received and receivable, identified by
by the
Building Lot
Lot number and the name of the person or entity assigned.
5.7.2
!3a!ance Sheet. Within ninety (90) days
days after the close of each fiscal year, the
mugging}.
As.sociation shal
cause to be
a balance sheet as
as of the last day
day
shaHI cause
be prepared and delivered to each Owner, a
Mgociation
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of the Association's fiscal
ﬁscal year and annual operating statements reOecting
reﬂecting the
and expenditures
the income and
of the Association
iast fiscal year. Copies of the balance sheet and
A550ciation for its last
and operating statement shall be
be
distributed to each Member within ninety (90)
the end
each fiscal
end of each
fiscal year.
(90) days
days after the
year.
Mgnaggr. The Association may employ or contract for the services of a
5.8
Manager.
professionai manager,
a professional
manager,
provided that no such employment shall be by a
a contract having a
a term of more than one (1)
each such
(1) year,
year, and each
. contract shall be subject to cancellation by
on a ninety (90)
Without cause
less prior notice without
(90) days
days or less
by the Association (ma
. and without payment of a
fee. The professional
employed or contracted with shall not
a termination fee.
professionaf manager so
so empioyed
have the authority to make expenditures chargeable against the
Association except upon specific prior approval
the-Association
be- liable for any
..exercise by
.such· a
and direction by the Board. The
.The Board shall .not be.
by.such'a
omission or improper
fmpropenexercise
any omission_.or
instrument.executed by
.‘professiona!
professional manager of any such duty,.
so delegated by
written.instrumentexecuted
duty, power or function so
by written.
by or on
behalf
of the Board.
behalfofthe
Boar6.
‘

‘

‘

5.9
Personal
·or member.of:any.committee
Board,‘or
of.the.-'Assaciation,
Liabiligg. No Member of the Board,
nonal Liability:
member of-any. committee of.the:·Association,
-or any officer of the Association,·or
.Owner, or
Association,'or Granter,
to-anyﬂwner,
personailyali'abie to·any
Grantor, or the manager, if anyr
any, shall be personally:.liable
·' to any other party,
loss or.
or prejudice suffered or claimed on the account
damage, loss
any damage,
party, including the Association, for any
of any act,
Association, the Board,
Board, the manager, if any,
act, omission, error or negligence of the Associatien,
any officer,
any, or any
committee, or other representative or employee
empTOyee of the Association, Granter,
Grantor, or the Architectural Committee,
provided that such person, upon the basis of such information as
as may
may be possessed by
has acted
by such person, has
in
·
Faith without willful
wiilful or intentional misconduct.
in good faith
.

.

'

.

· ARTICLE VI: RIGHTS TO COMMON AREAS
AREAS

gf Common
6.1
Use
Area .. Every .Owner
to:use each parcel of the Common
Owner shall have a
5.1 .
a right touse
Us: of
g gmmgn Argg..
the‘titleio'every
...
Area, which right shall be
.pass with the
.title. to ·e.very Building
...Area,
BuiIding Lot subject to the
shallpass
be appurtenant to and shall
following provisions:
-

.·. 6.
1 .1
The right of the Association holding or controlling
controiling such
6.1.1
such Common Area to levy and
· increase Assessments.
6.1.2
The right of the Association to suspend the voting rights and rights to use of, or
interest in, Common Area by
any Assessment or charge against
an Owner for any
any period during which any
by an
such Owner's Building Lot remains unpaid; and for a
a period not to exceed sixty (60)
(60) days for any
of
the
Association
Rules.
infraction
Infraction
6.1.3
The right of the Association to dedicate or transfer all or any
any part of the Common
public
agency,
authority
or
utility
for
such
purposes
and
subject
such conditions
any
canditions as
as may
to
Area to
to any
agency,
be
the
Articles,
Bylaws
and
agreed
to
by
the
Members.
No
dedication
or
transfer
of said
Members.
agreed
be permitted by
by
Common Area shall
an instrument agreeing to such dedication or transfer signed by
unIess an
shall be
be effective unless
by
Members representing two-thirds (2/3)
has been recorded.
each class of Members has
[2/3) of each
6.1.4
The right of such Association to prohibit the construction of structures or
Improvements on all Common Areas.
6.1.5
The
suspend any
to suSpend
The right of the Association to
any Member's voting rights and/or right to
use
recreaticnal facilities owned by
any period during which any
use any
any of the recreational
by the Association, for any
assessments
a period not to
to exceed thirty (30)
assessments against said Member's property remains unpaid, and for a
days
its published rules and regulations.
infractiOn of its
days for each infraction
6.1.6
The right of the Association to limit the number of Members permitted to use the
Common Area, or aa portion thereof, at any
any one time.
6.1.7
The right of the Association to publish reasonable rules
reguiations governing
and regulations
ruies and
6.1.?
the use of the Common Area.
DECL.ARA
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W.

‘

6.2
ACHD Maintenance. Notwithstanding the Association is
is obligated to maintain the Common
'It is hereby provided
Area and facilities contained therein, it
previded that Ada County
("ACH D") may
eiect
County Highway District ("ACHD"}
may elect
to maintain any part or facility of the Common Area should the Association
the Common Area.
Association fail to
to maintain the
Area.
In the event that ACHO
ACHD determines, in its sole reasonable
adequately
reasonabie discretion,
diScretion, that the Association is
is not adequately
maintaining the Common Area, ACHO
ACHD shall, before undertaking maintenance of the
the Common Area,
Area, provide
written notice of its intention to begin maintenance of the Common Area within a
a thirty (30)
{30} day
day period, within
which time frame the Association may undertake to initiate and condude
conclude all
maintenance
defects
all
as identified
identiﬁed
defects as
ACHD; ·-[n
by ACHD,
In the even:
event the Association shall fail to commence and conclude maintenance of the Common Area
·'to
to the extent such items of specific maintenance are identified by
ACHO within the prescribed thirty (30)
(30} days,
days
by ACHD
In such event,
event ACHD may begin to undertake maintenance of
·' then in
the
Common
Area.
ofthe

'upon'=any
· · ··· ·. . ACHD is hereby granted an
any portion
·of.the. Common Area
an irrevocable license
portion‘oitheﬁommon
license to enter
enter ·upon~
Area to
to ·
"perform inspection and maintenance. Should ACHD.engage in
··perform
in mainteoance·:of:the
maintenanceoﬁ'the .Common:-Area"after
.Common;Area’aﬂer having
"
· provided notice to the Association and having ·provided
provided the Association--an;.,opportunity~to·:undertake
Associationvan.‘:opportunityrto~.undertake such ..
. · · maintenance,
-ACHO shall be entitled.to
·lien:against-all-- Building'L·ots in
maintenance,-ACHD
entitled to and empowered to file aa ratable
ratable'Iienzagainst-all-Buflding‘L-ots
Eagle
in Eagle
··~ Springs with power of sale as
as to each and every Building Lot to secure payment of the costs
costs in connection with
such maintenance. This section shall not be amended without prior written approval from ACHD.
'

-

6-3
Designation
Gran tor shall designate and reserve Common Area in the
gf Common
Argg. ·Crantor
5.3
Dgsigngtign of
ﬁgmmgn Area.
and/“Gr as
Declaration and/or
andfor recorded Plats,
as otherwise provided herein.
Plats, deeds or other instruments and/or
gf Right
6.4
· Delegation
delegate;. in ·accordance
·Bylaws, such
lggagign of
the'Bylaws,
Eight to
accordance with the
t9 Use.
U55. Any Owner may
may delegate;
· · · · . Owner's right of enjoyment to the Common Area to the members of such Owner's family.in
family'in residence;·and
residencegand such
'Owner's tenants or contract purchasers who reside on such Owner's Building·
'-'On|y .Grantor
·Owner's
Grantor or the
Building lot.
Lot. ···Only
public,‘and
. ,, .. ,. Association shall have thethe
right of
enjoyment to
and
the right to delegate
khe Common Area .to
ofenjoyment
to the
to the general public,·
· such delegation
fee
set
by
Granter
or
Association.
deiegation to the general public shall be for a
a
Assodation.
set by Grantor
,

..

-

6.5
Damages. Each Owner shall be fully liable for any damage to any Common Area which may
the negligence or willful misconduct of the Owner, such Owner's resident tenant or
be sustained by reason of the·negligence
contract purchaser, or such Owner's family and guests,
guesls, both minor and adult. In the case
case of joint ownership of
aa Building Lot
such Owners shall be
joint and several. The cost of correcting such damage shall
bejoint
ofsuch
Let the liability of
be aa Limited Assessment against the Building Lot and may
as provided herein for the collection of
may be collected as
other Assessments.
ARTICLE VII: ASSESSMENTS
ASSESSMENTS

7.
1
Covenant
Pay Assessments.
v na to Pa
A
m n . By
P11
ofaa deed to any
Eag!e Springs,
anyr Building Lot in
in Eagle
By acceptance of
each Owner of such Building lot
Lot thereby covenants and agrees to pay
pay when due all Assessments or charges made
by
ail Regular, Special and Limited Assessments and charges made against such Owner
by the Association, including all
pursuant to
to the provisions of this Declaration or other applicable instrument.
'gn. Such Assessments and charges together with interest,
7.1.1
Assessment Constitutes
ggnsgiigxgs Lien.
Assgﬁmgn;
costs
fees which may
a charge on
coliecﬁng the same,
costs and reasonable attorneys' fees
same, shall be a
be incurred in collecting
may be
the
the property
against which each
Asse55m3nt or charge
shail be
the land and shall
be a
a continuing lien upon the
each such Assessment
property against
is
is made.

interest,-·
7.1.2
Assessment is
Each such Assessment, together with interest,
Pgrsgnal Obligation.
QhFigazign. Each
i5 Personal
A§§§§§m§n§
costs
also be
attorneys‘ fees,
be the personal
persona? obligation of the Owner of such property
fees, shall also
costs and reasonably attorneys'
beginning with the time when the Assessment falls due. The personal obligation for delinquent
Assessments shall not pass to such Owner's successors
successors in title unless expressly assumed by
by them but
shall remain such Owner's personal obligation regardless of whether he remains an Owner.

Wm.

7.2
Uniform Rate of Assessment. All Assessments, Regular and Special, shall be fixed at a uniform
rate for
For each Building Lot.
DECLARATION•
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7.3
Agsgﬁmgnts. All Owners are obligated to pay
nular Asse~sments.
Regylar
Aswasments to the treasurer
pay Regular Assessments
of the Association on aa schedule of payments established
established by
Board.
by the Board.

mm.

7.3.1
Purpose of Regular Assessments. The proceeds from Regular Assessments are to
be used to pay for 3“
all costs and expenses incurred by the Association, including legal
fees
and attorneys
legal and
attorneys fees
and other professionai
for
the
fees,
professional
conduct of its affairs, including without limitation the costs
costs and
and
expenses of construction, improvement, protection, maintenance, repair,
and operation
repair, management and
incruding all Improvements located
of the Common Areas, induding
Iocated on such
such .areas
.areas owned and/or managed
managed and
maintained by such Association (the "Operating Expenses"), and an amount allocated
to
an
an adequate
aIIocated
adequate
‘and improvement of those elements.
reserve fund to be used for repairs, replacement, maintenance ·and
reseNe
of
elementsof
the Common Area, or other property of the.Association
the Association that must be
be. replaced and maintained on aa
regular basis (the
Expenses and .the
{the "Repair Expenses"). The Operating Expenses:.and
EXpenses are.collectively
are colfectively
Repair,.. Expenses
the Repair
as the "Expenses."
referred to herein as
"Expenses. "

Comgutation
Rggular Assessments.
7.3.2
Computation of
gf Regular
zThe Association.shall:computethe.amount
Associationshalltcomputethe.amount
Aggﬁmgnt: ·.The
of its Expenses on an annual basis. The Board shall compute the amount of Regular Assessments owed
beginning the first day of the third month following the month in which the closing of the first sale of
a Building Lot occurs in the Property for the purposes of the Association's Regular Assessment ("Initiation
Date"). Thereafter, the computation of Regular Assessments shall take
less than thirty (30)
(30) nor
take place not fess
more than sixty (60)
ﬁscal year of the Association. The computation
{60} days before the beginning of each fiscal
of the Reguiar
Regular Assessment for the period from the Initiation .Date
·the· beginning· of the. next fiscal
until'thebeginning'oftheﬂext
ﬁscal
Date until
· year shall be reduced by
by an amount which fairly reflects the fact that such.
less-thanone year.
such. period was .less·than.one
_

7.3.3
Amounts
Amount: Paid by
or as .provided
provided
Qﬂngﬁ. The Board can..require, in its discretion or·as
by Owners.
in the Project Documents; payment of Regular Assessments in monthly,·quarterly,
semi-annual‘or. annual
momhly,'quar‘terly, semi-annual.or.
installments.
The Regular Assessment
Assessment to
to be
fiscal year shall
be paid by any
installmens. ·‘The
any.given.fisca|
any particular Owner for any.given.
be computed by
.multi
plying
the
Association's
total
·
advance
.
estimate
of
-Expenses
by
·the fraction
by'the
total'advanceestimate
multiplying
Expenses
by
.. produced by
Lots attributable to the Owner by
by the total number of Building Lots
by dividing the Building Lots
in the Property.
H

7.4

W.

Sgecial
ﬁggciai Assessments.
A5§g§§mgn§.

7.4.1
Puroose and Procedure. In the event that the Board of the Association shall
shalt
determine that its
its respective Regular Assessment for aa given calendar year is
is or will be inadequate to
meet the Expenses of such Association for any reason, including, without limitation, costs of
construction, reconstruction, unexpected repairs or replacement of Improvements
Improve-menu upon the Common
Area, attorney's fees and/or litigation costs,
Beard
costs, other professional fees,
fees, or for any other reason, the Board
thereof shall determine the approximate amount necessary to defray such Expenses and levy a Special
its jurisdiction which shall be computed in the
Assessment against the portions of the Property within its
Reguiar Assessments. The Board shall, in its discretion, determine the schedule
scheduTe under
same manner as Regular
wh!ch
which such Special Assessment will be paid.
on i t n Basis
m n . Every
7.4.2
Consistent
Assessment.
7A.:
a i offA
Every Special Assessment levied by and for the
Association shall be levied and paid upon the
me same basis as
as that prescribed for the levying and payment
of Regular Assessments for the Association.

W-

7.5
Limited Assessments. Notwithstanding the above provisions with respect to Regular and
Special Assessments,
Assessment against aa Member as
a remedy to reimburse the
may levy a Limited AsseSSment
as a
Msessments, the Board .may
Association for costs
andlor such Member's Building Lot into compliance with
costs incurred in bringing the Member and/or
the provisions of the governing instruments for Eagle Springs.
Spring;

W-

OtherWise provided in the Project Documents, the Assessment
UﬂIESS otherwise
7.6
Assessment Period. Unless
7-6
period shall commence on January 11 of each year
year and terminate December 31 of the year in which the Initiation
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Date occurs.
A55955ment shall be pro-rated according to the number of months remaining in the fiscal
Occurs. The first Assessment
year and shall be payable in equal monthly installments.
instailments.
Nggigg and Assessment
7.7
Notice
7.?
Assgasrngnt Oue
days prior written notice of Regular and Special
(10) days
Data. Ten (10)
Dug Qate.
Assessments shall be sent to the Owner of every Building Lot
any person in possession o(
of
Lot subject thereto, and
and to any
such Building
Buiiding Lot. The due dates for installment payment of Regular Assessments and Special Assessments shall
. be the first day of each month unless.some
unless some other due date
instaliment .
date is
is established by
Each monthly installment
by the Board. Each
or Special Assessment shall become delinquent if not paid within ten (10)
. cf
of the Regular Assessment or
(10) days
days after
.-the
the levy thereof. There may accrue, at the Board's uniform discretion, with each delinquent installment payment
,· . aa'late
·late charge equal to ten .percent
percent (10%)
each installment payment
{10%) of the delinquent installment. In addition, each
accrue,'-at
.which
accrue;·at
the'
Board's
uniform
'discretion,.:interest
Board’s
which is delinquent for more than twenty (20)
discretionrinterest at
(20) days
days may
may
eighteen percent (18%) per annum calculated the date of delinquency.to:and
full. payment is
date full..payment
delinquencyrto. and including the .date
:.... received ·by
Association. The Association may
Owner .and
the. delinquent.
and may
actionragainst the.
an action:-against
delinquent‘Owrrer
by the Asmciation.
may bring an
may
Owner’s Building Lot as
.. foreclose the lien against such Owner's
herein~·=Each~Owner. is personally
providedherein;Each.Owner.Es
as more fully provided.
liable for
for Assessments, together with all interest, costs
costs and attorneys'
..fees, ..and no
Owner: may exempt such
no.0wner
attorneys'ufeesrand
or-‘by'lease
'Owner from such liability by
·Owner
·of ·the·
by·lease or
use and enjoyment
the Common . 'Areas,
a waiver of the use
Areas, or:
enjoymenrof
by a
abandonment ofsuch
of such Owner's Building
BuiIding Lot.
Lot.
‘

,

.

.

7.8
Estoppel
gagifigagg. The Association, upon at least
7.3
least twenty (20)
(20) days
days prior written request,
55199991 Certificate.
shall execute,
a statement in writing stating whether
to the
such request,
request, a
the party
execute, acknowledge and deliver to
parry making such
or not, to the knowledge of the Association, a
, in default.undecthe
-provisions of this
default.underihe-provisions
is:in
Owner. is
a particular Owner:
Declaration, and further stating the dates to which any·Assessments
.the Owner.,Any such
any'Assessments have been paid .by
Owners/\ny
by‘the
0f
certificate delivered pursuant to this Article may
any prospective
by'any
purchasemrmortgagee of
prGSpective 'Purchaser.or.mortgagee
may be relied upon by
signer shall
,.,‘the
the Owner's Building Lot. Reliance on such Certificate may
which .the ·signor
torany default as-to-which.the
may not extend to.any.default:as.to.
have had no actual knowledge.
‘

N i
n Quorum
R
ir m n ; Notwithstanding"
Special Notice
and
7.9
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
u r m Requirements.
-contained in the Project Documents, written notice of any
forthe purpose of levying aa Special
any meeting called for.the
Assessment,
an increase in the Regular
a membership vote in connection with an
Assessment, or for the purpose of obtaining a
Assessment,
embers of the Association and·
lding Lot in
31! M
Buiiding
and to any
Members
a Bui
Assessment, shall be sent to all
any person in possession of a
the applicable Phase,
befcre such meeting. At the
than thirty (30)
less than fifteen (15)
Phase, not less
(30) days
days nor more than
(15) days
days before
first such meeting called, the presence of Members or of proxies entitled to cast sixty percent (60%) of the total
votes of the Aswciation
Association shall
is not present, subsequent meetings may be
shali constitute aa quorum. If such quorum is
called subject to the same notice requirement, and the required quorum at
at the subsequent meetings shall be fifty
percent (50%)
shali be held more
(50%) of the quorum required at the preceding meeting. No such subsequent meeting shall
than thirty (30) days
days following the preceding meeting.
I

ARTICLE VIII: ENFORCEMENT OF ASSESSMENTS;
ASSESSMENTS; LIENS
8.
Right
to Enforce.
Assessments pursuant
is Assessmenﬁ
has the right to collect and enforce its
Enfgrgg. The Association has
3.11
Right :9
shaIl be
Banding Lot shall
to the provisions hereof. Each Owner of a
Building
Lot,
upon
becoming
an
Owner
of
such
Building
a
Lot,
to
deemed to covenant
and
agree
pay
each
and
every
Assessment
provided
for
in
this
Declaration
and
agrees
Dedaration
Asse55rnent
to
cavenant
every
pay
1n the event an attorney or attorneys are
the enforcement of all
al! Assessments
Asse55ments in the manner herein specified. In
employed
Assessment, whether by
compliance with or
employed for the collection of any
any Assessment,
by suit or otherwise, or to enforce compiiance
specific performance of the terms and conditions of this Declaration,
Deciaration, each Owner agrees to pay reasonable
attorney's
such Owner. The Board or its authorized
0: remedy
againstsuch
attorney‘s fees
fees in addition to any
remedy obtained against
any other relief or
cammencement and
representative
the obligations of the Owners to pay
representative may
pay such Assessments by commencement
may enforce the
maintenance of
may exercise the power of foreclosure and sale pursuant
of aa suit at law or in equity, or the Board may
a money judgment for an unpaid Assessment
to this
this Article to enforce the liens created hereby. A suit to recover a
shall
shall be maintainable without foreclosing or waiving the lien hereinafter provided.

l6
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8.2
8.2

A
m
in.
Asse~sment
Liens.

is hereby created a
gggﬁgn.
8.2.1
Creation. There is
a claim of lien with power of sale
sale on each
each and
and
secwe payment of any and all Assessments levied against such
Building
Lot
every Building Lot to secure
such
Lot
Deciaration together with interest thereon at the maximum rate
pursuant to this Declaration
permitted
by
law
and
rate
by
atl costs of collection which may be paid or incurred by
all
by the Association making the Assessment in
· connection therewith, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
fees. All sums ·assessed
in-accordance with the
the
assessed in,accordance
.· · ·'.provisions
. provisions of this Declaration shall constitute aa lien on such respective Building.
Building Lots
Lots ·upon
upon recordation
cla‘am of lien with the Ada County Recorder.:
· ..-· ofa
of a claim
Recorder“ Such
Such lien shall be prior and superior to
to all other liens
·' or claims created subsequent to the·recordation
the'recordation of the.notice
thenotice of delinquency and
and claim. of lien except
.. for tax liens for real property taxes on any
Building Lor-in.
Lot-in favor of
Assessmentsnnfany;Building
any Building Lot and Assessinents.:on:any:
any municipal or other governmental assessing body which,.:by.faw.,
would ,be,superior,thereto. .
which. bylaw, would.bezsuperior-"Ihereto.
-

-

‘

.

.

m‘

-

3.2.2 ,'.' . Claim of Uen . ....Upon
8.2.2
Upon default of any
any-Regular, Special
Owner-in the payment of
of-any-Regular,
any Owner.:,in.the
or Limited Assessment issued hereunder, the Association.may·cause·.to-be
in:the.:office·of
of the
Association may causeztcr be ·recorded
recorded ·--'in'the*office
a claim of lien. The claim of lien shall state the amount
such delinquent sums
Ada County Recorder a
amcmnr of
ofsuch
and other authorized charges (including
(inciuding the cost of recording such notice),
of. the
notice). ·aa sufficient description of
Bui!ding lot(s)
thereof.Building
the record Owner thereof.
Lot(s) against which the same have been assessed,
ofthe
assessed, and the name of
a separate basis for a
Each delinquency shall constitute a
a notice and claim of lien, but any number of
defaults may be included
incfuded within aa single notice and claim of lien. Upon payment to
to the Association of
· such delinquent
delinquent sums and charges in connection therewith or~other:satisfaction:thereof;-the:Association
or;otherrsarisfactionrthereof;themssociation
relief‘cf'such delinquenrsums
...shail
shall cause to be recorded aa further notice stating the satisfaction of relief·of·such
deiinqueﬁt'sums and
and. receive·the
. charges. The Association may
of:preparingand-recording.such ·release
release
receive the cost of-.preparing:and-recording·:such
may demand and.
before recording the same.
.

'

'

‘

‘

gf Foreclo~ure.
·* · Method
.in:coutt or by sale
8.3
Fgrgglggurg Such lien may
fay-appropriate action
actionrinﬁour‘t
3.3
Mglhgd of
may be foreclosed by.:appropriate
- · by.
the Association establishing the Assessment, its attorney or other
otherperson,-authorized
remake-{he ·sale.
sale. Such
personvauthorized tO"make·,the
by.the
to-the‘exercise'of powers
in accordance-with
· . sale shall be conducted in.
previsions of the ldaho·Ccide
poWers .
accordance with the provisions
Idaho Ccide applicable to·the:exercise,of
'
'
::of
law . ..The
The Board is hereby.authorized
hereby/authorized to appoint its attorney,·
”of sale permitted by
attorney; any officer or director of the
bylaw.
Association, or any title company authorized to do business
buslness in Idaho as
as trustee for the purpose of conducting such
power of sale
sale or foreclosure.
.

‘

.

W

8.4
Required Notice.
Notigg. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Declaration to the contrary, no
ﬁgguirgg
action may
may be brought to foreclose the lien created by
by recordation of the notice of delinquency and claim of lien,
a copy of such claim
untiI the expiration of thirty (30) days
whether judicially, by
clays after a
by power of sale or otherwise, until
of lien has
States mail, certified or registered, postage prepaid, to the Owner of the
has been deposited in the United States
Building Lot(s)
such notice of delinquency and claim of lien, and to the person in possession of such
Lcﬂs) described in such
Building Lot(s)
is recorded by
a copy thereof is
Lot(5) and a
by the Association in the Office of the Ada County Recorder.
8.5
Subordination to Certain Trust Deeds. The lien
ﬂan for the Assessments provided for herein in
connection with a
Subordinate to the lien of any·deed
a given Building Lot shall not be subordinate
any deed of trust or mortgage except
of
or
given
and
in
good
faith
and for value that is of record as an
the lien of aa first deed
trust
first mortgage
made i.n
to
as
a
claim
of
lien for the Assessments. Except as
encumbrance
against
such
Building
Lot
prior
the
recordation
ciaim
of
a
enCumbrance
the
expressly
provided
in
this
Article
with
respect
to
a
first
mortgagee
who
acquires
title
to
a
Building
Lot,
sale
a
a
expressiy
or transfer of any Building Lot shall
iien provided for herein, nor the creation thereof
shaIl not affect the Assessment lien
by
the
recordation
of
a
claim
of
lien,
on
account
of
the
Assessments
becoming due whether before, on, or after
[he
a
by
the
ciefeat the personal
persona] obligation of any
not shall such sale or transfer diminish or defeat
date of such sale
sale or transfer, nor
the date
as provided for in this Declaration.
Owner for delinquent Assessments as
8.6
Rights of
gf Mortgagees.
Moﬁgagggi. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Declaration, no amendment
of this Declaration shall
shail operate to defeat the rights of the beneficiary under any
any deed of trust or aa mortgage under
any
a Building Lot made in good faith and for value, and recorded prior to the recordation of such
any mortgage upon a
shali remain subject
amendment, provided that after the foreclosure of any such deed of trust such Building Lot shall
to this Declaration as amended.
- 17
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COMMI'I‘FEE
ax: ARCHITECTURAL COMMITIEE
ARTICLE IX:

9.1
General.
Eagfe Springs
gigngral. Improvements on the Property shall be made in conformity with the Eagle
design
portion
of the
Guideiines") and the Project Documents. No Improvements on any
the
design guidelines (the "Design Guidelines")
any
Property shall be constructed, placed
pfaced or removed,
rammed, except those of Grantor, without Architectural Committee
as provided by
Guide!ines and the Project Documents. The Design
approval as
are designed
Design Guidelines are
by the Design Guidelines
.‘toto · protect the special
,.by providing general
spatial qualities of Eagle Springs, and to encourage creative design,
design,-<by
architectural, design and construction guidelines (including Building Envelope guidelines),·
guidelines); landscape guidelines
(including a
a description of existing, natural conditions, and vegetation),
vegetation}, submittal and review procedures, and
'fees and charges for review. Th
"fees
is Declaration is
.for the Architectural Committee
is intended to serve as authority
author'nyfor
This
external‘design;quality'and
to use
..as .to
·design;quality: and type
ali Improvements conform and harmonize
harmonizaas
is judgment to see
to .extemal
use its
see that all
. ·...-.of
..the Building Erwelope,
grade and ....
.on-.the
heighrggrade
of construction, architectural character, materials, color, location .on
Envelope, height,:
‘in--the
.finish ground elevation,.
the Project
aestheticconsideration”: setforth ·in·
elevation,. natural conditions, landscaping and all aesthetic-considerations·.as
Documents. The content of the Design Guidelines may
.to:tirne,as provided
.from.time.to.time.-as
and.amended .from.time
may be modified and:amended
in the Design Guidelines.
Guideiines.
-

-

rantor' Right
i
h offA
ointrn n . Within thirty (30) days
Appointment.
9.2
Creation:
Crea i ' Grantor's
days of the date on which
Granter
to an
a Building lot
an Owner, Granter
Grantor shall appoint three (3)
Eagle
Grantor first conveys
Lotto
conveys a
(3) individuals to serve on the Eagle
“Architectural Committee")
fmm time to time,
Committee").. .Thereafter,
Springs architectural committee (the
Thereafter, at any
{the "Architectural
any time, and from
the-exclusive right, in Grantor's sole
B Membership is
is terminated,
until such time as
Grantor shall have the·exclusive
terminated. Granter
as the Class B
. discretion, to appoint, remove and replace all
members
of
the
Architectural.
Committee.···At.alLother·,times,
ah
Committee. 'At.a|l .otherktimes, the
and-replace‘all
the'Architectural ·
-Board
of
the
Association
shall
have
the
right
to
appoint,
remove
and,replace:all
members.. of
of-the:Architectural
Board
·., Committee
.
.
If
a
vacancy
on
the
Architectural
Committee
occurs
and
a
permanent
replacement
has .not
not yet been
Committee. a
a
appoint‘an-acting·appointed,
Granter
or
the
Board,
as
the
case
may
be,
may
appoint·aw.acting·.member:to
.serve
·for.·
a•specified
member‘to.serve-fonarspecified
as
Grantor
case may be, may
appointed,
Board,
notrhe
. ·-temporary
temporary period not to exceed one (1)
year.
·
A
member
of
the
Architectural
·Committee.need
not-be
an Owner.
Architectural
Committee.need
(1)
:.Members
Members of the Architectural Committee may
be
removed
by
person
·appointing
them
·at
any_
time
wrthout
person‘appointing
without
the
at
anytime
may
by
· cause. The Architectural Committee shall review, study,
reject.the.‘proposed Improvements
either approve or reject.the:proposed
Improvements
study, and either.approve
The ·actior.is.ohhe
Documents.--The
actions.of-the Architectural Committee in
on the
ali in compliance with the Project Documents:·
the Property,
Property‘ all
the
its
approval
disapproval
the
proposed
lmprovements·on
or
of
improvements on the Property,
its discretion by
its
the exercise
exercise of its
Property, or with
by
respect to any
interested parties.
sha1| be conclusive
al! ·interested
conclUsive and binding on all
beFOre it,
it, shall
any other matter before
.

'

n’ew of
gf Proposed
9.3
Review
shali consider and act upon
Ergggsgg! Construction.
g gnstrugign, The Architectural Committee shall
any
its approval pursuant to the Project Documents
and all proposals or plans and specifications submitted for its
any and
and shall inspect construction in progress to assure its
its conformance with plans approved by
by the Architectural
Committee. The Architectural Committee shall have the power to
ta hire an architect, licensed with the State of
Idaho,
assist the Architectural Committee in its review
reyiew of proposals or plans and specifications submitted to
Idaho, to assist
the Architectural
·
Architemurai Committee.
n Approval.
9.3.1
Conditions
A r v I. The Architectural Committee may condition its approval
on i i n on
of proposals or plans and
andlor upon
changes therein as
as it
E: deems appropriate, and/or
such changes
and specifications upon such
the agreement of the Owner submitting the same ("Applicant") to grant appropriate easements to an
Association for the maintenance thereof, and/or upon the agreement of the Applicant to reimburse an
Association for the cost of maintenance, and may
may require submission of additional plans and
specifications or other information before approving or disapproving material submitted.

mm.

9.3
.2
t-rchitectural Committee Rules and Fees. The Architectural Committee also may
9.3.2
establish
establish rules and/or guidelines setting forth procedures for and the required content of the applications
and
For approval. Such rules may
a fee to
pians submitted for
and plans
to accompany each application for
may require a
approvals or additional factors which it will take into consideration in reviewing submissions. The
Architectural Committee shall determine the amount of such
fee in a reasonable manner. Such fees shall
Such fee
be
used to defray the costs
costs and expenses of the Architectural Committee, including the cost and expense
be used
of hiring an
State of Idaho,
as provided above, or for such other purposes as
Idaho, as
an architect
archited licensed by
by the State
shal'i be refundable to the extent not expended for the purposes
established
fee shall
estabiished by
Board, and such fee
by the Board,
herein stated.
OECI.ARATION.
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Such rules and guidelines may .establish,
establish, without limitation, specific
speciﬁc rules
regulations
mites and
and regulations
regarding design and style
styie elements, landscaping and fences
fences and
and other structures
as animal
structures such
such as
enclosures
Well as
as well
as special architectural guidelines applicable to Building Lots
enclosures as
Lots located
focated adjacent to
public and/or private open space.

M13315.

9.3.3
9.3
.3
.. Detailed Plans. The Architectural Committee may
plans and
and
such detail in plans
may require such
speciﬁcations
is review as
as it deems proper, including, without limitation,.floor plans,
specifications submitted for its
site
pFans, site
·-'plans,
·plans, landscape plans, drainage plans, elevation.
elevation drawings .and
and descriptions or samples
samples of exterior
'-material
material and colors. Until receipt by
·of .any required plans
Committee'ofrany-required
plans and
and
by the Architectural .Committee
any.
plan·.submitted.
for.:approval.
.specifications,
review·of
speciﬁcations, the Architectural Committee may·postpone
review-of
postpone
may
any plan:submitted.for.:approval.
,

‘

W-

..,._ ..3.3.4
9.3.4 . ·'- ·Architectural Committee Decisions:·· Decisions
of. the··ArcbitecturaLCommittee and
Decisionsof.the-Architecturalﬁommittee
and
: : ...,the
the reasons therefor shall be transmitted by
the.Architectural
.
E
ommittee.to.:the!Applicant
·atthe
address
Architectural
the
to..therApplicant'at;the
.Eommittee
address
by
-'
-- ..
:mater-ials:required.by
· .··set
set forth in the application for approval within thirty (30)
days‘aftecfiling‘alimaterials
required by the
(30) days·after..filin.g:all
the ··
·‘ Architectural Committee. -·Any
deemed:-approved
approved
mis:Article:X1-;shall;be deemed
Any materials submitted pursuant to this,~rticleiXf.:shallobe.
unlas written disapproval by
· unless
Architecture! Committee shall have been mailed to"
to the Applicant
by the Architectural
within thirty (30) days
days after the date of filing said materials with the Architectural Committee.
.

'

-

-

-

r Committee.
mmi
M in of the
h Architectural
Ar hi
. The
9.4
. Meetings
Architectural Committee shall meet from time
The-Architectural
· to time as
as necessary to perform its
hereunder. The Architectural Committee may
its duties hereunder.
may from time to time by
by
. ,:-· resolution unanimously
writing,"designate a
a ArchitecturaL~ornmittee:representative:(who
unanimousiy adopted in writing;··designate
Architectural..Commirtee:rep:esentative:{who may,
may, but ·
thE'ArChitectura!
:. need not be one of its members) to take any action or perform any
on ·behalf'of
dutiesforand on'behalf
of the·Architectural
any duties·for,and
9.9.---:In
·:ln the-absence·
:designation, the ·
. Committee, except the granting of variances pursuant to
the‘absence- of.such
of such-dasignation,
to paragraph 9.9.
two- (2)
..-‘ • vote of any
members of
of any two·
(2} members of the Architectural Committee; or the written consent of.any
any two (2)
(2) .members
. the Architectural Committee taken .without aa meeting; shall
of‘the'Architectural..Committee. ..
shali constitute an
act of.the·Architectural.:Committee.
an .act
,

'

|

'

'

~

-

Aggrovalg. The approval of the.'Architectural,Committee..of
Ng Waiver
Waiggr of
gf Future
proposals
9.5
No
the‘Architectural‘Committee. of any
turg Approvals.
any proposals
Grin connection .w
··..or plans and specifications or drawings for any .work
ith any.other
with
work done or proposed, or.in
any‘other matter
' · .,,. ··:. requiring the approval and consent of the·Architectural
·not be
shafl'not
a waiver ·
the Architectural Committee, shall
be deemed to constitute a
of any right to withhold approval or consent as
·'ofany
as to any
and specifications,
speciﬁcations, drawings or
proposais, plans and
any similar proposals,
matter whatever subsequently or additionally submitted for approval or consent.

9.6
Compensation of
ﬁgmggngaxion
Mgmbgrs. The members of the Architectural Committee shall receive no
9f Members.
compensation for services rendered, other than reimbursement for expenses
In the performance
expenses incurred by
by them in
of their duties hereunder and except as
as otherwise agreed by
by the Board.

9.7

Inspection
defects therein shall proceed as
gf Work. Inspection
as
and correction of defects
Insgggign of
lnspecticm of work and

follows:
9.7.1
Upon the
are required under this
the completion of any
plans are
any work for which approved plans
Article XI,
XI, the Owner shall give written notice of completion to the Architectural Committee.
9.7.2
Within sixty
its duly
duty authorized
(60) days
days thereafter, the Architectural Committee or its
sixty (60)
representative may
may inspect such Improvement. If the Architectural Committee finds that such work was
the approved plans, it shall notify the Owner in writing of such
not done in substantial
substantial compliance with the
within
such
sixty
(60)
day
period, specifying the particular noncompliance, and shall
non-compliance
nun-compliance
[60)
require the Owner to remedy the same.
9.7.3
If upon the expiration of thirty (30)
date of such
such notification, or any
[30] days
days from the date
longer time the Architectural Committee determines to be reasonable, the Owner shall have failed to
remedy such
in writing of such
such noncompliance, the Architectural Committee shall notify the Board in
as provided in the Bylaws, the Board shall determine whether there
failure.
faiiure. Upon notice and hearing, as
is
is a
a noncompliance and,
and, if so,
so, the nature thereof and the estimated cost of correcting or removing the
same. If a
a noncompliance exists,
same within a
a period of not
exists, the Owner shall remedy or remove the same
DEClARATION
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forty-ﬁve (45)
{45) days from the date of the announcement of the
more than forty-five
the Board
Board ruling unless
the Board
unless the
Board
a longer time as reasonable. If the ·owner
the Board
specifies a
Owner does not comply with the
Board ruling within such
such
period, the Board, at its option, may either remove the noncomplying improvement or
or remedy
remedy the
the
noncompliance, and the Owner shall reimburse the Association, upon demand,
all expenses
for alI
demand, for
expenses incurred
the
in connection therewith. If such expenses are not promptly repaid
repaid by
the Owner to
to the
the Association,
Association, the
by the
shali levy a Limited Assessment against such Owner for reimbursement pursuant
Board shall
pursuant to
to the
the Project.
9.7.4
If for any reason the Architectural Committee fails
the Owner of any
any
fails to
to notify
notify the
noncompliance within sixty (60) days
.noncompliance
days after receipt of the written notice of
compieifon from
from the
of completion
the Owner,
Owner, ·
· the work shall
shali be deemed to be
be in
in accordance with the
the approved plans
plans..
7. Non-Liability
NQD- igbilimofArghiggggljgl
. 9.8 .
.·.
of Architectural Committee
ggmmingg Members·.,·::-App(oval
Mgmb§r5.::Apptoval by.the.Architectural
bytheArchitectural Committee
does not
not necessarily assure approval of the Improvements by.-:any
·. .. · ·does
.~appropriate ,:governmental ,·or quasi- .
byszanyJ'appropriatetgovernmental.:or
Architectural·..Committee:shall .review .and
::,approve or
·.. · :· governmental agency, board or commission. ·' The ArchitecturaF
Andi-approve
.Committeegshall
·:rdisapprove
disapprove all plans submitted to it for any proposed improvement;
improvement, alteration.or.addition.,::solely.on:the
alteration.orradditionr‘solelyﬁmhe basis
basis of
aesthetic considerations and the overall benefit or detriment which would
woufd result
resuit to
the immediate vicinity and
to the
to the Property
Fraperty generally. The Architectural Committee shall take into consideration the
aesthetic aspects
aspects of the
the aesthetic
the
schemes,
exterior
finishes
and
materials
and
architectural designs, placement of building, landscaping, color
calar
and
similar features, but shall not be responsible for reviewing, nor shall its
its approval of any
design be deemed
any plan or design
conformance
with
building
approval of any plan or design from the standpoint of structural safety or.
or
buﬁlding or other
codes... Notwithstanding that the Architectural Committee has approved,Jmprovements;,plans
•. :: codes
.and
,specifications, _
,
approvedr'lmprovemenujaplansand=specifications,
---- . neither the Architectural
Committee
nor
any
of
its
members
shall
be·responsible.
or.-liable
to
the
Association or .
Architectural!
biz-responsible or-liable
its
by. reason
··'- to any person, Owner, or Grantor with respect to any
arise by
orrexpenseswhich may
loss, liability; claim or.expenses:which
any loss,
may arise
unless
due
to.
the
willful
misconduct.or,bad
faith
·oLtheArchitectural
·of
'0f.the
of such approval of the Improvements,..
tothe
ArchitecturaI
|mpruvements,..unless
misconductor bad faith
its'partners,
. Committee. Neither the Board, Architectural Committee or any
nor. Grantor or any
of its·partners,
any agent thereof nor.
any .of
employees, agents or consultants shall be
for.any,defects
i'n,aoy
plans:or:specifications
:
- ...
plans:
“employees,
orJSpecifications
be responsible in any·way
fatany‘defects
anyway
ihany
·:..‘usubmitted,
, submitted, revised or approved in accordance with the provisions of the.
the Design Guidelines or this.
this. Declaration,·
Decraration;
. :.' nor for any
..- In
specifications-‘
anyr structural or other defects in
in any
in any and
such plans and specifications
to such
any work done according to
all.
events,: the Architectural Committee shall
the·Association
alievenm;
Association
shatl be
be defended and indemnified and
harmless by
and held harmless
the
by
in any such suit or proceeding which may arise by
by reason of the Architectural Committee's decision. The
Association, however, shall not be
be obligated to defend, indemnify and hold harmless each member of the
Architectural Committee to the extent any
be adjudged to be
any such member of the Architectural Committee shall be
member‘s duty as
liable for negligence or misconduct in
in the performance of such member's
as a
a member of the Architectural
Committee, unless and then only to the
shail
in which such action or suit
the extent that the court in
suit may
be brought shall
may be
determine that, despite the adjudication of liability, but in view of all circumstances of the case,
case, such member
is
is fairly
fairiy and reasonably entitled to
to indemnification and
and defense for such
such expense
expense if such
such court shall deem proper.
-

‘

,

'

.

‘

.

,

9.9
Variances. The Architectural Committee may authorize variances from compliance with any
of the architectural provisions of the Project Documents, including restrictions upon height, size,
size, floor area or
placement of structures, or similar
as topography, natural obstructions,
simiiar restrictions,
Such as
restrictEOns, when circumstances such
hardship, aesthetic or environmental considerations may
may require. However no variances will be granted for
construction of structures or Improvements,
improvements, in the Common Areas. Such variances must be evidenced in writing,
must be signed by
at least two (2)
(2) members of the Architectural Committee, and shall become effective upon
by at
recordation in the office of the County Recorder of Ada County. If such variances are granted, no violation of the
respect
covenants, conditions or restrictions contained in this Declaration shall be deemed to have occurred with respe~
covenams,
to the matter for which the variance was
was granted. The granting of such a
a variance shall not operate to waive any
of the terms and provisions of this Declaration for any
any purpose except as
as to
to the particular Building Lot and
shal! it affect in any
anyr way
particular provision hereof covered by
way.r the
the Owner's obligation to
by the variance, nor shall
comply with all governmental laws and
and regulations affecting such Owner's use
use of the Building Lot,
Lot, including but
not limited to
to zoning ordinances or requirements imposed by any
authurity.
any governmental or municipal authority.
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ARTICLE
EASEMENTS
ARTICLE X: EASEMENTS
as m n offEn'
wn r : Easements
10.1
rn n . Every
Owners:
Enjoyment.
Every Owner shall have a
a nonexclusive easement for the
the
use and enjoyment of the Common Area which shall be appurtenant to and shall pass
pass with the
the title to every
every
Building Lot,
fonh in this Declaration, as
Lot, subject to the easements set forth
as supplemented and
and amended
amended from
fmm time
time to
to
time.

10.2
Delegation
9f Use.
in accordance with the Articles, Bylaws,
lggaﬁgn of
U53. Any Owner may delegate, in
Bylaws, this
· Declaration and the Rules and Regulations, such Owner's right of enjoyment in
Area, to such
such
in the.
the. Common·
Common Area,
Owner's tenants, employees, family, guests
guests or invitees.
-

mm.

10.3'· .'. Recorded Easements. The Property,
· . ·' · 10.3
portionsethereoﬂ-shall'be-‘subject to
Property. and all portions,thereof,:shall·be'subject
to -all::easements
alleasements
thereof,-'and to
. : .gashown-on
•··. shown.on any recorded Plat affecting the Property, or.any
·any"othen:easements ·of record ·'
or any portion thereof/and
to-any:othen:easaments‘of
retardation of the Declaration,
· .·:,.. or of use
use as
Declaration. as
as of the date of recordation
as supplemented and
amendedfrom -time:to
time-to time.
and amended.-from
'

'

10.4
· Egsgmgm:
Easements of
There shall · be reciprocal ..‘ appurtenant ·easements
easements of
Qf Encroas;:hment.
Encrgaghmenl.
encroachment as
acent thereto,
as between each Building Lot and such
such portion or portions of the Common Area adj
adjacent
as between adjacent Building Lots, due to the unwillful
unwilIfuI placement or settiing
or as
settling or shifting of the Improvements
including, without limitation, structures, · walkways, bike paths,
paths, sidewalks and driveways constructed,
reconstructed or altered thereon in accordance with the terms of this Declaration
.. Easements of encroachment
Declaration.
encrbachment
'
·.‘ ·shall
be-altered- in ·any.way
shail-znot be,altered
beyalid only so
shall be.valid
so long as
as they exist,
exist, and the rights and obligations of Owners ·shalk.not
any way ·
because of encroachments, settling
,however;:that
in.—no‘event shall a
sertiing or shifting of the
providedrhowever,’
that in.-no.event
the Improvements; provided,
a
. .valid
to.the wiilful
willful act or acts
acts of an Owner;·:ln
vaiid easement for encroachment occur due tothe
OWner; -In the event.a·structure
eventa structure on
_. : ::any
Building lot
OwnerS'of each‘Building
or'rebuiitpthe Owners·ofeach·
repaired or-rebuilt;:the
is partially or totally destroyed;
destroyed; and
and then Tepaired
Lot
any Building Lot is
pri'omo the encroachment
· ..”agree
agree that minor encroachments
LoL‘: that.existed
thatexisted pri·or.to·the
and over adjoining Building l:ots
encroachmenrs within and.over.adjoining
may-be
· ..-· may
·be reconstructed pursuant to the easement granted by this paragraph.
-

-

-

.

‘

.

‘

mum.

10.5 ·' ··': Easements of Access. · Grantor.expressly
of.all ·the Property.
Grantor‘ expressly reserves
reserves for the benefit of‘all'the
Property. reciprocal
Building Lots for installation ·
. . ·· .. : .easements of access,
from their. respective Building.Lots
access, ingress and egress for all Owners to and from.their.
· and repair of utility services, for drainage of water over, across
anus and upon adjacent Building lots
Lots and Common ·
Areas resul
ting from the normal
Areas, and for necessary
necassary maintenance
normai use
Lots or Common Areas,
use of adjoining Building Lots
resulting
and
any Improvement including, withaut
without limitation, fencing, retaining walls, lighting faciIities,
facilities, mailboxes
and repair of any
and sidewalk abutments,
trees and landscaping.
a]! Owners,
Cranmr, and by
landscaping. Such easements may
abutmems, trees
may be used by Grantor,
by all
their guests,
an or temporarily visiting the Property, for pedestrian walkways,
guests, tenants and invitees, residing on
vehicular access
a Building Lot or
access and
and such other purposes reasonably necessary for the use and enjoyment of a
Common Area.
Area.
-

,

'

ili Easements.
nt . Notwithstanding anything expressly or impliedly contained
10.6 ‘ Drainage
and Utility
Dr in
herein to
contrary, this Declaration
be subject to all easements heretofore or hereafter granted by
Deciaration shall be
to the
the contrary,
by Grantor
for the installation and maintenance of utilities and drainage facilities that are required for the development of
rightt to grant additional
the Property.
the benefit
beneﬁt of the Association the righ
reserVES for the
Grantor hereby reserves
In addition, Granter
Property. In
easements
rights-of—way over the Property to utility companies and public agencies as necessary or expedient
easements and right:s--Of-way
for the proper development of the Property until close of escrow for the sale of the last Building Lot in the
Property
a purchaser.
Prapeny to a
n Utility
ili Easement
m ntAr
raina and
I
rov m n off Drainage
10.6.1
Improvement
Areas.. The Owners of Building Lots
are
a!tering any Improvements upon any drainage
restricted and enjoined from constructing or altering
hereby restricted
are hereby
or utility easement
Flat or otherwise designated in any recorded document which
as shown on the Plat
areas as
easement areas
used for such purpose; provided, however that
interfere with or prevent the easement from being used
would interfere
the
Lars, and Grantor, Association or designated entity with regard to the
such Building Lots,
the Owner of such
instali and maintain landscaping on
landscaping
landscaping easement described in this Article, shall be entitled to install
such
easement
areas,
subject
to
approval
by
as the same would
such easement areas,
by the Architectural Committee, so long as
For
intended
not interfere with or prevent the easement
areas from being used for their
purposes;
purgeses; provided
easementareas
further,
that
any
damage
sustained
to
Improvements
011
a result of legitimate use
as a
further,
on the easement areas as
any
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shail be the sole and exclusive obligation of the Owner of the
of the easement area shall
the Building Lot
Whose
Lot whose
Improvements were so damaged.
·
7

10.7
Rights
the
and Duties
g gngru'ng Utility
Egﬁgmgnﬁ. The rights and duties of the
mm: and
[25.1135 Concerning
the' Owners of the
11mm; Easement~.
8ui!ding
wikhin
the following: ·
Building Lots within the Property with respect to utilities shall be governed by
by the
‘the :Property,
10.7.1 . Wherever utility house connections :are
are . installed within ·the
which
Property, .which
·‘ connections or any portions thereof lie in or upon Building Lots.owned
Lotsowmad by
an Owner other.than
other than the
the
by an
the
·. . Owner of the Building Lot served by
the connections, the Owner of:the
ofrthe Building
Buiiding Lot.served
by the.
Lot served by
the ·
by
'
· connections shall have the right, and is
is hereby granted an
an easement to
theufulf extent
to the.Jul!
extent necessary
neceSSary therefor,
therefor,
Building..Lotwith.in .the Property
.to enter upon any Building lot
L0: or to have their agent enter upon.any.
UPOI'IJITV,BUildiﬂg-LOt‘Withjl'lrthe
Property
.in or upon which said connections or any portion thereofJI'e,‘
thereof .lie/ to"repair;:replace..and·generally
toxemia-replace.and'generally maintain
the connections as
as and when it may be necessary.
necessary.
7

‘

.

-

-

10.7.2
Whenever utility
· house connections ·are
,·installed within-.:ithe·,
Pr.operty;·,which .
utility-house
ares'instailed
‘within‘-'therProperLy;which
Building
Lot
served
by
. connections serve more than one Building
Buiiding Lot the Owner of each
each
Lot served by the
the connections
service
such Owner's
shall
full use
shafl be entitled to fuIE
use and enjoyment of such portions of said connections as
as
Building Lot.
.

.

10.8
Driveway
Drivmgx Easements.
a driveway is
is installed within the
the Property
Eaggmgms. Whenever a
Property which in whole
‘
Orrin
·.. ··''.·or
.in part lies upon a
-.the:Owner:of .the. Building .1:.otserved, or
Lot owned by an Owner
than‘me'DwnermflheBulldingLoLserved,
a Building lot
OWner other than
or.
~-- installed to serve more than one Building Lot, the Owner of.each Building .Lotserved
such
.or-itO'be‘.-served by
Lot served ,or;.to:be.,ser.ved
by such
driveway
:Building ·Lot•as-0·required:, to -service
other-BuildingLot-asn'requireduto
use .and
driveway shall be entitled to full use
and enjoyment of such other
service such
such . ·
Owner's Building
BuiIding Lot or to repair, replace or maintain such driveway.
'

.

D‘
i
a to Sharing
S
05 . In the event of a
10.9
·' Disi;>Utes
as
of Costs.
a dispute between .Owners·.with'
respect to the
.Owners'withirespect
::'. repair or rebuilding of utility connections or driveways,
, ... ::·.
·or with respect.
:sharing of-the:cost. therefor,· upon
driveways,'or
.the=sharing’of'thecost‘therefor,‘upon
respect to .the
.. ;._·: · ..written
written request of one of such Owners
OWners addressed to the applicable Association,,-the.matter.shall
Assodationfthe.mattershail be.submitted
besubmitted to
" the Board which shall d~cide
and, if appropriate, make 'anrappropriateAssessmentragainst
an. appropriate· Assessment:against any
:· ...~the
decide the dispute and,
any or all
of
the Owners involved on behalf
of the prevailing Owner(s),
Assessment‘shall be·
behalfofthe
ofthe
Owner{5), which ·Assessmenrshall
and enforced
be collected and
in the manner provided by
by this Declaration for Limited Assessments.
F

,

.

,.

-

.

In i n to Construction.
Ri h Incident
n r' Rights
C n ru i n. Grantor, for itself and its
10.10
Grantor's
its successors
successors and assigns,
assigns,
hereby retains aa right and easement of ingress and egress
egress over, in, upon, under, and across
acress the Common Area
as may be
and the
use thereof as
store materials thereon and to make such other use
the right to store
be reasonably necessary
necessary or
incident to the construction of the Improvements on the Property owned by
by Grantor; provided, however, that no
such rights shall be exercised by Granter
Grantor in such a
a way as
as to unreasonably interfere with the occupancy,
use,
actupancy, use,
enjoyment, or access to an
an Owner's Building Lot by
by that Owner or such Owner's family, tenants, employees,
guests,
guests, or invitees.

WWW.

10.11
Easements Deemed Created. All conveyances of Building Lots made after the date of the
10.1 1
recording of the Declaration, as
Grantor or otherwise,
as amended and supplemented from time to time whether by
by Granter
shall be
be construed to grant and reserve the easements contained in this Article, even though no specific reference
to such
such easements or to this Article appears in the instrument for such conveyance.

W.

10.12
Emergency Easement. A general easement is
is hereby granted to all police, sheriff, fire
protection, ambulance,
a1! streets
streets and upon
ambutance, and all other similar emergency agencies or persons to enter upon all
the Property in the proper performance
perfOrrnance of their duties.
10.13
Maintenance
Maingggangg Easement.
Egsgmgm. An easement is hereby reserved to Grantor, and granted to the
Association, and any
Association,
agents, employees,
any, and their respective officers, agents,
any member of the Board or manager, if any,
as
Lars a
a right to make such use of the Building
and assigns,
BuiIding Lots as
assigns, upon, across,
across, over, in, and under the Building Lots
may
necessary or appropriate to make emergency repairs or to perform the duties and functions which the
be necessary
may be
Association is
is obligated or permitted to perform pursuant to the Project Documents, including the right to enter
DEctARATION
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W

upon any Building lot
Lot for the purpose of performing maintenance to the landscaping or the exterior of
Improvements to such Building lot
Lot as
·
as required by
by the Project Documents.
X]: DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION
ARTICLE XI:

11.1
11
.1
Association as Attoroey io Fact. Each and every Owner hereby irrevocably constitutes and
Association as
Owner's name,
lawﬂ attorney-in-fact in such Owner's·
appoints the Association.
as such Owner's true and lawful
stead
name, place; and stead
Area-upon
. for the purpose of dealing with the Improvements on the Common Area
upon damage or destruction as
as provided
· in this Article or aa complete
comptete or partial taking as
as provided in the next Article below.-.-Acceptance
any grantee
belowrrAcceptance by·
by'any
.of a deed or other instrument of conveyance from Grantor or from·any
:·constitute appointment of
from any Owner.shall
Ownerrshailzconstitute
‘attorney—in-fact as herein provided. · -As
AS attorney-in-fact, the .Association
, · ·'the
the ·attorney-in-fact
L have·,:«full.
:full:-·and
. C:OfT!plete
7-shallt’have
Association ,shal
andfcomplete
any.contract,-<assignr.nent,:.deed,·-waiver; or other ..
authorization, right, and power to make, execute, and deliver anycontract,'assignmentﬁdeed,waiver;
.instrumentrwith respect to the interest of any:Owner·.which
·:.,, ·.instrument.with
:necessary·or.:appropriate·to~exercise the
any- Owner which may
be'necessary‘oc:appropriate-toexercise
may be
powers granted herein to the Association as
attomey‘in-fact.
as attorney-in-fact.
-

-

-

gf Damages
gr Destruction.
. 11.2
Estimate.
as practical
causing-damage to
practicai after an event causing·damage
Dgﬁgugﬂgn. As soon as
Eﬁzimatg of
ugmaggs or
or destruction to any part of the Common Area, the Association shall,
shail
she“, unless such damage or destruction shall
be minor, obtain an
reiiable and complete of the
an estimate or estimates that it deems reliable
the costs
costs of repair and
and
reconstruction of that part of the Common Area so damaged or destroyed. "Repair and reconstruction" as
as used
. in this Article shall mean restoring the damaged or destroyed Improvements to substantially the same condition
in which they existed prior
prim to the damage or destruction.
'- 11.3
·.
· Repair
1 1.3
Rgpair and Reconstruction.
Rgggnﬂrugign. As
As soon as
as practical after obtaining estimates,'.the,Association
estimatesgthevAssociaﬁon shall
·.-v diligently
pursue
to·completion
the
repair
and
reconstruction
of
the
damaged·or,destroy.ed~
lmpr.ovements. As
tocompletion
diligentiy
damaged'cr.-destroyedtImprovements.
As
.· . :-:: attorney-in-fact for the Owners, the Association may
take
any
and
all.
necessary:or.
appropriate-action
to effect
all.necessary:or-appropriate~action
may
any
.. ·"repair
·repair and reconstructionr
shat}. be.necessary.
:‘Assessrnenrs of the . ·
reconstruction, and no consent or other action by any Owner shall.
be necessary. i'Assessments
·Association
and .reconstruction.
sha" not be abated during any
Association shall
anyr period of insurance
inswance adjustments ·and·repair_
and repaixzand
reconstruction.
.

.

fgr Repair
11.4
. Funds for
·by the
Association. from any
received'by
the'Associaﬁon.from
Reggir and Reconstruction.
The proceeds ·receiv.ed
Rgggnﬁrggkzn. :The
hazard insurance shall
the insurance are
the purpose of repair and reconstruction. If the proceeds of the
shail be used for the
are
insufficient to pay
estimated
or
actual
cost
of
such
repair
and
reconstruction,
Association
may
the
the
assess and
pay
may assess
collect in advance from all Owners aa Special Assessment sufficient to provide funds to pay
pay such estimated or
actual costs of repair and reconstruction. Further assessments may be made in like manner if the amounts
collected prove insufficient to complete such repair and reconstruction.
.

n offF
n
fforr Repairir and Reconstruction.
ru i n. The insurance proceeds held by the
Di bur
Funds
11.5
Disbursement
Association and the amounts
amounrs received from the
Assessments constitute aa fund for the
the Special Assessments
the costs
the payment
costs
payment of the
of repair and reconstruction after casualty. It shall be deemed that the first money disbursed in
in payment for the
costs of repair and reconstruction shall be made from insurance proceeds, and the balance from the Special
is a
payment of all costs of such repair and reconstruction, such
Assessments. If there is
a balance remaining after payment
balance shall be distributed to the Owners in proportion to the contributions each
each Owner made as
as a
a Special
Assessment to the Association under this Article or, if no Special Assessments were made, then in equal shares
per Building lot,
mongagees of a
a first mortgage
murtgage and then to the Owners, as
as their interests appear.
Lot, first to the mortgagees

WM.

11.6
Decision Not to Rebuiid. If Owners representing at least
seven percent (67%)
least sixty seven
(67%) of the total
allocated votes in the Association and sixty
atlocated
mortgagee: of aa first
ﬁrst mortgage (based
{based upon
sixty seven percent (67%) of the mortgagees
one vote for each mortgage owned) of the Building
Buiiding Lots agree in writing not to repair and reconstruct and no
alternative improvements are authorized, then and in that event the
the damaged Common Area shall be
be restored to
its
a neat and
its natural state
state and maintained as
as an
an undeveloped portion of the Common Area by
by the Association in a
attractive condition, and any
shares per
per Building Lot,
any remaining insurance proceeds shall be distributed in equal shares
first to the mortgagees
as their interests appear.
firSt mortgage and then to the Owners, as
mortgagee: of aa first
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ARTICLE Xlf:
XII; CONDEMNATION

agrs.

12.1
any part of the Common Area
Area shall
12.1
Rights of
Eights
9f Owners. Whenever all or any
shall be
taken or conveyed
be taken
in lieu of and under threat of condemnation by
as attorney-in-fact for all owners under
by the Board acting as
instructions from any authority having the power of condemnation or
each Owner shall be
0r eminent domain, each
be
entitled to notice of the taking, but the Association shall act as
as attorney-in-fact
artamey-in-fact for
For all Owners in the
the proceedings
· ·· incident to the condemnation proceeding, unless otherwise prohibited by
by law.
‘

'

n
i
n off Award:
mn i n- Distribution
1b
war Reconstruction:,-The
R
12.2 . .. Condemnation:
ns r
i n: The ·award
award made.
made for such partial or
.. :complete taking shall be payable to the Association as
trustee for all
Owners.to .be
as trustee
be disbursed as
allOwnersIo
foIlows: If the
the .
as follows:
invoives a portion·
portion of the Common Area on which Improvements have beenrconstructedgthen,
·... taking involves
been ..constructed,;then, unless
Unless
• .- · ·, =
·:· .within
(60) days after such taking Gran
tor and Owners representing·atleast
within sixty (50)
Grantor
representing-ar'least sixty'seven
percent (67%) of the :
sixtyseven percent.(67%)
· · . ··· Class A Members shall otherwise.agree,
-taken on
otherwise agree, the Association shall restore
on=replace suchdmprovements,so.
restore oueplace
suchlmprovementsrsortaken
on
'
included in the Common Area to the extent.lands
.· · ...:.::,
the remaining land included.
accordance
extent. lands are.:avai!able-therefor,:in
aracavailablethereforgin accmdance with
=. ·:: plans approved by the Board and the ArchitecturalCommittee:
ArchitecturaLCommittee: lf·such,Jmprovements
:are ·.to ·be ·r.epaired or
If such:.lmprcvementseareitobemepaired
restored, the provisions in the Article·
·of funds
·in ·respect to ·
funds-in'respect
immediateiy above regarding the disbursement
Article immediately
disbursement'of
casualty damage or destruction which is
is to be repaired shall apply. .If the taking does not involve any
any
Improvements on the Common
are net
Commcm Area,·
is aa decision made not to repair or restore,
Area, or if there is
restore, or if there are
. funds remaining after any such restoration or replacement is
is completed,
compieted, then such
such award or net
funds shall
shall be
be
net funds
. distributed in equal shares per Building Lot,
ﬁrst mortgage and then to
Lot, first to the mortgagees of any
to the Owners,
any first
as
as their interests appear.
~

.

.

~

-

.

ARTICLE XIII: WATER SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS

ngstig

.13.1
Domestic Water
.Domestic·Water.System,
sha[!.have.access.to aaDomesticWaterSystez-n,
ugter System.·
Sggtgmu Each Building Lot shall.have:access.to
I;
·. ..to
ta be constructed by
by Grantor
:.to ;the·transfer.of
the-transferof the
Creator and to be operated by
Water Company:.(subject
Eagie .Water
Companyzjsubjecmo
by Eagle
~ .-"ownership
·· ownership of
such Domestic Water-System
hereinafter-provided).. -Said
·shall .consist . · ·
Water System as.
Ufsuch
ashereinafter-provided}.
DomestEQWaten-System-shall.con5ist
Said Domestic.Water,System
7"of pumps, regulators,.
..·: ~··:of
.shall: provide water‘for.
water for. culinary
culinary·aand
nd other
and.sha|l:provide
other delivery system
regulators, pipes and other.
system equipment; and
reasonabie‘charges‘ for,water.use
ordinary domestic household
use.·· Granter
Grantor shall establish reasonable-charges.
forwaterruse from the Domestic .
househoid use.”
Water System,
but shall
shall be
be separate and distinct from any·assessment,·
a lien on any
shaH be a
System, which charges .shall
any assessment,'but
Building lot
use of water from the Domestic
as an Assessment, as
as provided further herein. Any Owner's use
Lot just as
Water System
an agreement to pay
System shall constitute an
pay the charges for such use. Should any Owner fail to pay
pay the
charges for
for such Owner's water use
use from the Domestic Water System,
Grantor shall,
shali, after
System, the Association and/or Granter
reasonable notice, be entitled
as provided by Idaho
entitleci to discontinue water service as
Edaho State
State laws. Grantor shall have
the right to
real property is
System to other real property,
is subject to
to expand the Domestic Water System
property, whether such reai
this Declaration, and to collect
users of the Domestic Water System
coliect "hook-up" or user fees from those users
System other than
the Owners of the Building Lots. Such "hook-up" or user fees
to partially reimburse Granter
Grantor
fees shall be used,
part, to
used, in part,
for the purchase,
construction
and
development
costs
in
connection
with
the
Domestic
Water System
purchase.
System equipment,
_

-

improvements and administration.
13.2
Limitations
Claiming
Limitgtigns on
Water System.
gxgggm. No Owner, nor any other person claiming
ngﬁfrg Water
Qn Use
Qf Domestic
L153 of
right under any Owner, shall cause
be caused, any connection between the Domestic Water System
cause or allow to be
50mm.
and any non-potable water system or source.
13.3
Transfer.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Declaration, Grantor shall have the right
Ignites. Nonvithsranding
to
as the Domestic Water System
sell or convey the Domestic Water System,
System serves the Property
to transfer,
System, either as
transfer, sell
and/or as
rea! property,
It serves additional real
Grantor, to the Association or to a water
as it
property. for and on behalf of the Granter,
company licensed and regulated by
by the Idaho Public Utilities Commission,
Commiss‘son, conditioned only upon reasonable
assurances
wiil be operated in aa manner that will provide potable water service
assurances that the Domestic Water System
System will
Owners
on
a
continuing
basis
with
quality
of service equal to.or
to
to or better than previously provided. For purposes
to
a
of this Article, Grantor
Grantcr is
is hereby appointed and made attorney-in-fact for the Association, with full power of
attorney to
to consummate any such transfer of the Domestic Water System.
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ARTICLE XIV: RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
DISPUTES
If any dispute or question arises between Members or between Members and the Association or the
Architectural Committee relating to the interpretation, performance or nonperformance, violation, or enforcement
of the Project
and determination by
Profect Documents, such dispute or violation may
besubject to aa hearing and
may be.subject
Board.. .
by the Board

ARTICLE XV: MISCELLANEOUS
15.1
·“,Tgrm
.Term. · The easements"
hereunder'shall be.perpetual,"subject
easements created hereunder·shall
be perpetual;subject only:to
oniy-to extinguishment
by
law. ..The
The covenants,·,cooditions;·
.restr.ictions :and equitable
previded by
as provided
covenants,;canditionsrrestrictions.ancl
by the holders of such easements as
by law.
of‘this Declaration shall run-until
·:. ·.::..servitudes
:servitudes of:this
unless·:amended:-as:- herein-~proYided.:. After
run until December. 31,
2015,’unless-:amended:as:-herein:provided.z.
31, 2015,·
" .. ,December
·.. ·:-..
1, 2015,·
such covenants, conditions and restrictions shall:be:aatomatically:extended.for:successive
December 331,
2015;5uch
sha|f:be:automaticallwextendedrforsuccessive
.. ·'periods
periods of
ten (10) years each;
by a·.
w.citten.: instrurnent·executed .by
amended 0r extinguished by
often
a‘rwritten;instrument‘executed
each, unless amended.or
by Members
s uch".written,instrument·is-recorded
holding at least three-fourths (3/4)
Association:and-'suchawritten(instrument'istrecorded
(314) of the voting power of the Association:and·,
with the Ada County Recorder.
15.2
1.5.2

Am
n .
Amendment.

as provided in paragraph .1
15.2.1
By
5.3 below, until the recordation of
granmr. Except as
15.3
ﬁx Grantor.
Building Lot
·"the
·the first deed to aa .Building
lot in the Property,
Property,:the
'Declaration·.may·,be.amended,
the provisions:of.this~
provisionsofihis:Declaration‘mayzbe-amended,
"amendment")'ur terminated byzcrantor
·-modified,
modified, clarified, supplemented, ·added
by:Grantor by
added to (collectively,.
(collectiveiyr "amendmenn:or
by
. recordation of a written instrument setting forth soch
Any-amendment
such amendment-or
amendment or .termination. ·· ·Any-amendment
paItI'Cular Phase
·. ·affecting
made:by
an.amendment.to:this·Oedaration
amendment.to.thi5' Declaration at any
affecting only aa particular
Phase may be made:
any
by Grantor by an
time up to the recordation of the first deed to aa Building Lot in such Phase
Phase..
.

'

ngrg:

.45.2.2
15 .2.2 .... ·. By
by,..express provision in
isrequiredby'express
Except where aa greater percentage is·required.
By Owners: · Except.where
. .. . : this Declaration,.
this Article,:-any:amendment.shall
Declaration, other than .this
Dedaration, the provisions of this Declaration,·
Articlepany‘amendment.shail be by
by
writing-signed'and
.. .,an
an ·instrument.
in writing
·signed ·and acknowledged by
·president· and .secretary. of .the
instrument‘in
Association
thepresident-and.secretary.of
the .Association
by the
‘or written consent of
by the ·vote
certifying and attesting that such amendment has
has been approved by
vote ·or
Owners representing more than sixty-six percent (66%)
(65%) of the votes in the Association, and such
amendment shall be effective upon its
its recordation with the Ada County Recorder. Any amendment to
this Article shall require the vote or written consent of Members holding eighty percent (80%)
(8 ”1%) of the
voting power of the Association.
.'

gf Amendment. ~ny
15.2.3
Effect of
Effgg
Any amendment of this Declaration approved in the manner
specified above shall be binding on
on and effective as
as to all Owners and their respective properties
notwithstanding that such Owners may
may not have voted for or consented to
to such amendment. Such
amendments may add to and increase
increasa the covenants,
Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements applicable
to the Property but shall not prohibit or unreasonably interfere with the allowed uses
uses of such Owner's
property which existed prior to the said amendment.

15.3
Mortgage Protection.
Mongagg
Prﬂtﬂﬂigﬂ. Notwithstanding any
any other provision of this Declaration, no amendment
of this Declaration shall operate to defeat or render invalid the rights of the beneficiary under any first mortgage
oorr deed of trust upon aa Building lot
Lot made in good faith and for value, and recorded prior to the recordation of
amendment,
provided
that
foreclosure of any such first mortgage or deed of trust such Building lot
such
Lot shall
after
such
remain subject to this Declaration, as
as amended.
15.4
Notices. Any notices permitted or required to be delivered as
as provided herein shall
shaif be in
Ngziggg.
writing and may
maii. If delivery is
is made by mail,
maii, it shall be deemed to have
by mail.
may be delivered either personally or by
been delivered seventy-two {72)
the same has been deposited
depOSited in
afterthe
in the United States
States mail, first class,
(72) hours aft~r
postage prepaid, addressed to any person at the address given by
by such person to the Association
Msociation for the purpose
of service of such notice, or to the residence of such person if no address has been given to the Association or
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to the address of such person as
as contained in the Ada County tax assessor's
address may
assessor's rolls. Such
Such addreSS
be changed
changed
may be
from time to time by notice in writing to the Association, as
as provided in
in this
this paragraph
paragraph 15.4.
15.4.
Enforggmgnz
Ngg-nvgr.
Enforcement and Non-Waiver.

15.5

mm.

155.1
15.5.1
Right Qf Enforcement. · Except as
as otherwise provided herein,.
herein, any
any Owner of any
any
: · .. Building Lot shall have the right to enforce any or all
ali of the
me provisions hereof.against
hereofagainst any.property
any-property within
the Property and against the Owners thereof.
·
thereof.
‘-

ﬁgﬂoﬂﬂgﬂﬂm.

· . 15.5.2 . Violations and Nuisances. The failure.of'any.0wner.-or'
failure·.of:any.Owner,.of a.Building
to comply
a.BuiIding Lot
Lotto
comply
· · with any provision hereof, or with ..any
any ·provision
:hereby.:declared a
provision of .the
rthe Project Oocuments,.ois
Documents,.:is-.hereby/“declared
a
, ,z'nuisance
·nuisance and will give rise .to
·the,Association ·or.any,.Ow.ner
..of:Building
to a cause of action in Grantor,
Samantha-Association
'or‘any;.Ownenoftauilding
·· · ·· ·· ... Lot(s).within
negative.or·affirmative. injunctive
Lot{s)rwithin the Property for recovery of damages
damages or for
for.negativeor‘af‘ﬁrmative.
relief-or both.
injunctive relief.:or
both.
: ·However,
However, any other provision to the contrary notwithstanding;;only~
-Cranto~;:.the:Associatioo/ the Board,
nomithstandinggon[ykﬁrantor;£he--As50ciation,:the
Board,
·· ·.: or aa duly authorized agent of any of them,.
,self-help:any~of.·.the .provisions..:hereof, and
them, may
by.-self.-he|prany:of.;the.provisiorﬁhereof,
may enforce by
and
then only if such self-help is
is preceded by
to the Owner.
by reasonable notice to
-

g?’ Law. Any violation of any state, municipal or local law, ordinance or
15.5.3 . Violation
Viglagign of
aw.
any state,
regulation pertaining to the ownership, occupation
ocwpation or use
use of any
is hereby
hereby
any property
property within the Property
Property is
declared to be aa violation of this Declaration and
pr'ocedures
and subject to any
al|_0f the enforcement procedures
any or all.of
···'set
set forth in this Declaration and any or all
,law.and equity.
equity.
.... .
:1” enforcement procedures in
in-law.and
L

· · 15.5.4
exclusive.

·· Each remedy
· provided ·herein··
is ~cumulative -and not
Remedies
herein-isr'cumulativmand
Rgmggigs Cumulative.
gumgglagﬁvgc'Each
remedy'pruvided

Ngn-Waivgr; The faiture
15.5.5
Non-Waiver~
failure to
arany'time shall
theprovisfons herein at·any·time
to enforce any
any of the·provisions
·not
not constitute aa waiver of the right to enforce any
such provision.
any such

_

Ingmrgtagign. .The provisions of this Declaration shall
. Interpretation:
berally:construed to
effectuate its
shalt be·
15.6
to‘effectuate
be liliberally-construed
· purpose
This-Declaration shall be
and operation of the Property.
purpase of creating a uniform plan for the development and
Property. ·rhis·Declaration
construed and governed under the laws of the State
State of Idaho.
idaho.
.

..

‘

115.6.1
5.6.1
Restrictions
Raggrigigng Construed
ggnﬂrugg Together.
shalll be liberally
ngthgr. All of the provisions hereof shal
construed together to promote and effectuate the fundamental concepts of the development of the
Property as
Daclaraticm.
as set
sat forth in the recitals of this Declaration.

W31.

15.6.2
15
.6.2
Restrictions Severable. Notwithstanding the provisions of the foregoing paragraph
15.6.1, each of the provisions
shail be deemed independent
provisiOns of this Declaration shall
indepehdent and severable,
severabie, and the
invalidity or partial invalidity
Invalidity of any
any provision or portion thereof shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of any other provision herein.
In
Plur I. Unless the context requires a
15.6.3
Singular
Plural.
in ul r Includes
a contrary construction, the
singular shall include the plural and the plural the singular; and the masculine, feminine or neuter shall
each including the masculine, feminine and
and neuter.
I

gm.

15.6.4
Captions. All captions and titles
is Declaration are intended solely for
tities used
used in th
this
convenience of reference and shall not affect that which is
is set forth in any of the provisions hereof.

WW.

15.7
Successors and Assigns. All references herein to Grantor, Owners, the Association or person
15.?
shall be
assigns, partners and authorized agents
agenls of such Grantor, Owners,
be construed to include all successors, assigns,
Association or person.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set
set their hands
hands this __ day
1995.
day of October, 1995.
DEER
IATES
ASSOCIATES
DEER VALLEY AND ASSOC
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
an Idaho limited partnership

BY:

BRENSON CORPORATION,.an
CORPORATION,.an Idaho
partner
corporation, ifs '

LECTIONS, INC.,
.an
.an Idaho corporation

fag/QM

. ... .. .. . By;_..,__<~---=--C-.......,_.~~~-Greg Coman, President

STATE OF IDAHO

J

County of Ada

)155.
ss.
)

5

S

can eat

On this
day of QC.Td gER..
a Notary Public in and
me, the undersigned, a
, 1995, before me,
for said State,
P. BRENNAN, known or identified to me to be the President ·of
bf
JAMES P.
State, personally appeared JAMES
BRENSON CORPORATION, the General Partner of DEER
ASSOCIATES LIMITED
DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATES
UMITED PARTNERSHIP,
the partnership
pannership that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said
partnership, and acknowledged to me that such partnership execmed
executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
this certificate first above writte

I

have hereunta se't my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year 'In

~

.

FWK

Notary
Noiary Public for STA7Z-9774}; cl
d F~"°k1
W€WJIM -AIJAResiding at ,41-t~;::7,,.q.AJ
cm.” 17’
vMA Ce>v..v
{Q‘— Y-9
2-42 9
My commission expires: IC)1

1/
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STATE OF IDAHO

County of Ada

))
)) ss.
55.
))

i[0
O

On this
me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State,
day of October, 1995, before me,
personally appeared GREG COMAN, known or identified
Praident of COMAN COLLECTIONS,
identiﬁed to me to be the President
person-who
on‘behalf
· INC.,
who executed
the. instrument on
·behalf of said
executed the
exectited the instrument or the person
INCL, the corporation that executed
corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same.
'

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my
the.day:and year in
my.official seal the‘dayand
my hand and affixed ·my.official
this certificate first above written.

----=-·-=----..
KATHY COONTZ
PUBLK) 1’3:
-tr N07F~~·r"(
NOTE-RY P:JSL!C
‘k
!Dr”aHO
sr;,:E
STE?! E OF !DP.HO

*

8-15-97.
Explrez ~15-97.
My
Commtssion Explr&-z
My Comm!ssion
ID
Balsa.
Residing
at:
Boise,
10
Hesidlng
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EXHIDIT
EXHIBIT

’AClFlC LAND SURVEYORS
P,\ClFlC

290 North Maple Grove Road

A
A

Boise,
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DESCRIPTION FOR BRENSON SUBDIVISION
A PORTION OF THE WEST HALF
SECTION 11
EAST,'BOISE
TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH.
NORTH, RANGE 11 EAST,
"BOISE MERIDIAN
. ADA COUN1Y,
COUNTY, IDAHO
A parcel of land being aa portion of the West
West. halfof
half of Section 11, Township 4 North,
Nonh, Range l1
East,
particularly described a:;
idaho and more paniculariy
as i"oilow:,;
Inﬂow;
East, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho

. Beginning at aa Brass cap
cap marking the Southwest comer of the West half of Section 11,
11,
CoWlty, Idaho;
Township 4 North, Range 11 East, Boise Meridian,
Meridian. Ada Caunty,
.

,

halfof.SecLion'1l,-.North'01°17'43"
thence along the Westerly boundary of said West half
of:Section-11;.North·.o 1°17' 43 East
11'.
Section 11;
the Sauthwest
· · ·. 2,636.51 feet to a3 Brass cap marking lhe
Southwest comer of the
of.Section
Lhc Northwest Quarter of
fl

-

A.

.· thence leaving said .Westerly.boundary
.Westerly'boundary and along the Southerly,bound.ary·of
said-Northwest
Southcrlyboundary- of said.Northwest
pin‘ marking the Easterly·right--of-way
of State :·.'
Eagerly right-of—way of.State
Quarter, South 88°42'29" East 80.00 feet to a iron pin-marking
Highway 55,
lh: REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
55, also said iron pin being the
01°17'43“
thence leaving said Southerly boundary and along said Right-of-way Sotith
°17'43" West
Smith ·01
0°19'00" West) to an iron pin;
474.69 feet (formerly
(fonnerly South 0°19'00"
88°44'08" East 867.17 feet (formerly East) to an iron pin;
right-of—way South 88°44'08"
thence leaving said right-of-way

01°04'51"
1°04'5 l"
Lhe Westerly boundary of Dry Creek Cemetery, R.0.S.
thence along the
110.5. No. 2600, North O
0°05'00"
East
East 452.73 feet) to an iron pin;
feet. (formerly North 0°05'00" East
East 459.21 feet

thence leaving said Westerly boundary and aa long the Northerly boundary of said R.O.S.
ROS. No.
89°01‘42“ East 1609.72 feet
ofRO.S. No. 2263, South 89°01'42"
2600, which is also the Southerly boundary ofRO.S.
to an iron pix};
pin;
(formerly East 1610.02 feet) to
thence having
leaving said Nonherly boundary, North 0°39'15" East 1204.66 feet (formerly North
0°l1'_27"
corner of Sage Acres Ranchettes
0°17'n" West 1204.44 feet) to an iron pin marking the Southeasterly
Southeastcrly comer
· Subdivision as filed
office of the Ada County Recorder, Boise, Idaho, in Book 17 of Plats
ﬁled for record in the ofﬁce
at pages
pages 1093 and 1094;
Ranchettes Subdivision the following
thence along the Southerly
Southarly boundary
boundaxy of said Sage Acres Ranchctzes
courses and distances;

50t

87°28'17“ West 494.78 feet (formerly South 86°30'00" West) to an iron pin;
thence South 87°28'17"
thcncc
thence South 27°46'12" West 107.00 feet (formerly
(forincrly South 26°47'55" West) to an iron pin;

'

Inc., an Idaho Corporation
Pacific Land Surveyors. aa division of POWER Engineers. Inc..
Paciﬁc
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45°43'17"
44°45'00"
thence South 45°43
'17" Wes:
West 168.00 feet (fonnerly
45'00" West)
South 44°.
(formerly Soi.1th
West) to an iron pin;
44°21'43 " West 275.00 feet (formerly North
an-iron pin
thence North 44°21'43"
N011}! 45°20' 00" .West)
In an.'iron
West) to
marking a point of curve;

'

nan-tangent curve to the left
thence
1:3 39.19 feet,.said·.cux:ve.having
Chance along a non-tangent
feet. said'cume‘haﬁng aa..cent.ral:angle-of
central :angle- of
'
3°28‘53", aa radius
· 3°28'53",
radius of645.00
tangents of 19.60
feet:bcaring-South
long chord of-39'..19;of 645.00 feet, tangents
19.60 feet,
and aa long·chord
of 39.‘19;-fcet:bcaring
South ,
feet. and
43°53'51" West to an iron pin marking aa point of ending of curve;
'
35" West 50.00 feet (formerly North 48°48'58" West)
47°13
thence North 47"50'·36"
an iron pin;
West) to an
pin;

'

41°45'00" West)
thence
all-iron pin; ·
thence North 40°37'01" West 661.54 feet (formerly North 41°45'00".
Wes!) to an·iron
82°14‘19".Wést) to an iron pin;
thence South 83°12'18" West 120.33 feet (formerly South 82°14'19.".West)

06°47'42“ West 75.00 feet (formerly North 07°45'41" West)
thence
to an iron pin;
thence North 06°47'42"
West) to
82914'19";West)
- West) to an-.iron
thence South
anjron pin; ·
thence
South 83°12'18" West 290.00 feet (formerly
(formeriy South 82~14'19".

on45'41 ":East). to an iron·pin;
thence
iron pin; ·.
thence South
South 06°47'42" East 46.00 feet (formerly South 07945'41":East).to
-

82°14'19" West) to arr
thence South 83°12'18" West 320.00 feet
an iron pin;
feel: (formerly South 82°14'19"

a long the Westerly boundary of said Sage Acres
thence
Somherly boundary and a
them: leaving said Southerly
07°54'41" West)
Ranchenes,
932.72 feet (formerly North 07°54'41"
Wm) to an iron pin on the
Ranchettes. North 06°47'42" West 982.72
Southerly
right-<>f-way of Prairie Road;
Southcriy right-ef-way

38‘58'02"
luv-mg said
right-of-way North
thence
a long said Southerly
Nonh 88°58'02"
said. Westerly boundary
Sourherly right-<>f-way
Ihcnce leaving
boundary and a
West 237.11
feet) to
State Highway 55;
to an iron pin on the Easterly right-of-way of State
feet (formerly 236.29 feet)
237.11 feet
55;
01°13‘57"
thence
right-of.way South O
1°13'57"
dght-of-way and along said Easterly ﬁght-of—way
SouLherIy right--0f.way
thence leaving said Southerly
0" 19' West)
West
2536.07 feet
acres, more or
feet (formerly South 0°19'
10 the
the point of beginning, comprising 95.29 acres,
West) to
West 2536.07

Jess.
less.
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SUBJECTTO:
SUBJECT TO:
··-- All existing
record or appearing on the above~escnoed
above-described
rights-ofﬁng of
ofrecurd
cxisting easements and road
mad rights-of~way
parcel of land.
Prepared by:
by:
PACmc
PACIFIC LAND'SURVEYORS
LAND SURVEYORS

J'l'EzEDM
ITE:EDM

John '1'.
T. (foni)
(Tom) Eddy, P.L.S.
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EXHIBIT

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES
ANO TWO OF THE PROPERTY
PHASES ONE AND
PROPERTY
1 E.,
A portion of the W
A
W 1/2,
R. 1
112, Section 11, T. 4 N.,
BM. Ada County,
N., R.
E., B.M.
as depicted on
County, Idaho, as
thatcertain plat
platrofsubdivision
as Brenson Subdivision recorded as
. that.certain
.of.subdivision known as
as Instrument No.
95018423:
Ada County,
ofAda
95018423, in the records of
County, Idaho; and

R.'1 E.,:B.M. Ada County,.
A portion of the NW 1/4,
ldaho,:as depicted .on
U4, Section 11,
on
11, T. 4 N., R.·1
County, ldaho,:as·depicted
No.32: recorded as
.. that certain plat of subdivision
asJnstrumenL
Brenson Subdivision No.:-2·recorded
subdivisian known as
Instrument,
as Brenson.Subdivision
No. 95029539, in . the records of Ada County,
·S, '. Block.9
:.No.
.ofIBren'son ..,
.9 .of..;Brenson
EXQEPTnLot'Bgﬁlack
Idaho, 'EXCEPT.lot
County, ldaho,

I

Subdivision No. 2.

DECI.AAATION
DECLARATION -- 30
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carporadon ls EAGLE
Sedan 1.1 133mg,
Seaton
~ The name of !he c:orporatlon
HOMEOWNEPS‘ ASSOCJATION,
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS'
'Caporadm'). ﬂuplindpaloﬁcnofdw
INC. (!he
The principal office of the Corpor.tion
shall be located at 1161 W.
River 5 ~ Suiie
(the •Co,poration1.
Corporaﬂmshall
w. tersueez.
Suit:
Boise, Idaho 83702,
Am County
County, lcbho.
370, Boise,
Idaho.
83702. In Ada

-..

Section 11.2
Seaton
.2 Bviaw, AQQIJcabj!jty, The ptuvisloru
pravisJons ol
ue applioble
to Eagle
of these Bylaws
Byiaws an:
applimbla u:
Springs _ I_ ,' ,
Basie Springs
SubdivBlonGra-eimﬁsdledma'ﬁ'opmy'),
Subdivfslon
~ called the ~ . astMvisionnrsubdivisimloandinmeCouwofAdLSm'
a ~ o n or subdivisions locatl!d in the County of Ada. S~ . "· : ·
of Idaho, generally
Dada-aim of
Condition ~
pas-ally provided
oi
ror lnIn the O«br.idon
Cowmnts,. Concfitfons
a n s fur
for Eagle
pmvided for
ofCavenants.
and ~
Rem-Idiom
Spring:
Eagle Springs
and the ameudments and supplernems Mao,
then!c,, ,toJicle:I or ID b e ~ in
the office of the County
Subdivision,
Subdivisionandmamandsuppm
m dmeoﬁcnoflheCamry
‘Dedandon'l.
R.econ:1er, Ada
Am County, Idaho (the "Dedamloni.
Recorder,

-

.
,..

l‘”

lmdnnél

mummm'

H.”

.:u.

; ..
,!

.i .::

funn'a Owners and their tenants,
Section
e-,,gnal Apolic;at;oo, All present
and future
future tenant!,
Secﬁon 1.3 EmnaLAnnlicaﬂnn.
presuxtmd
tenants,
mans. funn
employees, andanyodIerpa-son
and any other person that might use the f:adlitles
owned andlarmanagedby
~d/'or ~ by the
Corporation in
in any
fadliﬁaawned
:heCorponﬁon
any
in that:
manner,
manner,~
~laciottS S!:t
these Bybws,
and In 3::
the Dedamiun.
Declaration. The
in subjea
subject ID
to the regulation
at forth
fatth In
or
Th: mere
mere acquisition or
Bylaws, and
rental of any of the Building Lots
men.- act
Loa of the Property
oc:cupancy of any
at: of occupancy
Lou will
Property or the mere
any of the Building Lots
5lgnl(y
aa::epced, ratified,
will~
with •
its raped.
slgnlly that these
ratiﬁed, and will
these ByliWS
campus! with.
Bylaws .r'B
be_ c:cmplied

,;|.9.:.-.-.*-.

~,- ••a
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ARTirunII
ARTICLE
VOTINC,
MAJORITY OF Da.ECATES,
PROXIES
QUORUM. PROXIES
VOTING, MAIORITY
DELEGATE, QUORUM,

..

..,.1 .....

'

W

Class B
as provided for In
Msnbeship .i.s
Excuford'n
Seafon 2.1
2.1 ~
fer !he ~
8 MembeMip
In the [wide
A/tides of Incorporation
Section
lnwrporadon
Liming. E,a::epr.
Deduan'onnnd
andlhe
indwe
and
the Declaration,
and e:ca,pt
as may be otherwise provided in
the Dedamion,
Dedm:tion, each
Member shaI1 be enti led
mamboodwisepmﬁded
achManbershaﬂbemtmed
Mamba.
to cne
vote (Drench
for each Building
lot awned by
st.eh .Yiembes-.
cnavoca
BuildingLotowned
bysuch
.
.
.
'MaiorityofMembes-s'
Seaton
2.2 Maiority at
AJ ll58i in these 8ybw,, the tenn •Majority
of Mem.ben" shall
mean
Sedanu
Aslnadind'esaaylawamamn
shallmean
repruanu'ng fifty-one
(51-5)
thole Member]
"r.) of
the voting
vctlng power of each dau
Membenhip in
those
ﬂay-one pe,ant
oftha
percent (31
Mamba: representing
m the
dam of Mamba-ship
Corponﬂon.
Corporati0"4
.,
. .
...• , ,

Merom

.

.

I .

Baptism

inthae
Sedion
Ouorum. Except as othe:rwtse provided in
tMse Bylmdﬁemdesoflncorpé'aﬁon
Bylaws, !he Anfdes of Incorporation or the
the
Section 2.3 mum
Dedaratlon, the presence at a meeting m
in person
penon or
by proxy of the 04SS 8 Manbuwherethueissuch
Member where then! is such aa
Dedanﬂun,meprumcaaumeedng
orbypruxyoldaeClasB
o! the Gas
Member, and tha
the presenca In
person or by
proxy of
Class A
Members holding at
pen::e:nt (30"1.)
AManberx
In person
(307.)
last thirty
thirty perm:
a: least
by prmty
of the roQJ
votes of
a.II Cass
A Members, shall constitute
q\Jorum of
the Membership forms
ror the trans:aaion
oftha
tau! vma
ofall
comm aaquorum
ofmeMembuship
trunnion of
ClasAMembers,
aunbm
business, and
and the
a Majority of
Member! shall be the acts
the Corporation. The Member5
buslnas.
am of
ofaMajority
pment at aa
Members present
me aas
an: of tha
is present
duly called
may continue to do businbuslnes:s until adjoumment,
a quorum Is
pram: may
ﬁlled or held meeting at
a: which a
adioumment,
a quorum.
notwithst3ndlng
the wimdrzwal
withdrawal of enough Members
leave less
Mamba: to leave
less than a
notwithstanding the

pm

m

-··.

Prtndarnuszbeinwﬁn'ngmd
ﬁled with
Sectfon 2.4 ~ Vo12:S
may be cast in penon
or by proxy. Proxies
must be in writing and filed
pascnorbypruxy.
Vounuybeanin
55:10:12.4
the Se0'1!tary
least twenry-.l'our
hours before the appointed time of each meeting.
the
Meaty-(cu: (24)
meeting. Every
Every proxy shall be
Secretary at
at less:
{24] houn
mumd the proxy
aﬁnr completion
reYOClClle at the
the pleasure
pleasure of the
Member who ~
ammaﬁally cease
macable
cease a~
the Ma'nbexwho
pmxy and shall automatically
of the meeting “which
of which the may
proxy was
was flied,
filed for aa partlcul;u
panicular meeting. In no event shall aa proxy
ﬁlcd, If ﬁled
pruxy be valid
dam oflts
ele--,en (11) months
from tho
the cbte
after eleven
cfiu execution.
amnion.
month! from

ﬁtr————-—-
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-
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ARTICLE III
Ill
ADMINISTRATION

Corpotan‘on shall ha...e
Section 3.
3.11 Re::soonsjbilitie::s. The Corporation
Seaion
responsibility of administering
admini.stEtins the Common
have the rammibility
Area owned and/or
Are:i.
ilJld/or managed by
the annual budget,
budget, em.b!ishing
and collecting
collecting
Corpontion, if vry,
stablishing and
any, approving the
by the Corporation,
all assessmenl:5',
assessments, if any, and may arrange for the management of the same pursuant 10
cnntm'ning
to an
an agreement,
agreement. containing
duo's, obligations, removal and compensation
amvisions relating to the dutie,,
campermn‘on of the Managu,
:>revisions
Manager, as
deﬁned below.
as denned
moluu'ans of the Corporation shall require an
a‘rﬁrman've vote of
Except as
as otherwise provided,
dedsians and resolutions
~
an affirmative
pmvided, decisions
aanbers
at special meeting of lhe
a Majority of
Members presmta:
present a% an annual or
the Corporation at which aa quorum is
is present
a! the Corporation.
or written
writnn consent
Martha: of
cansenz of a Majority of M.em~

W

W

Corporation shall be held on the
Section 3.2 Piao: of Me:tjnz:,. Meetings of the Col"?Oration
Sealon
me Property or such other
pracn'cable In
suitable pla<:2
!uita.ble
the Boasd
in Ada County as
as dose
close to the Property as
as practicable
as may
place a5
may be designared
designarad by
Board of
by the
Directors, and shall be conduaed
Directol'!,
accordance with Robctt,: Rules of Order;.
conducnad in acmtdance

mm.

ﬁrs: annuaJ
annual meeting of the Mem.ben
Mamba: shall be
Sealon
be held
eld within 0t1e
Section 3.3 Annual Me:rioJCI, The lint
one (1)
year
(1) year
old-1e
from the
the date
!he Association, and each subsequent regular
regul.ir annual meeting oi
the Members
dam of inccrporalon
incurpondon of
of d1:
shall be held on the same day
of the same month ofeach
of each '('!al'
the annuaJ
the
daydthasame
annual meeting of
ofthe
year thereafter. If the day
day for the
{he lim
Manbers Is
Members
the met!l:ing
day following which is
meeting will be held at the same hour on the
Is a
ﬁrst day
a !e,g.11
is not
no: a
a
1233] holiday, the
At and
each annual meeting there
Membel'5 aa Board
Directors in
legal holiday. A:
{here shall be eledl!d
glazed by ballot of the Members
of Directors
Board oi
accordance with the
these By{aws.
At the
me first
meeting, the Directors shall
the requirements of that
Byizws. A:
shall be
ﬁrst annual meeting.
be elected
elemd 10
to
serve until the second annual meeting,
meetin& .and
thereafter, Dire.ctcl'5
and at the second annual meeting, and annually rhemafta‘,
Direct": shall
shall
be
b2 elected for
ror aa term of one {1)
annual meeting
an annual
year beginning with such annual meeting. In the event that a.n
(1) yur
i!is not held,
e ld, or the
the Director,
at such annual meeting,
meeting. the Directors
Directof3: may
be elecied
Directors an!
at any
special
elected at
are not elected at
may be
any special
meeting held fer
successor has been
IT'eeting
shaH hold office
Direczor shall
ofﬁce until aa su~or
Each Oireaor
for that
that purpose. £;.eh
been elected or until death,
death,
menu] incompetena.
re!lgnatlon, renewal
removal or judicial adjudiczn'on
adjucf!C.lticn o(
incompetence. The Members
Mern~ may
of men!.11
resignation,
also transaa such other
may also
business of the Corporation as
as may propedy
property come belore
before them
than at any such annual meeting.
meeting,

me

msuch

Wag.

Sectlon
Section 3.4 Sogcjal Me?ting. It shall be the duty of the President to call
all aa special
the
special meeting of the
molun'on of the
Corporation as
by Members
Membets who am
are
the Board of Direaol'!,
Directors, or upon aa petition signed by
as directed by 1'1!501ution
enriﬂed to vow
05 d1:
entitled
vote one-fourth (1/4) of all the votes of
the Class
Membenhip. Due
The notice of all regular and special
Class A amberxhip.
Sem'on 3.5 of these
m!eting:1
be given as
the business
business 10
meetings shall be
as provided In S«tion
time Bylaw:s,
to
nature of the
Bylaws, and shall state the nature
be undenalcen.
be
undemken.

mm.

mail aa notice of each
ad: annual or
Secemy to ma.ii
Section 3.5 Noth:: of Mmna. It shall be the duty of the Secretary
as the day,
swing the purpose thereof
special meeting of the Corponzion,
Corpoooon, st2d.ng
u well as
day, hour and place
place where
when: such
theme! as
suda
meeting is
m1.oetlng
Is to be
be held, to
of recon:I, and any
aJTy person in poswion
possession of
at least
Manba'ofreootd,
In each Mem~
of:a Building Lot.
least ten (10)
(10)
Lot, at
but not more than thirty (30) d4'fS
meeting, The notice may
speakers and
days prior to such meeting.
may set forth time limits for speakers
mailing of
nominating procedures
nomll14tlng
noti~ pasta!!£
the manner pmvided
provided in this
of:a nodcz,
procedura for the meeting. The mailins
passage prepaid, in the
this
node served,
aha Seid
said noda
Sedan 3.5, shall be considered
Seaton
has been
the
considatd notia
been deposited in a
node: has
served, aftr?r
a regular d~itcry
depositary of the
United
I! no address
U
ited States mall. If
fumi.!hed the Seaetary,
notl<:2 shall be deemed to have
have been given
addrus has been
been furnished
Secretary, notice
to 1 Member “posted
if paned in
In aa conspicuous
place on the Property.
XO
consuicuou: placa

m

me Corporation cannot be organized
Section 3.6
org.a.ni:r:ed because
3.5 Adjourned Mering. If any
beause aa
any meeting of the
are presenr,
not attended.
atiended, the Memben
the meeting
qumum
has net
present, either in person or by proxy, may
quurum has
Manben who .lre
may adjourn the
the time the original meeting was
10
O) days
dun thirty (30)
days from thl!!
to ;i.1 time not I~
mom than
wu called,
ﬁlled,
(30) days
than ten ([10)
553 th.n
days nor mo"'
shail be
at which meeting me
thl!! quorum requirement
requireme.nt sh.ill
be the presence
by proxy of any Member. Such
pruence in person or by
in this Article
adj::iumed meetings
I.hereof as
Artfde J,
be
adjourned
node: thereof
is provided In
Lhal: notice:s
ucepl that
noticu shall be
meeting may be held without nodce
3. except
is taken. If a
giVl!fl
a the
at which such adjournment
a meeting is
is adjourned for mo:e
given by
adinummenz is
more
the meeting at
by announcement a:
adjoumed meeting shall be
the adjourned
be given as
meeting.
tha:i
as in the case
than thirty (301
original meeting,
notice of (he
use of an orisinal
(30) days,
days, notlce

W.

ot'businm
Seaion
bwines.s at all meetings shall be
as follows: (al
all too
b: as
Section 3.7 Order of Bu,jnc:55. The order of
(a) roll call
det!rmine
rep~ented at
meeting; (bl
of meeting_qr migq_ojiog1cg;_LQ
waiver of noiL~-(9,.__ ____HA
_
a: the meeting;
determine the
me voting power repruentad
(b) proof of notlce
noggiaegringgr
r'epons of officm;(e)-reporu
- ‘readlngaf
reading cf minutes
preceding meeting:
election of Dlreaors:
ofﬁcénﬁefrépcm of committees;
rams of prehdinﬁ
committees: (I)
(d) ~rts
Direcmrs:
meedhi: (dl
(0 election
BYIAWS

-1

f

wvdac‘dmalhagmbylm
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000100

200S00128S
2008001285
conducmd by the offiC2t'S
~
unfinished business;
business. Meetings shall be conduoed
new businas.
bminﬁ; and 0,)
the Corporation
ofﬁcars of the
Carpomian in
01) new{1;} unﬁnished
crder of their priority"
priority.

W111];

Sealon
the lcbho
Nonprofit
Section 3.8 Acrign Wjthoyt Meeting. Any aaion,
action, which under the provisions of the
Idaho Nunpmﬁt
12km at a meeting
Corporation Act
Ar:!. may be tlken
tuc.en without a meeting if auth~
author-ind in
means of the Corporation, may be taken
writing Sl!Pled
the Member3
meeting forsuch
for such purpose,
Mamba-s who would be entitied to vole
a: aa mating
signed by
vote at
and filed
ﬁled with
purpose, and
by all of the
the Secmary.
Any actfon sa approved shalJ have the
same effect as though tlJcen at
a meeting of the Din!:aors.
atameetingofd'ze
memeﬁectasthcughtakm
Secretary. Anyadonsoappmvedshall

W

Dim

W

m

Seaion
Section 3.9 Con:,;eot af Ab,entees. The transaafons
“auctions of any
any meeting of the Corporation, either annual
er
speciaJ, however
caJJei:I and notiad,
shall beavalid
be as valid as
though iransaaed at
a meeting duly held ait2r regular
asthaug-n
howevercalléimd
crspedal,
atameeﬁngdulyheldafrzrragular
nodadahaﬂ
all and notice,
in penon
call
noda, ififaquombemteimer
a quorum be present either In
or by pnl)CY, and if
either before or
ait!!r the meeting each
ifeimerbefom
oraftsthemudngead:
pawnocbypruynnd
oi the
or
the Members
MembeB not Pn!5ef1t In
written waiver of notice.
notice, or aa consent
consent to d1:
the holding
In person
a wriunn
proxy signed a
pawn or by
by proxy
oftham‘mum
·of
ruch meeting, or
an a.ppmvaJ
the minute:S thereof. All
such~. consents or approva!s .shall be
filed witti
oran
afsuchmeedng.
Mlmm,mmorappmlsshaﬂ
beﬁledwith
:ppmval cf
the meeting.
the corporate reccrds
records or made
ofthe
a! the minutes of
made party of

pm

at a similar record
Section 3.10 M!nure:, Pr:erurnatlao pf Nctfcg. Mlnutzs
Mlnut2s or
the proceedings
of
guard of the
[amending or
meedng:s; when signed by
the President
sha.11 be
presumed truthfully to evidence the
the m.ttm
forth
Pmidem or Secretary, shall
bu preswned
meetinp;when
minus set font,
hymn
therein. A l'Kita.tion
minutes of
zny meeting
that notica
be pn'ma
prima
was properly
given shall be
noticn of
a! the meeting wa5
recitation in die
muting that
the minuus
dany
pmperiy gtven
fade evidence
thar such notice
notice Wa5
given.
evidmca ma!
was giv@n.

W.

ARTICLE IV
ARTIClEIV

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Seaion
the Corporation shall
affairs of the
shall be
Sedan 4.1 Number and Oualiftgrlgn. The Property,
Property, business and afr.iirs
gavel-net! and
g,Jvemed
Bo.ud of
Olreac~ composed
.t least three Ol
~ns. who need
need not
be Member!
axnposai of
notbeMernbers
ufDirecmrs
and rmnagec1
ofa:
(3) persons,
managed by
by:a Baud
of the Corporation. Dlrecm11
m-caive any
oi
any salary
services as
as Dlreaors;
compermdon for their suvica
Directors;
salary or other compensation
Directors shall not ~ive
p:ovided, howevef,
that nothing herein
h~in contained
a:mrained shall be consmied
tc predude
preclude any
any OiredDr
provided,
Director from
serving the
construed m
From .serving
however, ma:
receiving compensation
Corporation in some ocher
t y M1d
murmur.
compensﬁon !here.for.
and 1"ec2iving
olher ~
capacity

W

has the powers and dudl!S
duties necasary
Sealon
DirectoB hi15
necessary for the
Section 4.2 f P'MD and Durie,. The Board of Dim-mm
a.dminlstrnlon
the affairs
of the Corpor.tion,
as more
mOC'@ Iullyset
fulty set forth
and maydo
may do all sud:
ruch aos
adminimdon of
fonh in the Dedara.tion,
acts
affairs at
a! me
Dedaraﬁon, and
Corpnmion, as
dimmed to
and things
as are
ara not by
law or by
Bylaws direc::12d
tc be aardsed
~erc:ised and done admively
exclusively by
thing as
Ownets;
these Bylaws
bylaw
by the Owners;
by these
meen'ng oflhe
provided,
prior ID the first
cf the Corporation, the Board of Din-emu
Direacrs shall not emu
enter
ﬁrst annual meeting
praVided, hawe"Yel',
however, that pn'orm
of:a Majority of
arry management
~ e n t 56Vice
term In excess
year without the appruval
approval of
Into my
arms of one (1)
mom for a tam
(1) yarwithout
suvicn contract
Member,,
contains reasonable provisions
provi:sions for canceJla.tlon
inety (90)
(90) days
days
ancelladon (such
as upon ninety
(such as
unlas such contrad
Members, unll!SS
contract mnuim
writ:b!n
notla! by
Corporaion).
wrimn notice
by the Comoraﬂon).

‘1

.,

w-I'tr.

._

SEW.

'

Fun-going general powers
paws: .rid
and duties,
duds,
Seaion
Without prejudice m
to sud!
such foregoing
Section 4.3 Sorcfal Pfl""'PM and PvtJes. W'Ihout
Declaration, !he
duties as
as set fad!
fcnl, in
OlredD~ Is
V1!StEd with, and responsible
and such
sud: powers and duﬁa
m the Dedar.tlon,
the Boan:!
Board of Divecum
ls vamd
.nd duties:
the following powers and
dude:
fer, !he

mum all offiC2tS,
the Corporation,
(al
To select.
ofﬁmrs, agents, and employees
employea of the
select. appoint and remove
(a)
to prescibe
u may be consistant
consistent with law, with the
Anides
sud'l powers and duties (or them as
lhe Amide:
a:
pmaibe such
requlm
or
lncorporulon, the Oedaratlon,
fbc their
to requl:-e
{heir a:impens.itlon
cumpensaﬂon and m
Declaration, and thl!5e
mac Bylaws-;
of Incorporation,
Bylaws; to ﬁx
servic: when deemed adVisable
from them
advisable by
Dlreao~
(mm
than security
by the Board of Directors;
security for faithful seivice
To
bwines of the Corporation,
Corporaﬂon, and to
conduc; manage and control the affairs and business
To condua.,
Am'du of
enforce such ruins
rules and regulations
~1-tlorui therefor consistentwith
cons!sten with law, with the Artldes
make and
and enfott:
lncorpor.1tion,
th~ Bylaws, as
m;ry deem nec!SSaJY
Dinner: may
Declaration, and the:
as the Board of DirectoB
necasary
Incorporation, the D~on,
or advisable;
idvisable;

(b)
(b)

Corpamdon
o change
th!! prindual
pJindpal office
for the transaction of the business
busing: of the Corpora.don
9mm _fpr
To
change the
within.
In Article 1
from one
the County
Ada, State
provided in
Sm: of Ida.ho,
as pravided'
ofAda,
loadon to another within
Counly or
one loc:adon
Idaho, as

(cl
(CL

1

._,.._..,_

e·n.AWS.
BTLAWS ~Jl
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place within saic
hereof;
annual or speciaJ
harrol'; to designate any plaCE
said County for the holding or
of any
special
any annual
consistenlwith
with the pravisions
provisions of Seaion
meeting or metings
naming of the Corporation consistent
Section 3...2
3.2 hereof;
hereof:
(d)
To borrow
purposes of the
the Corporation,
indebmdnas for the purposa
bonuw money and to incur indebredness
Comomn'on, and
and
Corpondon‘s name,
the-afar, in me
lO
be executed and delivered therefor,
the Corporation's
lo cause to
u: be
nuts,
prumissary notes,
name, promissory

mad

bonds,
evidenc2 of debt
of trust.
trust, mortgages,
bonds. debencure,
deeds al
hypcxheauom or other evidence
debentures, deeds
moms, pledges, hypothecatfons
limitan‘ons set fwd:
h ~ . to the limltl.tions
forth in the
the Artides
securitia therefor,
and securiti!:S
subiecz. however.
Artids of
mam; sub/ea,
Dedaran'on;
Incorporation vid
the Ded~on;
and the

mu

fix Mid
levy from time to
Special Assessments, :Jnd
and levy
In tlme
time Regular Assessments,
To ﬁx
humans, Special
and
due Oedara.cion;
pmvidcd in the
Dedann‘on; to dew'mine
Umlted
de!ermine and
fix the
Ownaa, ~
Limited Asses5ment!I upon the Ownen,
as provided
and ﬁx
~ (or the ~ent ol such Assessments. and the dare upon which the
same shall bea,me
due
duedamforrhepayrnemofmumsmmmmdmedmmwhida
themduﬂ
became
that sud,
shall be fixed
haw-eve, !hat
dellnq
ent; provided,
prDYid.ed. ha.YeYer,
evil!d only to provide
such Asses.mieno shalJ
delinquent;
ﬁxed and
and levied
for the payment o/ the expenses of tne Corporation, andufthe
'1nd of dle. tJxe:s
_and assessments upon
mam-1d
upon re.al
real
controlled or campied
or personal property owned, leased, contrelled
OCOJpied by
by the
the
m: Corporation,
Corponﬁon, or for the
mania]: or supplies
f.bor ren~
used and
and o:insumed,
supplla used
rendered or mil12riils
consumed, or
payment of ~ for labor
equipment and appliances
rrwntenm~ impnJYl!mt!l'tt or developmmr
dew!opment of such
applianca furnished for the maintemncn.
such
obﬂpn‘oru in relation thereto,
th~ro, or in periorming
pedoming or
payment of any and all obligations
property or for the p:iyment
of the Corporation for me
cawing
e general
be.neii and
and
ausing to
paiomed any of the purposes oi
m be performed
general beneﬁt
pmvisions or
of the Deda.ration.
welfare 0!
of the
the Ownen, in accordance
a.a:ordance with the previsions
The Board of
Dada-anon. The
all such expenditun!:S
ID Incur
.‘or any
incur any and a.II
Direaors
v,y of
expenditure for
0! the foregoing
is hem,y
fomgoing
Director: i,
hereby authorized to
cause to be pmvided
p rpose;, a.nd
provide, or c:.iuse
provided adequatz
adeq!J4tl! reserve:
reserves for replacements
purposes
and to pmvide.
regiments uas the
Corponm‘on or
of Direaors
or advisable
the inte!ffl of the
Board oi
dvisable i,:i
the Corporation
necusaxy er
Directors shall deem to be nec;as;uy
in lne
welfare
collected by
wellam of
o! the Ownen.
Owners. The funds colteci!d
Directors from the Owners,
by the Board of Oirer;tc11
reqxrﬁng less frequenrly
mainmnznca reaming
attributable For
for ~laa=ment
am'ibuuble
dun annually,
replacnment reerves, for maintenance
frequendy lhan
in trust
for capital
mm for the Owne.r:5
eld !n
and ror
{ma-mu, sh.II at:1 all lime,
limes be held
spin] impl"CM!fTU!Ots,
be
Owners and shall not be
the Owners.
ccmmingll!d
Ownen.. Such
Regular As.sessments,
manner“; coll~
collecmd from !he
Such Rzgular
cummingjed with other Assessments
Assumens,
wid‘n r21:
Special Assessments and Umiled
Limited Assessments
fixed in accon:lance with
the provisions
Amenu shall be ﬁxed
oi
ID pay such Assessments
delinqul!flcy, the
Assamenu beiore
Declaration. Should any Owner fail :1)
of the Dedara.lion.
before delinquency,
is aulhori.red
to enforce the payment
Board
disaetion, Is
its dl.saerion,
of Olreacrs
authorized :0
Beard o(
Direcnm in Its
such delinquent
payment of such
Assessme.nl3
Declaration;
Assessments as
as provided in the Declamion;
(e)
(e)

I

We":
fwmawdmmdﬁnmm.

m

menu

”mm

mm

m,
NI

mm

I-

We

Declaran‘nn covering the Property,
To enforce the pmisions
provisions of the Declaration
these Bylaws
Bylaws or
Property, these
orher
the Corpo~on;
af me
Corporation:
other agrHments
agreement of

(0
(f)

mm
hm,

for, casualty, blanket,
(g)
To CDnnc:t for and pay
blanket. Habiliry,
liability, malldous
malicious mischief,
misdwief, vandalism
pay (or,
(3)
Corponn'on, the Board
a.nd
tha Corporation,
Owners, the
and other lnsur.ince, insuring the Ownen,
Dirtdms and other
Board of Directors
in ~
interested parties,
a with the
lhe pmisiom
provisions of the Decbration,
and protecting
prancing
accordance
cave-ins and
Dedantion, coveting
parties, In
whid’u may
a: the Board
deem: advisable,
B~ deem,
~ le, which
agairut
iniuria as
against such darna~
damage: or lnjurie1
may indude without
121: Property, and to bond the agents
of persons
limlration,
medic.I expenses
persons injured on theagenls and
limitation. media!
menses o(
emplCJYttS
or any
any management body,
Board of
or Directors;
Di~rs;
body. if deemed advisable by
employee 0!
by the Board

(h)
To
the opent:ion,
pmvide for the
mainrenanca
manage or provide
To oper.lle,
operation. maintenance
(h)
0mm. maintain and otherwise man.ge
and
Am. ifi! my,
and management
management of the Common Area,
any, and to contract for and pay
pay maintenance,
if any,
servica relating to
.ind services
o the
gardening, Utilitles,
materials and supplies,
suppiia, and
the Common Area, 1r
any,
utilities. rN.teriab
operation of the Common Area, If
penonnel necwary
necessary for !he
my, including
indudlng
and to employ
if any,
the oper.ulon
empluy pummel
and pay
{or improvements
and to c:cnnct
and any
legal and munch;
.io:oundng sesvl0!5,
or .nd
pay for
mntnc: for
impmvemens irld
suvlcu, .nd
legal
reaeatfon.J fad!ltle:s
damaga by fire
any. In case of damage
an the
ﬁre or other casualty
rho Common Area. if m•;.
hdlitia on
madam]
10
the properry
exceed
insurance proceeds aa!ed
{D the
property owned and/or managed by the Corporation, if Insurance
:2! repairing or rebuilding exceeds
milable
Twemy-Five
can of
meds available
Dollars (S25,000),
the cost
Twenty-Five Thousand
(525,000). or d,e
Thousand Dollcll'S
insumncn paced:
the Board of Directors
(52,000). !hen
insuranCl!
p ~ by more than Two Thousmd
Thousand Dollars (S2,000),
D.:.:ri ea:o==rs:.....--- - than lhe
cﬁnmcbri'tﬁ rebuild
ruponsible' ciintr:lettirsto
shall
from rwo
of me
the said
obain firm
ﬁrm bids hum
two or more responsible
{wand any
M3375!
shall obtlln
an; portion
original plw
speciﬁcations with raped
property in
in accordance
aa:ordanc-e wixh
with me
the original
peer them,
lhere!a, and
a11,
plans and specifiGltions
and sshall,
property
of the Corpora<ion
as soon as
pos.slble lhereaiter,
Carporalion to consider such
as possible
thereafter, call a special meeting oi
as
sud1 bids.

!
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spec}! meeting,.
A: such special
dame-bums (3/4)
meeting, the Members may
At
oi the
r.he voting
{3/4) of
may by
vodng power cast,
elect
by three-fourths
cast. elect
thus not to rebuild. Failure ro
to {bus
o reject
rejea such bids and
aJ'ld !hus
thus reject
rejea such
be deemed
deemed
to
shall be
such bids
bids shall
accepmnce
as may
of such bid as
seleazd by
acupunce a(
Manager,
may be selected
by the Manager;
(i)
m

was

nmry

uﬁlida and sewer fadliu‘a
To gram
grant easements when
where neassary for utilities
rac:ilities over
the Common
over the

to serve
Area 10
Am
saw: the Property;
Pmpeny;

alumina and n.ame
name from time to time,
(j)
To fix.
the public
Lime. if necasary or advisable,
adv‘able, the
ﬁx, determine
[D
cnrpornn'an whid’u
agency,
foundation or corporation
wh ich is
is then
than or there organiud
agency, fund, fmmdaﬁon
or opera1Ed
organized or
opuamd for
whid‘a the
durimble purposes,
charitable
lD which
the assets
upon liquid.tion
asses of this Corporation may be distributed
purpwa, m
disuibutzd upon
liquidation
or dissolution according
Artldes of Incorporation of
oi the Corporation
accnrding to
Corporan'on unless
tn the Adidas
unless such
such assets
assets
Am’ds of
shall be dism‘bumd
distncutz!d to
Lots as
as man:
more pardcuiarfy
particularly provided
provided in
the Artides
tn Ownm
Owners of Building Lou
in me
Incarponn‘an. The assets so distribull!d
disuibumd shall be those runaining
Incorporation.
remaining after satisfaaicn
oi all its!
just
satisfacn‘on of
debt!
!he Cofporadon,
aftef' distribution of all pmpeny
propeny held
acquil"'l!d
and obllgarions
oi the
obllpziom of
debts Vtd
Carpomion, ~d
and after
held or acquimd
by
Corporation under the rams
terms of aa specific
speciﬁc trust or trusts;
by the Cal-ponder!

arm

To .dopt.
miend, and repeal by
rules and
vat: of the Boani
Dis-emu, rula
Board of Direaors,
and
adopt, amend.
by majority vote
and n ~ and
~ latlons .is
Corporadon deemed reasonable
rea.sonmle Mid
regulations
as 10
to the Corpondon
and

0c)
00

nmry;

(T)
m

o p.y aJI r5.l ~ personal property 1a,c25 and ~ ' 3 levied apinst the Common
Topayﬂlralardpawulmmmdmnlaﬁedapimmmmnm

Area
or nunaged by
Corporation.
Am owned «managed
by the Corporation,

MW
Dim

Din-czar: may a:,ntraa
Head of Direarirs
cnnm or !mploy
Section 4.4 M;mamnrat Ag:nt. The
Thu Board
[he Corporation
Carpomion
employ for the
aa manage-nan:
rr.anagemfflt aprit
r~aser, na: aa compe,satlon
esQblished by
Board of Diremrs
Dlreao~ u:
lD perionn
mpengdon mhl'uhed
agent {'Mmager’)
perfunn such
such duties
duﬁa
by the Board
limimd 10
and servie2S
ill'ld
nae: llmitzd
the duties
in Secdon
to the
mica as
as the Board of
0! Dln!ODt'S shall authorize, induding,
ﬁnd in
Season 4.3
indudlng, but not
dude listed
hereof.
heteol.

MW:

4.5 Nomlnattoo f le::xicn and JP1DJ of Offio: Nomination
Baud oi
of Dlreaors
alecﬂon to
Sedan 45
Direcmu
the Boan:!
Sed:ian
omlnation for eJeafon
ro !he
made
Nomination: may
shall be
by.,a nomin.adon
CDrnminee. Nomin.ations
m.y .also
~ from the
ar the
annual meeting.
nomination cammine.
also b
be e
be made by
ﬂoor a:
the floor
the annual
meeting.
The nomtnauon
maniac of the Board of Direcma,
calm-time shall a:insist
Th,
nomlniltlon committee
chairpenon, who sh.II
a member
DiredDr,, and
of:a drairpe'son,
shall be a
consist of
Assod~on. The nominating commi~ shall be appointed
appointed by
the Board
Board of
two (2)
Member: of the Association.
(2) or more Members
by the
Din-2am: prior to
I‘m-axing of the members,
cad-I annual meeting
dos: o(
OiMCtcB
annuaJ meeting
meeting until the
of such annual
mbas, toID serve
m ead,
saw: from the dose
sud'n appoinunmt
next annual
annuaJ meeting,
mef!ting. and such
appoinrment shall be
meering. The
close of the net:
announced at each
be .announced
annual meen'ng.
each annual
nomination commla:ee
nominations for eJeaion
nor,inatfon
as m:any
Dir-cams as
election to the Board of OlredDrs
it:
committee shall malce
as it shall in ib
make a
many nomln.tions
les than the number of wands
vaondes that are In
to be filled.
dl.5cretlon
ﬁned. Such
dlscndon determine,
dew-mine, but not less
Such nominations may
my be
made from
non-members.
frurn .a.mong
among Memben
Members or non—members.

mime

and rheum:1 l!3di
ad: annual meedngof
At. the
the ﬁrst
first annual ﬁnding
meeling of the Corporation,
there.afte' at
meeting of the
Carpomdon, ind
the Corporation,
M
Corporaion.
Dll"!Ct'OrS shall be elated
elected by
by sec-et
a.t such
Mamba: present
wrinm ballot by aa Majority of Mem~
new Director:
sud! meeting a.s
as
seat! writ!J!n
praent ax
dn‘re
prtNided In these
the Dlreacrs
be for
one (1)
(1) ye..r.
voting is
provided
is not pennitted.. The tenn of
forum:
Dlrecmrs shall be
the: Byiaws.
Cumulzdve ...ating
year.
Bylaws. Cumulmve
In the
event that an
is not
nor hald,
heJd, or the D i ~ an
are no!
nor elecm:I
elemd !here.at.,
be
then-at, the Directors
Diracmrs may
{he even!
an annual meeting is
may be
electMI
at any
any spedaJ
purpose. Each
Each Ol~r
been
his been
ofﬁce until aa suc:a:ssor
Dimmr shall hold offiCI!
that pupae.
succusar ha.s
meeting held for !hat
elected a!
special m~cing
person serving
elected or untll
sewing
judicial adjudlQllon
adludlauon of mental incompetene2.
mad! de.Ith,
immune. Any person
migration, removal or Judicial
dam, resignation,
a.s aa Directur
Dlreat:1r may
may be
re-eled!d, and th~
limitulon on the number ofterrns
of l!!fms during which aa Director
there shall be no limitation
as
be re-elecxed,
mar serve.
may

W

WMm-m
Dim

Section 4.6 Boola 8oaodaJ S@teroeoa. The Boan:!
Dlreaor1 shall muse
Ciluse to be maintained aa full set
se1
Board of Director:
0! books
misuntwith
or
boolc.s and (tend:
~rds showing thee ﬁnancial
fin:u,dal condition of ma
the affair:
aif.aJl'J of the Corponn'on
Corporation in aa manner consistent
with
Corponn'nn will pl'O'Vide
ﬁsal year
pruvide aa sta..tfflle.nt for
genl!f'ally
principles. The Cmporaon
£or the preceding
prKeding fiscal
mun-[tingg prindpla.
generally accepted aa:cunti
Buiidlng Lot
wrinnn ~uest
if the
th_ h~!der,
iN\J~ o
mortg:age dw
secured by Ia Bulldlng
Lot submits
submit: aa written
of my
ma: Is
ls secured
requm
ha|der, insurer
or r ~ cl
ﬁrst mamas:
any first
Men-the! within thirty
for it.
of each
each statement
m.tement shall be
~ch Member
lny (30)
~ !he
A CDpy
d1: completion
In each
complexion
It. A
be delivered to
(30) days
days afar
copy of
smut-nan: reﬂecting
of such mrement.
annual operating st.ltemenr
neaing Income and expenditures
npendirum of
shallll
o! !he
the Corporation sha
statement. N'I
An annual
ﬁsa) year,
be c'lsa'ibumd
clsvibut2.d :5
to each
each Membu
Member within ninety (90)
(90) days
fim mortgagees
after the end of each fiSC1l
mortgagee
and to ﬁrst
dzys aftefyear, and
who have in writing requested
Corpor.idon proceedinp.
proceedings.
mquamd notice of Corporation

W W
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mm.

Baud of Oireacrs
Vanda in the Board
Section
caused by
Seal
on 4.7 Vaca ode,. Vac:andes
reason ocher
removal
Director! caU5ed
orhe than
than the
the removal
any reason
by any
or‘ the ~
0! a Direaor
ﬁiled by
Direcmr by a vote oi
of
the remaining Directors,
even
Maribel: shall be filled
vat: of the majority of the
Direcmrs, even
by vote
though they may constitute
mnsu'tuta less
th:>ugh
quorum, and each person
Km than aaquorurn,
elected shall
shalt be
pawn so
so elec.ed
be a
a Director
until aa sua::essor
succesor
Dimenr until
elected at
is
anhe
is !!lecl!!d
!he next
annual meeting,
at a spedaJ meeting ca.lied
that purpose. A
vacancy or vacancies shall
nannnua!
cruispecial
oiled for
fordmpurposa.
meeting. or
Avaanwormnciamall
be deaned
tn exist
deemed to
judiciaJ adjudication of mental
incompemnce of any
any
ends: in case of de:alh,
(«judicial
dam, resignation, removal or
mental incompetence
£21m
Direcmr,
use the
me Marthe-s
elem we
the case
Direc:tt1r, or in
ln !he
Members fail
to elect
the full number of authorized
meeting arwhid'l
at which
authorizad Oireaors at
a: any
any rum-ﬁns
su:h
tc aka
~ place.
suzh election
elecﬂcn is
is In

Dim

mm

A: any
Sedan 4.8 Bermro Iof pjr:aga, At
Sealon
Corpcrarion duly
duly C3lled,
mania: or special meeting of lhe
the Corpcmn'cn
any regul.ar
alled, any
any
one or more
onci
the Oln!CtOr!
be removed
cause by
Members and
and aa SUCO!:!S(Jr
mom of
Directors m.ry
moved with or without cause
aims
successor
clMernbers
may is:
by aa Majority of
m;y then andlhuubeelecmd
and ther1t be eleaed to
fill t h e ~ lhus ~ Any
>.ny Oireaor
whose removal Ii.as
bttfi proposed
maythen
mﬁllmevaancydimcumi
Direcmrwhosara-naval
hasbeenpmposed
heard it
by the Member,
an appommity
opportunity to be hei.l'CI
meetlng. If any
the Direaors
Members shall be given an
at the meeting.
Direcmrs are
any or aJI
all of lhe
are so
so
mnoved,
Direacr, may
may be
at the same meeting.
mffling.
new Dix-emu
removed, n~
be eleaed 31

W
glad

ﬁrst regular
of:a newly eleaed
regulu meeting
Section 4.9
Secr:lon
ol.9 OrvaoJz:atjpn b1':::::1:foa. The lim
Boato or
Directnrs shall
meeting of
of Directors
dead Board
day, of !he
at suc:h
place .s
be fixed
Baird of Olreaors, :1
such placa
be held within 1:1!1'
[an1 (10)
the elealon
dedon of the Board
(10) days
ﬁxed and
and
shall be
as shall
man'ngatwhidt
;u which such D i ~ were eleaed,
for thl!
Olplizal:ion,
announced by the Oireaors
Directors at the meeting
dead, for
the purpose
ofmpninﬁon.
purpoa of
election of offlC2r1,
nodce sshall
all be
nl!Wly elected
the transaaion of other business. No notice
be "l!C2SS31Y
macaw-y ID
ofﬁcnn, and !he
to the newfy
consu'tutn such meeting.
Dlreaors
mee<lng, provided
pmvided aa majority of the whole Board
Dlrccmrs in order
ordar legally
Direcmrs shall
shail
Iegally to constitutl!!
Baud of Direanrs
be pre5ent.
praenr.

Won

Dims,

Dim

W.

ofthe
Section 4.10
4. to Other Bmilac Me:tiac. Regular meetings
the Board of Directors
Directors shall
held monthly
meeting: of
shall be hdd
ﬁxed from
without notice, at
hOUf' as
lfne !tJ
the Board.
as mzy
from ﬁne
to time by
said
a: ,ucti
may be fixed
sud} place and how
ofthe
Board. Should said
by resolution cf
mee'jng fall upon
time on
meeting
~ legal holiday,
holiday, rhea
then lbs:
that meeting shall be held a:
at the same dme
on the
15 not
upon a
the next
next day
day which ls
shall be given to each Direcmr,
aa legal
le,ral hollday.
Norlce of regular
regular meedny
meetings of
the Board of Directors sh'11
Director, personally
personally
afthe
holiday. Nada
three 13)
or bi
b-1 mail,
majl, telephone or 1:!!legnph,
a.t least thm!
day n~l!d
unless the
named for such meetings,
to the day
day! prior 10
[3) days
the
mieyaph, at
meetings, unlm
at the Ofll,lll!z:atlon
lme and
and plan
pl.ice of such
announad zt
time
organization meeting, in which case
meeting ls
is announced
notice of other
such meetings
case such notia
regular meeting,
shaJI not be
required.
meeting: shall
be requir!d..

5mm

meetings of the Board of Oi~rs
called
:11:
Section 4.11 Sgeda I Metjnr,. Special meeting,
led by
Direcmrs may
may be al
by the
President,
ir the Pre:sident
refuses to act, by
A
Praident. or by
Praldent. or, i!
President is
is absent or refuses
Directors. At
by the Vice President,
any two C2l
(2) Directon.
by any
least two (2) d~,
notice shall be
be xiv-a1
given to
penonally or by mai
telephone or telegraph,
Binder, personally
In l!ach
ad! Olreacr,
mail,l, mlephone
telegraph, which
days, none:
pruvided) .rid
stam the
the dme,
plaas (as
meeting. If served
notice shall sum
hatinabcve provided)
notice»
served by
and the purpose of the meedng.
time, plan:
(a: hen!inabov!!
by mail,
e.ach
notfc:e shall be sent.
sent, pomge
to the addrm
addres:s renected
raﬂecxzd on the recortls
each such
sud1 nodcn
records of the Corporation,
Cnrpomion, and
poms! prepaid, w
unifymcu’ved
shall be deeml!d
receMd emie,-,
~ 5:00 o'clock
o'dock p.m.
~ it ls
edict, a:
pm. on the second
deemed given, if not aauaily
deposirnd
B deposited
second day
day lﬁﬂ’
in aa ragular
United Sam
Sates mail
ma.iJ as
u provided
provid~ herein.
vry Director
been absent
Wheneve: any
hatin. Whenever
has been
regular depositary
Dlmcmr h.u
depository of the Unitad
ofDlrem-s,
from any
the Boatd of
DI~, an entry In the
minutes lo
effect that notice has been duly
u: the
afﬁx-Board
med‘feau-utnodcahasbemduly
mezdng of
the minuu:
any special meeting
evidena th.at
given shall be condus~
&nd inconccvuﬁblo
inc:ontrovetible evldena
W'5 given to
o 5'.Jch
node: of such meeting was
such
that due nodO!
condushre and
Director, as
as pmvided
pn:rvidl!d herein.
as required
muired by
by law and as

mm

W

a! any
Befon, or at
vry meeting of the Board of Olreaors,
any Dl~r
Section
Director may
Sedan 4.12 Wajver of Nodc;e. Before
Directors, my
in writing waive nodes
noriO! of such meeting and such
w.iver shall be deemed equivalent tn
to the
noﬁce.
and waiver
such notice.
the giving of such
waiver of
Dtrecmr of
Oln!CtOr ~
any meetlns
of the Board of Directt>rs
that
Dlreaor
Attendanca by aa Director
Direcmrs shall be w.ai~
meeting cf
at any
cl noua
noun by
max
by
a: any
place thereof.
311! present
p~nt at
ury meeting of the Board of Dlreacrs,
otice xhall
shall
time and place
Directors are
the lfr.,e
Directors, no notice
ﬂagrant If all Direaors
Innsaaions of any
(ha Board
be reciu!red
arry busine:53
may be tnnsaaed
unnamed at such meeting. The transaafons
meeting of the
required and
busing: mzy
and any
any meetlng
du‘ly held
of Directors,
Dir!OOB, hO"MNef' called
c:11led and notice:1
where-m- held,
hl!ld, shall be as
as valid a.s
ad a:
at aa meeting duly
orwhm
as though had
noticed or
the
present. and if,
if, either before or afmr
after the
the meeting,
me-edng, each
after regular call
each of thl'
after
be pruent.
all and notice, if aa quorum be
tn holding such meeting.
Dlrec:ors
writ?!!n waiver
notke, aa consent ID
an appmval
approval
waivzr of notice,
Direcors not present
sud! aa wring:
meeting, or an
pruem signs such
ﬁled with the records
of the minutes
waivers, mnsenu
consents and approvals
the Corporation
approval; shall be filed
minuta thereof. All such
a! the
sud: waives,
ramrds of
or made
ma~e aa pan
pa.rt of the minutes of the meeting.

hm

* -“Section
section 4.13
4. 13

W

odxemlse‘a'iﬁr'u’sifﬁoﬁded—
Oyorum and Adfoummeot. Except
as otherwise
"expressly prov"ded herein,
at alf meeting:s
Emma:
Femin, u‘SII—Eéédnp
quomm for the
constitute ia quorum
of
majority of lhe
and
301m of
of Olreao~.
a maioriry
me Oirecml'5 shall amstitull!
business. and
ma transaalon of businas,
Dimcmrs, a
of the
the 3oaid
meeting at which aa quon.im
a m~ng
a! the Directors present at
a: a
quorum is
is present
the acts
of the majority of
shall be
be th:
the am
ms 0!
3C5 of the
pmenrshall

Dim

Dim
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Bean! or
of Direcmm.
Boa,rl
Direaccs. If
[fit
at any mee!ing
oflhe
the Board of Direaors
Direams there
meaing of
[as than aa quon.Jm
[here is
is less
majoriw
quorum present,
present. the m.ajority
In time.
lime. At
of those present
time to
A! any
business which
pram: may
messing, any
may adjourn the meeting from ﬁrm:
any such adjourned meeting,
any business
might have been
musing as
[he meeting
been nnsccad
transacted at lhe
as originally called m.y
further notice..
nodca.
may be transacted without War

mm

mad

Section 4.14 Aqfgn Wirtmur Mc:c:dng.. The Dlreacrs
talce any
arry action in the
Dlrtcmrs shall have the right to rain:
absence of aa meeting which they could
by obtaining the vote
votl! or written consent
mnsa-at of a.II
cauld talc.eat
take a: a
a meeting by
all the
Direcmrs. Any aa:lon
anion so approved
calcen at
me Direc::ttxs.
Dlrecltlrs.
as though Kala!
appmvui shall have the same effect as
at:ill meeting of
«3m

Dim

mm

4.15
Seaion
S Ad,:ljty Bomb, The Board
that all officen
Section 4.1
Diana: slull
shall require lhat
Board of Dlreaors
ofﬁcers and
and empl~
the
employes of the
Ccrporatfon
h.andling or rsponsible
re:sponsible for
fa,, !he
Corporation funds
funds shall furnish adequall!
Ccrporaﬁon handling
the Corponﬁon
adequate fidelity
ﬁdelity bonds. The
premimn on
premium
stJCh bonds shall bepaidbydnCctpcnﬂonoriuMzn-aagu.
be pakl by the Cotporatlon or i t s ~ - -~
onsudzbondsshaﬂ
Secu'on 4.!6
Section
4.16 Canning:
Commfn:e-,.. The B<Wd
Olredors, by
designate such
Board ol Directors.
frun time ID
moluﬁon. rNy
may from
n: time designate
by ~lution,
the purposes
committee as
commit!2eS
deln!, and may
rmy establish !he
purpose a
d ~ of end:
each such
Board of Olre::lct, shall dale,
a: the
the Boan:I
andnpaws:
such
cumming C'!2tl!d.
committee
appointment
snhlishing aa committee shall provide for the
crazed. The fl'!SOlutfon
designing and establishing
resolution designating
the appainnnent
.vof
of its members,
memben, as
committee, and
;and shall
shall pmvide
provide f-cr
the cumming,
a aa chairperson,
shall swe
mm the purpose of !he
as well as
for repottS,
duirpuson, sh.II
mpom,
mam-s as
lermlnatJon,
administr.ldon matt.l!!n
u deemed appropriam
appropriate by the Board of Oireac,s.
termination, and other admin'umzion
Directors.

Dim

AK'HCLE V
ARTlaEV

OFRCERS
OFFICERS
shallbeaPraidmLaV'uce
Secrlon
Qe,lmatlon. The
principa.l officer,
of the Corporation .shall
be a Pr!Sidl!nt., a Vice PreMent,
ofﬁcasafthoCorponﬂon
Section 5.1
5.1 Dalmatian,
Theptincipal
Pruident,
all of
ofDireu-nrsmay
a Secretary, andaTreasurer,
and a Treasun!I', a.II
whom sha.11 be eleae:! by the Bo.ud of Oire:tcrs.. TheBoard
The Board oi
Direanrs may
ofwhanshaﬂbaelemdbymawdofDirecmrs.
aSccretary,
Direcmrs'
api:olnt
Jn minim
As.slswit Treasurer and an
an Assistant Secretary,
ofﬁcers as
as in the Board of Oi~rs·
appoint an
Secmary. and such other offi<2f'S
Jud~ent may~
person may
may hold two or more
exapt those
those ofﬁca
offices of President and
mom office5,
ofﬁcs, accept
judgment
necssary. One pawn
may be necesQry.
S~tary.
Secretary.

mm.

oldie
Seaion 5.2 E!ecrlon gf Offic;m. The ofﬁcnn
offi0!:13 ol
the Corpornfoo
sha.11 be eled2d
Comondon shall
elected annually by
Sedan
by the Board
dad's
of Ol~rs
ocpniZ2dorw meeting of
ext! new Board
B~ of Din!OOrs,
ofﬁce for
Directors, and each officer
ofﬁce: shall hold office
Dirac": .t
the orpninﬂonal
at the
one (1
ye.u- unis:
unless M
she shaJI
resign or shall be removed or olherwue
otherwise dlsqualifi~.
shall sooner resign
he or she
disqualiﬁeq.
(1)J year

BmaLQﬁim

afﬁmummofamaiodwdme
a.n affirmati'f'e
vots of a. majority of the entire
Dlreanrs,
Section
ofDirecmu,
Uponan
mﬁm B031'd
Board of
Sedan 5.3
53 RemQYi!l gf Officm. Upon
arw-imout
any ofﬁw
officer may
m~ be
be removed,
removed, eilfiewithout muse,
ciuse, md
elected at
~lar meeting
m~ng of the
and aa successor
succzssor electrd
either with or
a: any
any regular
Baud of Din-mus
0mm may
found:
Board
Dlreaors, or
the Boaro
Dlreaors called for
such purpose. Any
Arry officer
Bond of Directors,
at any
may
special meeting oftha
any sped~
resign at
any time by
giving
writtl!n
nodce
Board
of
D1rea-on
or
the
President
or
~
of the
wrimn
to
the
Direcors
to
node:
Praidem
a: any
Secretary
by
receipt of such
lat: time
Corporation. Any
A/\y such migration
~lgnatfon shall take
take effect at the ~
of rea!ipt
arry later
dam af
notice or at any
Nd: notfce
,pedffe.d
therein; and
and unless
orbs-wise specified
Board of
spedﬁed in said notice. aa::eptanc!! of such resignation
ralgnaﬁon by
unla: otherwise
speciﬁed therein;
by the Soard
appoinu-nen: by
ofﬁce may be
Directors shall not be necsszry
necz:ssa.ry tom.ab!
A vacancy
be filled
by appoin1ment
eﬁzcﬁve. A
vaanq in any office~
ﬁlled by
to make it effective.
by
the Board.
Board, The
officer appoinll!d
term of the officef'
shzﬂ serve
ofﬁw he
In sud,
sud: vacancy shall
save for the remainder of the rum
appointed to
the
Thu ofﬁmr

or

mans:

or

mncy

replaces.
replica.

-

mm

compensu'on
Seaion
receive such re.asol\2ble
reasonable compensation
employee shall receivesud'n
Sedan 5.4 CpmP'!QSltfqn. OffiCl!fS,
35518, and employees
Ofﬁcus, a.gent:5,
for their
rtieir services
ilS mzy
be audwdzed
authorized or ratified
Dlreaors. Appoin1ment
ag.erit
ofﬁcer, agent
ratiﬁed by the Board of Direcmrs.
Appoinunent of arry
servlw as
any officer,
may be
such an
an officer,
services performed by
or @mployee
~ a::intraaua.l
compensation for services
ofﬁw,
communal rights of
ofcompmsaﬁon
itself crux:
not of itseif
shall not
employee shall
by sud,
agent
Dlrea:cr of Gram-or
Gr.1ntor or any affiliate
may receive arry
aﬁllate of
Cantor may
a! Granter
any
agent or employee.
emplayeo or Dlmctur
ofﬁcer, employl!'9
employee. No officer,
compensation.

W

oﬁcers as
as the affairs
Directors may elect such other officers
Section
5.5. Soedal Agoqjn!mept. The Board of Direoors
Section 55.
sud-1 authority, and perform
ofﬁce For
the Assoc:l.lion
require. each
each alwhom
of whom sha.11
for such period, have
have such
shall hold offic:e
of the
Association mz./
may mmsire.
damning.
fmm time to time, determine.
such duties
die Bo.vd
of Di~rs
Direcxms ffl.3Y,
dudes as
as the
Board fJf
may, from

mm

sha“ be the d,ief
chief e:xeo.Jtive ofﬁcer
Section
Praldent shall
Pmidc:ot- The Pre51dent
officer of the Corporation.
Comoraﬁon. The
Section 5.6. Emjm
Carporau'on illld
Dirac-mu. The Praidant
and of the Board of Direaors.
President
a.II meetings
of the Corporation
President shall have
ave
praide at all
meeting oflhe
shall preside
Pmidenl shall
in'the-ofﬁcn-of-d-Ie-Presldmt-of-a-nonpmﬁt——“all-of— :hl
- - - -·.II-ofthe annual
general powers-and
are· usually vested
the-offlat·of-the-Preslde:nt·of-a-nonprofit- - pave-rand duties
duﬁu which are
mind in
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Iim'rted to the power,
Secn'on 4.16, In
corporation, induding
power, subject
rubjea to the provisions of Section
to appoint
including but not limited
and Owners
commi~
.among
the
Members
Owner.; from time to time as
as the President
may decide
Mamba:
commit-as from
th:
among
Praidenr alone
frurn
dqcide are
are
alone may
appropriate to assist
as:sist in the condua
cundua of the affairs of the Corporation. The President shall,
cuntml
appropriam
subject to me control
shall, rubjea
Cnrponm'on. The
ci the Boaro
Direaon, have
h.."'Ve general
diractlon and cnmml
control of the bush.
business oi
supevision, direction
pnenJ supervision,
Board of Directors,
of !he
me C.Orporation.
President .shall
ex officio
committee:5, and the Pruidem
~ident shall
powers
Praidenl
oﬁdo aa member of all standing mines,
other paws:
shaH have
shall be
be a:
sud! ocher
have such
and duties as
as may be prescribed
prucribed by
Byizws.
by the Board of Olreaon or these Bylaws.

the

W

Dim

Sealon
tlke the place of the President and perfonn
perform sud'a
ruc:h
5.7. Vice Pre,ideor. The Vice President shall take
Section SJ.
If neither the
d·
Jties whenever
whe.neve- the President
aa. lf
the P~ident
absent, disabled or unable to act.
Prsident sha.11
dudes
shall be absent.
Wee
Praident nor the Vice
President is
ihe Boa.rd
Directors shall appoint some other
L1 able to
Board of Dlreaors
emu member of :1:
Directors 10
of Oireaors
to do
Board oi
in aa.,
an, the Boasd
so on a.n
as shall from
ircm time to
Vice Pn!sident
President shall also perfonn
duds as
an interim basis. The Via!
In time be
pafurm such other duties
imposed by
Boan:i of Dim-sun
Dlrecmrs Of
these Bylaws.
or [hue
Byizws.
[he Boaxd
by the
ofallmeeu'ngs
Sea!on
Secrecuy shall re:ord the voll!:5 and keep the minutes of
all meetings of
:he
ofme
MSeuemyshaﬂrecordmevomandkeepMminuta
5,8. Sern:rarv. The
Sedan s.a.
Corponu'an
Board a!
of D
I ~ and the minutl!!
all meedngs
meetings of the Corporation at the principal offict'
zhe COl'l)Oration
minus of a.II
Board
ofﬁce of the
Dimcmrs
shall have
~~
boolcs and
Directors may order. The SecreQry
or such other plaai
as the
[ha Board of Oi~rs
oi such
Secretary smll
plan ~
such books
charge or
in ~en!.
pape.rl
as the Board
I~ m
y ~ and the Secreta,y
perlonn all the
the duties
Sea-nary shall, In
duties incident
Direcma
annual, perform
dim:
Board of D
papa! as
maya
naﬁm of meetings
to the offiai
Secretary shall give, clause
or cause a:
to be given, notices
m~tings of the CDI’pOI'dﬁOn
Corporation
Sea-m. The Seamry
ofﬂca of Seaetary.
and of the Boasd
Byl~ or
law to be
be given. The Secreruy
Of by
a! Dlrec:mn
Dinars required by these Bylaws
bylaw
Board of
Secretary shall maintain aa
is not an Owner, listing the names
possession of:
beak of record
rl!COrd Owners,
Owner.i, and any
peaon in posses3iiOn
of a Building Lot that Is
names
heck
any person
Lot that is
as furnished
a
d ~ of the
thl!I Ownen,
Buildlng lot
pawn in possession of aa Building
is not an
andn
and my
an Ownes',
Owners, and
Owner, as
addmsa
any peDOn
satisfaaory evidence
evidencz or aa d,ange
change in
be changed only
to the Corporation and such book shall be
cnfy at such time as sﬂsfacory
duﬁa il5
as may
ownenhip
ll presented
presentr:d to tha
the Seaecuy.
such othl!:I"
ether duties
Emmy. The Secretary shall perform such
ownership of aa Building Lot is
may
be prescribed by
the
Boasd
D
i
~
or
these
Byl.rws..
Bylaws.
Board
Directors
of
the
by

5mm.

12m.

have responsibility fat
security
shall hav1!!
Seaton 5.9. Irea1YT?f. The
The Trauma
Treasurer sh.II
fo r the Corporation funds and sec:urites
Section
accurate aa:ounts
awned :>y
and shall be ramible
n5p0Nible for Running,
keeping. or causing
musing ID
m be kept,
accounts cf
of the Property owned
3y
hem. full and acaJrah!
Corporaﬁon induding mum:
tht!
bU!iness tnnsactions
ao:ounts of all asses,
assets,
marinas of the Corporation
the Corporation, tax records and business
be
Carpomdnn. The Treasurer shall =ie
liabilities, reaipt:S
disbments, all in boob belonging to the Corporation.
receipts and disbursements,
in the rwne
me
re::iponsibl
monies and other valuable effect:
effects In
the aedit
credit of t"le
name and 10
to the
muonsiblna for the deposit of all mania:
Treasurer
time to
dais-rand by the Boa,d
Corporation in such
ro time be
be de:slgna~
or Direaors..
Board of
Direcmrs. The Tre.isU1'1!1'
as may
deposilnries as
may from tlme
sud: depasitori~
shJll
the funcb
the Carpor.tion
oroered by the
bu ordered
m: Board of Oirecir,rs
accurdanc: with the
Direcmrs in aCCDrdance
Cnrporaﬁon a.:s
as may be
funcb of the
shall dlsbune
dsursa ch:
01:daratlon,
render to the President
Dlrectorl upon request.
transad:ions as
as Treasurer
Praident and Direcrnts
Dndanﬂon, shall rander
request. an account of all madam
and of the
Anand.al amdition
Corporation, and shall ~
such other powers
perform such
such other duties
pcwus and pufnnn
condition of the Curponﬂon.
have such
die ﬁnancial
as
be prescribed
Board a!
of Dlreaon
Direcmts or these Bylaws.
as l'T14'f
praaibed by the
{he Board
may be

ARTIC.J:Vl
ARTIQE VI
OBLIGATIONS OF OWNBIS
OWNERS

mm

6.1l A•s"1SIDeoa.
Section 6.

All Owners
mi obligzn-d
oblig:tl!!d to pay,
pay, in accordance
provisions of the Declaration,
acmrdance with the provisions
Owns: 2m
which m:iy
;all
e f ' \ t s imposed
by the
all expenses
may
ma Ccfporation
imposed by
all ~
Camden to meet a.II
amuse of the Corporation, whid,
Assasmwu
prunium and an
include,
insurancn premium for
Emma: policy premium
an insurance
limitation, a;a liability insurance
indude, without limit:al:lon,
in case
13
hazud, ;as
a
to
~ repair .uid
cf fire,
~qualce ar
or other hazard,
as: of
ﬁre, earthquake
work ·n
and ~structlon
rccunmxﬂon wane
a policy to
aver
other-win provided in the
more fully provided
these Bylaws. Exa;pt
43 of these
Exam as
as otherwise
pmvided in Section 4.3
Mambers of the
Declaration, the
Lot for all
3H Members
made equally
Assetsmenu shall be m.i.de
:qually per Building Ln!
the Auesme.nts
Dedmnon,
sud-A Assessme.nL
l! the assessment is
mamas-1L If
Corpor.itlon
is not paid within ten (10) dao,'5
days
obligaxzd to pay
Corporation obl!g;ued
pay such
me of
imam-.11 from the date of delinquency at the rare
afteithe due d;e,
the assessment shall bur
but intercSt
after the
dam. the
ten pernnt
(107-) per annum.
patent (lO~l

(a)
(a)

t

Want

mannzr
coliected or foreclosed in the manner
!bl
Assessments shall be enfon:ed,
enfnrted. collected
All delinquent Asmara:
(b)
provided
the.Declaration.
_ _ _ _ _ ______
pmvided In
in meDeclmn'on.
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Section 6.2
Sectlon

Maintenance and Reoajr
Maimnmmﬂmaiz

Owner‘s sole cost and ~
Every Owner must perform prompdy,
(al
Every
promptly, at the Owner's
. all
(a)
a"
meme,
maintmancn
maintenanca and
repair work on such Owners
required 1.mdesthe provisions
Owns; Building Lot as
as required
and repairmrk
uncle the
provisions
of the Oec:lar.ttion.
Declaration. /1$
As further provided in the Declaration, all plans for alterations and rep.air
repair
prion-Minn
of improvements
011 the
the Property
written C'Dnsent
Ardliteaun.l
tha prior
impruvemems on
retain the
Propety must receive
consent of the Arduibecnnl
Con-uniﬁes. The Atdiib!auraJ Carmine
reasonable
Committee.
Committee shall abruh
estabflSh ~
l e procedma
procedures for the
the grutting
pinning
Dedmn'an.
and denia.l
such appn:,vaJ
with the
the Oedaration.
denial of
ofsuch
mtdance wﬁh
appmval in ao:crdance

Met

mmmm

As fumher
ptovided in the Oedaratlon,
(b)
further provided
Owner shall mimbutse
reimburse the Corporation
Dedaradcm, each Ownershall
for arry
lncum:d In repairing or rep!.cing
Propeny owned
owned or
replacing my
mandamus hum-red
the Pmpmy
any portion of the
any expenditures
whidl are
annulled
an: ~
controlled by
the Corporation
the Owner,
and each
each
fault of the
Cupomion whid,
damaged through the f.i.ulr
Owner. and
by the
casts of ~ring,
reimburse the Corpocaﬂon
Owner shall promprly
Corporation for thc
the costs
~lacing and/or
prunpdy ~imburse
repairing, replacing
Corporan‘on has
maintaining
m.alntafnlng that
lhe Pmpeny
Property which the Corporaion
. replaced
that portion of the
has ~
replied or
o:
repaired,
Sud-I expenditw-es
maintained punuam
Dedamion. Such
punuant to the Ol!!CWation.
apenditura shall lndude
indude aJI
all court cost!
mm and
and
enfum'ng arry
reason.able iltOme.,.s' fee and
and casts
c:osa ina.uTed
the
incurred in enforcing
reasonable
that: Bylaws
any provision of lhese
Bylaws or the
Cadmium
Oedantlon.

.
...
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ARTICLE
AKTIClEVll
VII
AMENDMENTS TO BYLAWS

WW5

..,

These
m.y be amended by the Cmporatlon alum-ma!
~ .n annual meerlng
or at a duly c:onstitJJced meeting
Th5: Byiaw,
meeﬁngornadutycurm‘umd
ByiawsmaybemmddbymeCmporadon
of :he
aha Corporation
pwpose as
Anides m'
oi lncnrpomn’on.
lncotperation. No amendment to
these Bylaws
as provided In the Amide:
Corporaﬁon for such putposa
in than
Byiaws
shall aka
take~
Member, or suc:h
ether percuntage
perantige as
aa'nbas
such other
unlas appnM:d
a: least
least ;a
a Majority of
eﬁla unless
as herein otherwise
apptuved by
by at
pruYided.
provided.

'.'=“F'"t'7"‘:'m

‘

r.

AmUE Vlll
AKTICIE
VIII
MEANING OFTERMS
OF TERMS

ﬁvmmvtm‘

herein Initially opltallzed
as otherwise defined
Excrpt
terns hen!ln
the same
meanings
capitalized shall have
deﬁned herein,
herein. all rams
Extent as
same meanings
have the
as an
'Anicla', ·Assessments·,
'Assesynenrs',
applied to such tenns
ilJ
mt ipplled
In the Dedamion
Decfa.ration lndudln&
wirhaut llmitu:lon,
limitation, •A11fdes•,
lnduding, without
terms In
'Granmr', ·0ass
'Msodaﬁon', ·auildlng
'02:: AMernber-, -class
'8uilding Lnl‘,
“Cam-non 1iru•,
Aru', ·Grantir',
‘03:: B
lot", "Common
•Asl0Cfation-,
'Owners.'
Mamba", and
B Member9,
and ·o..mers.·

AW,

ARTia.E
ARTICLE IX
CONRJCTlNG
PROVlSJONS
CONFUCHNG PROVISIONS
nnwwurw"

In case any of these Byl.ws cmfllawith any provi:s.ions al the law, of the Stab! of Idaho, such a:mffiaing
Inuseanyulduescﬁylmwﬂhwimmyprwisimduhmofd-nesumafldaho,m:hmnﬁicﬁng
determination to
Bylaws sh.JI
wld upon
final mun
CDUrt detennin..tion
shall be null and
:ndvuid
all other Bylaws
upm ﬁnal
In such effect,.
aha, but aJI
Bylaws shall remain in
lncnrpomn'on and
effea. In
any confl[d
the Artldes
Byfaws the Artides
In case
conﬂict between due
full force
fat: and Jed.
use of
Amide: of
o! Incorporation
Artida
and these
than Byiaws
ofany

conﬁia between
case of i1'IY
~ the Dedandon
Decbrarlon and these
Dedar.11:lon shall
shall control; and In the as:
[hue Bylaw,,
Bylaws, the Dedmdon
any ccnflia
con-ml.
corr.rel.
AJtTIQ.EX
ARTICLE
X

~,-.

1NOEMNIF1CATION
INSURANCE
INDEMNIFICAUON AND INSURANCE

lnﬂgﬁniﬂm
dim,

_-.

Ad.

'agent‘ means any
Section 10.1
purposes of
this Artlde, ·ag!!n~
any penon
person who Is
Is or
ofthis
10-1 Certain Pefinjtjoo,. For the purpose
is or was serving at
at the
the request of the
was aa Olreaor,
Corporation, or Is
agent of the Corpor.ulon,
Director, offic::ef",
ofﬁer, employee
employee or other .tgeflt
of ~other
another corporation,
Corporation~
employee 01
or agent
agént or
was aa dlreaor,
Emporium, or wa5
Corpomion as aa di~, offiar,
oﬂicnr, emplayee
ofﬁcer, employee
director, officet",
'promedlng' meilll.ll
ﬁn Corpondon;
or aie.nt
corporation which WI:
wa.s a3 predecasor
predeassor corporation of the
Corpora.don; •pmceecllng"
any
means any
agent of aa corporadm
t
h ~ . pending
pendlng or c:mplmd
or proceeding.
civil, criminal, admlniS1J'ative
pmcezdlng. whether dvil,
camplmd action er
administrative or Investigative;
dammed,
Invadgaﬁve;
"apaua' includes,
and ·expense,•
llmitllion, mmm'
attorneys' fees
costs and any
arry expenses
establishing aa right to
fats and can:
lnduds. without limitation,
expensa of stablishing
to
indemnificat:lon
Sealon 10.4.
indemniﬁadon under Seaion
pangnph (c)
Section 10.J
10.3 or p.;ragr:1ph
(C) of Sedan

- - - - - - ------· --

wwwa
WW5 - 9
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Seafon
jndemnifigrign. This Corporation shall indemnify any
person who was or is
or
is a
a party
Section 10.2 mdgmnijiﬁﬁgn.
panyor
any person
is thre.::tened
In any
action by
amps-needing
is
proceeding (other man
than an aaion
right of this
this Corporation to
manned lo
m be made aa party ID
In
by or in the ﬁght
fact that sud,
is or
procure aa judgment in its favor)
l"l!:3SOl"IS of me
the t'act
persons is
was an
such persons
of this Corporation,
Favor) try
agent oi
orwas
an agen
by rations
ag.iirut
expenses, Judgments,
a:in eaion
against ape-Isa,
judgments, fines,
and reasonably
ﬁns, seaiements
acuaﬂy and
521118n and other amounts aaually
incurred in cnnnectian
reasonabty incumd
with such proceeding
him and in aa manner such person
wril
acted in good
sud1 penon
pmaeding if such
person acted
good faith
tn be
be
reasonabty believed to
person reasonably
in the case
in or not opposed In
tD the best i n ~ of the Corporation and, In
p~in& had
had no
case of a
criminal pmcesding,
a aiminaJ
believe the conduct
re.J.50nable
of such
ruch persons
lawful. The termination
any preceding
p~i.ng by
uniawful.
assemble cause
to belleve
conducxaf
ausa tc
person: was un
minaﬂon of
ofany
by
amen-Idem or it,
c:cnvidfan or
pie.a of
nolo c:on~dere
0: upon aa plea
a! nala
itself,
judgment, order, settlement,
sedans“, canvidon
not, of itself,
its equivalent shall not.
a~ate
person did not act
In good fa.ith
persons reasonably
reasonably
acrin
cream aa pre,umptlon
prawnpdon that the person
faith and in aa manner which the persons
{he Corporation or with respect
to be in or not opposed to the
the best
~ of !he
to any
be! In
believed tn
interns
rupee: In
any criminal
p~lng that the person had reasonable
~.
procedlng
masonable cause
ans: to belleve
believe th.at
that the person's condua
conduct was unlawful. H
However,
Murmurs-as
n-~
made in respea
of any daim, issue
or maaer as to
which ruch
shall have
been
shalt be
hmbecn
bemadn
0: Indemnification
indemniﬁcation shall
respectofanydaim,
mwhida
pawn shall
such penon
ofsuch
unlas and
adjudged
such persons' duty to the
Iha Corporation, unless
in Iha
the performance
minutiae: of
Corpcmion In
adfudged to be
be liable to the Cotpotadon
dam-nine upon applicatlon
cnly lo
l!Xb!tlt that the
orWi5 pending s:hall
application
pretending is arms
to tha
tho can!
Iha o::Jurt
mun In which such
sud: proc:edlng
skull determine
sud-n person
for
to indemnity ior
view of all the
fairfy and reasonably
use, ruch
pason is fairly
aha circumstance
dmunsnnm of the case,
that, in View
reasonably entitled 10
the expenses which .such
deem pmper.
proper.
such court
mutt shall dean

mm

W

m

WW m

Carponu'on has
has been
die extent
sun! that an agent
Section 10..3
10—3 Emcmes in SIJC'CJ'fflUI p .. fPnse. To the
agent of the Corporadon
Section
in Section 10.2.arin
but:
S\Jo:es:sful
on the merits in defense
of 'alTY proaedlng rekrred to In
0.2. or in c:lemtse
of any claim, issue
defamafanydaim,
defunaolanyproceeiingrefmedm
successfulonmmaﬂ:
Ends-uniﬁed against expenses iOUally
agent
incumd by
equally and rusonably
mam therein, the agent shall be indemnified
or maJJef'
reasonably incurred
by the agent
In
connection therewith.
in conneaion
Section 10.3,
as provided in Seaion
103, any
Section 10.4 OJ>!ecmloatfoo of StJodard pf Conduct, Except as
Am‘de sh.ill
speciﬁc ose,
lndemnlnc::adon
by the Ccrporation
In the specific
Corporation only if authorized
case, upon
shall be made by
amhorized In
this Artide
indernnlﬂadun under this
has met the
a
lndemnifiation of !he
drounstill'lc:es because
is proper in the
me drcumsunca
a determination that indu‘nniﬁcm'on
beause the agent has
the agent is
decennined by;
applicable
Section 10.2, as
in Seaion
forth In
as determined
conduct set forth
appliablc standard of candua
by:

voll! of aa quorum consisting of Directors who ara
pania to
In such
are not parties
A majority vat:
preceding
pr0C2edln~

(al
(all

tavern
alMa'nbers
(b)
Approval
at ratification by
the affinnadv9
vote of a Majority of
Memhm" entitled to
vol!!
aﬁrrnadvemofaMaiodw
Approvalornuiﬂaﬂon
byrho
0:)
Corpoan‘on at
prnsent or by
represented at
meedng of the Corporation
by the
a: which a
held meeting
a quorum is present
a: aa duly
represented
duly hetd
dammining he
written consent of aa Majority of Members
the
to vo!2..
volt. For purposes
Mamba: entitled lo
purpose of detennlning
inda-nniﬁaﬁon
required quorum
lhe ~
o n called
caJled to approve
ratify lndemnific.ition
cl the
Corpoaﬁon
meeting of
approve or nn'fy
quormn of airy
any meeting
is a
a Member to be
required therefur,
of an agent
vote orwrinzn
Of' written con.sent
agent who is
consult requl~
them
themfur, an
an am!
agent and the
to vote
Indemnified
be endded ID
th~n;
vet: thereon;
indemniﬁed shall not be
(cl
The
was pending.
upon application
applica ·on made by
orwas
in which such
such prnc:e!ding
is or
pending, upon
The court in
proceding is
by the
(CJ
comedian with
the agent or
the attorney or other persons
In connection
pawns rendering services
servim in
0! the
Corporation or
onhe
I: opposed
person Is
the agent,
~ whether or
not such appllcatlon
ttcmey or other per3on
applladon by !he
ornotsudl
attorney
the d
merit, a.
defense,
by the
{he Corporation;
Corpomian; or

m

may

Independent legal
legal c:oonsel
in written opinion,
a quorum of
counsel In
engaged :it
ouinion, enS4ged
at the
the direction of a
Independent
disinterested
dimmrs.
.
disintersmd dlreaor,.

(d)
(d)

W.

mm.

advanced
defznding any
Section
ilnV proczeding
proceeding may
ay be advanc:Ed
incurred in def-ending
Expenses Incurred
Section 10.5 Advancing ExPtn3,. Expe.rue:s
or on
on
upon
of
preceding
by
\ha
Corporation
prior
to
the
final
disposition
s:uch
proaedlng
receipt
of
an
undertaking
such
ﬁnal
by or
by 111: Corponﬁon
to
be
ulﬁma‘ely
delermined
that
behalf of the
to
such
.unou
r,
If
It
shall
be
determined
ltlmately
agent
is
not
entitled
o
be
if
I:
the
amount,
behalf
repay
the agent
33m:
mu Anlde.
Arﬁda.
indemnified as
indemniﬁed
as authorized in thl.5
made
shall be
indemnlﬂadon or advance shall
Section
0.6 E:mot and Umjtarions of lndemnific:atlons. No indemnlflc:atlon
be made
Section ,10.6
drumsunce where
Sedan 10.4, In
in any circumstance
10.1 or par.graph
under this
Ntide, except
excep as
pmvided in Section
paragraph (d
(d of Secrlon
Section 10.3
as provided
this Amide,
it appe~;
__ _ _
._Jﬁpmv¥_#____‘.
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a! me
Thal
provision of
the Am'ds
Articles of
or lnccrporaoon,
Inccrporan‘un, these
Thar. it would be inconsistent with a
a pmvision
x1152
Byl.rws,
ofrhe
the Board of Directors or Members or an agreement in effect a:
at me
the time
mailman of
Bylaws, aa resolution
oi
the acuual
aa:rua.l of H1:
the alleged cause
assened in the pl'OCEeding
anion asserted
which the expenses
ause of aaion
proceeding in whid,
ofrhe
menses
amounts were paid, which pmhibit:
prohibits or
Ot' otherwise limits indemnification;
incurred 0t
were incumd
indemniﬁcation;
or other moms
or
(a)
(3)

~-'

That it
would be inconsistent with arry
expressty ·mposed
by aa court in
It wcuid
imposed by
any condition exprBSPy
approving aa seafemenr.
swim-lent.

(b)
(b)

_

tn‘in
Am'de. whether or
Indemniﬁaﬁon for ach
This
e.ad, agent referred tc
111i: Article sh.a.JI
m this An:ide.
shall ~
cream a right of lndemnifiorlon
whid'I
not the pnxzedlng
tc
which
the
Indemnification
rela.tes
arose
In
whole
or
in
part
prior
to adoption of this Nude;
Artide;
relates
in
par! pnorm
pmcnedlng no
[ha lntb'nniﬁadon
and'in
iniu‘adon ol
In the EM!nf
whemerbdora
of the dealh
such .pnr.
beforn or afu!r
such proceeding,
and
my initiation
ofsuch
cinch
mantle
death of
sud: right shall
shall
procaeding, such
3333!. whether
e.":tend
legal rum-asylum.
representat:iW:!. In addition, to the maximum extent pen-hind
peffflitted by
law,
exam: to such
agent‘s legal
sud: agent's
appliable law,
by applicable
the right of Indemnification
henby givm
given shall not be exdUS'r.,e oi
any other righls
rights such agent
of or otherwise aifea
affect any
indunniﬁadon haeby
amt
«Janna, insurance policy or otherwise.
ochemise.
wheels by
indunniﬁcmion, whed\er
may have to indemnificadon,
by law or under any contra.a,

:19d

9cs

LEW

maintain insuranai
Seaton
C.Orpor.itlon m.y
purdwe and malntain
of
insurancn on behalf
behalfof
Section 10.7 Ll;abjHty lcm,n:anc;e. The Corporation
may purthase
incurred by the agent in such capacity
any agent of the Corporation aga.iRSt
muted against or lncu~
against any
apadty or
any liability ~
arising out of
the agent's
~ such,
to indemnify lhe
Corpondon would have the power In
whemer or not the
(he CorporatJon
agent‘s starus
sud-I, whether
the
afthe
status as
Amide.
agent against such
ability unde!r
provisi ans of this
thls Artlde.
under the pmvisions
Sud: IIIlability

W
W.

X]
ARTICllXl
ARTICLE
M
ISCEl.lANEOUS
M!SCELLANEOUS

duh: or other orders for paymetit
Section
.1 Check,. Prata and Document:s. All
AJI chedcs,
chedu, drafts
Section 11
payment of money,
11.1
money,
nctes
evfdeno=:s al
of indebtedness
Issued in the name of or payable to the Corporation shall be signed or
mm or other evidence:
indebtzdnm lmled
shall be
endorsed
persons, and
a.s, from
to time,
such manner as,
frun time :1:
be delJ!rmined
lime, .shall
dctzrrnined by
@50a
and in .such
endorsad by
such pelOO
pawn or persons,
by resolution
by such
of the Board of
0! Directors.

::

,

7'

. ...
.
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.
f

W

accept as
as in these
Section 11.2 E;m:utjgn of Qocuments. The Board of Direcms,
Dlreaors, l!XX2pt
othetwise
Ibse Bylaws otherwise
ut‘ﬁmr or
pruvlded, may
cw offlcen,
agent or agents, to enter into any contract
ofﬁcers. agent
manna: or execute any
provided,
:udmriza any
may authorln
any offic:et'
instrument In
a..nd such authority may be general or ccnfined
conﬁned to
in the name and
and on behalf of the Corporation, and
sp!dflc
sha.11 have
chain”, no officer,
ofﬁcer, agent or employee shall
have
authorized by the Board of Director,,
speciﬁc Instances;
and unless .so
so authorize::t
Inmate; and
can-rm or e.ng:ageml!!lt
Corpontion‘s
the pow1!1
tc bind the Corporation
Corpora:ion by
any contna
pawn: or authority
anyway: or to pledge the Corpor.ation's
authority tn
by any
amount;
Ilable for arry
o-cdlt
purpos,e or in any amount.·
credit or to render the
Corporation liable
the Corpor.ilion
any purpose

•

Corporation's
Section 11.J
Seaton
keep in the Corporation's:
113 lnm:afpn of Byfaw:,, Boglo aod Rcma:h The Corporation shall b!,ep
office for the transaction of business the original or a copy of these
Bylaw, as
as amended or otherwise
otherwise altered
thus Syiaws
aimed to
ofﬁce
Member: at
date,
whicn shall be open
~ all
a.II reasonable times during
impaction by the Memben
ca'ﬂﬁed by
0pm to inspection
date, C!!ftifled
the Secretaty,
Secewy, which
by the
dun'ng re.as.enable
reasonable business
businoffice
of the Asodzdon
Assoda.tfon shall a:
at all times,
drna, during
papa: ol
ofﬁce hours. The
record: and paper3
The books,
boob, reconis
Amide of Incorporation, .nd
and tha
hours, be
by my
.ny Member. The Oedant!on,
the Bylaw,
Dedinﬂon, the Attide:s
Bylaws
bu ,ubjea
inspection by
to inspealon
sublet: 10
3! the principal office
afﬁne of tha
of the As.sodatlon
the Assodarion,
As:sodatlon,
inspection by any Member at
be available for lnspealon
Association 5hall
shall be
reasonable ccst.
cast.
where copies
be purchased at
when
caplet may
a: re.son.able
may be

Warn

we!

W

oflanuary
Section 11.4
t 1.4 fix::al Year. The fl.sol
January and
ﬁsal year
15: d;ry
dry of
year of the Corporation shall begin on the 1st
ﬂsal' ~ar
an the date of
that the ﬁrst
end on the Jlrt
r:rvery year
year except !hat
nrst 11.sc:al
o! eve-y
year shall begin on
31st day
Decunber of
day of December
·
incorporation.

mm

mainujn in the
Corporation‘s office
Corporation sh.ill
ofﬁce
shzll keep and maintain
Sealon
t.5 Membcahig Book. The C.Orporalion
{he Corporation's
Sedan 111.5
Tenninan‘on or transfer
each Member. Termination
addrus of ea.ch
the transaction of
business aa boolc.
containlng the name and address
for the
at business
book c:ontillnlng
mmrded in the boob together with the date on which
of ownership at
of any
Building lat
by an
an Owner shall be m::crded
Lat by
any Buildlng
shall be
be incorpcmtd
inn) the book In
such ownership
and the new Owner shaJI
incorporated irttt1
in accordance with the
the
awnefshlp w.?S tr.ln.sferred,
Innsfund, 1nd
——————-- - -provisloru
the Oed.rat!on
the Artldes
Incorporation.- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - --—
Articles of lncorpor.tlon.
provisions of the
Dedandun and
and the

w:
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CONSENT Of DIRECTORS OF
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEO'M:lEBS: ASSOCIATION JNC,
IN uev OF MEETil!tt3

W.
Immmmmamhmmmamovmmmmmm
cerium

ol EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS‘ ASSOCIATION
The undersigned, c:onstftutlng all
ASSOClATlON.
an of
at the OlredDn
Dlmdnn of
c.. an
Idaho nonprofit corpocation (the "Corporatlonj, do hereby cxment 10 adopt and approve In writing lhe
IINC"
mldahononpmﬁtmpcraﬂmahe'Cotpazﬁon').doherebymnsmmadoptandappmvuu1wmingme
lollowing corporate adion without a meeting In accordaoc:e wrth lhe provis,ons of the general nonpl'0fit corporation
laws of !he State of Idaho:

mammodlm

RESOLVED,
That the abOve a:nd foregoing 8yiaws an, hen,.by du1y adopted a:s lhe Bylaws of lhe
RESOLVEDJrMmoabovomdbmgohgBylammhunhymwadomedammolm
‘
• Coqx.i a:tion and that the ume do ncM c:onatitute lhe Bylaws of the COll)Ol'iltkn

Capo-ubnmdMMmdommmoBylmdmCormm

—

ma Contact a! Blinder- u EAGLE

man be

mm m.

:"j;

day at

SPRINGS

Homeownsns- Assocumon me.

In

um 0!

Meeting

.1
I

CERTIACATE OF SECRETARY
,.Litmundorslgnoddohenbycuﬁﬂm
the underalgned. do hereby certify that
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION.
1.
Ium
am !he
dut/ eleded
ASSOCIATION,
the day
ahead and 9C11ng
acting Secnl'laly
Seam of EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEQV.INERS
INC
.. an
nonpn)fit corpcnlk,u;
INC..
v: ldahO
Mano nmpmm
corporlﬁom and

mmmamwm12m.mmw.mmwawmolswh
smm‘mmrdmmmbymmummmmmrmm
olWSWWWMhWMmM-«bg‘dmwamh

2...
The foregoing Bylaws comprislng 12 ~ . inc:lucfng lhb paoe, ccnstitute !he Bylaws of E99le
2..
Sp,1n;a Homeownen' Auoc:iaUon. Inc. and went duty ~ by the Boetd of OlrectDn pun.uant to that "CoN.ent
hi. day
:15o
at f ~ cf Ee;le Springe Homeownen' Auoddon. Inc. In Lieu o f ~ Meeting" datBd el'fedNe the .....M._
o
or
,199a
~
'1996.

EE

and attast
emuthe .Th_ESSVW'IEREOFJmmmmmwlﬂlﬂhﬂdmcoRmRAﬂCN
duct 32:“

effedt.le

IN 'MTNESS WHEREOF, I haVII henlun:ta subscribed my hand
1) day of
~ · ·, \
•.1998.
1998.

the ad of the CORPORATION

-W P/MW
u

~

1 -6~ ~

TomFI-azler Sou-my
TomFnwer,Secreta,y

-----. -------------- - - BYLAWS-12
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2008001Z9S
2005001235
STATE OF IDAHO

)

5:.

)) S.S.

COUNTY
COUNTY OF
OF ADA

)

0mm
Drun\
dayaf
On
lhla
'ﬁ’ah
1't> I;-:- day
of ~
· ;\
, 1996.
before me a Notary Public in and fur the
1996.befomma~nlary?ubﬁchandfurme
State
of Idaho, peBOOally a p ~
Hanis, J ~ P. Br&Man and Tom Frazier. personally tna,m to me (or
salamldam.puw1anyaooea:edPQHI-lama.JamP.ananandTmnaer.personanyh1m1omemr
proved
to me on the ba.sb or satisfac:to,y evidence) to be the perwns who executed lhls instrumenL on oath stated
pmvedtummunbasisuluﬁsfadorywidmnubelhapananawmmnedlhisinsmmenLonuamsrazed
thal they were authoriz.ed to execute the Instrument. and ac:xnowledged It as the DlnK:tors of EAGLE SPRINGS
HOMEOWNERS'
ASSOCIATION, INC. to
be the l'ree and voluntary ad and deed of
said corporation
fa the uses
HOMEOMERS‘ESOCIATIDNJHC.
mbammandvdunmryauanddeed
nfsaid
carporaﬁnnfnrmeuse:
and purposes mentioned in the Instrument

Per

MMMWMWaMWLmaWRaMDMmofEAGLESPRINGS
andpurpommnﬂaadhﬂumm

INWF‘I'NESS
IN
'MTNESS ~EREOF,
I have hereunto se1 ITT'/ hand and official seal !ho day and year first above
[WHEREOFJhavehemunmmmyhandandnfﬁdalsealmdayandyeatﬁrﬂabma
V

written.
.

_

m

‘

ﬂ’tgaaé: 171W
:c::-.:""NO:r

‘NOTARY
ARY PUBLIC in end
Sim: of
the State
and for the
"Em ~
:4.
Idaho.
a: 1::>o,
Idahc, residing
raiding at
My
lG-~-'6,-commision cx:p-i.rcs-=------~-#.,..._~_/,....
My commission
,

f.

OYlANS-1 3

--·------~~

~-------- -------------------------
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Eagle Springs HOA Architectural Review and Approval Form
.1...

Requested b1
Address: 9825

Signature/m

|an Rodina

W Big Spring Blvd

Phone# 8583379554

Lot:

Block:

Phase:

RM

Anticipated Start Date: 05/28/2016

Request Date: 05109/2016
[I

ABELLCANT:

Actual Date Request was received by the HOA:

/

/

seawater Provide a detailed description of the changes for which you seek Architectural

Review
Attach additional pages if needed. Project must be complete within 9
on
Project completitan.1)ESHOA Project Rules exist in Covenants, particularly Articles IV and IX; with fL
elaboration in both the Homeowner's Handbook. and in the Architectural Guidelines.

mmmmm

Fence Repair: Fence will be repaired and extended on the east side facing
to cover the full length of the house.

N

Cayuse Way

Landscaping: In order to repair the fence and to level the fence with the house,
some landscaping will be needed at the backyard and the east side of the house.
1|?“

Fm

To 23: 574mm

001%:t 4gp 44/4;

El

#14»c
[:wéé

Date:

I 2 I {Q

Inspection done by:

ACTION RECOMMENDED: To Approve

Date Review was referred to the
[I ACC Member

E

Slite Plans

Wiect

2.
Site inspection

acacia—m

(spMEr

Drawings:

Samples

._

lo
.g arms— (605
4.9%
WM,

70

Identify all Documents tha are attached to this request:

Speciﬁcations

but;

- 4.!{Ke7au-‘es

To

Aﬁbé

éﬁe‘é

Disapprove_ To Delay_

d of Directors

0A

#

I

WISION:

Signatures:

gé

7

g

E

/

g

S

L

3.

Action Date:

I

I

Approved:

Disapproved:

WJECT

Board Signatures:

A.

Review

Date_/_/_

Reviewer:

Accepted

Not Accepted

Comments:
Updated 7132011
000113
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M

Eagle Springs HOA Architectural Review and Approval Form
.L ABELLCANT:
Requested by
Address: 9825

an

dina

2;

Signature:
Block:

W Big Springs Blvd Phase:

_

an

Lot:

Phone#

Request Date: 09/06/2016 Anticipated Start Date: 09l06l2016
D

Actual Date Request was received by the HOA:

/

Beamid’rovide a

/

detailed description of the changes for which you seek Architecture} Review and:
Attach additional pages if needed. Project must be complete within 9
on
Project completisen.1)ESHOA Project Rules exist in Covenants. particularly Articles IV and IX; withlfurtr
elaboration in both the Homeowner’s Handbook, and in the Architectural Guidelines.

mmmmm

As per our previousiy approved request by the HOA. we are planning to level the
property by using retaining wall biocks. In addition, to avoid the continued trespassing.
and to provide better privady andsecurity for our famiiy. we are moving the fence on the
east side slightly forward, cﬁoser to the N Cayuse Way.
Ail work will be done based Ion ADA county building codes. In addition, the construction
Slte has been atready VISItegi and the plans were approved by the Sheriff that stopped by today.
D

WWiect

Identify all Documentls that are attached to this request:

Speciﬁcations__ Sampies;w____ Drawings:

2.

Date_/___I_

Site inspection

ACTION RECOMMENDEP:

To,

Site Pians

(spanner

Inspection done by:

Approve

To

Disapprove

Date Review was referred to the ESHOA Board of Directors
I]

ACC

#

_f

To

WISION:

Delay_

/_

Member Signatures:
3...

Action Date:

I

I

Approved:

Disapproved:

WECT

Board Signatures:

.4.

Review Date

I

l__ Reviewer:

Accepted

Not Accepted

Comments:
Updated 7/3/2011
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[maiItoz'ancouver@gmail.com]
From: Jancouver
Jancouver . [mailto:jancouver@gmail.com]
Sent:
PM
2016 3:19
3:19 PM
Sent: Friday,
September 09,
Friday, September
09, 2016
To: Leann
<eaglespringshoa@msn.com>
To:
Leann Hingsberger
Hingsberger<eaglesgringshoa@msn.com>
Subject:
Re: ACC
Fence
ACC Fence
Subject: Re:
.

Lean,
Lean,
in
while I don't have
have a
fence should
and fence
should look somewhat similar to the picture in
a drawing,
drawing, our retaining wall and
the attachment.
I

<‘ancouver@gmail.com> wrote:
On
2:16 PM,
On Fri,
2016 at
Jancouver . <jancouver@gmail.com>
Sep 9,
at 2:16
Fri, Sep
PM, Jancouver
9, 2016
.

Dear
Dear Lean,
Lean,
we
regarding our
we do
landscaping project.
concerns regarding
our landscaping
project.
appreciate your
do appreciate
your concerns
To answer
To
answer your
questions.
your questions.
The fence
The
height.
height will be
legal 6
fence height
feet height.
be at
at the legal
6 feet
in our
The
The fence will be
several feet behind the retaining wall. Same
homes in
Same as
placed several
be placed
as many
many other homes

subdivision
sloping grounds
on a
using retaining wall blocks.
subdivision on
blocks.
leveled by
grounds that are
are usually
and leveled
elevated and
a sloping
usually elevated
by using
The height of
the retaining wall will vary
The
on the slope
ofthe
and location and
and should
should not exceed
slope and
exceed 3
based on
3 feet.
vary based
BTW
BTW our
BIG SPRINGS
SPRINGS also
using a
leveled by
our neighbor across
has the front yard
9801 W BIG
also has
across the street at
at 9801
a
yard leveled
by using
4 feet tall.
retaining wall and
and almost 4

000117

his backyard
level our fence up
As
That being
being
As per
per our south
are only
gate. That
south neighbor,
neighbor, we are
up to his
backyard gate.
only planning to level
said,
new
we would be
share the cost
our neighbor would prefer aa fully
elevated fence,
be happy
cost of aa new
fence, we
said, if our
fully elevated
happy to share
taller fence
on the entire length separating
fence on
separating our properties.

While most
in our
using retaining walls,
subdivision are
leveled by
homes in
our subdivision
are elevated
and leveled
most elevated
elevated homes
elevated and
walls, for the
by using
south
or wood if that is
is a
side facing our south
south side
south neighbor,
a preferred
neighbor, we would be
be happy
use concrete or
happy to use
HOA.
option for our neighbor and
and the HOA.
"concerned" neighbors
As
neighbors to check
on our
he was
As per
per the
check on
perhaps I
since he
our project,
was called
called by
our "concerned"
the Sheriff,
Sheriff, since
project, perhaps
by our
should
the
word
"approved",
by
rather
"validated"
the
legality
of
our
project.
Since
one
have used
Since
should not have
one of
used
legality
by
the HOA
HOA board
he can
answer
members was
several additional questions,
was present
present and
and asked
can answer
board members
asked the sheriff several
questions, he
some
questions.
some of your
your questions.
I

Additionally,
HOA board,
all the
we would be
move our
fence all
our fence
the way
be happy
Additionally, if preferred by
board, we
happy to move
way to the
by the HOA
sidewalk,
and
build
the
same
fence
as
did
our
neighbor
at
10698
N
Sage
Hollow
Way.
N
Hollow
fence
build
the same
at 10698 Sage
as did our
sidewalk, and
Way.
Please
know if you
me know
have any
questions.
Please let
let me
any additional questions.
you have
Thank
Thank you
you
Jan
Rodina
Jan Rodina

<eaglesgringshoa@msn.com> wrote:
On
Leann Hingsberger
Hingsberger <eaglespringshoa@msn.com>
On Fri,
2016 at
10:39 AM,
Sep 9,
at 10:39
Fri, Sep
AM, Leann
9, 2016

Jan –—
Jan
The Board
Thank you
Board of the
your application for architectural review of your
your current fence project. The
you for your
Eagle
Springs HOA,
Eagle Springs
Architectural Committee,
acting as
consider the requirements of §4.2.4
§4.2.4 of the
must consider
as Architectural
Committee, must
HOA, acting
Declaration of Covenants,
Springs subdivision
Eagle Springs
subdivision and
Restrictions (CC&Rs)
and Restrictions
and has
has the
Covenants, Conditions and
(CC&Rs) of Eagle
power to grant certain
on condition that the
certain exceptions
exceptions on
the project
not interfere with the use
and
project does
does not
use and
enjoyment
overall desired
homeowners and
is consistent
and is
the overall
consistent with the
desired appearance
appearance of
enjoyment of property
property by
by other homeowners
the subdivision.
subdivision.

The
The Board
is considering
considering your
more detailed
application.
Board is
asks that you
detailed application.
but asks
proposal, but
your proposal,
you submit aa more
In
fence will work
In particular, the Board
Board would like to see
see a
a drawing of the project showing how the fence
with the retaining wall. It should specifically state the height of the fence and
and the overall height of
the fence
fence together with the retaining wall.
The
fence will tie into the existing fence
fence with the
The Board
is also
Board is
concerned about how the proposed
also concerned
proposed fence
neighbor at the south corner. Your drawing and
and explanation should
should explain this junction.
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”approved” by
”Sherif ”. It
Your
Your application states
plans were “approved”
It is
is important that you
states that your
your plans
you
by the “Sheriff”.
understand
CC&Rs. While Ada
no power to approve
variances from the CC&Rs.
approve variances
has no
Ada
understand that the deputy
deputy sheriff has
and Zoning Division)
County
have the power to approve construction projects
Division) have
(Planning and
County authorities (Planning
insofar as
have that power
as whether they
does not have
codes, the deputy
comply with county
county building codes,
deputy sheriff does
they comply
and
CC&Rs. The
The Board
no one
variances from the
retains the
approve variances
Board alone
alone retains
and no
one with the County
can approve
the CC&Rs.
the power
County can
to determine whether aa project
CC&Rs and
variance should
complies with the CC&Rs
and whether aa variance
should be
granted
project complies
be granted

Is
fence? IfIf this is
plan for further
Is this the final expected
is part
landscaping and
change to your
and fence?
part of aa plan
expected change
your landscaping
changes,
like to understand
on the
acting on
Board would like
understand the scope
scope of the project as
as a
a whole before acting
changes, the Board
request
this phase.
phase.
request with respect
respect to this
Thank
Thank you,
Leann
you, Leann

Leann
Leann Hingsberger
Hingsberger
Choice
Choice One
Home Owner Association
Services (HOAS)
Association Services
One Home
(HOAS)
870—3094
(208)
208! 870-3094

Email: ChoiceOneHOAS@msn.com
Email:
ChoiceOneHOASQmsnLom
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#)
Springs Submvision
Eagie 7./&+$075'6'0(-,7
E. StateS‘tree‘t,
2976
 7 712
3/!"37 4
7 7
7
PMB# 431
Ste 7120
83616
%*
7 
7
Eagle,7 ID
Septrm‘nber 1.2, µ$
=TU{IUµ"$
"(µ
.2016

1VEµ9µ<Ou~E
Dear
Mr. Rodina,µ
The Board of the Eagle Springs Home Owners Association, µEMu~fµEµ-MouVM¢Eyµ/}|uVV
acting as Architectural Committee, µpEµ
has
?oVµ.FPµaµoVµ2EfyVµ>u~fµ6|Vµ:©~Vµ-MuEu~
reviewed your application for approval of your proposed project dated 09/06/2016, µfVoVµªuoµoWµ
together with the
V¤uV©VPµ±¢µEyuMEu~µbµE¤Eyµaµ±¢µVPµvVMµPEVOµ!*!)%!#)
additional materials you submitted by email on September 9, µ%!#)µ
2016. We
have also viewed the work on
EPPuu~Eyµ|EVuEyµ±¢µ¢J|uVPµJ±µV|Euyµ~µ>XV|JVµ*
BVµoE¤VµEyµ¤uV©VPµoVµ©xµ~µ
the project that you have already completed as of September 11, 2016. 7µuµ¢µJyugEu~µµV~aMVµ
It is our obligation to enforce
oVµvVMµoEµ±¢µoE¤VµEyVEP±µM|yVVPµEµbµ>WV|JVµ##µ&!#)µ
oVµ¢yVµbµoVµ¢JQu¤uu~µbµoVµJV~VbuµbµEyyµbµoVµ©~VµE~QµµEyy©µ¤EuE~MVµ~y±µu~µxVWu~hµ
the rules of the subdivision for the benefit of all of the owners and to allow variances only in keeping
©uoµoVµ¥VGyyµVoVuMµbµ3EgyVµ>ufµ¢KPu¤uu~µE~Qµ~y±µucµoVµ¢VµE~QµV~v±|W~µbµoVµ
with the overall esthetics of Eagle Springs subdivision and only if the use and enjoyment of other
V±µu~µoVµ¢JQu¤uu~µ©uyyµ~µJVµEP¤VVy±µu|EMVPµ
At this time,µ©VµoE¦Vµ|YµVNueuMµM~MVµ
we have some specific concerns
property in the subdivision will not be adversely impacted. -µouµu|V
EL¢µ±¢µVQµwVMµ
about your proposed project.

Cf‘mngeg m grading and drainage w CG2!5'IIH
Amide 3V, WARM
 /7+&DIE>I,@"28-I9#I$A2:.&I

1..

D¢µEVµEPQu~fµ¢JE~uEyµE|¢~µaµbuyyµE~PµEµVEu~u~fµªEyyµ
You are adding substantial amounts of ﬁll and a retaining wall. @ouµEVEµµJVµMoE~gu~iµoVµfEPu~gµ
This appears to be changing the grading
aµ±¢µV±µµoEµyVµaµ±¢µV±µªuyyµPEu~µµ/E±¢VµCE±µµoVµ2EµE~Pµ|Vµ©uyyµQEu~µ
of your property so that less of your property will drain to Cayuse Way to the East and more will drain
onto the neighboring property to the South. -uMyVµ7A
Article IV,µ´'#%µaµoVµ1VMyEEu~µaµ/¤VE
~µoZµ~VufoJu~jµ[±µµoVµ>¢oµ
§4.12 of the Declaration of Covenants,µ
0~Puu ~µE~Pµ<\uMu~µaµ2EfyVµ>u~fµ>¢JPu¤uu~µ//<
Conditions
and Restrictions for Eagle Springs Subdivision (CC&Rs) µVEP+µ
reads:
Drainage. There shall be no interference with the established drainage pattern over any portion
1Eu~Ek]µ@oVVµoEyyµJVµ~µu~VbVV~MVµªuoµoVµVEJyuqVOµQEu~EfVµEV~µ¤VµE~±µu~µ
of the Property, µ¢~yVµE~µEPV¢EVµEyV~Eu§^µ¤uu~µuµ|EQVµbµVµPEu~EfVµE~Pµuµbuµ
unless an adequate alternative provision is made for proper drainage and is first
bµoVµ;V±
E¤VQµu~µªuu~lµJ±µoVµ-MouVM¢Eyµ/||uVVµ4µoVµ¢VµoVVbµ[HJyuoVPµ
approved in writing by the Architectural Committee. For the purposes hereof, ”established"
drainage is defined as the system of drainage, whether natural or otherwise, which exists at the
PEu~EfVµuµQVau~VPµEµoVµ±V|µaµPEu~EfVµ©oVoVµ~E¢EyµµoVªuWµ«ruMoµV°uµEµoVµ
time the overall grading ofany portion of the Property is completed by Grantor, µµoHµPEu~EfVµ
or that drainage
u|VµoVµ¨VEyyµfEPu~fµbµE~±µu~µaµoVµ;V±µuµM|yVVPµJ±µ5E~
ªouMoµuµo¬~µ~µE~±µyE~µE¤VPµJ±µoVµ-MsuVM¢Eyµ/||uVV
which is shown on any plans approved by the Architectural Committee,µ©ouMsµ|E±µu~My¢PVµ
which may include
PEu~EfVµa|µ/||~µ-VEµ¤VµE~±µ.¢uyQu~fµyµu~µoVµ;V±µ
drainage from Common Area over any Building lot in the Property.
In
order for the Board to approve the retaining wall and re—grading of your property, µ©Vµ©¢yQµ~VVQµ²¢µ
we would need you
7~µOVµaµoVµ.EQµµE¤VµoVµVEu~u~fµ©EyyµE~QµVfEPu~fµdµ±¢µV±
to
establish
to
our
satisfaction
that
are
not
changing
the
drainage
on
or that your
µVEJyuoµµ¢µEubENu~µoEµ±¢µEVµ~µMoE~fu~gµo[µPEu~EfVµ~µ±¢µV±
your property, µµoEµ±¢µ
you
changes provide an adequate alternative provision for proper drainage that will not burden any other
MoE~fVµ¤uPVµE~µERV¢EVµEyV~Eu¤Vµ¤uu~µaµVµQEu~EfVµoEµuyyµ~µJ¢QV~µE~±µoVµ
J¢uyPu~fµy
building lotµu~µoVµ¢JOu¤uu~µ
in the subdivision.

Mme”: height and 4>

G2?=I BE3!6*IIH

facaﬁcm
Articm W, Mia.
2 (;)I0'3.1FI<%I
,_

D¢µ~V®µa^~MV
Your new fence, µM¢_~y±µ£~QVµM~¢Mu~µuµ¢JE~uEyy±µMyVµµ/E±¢VµBE±µoE~µo[µV°uu~fµ
currently under construction, is substantially closer to Cayuse Way than the existing
bV~M[µ 7~µESQuu~
fence.
In addition,µuµEVEµoEµ±¢µbV~MVµ©uyyµM~uµbµ©µµoVVµou³~Eyµ%µ°µ#%µJEQµ©uoµ
it appears that yourfence will consist of two or three horizontal 2” x 12” boards with
6’
fencing boards on top,µ`¢yu~gµu~µEµbV~MVµªouMtµa|µoVµ¢uPVµaµ±¢µV±
will be eight to
resulting in a fence which, from the outside of your property,µ¯uyzµJVµVufsµ¡µ
)µbV~Mu~mµJEOµ~µ
nine feet high. -uMyVµ8Aµ´'%'E
Article IV, §4.2.4(a) µVEO,µ
reads:
~u~VµaVVµounoµ
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Fence and watls shall not extend closer to any street than twenty feet (20') nor project beyond
the setback of the principai building on the Building lot. No fence higher than six feet (6') shall
be allowed without the prior approval of Ada County (if required} and the Architectural
Committee.

We recognize that the original fence on the East side of your property was installed slightly closer to
Cayuse Way than 20'. presumabiy with the consent of the developer, who had control of the HOA at the
time the fence was constructed. For that reason, we do not believe the Board can object to the fence
following the same line as the original fence. However, the fence under construction is substantially
cluser to the street than the original and closer than any of the other fences in the area. We do not
approve your plan to move the fence line ctoser to Cayuse Way than the original fence line.

There are no fences in the subdivision higher than 6‘ from the ground on the outside of the fence.
Though we recognize that you consider the fence to be 6’ high on top of a raised elevation resulting
from a retaining wall, the appearance on the outside is that of a fence 8‘ to 9’ high, and not in keeping
with the esthetics offences in the subdivision.

Article IV, §4.2.4(d) reads:
No fence, wall, hedge, high planting, obstruction or barrier shali be allowed which would
unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of neighboring Building Lots and streets,
and shall not be allowed if the same constitute an undesirable, noxious or nuisance effect upon
neighboring Building Lots.

it is our judgment that a fence extending substantially closer to Cayuse Way than the origina! fence

Iine
interferes with the use and enjoyment of neighboring lots and streets and has an undesirahie effect on
the neighboring Iots‘

For the reasons stated above, we find that your project, as currently proposed and as already under
construction, is in violation of the quoted provisions. We do not approve a fence sitting on top of a
retaining wail, having the effect of a fence in excess of 6’ in height, nor a fence closer to Cayuse Way
than the original fence line. We ask that you immediately stop work on the project under construction
and remove the fence material that has been pieced closer to Cayuse Way than the original fence line.

While your present application is not approved, we are prepared to consider a substitute application so
long as: 1) the fence is not closer to Cayuse Way than the existing fence line, 2) the fence is not higher
than 6’ above the surface of the ground on the outside of the fence, and 3} we are convinced that any
change of the grading and drainage of your property will not burden any other lots in the subdivision. If
you would Iike to meet with the board, we would be glad to meet with you and can arrange a special
meeting of at least a quorum of the board for that purpose on fairly short notice.
Very truly yours,

Board of Directors,
Eagle Springs HOA
Cc: Vial

Fotheringham, Attorney at Law
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Eagle Springs Subdivision
2976 E. State Street, Ste 120 PMB# 431
Eagte, ID 83616

September 27, 2016

Dear Mr. Rodina,

We appreciate your attendance at the meeting of the Board of the Eagle Springs HOA on September 19,
2016, as well as the time you spent Showing your project to some of us and explaining your further plans
before the meeting. Unfortunateiy, at the end of our Board meeting our position on your project as

currently built and your further plans as we understand them were still not approved.
At the conclusion of the meeting on September 19, we reaffirmed that your most recent application for
approval, dated 09/06/2016, has been denied and we will not reconsider that denial. We encouraged
you to submit a new application for a project that woutd address the concerns expressed in our prior
letter to you, as weii as the concerns of your neighbors expressed at the meeting. Speciﬁcally, 1) the
fence may not be moved closer to Cayuse Way than the original fence line, 2) the fence may not be
higher than 6’ when Viewed from the outside of your project, and 3) you may not add ﬁll or change the
grade of your property without providing an engineering report acceptable to us establishing that your
project wit! not interfere with the established drainage pattern over any portion of the subdivision
property or that adequate alternative provisions for proper drainage have been made. Any further
application for approval should have detailed drawings showing the work intended, as your previous
verbal descriptions have faiied to convey the extent and nature of work proposed. If it includes a
proposal to add fill or change the profiie of your property from its original state, your application should
also include a report from an engineer as requested.
Please remember that the Declaration

of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions

(CC&R5) may impose

limitations and obligations that are different from, and in addition to, those imposed by law. It is our
obligation to enforce the CC&Rs in the interest of all members of the Eagie Springs HOA. We have the
power to grant some variances, but may only do so if they wil! not unreasonably interfere with the use
and enjoyment of other property in the subdivision and if they do not constitute an undesirable, noxious
or nuisance effect within the subdivision. As you heard from several of your neighbors, there is
significant concern that your current project does interfere with the enjoyment of other properties and
constitutes an undesirable and nuisance effect in the subdivision.
We want to work with you and other members of the Association to allow you to make improvements
to your property while not having an adverse effect on your neighbors or their property. We hope that
you wiii revise your plans and submit an application for approvai that is less ambitious in scope and
addresses the concerns we have raised. As we expiained in the meeting, if you persist in your project as
currently constructed and proposed, we wilt have no choice but to consider our legal options at our next
meeting on October 17, 2016.

The Eagle Springs HOA Board of Directors
Cc: Vial Fotheringham
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JEREMY O. EVANS
208.629.4567
05-73(e 3-] .;\\X“( K 3M

October 11, 2016
13545-001

VIA US MAIL CERTIFIED, R.R.R.
Jan Rodina

9825 W. Big Springs Blvd.
Boise, ID 83714-9574
Cease and Desist Construction

Re:

LC. §55-115 Notice of Hearing
Lot 30 Block 03 of Brenson Subdivision No. 3, aka 9825 West Big Springs
Boulevard (the “Property”)
Our Client Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc. (the “Association”)
Dear Owner:

This ﬁrm represents the Association. You have been given repeated written notices that
the construction and landscaping improvements on your Property have not been approved by the
Association‘ as required by the covenants, conditions and restrictions under which you purchased
the Property. These covenants, conditions and restrictions are recorded on title in the
“Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs Subdivision” recorded
as Document 95074402, in the Recorder's Ofﬁce of Ada County, Idaho, as amended from time to
time (the “Dcclaration”). Not only do restrictions contained in the Declaration limit what you can
build or improve on your Property, the Declaration speciﬁcally prohibits you from building or
alten'ng any structure on your Property before it has been approved.

You have had many communications with the Association’s Board, acting as the
Architectural Committee (the “Board”) about these unauthorized improvements. In summary,
the formai communications include the following:
-

On or about May 9, 2016, you applied for approval, and were granted approval by
the Board, to do some limited repair work on your Property. This was
substantially completed on or about September 11, 2016.

-

Between July 1, 2016 and September 6, 2016 you were advised by at least two
Board members on a number of occasions that the project underway on your
Property was not in compliance with the Declaration and had not been approved
by the Association. Further yOu were asked to cease moving forward with
construction, and to submit an additional ACC Request at each of these
encounters.

'

On or about September 6, 2016, you submitted an additional ACC Request which
more clearly outlined the project you have undertaken including construction of a
retaining wall, relocation of the fence and landscaping on your Property (the

“‘Work”).

12828 W. LaSallc Street, Ste 101, Boise,
W/ebrife:

ID

83713 208.629.4567 Fax: 2083924400

\nvwxfilnnncom
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November 21, 16
Page 2
0

On or about September 9, 2016 you emailed additional information that the Boaxd
requested about the proposed Work.

°

On September 14, 2016 the Board sent you a letter expressing speciﬁc concerns
about the proposed Work. and informing you that it was in violation of the
Declaration and was not approved. The letter included speciﬁc descriptions of the
partiCular violations of the Declaration threatened by the proposed Work. The
Board also offered to call a special meeting to meet with you and discuss your
proposal.

°

On September 19, 2016, you met with the Board and exptained your proposed
Work to the Board in person. The Board reviewed your proposal, and determined
that it is and remains in violation of a number of provisions of the Declaration.
The Board told you this in the meeting.

'

On September 27, 2016, the Board sent you an additional letter rcstating its
objections to the proposed Work and the basis of those objections. The Board
also informed you that it would be considering its legal options.

You have undertaken and continued substantial, unapproved work on your Property
resulting in a number of violations of the terms of the Declaration. In particular, the Work and
your construction violates Article IV, Section 4.1 (no improvement without approval); Section
4.12 (no interfering with drainage); and Section 4.2.4 (fence setback).

At this point, the Board is considering whether to take additional formal legai action.
This legal action could result in the Association seeking a Court order that you remove
unapproved construction at your expense. Pursuant to Declaration and Idaho Code §55—1 15, the
Board will hold a hearing and make a determination at its meeting on Monday, November 2 I ,
2016 at 7 pm. at the clubhouse. Please provide us with any infomation about you: Work, or
any eﬁorts you have made to remediate the violations, prior to that time. You may send any
updates to me directly. If the Board proceeds with legal action, in addition to a court order to
remove unapproved improvements, it will seek an award of all attorney fees and costs incurred.
Please contact my ofﬁce immediately to update the Association on the status of your
Property. Then, once construction has ceased, proceed to apply for ACC approval. If
construction activity of any kind continues, we will presume that you are ignoring this letter, and
will seek immediate legal relief from a court of law. You will be assessed for all costs and fees
incurred as a result.

I may be reached at the phone number on my letterhead. Please do not contact individual
Board members or ACC members directly regarding this violation at this time.
Sincerely,

Jeremy

0. Evans

Attorney
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
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PM
HOA Board
Springs HOA
Eagle
Eagle Springs
2016 at 7:00 PM
Board Meeting Minutes November 21,
21, 2016

1.
– posted
1. Call
on website
Call to order,
posted on
order, roll call,
call, proof of notice of meeting or waiver of notice —
The meeting was
PM. Robert
Nick
The
7:05 PM.
Gail McMahon,
and Nick
was called
called to order at
Robert Corbett,
at 7:05
McMahon, and
Corbett, Gail
Barber
Tonya Thomas
Thomas and
David Day
Barber are
present.
are not
not present.
are present;
and David
present; Tonya
Day are
2. Review and
2.
2016 monthly board meeting
and approve minutes from the October,
October, 2016
There was
There
2016 board
was a
approved the minutes from the October,
board meeting as
a motion to approved
as
October, 2016
submitted; the motion
motion was
carried.
was seconded
and carried.
seconded and

3.
–
3. Financial Review —
Reports Month ending 10/31/16
a.
l”

I
4. Committee Reports
4.
Reports
Gail—Landscape
a.
– Landscape
a. Gail

— ACC
b.
Nick –
b. Nick
ACC requests
requests
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—
—
—
—

5.
and Unfinished Business
5. New and
Business
a.
W. Big
Big Springs
a. Fence
dated October
Springs Blvd;
2016
at 9825
Fence issue
9825 W.
issue at
October 11,
Blvd; letter from attorney
attorney dated
11, 2016
non—compliance issue;
have been
There
There have
no updates
updates from the homeowner regarding this non-compliance
been no
issue; the
in attendance at
and informed the board
homeowner is
board he
is in
at this meeting and
he is
is still working with
the county
The board
compliance. The
board informed the homeowner that county
on code
code compliance.
code does
does
county on
county code
not supersede
the
Eagle
Springs
HOA
CC&Rs
and
that
no
matter
what
the
county
says
or
and
Eagle
HOA
Springs
CC&Rs
no
supersede
county says or
approves,
the CC&Rs
and it
remains aa violation of
CC&Rs and
as is
is remains
it is
is the
boards intent to
fence as
ofthe
the boards
approves, the fence
proceed
legal proceedings
proceedings to correct this violation.
proceed with legal
b.
b-

I

I

—
—
—
—

6.
6. Adjourn
PM.
With no
no additional new business
7:55 PM.
discussion there was
business for discussion
was a
a motion to adjourn at
at 7:55
Motion was
seconded
and
carried.
was seconded and carried.
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Springs Subdivision
Subdivision
Eagle
Eagle Springs
E. State
PMB# 431
Ste 120
120 PMB#
431
State Street,
2976
2976 E.
Street, Ste
Eagle,
ID
83616
83616
Eagle,
November 23,
2016
23, 2016
Jan Rodina
Rodina
Jan
9825
W Big
Big Springs
Blvd
Springs Blvd
9825 W
Boise,
ID 83714
83714
Boise, ID
Re:
Re: CC&R
CC&R Violations
Dear
Dear Mr. Rodina,
Rodina,
in response
This
is in
This letter is
response to your correspondence of November 22,
2016, regarding the Association meeting which
22, 2016,
on November 21,
took place
discussion with you
and specifically
place during the meeting.
place on
specifically discussion
2016, and
21, 2016,
you which took place

At the meeting,
Board acknowledged
acknowledged receipt of your
response did
and stated
did
stated that the response
meeting, the Board
2016, and
your letter of October 31,
31, 2016,
not address
in our letter of October
2016. Nor
deficiencies and
and violations of the
the CC&Rs
the concerns,
October 12,
CC&Rs as
address the
as set
set forth in
concerns, deficiencies
12, 2016.
did
plan
or
proposal
for
doing
so.
doing
50.
plan
proposal
contain any
it contain
did it
any
”are
in contact with Ada
Your letter of October 31
31 indicates
have been
and you
Ada County
indicates that you
been in
County regarding your
your fence and
you “are
you have
working together with ADA
ADA county
ADA county
all the
ensure that our project is
is meeting all
the ADA
and
county officials to ensure
county building and
codes". The
zoning
needed
more
time
to
address
the
Board’s
concerns.
zoning codes”.
The letter did
concerns.
did not state
needed
address
state that you
you
in keeping with the CC&Rs
Our position has
is not in
specifics
has been
and remains that your
been and
CC&Rs of the Association,
Association, the specifics
your project is
in our correspondence of October 12,
of which have
2016. Our
have been
and in
been conveyed
conveyed to you
12, 2016.
you both verbally and
”Pursuant to Declaration and
correspondence further states
hold aa hearing
hearing and
Idaho Code
Board will hold
§55-115, the Board
and Idaho
and
Code §55-115,
states “Pursuant
make
on Monday,
7 p.m.
pm. at
provide us
clubhouse. Please
determination at
us
make a
its meeting on
Please provide
a determination
at its
at 7
at the clubhouse.
2016, at
21, 2016,
Monday, November 21,
time".
with any
information
about
your
Work,
or
any
efforts
you
have
made
to
remediate
the
violations,
prior
to
that
time”.
have
remediate
the
made
violations,
your Work, any
you
any
Your correspondence
Your
have made
correspondence does
details about your
does not provide any
made to remediate the
your work nor any
you have
any details
any effort you
violations.

gain approval from Ada
As
As we have
have conveyed
again last
and again
Ada County
last night,
previously and
conveyed to you
night, your efforts to gain
County for your
you previously
You must comply
project are
are separate
CC&Rs. You
separate from compliance with the CC&Rs.
a proper variance,
variance,
comply with the CC&Rs,
CC&Rs, or obtain a
in
whether or not Ada
determines
that
your
project
is
in
compliance
with
Ada
County
Code.
is
Code.
Ada County
Ada
County
County
your

As
in the
Having not received
approved. Having
As was
it is
is was
is not approved.
received
was indicated
indicated Monday
the meeting,
the project as
was not and
and is
as it
meeting, the
Monday night in
on the project,
documentation on
plans to remediate the violations to the
plans or other documentation
any
project, nor any
any detailed plans
any detailed plans
in our letter of October 31,
CC&Rs
Board voted to proceed
proceed with action as
CC&Rs as
as stated
stated in
as necessary
necessary to enforce
2016, the Board
31, 2016,
the CC&Rs
Association.
CC&Rs of the Association.
CC&Rs to bring the property into compliance with the CC&Rs
We
bring your
hope that you
existing violations and
consider this and
action to correct the
We sincerely
and initiate action
the existing
and bring
sincerely hope
your
you will consider
property
action.
compliance with the
conclude this
this matter without further action.
the CC&Rs
and conclude
CC&Rs and
property into compliance
Respectfully,
Respectfully,

Board
Board of Directors
Directors
Springs Homeowners Association
Eagle
Eagle Springs
Cc:
Vial Fotheringham
Fotheringham
Cc: Vial
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Filed
Electronically Filed
1/15/2018
11:28 PM
1/15/201811228
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

Brindee
Brindee Collins,
ISB# 9216
9216
Collins, ISB#
Christopher M.
Christopher
M. Tingey,
ISB# 8556
8556
Tingey, ISB#
VIAL
F OTHERINGHAM LLP
LLP
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
311
6126
6126 W
State St.,
Suite 311
W State
St, Suite
Boise,
Idaho 83703
83703
Boise, Idaho
Brindee.collins@vf-law.com
Brindee.collins@Vf-law.com
cmt@vf-law.com
cmt@Vf—law.com
Telephone:
Telephone: (208)629-4567
(208)629-4567
Facsimile:
Facsimile: (208)392-1400
(208)392-1400
Attorneys
Plaintiff
for Plaintiff
Attorneys for
IN
ADA COUNTY
IN THE
THE FOURTH
MAGISTRATE COURT
DISTRICT MAGISTRATE
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF ADA
COUNTY
COURT OF
STATE
STATE OF
IDAHO
OF IDAHO
EAGLE
EAGLE SPRINGS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.
JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

CV01-17-11897
Civil
No. CV01-17-11897
CiVil N0.

MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT
MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION
OF
MOTION FOR
FOR
OF PLAINTIFF’S
SUMMARY
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT

(“Association” or
“Plaintiff”), by
Plaintiff
by
Plaintiff Eagle
Springs Homeowners
Eagle Springs
Inc. (“Association”
or “Plaintiff”),
Homeowners Association,
Association, Inc.

and
F otheringham, LLP,
in
this Memorandum
through its
its counsel
of record,
Vial Fotheringham,
Memorandum in
submits this
and through
counsel of
record, Vial
LLP, hereby
hereby submits
Plaintiff’s Motion
Support
Motion for
for Summary
of Plaintiff’s
Support of
Judgment.
Summary Judgment.

FACTUAL
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND
(“Subdivision”) is
230-10t residential
The
The Eagle
Springs Subdivision
residential subdivision
Eagle Springs
is aa 230-lot
Subdivision (“Subdivision”)
subdivision

located
by the
in Boise,
The Subdivision
the Declaration
Declaration of
is bound
of Covenants,
Conditions
Subdivision is
Idaho. The
located in
bound by
Covenants, Conditions
Boise, Idaho.
(“Declaration”). (Compl.
Answ. ¶ 22
and
for Eagle
Springs Subdivision
Restrictions for
Eagle Springs
Subdivision (“Declaration”).
and Restrictions
(Compl. ¶ 2;
2; Answ.
11

11

(admitted)).
which the
The Association
the means
through which
the owners
is organized
organized to
to serve
of
Association is
means through
owners of
serve as
as the
(admitted)). The
homes
Within the
with regard
the Subdivision
the administration,
take action
action with
to the
homes within
regard to
Subdivision may
administration, management,
management,
may take
MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT
MEMORANDUM IN
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MOTION FOR
FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT -- 1
SUPPORT OF
OF MOTION
1
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Association’s
and
with the
in accordance
the Association’s
the Subdivision
the Declaration
Declaration and
operation of
of the
Subdivision in
and operation
and the
accordance with

(“Barber Aﬂ”)
Bylaws
L. Barber (“Barber
Aff.”) ¶ 8).
Articles of
of Incorporation.
Incorporation. (Aff.
and Articles
Bylaws and
8).
(Aﬂ. of
ofNick L.
11

Defendant
within the
the Subdivision,
Lot 30,
Block 33 within
Defendant Jan
more commonly
Rodina owns
Jan Rodina
owns Lot
Subdivision, more
commonly
30, Block

(“Lot” or
“Property”). (Compl.
known
Big Springs
known as
Springs Blvd.,
or “Property”).
Idaho 83714
83714 (“Lot”
9825 W.
as 9825
W. Big
BlVd., Boise,
Boise, Idaho
(Compl. ¶ 3,
3,
11

Answ. ¶1] 22 (admitted)).
this action
the Declaration
binding
The Association
Answ.
Declaration binding
brought this
action to
to enforce
Association brought
enforce the
(admitted)). The
Defendant’s propeny.
Defendant’s
property.

The
within the
written approval
living Within
the Subdivision
The Declaration
Declaration requires
to obtain
obtain written
requires owners
Subdivision to
owners living
approval
Association’s Architectural
from
from the
prior to
altering any
the Association’s
Committee prior
Architectural Committee
to constructing
or altering
constructing or
any

Aff., Ex.
written
improvement
It also
A §§
EX. A
improvement on
on aa lot.
lot. (Compl.
requires written
also requires
4.1, 9.1).
(Compl. ¶ 11;
9.1). It
11; Barber Aﬂ,
§§ 4.1,
11

Association’s Architectural
consent
from the
prior to
the Association’s
changing the
the established
Committee prior
Architectural Committee
to changing
consent from
established

drainage
Aff., Ex.
with
pattern on
EX. A,
on aa lot,
constructing aa fence
drainage pattern
fence with
and constructing
lot, (Compl.
(Compl. ¶ 19;
19; Barber Aﬂ,
4.12), and
A, §§ 4.12),
11

Aff., Ex.
aa height
(6’) on
A §§
height of
than six
six feet
EX. A
of greater
greater than
feet (6’)
on aa lot.
lot. (Compl.
4.12, 4.2.4(a)).
(Compl. 1]¶ 17,
17, Barber Aﬂ,
4.2.4(a)).
§§ 4.12,
The
prohibits owners
from constructing
retaining wall
than
The Declaration
Declaration also
or retaining
wall closer
constructing aa fence
fence or
owners from
closer than
also prohibits
“fence, wall,
twenty
wall, hedge,
planting, obstruction
high planting,
(20’) from
from aa street
erecting aa “fence,
feet (20’)
or
street and
obstruction or
and erecting
hedge, high
twenty feet

barrier . . . [that]
would unreasonably
unreasonably interfere
with the
use and
neighboring
interfere with
the use
barrier
of neighboring
and enjoyment
enjoyment of
[that] would
.

.

.

Building
Building Lots
Lots and
an undesirable,
or nuisance
effect upon
noxious or
constitute an
nuisance effect
and streets,
upon
undesirable, noxious
streets, . . . [or]
[or] constitute
.

.

.

Lots.” (Barber
neighboring
Aff., Ex.
A §§
Building Lots.”
neighboring Building
EX. A
Comp]. ¶
(Barber Aﬂ,
18).
4.2.4(a), (d);
(d); Compl.
§§ 4.2.4(a),
1] 18).
Association’s
On
from the
the Association’s
Defendant requested
On May
obtained approval
and obtained
approval from
requested and
2016, Defendant
May 9,
9, 2016,

Architectural
minor improvements
for two
his Property:
his
repair and
Committee for
improvements to
Architectural Committee
to his
to repair
extend his
two minor
and extend
Propelty: 1)
1) to
fence
length of
the east
his Property
the full
the house;
for landscaping
on the
of his
to cover
full length
of the
landscaping
fence on
and 2)
east side
side of
cover the
Propeny to
house; and
2) for
to
with the
Aff., Ex.
without
the fence
the house.
EX. C).
repair and
to repair
level the
fence with
and level
house. (Barber
Thereafter, Defendant,
Defendant, without
(Barber Aﬂ,
C). Thereafter,
Association’s Architectural
three-foot (3’)
the
prior written
written consent
(3’)
the prior
the Association’s
Architectural Committee,
of the
consent of
erected aa three-foot
Committee, erected

six-foot (6’)
retaining
placed aa six-foot
wall. (Barber
Aff.,
(6’) fence
retaining wall
retaining wall.
his Lot
Lot and
the retaining
wall on
on his
of the
fence atop
and placed
atop of
(Barber Aﬂ,

MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT
2
MEMORANDUM IN
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MOTION FOR
FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT -- 2
SUPPORT OF
OF MOTION
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Exs.
brought fill
property
N and
In constructing
ﬁll onto
retaining wall,
the retaining
the property
Defendant brought
Exs. M,
onto the
constructing the
and O).
wall, Defendant
O). In
M, N
and
Id. By
placing the
retaining
the established
the fence
pattern of
the lot.
the retaining
of the
lot. Id.
on the
drainage pattern
fence on
established drainage
and changed
changed the
By placing
nine-foot (9’)
wall, the
in the
(9’) fence
the fence
all other
the Subdivision,
other fences
is now
fence is
fence and
now aa nine-foot
and dwarves
fences in
dwarves all
Subdivision,
wall,

including
Id. Additionally,
retaining wall
all neighboring
neighboring fences.
the retaining
including all
wall and
fence are
and fence
are located
fences. Id.
located
Additionally, the
6-10 feet
approximately
unauthorized encroachment
from the
the street,
encroachment
feet from
signiﬁcant, unauthorized
approximately 6-10
street, Cayuse
Cayuse Way,
Way, aa significant,

into
Id.
(20’) setback
into the
the twenty-foot
the Declaration.
Declaration. Id.
required by
setback required
twenty-foot (20’)
by the
During
were not
in
During the
that the
the construction,
the Association
the improvements
not in
improvements were
Association noticed
noticed that
construction, the
compliance
with the
the approved
application.
architectural review
compliance with
review application.
approved architectural

(Barber
Aff. ¶ 14).
(Barber Aﬂ.
14).
11

The
The

Association
that he
the violations
notified Defendant
Defendant of
of the
Violations and
he stop
Association notified
construction.
and demanded
stop construction.
demanded that
Association’s requests
Defendant
Id. ¶ 15.
the Association’s
the construction.
Defendant ignored
On or
or
ignored the
construction. Id.
completed the
and completed
15. On
requests and
11

Association’s
about
the Association’s
application to
Defendant submitted
to the
submitted aa second
September 6,
about September
second application
2016, Defendant
6, 2016,

Architectural
Architectural Committee.
Committee.

(Barber
Aff., Ex.
EX. D).
(Barber Aﬂ,
D).

postThis
This second
application sought
sought postsecond application

construction
work performed
Id.
the work
of the
performed by
Defendant. Id.
construction approval
approval of
by Defendant.

Using
its discretion
Using its
discretion and
and

following
which it
bound, the
it is
plain language
the plain
the Declaration
the Architectural
following the
Declaration to
Architectural
of the
to which
is bound,
language of
Defendant’s second
Committee
Aff., ¶ 20,
EX.
Committee denied
application. (Barber
architectural review
denied Defendant’s
review application.
second architectural
(Barber Aﬂ,
20, Ex.
11

F).
F).

Defendant’s construction
Defendant’s
without prior
prior written
the
written approval
improvements Without
of the
of these
construction of
these improvements
approval of

Association’s Architectural
Association’s
provisions of
the provisions
the Declaration.
The
Committee is
Architectural Committee
is contrary
to the
of the
Declaration. The
contrary to

Property
violation of
in Violation
the Declaration.
remains in
of the
Declaration.
Property remains
The
this action
The Association
initiated this
the
action on
on or
or about
to enforce
Association initiated
enforce the
June 26,
about June
2017, to
26, 2017,
Declaration.
Declaration.

(Compl.).
from the
requiring the
The Association
injunction from
the Court
the
an injunction
Association seeks
Court requiring
seeks an
(C0mpl.). The

Defendant
wall and
retaining wall
the unapproved
the property
the
Defendant to
to remove
return the
to the
fence and
remove the
and retaining
and return
unapproved fence
property to
condition
was in
prior to
in the
it was
in prior
permitting the
the alternative,
the
condition it
to construction,
or in
an Order
Order permitting
alternative, an
construction, or
Association
Id. The
if necessary.
Sheriff if
the Sheriff
The Association
further seeks
to do
Association to
Association further
accompanied by
seeks
do so,
necessary. Id.
so, accompanied
by the
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Judgment
in enforcing
for its
its reasonable
herein and
enforcing any
incurred herein
of
Judgment for
Order of
and costs
and in
reasonable attorney
fees and
costs incurred
attorney fees
any Order
the
Id.
the Court.
Court. Id.
The
by and
The Defendant
through counsel
filed an
Defendant filed
an Answer
Answer by
on or
or about
and through
counsel on
about July
2017,
27, 2017,
July 27,
containing
various admissions
containing various
the equitable
affirmative defenses
asserting the
of
denials and
admissions and
equitable affirmative
and denials
and asserting
defenses of
waiver, laches
that the
the Association
The Defendant
further alleges
Defendant further
action
or estoppel.
Association action
alleges that
laches or
estoppel. (Answ.)
waiver,
(Answ) The
was pursued
by the
in violation
faith and
the Association
the good
the
Violation of
of the
of the
Association in
and fiduciary
duties of
pursued by
was
good faith
ﬁduciary duties
members
the board.
of the
at 3-5).
members and
ofﬁcers of
and officers
3-5).
board. (Answ.
(Answ. at
For
below, pursuant
pursuant to
based on
plain language
forth below,
IRCP 56
For the
the reasons
the plain
to IRCP
on the
of
set forth
and based
language of
reasons set
56 and
the
in this
this matter
matter and
the Association
the Declaration,
material fact
there is
is no
no genuine
genuine issue
of material
fact in
is
Association is
and the
issue of
Declaration, there
entitled
all causes
matter of
entitled to
on all
of action
action as
of law.
to Summary
Judgment on
law.
causes of
as a
a matter
Summary Judgment

MATERIAL FACTS
STATEMENT OF
STATEMENT
FACTS
OF MATERIAL
1.
1.

Plaintiff
in the
Plaintiff is
lot owners
the Brenson
Brenson Subdivision
is an
an incorporated
of lot
incorporated association
association of
Subdivision
owners in

No. 55 and
phases known
the
other subdivision
known collectively
Eagle Springs,
organized under
under the
subdivision phases
N0.
and other
as Eagle
collectively as
Springs, organized
laws
Answ. ¶ 22
the State
the Declaration.
administer and
of the
of Idaho
to administer
Declaration. (Compl.
enforce the
State of
Idaho to
and enforce
laws of
(Compl. ¶ 1;
1; Answ.
11

11

(admitted)).
(admitted)).
2.
2.

The
The Association
the Declaration
Declaration of
is governed
of
Association was
established and
and is
governed by
was established
by the

Covenants,
for Eagle
Springs Subdivision,
Restrictions for
Conditions and
Eagle Springs
Document
and Restrictions
recorded as
as Document
Subdivision, recorded
Covenants, Conditions
Recorder's Office
95074402,
Answ. ¶ 22 (admitted);
in the
the Recorder's
Office of
of Ada
Ada County,
Idaho. (Compl.
95074402, in
(Compl. ¶ 2;
(admitted);
County, Idaho.
2; Answ.
11

11

Barber Aﬂ‘,
Aff., Ex.
EX. A).
A).
3.
3.

Defendant,
the owner
the fee
simple
is the
or reputed
of the
owner or
owner of
Jan Rodina,
reputed record
record owner
fee simple
Defendant, Jan
Rodina, is

title
property in
in and
in Ada
title in
the following
Lot 30
following described
Block
to the
real property
of Idaho:
State of
and to
Ada County,
Idaho: Lot
described real
30 Block
County, State
33 of
Big Springs
known as
Springs Blvd.,
Brenson Subdivision
of Brenson
Idaho
Subdivision No.
N0. 05,
9825 W.
as 9825
W. Big
commonly known
BlVd., Boise,
Boise, Idaho
05, commonly
83714.
Answ. ¶ 22 (admitted)).
83714. (Compl.
(Compl. ¶ 3;
(admitted)).
3; Answ.
11

11
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4.
4.

Article
property to
II of
Article II
all described
its
the Declaration
Declaration subjects
to its
of the
annexed property
and annexed
described and
subjects all

terms.
Answ. ¶ 22 (admitted)).
This includes
the Property.
terms. This
includes the
Property. (Compl.
(Compl. ¶ 9;
(admitted)).
9; Answ.
11

5.
5.

11

The
The Defendant
the Property
the covenants,
Defendant purchased
to the
conditions and
and
purchased the
subject to
covenants, conditions
Property subject

restrictions
Answ. ¶ 22 (admitted)).
in the
the Declaration.
restrictions contained
Declaration. (Compl.
contained in
These covenants,
covenants,
(Compl. ¶ 4;
(admitted)). These
4; Answ.
11

11

conditions
upon the
with the
the Defendant.
the land
restrictions run
Defendant.
land and
an equitable
conditions and
equitable servitude
and are
are an
and restrictions
run with
servitude upon
(Compl.
Answ. ¶ 22 (admitted)).
(Compl. ¶ 5;
(admitted)).
5; Answ.
11

6.
6.

11

“to
Section
provides the
the purpose
the Declaration
1.2 of
the Declaration
Declaration is
Declaration provides
of the
is “to
of the
Section 1.2
purpose of

protect,
value, amenities,
the value,
the
of the
enhance and
attractiveness of
and preserve
and attractiveness
preserve the
amenities, desirability,
protect, enhance
desirability, and
.” (Compl.
Aff.,
Property;
well-integrated, high
high quality
to ensure
development . . . .”
ensure aa well-integrated,
quality development
(Compl. ¶ 6;
Property; to
6; Barber Aﬂ,
.

.

.

11

“agreed to
Ex.
be in
plan for
in furtherance
In addition,
A §§ 1.2).
for
the restrictions
EX. A
restrictions are
furtherance of
to be
of aa general
general plan
are “agreed
addition, the
1.2). In

.” (Barber
the
Aff., Ex.
Art. II).
the Property.
the . . . improvement
EX. A,
improvement and
of the
and sale
sale of
(Barber Aﬂ,
Property. . . .”
11).
A, Art.
.

.

.

.

7.
7.

.

“the
Committee” as
“Architectural Committee”
Section
the Declaration
the “Architectural
Declaration defines
of the
Section 3.1
3.1 of
deﬁnes the
as “the

hereof.”
Architectural
IX hereof.”
Article IX
the Association
Grantor or
Committee created
Architectural Committee
or the
to Article
Association pursuant
pursuant to
created by
by Grantor

(Barber
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 3.1).
EX. A
(Barber Aﬂ,
3.1).
8.
8.

“a lot
Lot” as
“Building Lot”
Section
Plat
lot shown
the Plat
the Declaration
Declaration defines
on the
of the
Section 3.8
defines “Building
shown on
as “a
3.8 of

upon
which Improvements
voting and
purposes herein,
For voting
membership purposes
Improvements may
upon which
and membership
constructed. For
be constructed.
herein,
may be

Lot” shall
“Building Lot”
“Building
Building Lot.
Building Lot
Lot shall
not
shall not
shall mean
single-family residential
residential Building
Lot. Building
mean each
each single-family
Area.” (Barber
include
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 3.7).
EX. A
Common Area.”
include Common
(Barber Aﬂ,
3.7).

9.
9.

“Improvement” as
“any structure,
Section
the Declaration
Declaration defines
3.12 of
of the
Section 3.12
deﬁnes “Improvement”
as “any
structure, facility
facility

or
whether permanent
which is
permanent or
other improvement
improvement or
or system,
or other
or object,
or temporary,
is erected,
erected,
object, whether
temporary, which
system, or
constructed
upon, under
under or
portion of
in any
the Property,
without limitation,
or placed
or in
of the
constructed or
placed upon,
limitation,
including, without
Property, including,
any portion
residential
parking areas,
residential structures,
buildings, fences,
structures, accessory
streets, drives,
fences, streets,
drives, driveways,
areas,
accessory buildings,
driveways, parking
sidewalks,
paths, curbs,
walls, hedges,
living and/or
and/0r dead
dead
plantings, trees,
landscaping, walls,
sidewalks, bicycle
trees, living
curbs, landscaping,
hedges, plantings,
bicycle paths,
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vegetation, rocks,
boxes, electrical
pumps, ditches,
waterways,
mail boxes,
electrical lines,
vegetation,
lights, mail
ditches, waterways,
lines, pipes,
rocks, signs,
signs, lights,
pipes, pumps,
recreational
utility improvements,
recreational facilities,
of trees
removal of
trees and
and
road construction,
facilities, grading,
improvements, removal
construction, utility
grading, road
other
plantings, and
exterior
exterior construction
other vegetation,
or exterior
construction or
and landscaping,
and any
new exterior
landscaping, and
vegetation, plantings,
any new
foregoing.”
improvement
in the
not included
the foregoing.”
improvement which
which may
included in
be not
may be

(Barber
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 3.12)
EX. A
(Barber Aﬂ,
3.12)

(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
10.
10.

In
purpose of
In order
“[i]mprovements on
the purpose
the Declaration,
the
of the
on the
to carry
order to
out the
Declaration, “[i]mprovements
carry out

Documents” and
Property
with the
“[n]0 Improvements
in conformity
the . . . Project
shall be
Improvements
Project Documents”
and “[n]o
made in
be made
conformity with
Property shall
.

.

.

on
portion of
be constructed,
placed or
the Property
shall be
Without Architectural
Architectural
on any
of the
or removed
removed . . . without
constructed, placed
Property shall
any portion
.

.

.

.” (Barber
“as permitted
by the
Committee
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 9.1).
The improvements
the
EX. A
permitted by
Committee approval
improvements “as
approval . . . .”
(Barber Aﬂ,
9.1). The
.

.

.

“approved in
Committee” must
Architectural
writing.” (Barber
Aff., Ex.
in writing.”
A §§ 4.1).
EX. A
Architectural Committee”
must be
be “approved
(Barber Aﬂ,
4.1).

11.
11.

“N0 fence
Section
provides: “No
be allowed
the Declaration
shall be
Declaration provides:
of the
Section 4.2.3
4.2.3 of
fence shall
except as
allowed except
as

approved
by the
in general
with the
the Architectural
the fence
committee and
Architectural committee
general conformance
conformance with
fence style
and in
approved by
style
depicted
Exhibit B,
part hereof.
The visual
hereto and
on Exhibit
aesthetic
attached hereto
and made
Visual harmony
and aesthetic
hereof. The
depicted on
made aa part
harmony and
B, attached
appeal
Building Lots
the structures
the Building
the Architectural
Improvements thereon,
Architectural
of the
on the
Lots and
and Improvements
appeal of
structures on
thereon, the
Committee
right to
the outside
the texture,
the right
shall have
control the
Committee shall
of the
to control
design and
color scheme
and color
scheme of
outside
have the
texture, design
walls,
upon Building
Building Lots,
all structures
patio roofs
of all
to require
require
roofs of
roofs and
and patio
and to
erected upon
structures erected
fences, roofs
walls, fences,
Lots, and
.” (Barber
landscaping.
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 4.2.3).
EX. A
landscaping. . . .”
4.2.3).
(BarberAﬂ,
.

12.
12.

.

“Each
Section
part, as
in relevant
the Declaration
4.2.4 of
Declaration provides,
of the
relevant part,
Section 4.2.4
follows: “Each
as follows:
provides, in

Owner
place fencing
by the
fencing (as
the Architectural
the following
following
Architectural Committee)
shall place
to the
Owner shall
approved by
subject to
Committee) subject
(as approved
restrictions:
restrictions:
(a)
(a)

Fence
(20’)
than twenty
not extend
shall not
extend closer
to any
street than
feet (20’)
Fence and
walls shall
and walls
closer to
twenty feet
any street

nor
beyond the
building on
No fence
principal building
Building Lot.
nor project
the setback
the principal
the Building
on the
Lot. No
of the
fence
project beyond
setback of
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higher
(6’) shall
higher than
prior approval
than six
the prior
six feet
shall be
without the
of Ada
feet (6’)
approval of
Ada County
allowed without
be allowed
County (if
(if
required)
the Architectural
Architectural Committee.
Committee.
and the
required) and
(b)
(b)

All
walls shall
All fences
in
maintained in
shall be
installed and
fences and
and walls
and installed
and maintained
constructed and
be constructed

good
which
Building Lot
the expense
the Owner
the Building
Lot on
condition at
at the
of the
of the
on which
Owner of
and condition
expense of
appearance and
good appearance
they
all damaged
fencing and
shall be
or replaced
to
repaired or
walls shall
are located
and all
and walls
located and
replaced to
damaged fencing
be repaired
they are
original
within aa reasonable
time after
original design,
after said
materials and
color Within
and color
reasonable time
said damage
damage occurs.
occurs.
design, materials
...
(d)
(d)

No fence,
wall, hedge,
planting, obstruction
be
high planting,
shall be
barrier shall
or barrier
No
obstruction or
fence, wall,
hedge, high

allowed
use and
with the
neighboring
interfere with
the use
which would
of neighboring
and enjoyment
allowed which
would unreasonably
unreasonably interfere
enjoyment of
Building
if the
Building Lots
not be
the same
shall not
Lots and
an undesireable,
constitute an
and streets,
and shall
allowed if
same constitute
be allowed
undesireable,
streets, and
Lots.”
noxious
Building Lots.”
neighboring Building
or nuisance
effect upon
noxious or
nuisance effect
upon neighboring

(Compl.
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 4.2.4).
EX. A
4.2.4).
(Compl. ¶ 18;
18; Barber Aﬂ,
11

13.
13.

Section
“[t]he Architectural
that “[t]he
4.4 of
the Declaration
shall
Committee shall
Declaration provides
Architectural Committee
of the
Section 4.4
provides that

required.”
adopt
permitted and
from time
time to
regulating landscaping
to time,
guidelines regulating
landscaping permitted
and amend,
and required.”
adopt and
time, guidelines
amend, from

(Barber
Aff., Ex.
A §§
Ex. A
(Barber Aﬂ,
4.4).
§§ 4.4).
14.
14.

“There shall
Section
be no
4.12 of
with the
the Declaration
the
shall be
interference with
Declaration provides:
of the
no interference
Section 4.12
provides: “There

established
pattern over
portion of
the Property,
alternate
of the
an adequate
drainage pattern
established drainage
unless an
over any
adequate alternate
Propeny, unless
any portion
provision
by the
in writing
writing by
first approved
for proper
the Architectural
Architectural
provision is
is made
proper drainage
is first
drainage and
and is
made for
approved in
“established” drainage
Committee.
For the
the purposes
the system
Committee. For
is defined
of drainage,
drainage is
deﬁned as
as the
purposes hereof,
drainage,
hereof, “established”
system of

whether
time the
the time
the overall
portion of
the
which exists
grading of
Whether natural
or otherwise,
exists at
at the
of any
of the
natural or
overall grading
otherwise, which
any portion
Property
which is
that drainage
the
or that
is shown
on any
plans approved
is completed
drainage which
completed by
shown on
approved by
Grantor, or
Property is
any plans
by Grantor,
by the
Architectural
from Common
Building
which may
Architectural Committee,
Common Area
Area over
include drainage
drainage from
over any
Committee, which
may include
any Building
Propelty.” (Barber
Lot
Aff., Ex.
in the
A §§ 4.12).
Lot in
the Property.”
EX. A
(Barber Aﬂ,
4.12).
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15.
15.

Section
provides: “[t]he
“[t]he Owner
within
Building Lot
the Declaration
Lot within
Declaration provides:
4.13 of
of the
of any
Section 4.13
Owner of
any Building

the
work has
been performed
in which
plan approved
the Property
grading plan
which grading
grading or
other work
performed to
to aa grading
or other
has been
approved
Property in
under applicable
provisions of
the Architectural
shall
Architectural Committee,
of Ada
or by
under
applicable provisions
Ada County
Code or
Committee, shall
County Code
by the
maintain
prevention devices,
walls, drainage
maintain and
retaining walls,
all graded
repair all
erosion prevention
drainage
and repair
and erosion
surfaces and
graded surfaces
devices, retaining
structures,
public agency,
plantings
not the
the responsibility
the public
which are
or devices
of the
means or
are not
and plantings
devices which
responsibility of
structures, means
agency, and
and
shall be
installed or
requirements shall
or completed
thereon. Such
to Regular,
ground cover
completed thereon.
and ground
Such requirements
cover installed
subject to
be subject
Regular,
herein.” (Barber
Special,
provided for
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 4.13).
Limited Assessments
for herein.”
EX. A
Assessments provided
and Limited
Special, and
(Barber Aff,
4.13).

16.
16.

“is intended
The
The Declaration
for the
the Architectural
Committee
Declaration “is
Architectural Committee
intended to
to serve
serve as
as authority
authority for

to
judgment to
that all
harmonize as
all Improvements
its judgment
external design,
conform and
Improvements conform
to external
to use
to see
and harmonize
as to
use its
see that
design,
quality
the
of construction,
location on
on the
architectural character,
and type
construction, architectural
materials, color,
character, materials,
color, location
quality and
type of
Property,
all
ﬁnished ground
landscaping and
natural conditions,
ground elevation,
and all
and finished
grade and
conditions, landscaping
elevation, natural
height, grade
Property, height,
considerations.” (Barber
Aff., Ex.
other
A §§ 4.1)
EX. A
other aesthetic
aesthetic considerations.”
(emphasis added).
(Barber Affl}
added).
4.1) (emphasis

17.
17.

Section
“[t]he actions
the Declaration
the Architectural
Declaration provides,
Architectural
of the
of the
Section 9.2
actions of
9.2 of
provides, “[t]he

Committee
by its
in the
the exercise
its discretion
its approval
the proposed
Committee in
of its
discretion by
or disapproval
of the
exercise of
approval or
disapproval of
proposed
Improvements
parties.”
the Property…shall
and binding
binding on
all interested
Improvements on
on the
on all
interested parties.”
conclusive and
be conclusive
Property...shall be
(Barber
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 9.2)
EX. A
(emphasis added).
(Barber Aﬂ‘,
added).
9.2) (emphasis
18.
18.

In
In furtherance
the discretion
the Architectural
the
furtherance of
Architectural Committee,
of the
discretion of
of the
of the
Section 9.5
9.5 of
Committee, Section

Declaration
provides, [t]he
plans
the Architectural
Committee of
Declaration provides,
Architectural Committee
of the
of any
or plans
approval of
proposals or
any proposals
[t]he approval
and
proposed, or
in connection
with any
for any
other
or drawings
work done
or proposed,
or in
connection with
drawings for
speciﬁcations or
and specifications
done or
any work
any other
matter
shall not
requiring the
matter requiring
the approval
the Architectural
not be
Architectural Committee,
of the
consent of
approval and
and consent
deemed
be deemed
Committee, shall

right to
to
withhold approval
similar
approval or
to constitute
constitute aa waiver
waiver of
of any
to withhold
or consent
as to
to any
consent as
any right
any similar
proposals,
plans and
and specifications,
matter whatever
drawings or
or additionally
or matter
Whatever subsequently
speciﬁcations, drawings
additionally
proposals, plans
subsequently or
consent.” (Barber
submitted
Aff. Ex.
A §§ 9.5)
for approval
EX. A
or consent.”
submitted for
approval or
(emphasis added).
(Barber Aff
added).
9.5) (emphasis
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19.
19.

The
provides aa method
The Declaration
for inspection
inspection of
Declaration provides
method for
of work
work and
correction of
of
and correction

defects.
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 9.7).
written notice
EX. A
The owner
the
completion to
notice of
of completion
to the
must give
owner must
give written
defects. (Barber
(Barber Aﬂ,
9.7). The
Architectural
“[W]ithin sixty
the Architectural
Committee .
Architectural Committee
Architectural Committee,
and “[w]ithin
thereafter, the
Committee, and
sixty (60)
days thereafter,
(60) days
.

. . may
work was
If the
that such
not
the Architectural
Committee finds
Improvement. If
Architectural Committee
inspect such
ﬁnds that
such Improvement.
such work
was not
may inspect
.

.

done
in substantial
it shall
in writing
writing of
with the
the approved
the Owner
shall notify
of
substantial compliance
compliance with
Owner in
done in
approved plans,
notify the
plans, it
such
within such
non-compliance Within
the particular
particular noncompliance,
such sixty
such non-compliance
noncompliance,
specifying the
period, specifying
sixty (60)
day period,
(60) day
same.” (Barber
and
Aff., Ex.
A §§
the Owner
the same.”
EX. A
shall require
require the
to remedy
Owner to
and shall
(Barber Aﬂ,
9.7.1, 9.7.2).
9.7.2).
remedy the
§§ 9.7.1,

20.
20.

“the Board,
If
If the
the owner
not remedy
the noncompliance,
its option,
at its
owner does
does not
noncompliance, “the
option, may
Board, at
remedy the
may

either
the Owner
the noncompliance,
either remove
the noncomplying
improvement or
or remedy
Owner
and the
remove the
noncompliance, and
noncomplying improvement
remedy the
shall
in connection
the Association,
for all
all expenses
shall reimburse
therewith.
incurred in
connection therewith.
reimburse the
upon demand,
expenses incurred
Association, upon
demand, for
If
by the
If such
not promptly
the Owner
the Association,
the Board
shall levy
to the
repaid by
Owner to
Board shall
are not
expenses are
such expenses
Association, the
promptly repaid
levy aa
Project.” (Barber
Limited
Limited Assessment
for reimbursement
the Project.”
reimbursement pursuant
against such
to the
pursuant to
Assessment against
Owner for
such Owner
(Barber

Aff., Ex.
power and
“[t]he power
A §§
from time
time
The Board
EX. A
Board has
has “[t]he
and authority
see also §
authority from
9.7.1, 9.7.3;
9.7.3; see
4.1). The
Aﬂ,
§§ 9.7.1,
§ 4.1).
to
behalf, or
behalf of
who consents
in its
time in
its own
its own
to time
on its
or on
on behalf
of any
to
Owner who
consents thereto,
own name,
own behalf,
thereto, to
name, on
any Owner
commence
breach or
maintain actions
restrain and
enjoin any
to restrain
or threatened
threatened breach
actions and
suits to
commence and
and maintain
and suits
and enjoin
breach
any breach
hereof.”
of
provisions hereof.”
the Project
injunction or
all provisions
to enforce
of the
Project Documents,
or otherwise,
enforce by
and to
Documents, and
otherwise, all
by injunction

(Barber
Aff., Ex.
“[i]n addition
A §§ 5.6.1.2).
EX. A
addition to
to duties
proper to
to carry
duties necessary
and proper
out
Further, “[i]n
5.6.1.2). Further,
(Barber Aﬂ,
necessary and
carry out
the
the power
the Association
the Project
its
the Association
to the
Project Documents,
or its
Association by
Association or
power delegated
delegated to
Documents, . . . the
by the
.

.

.

agent
business affairs
the authority
all business
the
the obligation
shall have
affairs of
obligation to
agent . . . shall
to conduct
of the
and the
conduct all
have the
authority and
.

.

.

Association
without limitation,
the following
following duties:
to perform,
of the
Association and
and to
duties:
each of
limitation, each
perform, Without
5.6.2.10
5.6.2.10

Enforcement
Perform such
Enforcement of
other acts,
Restrictions and
of Restrictions
and Rules.
Rules. Perform
such other
acts,

whether
be reasonably
this Declaration,
not expressly
whether or
authorized by
or
or not
advisable or
Declaration, as
as may
reasonably advisable
expressly authorized
may be
by this
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necessary
provisions of
the provisions
the Project
all laws,
of the
of the
Project Documents
to enforce
Documents and
enforce any
and any
and all
necessary to
laws,
any of
any and
.”
ordinances,
regulations of
of Ada
and regulations
Ada County.
rules and
ordinances, rules
County. . . .”
.

.

(Barber
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 5.6.2.10).
EX. A
5.6.2.10).
(Barber Aﬂ,
21.
21.

“any Owner
Sections
provides: “any
the Declaration
Declaration provides:
of the
of any
Sections 15.5.1
15.5.1 and
and 15.5.2
15.5.2 of
Owner of
any

hereof” and
Building
right to
Building Lot
the failure
all of
the provisions
Lot shall
the right
shall have
failure of
of
or all
of the
to enforce
provisions hereof”
enforce any
and the
have the
any or

“will give
any
in . . . the
the
which “will
to comply
is aa nuisance
rise to
to aa cause
of action
action in
Owner to
nuisance which
give rise
cause of
comply is
any Owner
.

.

.

both.”
Association…for
for negative
relief or
afﬁrmative injunctive
injunctive relief
of damages
or for
or affirmative
or both.”
negative or
Association...for recovery
damages or
recovery of

(Barber
Aff., Ex.
A §§
Ex. A
15.5.1, 15.5.2).
15.5.2).
(BarberAﬂ,
§§ 15.5.1,

“[i]n the
Pursuant
the Declaration,
the event
Pursuant to
to Section
of the
an attorney
or attorneys
Section 8.1
event an
8.1 of
Declaration, “[i]n
attorneys
attorney or

22.
22.

are
performance of
with or
the terms
terms and
conditions
or specific
of the
to enforce
compliance with
specific performance
enforce compliance
and conditions
are employed
employed . . . to
.

.

.

attorney’s fees
of
pay reasonable
in addition
this Declaration,
other
of this
to pay
addition to
to any
Owner agrees
reasonable attorney’s
each Owner
fees in
agrees to
Declaration, each
any other

Owner.” (Barber
relief
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 8.1).
relief or
EX. A
or remedy
against such
obtained against
such Owner.”
(Barber Aﬂ,
remedy obtained
8.1).

23.
23.

The
HOA Architectural
The Defendant
Springs HOA
Defendant submitted
Architectural Review
an Eagle
Eagle Springs
submitted an
Review and
and

Approval
Answ. ¶ 22
Form to
the Architectural
Committee on
Architectural Committee
Approval Form
to the
on May
2016. (Compl.
(Compl. ¶ 20;
20; Answ.
May 9,
9, 2016.
11

11

(admitted);
Aff. ¶1] 11,
EX. C).
11, Ex.
(admitted); Barber Aﬂ
C).
24.
24.

The
The Defendant
his fence
the east
repair and
Defendant requested
to repair
extend his
on the
fence on
approval to
and extend
requested approval
east side
side

of
length of
full length
his property
the full
the house
for landscaping
the
repair and
of his
to cover
of the
to repair
landscaping to
level the
and for
and level
cover the
house and
property to
fence
Aff., Ex.
with the
the house.
EX. C).
fence with
house. (Barber
(Barber Aﬂ,
C).
25.
25.

This
was approved
by the
This limited
limited scope
the Architectural
Committee on
Architectural Committee
on May
request was
approved by
scope request
May

9,
in
that the
that all
the condition
the fence
all repairs
remain in
match and
condition that
2016 on
on the
to match
repairs remain
stained to
fence be
and that
be stained
9, 2016
compliance
with the
Aff., Ex.
the CC&Rs
EX. C).
compliance with
applicable codes.
and applicable
CC&Rs and
codes. (Barber
(Barber Aﬂ,
C).
26.
26.

In
became aware
In August
that
the Architectural
Committee became
Architectural Committee
of the
members of
August 2016,
aware that
two members
2016, two

additional
work was
was being
which had
the Property
not been
additional work
being constructed
on the
had not
and
constructed on
been described
described and
Propeny which
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approved
then requested
that Defendant
the May
The Architectural
form. The
Committee then
Defendant
Architectural Committee
2016 form.
requested that
approved by
May 9,
9, 2016
by the
submit
work. (Barber
Aff. ¶¶
14-15).
for the
the additional
application for
submit aa second
additional work.
second application
(Barber Aﬂ.
111] 14-15).
27.
27.

The
proposed additional
raising of
the grade
the
The proposed
of the
of the
additional work
work included
substantial raising
included substantial
grade of

Property,
retaining wall,
significant elevation
the
of the
of aa retaining
relocation and
elevation increase
construction of
increase of
and relocation
and significant
wall, and
Property, construction
fence
been previously
Aff. ¶ 14).
the Property
not been
for approval.
which had
on the
submitted for
fence on
had not
approval. (Barber
previously submitted
(Barber Aﬂ
Propeny which
14).
11

The
the fence,
the fence,
The May
not describe
application did
or
plans to
to raise
2016 application
raise the
did not
move the
describe any
fence, move
fence, or
May 9,
any plans
9, 2016
construct
Aff., Ex.
retaining wall.
EX. C).
wall. (Barber
construct aa retaining
(Barber Aﬂ,
C).
28.
28.

At
At the
the request
the Board,
Defendant submitted
of the
on or
or about
submitted
September 6,
request of
about September
Board, on
2016, Defendant
6, 2016,

Answ. ¶ 88
aa second
the Architectural
for approval.
application to
Committee for
Architectural Committee
to the
approval. (Compl.
second application
(Compl. ¶ 20;
20; Answ.
11

11

(admitted);
Aff., ¶1] 15,
EX. D).
(admitted); Barber Aﬂ,
15, Ex.
D).
29.
29.

The
by using
retaining
the property
The second
application included
plans to
to level
using retaining
level the
included plans
second application
property by

Aff., Ex.
wall
the fence
EX. D).
wall blocks
nearer to
to Cayuse
fence nearer
blocks and
and move
move the
(Barber Aﬂ,
Cayuse Way.
Way. (Barber
D).
30.
30.

“fences shall
The
than twenty
The Declaration
not extend
shall not
Declaration provides
extend closer
to any
street than
closer to
provides “fences
twenty
any street

Lot” and
feet
beyond the
building on
“[n]o
(20’) nor
principal building
Building Lot”
the principal
the Building
nor project
the setback
feet (20’)
of the
on the
project beyond
and “[n]o
setback of
.” (Compl.
fence
Aff., Ex.
(6’) shall
A §§
higher than
than six
six feet
EX. A
shall be
feet (6’)
fence higher
allowed . . . .”
be allowed
(Compl. ¶ 18;
18; Barber Aﬂ,
.

.

.

11

4.2.4(a)).
4.2.4(a)).
31.
provides that
be allowed
which
in general,
“[n]0 fence
that in
The Declaration
shall be
Declaration provides
fence . . . shall
31. The
allowed which
general, “[n]o
.

.

.

would
use and
with the
Building Lots
interfere with
the use
neighboring Building
of neighboring
Lots and
and
and enjoyment
would unreasonably
unreasonably interfere
enjoyment of
streets,
undesirable, noxious
if the
not be
the same
shall not
an undesirable,
or nuisance
effect
noxious or
constitute an
nuisance effect
and shall
allowed if
same constitute
be allowed
streets, and
Lots.” (Compl.
¶ 18;
Aff., Ex.
upon
A §§ 4.2.4(d)).
Building Lots.”
neighboring Building
EX. A
upon neighboring
(Compl. 1]
18; Barber Aﬂ,
4.2.4(d)).

32.
32.

The
(20’) and,
than twenty
The new
the street
to the
street than
feet (20’)
of
extends closer
fence extends
sited atop
new fence
closer to
atop of
twenty feet
and, sited

the
wall, causes
high from
retaining wall,
from the
eight (8)
nine (9)
the retaining
the fence
the
to appear
to be
or nine
feet high
fence to
appear to
causes the
be eight
(8) or
(9) feet
sidewalk
Aff. ¶ 21,
from neighboring
neighboring lots.
to Cayuse
Exs. M,
lots. (Barber
sidewalk adjacent
and from
adjacent to
(Barber Aﬂ
21, Exs.
Cayuse Way
0).
M, N,
N, O).
Way and
11
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The
water dispersion,
The grading
the property
the direction
grading of
storm water
direction of
of the
to have
of storm
altered the
have altered
appears to
so
dispersion, so
propeny appears
that
would drain
property, and
that less
the property
the east
the property,
drain to
storm
of the
to Cayuse
to the
of the
more storm
and more
less of
east of
propeny would
Cayuse Way
Way to
water would
be directed
Aff. ¶11 21).
This
the neighboring
neighboring property
the south.
to the
to the
water
directed to
south. (Barber
would be
(Barber Aﬂ
property to
21). This
violates Section
pertaining to
Aff., ¶1] 21,
A §§ 4.12).
4.12 of
the Declaration
EX. A
Declaration pertaining
of the
to drainage.
Section 4.12
violates
drainage. (Barber
(Barber Aﬂ,
4.12).
21, Ex.
33.
33.

After
After careful
the guidance
the Declaration,
the
of the
of the
consideration of
and authority
guidance and
careful consideration
Declaration, the
authority of

second
was denied
Aff., Ex.
the discretion
the Architectural
EX.
application was
Architectural Committee.
at the
discretion of
of the
Committee. (Barber
denied at
second application
(Barber Aﬂ,
F).
F).
34.
34.

The
explaining the
the
The Board
letter to
Defendant dated
to Defendant
sent aa letter
Board sent
September 27,
dated September
2016, explaining
27, 2016,

reasons
in detail
inviting the
for the
the denial
the Defendant
his plans
another
Defendant to
denial in
detail and
to revise
plans and
submit another
and inviting
revise his
and submit
reasons for
application
Aff., Ex.
for approval.
EX. G).
application for
approval. (Barber
(Barber Aﬂ,
G).
35.
35.

Defendant
not submitted
for consideration
the
later application
Defendant has
application to
to the
consideration any
submitted for
has not
any later

Defendant’s Property
Architectural
in violation
the Declaration.
the Defendant’s
remains in
Violation of
Architectural Committee,
of the
Declaration.
and the
Committee, and
Propeny remains

(Barber
Aff. 111]
¶¶ 31-33).
31-33).
(Barber Aﬂ
LEGAL
STANDARD
LEGAL STANDARD
Rule
provides that
party is
judgment
that the
the Idaho
the moving
entitled to
moving party
is entitled
to judgment
Rule 56(c)
of the
R. Civ.
P. provides
Idaho R.
CiV. P.
56(0) of
as
will
if no
matter of
The court
material fact
of law
no genuine
genuine issue
to aa material
fact exists.
exists. I.R.C.P.
court Will
I.R.C.P. 56(c).
law if
issue as
as a
a matter
as to
56(0). The
any.” 1d,;
“pleadings, depositions,
consider
Id.;
if any.”
with the
the affidavits,
together with
on file,
admissions on
consider “pleadings,
and admissions
depositions, and
afﬁdavits, if
file, together

“When an
Boise City,
162 Idaho
an
Idaho 688,
Bedard and Musser v.
403 P.3d
P.3d 632,
v. City of
633 (2017).
ofBoise
632, 633
688, 403
(2017). “When
City, 162

action
will be
before the
without aa jury,
jury, the
trial court
trier of
the court
the trial
the trier
entitled to
tried before
action Will
of fact
fact is
is entitled
to
court Without
court as
be tried
as the
arrive
based upon
upon the
before it
it and
the most
the undisputed
arrive at
at the
most probable
inferences based
undisputed evidence
and
probable inferences
evidence properly
properly before
inferences.” Shawver v.
grant
judgment despite
possibility of
grant the
the summary
the possibility
conﬂicting inferences.”
of conflicting
despite the
v.
summary judgment
691792 (2003).
360761, 93
140 Idaho
Idaho 354,
P.3d 685,
93 P.3d
Estates, LLC, 140
Huckleberry Estates,
354, 360–61,
685, 691–92
(2003).

The
will not
that are
The Court
not disturb
ﬁndings of
of fact
fact that
substantial and
Court will
are supported
and
disturb findings
supported by
by substantial
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competent
Hulsey, 162
if there
conﬂicting evidence.
162
there is
competent evidence,
is conflicting
Washington Federal v.
even if
evidence. Washington
v. Hulsey,
evidence, even
Idaho
D.L. White
Inc., 142
142 Idaho
127 P.3d
Idaho 293,
Idaho 742,
405 P.3d
Constr. Inc,
P.3d
P.3d 1,
White Constr.
3 (2017);
V. BL.
742, 405
293, 298,
298, 127
1, 3
(2017); Akers v.
196,
if aa reasonable
trier of
201 (2005).
is substantial
of fact
fact would
substantial if
Evidence is
and rely
upon
reasonable trier
would accept
accept and
196, 201
rely upon
(2005). Evidence
it
point of
proven. Miller v.
it in
in determining
determining whether
140 Idaho
whether aa disputed
of fact
fact has
Idaho
has been
disputed point
been proven.
v. Callear,
Callear, 140
213,
1120 (2004).
91 P.3d
P.3d 1117,
1117, 1120
213, 216,
216, 91
(2004).
The
burden of
party. Kiebert v.
The burden
the absence
the moving
material facts
proving the
moving party.
of proving
of material
is upon
facts is
upon the
absence of
v.
Goss,
144 Idaho
Idaho 225,
Idaho 81,
159 P.3d
139 Idaho
P.3d 862,
P.3d
865 (2007);
v. Holzer,
73 P.3d
Holzer, 139
225, 228,
228, 159
G055, 144
862, 865
81, 85,
85, 73
(2007); Hei v.
94,
the moving
the absence
material fact,
moving party
of aa genuine
genuine issue
of material
establishes the
Once the
issue of
absence of
98 (2003).
fact,
94, 98
(2003). Once
party establishes
non-moving party
the
burden shifts
party to
that aa genuine
the burden
shifts to
the non-moving
material fact
to show
to the
genuine issue
of material
fact does
show that
issue of
does

exist.
144 Idaho
exist. Kiebert, 144
at 228,
at 865.
Idaho at
150 P.3d
P.3d at
865.
228, 150
non-moving party
A
with evidence
A non-moving
of affidavit
afﬁdavit or
or otherwise
must come
otherwise
forward With
evidence by
come forward
party must
way of
by way

which contradicts
by the
which establishes
the evidence
the moving
the
which
moving party,
contradicts the
submitted by
establishes the
and which
evidence submitted
party, and
existence
Id. The
judgment when
The moving
material issue
entitled to
moving party
of aa material
is entitled
to judgment
when
of disputed
existence of
fact. Id.
disputed fact.
issue of
party is
the
party fails
the existence
the nonmoving
nonmoving party
fails to
element
sufﬁcient to
to make
make aa showing
showing sufficient
to establish
of an
an element
establish the
existence of
essential
party's case.
Badell v.
A
that party's
115 Idaho
127 (1988).
to that
P.2d 126,
essential to
Idaho 101,
case. Bade]!
v. Beeks,
765 P.2d
Beeks, 115
101, 102,
102, 765
126, 127
(1988). A
mere
slight doubt
scintilla of
the facts
not sufficient
sufficient to
mere scintilla
of evidence
or only
to create
to the
is not
facts is
create aa
evidence or
doubt as
as to
only aa slight
genuine
purposes of
judgment. Samuel v.
Lezamiz,
for purposes
of summary
genuine issue
issue for
v. Hepworth,
Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz,
summary judgment.
Inc., 134
134 Idaho
P.2d 303,
Idaho 84,
996 P.2d
306 (2002).
Inc,
303, 306
84, 87,
(2002).
87, 996
ARGUMENT
ARGUMENT
I.
I.

PLAINTIFF IS
ENTITLED TO
PLAINTIFF
ENFORCEMENT
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
FOR ENFORCEMENT
JUDGMENT FOR
IS ENTITLED
TO SUMMARY
THE DECLARATION
OF
DECLARATION
OF THE
A.
A.

plain language
Per
Per the
the plain
language of
the Declaration,
portion
improvements on
of the
no improvements
on any
Declaration, no
any portion
of
shall be
the property
of the
or removed
without
placed or
removed without
be constructed,
constructed, placed
property shall
in writing.
Architectural
writing.
Architectural Committee
approval in
Committee approval

Defendant’s Property
Defendant’s
Facts ¶¶
4-5; Answ. ¶
the Declaration.
is governed
Declaration. (Statement
governed by
(Statement of
Property is
ofFacts
by the
111] 4-5; Answ.
11
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22 (admitted)).
validity and
the validity
of aa declaration
of covenants,
declaration of
recognizes the
Idaho law
law recognizes
and enforceability
enforceability of
covenants,
(admitted)). Idaho
conditions
Inc., 151
151 Idaho
254
restrictions. Jackson Land Co.
conditions and
Idaho 242,
and restrictions.
Co. v.
v. Blue Dog RV,
242, 246,
246, 254
RV, Inc,
P.3d
1242 (2011);
17 P.3d
Idaho 343,
135 Idaho
289 (2000).
P.3d 1238,
P.3d 287,
v. Guindon,
Guindon, 135
1238, 1242
343, 345,
345, 17
287, 289
(2000).
(2011); Nordstrom v.

“A declaration
“A
which defines
rights and
the rights
the developer,
is essentially
master deed
of the
declaration is
deﬁnes the
and duties
duties of
deed which
essentially aa master
developer,
project.” Investors Ltd.
the
Ltd. of
the owners
the management
the project.”
management body
of the
owners . . . and
and the
v. Sun
Valley v.
body of
of Sun Valley
.

.

.

I, Inc.
Inc. Homeowners Ass'n.
Ass'n. 106
P.2d 891,
Idaho 855,
Mountain Condos,
106 Idaho
683 P.2d
893
Condos, Phase I,
891, 893
855, 857,
857, 683
(1984).
with
A buyer
title owner
is subject
to recorded
Under Idaho
Idaho law,
owner is
takes with
covenants. A
recorded covenants.
subject to
law, any
buyer takes
(1984). Under
any title
constructive
if not
not actual
the existence
of the
of such
existence of
constructive knowledge,
covenants
such recorded
recorded covenants
actual knowledge,
knowledge, if
knowledge, of
and
bound to
Investments, Inc.
Inc. v.
Acord, 141
141 Idaho
the covenant.
is thereby
to the
Idaho 75,
and is
covenant. West
v. Acord,
West Wood
Wood Investments,
thereby bound
75, 83,
83,
106
401. 409
106 P.3d
409 (2005).
P.3d 401.
(2005).
In
In construing
the same
the rules
which apply
to any
construing aa covenant,
those which
are generally
same as
rules are
as those
covenant, the
generally the
apply to
any
contract.
If there
plain language
the plain
the covenants
there is
is no
no ambiguity,
of the
contract. If
covenants governs.
governs. Sun Valley
Ctr.
language of
ambiguity, the
Valley Ctr.
for the Arts & Humanities,
Humanities, Inc,
Inc., v.
P.2d 346
Idaho 411,
107 Idaho
346 (1984).
v. Sun Valley
690 P.2d
411, 690
Valley Co.,
Ca, 107
(1984).
for
Thompson v.
144 Idaho
the
16 P.3d
Idaho 315,
P.3d 754,
v. Ebbert, 144
756 (Idaho,
2007)(finding the
315, 317,
317, 16
754, 756
(Idaho, 2007)(finding
“clear” and
requirements
violation of
in Violation
the declaration
the lease
therefore
requirements of
of the
agreement in
of itit and
declaration “clear”
and the
and therefore
lease agreement

void), Hillside Service Co.
Alcorn, 105
the decision
P.2d 392
Idaho 792,
decision
105 Idaho
392 (1983)
Co. v.
v. Alcorn,
673 P.2d
(afﬁrming the
792, 673
void),
(1983) (affirming
Covenants” was
“Declaration of
of
in the
trial court
that the
the trial
the language
the “Declaration
not
Restrictive Covenants”
of the
of Restrictive
court that
language in
was not

ambiguous
or uncertain).
ambiguous or
uncertain).
within the
Regarding
the construction
lot Within
the
alteration of
Regarding the
improvements on
or alteration
of improvements
on any
construction or
any lot
Subdivision,
provide as
the relevant
the Declaration
Declaration provide
relevant sections
of the
sections of
follows:
as follows:
Subdivision, the
No Building
be improved
with residential
Building Lot
Lot shall
shall be
residential structures
No
improved except
except with
and accessory
structures and
accessory
structures
the Architectural
the same
permitted by
Committee and
Architectural Committee
and the
same have
have been
been approved
structures as
approved
as permitted
by the
in
writing. (Statement
Facts ¶
10;
Barber
Aff.,
Ex.
A
§
4.1).
in writing.
A
EX.
(Statement of
ofFacts
4.1).
10;
Aﬂ,
§
11
Improvements
be made
in conformity
with the
the Property
the Eagle
shall be
Springs design
Improvements on
on the
Eagle Springs
design
made in
conformity with
Property shall
"Design
guidelines
Guidelines") and
the Project
Improvements on
Project Documents.
No Improvements
on
guidelines (the
Documents. No
and the
(the "Design Guidelines")
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any
be constructed,
placed or
portion of
the Property
shall be
Without
or removed
of the
removed . . . without
constructed, placed
Property shall
any portion
Architectural
the Project
the Design
Design Guidelines
Committee approval
Architectural Committee
Project
Guidelines and
and the
approval as
provided by
as provided
by the
Documents.
Facts ¶ 10;
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 9.1).
EX. A
Documents. (Statement
(Statement of
ofFacts
9.1).
10; Barber Affl}
.

.

.

11

Defendant’s
There
in these
that the
the Idaho
the Defendant’s
There is
is no
no ambiguity
these terms,
Idaho caselaw
and the
supports that
caselaw supports
terms, and
ambiguity in

Property
the Architectural
them. Defendant
Defendant had
obligation to
Architectural
is bound
legal obligation
to apply
to the
had aa legal
bound by
Property is
apply to
by them.
Committee
that work
that was
for approval
the work
his Property,
perform only
Committee for
work to
to his
to do
to perform
work that
approval to
and to
do the
was
Property, and
only that
specifically
approved.
specifically approved.
B.
B.

from the
Defendant
Architectural
Defendant did
not obtain
obtain the
the approval
approval required
the Architectural
required from
did not
Committee
existing fence
the existing
Committee to
to build
relocate the
or to
to construct
construct aa
build aa new
fence or
new fence,
fence, relocate
retaining wall
wall on
retaining
the Property.
on the
Property.

Association’s
On
from the
written approval
the Association’s
Defendant obtained
On or
or about
obtained written
approval from
about May
2016, Defendant
May 9,
9, 2016,

Architectural
property: (1)
minor changes
his property:
his
for two
Committee for
Architectural Committee
to his
to repair and
and extend his
changes to
two minor
(1) to
fence
length of
for landscaping
the east
his property
the full
the house
on the
of his
to cover
full length
of the
landscaping
fence on
and (2)
east side
side of
cover the
house and
property to
(2) for
Aff., Ex.
to
Facts ¶¶
23-24; Barber Affl}
With the
the house.
the fence
EX. C)
repair and
to repair
level the
fence with
and level
house. (Statement
(Statement of
ofFacts
C)
111] 23-24;
(emphasis
The Architectural
the request
the
Committee approved
Architectural Committee
on May
on the
request on
approved the
(emphasis added).
2016, on
added). The
May 9,
9, 2016,
“FENCE
clear
FENCE
that the
the “
conditions that
clear conditions

compliance
with CC&Rs
compliance with
CC&Rs

ﬂ

MATCH”
TO
” and
ALL REPAIRS
BE STAINED
in
STAINED TO
REPAIRS to
TO BE
TO MATCH
to be
and ““ALL
be in

AND ALL
ALL APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE MUNICIPLE
MUNICIPLE [sic],
COUNTY,,
[sic], COUNTY

&
&

CODES.”
STATE
.”
STATE CODES

(Statement
Facts ¶ 25;
Aff., Ex.
EX. C).
(Statement of
ofFacts
25; Barber Affl}
C).
11

30-32 and
As
pictures attached
in paragraphs
Exhibits M,
the pictures
the
to the
As reflected
reﬂected in
attached as
and O
and the
paragraphs 30-32
as Exhibits
O to
M, N,
N, and

built an
placed the
retaining wall
the new
Defendant built
Barber Affidavit, Defendant
an entirely
wall and
fence
new retaining
and fence,
new fence
entirely new
fence, placed
nine-foot (9’)
atop
wall, elevating
(9’) elevation
from the
retaining wall,
the
the retaining
the fence
approximate nine-foot
of the
elevating the
to an
an approximate
elevation from
fence to
atop of

original
original grade
the Lot.
not request
Defendant did
permission on
of the
Lot. Defendant
or obtain
obtain permission
on May
to
did not
request or
grade of
2016, to
May 9,
9, 2016,
build aa new
the
not request
Defendant did
permission on
or obtain
obtain permission
on May
to move
build
new fence.
fence. Defendant
did not
request or
move the
2016, to
May 9,
9, 2016,
location
permission on
the fence.
not request
Defendant did
location of
of the
or obtain
obtain permission
on May
to
fence. Defendant
did not
request or
2016, to
May 9,
9, 2016,
construct
wall. Defendant
retaining wall.
not request
Defendant did
permission on
or obtain
obtain permission
on May
to
construct aa retaining
did not
request or
2016, to
May 9,
9, 2016,
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increase
the actual
the fence.
not request
Defendant did
of the
or obtain
obtain
elevation of
increase the
and perceived
fence. Defendant
did not
request or
perceived elevation
actual and
6-10 feet
permission on
within 6-10
the fence
the street.
permission
Defendant did
on May
to move
to within
feet of
of the
street. Defendant
fence to
did
move the
2016, to
May 9,
9, 2016,
6-10 feet
not
permission to
build aa retaining
wall within
within 6-10
retaining wall
not request
the street.
or obtain
obtain permission
to build
feet of
of the
street.
request or

permission to
bring fill
purpose of
Defendant
ﬁll onto
not request
the Property
for the
the purpose
Defendant did
onto the
or obtain
obtain permission
to bring
of
did not
request or
Property for
constructing
wall. Defendant
retaining wall.
the retaining
not request
Defendant did
permission to
or securing
or obtain
obtain permission
to
constructing or
securing the
did not
request or
change
23-24;
23-24; Barber
the established
pattern on
the Property.
on the
drainage pattern
change the
established drainage
(Statement of
Property. (Statement
of Facts ¶¶
1111
Aff., Ex.
Ex. C).
C).
Aﬂ,
Upon
progress, the
the construction
the Association
informed
inspection of
of the
Association specifically
construction progress,
Upon inspection
speciﬁcally informed
as-built construction
Defendant
in compliance
that the
the as-built
the Property
not in
Defendant that
improvements on
of improvements
on the
compliance
construction of
was not
Propelty was
Defendant’s architectural
Association’s May
with the
with
the Association’s
of Defendant’s
application.
architectural review
approval of
review application.
2016, approval
May 9,
9, 2016,

(Barber
Aff. ¶15).
(Barber Aﬂ
1115).

Association’s Board
Then,
the request
the Association’s
for aa more
Directors for
at the
of the
of Directors
more
Board of
request of
Then, at

detailed
with the
height of
explaining the
retaining wall
the
the interaction
the retaining
the fence,
interaction of
application explaining
of the
of the
wall with
detailed application
fence, height
neighbor’s existing
fence,
existing fence
the fence
the neighbor’s
the south
the
meet the
on the
corner of
of the
fence would
fence on
south corner
and how
how the
would meet
fence, and

property, Defendant
for approval
application for
Defendant submitted
on
architectural review
submitted aa second
review application
approval on
second architectural
property,
September
Aff. ¶ 18,
ﬁrst time
time
for the
the first
The second
application for
Exs. D,
2016. (Barber
September 6,
second application
(Barber Aﬂ
18, Exs.
E). The
D, E).
6, 2016.
11

Defendant’s plans
notified
property by
by using
the Architectural
the propeny
notified the
Committee of
Architectural Committee
using
of Defendant’s
plans to
to level
level the

retaining
Aff., Exs.
retaining wall
the fence
to Cayuse
wall blocks
Exs. D,
fence forward
blocks and
and move
closer to
forward closer
move the
(Barber Aﬂ,
Cayuse Way.
Way. (Barber
D,
E).
E).
Specific
controlling on
the Declaration
the issues
the Court.
Declaration are
on the
of the
sections of
Speciﬁc sections
are controlling
before the
Court.
issues before
Section
prohibits fences
being placed
from being
than
the Declaration
Declaration prohibits
of the
to any
street than
Section 4.2.4(a)
fences from
closer to
placed closer
4.2.4(a) of
any street
twenty
beyond the
principal building
(20’) or
from projecting
Building
the setback
the principal
the Building
building on
projecting beyond
feet (20’)
or from
of the
on the
setback of
twenty feet
“no
Lot.
15-16; Statement of
Facts ¶¶
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 4.2.4(a)).
EX. A
Lot. (Compl.
Further, “no
ofFacts
(Compl. ¶¶
12, 30;
4.2.4(a)). Further,
30; Barber Aﬂ,
111] 15-16;
1H] 12,
allowed” Without
fences
without prior
prior approval
(6’) shall
higher than
than six
from the
six feet
the Architectural
shall be
Architectural
feet (6’)
fences higher
approval from
be allowed”
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Committee.
15-16; Statement of
Facts 1H]
¶¶ 12,
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 4.2.4(a)).
EX. A
Committee. (Compl.
ofFacts
(Compl. ¶¶
12, 30;
4.2.4(a)).
30; Barber Aﬂ,
111] 15-16;
Section
4.12 of
its effect
the Declaration
grading activity
Declaration governs
effect on
on established
of the
Section 4.12
established
governs grading
and its
activity and
“Established” drainage
drainage.
time
the time
the system
which exists
exists at
at the
of drainage
is defined
drainage which
drainage is
drainage. “Established”
deﬁned as
as the
system of

the
by Grantor,
the overall
portion of
the Property
Which is
grading of
is
of any
of the
is completed
or drainage
drainage which
overall grading
completed by
Grantor, or
Property is
any portion
shown
plans approved
by the
the Architectural
Architectural Committee.
Committee. (Statement
shown any
approved by
(Statement of
14; Barber
any plans
of Facts ¶ 14;
11

Aff., Ex.
pattern over
portion of
A §§ 4.12).
with the
EX. A
the established
the
Interference with
of the
drainage pattern
established drainage
over any
4.12). Interference
any portion
Aﬂ,
Property
by Section
unless an
prohibited by
alternative provision
is specifically
an adequate
provision is
is
Section 4.12,
adequate alternative
speciﬁcally prohibited
Property is
4.12, unless
made
proper drainage
by the
Id.
in writing
writing by
ﬁrst approved
the Architectural
for proper
Architectural Committee.
Committee. Id.
is first
drainage and
and is
made for
approved in
violated Section
By
ﬁll and
4.12 of
retaining wall,
the
the retaining
Defendant violated
of the
constructing the
Section 4.12
adding fill
and constructing
wall, Defendant
By adding
Declaration
by interfering
which could
in aa manner
interfering with
with the
the grading
the Property
manner which
the
Declaration by
of the
affect the
grading of
could affect
Property in
established
without first
from the
ﬁrst obtaining
the Architectural
obtaining approval
Architectural Committee.
Committee.
established drainage,
approval from
drainage, Without
(Statement
Aff. ¶ 21).
will drain
With these
the Property
drain
these grade
grade alterations,
alterations, the
(Statement of
Propeny will
21). With
32; Barber Aﬂ
of Facts ¶ 32;
11

11

less
property to
Id.
the neighboring
neighboring propeny
the south.
to Cayuse
more to
to the
to the
and more
south. Id.
less to
Cayuse Way,
Way, and
The
provides, “[n]o
which would
“[n]0 fence
The Declaration
shall be
Declaration specifically
fence . . . shall
allowed which
would
be allowed
speciﬁcally provides,
.

.

.

unreasonably
use and
with the
Building Lots
neighboring Building
interfere with
the use
of neighboring
Lots and
and enjoyment
and streets,
and
unreasonably interfere
streets, and
enjoyment of
shall
be allowed
undesirable, noxious
if the
not be
the same
shall not
constitute an
an undesirable,
or nuisance effect
noxious or
allowed if
same constitute
eﬂect upon
neighboring Building Lots.” (Compl.
Facts ¶¶
Aff., Ex.
A §§
EX. A
ofFacts
(Compl. ¶ 18;
12, 31;
18; Statement of
31; Barber Aﬂ,
1H] 12,
11

4.2.4(d)).
(emphasis added).
added).
4.2.4(d)). (emphasis
The
use its
judgment to
The Declaration
the Architectural
its judgment
grants authority
Committee to
Declaration grants
Architectural Committee
to the
to use
to
authority to
see
that all
harmonize as
all Improvements
external design,
conform and
Improvements conform
to external
of
and harmonize
and type
as to
see that
design, quality
quality and
type of
construction,
the Property,
location on
on the
architectural character,
and
grade and
construction, architectural
materials, color,
character, materials,
height, grade
color, location
Property, height,
finished
all other
other aesthetic
ﬁnished ground
landscaping and
aesthetic considerations.
natural conditions,
considerations.
ground elevation,
and all
conditions, landscaping
elevation, natural
(Statement
Aff., Ex.
EX. A,
The Architectural
Committee must
Architectural Committee
must also
also
(Statement of
9.1). The
10; Barber Aﬂ,
A, §§ 9.1).
of Facts ¶ 10;
11
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consider
which is
protect, enhance
preserve the
the overall
the Association,
the
of the
is to
to protect,
overall purpose
enhance and
consider the
and preserve
purpose of
Association, which
value and
whole, and
plan for
in furtherance
the development
the general
for
of the
of the
general plan
furtherance of
development as
and desirability
and in
value
as a
a Whole,
desirability of
Aff., Ex.
the
property. (Statement
Facts ¶ 10;
the improvement
the property.
EX. A).
improvement and
of the
and sale
sale of
(Statement of
ofFacts
10; Barber Affl}
A).
11

In
In considering
in Sections
4.12 of
the authority
the Declaration,
considering the
of the
Sections 4.2.4.(a),
and 4.12
Declaration,
authority in
4.2.4.(a), 4.2.4(d),
4.2.4(d), and
and
the overall
for restrictions
the September
restrictions therein,
application was
on
overall purpose
September 9,
and the
denied on
purpose for
was denied
therein, the
2016, application
9, 2016,
or
within the
the sound
the Architectural
Architectural Committee.
discretion of
of the
Committee.
or about
September 12,
sound discretion
about September
2016, Within
12, 2016,
(Statement
Facts ¶¶
Aff., Ex.
EX. D).
(Statement of
ofFacts
24, 29;
29; Barber Aﬂ‘,
D).
1H] 24,
The
in the
The actions
the Architectural
the exercise
its discretion
its
Committee in
Architectural Committee
of the
of its
discretion by
actions of
exercise of
by its
Aff., Ex.
approval
Facts
A
EX. A
binding. (Statement
or disapproval
approval or
disapproval are
are conclusive
and binding.
conclusive and
acts ¶ 17;
(Statement of
17; Barber Affl}
ofF
11

§§ 9.2).
was submitted
the Architectural
for the
the
further application
application was
Committee for
Architectural Committee
No further
or approved
submitted or
approved by
9.2). No
by the
completed
Facts
Aff. ¶ 25,
not and
Defendant has
cannot
completed fence.
has not
and cannot
fence. (Statement
acts ¶ 35;
(Statement of
25, 33).
33). Defendant
35; Barber Aff
ofF
11

11

provide any
that the
the Architectural
its discretion
Committee abused
Architectural Committee
discretion or
or acted
provide
evidence that
acted
abused its
any evidence
unreasonably, and
judgment as
the Association
matter of
entitled to
is entitled
to summary
of law.
Association is
and the
law.
as a
a matter
unreasonably,
summary judgment
C.
C.

in violation
Defendant
Defendant is
the Association
Violation of
the Declaration,
Association is
is in
is
of the
Declaration, therefore,
therefore, the
entitled
damages,
costs
and
attorney
fees.
and
entitled to
injunctive relief,
to injunctive
costs
fees.
relief, damages,
attorney

Failure
provisions of
with the
the provisions
the Declaration
for
Failure to
Declaration gives
to comply
of the
rise to
to aa cause
of action
action for
gives rise
cause of
comply with
recovery
Facts ¶ 20-21;
Aff., Ex.
A §§
20-21; Barber Aff,
relief or
EX. A
injunctive relief
of damages,
or both.
both. (Statement
(Statement of
damages, injunctive
recovery of
ofFacts
§§
11

attorney’s fees
15.5.1,
in addition
The Declaration
for recovery
Declaration provides
of reasonable
addition
reasonable attorney’s
provides for
fees in
15.5.1, 15.5.2).
15.5.2). The
recovery of

to
with the
the terms
the Declaration.
relief or
terms of
other relief
of the
Declaration.
to any
or remedy
to enforce
compliance with
enforce compliance
obtained to
remedy obtained
any other
(Statement
Facts ¶ 22;
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 8.1).
injunction
EX. A
The Association
entitled to
is entitled
to an
an injunction
Association is
(Statement of
ofFacts
8.1). The
22; Barber Affl}
11

requiring
unapproved construction
requiring Defendant
the unapproved
the Property
the
Defendant to
to remove
to restore
to the
restore the
construction and
remove the
and to
Property to
condition
prior to
it was
in prior
the reasonable
condition it
to construction,
to an
an award
of the
and to
and
reasonable attorney
fees and
award of
was in
construction, and
attorney fees
costs
herein.
incurred herein.
costs incurred
II.
II.

ENTITLED TO
THE ASSOCIATION
THE
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
AGAINST
JUDGMENT AGAINST
ASSOCIATION IS
IS ENTITLED
TO SUMMARY
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DEFENDANT’S DEFENSES
THEY FAIL
FAIL AS
A MATTER
MATTER OF
DEFENDANT’S
DEFENSES BECAUSE
BECAUSE THEY
AS A
OF LAW.
LAW.
A.
A.

Background.
Background.

“The moving
“The
judgment when
the nonmoving
entitled to
nonmoving party
moving party
fails to
is entitled
to judgment
when the
to make
make aa
party is
patty fails
party's case
showing
that party's
the existence
which
element essential
sufﬁcient to
showing sufficient
to establish
of an
an element
to that
on which
establish the
existence of
essential to
case on

trial.” Badell
that
party will
will bear
bear the
proof at
at trial.”
that patty
the burden
115 Idaho
of proof
P.2d
Idaho 101,
burden of
Bade]! v.
v. Beeks,
765 P.2d
Beeks, 115
101, 102,
102, 765
126,
burden of
proving the
plaintiff has
127 (1988).
has met
met its
its burden
the existence
and
contract and
of proving
of aa contract
existence of
Once aa plaintiff
126, 127
(1988). Once
breach
by defendant,
burden of
pleading and
proving affirmative
afﬁrmative defenses,
the defendant
has the
the burden
and proving
defendant has
breach by
of pleading
defendant, the
defenses,
which
Inc., 134
134 Idaho
Idaho 738,
which legally
performance. Idaho Power Co.
excuse performance.
Co. v.
v. Cogeneration,
Cogeneration, Inc,
legally excuse
738, 796,
796,
99 P.3d
1213 (2000).
P.3d 1204,
1204, 1213
(2000).
The
burden of
proving that
that the
The Association
has met
met its
its burden
the Property
the
Association has
of proving
is governed
governed by
Property is
by the
express
that the
failing to
in breach
the Declaration,
and that
the Defendant
Defendant is
the terms
terms by
terms of
to
of the
is in
breach of
of the
express terms
Declaration, and
by failing
obtain
from the
Architectural Committee
obtain approval
approval from
the Architectural
for the
the improvements
the Property.
The
Committee for
improvements to
to the
Property. The
Association
unable to
prove the
that the
material elements
will show
the Defendant
Defendant is
the material
his
Association will
is unable
to prove
elements of
of his
show that
affirmative
breach, entitling
judgment as
a
entitling the
afﬁrmative defenses
the breach,
the Association
Association to
to excuse
to summary
as a
defenses to
excuse the
summary judgment
matter
matter of
of law.
law.
B.
B.

that his
Defendant
waiver, as
cannot show
his
Defendant cannot
cannot prevail
prevail on
the defense
of waiver,
as he
he cannot
on the
defense of
show that
in reasonable
actions
the May
approval or
the approval
approval
reliance the
actions were
reasonable reliance
2016 approval
or the
were in
May 9,
9, 2016
in the
of
the subdivision.
other variances
variances in
of other
subdivision.

“must show
A
party asserting
A patty
in reasonable
it and
that he
that
asserting waiver
he acted
reliance upon
waiver “must
upon it
and that
reasonable reliance
show that
acted in
detriment.” Margaret H.
he
position to
H. Wayne
Lipsky,123
his position
his detriment.”
he thereby
to his
altered his
has altered
v. Lipsky,123
thereby has
Wayne Trust v.

Idaho
that the
Plaintiff has
Defendant claims
claims that
the Plaintiff
has waived
P.2d 904,
Idaho 253,
846 P.2d
waived any
907 (1993).
253, 256,
256, 846
904, 907
(1993). Defendant
any
Defendant’s noncompliant
objections
application and
noncompliant work
approving the
the May
and
the Defendant’s
work by
to the
objections to
2016, application
May 9,
9, 2016,
by approving

by
in the
similar improvements
approving the
the construction
the neighborhood.
improvements in
of similar
at 3-5).
construction of
neighborhood. (Answ.
3-5).
(Answ. at
by approving
These
unreasonable, as
the May
application and
2016 application
no
These assertions
assertions are
are unreasonable,
and approval
approval describes
describes no
as the
May 9,
9, 2016
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plans whatsoever
build aa wall,
be
the fence
the fence,
therefore cannot
plans
to build
or raise
cannot be
fence or
raise the
and therefore
whatsoever to
move the
fence, and
wall, move
reasonably
upon to
based upon
upon the
plain language
in the
fail based
The claims
the plain
the
claims also
relied upon
to do
language in
also fail
do so.
so. The
reasonably relied
Declaration
waiver
in the
plain language
the plain
the Declaration
for correction
concerning waiver
Declaration concerning
Declaration for
correction of
of defects
and the
language in
defects and
and
and variances.
variances.
The
Declaration provides
for inspection
The Declaration
and correction
clear method
inspection of
method for
of work
work and
correction of
of defects.
provides aa clear
defects.
It
provides that
plans to
It provides
that the
shall give
written notice
the Owner
the approved
completion of
notice of
of completion
of the
to
Owner shall
give written
approved plans
Aff., Ex.
Architectural
A §§ 9.7.1).
Within
Architectural Committee.
19-20; Barber Aﬂ,
EX. A
Committee. (Statement
(Statement of
9.7.1). Within
of Facts ¶¶ 19-20;
1111

sixty
Architectural Committee
the Architectural
the Improvement
and
Improvement and
Committee may
inspect the
thereafter, the
sixty (60)
days thereafter,
may inspect
(60) days
determine
in substantial
with the
the approved
the work
substantial compliance
plans.
whether the
compliance with
determine whether
work was
approved plans.
was done
done in
work was
(Barber
Aff., Ex.
If the
in
A §§ 9.7.2).
that the
the Architectural
the work
not done
EX. A
Committee finds
Architectural Committee
ﬁnds that
done in
was not
(Barber Aﬂ,
9.7.2). If
substantial
within the
it shall
in writing
writing within
with the
the approved
the Owner
the
shall notify
substantial compliance
compliance with
Owner in
approved plans,
notify the
plans, it
sixty
the particular
the Owner
shall require
particular noncompliance
noncompliance and
require the
to
Owner to
and shall
specifying the
period, specifying
sixty (60)
day period,
(60) day
remedy
Id.
the same.
same. Id.
remedy the
According
plain terms
if the
the plain
the Declaration,
the Architectural
terms of
Architectural
According to
to the
of the
waiver only occurs
occurs if
Declaration, waiver
“fails to
Committee
within sixty
the Owner
after receipt
Committee “fails
to notify
of any
noncompliance Within
receipt
Owner of
notify the
sixty (60)
days after
any noncompliance
(60) days
.” (Barber
of
Aff., Ex.
in
A §§ 9.7.4).
from the
written notice
the written
the Owner
EX. A
completion from
of the
notice of
of completion
Owner . . . .”
(Barber Aﬂ,
9.7.4). Only
Only in
.

.

.

“the work
“waiver” deem
plans.” Id.
Id.
that
be in
in accordance
that case
with the
the approved
work . . . to
to be
deem “the
accordance with
approved plans.”
case does
does “waiver”
.

.

.

Here,
Defendant completed
on or
or by
construction on
2016. (Compl.
completed construction
September 11,
Here, Defendant
(Compl. ¶ 20,
11, 2016.
20,
by September
11

Answ. 1]¶ 88 (admitted)).
Answ.
(admitted)).

Thereafter,
in aa
the Defendant
the Architectural
notiﬁed the
Defendant in
Committee notified
Architectural Committee
Thereafter, the

timely
writing, on
in writing,
manner numerous
times in
on September
numerous times
September 12,
September 27,
October
timely manner
2016, September
2016, October
12, 2016,
27, 2016,
11,
November 21,
plans
in compliance
that the
with the
the work
not in
the approved
work was
2016 and
compliance with
and November
approved plans
was not
2016, that
21, 2016,
11, 2016
and
violations and/or
the Violations
for review
Defendant remedy
application for
submit aa revised
and requested
and/0r submit
review
revised application
requested Defendant
remedy the
and
Aff. 1H]
¶¶ 20,
plain terms
The Association
the plain
the
terms of
of the
Association followed
followed the
and approval.
approval. (Barber
(Barber Aﬂ
22, 24,
24, 26).
26). The
20, 22,
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Declaration
within sixty
work was
in notifying
that the
the work
Defendant Within
completion that
Declaration in
of completion
was
notifying Defendant
sixty (60)
days of
(60) days
noncompliant,
that Defendant
the particular
particular noncompliance,
Defendant remedy
demanding that
and demanding
noncompliant, specifying
noncompliance, and
specifying the
remedy
the
burden of
the noncompliance.
The Declaration
the burden
the Defendant,
Declaration places
of compliance
on the
noncompliance. The
compliance on
and
places the
Defendant, and
does
that Owners
monitor all
not compel
the Association
all work
to constantly
work to
to ensure
Association to
compel the
ensure that
Owners are
are
does not
constantly monitor
complying
their obligations.
with their
obligations.
complying with
The
because the
that because
similar
the Association
has approved
The Defendant
Defendant further
other similar
further alleges
Association has
alleges that
approved other
Defendant’s and
improvements
at the
than Defendant’s
retaining walls
height or
higher than
and retaining
the same
and has
has
walls at
improvements and
same height
or higher

approved
that it
it has
right to
Declaration for
the
the Declaration
for other
has waived
the right
other properties,
variances to
t0 the
to deny
approved variances
waived the
properties, that
deny the
based upon
upon the
same
in this
at 3-5).
fails based
this case.
This assertion
the Declaration.
Declaration.
assertion fails
improvements in
same improvements
case. (Answ.
3-5). This
(Answ. at
In
In no
that approval
uncertain terms,
the Declaration
the Architectural
Declaration states
Architectural
no uncertain
of the
of the
Section 9.5
states that
approval of
9.5 of
terms, Section
Committee
in connection
with any
matter
for any
other matter
Committee of
connection with
work done
of any
or plans
plans for
proposals or
done in
any other
any work
any proposals
requiring
requiring the
the approval
the Architectural
not constitute
Committee does
Architectural Committee
of the
consent of
constitute aa waiver
waiver
approval and
and consent
does not
of
right to
similar proposals
withhold approval
of any
to withhold
or consent
to any
or plans.
consent as
plans. (Statement
approval or
proposals or
as to
(Statement of
any right
any similar
of
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 9.5).
EX. A
the express
the Declaration,
the
terms of
of the
express terms
Facts 1]¶ 18;
Declaration, the
Further, by
9.5). Further,
18; Barber Aﬂ,
by the
“shall not
granting
variance, “shall
provisions of
granting of
this
the terms
not operate
terms and
of this
of aa variance,
of the
to waive
and provisions
operate to
waive any
any of

Declaration
purpose except
particular provision
provision
Building Lot
Lot and
for any
the particular
particular Building
Declaration for
to the
except as
and particular
as to
any purpose
hereof
by the
variance.” (Barber
Aff., ¶ 27,
in
this does
the variance.”
EX. A,
hereof covered
covered by
does not,
Additionally, this
(Barber Aﬂ,
not, in
9.9). Additionally,
27, Ex.
A, §§ 9.9).
11

Defendant’s failure
any
wall in
in the
first place.
retaining wall
for the
the retaining
the first
failure to
to request
request approval
approval for
place.
excuse Defendant’s
any way,
way, excuse

Because
was not
the reliance
the May
not reasonable
application and
reliance on
on the
2016 application
and approval
approval was
reasonable
Because the
May 9,
9, 2016
under these
because Association
his noncompliance
notified Defendant
Defendant of
of his
noncompliance
Association notified
under
these circumstances,
and because
circumstances, and
within sixty
per the
waive its
right
Within
the Declaration,
the Association
not waive
its right
completion per
of completion
Association did
did not
Declaration, the
sixty (60)
days of
(60) days
to
plain terms
the
the plain
the Declaration,
the Defendant
terms of
Defendant cannot
enforcement under
to enforcement
of the
cannot prevail
prevail on
on the
under the
and the
Declaration, and
waiver defense.
waiver
defense.

Defendant
provide any
the contrary,
the
Defendant has
cannot provide
to the
facts to
has not,
and cannot
and the
not, and
contrary, and
any facts
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Association
judgment as
the express
the
matter of
entitled to
terms of
of the
of law
is entitled
to judgment
Association is
law based
upon the
express terms
based upon
as a
a matter
Declaration.
Declaration.
C.
C.

that the
that the
Defendant
Defendant is
the Defendant
Defendant lacked
the
is unable
unable to
to show
lacked knowledge
knowledge that
show that
an essential
Association
the laches.
its rights,
element of
essential element
Association would
of the
assert its
laches.
would assert
rights, an

Laches
party asserting
proof.
the defense
afﬁrmative defense
is an
an affirmative
asserting the
of proof.
Laches is
and party
has burden
burden of
defense and
defense has
Thomas v.
Produce, Inc,
Inc., 137
1248 (2002).
48 P.3d
Idaho 352,
137 Idaho
P.3d 1241,
v. Arkoosh Produce,
1241, 1248
352, 359,
359, 48
(2002).

The
The

defendant's invasion
necessary
plaintiff's
maintain aa defense
invasion of
of plaintiff‘s
elements to
to maintain
of laches
laches are:
defense of
are: (1)
necessary elements
(1) defendant's

plaintiff‘s rights,
rights;
plaintiff having
in asserting
the plaintiff
having had
asserting plaintiff's
notice and
an opportunity
had notice
and an
rights; (2)
rights, the
oppoﬁunity
delay in
(2) delay

to
by the
plaintiff would
that plaintiff
his rights;
the defendant
institute aa suit;
to institute
lack of
of knowledge
defendant that
knowledge by
assert his
would assert
rights;
suit; (3)
(3) lack
and
prejudice to
in the
the defendant
the event
relief is
plaintiff. Henderson
or prejudice
to the
is accorded
to plaintiff.
defendant in
event relief
and (4)
accorded to
injury or
(4) injury
v.
11 (1996).
128 Idaho
P.2d 6,
Idaho 444,
915 P.2d
v. Smith,
Smith, 128
444, 449,
449, 915
(1996).
6, 11
Because
in equity,
in determining
determining whether
the doctrine
the doctrine
whether the
doctrine of
of laches
laches is
is founded
doctrine
Because the
founded in
equity, in
applies,
be given
all surrounding
and acts
the parties.
parties.
consideration must
must be
given to
to all
surrounding circumstances
acts of
of the
circumstances and
applies, consideration
The
time alone
controlling on
The lapse
not controlling
alone is
whether laches
lapse of
of time
is not
on whether
laches applies.
applies. Thomas, 137
at 359,
Idaho at
137 Idaho
359,
48
1248.
48 P.3d
at 1248.
P.3d at
Defendant
be barred
that the
from objecting
the Association
the completed
Defendant claims
claims that
to the
Association should
objecting to
completed
should be
barred from
fence
because the
was noncompliant
until the
that the
the Association
not communicate
the fence
the
noncompliant until
Association did
communicate that
fence because
fence was
did not
fence
This defense
fails because
Defendant cannot
ﬁnished. (Answ.
at 3-5).
cannot show
fence was
defense fails
show
3-5). This
was nearly
because Defendant
(Answ. at
nearly finished.
reasonableness
in relying
the May
for relocating
raising the
the elevation
application for
relocating and
on the
elevation
and raising
reasonableness in
relying on
2016, application
May 9,
9, 2016,
of
rights under
that he
that the
the fence,
the Association
its rights
the
of the
or that
he lacked
Association would
under the
knowledge that
lacked knowledge
assert its
would assert
fence, or
Declaration,
plain language
period after
full sixty
the plain
though the
after
of Section
outlines aa full
Section 9.7.2
language of
even though
9.7.2 outlines
Declaration, even
sixty (60)
(60) period
completion
the Owner
the
noncompliant work
completion to
to notify
an Owner
of noncompliant
work and
to remedy
Owner of
Owner to
and request
request the
notify an
remedy the
same.
if the
the Declaration
not allow
for aa sixty-day
for the
the Association
Declaration did
Association
allow for
did not
Window for
even if
same. Further,
Further, even
sixty-day window
to
work, the
unreasonable. Realistically,
in this
time in
this case
the work,
the amount
not unreasonable.
the
is not
to object
to the
amount of
of time
object to
case is
Realistically, the
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Association
be expected
in the
monitor every
the subdivision
for compliance
cannot be
to monitor
on
Association cannot
compliance on
subdivision for
expected to
propeny in
every property
Defendant’s representations
an
basis, and
in his
his
to rely
on Defendant’s
representations in
an hourly
or daily
and should
should have
have been
been able
able to
hourly or
daily basis,
rely on

May
in aa compliant
that he
compliant and
manner. Therefore,
application that
he would
build in
and approved
would build
approved manner.
Therefore,
2016, application
May 9,
9, 2016,
Defendant
would support
that would
matter of
his claim
claim of
Defendant can
of
no evidence
of laches,
support his
can provide
provide no
evidence that
as a
a matter
laches, and,
and, as
law,
judgment per
the Association
the terms
the Declaration.
entitled to
terms of
is entitled
to judgment
per the
of the
Declaration.
Association is
law, the
D.
D.

that
that he
Defendant
not know
not know
Defendant is
establish that
know or
or could
know that
he did
is unable
unable to
to establish
did not
could not
an essential
the
the defense
not approved,
the construction
element to
essential element
to the
of
construction was
was not
defense of
approved, an
estoppel.
estoppel.

The
The elements
representation or
false representation
concealment of
elements of
of equitable
equitable estoppel
are: (1)
or concealment
of aa
estoppel are:
(1) aa false
material
party asserting
that the
material fact
fact with
with actual
actual or
the truth;
the party
asserting
or constructive
of the
knowledge of
constructive knowledge
truth; (2)
(2) that
estoppel
that the
not know
not discover
the truth;
the false
representation or
false representation
know or
or could
or
estoppel did
did not
discover the
could not
truth; (3)
(3) that
concealment
be relied
person to
that it
it be
that the
intent that
with the
the intent
and (4)
the person
the
concealment was
made with
relied upon;
to whom
whom the
was made
upon; and
(4) that
representation
from whom
the
the facts
and acted
representation was
facts were
or from
whom the
relied and
acted upon
upon the
was made,
were concealed,
concealed, relied
made, or
representation
prejudice. Ogden v.
his prejudice.
149 Idaho
representation or
concealment to
or concealment
to his
Idaho 489,
236 P.3d
P.3d
v. Griffith,
489, 495,
495, 236
Griﬂith, 149
1249,
1255 (2010).
1249, 1255
(2010).
Defendant
that he
the May
the
Defendant claims
2016 approval,
claims that
he relied
relied upon
to the
and due
upon the
due to
approval, and
May 9,
9, 2016
progression
project and
was
in its
the substantial
the project
its construction,
he incurred
incurred in
of the
he was
substantial expense
progression of
and the
expense he
construction, he
Association’s delay
prejudiced
in informing
him that
informing him
that the
with the
not comply
the
the fence
the Association’s
fence did
did not
prejudiced by
comply with
delay in
by the

Declaration.
Defendant has
Declaration. (Answ.
at 3-5).
failed to
to provide
of several
has failed
provide evidence
several
evidence of
3-5). However,
However, Defendant
(Answ. at
elements
this affirmative
afﬁrmative defense.
there is
misrepresentation or
elements of
of this
is no
no misrepresentation
or concealment
of aa
concealment of
defense. First,
First, there
material
in this
this matter
matter by
the Association.
The only
material fact
misrepresentation or
fact in
or concealment
of aa
concealment of
Association. The
only misrepresentation
by the
Defendant’s own.
material
very specific
for very
material fact
application for
Defendant submitted
an application
fact is
is Defendant’s
submitted an
speciﬁc work,
own. Defendant
work,

and
was approved
based upon
upon What
what was
Aff.,
that application
the Board.
application was
to the
presented to
Board. (Barber
and that
approved based
was presented
(Barber Aﬂ,
Ex.
perform work
work drastically
it upon
in excess
then took
himself to
original
EX. C.)
the original
Defendant then
took it
to perform
of the
upon himself
excess of
drastically in
C.) Defendant
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application without disclosing that intention to the Association. Compare (Barber Aff,
Aff., Ex. C),
C),

with (Barber Aff.,
Aﬂ, Exs. D, M, N.) The Association made no false representations in this matter,
and concealed nothing from Defendant, but acted in good faith upon the application that was

of the Association.
submitted. There was no misrepresentation or concealment on the part ofthe
onvthe
In order to prevail on
the estoppel defense, Defendant must also show that he did not

not discover the material fact being concealed. Ogden, 149 Idaho at 495, 236
know or could nof
P.3d at 1255. In this case,
case, Defendant should have known that he was engaging in work which
had not been approved because the initial application did not describe the material changes to the
AS&>Ciation' s
fence he completed. He aloo
also CCilnot
annot allege
facts that indicate
indiaie that the Association’s
dlege or show Clly
my fcds
approval of his May 9,
16 application was done to conceal something and that he rely on the
2016
9, 20
concealment. Therefore, he
he is unable to establish several essential elements of this defense and it
fails as
as a
a matter of law.

,·

CONCLUSION
The aforementioned pleadings and files
ﬁles herein, supporting Affidavit
Afﬁdavit and attached
exhibits set forth all relevant facts necessary for the Court to enter judgment in favor of the
Association. These facts have not been and cannot be
be disputed by
by Defendant, and Defendant is
is
unable to prevail on his defenses. There are no genuine issues
issues of material fact to be
be tried by
by the
Court; therefore, the Association respectfully submits that it is entitled to
judgment as
tojudgment
as a
a matter of
law.
15th day
DATED this 15th
8.
Januaryjm 8.
day of January,'201
¥

By:
\

‘5‘
·~

([683

"

C§\,_u—‘

Christophef .Tingey, ISB# 8556C}
Of Atto ys for Plaintiff
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Filed
Electronically Filed
1/15/2018
11:28 PM
1/15/201811228
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

Brindee Collins, ISB# 9216
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB# 8556
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St.,
St, Suite 311
Boise, Idaho 83703
Brindee.collins@vf—law.com
Brindee.collins@vf-law.com
cmt@vf—law.com
cmt@vf-law.com
Telephone: (208)629-4567
Facsimile: (208)392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,
Plaintiff,
v,
v.

CV01-l7—11897
N0. CVOl-17-11897
Civil No.

NOTICE OF HEARING

vvvvvvvvvv

JAN RODINA,
RODlNA,
Defendant.
Please take notice that on the

15th
15th

February
February

day of

,, 2018 at

Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment will be heard at the Ada
_
_ _ _ ===
a.m./p.m.
aim/pm. Plaintiffs
3:30
3:30
County Courthouse, 200 W Front St, Boise, ID 83702, before Judge Lynn G. Norton
Norton..

DATED this

15th

day

M

of January, 2018.

<

Christoph

Of

NOTICE OF HEARING

%K/\

..Tingey,
Tingey, ISB# 8556
8556&
eys
eys for Plaintiff

my
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1/19/2018 6:13 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Brindee
ISB 9216
Brindee L.
L. Collins,
9216
Collins, ISB
Christopher
ISB
8556
ISB
Christopher M.
M. Tingey,
8556
Tingey,
F OTHERINGHAM LLP
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
6126
311
6126 W
State St.,
Suite 311
W State
St, Suite
Boise,
Idaho 83703
83703
Boise, Idaho
Brindee.collins@vf-law.com
Brindee.collins@Vf-law.com
cmt@vf-law.com
cmt@Vf—law.com
Telephone:
Telephone: (208)629-4567
(208)629-4567
Facsimile:
Facsimile: (208)392-1400
(208)392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
EAGLE
EAGLE SPRINGS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.
JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

CV01-17-11897
Civil
No. CV01-17-11897
CiVil N0.

Judge
Norton
Judge Lynn
G. Norton
Lynn G.
NOTICE OF SERVICE

Plaintiff,
Springs Homeowners
Eagle Springs
on Friday,
Homeowners Association,
Plaintiff, Eagle
Association, Inc.,
Inc., on
2018,
January 19,
Friday, January
19, 2018,
DEFENDANT’S FIRST
PLAINTIFF’S ANSWERS
served
AND RESPONSES
FIRST SET
SET OF
ANSWERS AND
RESPONSES TO
TO DEFENDANT’S
OF
served PLAINTIFF’S

AND
INTERROGATORIES,
FOR PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS AND
OF DOCUMENTS
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS
REQUESTS FOR
Defendant’s counsel
FOR ADMISSIONS
notification.
REQUESTS
ADMISSIONS upon
iCourt notification.
upon Defendant’s
Via iCourt
counsel via
REQUESTS FOR
th
19th
DATED this
this 19
DATED
day
of January,
2018
January, 2018
day of

.

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
F OTHERINGHAM LLP

Christopher
ISB 8556
Christopher M.
M. Tingey,
8556
Tingey, ISB
Attorneys
Plaintiff
for Plaintiff
Attorneys for
1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
that II sent
the following:
II hereby
following:
sent true
of Notice of Service to
to the
correct copies
and correct
true and
copies of
certify that
hereby certify

Party
Party

Counsel
Counsel

Means
of Service
Means of
Service

Defendant
Defendant

Kathleena
Bluemer
Kathleena M.
M. Bluemer
Angstman
Angstman Johnson
Johnson
3649
N. Lakeharbor
Lakeharbor Lane
Lane
3649 N.
Boise,
ID 83703
83703
Boise, ID
Phone:
384-8588
Phone: (208)
(208) 384-8588
853-0117
Fax:
Fax: (208)
(208) 853-0117
Email:
Email: kathleena@angstman.com
kathleena an stman.com

Paid
Postage Paid
US. Mail,
Mail, Postage
II U.S.
Hand Delivered
Delivered
I: Hand
Transmittal
Fax
Fax
Transmittal
I:

Notification
iCourt Notification
IE iCourt

th
19th
DATED
day
DATED this
this 19
of January,
2018.
January, 2018.
day of

F OTHERINGHAM LLP
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM

93 mjékﬁncusé ab
J

_____________________________
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Filed
Electronically Filed
1/31/2018
1/31/2018 3:57 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Lori Ferguson,
Ferguson, Deputy Clerk
By: Lori

Brindee
ISB 9216
Brindee L.
L. Collins,
9216
Collins, ISB
Christopher
ISB
8556
ISB
Christopher M.
M. Tingey,
8556
Tingey,
F OTHERINGHAM LLP
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
6126
311
6126 W
State St.,
Suite 311
W State
St, Suite
Boise,
Idaho 83703
83703
Boise, Idaho
Brindee.collins@vf-law.com
Brindee.collins@Vf-law.com
cmt@vf-law.com
cmt@Vf—law.com
Telephone:
Telephone: (208)629-4567
(208)629-4567
Facsimile:
Facsimile: (208)392-1400
(208)392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
EAGLE
EAGLE SPRINGS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.
JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

CV01-17-11897
Civil
No. CV01-17-11897
CiVil N0.

Judge
Norton
Judge Lynn
G. Norton
Lynn G.
NOTICE OF SERVICE

Plaintiff,
Springs Homeowners
Eagle Springs
on Wednesday,
Homeowners Association,
Plaintiff, Eagle
Association, Inc.,
Inc., on
2018,
January 31,
Wednesday, January
31, 2018,
PLAINTIFF’S FIRST
served
FIRST SET
SET OF
FOR
OF INTERROGATORIES,
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS
served PLAINTIFF’S
REQUESTS FOR
Defendant’s
AND REQUESTS
PRODUCTION
FOR ADMISSIONS
ADMISSIONS upon
PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS AND
OF DOCUMENTS
upon Defendant’s
REQUESTS FOR

mail to
the address
counsel
by electronic
electronic mail
to the
listed below.
counsel by
below.
address listed
st
31St
DATED this
this 31
DATED
day
of January,
2018
January, 2018
day of

.

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
F OTHERINGHAM LLP

ChristophLe/r M.
1§§\8556
Christopher
8556
M. Tingey,
Tingey, ISB
Attorneys
Plaintiff
for Plaintiff
Attorneys for
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
CERTIFICATE
II hereby
that II sent
the following:
following:
sent true
of Notice of Service to
to the
correct copies
and correct
true and
copies of
certify that
hereby certify
Party
Party

Counsel
Counsel

Means
of Service
Means of
Service

Defendant
Defendant

Kaleena
Bluemer
M. Bluemer
Kaleena M.
Angstman
Angstman Johnson
Johnson
3649
N. Lakeharbor
Lakeharbor Lane
Lane
3649 N.
ID 83703
Boise,
83703
Boise, ID
Phone:
384-8588
Phone: (208)
(208) 384-8588
853-0117
Fax:
Fax: (208)
(208) 853-0117
Email:
Email: kaleena@angstman.com
kaleena an stman.com

Paid
Postage Paid
US. Mail,
Mail, Postage
I:I U.S.

Hand Delivered
Delivered
I: Hand

Transmittal
Fax Transmittal
I:] Fax

Notification
iCourt Notification
IE iCourt

st
31St
DATED
day
DATED this
this 31
of January,
2018.
January, 2018.
day of

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
F OTHERINGHAM LLP

/7
'/\
Qzu; kﬂujfiuk.»
_____________________________
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-/
‘

-
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Electronically Filed
Filed
2/1/2018 3:48 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Wright, Deputy Clerk
By: Rose Wright,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Kaleena M. Beck, ISB: 9576
Kylie L. Madsen, ISB: 9911
9911
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Phone: (208) 384-8588
Fax: (208) 853-0117
Email: kaleena@angstman.com
Email: kylie@angstman.com
Attorneys for Defendant

8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

9

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
OF
OF ADA
10
10
11
11

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,

Case No. CV01-17-11897

12
12

Plaintiff,
13
13

14
14
15
15

V.
v.

DEFENDANT’S OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANT'S
PLAINTIFF ’8 MOTION
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
PLAINTIFF'S
JUDGMENT

JAN ROD
[NA,
RODINA,

16

Defendant.

17
18
18
19
19

Defendant, Jan
Jan Rodina ("Rodina"),
(“Rodina”), by and
and through
Defendant,
through his
his counsel
counsel of
of record,
record, ANGSTMAN
ANGSTMAN

20

JOHNSON, submits
memorandum in
JOHNSON,
submits this
this memorandum
in opposition
to Plaintiff's
opposition to
Plaintiff 5 Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary

21
21

Judgment.

22

INTRODUCTION
23
24

On June
June 26,
2017,Plaintiff,
26, 2017,
Plaintiff, Eagle
EagleSprings
On
SpringsHomeowners
Homeowners Association,
Association, Inc.
Inc. (the
(the

25

“Association”) initiated this case
case by
ﬁling its
its Complaint
"Association")
Complaint against
against Rodina,
by filing
Rodina, seeking
seeking an
an injunction
injunction

26

from the
the Court requiring Rodina
Rodina to remove
remove an
an allegedly
from
wall, or
allegedly unapproved fence and
and retaining
retaining wall,
or

27

alternatively, an
the Court
alternatively,
an Order
Order ﬁ'om
from the
the Association
to do
do so.
Court allowing
allowing the
Association to
so.

Plaintiff‘s
See Plaintiff's

28
29

DEFENDANT’S OPPOSITION
OPPOSITIONTO
—
PLAINTIFF’SMOTION
TOPLAINTIFF'S
DEFENDANT'S
MOTIONFOR
FORSUMMARY
SUMMARYJUDGMENT
JUDGMENT—
PAGE 11
A9] Matter
Matter: 12241-001
12241—001
A•1
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1
2

Complaint. On
OnJuly
July27,
Rodina filed
2017, Rodina
27, 2017,
ﬁled his
his Answer,
Complaint.
Answer, denying
Association’s claims.
the Association's
denying the
claims. See
Defendant’s Answer.
Defendant's

3
4

On January 15,
the Association
15, 2018,
2018, the
Association filed
On
ﬁled the
the instant
instant Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment,
Judgment,

5

requesting the
the Court
Court grant
grant them summary
summary judgment on its claims, alleging that based
requesting
based on
on the
the plain

6

language of the
the Declaration
Declaration of
of Covenants,
Covenants, Conditions
language
Conditions and Restrictions
Restrictions for the
the Eagle
Eagle Springs
Springs

7

“Declaration”), there are no genuine
Subdivision (the "Declaration"),
genuine issues
issues of
of material fact.
fact. See
See Memorandum

8

in Support
Support of
Plaintiff‘s Motion
of Plaintiff's
Motion for
for Summary
in
Summary Judgment.
Judgment. Rodina
Rodina opposes
opposes the
the Motion
Motion because
because
9
10
10

genuine issues
issues of
there are
of material
material fact,
which include,
fact, which
include, inter alia, whether Rodina sought
m genuine
sought and

11
11

gained approval
approval for the work
work completed;
completed; whether
whether the
gained
the Association's
are barred
by the
Association’s claims
claims are
barred by
the

12
12

equitable doctrines
doctrines of
of waiver,
waiver, laches,
laches, or estoppel
equitable
estoppel because
because it authorized
authoriZed and
and approved
approved the
the work
work

13
13

completed on Rodina's
Rodina’s property;
whether the
the Association
property; whether
completed
Association has
has approved
approved of
of substantially
substantially similar
14
15
15

construction and
and therefore waived
waived their right to deny
construction
the same
deny the
same improvements;
improvements; and
and whether
whether the
the

16
16

Association’s ofﬁcers
board members
members have
Association's
officers and
and board
have pursued
pursued this
this action
action in
in violations
violations of their
their

17
17

obligations of good
good faith and
and fiduciary
ﬁduciary duties.
duties. Accordingly,
obligations
Accordingly, Plaintiff's
Plaintiffs Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary

18
18

Judgment should be denied.

19
19

COUNTERSTATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS
COUNTERSTATEMENT

20
21
21

The Association
Association was
was established
established and
and is governed
governed by the
The
the Declaration,
Declaration, and
and organized
organized to
to

22

“as the
serve "as
the means
means through
through which
which the
the owners
owners of
ofhomes
serve
homes within
within the
the [Eagle
[Eagle Springs]
Subdivision
Springs] Subdivision

23

with regard
regard to
to the
the administration,
may take action with
administration, management, and
and operation of
of the
the Subdivision
Subdivision

24
25

in accordance with the Declaration and the Association's
Association’s Bylaws
in
Bylaws and Articles of
Incorporation.”
of Incorporation."

26

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff
Plaintiff's5 Motion for Summary Judgment,
Judgment, pp.
pp. 1-2.
1-2. The
The Association
Association

27

and its
its Board of
“Board”) are
of Directors (the
are subject
(the "Board")
subject to the
and
the standards
standards of
of conduct set
set forth in
in Idaho
Idaho

28

30-29-830 and
Code Sections
Sections 30-29-830
Rodina is the
the owner
and 30-29-842.
30-29-842. Rodina
owner of
of the
the property
located at
property located
at 9825
9825

29

DEFENDANT’S OPPOSITION
—
OPPOSITIONTO
PLAINTIFF’SMOTION
TOPLAINTIFF'S
DEFENDANT'S
MOTIONFOR
FORSUMMARY
SUMMARYJUDGMENT
JUDGMENT—
PAGE 2
A9]Matter:
12241-001
Matter: 12241-001
A•J
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1
2

West Big Springs
Springs Boulevard,
Boulevard, Boise,
Boise, Idaho 83714 (the "Property"),
West
“Property”), which is
is located
located within
within the
the
Eagle Springs
Springs Subdivision.
Subdivision. Answer
Answer at
at ¶
2.
1] 2.

3
4

Pursuant to the
the Declaration's
Declaration’s requirements,
requirements, on
Pursuant
on or
or about
about May
2016, Rodina submitted
May 9,
submitted aa
9, 2016,

5

written request
request to the
the Association
Association for aa fence
fence and
written
on the
and landscaping
landscaping project
“Project”) on
project (the
(the "Project")
the

6

Property.
Property. See Afﬁdavit
Rodina (“Rodina
Affidavit of Jan
Jan Rodina
("Rodina Afﬁdavit”),
Affidavit"),atatExhibit
ExhibitA.
A. Pursuant
to the
Pursuant to
the

7

written request, Rodina clearly
indicated he would be extending the fence to the
clearly indicated
written
his
the full length
length of his

8
9

house and
and it would
would be
be necessary
to complete
necessary to
complete landscaping
house
landscaping to level
level the
the grade
grade of
of the
the parcel.
parcel. Id.

10
10

Thereaﬁer, the
Association approved
approved the
Thereafter,
the Association
the Project
Project without
without request
request of any
additional details,
any additional
details,

11
11

drawings, or documentation.
drawings,
documentation. Id. at TR
6-7. The Association
Association gave
gave Rodina
Rodina nine
nine months
months to
111] 6-7. The

12

complete the Project. Id. at 11
Onor
orabout
aboutMay
¶ 8. On
Rodina began
2016, Rodina
30, 2016,
began work
May30,
work on
on the
the Project

13
13

14
14
15

by building a base for a retaining wall. Id. at 111]
10-1 1. The
The retaining
retaining wall
wall was
was necessary
necessary to
to level
¶J 10-11.
the severe slope of
of the parcel. Id. at 1]¶ 11.
11.

16
16

The first
ﬁrst time
time the
the Association
Association formally
formally inquired
The
inquired about
about the
the Project
Project was
was not
not until
until in
in or

17

about August
about
of 2016.
August of
2016. Id. at
at ¶
12. The
TheAssociation
Association indicated
indicated to
to Rodina
Rodina that
that the
the Project
Project was
was
11 12.

18

“taking too long,"
long,” and
and irrespective
irrespective the
the prior approval,
"taking
he was
approval, he
was given
given aa 30-day
30—day time
time frame
frame to
to

19
20

complete the Project.
complete
Project. Id. at 11
At this
this time,
theAssociation
time, the
13. At
Association did
did not
notrequest
request additional
additional
1] 13.

21
21

information regarding the Project, nor did itit mention
mention problems with the retaining
retaining wall,
wall, drainage,
drainage,

22

or leveling the extreme grade of
of the Property. 1d.
Id. at 1]If 14.
14. The Project was about seventy percent

23
23

complete. Id. at
complete.
1115.
at1l15.

24
25

It was not
not until
until on
on or
orabout
about September
September 6,
that the
theAssociation
2016, that
Association requested
6, 2016,
requested Rodina
Rodina

26

submit a new
new written
written request
request for
for approval
approval of
of the Project.
Project. Id.
Id. at
at ¶
16. By
that time,
the Project
Project
time, the
By that
1] 16.

27

was substantially
substantially completed
completed pursuant
Association’s prior
pursuant to Association's
was
prior approval.
approval. Id. at iii
17. Although
11 17. Although

28

Rodina was surprised
surprised by the
the request,
as aa sign
request, as
sign of
of good
good faith,
he submitted aa new written
faith, he
written request.
request.
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Id. at
at Ig
Despite its
its prior
prior approval
approval and
and failure
failure to
18. Despite
to inquire
inquire about
about the Project
1[ 18.
Project until
until it was
was
2

substantially completed, the Association denied
Rodina's second
denied Rodina’s
second request.
request. Id.
Id. at 1119.
1[ 19.

3

Prior to
Rodina’s second
to denying Rodina's
second request,
the Board
request, the
Prior
Board approved
approved other
other substantially
substantially similar

4
5

work. Around
AroundJuly
July18,
theBoard
2016, the
Board considered
18, 2016,
work.
considered and
“fence relocation
and approved
approved two
two "fence
relocation variance
variance

6

requests.” See
requests."
See Affidavit
Afﬁdavit of Counsel,
Counsel, at
One of
at Exhibit
Exhibit A.
A. One
ofthe
the variance
variance requests
requests was
was approved
approved

7

even though
though the
the property owner failed to submit a written request for the
even
the Association’s
Association's approval.
approval.

8

1d.
Id.
9

Additionally,
Additionally, the Board acknowledged that the approval of these two variance requests
requests is
is in
in

10
10

contradiction to
contradiction
to the instant
instant action.
action. See Affidavit
Afﬁdavit of Counsel,
Counsel, at
at Exhibit
Exhibit B.
B. On
On September
September 2,
2,

11
11

Board member
member emailed
emailed the
the other
other members
members indicating
2016, aa Board
indicating that "[w]e
“[w]e have
have granted
granted variances
variances

12
12

in two recent incidences and with this likely set precedence.”
precedence." Id.

13

LEGAL STANDARD
14
14
15
15

16
17
17

18
18

Summary judgment
“the pleadings,
appropriate where
only appropriate
where "the
Summary
judgment is
is only
pleadings, depositions,
depositions, and
and
admissions on file,
ﬁle, together with the affidavits,
afﬁdavits, if
if any,
admissions
any, show that there is no genuine
genuine issue
issue as
as to
to

material fact and that the moving
moving party
any material
party is
is entitled
entitled to
to aa judgment
judgment as
as aa matter
matter of
of law.”
law." Idaho
Idaho

R. Civ. P. 56(a);
v. Davidson Trust
Trust Co.,
56(a); Beaudoin v.
151 Idaho 701, 704, 263
Co., 151
263 P.3d 755, 758
758 (2011).
(2011).

19
20

Upon aa motion for
for summary
summary judgment, all controverted
controverted facts
Upon
in favor
facts are liberally construed
construed in
favor of

21
21

the non-moving party and all
all reasonable
reasonable inferences
the
which can be
be made from the
inferences which
the record
record shall
shall be
be

22

of the
the party
made in favor of
resisting the motion. G & M Farms v.
party resisting
v. Funk Irr. Co.,
119 Idaho
C0., 119
Idaho 514,

23

516-17, 808
808 P.2d
P.2d 851, 853-54
853-54 (1991).
Furthermore, "[a]ll
(1991). Furthermore,
“[a]ll doubts
516-17,
doubts are
are to
to be
be resolved
resolved against
against the
the

24
25

moving party, and the motion
motion must
must be
be denied
denied if
ifthe
the evidence
evidence is
is such
such that
that conflicting
conﬂicting inferences
inferences

26

be drawn
drawn therefrom,
therefrom, and
and if
if reasonable
reasonable people might reach different conclusions."
may be
conclusions.” 1d.
Id. The

27

burden at
at all times
times is
is upon
upon the
the moving
moving party
to prove
prove the
the absence
party to
absence of
of aa genuine
genuine issue
issue of
of material
material

28

fact. Petricevich v.
v. Salmon River Canal Company,
Company, 92 Idaho 865, 452 P.2d 362 (1969).
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i
2
3
4

ARGUMENT
I.

GENUINE ISSUES
ISSUES OF
OF MATERIAL FACT AS TO THE CLAIMS
THERE ARE GENUINE
AND DEFENSES ASSERTED IN THIS MATTER
A. There
Thereare
areGenuine
GenuineIssues
Issues of
ofMaterial
Material Fact
Fact as
Rodina’s Affirmative
as to
to Rodina's
Afﬁrmative Defenses
Defenses

5

There are genuine issues of
of material fact as
to Rodina’s
Rodina's affirmative
as to
afﬁrmative defenses
defenses regarding
regarding
6
7

8
9
10

the equitable doctrines of
of waiver, laches, and
and estoppel.
i.

Waiver

Association’s assertions,
Contrary to the Association's
Contrary
assertions, by approving
approving the Project
Project and
and failing
failing to
to object
object
substantially completed,
until the Project was substantially
completed, the Association waived its right to
to bring the
the instant
instant

11
11
12
12

action. Pursuant
Pursuant to
“doctrine of
to Idaho
Idaho law,
the"doctrine
ofwaiver
law, the
action.
waiver isisan
anequitable
equitable doctrine
doctrine based
based upon
upon

13
13

fairness and
fairness
justice." Riverside
and justice.”
Riverside Dev.
Dev. Co.
Co. v.
v. Ritchie,
Ritchie, 103
103 Idaho
Idaho 515,
P.2d 657,
515, 520,
520, 650 P.2d
662
657, 662

14
14

“Theexistence
existence of
ofwaiver
(1982). "The
waiverordinarily
ordinarily is
is aa question
(1982).
question of
offact,
and if
ifthere
there is
fact, and
is any
substantial
any substantial

15
15

evidence
record to
to support
support a waiver
waiver it is
is for
evidence in
in the
the record
for the
the trier
trier of
offact
fact to
to determine
determine whether
whether the
the

16
16

17
17

evidence establishes
waiver.” Id. (citing C.I.T.
evidence
such aa waiver."
establishes such
C.1.T. Corp.
Corp. v.
v. Hess, 88
88 Idaho
Idaho 1,
395 P.2d
P.2d
1, 9,
9, 395

18

471,
471, 475 (1964);
Independent Gas
Gas &
& Oil
Oil Co.
Co. v.v. T.
T B.
(1964); Independent
B. Smith
Smith Co.,
51 Idaho 710, 724-25, 10
Co., 51
10 P.2d

19
19

322 (1932)).
317, 322
Waiverisisa a"voluntary,
“voluntary,intentional
317,
of aa known
intentional relinquishment
(1932)). Waiver
relinquishment of
known right
right or
or

20

advantage,” and the party "asserting
“asserting the waiver
waiver must
advantage,"
must show
show that
that he
he acted
acted in
in reasonable
reasonable reliance
reliance

21
21

detn'ment.” Margaret H.
has altered
thereby has
upon it and that he thereby
altered his position to his detriment."
H. Wayne
Wayne Trust
22
23

v.
v. Lipsky, 123
123 Idaho
Idaho 253,
846 P.2d
P.2d 904,
253, 256,
906 (1993)
256, 846
904, 906
(citing Brand
Brand S.
S. Corp.
Corp. v.
(1993) (citing
v. King,
102
King, 102

24

Idaho 731, 639 P.2d 429 (1981)).

25

Rodina has
properly alleged
Rodina
has properly
alleged the
the Association
Association waived
waivedits
its claims.
claims. Prior
Prior to
to beginning
beginning the
the

26

Project, Rodina
Rodina submitted
submitted aa written
written application
application requesting
Project,
requesting approval
approval to
to repair
repair his
his fence
fence and
and
27
28
29

extend the east side of
of the
the fence
fence facing
facing North Cayuse
extend
Cayuse Way to cover the full length of
of the
the fence.
fence.

Rodina Afﬁdavit
3-5. Rodina
Rodinaalso
alsorequested
Rodina
Affidavit at
at 1“]
II 3-5.
requested approval
approval to
to change
change the
the landscaping
landscaping to
to make
make
—
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thefence
fencelevel
levelwith
withthe
thehouse
houseininthe
thebackyard
1 the
and the
backyard and
the east
east side
side of
of the
the house.
house. Id.
2

The

Association approved
Association
approvedthe
the Project,
Project, as
as submitted,
and did
submitted, and
did not
not request
request any
additional
anyadditional

3

documentation regarding
documentation
regarding the Project.
Project.
4

6-7. Rodina
Id. at TR
Rodina reasonably
reasonably relied
relied upon
upon the
the
W 6-7.

5

Association’s
his detriment,
detriment, and
Association's approval
approval to
to his
and proceeded
to alter
proceeded to
incum‘ng
alter his
his position
position by
by incurring

6

substantial expense
expense and having the fence installed
substantial
as he
installed on the Property
Property as
he had
had planned.
planned. Id. at 9.

7

aﬁer the
the fence
fence was
was substantially
substantially completed
completed did
Only after
did Rodina
Rodina receive
receive any
communication from
from
any communication

8
9
10

the Association with any
objection to his
his work
any objection
work or
or any
the
request that
that he
any request
he submit
submit further
further paperwork.
paperwork.

Id. at
Id.
VI 12-17
at111112-17

11
11

The Association
Association argues
argues waiver
The
waiver does
does not
not apply because
"according to
to the plain terms
because “according
terms of

12
12

the Declaration,
Declaration, waiver only occurs
occurs if
Architectural Committee
if the Architectural
Committee ‘fails
'fails to notify the Owner of

‘13
13

sixty (60) days after
aﬁer receipt of
any noncompliance within sixty
of the
the written
written notice
notice of
of completion
completion from
from
14
14
15
15

Owner.” Motion
the Owner."
Motionfor
forSummary
SummaryJudgment,
Judgment, p.
p. 20.
the
20. The
Association’sargument
TheAssociation's
argument isis inapposite.
inapposite.

16
16

Rodina did not submit
“written notice
submit aa "written
notice of
of completion;"
completion;” rather
Rodina
rather he submitted aa second
second request
request for
for

17

approval. Thus,
theAssociation's
Association’sreliance
Thus, the
reliance on
on Section
approval.
Section 9.7
9.7 of
ofthe
the Declaration
Declaration is
is misplaced,
and
misplaced, and

18
18

the doctrine
doctrine of
of equitable
equitable waiver
waiver applies
applies irrespective
irrespective of the notices
the
notices sent
sent to
to Rodina
Rodina within
within sixty
sixty

19
19
20
21
21
22
23

of his second written request.
days of
Accordingly, genuine
material fact
Accordingly,
genuine issues
issues of material
fact exist
Rodina's assertion
exist regarding
regarding Rodina’s
assertion that
that the
the
instant claims,
Association waived its instant
claims, and summary judgment is
is inappropriate.

ii.

Laches

24
25

of material
material fact also exist regarding Rodina’s
Genuine issues of
Rodina's assertion
assertion of
of the
the affirmative
afﬁrmative

26

“Thedefense
defense of laches.
laches. "The
defense of
oflaches
laches is
is aa creation
defense
creation of
ofequity
and is
is aa species
equity and
species of
ofequitable
equitable

27

estoppel.” Devil Creek Ranch v.
estoppel."
v. Cedar
Cedar Mesa Reservoir & Canal
Canal Co.,
123 Idaho 634, 636,
Co., 123
851
636, 851

28

P.2d 348,
“Whether or
348 (1993).
or not
not aa party
(1993). "Whether
P.2d
348, 348
oflaches
party isis guilty
laches ordinarily
guilty of
is aa question
ordinarily is
question of
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1
2

“Laches .. .. .. requires
fac .” Id. "Laches
fact."
requires aa showing
showing of
of prejudice to the party asserting it,”
it," and
and it "would
“would be
be
an unusual case where
where such
such aa defense
defense as
as laches
laches could
an
judgment, raising
could be resolved on summary judgment,

3
4

as it does complex factual issues."
issues.” Osterloh v.
as
v. State,
State, 100
100 Idaho 702, 604 P.2d 716 (1979),
(1979), appeal

5

after remand, 105
105 Idaho
Idaho 50,
665 P.2d
P.2d 1060
1060 (1983).
50, 665
The elements
(1983). The
elements of
defendant’s
of laches are:
are: (1)
(1) defendant's

6

plaintiff‘s rights,
invasion of the plaintiff's
rights, (2)
in ascertaining
plaintiff’s rights,
invasion
ascertaining plaintiff's
delay in
the plaintiff
plaintiff having
rights, the
(2) delay

7

had notice and an
an opportunity
opportunity to institute aa suit, (3)
had
by defendant that plaintiff
of knowledge by
(3) lack of

8

9

would assert
assert its rights,
and (4)
rights, and
or prejudice
would
prejudice to
to defendant
injury or
defendant in event
event relief
relief is
is accorded
accorded to
(4) injury
to

10
10

plaintiff or the suit is held not to be barred. Huppert v.
v. Wolford,
91 Idaho 249, 257, 420 P.2d 11,
Wolford, 91
11,

11
11

19 (1966).
19

12
12

Rodina has
Instantly, Rodina
established his
defense of laches:
Instantly,
has established
his defense
laches: (1)
the Association
Association has
has alleged
alleged
(1) the

13
13

violation of
of the
the Declaration;
Declaration; (2)
Rodina is in violation
the Association
Association failed to object to the
the Project
Project until
(2) the
14
14

15

was substantially
substantially complete;
complete; (3)
based on the Association's
the Project was
(3) based
Association’s approval
approval of
of the
the Project
Project

16
16

and substantially
substantially similar projects,
Rodina lacked
and
that the Association
projects, Rodina
lacked knowledge
knowledge that
Association would
would bring

17
17

this suit; and
and (4)
because Rodina
Rodina has
has incurred
incurred significant
signiﬁcant cost and installed the Project upon
(4) because
upon the
the

18
18

Association’s
Rodina would be injured
approval, Rodina
injured and prejudiced
Association's approval,
prejudiced in the event the Association
Association is
is

19
20

granted its
sought. Therefore,
Therefore, aa genuine
genuine issue
issue of
granted
its relief sought.
of material
material fact
fact exists
exists as
as to
to whether
whether the
the

21
21

Association is
barred in bringing
bringing this action
action by
the equitable
Association
is barred
equitable doctrine
doctrine of
of laches
laches and
and summary
by the
summary

22

judgment is not appropriate.

23

iii.

Estoppel

24
25
26
27

28

of equitable estoppel
estoppel requires a defendant to show: (1)
The doctrine of
(1) aa false representation
concealment of a material
material fact
fact made
made with
with actual
actual or
or concealment
constructive knowledge
or constructive
knowledge of the truth;
truth; (2)
(2)
estoppel did
did not
not and
and could
could not have discovered the truth; (3)
that the party asserting estoppel
that
an intent
intent that
(3) an

misrepresentation or concealment
concealment be
the misrepresentation
be relied
relied upon;
and (4)
that the
upon; and
the party
asserting estoppel
estoppel
party asserting
(4) that
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1
2

relied on the misrepresentation or
or concealment
concealment to his or her prejudice.
prejudice. Weitz v.
v. Green, 148
148 Idaho

851, 861, 230 P.3d 743, 753
Wz’llig v.
753 (2010) (citing Willig
v. State,
State, Dept.
Dept. of
of Health & Welfare,
127 Idaho
Welfare, 127

3
4

259, 261, 899 P.2d 969, 971
971 (1995)).
Additionally, the
the doctrine
(1995)). Additionally,
doctrine of
“when
quasi-estoppel applies "when
of quasi-estoppel

5

it would
would be
be unconscionable
unconscionable to
to allow
allow aa party to assert
assert aa right
right which
which is inconsistent
inconsistent with aa prior

6

position.”
position." Id.

7

Rodina alleges (1)
he completed
completed the Project
Project pursuant
pursuant to
to the Association's
Association’s representation
(1) he
representation

8
9

that the
the work was approved
approved pursuant
pursuant to
to his
his written
written request; (2)
that
he could not have
have discovered
discovered that
that
(2) he

1O
10

the Association
Association would
would later revoke
revoke its
its approval;
the
approval; (3)
the Association
Association approved
approved the
the Project
Project
(3) the

11
11

intending Rodina
work; and (4) he relied on the
intending
Rodina begin
begin the work;
Association’s approval
the Association's
approval and
and therefore
therefore

12

incurred substantial
incurred
substantial expense
expense to
to have
have the
the work
work completed.
completed. Assuming,
Assuming, arguendo, the
the Court
Court

13
13

determines the
Association did
not make
make aa false
false representation,
determines
the Association
did not
representation, Rodina
Rodina has
has alleged
alleged facts
facts
14
14
15
15

sufﬁcient to support the
the application
application of
of the doctrine of quasi-estoppel.
sufficient
quasi-estoppel. The
The Association
Association approved
approved

16
16

the Project, failed to
to request
request any
additional information,
the
any additional
information, and did not object to
to the
the Project
Project until it

17
17

was substantially complete.
complete. The
TheAssociation
Association also
also approved
was
approved other
other substantially
substantially similar
similar projects,
projects,

18

despite its claims of
of enforcing the Declaration
Declaration “fairly
despite
"fairly and
and regularly.”
regularly." Such
render
Such circumstances
circumstances render

19
19

20

unconscionable to
Association to
it unconscionable
to allow
allow the
the Association
to now
now assert
assert the
the Project
Project is
is in violation
violation of the
the

21
21

Declaration and
removed. Therefore,
Therefore, there
Declaration
and must
must be removed.
there exists
exists genuine
genuine issues
issues of
of material
material fact,
and
fact, and

22

summary judgment is inappropriate.
inappropriate.

23
23
24
25
26

Thereare
areGenuine
GenuineIssues
Issues of
ofMaterial
Material Fact
B. There
Fact Regarding
Regarding Whether
Whether the Association
Violated its Fiduciary Duties of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
There is aa genuine
genuine issue
issue of
ofmaterial
material fact
fact as
There
as to
towhether
whether the
theAssociation
Association violated
violated its
its

ﬁduciary duties
faith and
good faith
and fair dealing.
dealing. Pursuant
fiduciary
duties of good
Pursuant to
to Idaho
Idaho law,
the enforcement
law, the
enforcement of the
the

27
28
29

Declaration is subject to the
the limitations
limitations of
of the implied
Declaration
implied covenant
covenant of good
good faith and
and fair
fair dealing,
dealing,
and the
the conduct
conduct of
of the
the Board
Board is
is also
also constrained
constrained to be
be exercised
and
exercised in good
good faith
faith and
and pursuant
pursuant to
to
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1
2

their fiduciary
ﬁduciary duties. See Steelman v.
v. Mallory,
110 Idaho
Idaho 510,
Mallory, 110
716 P.2d 1282
510, 716
1282 (1986);
LC. 30(1986); I.C.
30—29-842.
29-830, 30-29-842.

3

Rodina alleges the
the Association
Association cannot
cannot discriminatorily
Rodina
discriminatorily enforce the Declaration
Declaration against
against

4
5

him where
where the
violation of
him
the Board
Board is
is in
in violation
of its
its duties
duties to
to Rodina.
Rodina. Answer
at ﬂ¶ 4.
Answer at
4. The
TheAssociation
Association

6

alleges it enforced the provisions of the Declaration
Declaration in
in aa “fair
"fair and
and regular”
regular" manner.
manner. Complaint
Complaint at
at

7

gl1]l

7. The
TheBoard,
Board,however,
however, approved
approved two
two other
other projects
7.
in nature
to the
projects substantially
substantially similar
similar in
nature to
the

8

completed at
Property. Affidavit
Afﬁdavit of
Project completed
at Rodina’s
Rodina's Property.
A-B. The
of Counsel
Counsel at Exhibits
Exhibits A-B.
The Association
Association
9
10
10
11
11

12

approved the other
other substantially
acknowledged it approved
was in
substantially similar projects, and that such
such approval
approval was

contradiction of the Association's
Association’s action
action to
contradiction
to bring
bring the
the instant
instant Complaint.
Complaint. Id.
Id. Such uneven and
and

discriminatory enforcement
regular,” and
discriminatory
enforcementis isnot
not “fair
"fair and
and regular,"
and constitutes
constitutes aa violation
violation of the
the

13
13

Association’s fiduciary
duties and
Association's
ﬁduciary duties
and obligations
obligations of
of good faith.
14
14
15
15

Rodina has
alleged the
properly alleged
Board owed
owed him
Rodina
has properly
the Board
him aa duty,
recognized by
Idaho law,
duty, recognized
law,
by Idaho

16
16

requiring the Board to abide
abide by its
its fiduciary
ﬁduciary duties
duties and
and obligations
obligations of good faith and
and aa genuine
genuine

17
17

of material fact exists. Accordingly,
issue of
Accordingly, summary
summary judgment is inappropriate.

18

RodinaSeeks
Seeks Relief
ReliefPursuant
Court’s Equitable
Pursuant to
to the
C. Rodina
the Court's
Equitable Powers
Powers
19
20

Rodina seeks
seeks equitable
equitable relief from the
the Court,
Rodina
and requests
requests equitable
Court, and
equitable considerations
considerations be
be

21
21

taken into
into account,
account, pursuant
several genuine
“The imposition
taken
pursuant to
to several
genuine issues
issues of
of material
materialfact.
fact. "The
imposition of

22

question of
of fact
fact because it requires the trial court to balance
equitable remedies is a question
balance the
the equities
equities

23

party.” O'Connor v.
of each party."
v. Harger Constr.,
Constr., Inc., 145
145 Idaho 904, 908-909,
908-909, 188
188 P.3d 846,
846, 850-

24
25
26

851 (2008)
851
(2008) (citing West Wood Invs.,
Invs., Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Acord, 141
141 Idaho 75, 82, 106
106 P.3d 401, 408 (2005)).
(2005)).

“A trial
trial court
court does
does not
not abuse
abuse its
its discretion
discretion ififitit (1)
"A
correctly perceives
perceives the
the issue
issue as
as discretionary,
discretionary,
( 1) correctly

27

within the
the bounds
bounds of
ofdiscretion
discretion and
and applies
(2) acts within
applies the
the correct
correct legal
legal standards,
standards, and
and (3)
reaches
(3) reaches

28

the decision through an
an exercise of reason.”
reason." Id.

29
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1
2

Rodina alleges
alleges that requiring
requiring him to destroy
Rodina
destroy the Project
Project where
where (1)
the Association
Association had
had
(1) the

prior knowledge
knowledge of and
and consented
consented to
to the
the Project,
prior
Project, and
and (2)
theAssociation
Association approved
approved other,
other,
(2) the

3
4

substantially similar
substantially
similar projects,
projects, would
would be
be wasteful
wasteful and
and contrary
contrarytoto the
the principles
principlesof
of equity.
equity. The
The

5

Association argues
irrespective of
Association
argues that
that irrespective
of the
the prior approval
approval and
and approval
approval of other
other projects,
the
projects, the

6

Project must be destroyed. Thus,
genuine issues
Thus, genuine
issues of
ofmaterial
Project
Rodina's request
material fact
fact exist regarding Rodina’s
request

7

relief from the Court,
for equitable relief
Court, and summary judgment is inappropriate.

8
9
1O
10

Genuine Issues
Issues of
ofMaterial
Material Fact
Fact Exist
Exist Regarding
D. Genuine
Regarding Whether
Whether Rodina
Rodina Violated
Violated the
Declaration
Association alleges
alleges Rodina
violation of the
The Association
Rodina is
is in violation
the restrictive
restrictive covenants
covenants set
set forth
fonh in
in

11
11
12
12

Section 4
of the Declaration.
Declaration. Complaint
Complaint at
11-19. Rodina, however,
at VI
Section
4 of
however, denies
denies he
he is
is in
in violation
violation
111] 11-19. Rodina,

13
13

of the Declaration or that he is liable to
of
to the Association.
Association. Answer
Answer at
¶ 12.
at 1]
12. Pursuant
Pursuant to
to Idaho
Idaho law,

14

“[c]ovenants that
restrict the
the uses
uses of
ofland
land are
arevalid
"[c]ovenants
that restrict
validand
andenforceable,"
enforceable,” however,
“because
however, "because

15
15

restrictive covenants
derogation of the
restrictive
covenants are
are in derogation
the common
common law
law right
right of aa person
to use
person to
use land
land for all
all

16
16
17
17

lawful purposes,
covenants are not to
purposes, covenants
to be
be construed
construed to
lawful
to extend
extend by
implication any
restriction not
not
by implication
any restriction

18
18

expressed in the covenants."
covenants.” Greenfield
clearly expressed
v. Wurrnlinger,
Greenﬁeld v.
Wurmlinger, 158
158 Idaho
Idaho 591,
349 P.3d
591, 596, 349

19
19

“All doubts
1187 (2015).
1182, 1187
doubts and
and ambiguities
(2015). "All
ambiguities are
1182,
in favor
use of
are to be resolved
resolved in
favor of the
the free
free use

20

land.” Id.
land."

21

The Association approved two other substantially similar projects
projects just
just prior to
to its
its denial
denial
22
23
23

Rodina’s second
of Rodina's
second written
written request.
request. See
See Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Counsel,
Counsel,atat Exhibit
ExhibitA.
A. The
Board’s
The Board's

24

previous interpretation of
of the Declaration indicates
indicates that
that Rodina’s
Rodina's Project is
is not in violation of the
the

25

Declaration,
allowable variances
Declaration, or that such projects are allowable
variances under
under the
the Declaration.
Declaration. To the
the extent
extent it

26

changed its
its interpretation,
Declaration’s restrictive
the Declaration's
interpretation, the
restrictive covenants
has changed
covenants must
must contain
contain ambiguities,
ambiguities,
27
28

which should
should be resolved
Rodina’s free use of
resolved in Rodina's
of his Property.
Property. Accordingly,
Accordingly, genuine
genuine issues
issues of
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1
2

material fact exist
exist regarding
regarding whether
whether Rodina
Rodina violated
violated the Declaration,
Declaration, and
and summary
is
summary judgment is

inappropriate.

3

CONCLUSION

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10
11
11

Eagle Springs has the burden to prove there are no genuine issues of
of material fact
fact as
as to
the claims and defenses pertinent in this case.
case. Because
Because Eagle
the
Eagle Springs
Springs cannot
cannot meet
meet its
its burden,
the
burden, the

Motion for Summary Judgment must be denied.
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2
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projects,which
whichwere
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producedby
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Plaintiff by
by way
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3
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as Exhibit A.
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5
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of an
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addressed to those parties marked served
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Means of Service
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Brindee L. Collins
Christopher Tingey
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From:
From:
To:
To:
Subject:
Subject:
Date:
Date:

W5; W1: WWW

Nick
Nid< Barber

Hingsberger
Corbett; Tom/a Thomas; David Day; aoldie68tacahotmail.com; Leann
(mm,Leamuingsm
Fence
Fence issue
Friday, September
September 02, 2016
2016 9:36:32
9:36:32 PM
PM
Friday,

Board;
Board;
We have
We
have an issue that has arisen regarding moving a fence at the corner of
of Cayuse and Big
Big
Springs.

I have attached the ACC Approval
Approval the home owner provided
provided and
and which
which was
was approved.
approved. In
In my
my
time of
of the submission
conversation with the homeowner at the time
submission he
he indicated
indicated to
to me
me that
that he
he did
not intend to move the fence to the east, closer to Cayuse,
but only
intend to
to move
move that
that portion
portion
Cayuse, but
only intend
that faces north further north to the front plan of the home. As
he has
As you
know he
has placed
placed
likely know
you likely
landscape bricks alone Cayuse approximately six
six to seven
seven feet
feet from
from the sidewalk.
sidewalk. this
this is
is so
so
level the lot
from the
lot from
that he can level
the house
house toward
toward the
the street
street BEFORE
he installs
BEFORE he
which
installs the
the fence
fence which
will put the fence
fence at
Heisisnow
nowinin the
at about
about the
the seven
seven foot
foot mark.
mark. He
the process
process of
relocating the
the
ofrelocating
of the sidewalk which is
fence to within ten feet of
is a
a violation of
of the CC&Rs.
fence was also
also in
in violation
To be clear the original fence
violation of
of the
the CC&Rs
CC&Rs as
as it
it was
was approximately
17
approximately 17
feet from the property line. I believe this variance was grand by
Developer,
by the Developer.

Both Robert and I have spoken to the homeowner, Robert last night and ii spoke to him
him this
morning. Neither
Neither conversation
conversation went
went well.
well. The
Thehomeowner
morning.
was very
homeownerwas
combative and
and vocal
vocal
very combative
he was being
being discriminated
discriminated against
against and
about how he
the
Association
since
he
and picked
picked on
on by
the
Association
since
he get
get
by
"that
ofﬁce"
notices from
bitch at the association office" about his trailer.
wasn't
I spend about a half
half hour listening
listening to him
him belittle
belittle me
me as
as aa board
board member
member and
he wasn't
and how
how he
the
street
in
he
breaking the law and why did we allow that guy
up
in
he
is
fence
and
so
on. He
put
is
fence
and
so
on.
guy
Chris Page,
and Chuck
Chuck and Mrs.
indicted that he has spoken to Chris
Mrs. Marino
Marino and
and at
at one
one point
point he
he said
Page, and
ﬁling suit against the Association for discrimination.
he was filing
discrimination.

the work
workhe
he isis undertaking
undertaking to
move the
The point is this, the
to move
the fence
fence is
is in
in violation
violation of
ofthe
the CC&Rs
CC&Rs
and not approved by the ACC
ACC approval
approval he
he received.
received. He
He has
has no
no intention
intention of
of stopping or
Be basic
basic told
told me
me to Blank off.
altering his current course
course of action.
action. Be

We have a dilemma, we approved a variance for Page and for Chuck, this fence is in a higher
profile location in the subdivision and more visible. My fear that not pursuing Page to remove
the fence he installed would result in more issue
has come to fruition.
We are now in a position that we have a homeowner who is clearly going to take any course of
action he chooses and see what action the Association takes to stop him. We have granted
variances in two recent incidences and with this likely set precedence.
iIi ACC
ACC Approval
Approval Jan Rodina.pdf

Reasoning with the homeowner has yielded no positive outcome. I would like
like input
input from
from each
of you sooner that later.
later. IfIfwe
we need
need to
of
executive session
to meet
meet in
in executive
session to
to discuss let's do so.

Nlck
Nick
000187
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EXHIBIT A

Eagle Springs
Eagle
Springs HOA
HOABoard
BoardMeeting
Meeting Minutes

2016 at
June 20, 2016
at 7:00
7:00 PM
PM
— posted
Call to
1. Call
to order,
order, roll
roll call,
call, proof
proof of
of notice
notice of meeting or waiver of notice —
posted on
on website
website
The meeting
meeting was
was called
called to
orderatat7:14
to order
7:14PM.
PM. Nick
Nick Barber,
Barber, Robert
Robert Corbett,
Thomas
Corbett, Tonya
Tonya Thomas
Gail McMahon
and Gail
McMahon were
were present; David
Daywas
wasnot
not in
inattendance.
attendance.
David Day

2. Review and approve minutes from
from the May,
board meeting
May, 2016 monthly board
There was aa motion to approve the May
minutes; motion
motion was seconded and
May meeting minutes;
carried.
carried.
—
3. Financial Review
Review—
Reports Month
Reports
Monthending
ending05/31/16
05/31/16
•0 Income
Income and Expenses
Expenses and
and Balance
Balance Sheet
Sheet as
as of
of 05/31/16
05/31/16
•0 Status of Accounts
Accounts Receivable
05/31/16
Receivable 05/31/16
0
• Review
Review and
Accounts Payable for June, 2016
and Process Accounts
Robert Corbett provided a review of the
the above financial
financial reports.
reports. Income
Income and
and Expenses
Expenses
in alignment; pool
pool filter is failing
are in
failingand
and needs
needs to
to be
be replaced for $1300; street
street light
light
maintenance is
is over budget
budget because
of improvements
because of
maintenance
lighting
by
improvements made
made to
to entry
lighting
entry
by
removing old
14 homeowners are
removing
old mounts.
mounts. 14
are 11 quarter
quarter past
past due;
more are
in collections
are in
collections
due; 44 more
VF. Nick
Nick explained
at VF.
explained how
howdues
duesare
are lost
lost on
on properties
properties that
that are foreclosed on by
by the
bank.
the financials
financials as
There was aa motion to approve the
as submitted;
submitted; the motion
motion was seconded
and carried.

4. Committee
Committee Reports
Reports
Gail —Landscape
Landscape
Gail reported
that all
all the work discussed
discussed in
Gail
reported that
in the
the May
May meeting
meeting has
has been
been completed.
completed.
Trimming
up
trees
on
sidewalks
and
in
Trimming trees
sidewalks and in the
the parks as
as well
well as
as rounding
rounding up
up around
around the
pathways
has been
been requested.
pathways has
Thistles are growing in
middle of the junipers by the pool
Thistles
in the
the middle
pool area and
and can
can only
get rid
rid
only get
digging them
spreading quickly.
of by digging
them up .... they are spreading
is $155
$155 to
to cut
cut down
down junipers
junipers to
Bid is
quickly. Bid
to the
thethistles;
Nick said
said he
he will
will kill
kill the
get to
the thistles
thistles instead.
instead.
thistles;Nick
It is
the two
that the
tworemaining
remaining islands
It
is discussed
discussed and
and agreed that
islands need
need to
tobe
becompleted;
Gail will
will
completed;Gail
bids to do
do now
now or
or next
next year
so it
it can
can be
get bids
be included
included in
in the 2017 budget. Tonya
year so
asked if
if
Tonya asked
there will
will be any
there
any more
more plants added to the islands
that are already done? Gail
islands that
Gail
responded that
thatthe
theclump
clumpgrasses
grassesneed
needto
tobe
bereplaced
replacedand
andeventually
will look
look as
eventuallywill
as good
good
first island.
island. Robert
Robert commented
commented that
thatadding
as the first
adding carpet
carpet roses
roseswill
will add color
color and
consistency in
agrees and approved 8 carpet rose
consistency
in the
the theme;
theme; the board agrees
rose bushes
bushes at
at $25
$25
volunteers to
get volunteers
to help
help plant
plantthem;
will make a huge difference. There
and to get
is
a
them;ititwill
There is a
plant 22 carpet
carpet roses
roses at
at each
each end
end of
of the
the two
motion to plant
two islands;
motion is
is seconded and
islands; motion
and
McIntier’ s5 wife,
carried. Doug
Doug Mclntier'
and
Tanya
willvolunteer
volunteer to
to help plant.
wife, Cory,
Tonya Thomas will
Cory,
Doug McIntier and Biff
Biff Burleigh
Doug
Burleighvoiced
voicedtheir
theirsupport
support of
of finishing
finishingthe
the island
island improvement
improvement
project. Doug
Doug mentioned
mentionedhis
hisneighbor
neighborisisaa horticulturist
horticulturist and
andhe
hewill
will ask
ask if
if she would
would be
willing to
willing
to help
help the
the association.
landscaping around
The landscaping
around the clubhouse will
willneed
need to
to be
be redone
redone sooner than later
later as
as well.
well.
blooming now and as soon as it
it is
is done it will
The Wisteria
wisteria is blooming
will be
be trimmed
trimmed back.

-
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EXHIBIT B

Robert—
Robert
— Pool
Pool
Robert reported that
thatthe
thelock
lock on
on the
the pool
pool gate
gate was
was recently
recently replaced;
life span is
replaced; life
is
dependent on
on usage.
usage.
The filter now needs
needs replaced;
replaced; the
valve is
thevalve
is leaking.
leaking. Cost
Cost to
to repair
repair isis $300
$300 ++ $325 and
getting harder
harder to
to come
come by;
+ $325.
parts are getting
cost to
to replace
$325. There was aa motion
replace is
is $975 +
by; cost
to immediately
replace the
immediately replace
the filter;
motion is
filter; motion
is seconded
seconded and
and carried.
carried. This
Thiswill
will be
be aa capital
capital
Dan recommended
recommended adding
adding pee
improvement expense. Dan
the bottom of
pee gravel
gravel in
in the
of the sand
that isis included
filter and that
included in
in his
his bid.
email concern
in that
There was an email
concern sent in
that the dark metal on the new
new furniture
furniture may
may get
too hot
hot for
for small
small children
children to touch.
is no
There is
no longer
longer aa pool
poolcommittee.
committee. Homeowners
at the pool
Homeowners at
pool need to step up
up and
and help
self-police
There was an incident where a
self-police the
the pool.
pool. There
group of
of teenagers
teenagers took over the
a group
pool forcing
pool
forcing many
many families
familiesto
to leave
leave but
but the
the board was not notified
notified until
until after
after the
the fact.
fact. A
A
friendly email
reminding them
friendly
email to
to homeowners reminding
them that everyone using
using the pool
pool must be
be
that any
adult has
has the
the ability
respectful and that
to help
help monitor.
any adult
ability and responsibility
responsibility to
Nick—ACC

Nick
Heales recent submission
Nick reported
reported Heales
submission is
is approved.
at end
end of
of Big
Big Springs
Homeowner at
Springsfence
fence relocation
relocation and
and variance
variance request was
was discussed
discussed
in detail.
The fence
fence has
has already
relocated without
already been relocated
in
detail. The
without prior
prior approval
approval and
and is
is in
in the
ACHD and
easement
ACHD
andPublic
PublicUtilities
Utilities
easementarea.
area.AAhomeowner
homeownerininattendance
attendance objects the
current relocation
relocationof
ofthe
thefence;
theESHOA
fence;the
ESHOA CC&Rs
current
stateany
anyfence
fence must
must be located 20
CC&Rs state
feet from
from the
the sidewalk.
sidewalk. The
The homeowner
homeowner has
has now
now submitted the proper
feet
proper forms
forms and
and
request
for variance.
variance. Planning
Planning &
& Zoning
request for
Zoningdoes
does not
not consider
consider this
thisto
to be
be aa permanent
permanent
Thereisis aa great
great deal
deal homeowner
homeowner and
and board
structure. There
board discussion
discussion about this matter and
will take comments under advisement.
board will
the board
Newand
andUnfinished
5. New
Unﬁnished Business
Business
— David
a.
3. Update
Update on
on voided
voidedbill
bill from
from Vial
Vial Fotheringham
Fotheringhamfor
tabled
forlegal
legalfees
fees—
David -- tabled
b. Removing
Removing Molly
Mollyand
and Kim’s
Kim'sname
nameoff
offlist
listfor
forpool
poolcommittee
committee posted
posted on
on bulletin
bulletin board
has been done.
done.
The two new poop stations need
c. The
need to
tobe
beinstalled;
installed; one
oneinin Phase
Phase55 and
andone
oneon
onHSB
HSB road
in
in middle
middle between
between two entries.
d. Leash
Leash Law
Law Sign
Signon
onCayuse
Cayuse&&Lariat
Lariatneeds
needsto
to be
be re-installed.
re-installed.
e. Letters
sent
Letters Leann
Leann sent out for wooden fence maintenance were
were not
not friendly
friendly enough.

6. Adjourn
Adjourn
6.

With no additional business for discussion
discussion the
With
the meeting adjourned at
at 8:46
8:46 PM.
PM.
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Eagle Springs
Eagle
Springs HOA
HOABoard
BoardMeeting
Meeting Minutes
Minutes July
July 18,
18, 2016
2016 at 7:00 PM
PM
— posted
1. Call
Call to
to order,
order, roll
roll call,
call, proof
proofof
of notice
notice of meeting or waiver of notice —
posted on
on website
website
The meeting was called
called to
The
to order at 7:06 PM.
board members
members were
were present and aa
PM. All
All board
quorum was established.
established‘

2. Review and approve minutes from the June,
board meeting
June, 2016 monthly board
The minutes from
The
from the June board meeting were reviewed;
there
was
reviewed;
was a
a motion to approve
approve
Motion was
was seconded
as submitted. Motion
seconded and
and carried.
Review—
3. Financial Review
—
3. Reports
Reports Month
a.
06/30/16
Month ending
ending 06/30/16
•
Income and Expenses
Expenses and
Income
and Balance
Balance Sheet
Sheet as
as of
of 06/30/16
06/30/16
of Accounts
Status of
Accounts Receivable
Receivable 06/30/16
Review and
•
Review
and Process Accounts Payable
for July,
Payable for
July, 2016
Robert provided
provided aa financial
financial review
review of
ofthe
the above
above reports.
reports. The
The pool
pool filter was replaced
for $1,681 and was expenses as a capital
improvement.
capital improvement.
Robert reported
reported the
theHOA
HOA is
is in
in good
good financial
financial shape;
shape; $2,000
$2,000 of
of prior
prior years
years past due
homeowners' foreclosure
collected. One
One homeowners'
fees have been collected.
foreclosure auction has been
26‘h and
postponed
until July
bank will
postponed until
and the bank
likelytake
takethe
the property back;
will likely
July 26th
back; 2
bankruptcy attempts stalled
stalled the foreclosure
foreclosure process but were both
bankruptcy
both dismissed.
dismissed.
There is
is aa motion
financials as
motion to approve the financials
as submitted; the motion
motion is
is seconded
and carried.
4. Committee
Committee Reports
Reports
—
3. Gail —Landscape
a.
Landscape
Gail updated
on landscaping
landscaping actin
Gail
updated the board on
actin items;
items; most of the
the bushes have
have been
been
the pathway
between the
thenorth
northend
pathway between
trimmed; the
endof
ofthe
thepark
parkand
andWindrose
Windrosewill
will be
be
in two days.
Planting carpet roses
roses in
in the islands
days. Planting
done in
should be
be done in
islands should
in September
it is
is cooler;
when it
cooler; the
the three grasses on each end have died
died and the association wants
Summer Lawns
Lawns has been asked to provide
credit back for those. Summer
provide bids to complete
other two
two remaining
remaining islands
islands so
so those
those figures
the other
the 2017 budget.
figures can be included
included in
in the
— Pool
Robert —
b. Robert
Pool
reported since
since replacing
replacing the pool
pool filter the clarity of
Robert reported
of the
the pool
pool water has been
great and
and there
there isis no
no sand
sand in
in the
the bottom
bottom of
of the
the pool
pool anymore.
Theauto
anymore. The
autofill
fill installed
installed
last year is working
working perfectly
perfectly and
and was
was money well
well spent.
spent.
c. Nick —
requests
fence
two
—ACC
ACC
requests —
two
fencerelocation
relocationvariance
variancerequests
requests
Two fence
Two
fence relocation
relocation variance
variance requests
requests have
have been submitted and
and were
were discussed
discussed in
in
Once fence
fence was
was relocated
relocated prior
prior to the
the board
detail. Once
board reviewing;
reviewing; the board
board agreed
agreed it
it is
is
not worth the
the legal
legal fees
fees that
thatwould
would be
beincurred
the
HOA
to
force
him
to
take
it
incurredby
the
HOA
him
it
by
There is
is aa motion
motion to
to approve
approve Pages
Pages variance request; motion
down. There
motion is
is seconded
carried. There
There isis also
also aa motion
motion to
to approve
Boyer’s fence
and carried.
approve Boyer's
fence relocation
relocation variance
variance
request as submitted; the motion
motion was
was seconded and carried.
Nick added
he has
has heard
heardthat
thatRidge
Ridgeto
toRivers
Riversisis thinking
Nick
added that he
thinking of
of installing
installing aa parking
parking
theiraccess
of their
the entry
pointinto
accesspoint
intothe
lot at the
entryof
thefoothills
foothillsatatthe
theend
endofofBig
BigSprings
SpringsBlvd.
Blvd.
parking and
to alleviate the parking
and access
access issues.
issues. Once
their
Once the homeowners are notified
notified
variance requests
requests have
have been
been approved
approved Leann
Leann will
will inform
inform other
other homeowner who has
expressed a concern.
concern.

-
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d. Finance
Finance Committee
Committee
There is
is no
as of
no update as
of yet
yet although
although bids
bids are
are being
being gathered
gathered for
for island
island completion
completion
a structural pruning plan
and a
Newand
andUnfinished
5. New
UnﬁnishedBusiness
Business
a. Update on
a.
on voided
voided bill
bill from Vial
Vial Fotheringham
Fotheringham for
for legal
legal fees
further discussion
bill was voided and no further
discussion requires
b. Update
b.
Update on
on poop
poop station
stationinstalls
installs and
and Leash
Leash Law
Law sign
sign re-install
will hopefully
hopefully happen
both will
happen this
this upcoming
upcoming weekend
c. Fence variance requests
c.
approved previously
both approved
previously

-

Adjourn—
6. Adjourn
With no further
furtherbusiness
business for
for discussion
discussion the meeting adjourned at 7:50 PM.
PM.
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Eagle Springs
Eagle
SpringsHOA
HOABoard
BoardMeeting
MeetingMinutes
Minutes 08-15—16
08-15-16
— posted on website
1. Call
1.
Call to order, roll
roll call,
proof of
of notice
call, proof
notice of
of meeting
meeting or
orwaiver
waiverof
ofnotice
notice—
at 7:00
7:00 PM.
PM. Nick
The meeting was called
called to order at
Nick Barber.
Barber. Robert
Robert Corbett, and
and Gail
Gail
were in
in attendance
attendance and
McMahon were
and aa quorum
quorum was
was established.
established.

2. Summer Lawns
2.
Lawns in
in attendance
Matt Johnson
Johnson and Juan
Matt
Juan Morales
Morales were
were in
in attendance
attendance to
to present
present bids
bids to
to complete the center
discuss issues
islands and to discuss
issues with
with landscape
maintenance.
landscape maintenance.
Lawn's service
that Summer
Summer Lawn's
service has
Robert stated that
gone downhill
downhill this year;
year; they
they need
has gone
need to
proactively keep
keep the neighborhood
neighborhood looking
looking its
its best.
best. Right
Right now
now there
there are
are issues
issues with lack
lack of
edging and
and brown spots.
spots.
Gail commented that there
there have
have been
been aa lot of problems with watering
Gail
watering on
on mow
mow day
and
day and
causing damage
crew actually
mowers causing
damage to
to wet
wet turf; the crew
actually mowed the island
island while itit was
was being
being
watered and
and itit looked
looked horrible!
horrible!Horseshoe
HorseshoeBend
Bendhas
has looked
looked bad
bad for
forseveral
several weeks;
where is
is
weeks; where
the supervision?
Robert stated aeration and trimming
trimming the
the shrubs
shrubs all the way down this fall could help.
help.
David commented that the board
board is
is happy with the fiscal
David
for
fiscal part of the service
service but that bids
bids for
extras, sight management,
management, and
extras,
and qualify
qualify of maintenance
maintenance all
all need
need improvement.
improvement.
Lawns’ feedback on areas
more of
of Summer
Summer Lawns'
Robert wants more
areas that
that need
need proactive
improvements.
improvements.
Juan responded
contract and
Juan
responded they
they will review the contract
and the neighborhood
neighborhood and
and would like
like to
have
to have
a follow up
a
up meeting.
meeting.
said he
he wants
wants Eagle
Eagle Springs
Robert said
Springs to
to be
be their
their showcase
account.
showcase account.
Gail added
of the
the problems
problems that
that she
Gail
added that many
many of
she and
and the
the board
board have
have been
been addressing with
of—
are not
not being
being taken
taken care
care of
them are
— poor
poor communications
communications as
as well.
well. Emptying
Emptying the dog
dog poo
poo
has been
neglected and
stations has
been poorly neglected
and now the neighborhood has
added two
two more
has added
stations.
stations.
Juan
and acknowledge
Juan replied
replied that they are short on crew and
acknowledge they
they need
need to
to improve internal
systems; Juan
systems;
Juan isiscurrently
currently trying
trying to
to fine tune operations. Gail
Gail responded
responded they
are lacking
lacking
they are
hands on
on supervision;
supervision; Juan
Juan said
saidthey
they will
will work
work on
on re-shifting focus.
focus.
Gail reported that
that with
with the
the tree
treehealthy
program inin place,
Gail
healthyprogram
the association
association needs
place, the
needs to
implement an
an annual structural pruning plan.
implement
plan. Total for
for structural
structural pruning
pruning is
is between
$9,000 and $10,000
$10,000 and
and should
should be
be divided
divided into three sections.
Juan reported he
he has
has been
been working on an irrigation as
Juan
complete.
as built
built plan
plan and
and itit is
is 90%
90% complete.
Robert
said
more
plants
need
to
be added to the island that have
Robert
plants
be
have been re-done; they
are
they are
sparse.
sparse.
David mentioned ifif the
the board
board does
does the rest
rest of
of the island
island improvements yet this year
David
year the
capital improvements.
improvements. Juan
funds would be taken from capital
Juan commented that
that aa lot
lot of
of nurseries
nurseries
of stock
stock for
for the
the year
and best time would be
are out of
be spring,
year and
spring, but then the risk
risk is
is that plant
material will
will increase
increase 20%
20% come spring.
spring. Juan
Juan will check
material
on stock
stock and
and the
the board
board will consider
check on
to complete
complete islands.
islands.
options on when to
at the meeting
meeting commented
commented that
that the
the south
south side
A homeowner at
of the
side of
the park
park is
is being
being watered
has standing
standing water
water and
and mosquitoes.
much; itit has
too much;
mosquitoes. The
The new
new islands
islands are drying out and
and the
watering is
is missing
missing the edges.
edges. Juan
Juan will
watering
will make
make sure
sure adjustment
adjustment to
to both
both will be made.
made.
that the
the board
board isis willing
willing to
to spend
Robert commented that
money in
in watering
spend money
save money
money to save
expenses.
expenses.
13500561
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3. Review and approve minutes from the July,
board meeting
July, 2016 monthly board
A motion
A
motion was
was made to approve the July
board meeting minutes as submitted; motion
July board
motion was
and carried.
seconded and
—
4. Financial Review
Review—
3. Reports
Reports Month
a.
07/31/16
Month ending
ending 07/31/16
•
Income and
Income
and Expenses
Expensesand
andBalance
BalanceSheet
Sheetasasof
of07/31/16
07/31/16
•
Status of Accounts
Accounts Receivable
Receivable07/31/
07/31/16
16
Robert provided
provided a review of the
the financial
financial status.
status. A
A new pool
pool filter was recently
for $1,700;
purchased for
line. Robert
did the
the
everything else is
is in
in line.
$1,700; everything
Robert and
Nick did
and Nick
staining of
of aa shared
shared common
common area
area fence rather than hiring
hiring itit done.
Nick added
Nick
addedthat
that with
with the
the current
current dues
dues structure
structure the neighborhood
neighborhood is
is
maintaining operations but
but is
is not improving.
maintaining
finance
committee
has
been
improving. A
A finance committee
to work
work in
in conjunction
established to
conjunction with
with the
the board
board to
to determine needs and
and
priority improvements. David
David said
said the
the increase
increaseeffective
effectiveJanuary
2017will
will
January1,1, 2017
likely be
raising dues
likely
be 10%
10%but
but that
that raising
dues is
is aa difficult
difficultprocess
process that
that is
is outlined by
by the
CC&Rs.
A
said dues should be raised more than
A homeowner
homeowner said
than 10%.
10%.
Robert said
the
HOA
said
HOAcurrently
currentlyhas
has$75,000
$75,000inintotal
totalcash
cashbut
butthat
that amount
six-figures.
should be
be six-figures.
Robert reported collections
collections are on
on track; recent
recent foreclosure
foreclosure was
was cancelled,
cancelled,
why?
•
Review and Process Accounts Payable for August,
August, 2015
2016
the August
There was a motion to approve the
August accounts payables;
motion was
was
payables; motion
and carried.
seconded and

5. Committee
Committee Reports
S.
Reports
— Landscape
a. Gail —
Landscape
Gail’s
update was
was previously
Gail's landscape update
attendance
previously covered during
during Summer Lawns
Lawns attendance
Robertb. Robert
— Pool
Pool
Robert had previously
previously reported
new pool
Robert
reported on the new
pool filter need and
and installation
installation and
and said
the pool
pool water
water is
is now
now very clear
the
clear and
and contains
contains no
no more
more sand.
— ACC
c. Nick —
ACCrequests
requests
Nick reported
have not
not been
beenmany
newACC
Nick
reported there have
requests.
ACC requests.
manynew
A homeowner
questioned aa recent
A
homeowner present questioned
reported that aa
recent fence
fence install;
Nick reported
install; Nick
granted for
for the
the owners
variance had been granted
phase
of
the
fence
owners first
first phase of
fence relocation
relocation and
and
that the
the board
boardisis currently
reviewing aa request
currently reviewing
that
request for
for variance for phase two of the
fence install.
The board
install. The
board will
will take
take the
the homeowners concerns into consideration;
consideration;
however, denying the variance probably would
would not stand up in
in court. There
There isis aa
restriction
cannot exceed
exceed six
six feet in
in height
restriction that aa fence cannot
height but it
it does not stipulate how
”decorative” options.
it can transit to and
and the
the guidelines
guidelines do not address "decorative"
short it
The board
homeowners in
The
board reported to the homeowners
in attendance that
that in
in order
order to
change the
to change
CC&Rs totobe
CC&Rs
bestricter
stricterininorder
ordertotoprotect
protect homeowner’s
homeowner's property
values would take
property values
66%
of 100%
100% written
written approval which is very
very difficult
difficult to
to obtain.
obtain.
66% of

Finance Committee
d. Finance
committee isis being
driven by
being driven
The finance committee
and Mary
Mary Ann
Ann and
and they
they are currently
Nick and
by Nick
working on
working
on the improvement
improvement priority
list.
priority list.
ES00562
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Newand
andUnfinished
6. New
UnﬁnishedBusiness
Business
a. Update
a.
Update on
on poop
poop station
station installs
installs and
and Leash
sign new
new post
post and
and re-install
Leash Law sign
Two new poop stations have
have been installed; Gail made
made aa motion to
have the
leash
to have
the leash
sign removed
re-installing it;
law sign
removed rather than re-installing
motion was
was seconded
it; motion
seconded and
and carried.
carried.
b.
b. Additional fence
fence variance
variance request
request (Phase
(Phase 2)
2)
discussed under
under ACC
ACC business;
Previously discussed
business;decision
decision and
and further
further discussion is
tabled.
is tabled.

to those
those homeowners
homeowners present that the board
Robert mentioned to
board would
would be
be very
interested in
in know
know which top
five
top five improvements
improvements homeowners
homeowners would like
like to
to see
see for
neighborhood. Some
the neighborhood.
Some considerations
considerations are:
•0 Completing center island
island
O
• Updating monument
monument signs
signs
•O Updating clubhouse
clubhouse interior
interior and
and landscaping
landscaping
•O Pool
Pool improvements
improvements
•O Par Course
•0 Installing
Installing aa basketball court? Would
Wouldtake
takeaaspecial
special assessment;
assessment; cost
approximately $25,000;
location
approximately
location
would
be
in
Phase
would
be in Phase 5
$25,000;
5 park
7. Adjourn
7.
Adjourn

With no
no additional
additional business
business for
for discussion
discussion there
there was
was aa motion
motion to
to adjourn
adjourn at 8:20.
8:20. Motion
was seconded
seconded and
and carried.
carried.
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Electronically Filed
Filed
2/1/2018 3:48 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Wright, Deputy Clerk
By: Rose Wright,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Kaleena M. Beck, ISB: 9576
Kylie L. Madsen, ISB: 9911
9911
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Phone: (208) 384-8588
Fax: (208) 853-0117
Email: kaleena@angstman.com
kaleena@angstman.com
Email: kylie@angstman.com
Attorneys for Defendant

8
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF IDAHO
IDAHO
9

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
10
11
11
'12
12

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION:
ASSOCIATION, INC.
INC-

13
13
.

_

Plaintiff,
Plamtlff,
14
14
15
15
16
16

Case NO-I
No.: CV01-17-11897

AFFIDAVIT OF JAN RODINA IN SUPPORT
DEFENDANT’S OPPOSITION
OF DEFENDANT'S
OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION
MOTION FOR
PLAINTIFF'S
FOR SUMMARY
SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

V.

JAN RODINA,

17

Defendant.

18
19
19

20
21
21

STATE OF
STATE
OFIDAHO
IDAHO ))
)) :ss
:55
of Ada
County of
)

22

ﬁrst duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
Jan Rodina, being first
says:
23
24
25
25
26
27

1.
1.

over the
the age
age of
of18
18 and
and competent
competent to
to testify
I am over
before this
testify before
this Court,
and
Court, and

make
statements based on my own personal knowledge.
ake the following statements
knowledge.

2.
2.

am the
the owner
owner of
ofthe
theproperty
I am
located at
at 9825
property located
9825 West
West Big
Big Springs
Springs

“Property”).
Boulevard,
oulevard, Boise, Idaho 83714 (the "Property").

28
29

ENDANT’S OPPOSITION TO
SUPPORT OF
AFFIDAVIT OF JAN RODINA IN SUPPORT
OF DEF
DEFENDANT'S
TO
PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR
FOR SUMMARY
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT - PAGE 11
—

A9]:
12241—001
Matter: 12241-001
A•J: Matter:

000195

1
2

3.
3.

On May
2016, II submitted
submitted aa written
May 9,
written request
On
9, 2016,
request to
to the
the Eagle
Eagle Springs
Springs

Homeowners
Association, Inc.
“Association”) for aa fence and landscaping
Inc. (the "Association")
omeowners Association,
landscaping project on
on

3

y Property.
Property.
my
4
5

4.
4.

A true and correct copy of the
the written
written request
request isis attached
attached as
as Exhibit
Exhibit A.

6

5.
5.

written request,
request, I indicated
indicated I would
On the written
would be extending
extending the fence to
to the

7

full
11length
length of
of the
the house
house and
and it would be necessary
to level
necessary to complete
complete landscaping
landscaping to
level the
the

8

9
10
10

11
11
12
12

of the parcel.
parcel.
.!grade
.4 ade of
6.
6.

The Association approved the work outlined on the written request.
request.

7.
7.

The Association
Association did
not request
request any
The
did not
additional details,
any additional
details, drawings,
drawings, or

documentation.
ocumentation.

13
13

8.
8.

I was given nine months to complete the work.

9.
9.

I relied on the Association's
Association’s approval
approval of
of the
the written
written request
request and
and therefore
therefore

14
15
15

16
16
17
17
18
18

ncurred substantial expense to have the work completed on my
Property.
my Property.
10.
10.

On May 30, 2016, I began the work outlined in the written request.

11.
11.

proceeded to
install a retaining
retaining wall,
I proceeded
to install
wall, which was necessary
necessary to level
level the
the

19
19
20
21
21
22
23

severe
of the parcel.
evere slope of
parcel.
12.
12.

Association never
never formally
fonnally contacted
The Association
contacted me
me regarding
regarding the
the work on
on the
the

roperty until August of
Property
of 2016.
13.
13.

the Association
Association indicated the work was taking too long,
time, the
At this time,
and
long, and

24
25

gave
ave me a 30-day time frame to the complete the work.
:

26
27
28
29

AFFIDAVIT OF JAN RODINA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S
DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION
TO
OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION
MOTION FOR
FOR SUMMARY
PLAINTIFF'S
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT -- PAGE
PAGE 2
2
A91: Matter:
Matter: 12241-001
12241-001
A•J:

000196

14.
14.
2

request any
The Association did not request
additional information
information regarding
any additional
regarding the
the

nor did
work,
did ititmention
mention problems
problems with
with the
the retaining
ork, nor
retaining wall,
wall, drainage,
drainage, or
or leveling
leveling the
the

3

extreme
xtreme grade of
of the Property.
4
5

15.
15.

In August of
of 2016, the work was about seventy percent complete.

6

16.
16.

On September 6, 2016, the Association
Association requested
requested I submit aa new
new written
written

7

request
equest for the work on my Property.

8

17.
17.

that time,
the work
work was
time, the
wassubstantially
By
By that
substantially complete
complete pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the

9
10
10
11
11

12
12

Association’s
ssociation's prior
prior approval.
18.
18.

surprised by the request,
request, but
I was surprised
but as
as a
a sign
sign of
of good
good faith,
submitted aa
faith, II submitted

new
ew written request.

13
13

19.
19.

Even though
though I was
was previously
approved to
previously approved
Even
to complete
the work,
complete the
and the
the
work, and

14
15
16
16
17
17

18
18

Association
failed to inquire
inquire about
about the
the work
work until
until several
ssociation failed
several months
months later,
the Association
later, the
Association
denied
enied my second request.

20.

have personally
personally seen
seen other
other neighbors
II have
neighbors in
in the
theAssociation
Association install
install

Lsubstantially
ubstantially similar fences on their properties.

19
20

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH
SAETH NAUGHT.

/’

/.

21
21

JANIEOD
INA
JAmDINA

22
23
24
25
26

C/

‘

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me
mett
(< day
day of
11111
111
•4114
0
“““lllluuho'.
vp, , . C,
•
_441;
•e~$§§h°4og.
"iv ••woo v edrestIoTAR k 0a
Notary Pub'
453:7“01‘4‘”
7 -Q:
Commission Expires:
i
gib •
• ..--brn

29

,

“N 1q\m1\
whim-”ML

. .

27
28

'

A'

»

L

$

S

•••••reissesess0
0F JAN RODINA IN SUPPORT OF
AFFIDAVIT OF
OF DEFENDANT’S
DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO
TO
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION
MOTION FOR
FOR SUMMARY
PLAINTIFF'S
SUMMARY JUDGMENT -- PAGE 33
AOJ: Matter:
A•1:
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Eagle Springs
HOA Architectural
Eagle
Springs HOA
Architectural Review
Review and Approval Form
Form
1..
AEELLCANT:
J... AP-P_LLCANT:

Requested by
Requested

Signature/m

Jan
[an Rodina

Signaturek

Address: 9825 W
Spring Blvd Phase:
W Big Spring

Request Date:
Request
Date: 05/09/2016

Block:

RM

Lot:

Phone#
Phone# 8583379554

Anticipated Start Date:
Anticipated
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
EAGLE SPRINGS
EAGLE
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.

VVVVVVVVVV

JAN RODINA,
JAN
RODINA,

Defendant.
Defendant.

CV01-17-11897
CiVil N0.
Civil
No. CV01-17-11897

PLAINTIFF ’S REPLY
REPLY TO
PLAINTIFF’S
TO
DEFENDANT’S OPPOSITION
OPPOSITION
DEFENDANT’S
PLAINTIFF ’8 MOTION
MOTION FOR
FOR
TO
TO PLAINTIFF’S
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT
SUMMARY

(“Association” or
“Plaintiff’), by
Plaintiff
by and
Plaintiff Eagle
Springs Homeowners
Eagle Springs
Inc. (“Association”
or “Plaintiff”),
Homeowners Association,
and
Association, Inc.

Brief to
this Reply
through its
its counsel
through
of record,
Vial Fotheringham,
to
submits this
counsel of
Fotheringham, LLP,
record, Vial
LLP, hereby
hereby submits
Reply Brief
Defendant’s Opposition
Defendant’s
Plaintiff 5 Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Opposition to
to Plaintiff=s
Judgment.
Summary Judgment.

I.
1. Defendant cannot and has not produced evidence of any genuine issue of material fact to
support his denial that he engaged in unapproved work on his property in Violation
violation of the
governing Declaration of Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions.
The
The Defendant
his Property
the covenants,
restrictions
Defendant purchased
to the
and restrictions
purchased his
subject to
conditions, and
covenants, conditions,
Property subject
in the
the Declaration.
contained
Answ. ¶ 22 (admitted)).
Defendant is
Declaration. (Compl.
is deemed
to have
contained in
have
deemed to
(Compl. ¶ 4,
(admitted)). Defendant
4, Answ.
11

11

constructive,
if not
not actual,
the filed
the covenants
therein.
Declaration and
of the
ﬁled Declaration
is bound
to the
knowledge of
and is
covenants therein.
bound to
constructive, if
actual, knowledge
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See
Investments, Inc.
Inc. v.
Acord, 141
141 Idaho
The
401. 409
Idaho 75,
409 (2005).
106 P.3d
P.3d 401.
See West
West Wood
Wood Investments,
v. Acord,
(2005). The
75, 83,
83, 106
Declaration
placed or
that no
the Property
shall be
Declaration provides
improvements on
no improvements
on the
or removed
provides that
removed
be constructed,
constructed, placed
Propeny shall
in writing.
A §§
EX. A
without Architectural
Aff., Ex.
Without
writing. (Barber
Committee approval
Architectural Committee
approval in
(Barber Aﬂ,
4.1, 9.1).
9.1).
§§ 4.1,

An
An

Improvement
the Declaration
other
Improvement under
Declaration includes
under the
includes any
and any
landscaping, and
structure, fence,
fence, wall,
wall, landscaping,
any structure,
any other

A §§ 3.12).
new
Aff., Ex.
portion of
the Property.
EX. A
exterior construction
on any
of the
construction on
new exterior
(Barber Aﬂ,
Propelty. (Barber
3.12).
any portion
Defendant
from the
the Architectural
repair
Defendant requested
Committee on
Architectural Committee
on May
2016 to
to repair
approval from
requested approval
May 9,
9, 2016
and
property to
length of
full length
his fence
the east
his property
the full
the house,
extend his
on the
of his
to cover
of the
to add
fence on
and extend
and to
east side
side of
cover the
add
house, and
the backyard
the house
the fence.
EX. C).
The
landscaping
Aff., Ex.
at the
of the
to level
landscaping at
level the
and east
fence. (Barber
east side
side of
house to
(Barber Aﬂ,
backyard and
C). The

Architectural
that the
the request
the condition
the fence
match
Committee approved
condition that
Architectural Committee
to match
on the
stained to
fence be
request on
approved the
be stained
in compliance
and
with the
that all
the CC&Rs
all repairs
repairs be
compliance with
state
applicable municipal,
and applicable
and state
and that
CC&Rs and
be in
municipal, county
county and

codes.
from the
The Defendant
the Architectural
Architectural Committee
later requested
Defendant later
Committee on
on
approval from
requested approval
codes. (Id.).
([5].). The
September
by using
using retaining
blocks and
retaining wall
the fence
his property
wall blocks
to move
2016 to
to level
fence
level his
September 6,
and to
move the
property by
6, 2016
EX. D).
The Architectural
the
forward,
N. Cayuse
Aff., Ex.
Committee denied
Architectural Committee
to N.
closer to
denied the
forward, closer
(Barber Aﬂ,
Cayuse Way.
Way. (Barber
D). The

September
Aff., Exs.
F -J).
2016 request.
Exs. F-J).
September 6,
request. (Barber
(Barber Aﬂ,
6, 2016
The
with any
that he
The Defendant
Defendant has
failed to
to come
to show
he received
has failed
forward with
come forward
evidence to
show that
received
any evidence
approval
from the
the Architectural
the location
his fence
the east
his
Committee to
Architectural Committee
to move
location of
of his
on the
of his
fence on
approval from
move the
east side
side of
house
within the
prohibited by
by §§
(20’) setback
from Cayuse
the twenty
which is
foot (20’)
is specifically
setback from
house Within
speciﬁcally prohibited
twenty foot
Cayuse Way,
Way, which
that he
the Declaration.
The Defendant
4.2.4.
produce any
Defendant has
failed to
to produce
to show
he received
4.2.4. of
of the
Declaration. The
has failed
evidence to
show that
received
any evidence

approval
block retaining
wall on
property and
with the
retaining wall
the block
the east
his property
interfere with
the
to construct
on the
of his
to interfere
approval to
construct the
and to
east side
side of
in Violation
established
pattern on
property, in
violation of
the propeny,
the
on the
of §§
4.13 of
of the
drainage pattern
established drainage
and 4.13
4.2.4, 4.12,
4.12, and
§§ 4.2.4,

Declaration.
that he
The Defendant
Defendant has
Declaration. The
failed to
to submit
submit any
to support
he received
support that
has failed
approval
evidence to
received approval
any evidence
from
which
height of
from the
the Architectural
the height
his fence
six feet
Architectural Committee
Committee to
to raise
of his
feet (6’),
an act
raise the
fence above
act which
above six
(6’), an
right
the Architectural
The Association
the right
must
pursuant to
Committee pursuant
Architectural Committee
must be
to §§ 4.2.4.
4.2.4. The
Association has
has the
approved by
be approved
by the
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to
in violation
the Declaration,
the Owner
improvement constructed
Violation of
or added
to remove
of the
of
Owner of
remove any
and the
constructed or
added in
Declaration, and
any improvement
in doing
the
the Association
for all
all expenses
the Improvements
shall immediately
Improvements shall
doing so.
Association for
reimburse the
expenses incurred
incurred in
so.
immediately reimburse

Plaintiff’s right
A §§ 4.1).
right to
form the
EX. A
the basis
for the
the Plaintiff’s
material facts
(Barber
Aff., Ex.
which form
basis for
to
These material
facts which
(Barber Aff,
4.1). These

enforce
been and
the Declaration
not been
the Defendant.
There is
Declaration have
Defendant. There
is no
no
cannot be
enforce the
and cannot
disputed by
have not
be disputed
by the
Defendant’s interpretation
in the
right to
ambiguity
the provisions
the Declaration.
The Defendant’s
his right
interpretation of
alter
of the
Declaration. The
of his
to alter
provisions of
ambiguity in

his
property notwithstanding
in this
this action
his property
the denial
the Architectural
Architectural Committee
irrelevant in
notwithstanding the
Committee is
denial by
is irrelevant
action
by the
and
not raise
the material
material facts.
genuine issue
of the
raise any
and does
facts.
issue of
does not
any genuine
II. The Plaintiff was not obligated to request additional details, drawings or documentation
from Defendant, and its approval of the May 9,
as a waiver of
9, 2016 Review Form did not act as
the right to enforce compliance with the Declaration.
right to
Defendant
waived its
that the
the Association
the provisions
the
its right
Defendant argues
to enforce
of the
Association waived
provisions of
enforce the
argues that
Defendant’s
Declaration
failing to
from Defendant,
information from
Declaration by
to request
additional information
approving Defendant’s
request additional
Defendant, approving
by failing

project as
project he
was building
building was
failing to
that the
the project
not
Defendant that
to notify
he was
project
and failing
as submitted,
was not
submitted, and
notify Defendant
it was
the Declaration,
the burden
approved
until it
was substantially
bears the
burden of
Defendant bears
of
Under the
completed. Under
approved until
Declaration, Defendant
substantially completed.

notifying
plans for
the Architectural
for improvements
its approval.
Committee of
improvements and
Architectural Committee
of plans
seeking its
and seeking
approval. (Barber
notifying the
(Barber

A §§
Aff., Ex.
plan,
further details
The Association
not required
EX. A
for any
is not
to request
Association is
required to
details for
request further
9.1, 9.3).
9.3). The
any plan,
Aff,
§§ 9.1,
especially
when it
upon the
it has
information submitted
the information
on an
an application.
application.
no cause
to do
submitted on
has no
cause to
do so
so based
based upon
especially when
(See
Id. §§ 9.3.3).
9.3.3).
(See Id.
“doctrine of
the “doctrine
As
waiver is
based upon
upon fairness
As noted
of waiver
is an
an equitable
doctrine based
fairness
noted by
equitable doctrine
Defendant, the
by Defendant,

andjustice.”
and
justice.” Riverside Dev.
Dev. Co.
party
A party
P.2d 657,
Idaho 515,
103 Idaho
662 (1982).
650 P.2d
Co. v.
v. Ritchie,
Ritchie, 103
515, 520,
520, 650
657, 662
(1982). A
in reasonable
asserting
waiver must
upon the
party’s
that he
the other
other party’s
he acted
reliance upon
asserting waiver
must show
reasonable reliance
show that
acted in

relinquishment
Lipsky, 123
right or
relinquishment of
123 Idaho
known right
of aa known
or advantage.
Idaho
advantage. See
See Margaret H Wayne
v. Lipsky,
Wayne Trust v.
253,
that he
The Defendant
the
Defendant asserts
P.2d 904,
he reasonably
relied upon
846 P.2d
upon the
asserts that
906 (1993).
reasonably relied
253, 256,
256, 846
904, 906
(1993). The
Plaintiff’s approval
Plaintiff relinquished
initial request,
his initial
the request,
the Plaintiff
the
Plaintiff’s
by approving
relinquished the
of his
approving the
approval of
and by
request, and
request, the
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right
right to
information supplied
The argument
the information
illogical given
later object
argument is
is illogical
given the
to later
to noncompliance.
on
noncompliance. The
supplied on
object to
the
provision of
Form and
the May
the express
the Declaration
Architectural Committee
Committee Review
Declaration
2016 Architectural
of the
Review Form
and the
express provision
May 9,
9, 2016
giving the
the Architectural
the work
for
giving
work to
after completion
Committee sixty
completion of
Architectural Committee
of work
to inspect
inspect the
work for
sixty (60)
days after
(60) days

compliance
with the
Aff. Ex.
was not
A §§ 9.7.2).
It was
not possible
for the
the
the approved
EX. C,
EX. A
compliance with
plans. (Barber
possible for
approved plans.
(Barber Aﬂ
9.7.2). It
C, Ex.

Plaintiff to
Plaintiff
work which
which Defendant
ultimately constructed
based upon
information
the information
the work
Defendant ultimately
to foresee
upon the
foresee the
constructed based
Defendant’s project
submitted
under no
the Defendant’s
on May
no circumstances
submitted on
project substantially
circumstances did
and under
did the
substantially
2016, and
May 9,
9, 2016,

comply
plans; therefore,
with the
the approved
the required
Defendant cannot
cannot meet
meet the
of
required reasonableness
reasonableness of
approved plans;
therefore, Defendant
comply with
in
the waiver
the waiver
reliance
waiver argument
argument could
reliance to
to support
doctrine. Furthermore,
support the
waiver doctrine.
could only
Furthermore, the
succeed in
only succeed

raising
non-compliance within
if Plaintiff
Plaintiff had
Within
raising an
material fact
Defendant of
an issue
of material
fact if
failed to
to notify
of non-compliance
had failed
issue of
notify Defendant

A §§ 9.7.4).
(60)
Aff., Ex.
EX. A
completion under
of completion
under §§ 9.7.4.
9.7.4. (Barber
(Barber Aﬂ,
9.7.4).
days of
(60) days
Defendant’s described
The
were well
well within
within the
The Defendant’s
for review
the
on May
2016 were
changes for
review on
described changes
May 9,
9, 2016

provisions
the Declaration
not require
for approval.
Declaration and,
of the
require any
additional details
provisions of
details for
did not
approval. Again,
as such,
Again,
such, did
and, as
any additional

it on
existing fence
the east
his
his existing
Defendant
repair his
Defendant had
to repair
to extend
extend it
on the
of his
fence and
had requested
approval to
and to
requested approval
east side
side of
property
Aff., Ex.
length of
full length
information on
the full
the house.
EX. C).
the
There was
to cover
of the
no information
on the
cover the
house. (Barber
was no
(Barber Aﬂ,
propeny to
C). There
application
that repairing
repairing the
the construction
the fence
application to
of an
an entirely
to suggest
involve the
construction of
fence would
new
suggest that
would involve
entirely new
fence.
Aff., Exs.
was no
that
the application
There was
application to
Exs. L,
no evidence
on the
to suggest
fence. (See
evidence on
suggest that
(See Barber Aﬂ,
0). There
L, O).
extending
would involve
length of
the fence
the length
the house
the location
the fence
extending the
moving the
to cover
of the
location of
of the
involve moving
fence to
fence
cover the
house would
(20’) setback
from the
the twenty-foot
the street,
the
inside
which is
prohibited by
by §§ 4.2.4
4.2.4 of
inside the
is specifically
of the
setback from
twenty-foot (20’)
speciﬁcally prohibited
street, which

Declaration.
Aff. 1]¶ 14).
nothing submitted
the May
there was
Declaration. (Barber
on the
submitted on
was nothing
Likewise, there
(Barber Aﬂ
9,2016
14). Likewise,
May 9,2016
application
wall on
property, an
that Defendant
retaining wall
the property,
application to
Defendant intended
to suggest
intended to
to build
on the
an
build aa retaining
suggest that
improvement
Aff., Ex.
from the
the Architectural
EX.
improvement which
which required
Architectural Committee.
Committee. (Barber
required specific
specific approval
approval from
(Barber Aﬂ,
A
A §§
nothing on
that the
the application
the fence
There was
application to
3.12 ,, 9.1).
on the
to suggest
fence would
atop
suggest that
would be
placed atop
was nothing
be placed
9.1). There
§§ 3.12
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the
wall, causing
be eight
high from
retaining wall,
eight (8)
nine (9)
from the
the retaining
the fence
the sidewalk
to appear
to be
or nine
feet high
fence to
sidewalk
causing the
appear to
(8) or
(9) feet
adjacent
Aff. ¶ 21,
from neighboring
neighboring lots.
to Cayuse
Exs. M,
lots. (Barber
and from
adjacent to
(Barber Aﬂ.
21, Exs.
Cayuse Way
O).
M, N,
N, O).
Way and
11

In addition
from the
his fence
the Architectural
In
repair and
Architectural
addition to
to requesting
requesting approval
to repair
extend his
fence from
approval to
and extend

Committee,
the Defendant
for landscaping
the backyard
Defendant requested
at the
landscaping at
and east
and received
approval for
east
requested and
received approval
Committee, the
backyard and
“level the
house.” (Barber
side
with the
Aff., Ex.
be
the fence
the house.”
the house
EX. C).
Defendant appears
of the
to “level
to be
fence with
side of
house to
appears to
(Barber Aﬂ,
C). Defendant

relying
justify the
this section
the May
the change
the grading
on this
of the
2016 request
to justify
to the
section of
change to
grading
request and
and approval
approval to
relying on
May 9,
9, 2016
on
wall. However,
was nothing
in this
nothing in
retaining wall.
this
the construction
the property
the retaining
there was
on the
of the
construction of
and the
However, there
propeny and

Plaintiff that
that the
the Defendant
for landscaping
specific
Defendant intended
intended to
to add
to suggest
to Plaintiff
substantial
landscaping to
speciﬁc request
request for
suggest to
add substantial
fill
wall in
way that
with the
pattern
ﬁll and
in aa way
retaining wall
that could
interfere with
the established
drainage pattern
established drainage
and construct
construct aa retaining
could interfere
in writing
over
property, an
writing from
ﬁrst required
from the
the property,
the Architectural
which first
Architectural
an act
required specific
act which
speciﬁc approval
approval in
over the

Committee
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 4.12).
the provisions
the
EX. A
4.12. (Barber
Committee pursuant
to §§ 4.12.
of the
provisions of
pursuant to
Furthermore, the
(Barber Aﬂ,
4.12). Furthermore,
Defendant’s interpretation
Declaration
justify the
interpretation of
not justify
the Defendant’s
Declaration do
of landscaping,
and fences
fences as
do not
as
landscaping, walls,
walls, and

all separate
synonymous.
which requires
terms are
improvements under
of which
requires
under §§ 3.12,
These terms
are all
separate improvements
each of
3.12, each
synonymous. These

approval
writing. (Barber
Aff., Ex.
in writing.
A §§ 3.12,
from the
the Architectural
EX. A
Committee in
Architectural Committee
approval from
(Barber Aﬂ,
3.12, §
4.1, 9.1).
9.1).
§ 4.1,

‘“ mprovement’ shall
“‘Improvement’
including . . . fences,
shall mean
other improvement,
mean any
or other
structure . . . or
improvement, including
fences, . . .
any structure
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

landscaping,
walls, . . . and
be
not be
exterior construction
exterior improvement
improvement which
which may
or exterior
construction or
and any
new exterior
landscaping, walls,
any new
may not
. . .

foregoing.” (Id.,
included
in the
A §§ 3.12).
the foregoing.”
EX. A
included in
3.12).
(1d,, Ex.

Restrictions
pertaining to
Restrictions pertaining
to each
of these
these
each of

that they
the Declaration,
the position
not
improvements
under the
position that
supporting the
improvements are
treated separately
are not
are treated
Declaration, supporting
separately under
they are

the
in §§
that approval
the same
for each
Restrictions as
is required.
to fences
outlined in
walls are
required. Restrictions
and that
approval for
fences and
and walls
are outlined
same and
each is
as to
in §§ 4.4,
4.2.4.,
pertaining to
for landscaping
restrictions pertaining
restrictions for
outlined in
to drainage
landscaping are
drainage are
are outlined
are
4.2.4., restrictions
4.4, restrictions

outlined
in §§ 4.12,
in §§ 4.13.
A §§
for grading
EX. A
restrictions for
outlined in
outlined in
grading are
4.13. (Id.,
and restrictions
are outlined
4.2.4, 4.4,
4.12, and
4.12,
4.4, 4.12,
(1d,, Ex.
§§ 4.2.4,
4.13).
4. 1 3).
in relying
information submitted
the Defendant
the information
As
was no
by the
there was
Defendant in
As there
no reasonableness
submitted
upon the
reasonableness by
relying upon
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on
by the
the May
the Architectural
application and
Architectural Committee,
on the
2016 application
showing required
to
required to
and approved
approved by
Committee, aa showing
May 9,
9, 2016
prove waiver
waiver under
under Idaho
in writing
writing that
that his
his project
not
the Defendant
notified in
Defendant was
project did
Idaho law,
did not
and the
prove
was duly
law, and
duly notified
within sixty
the specific
the approved
comply
with the
plans within
under the
provisions
completion under
of completion
specific provisions
approved plans
sixty (60)
comply with
days of
(60) days

for
by the
in §§ 9.7.4,
in this
forth by
this case
the facts
for noncompliance
the Defendant
Defendant in
noncompliance in
cannot support
facts set
support aa
set forth
case cannot
9.7.4, the
waiver of
the claim.
of the
claim.
waiver
III. Because the actions of the Architectural Committee are conclusive and binding within its
discretion and variances of other fences do not waive the terms and provisions of the
Declaration except as
as to those particular lots, Defendant cannot prevail on the defense of
laches or estoppel.
Defendant
because: (3)
based on
third element
that the
the third
the laches
met because:
the
element of
Defendant claims
claims that
of the
is met
on the
laches defense
defense is
(3) based
Association's approval
Association's
projects, Defendant
similar projects,
the Project
Defendant lacked
of the
Project and
knowledge
approval of
and substantially
lacked knowledge
substantially similar
that the
this suit.
that he
the Association
that
would bring
bring this
Defendant cannot
cannot show
he lacked
Association would
suit. (Opposition,
lacked
show that
p. 7).
(Opposition, p.
7). Defendant

knowledge
bring suit
upon the
that the
the May
the Association
2016 approval,
he had
no
suit based
Association would
knowledge that
had no
would bring
as he
based upon
approval, as
May 9,
9, 2016
reasonable
basis for
upon the
project. Further,
the
the approval
the completed
for relying
to construct
construct the
completed project.
approval to
reasonable basis
Further, the
relying upon
projects,” even
approval
“substantially similar
if assumed
similar projects,”
Per §
irrelevant. Per
of allegedly
to be
is irrelevant.
approval of
even if
assumed to
be true,
allegedly “substantially
true, is
§

“Non-Waiver. The
15.5.5,
provisions herein
time shall
The failure
the provisions
herein at
not
shall not
failure to
to enforce
of the
at any
enforce any
15.5.5, “Non-Waiver.
any of
any time

right to
A §§ 15.5.5).
the right
The
EX. A
constitute
provision.” (Barber
Aff., Ex.
to enforce
of the
enforce any
constitute aa waiver
waiver of
such provision.”
(Barber Aff‘,
15.5.5). The
any such

Plaintiff
judgment to
Plaintiff has
that improvements
harmonize as
its judgment
conform and
improvements conform
full discretion
discretion to
to use
to see
and harmonize
has full
as
use its
see that
to
Barber Aff., Ex.
the property,
EX. A.
architectural character,
to design,
location on
on the
A.
etc. (See
character, location
height, grade,
design, architectural
grade, etc.
property, height,
(See BarberAff‘.)
§§
non-waiver provision
In addition
in §§ 15.5.5,
the general
the Declaration
further
Declaration further
addition to
to the
general non-waiver
provision in
15.5.5, the
4.1, 9.2).
9.2). In
§§ 4.1,
right to
provides
proposals or
that approval
similar proposals
not constitute
the right
to any
or plans
plans does
of the
to
constitute aa waiver
approval as
waiver of
provides that
as to
does not
any similar
in connection
with any
requiring approval
the
matter requiring
withhold approval
other matter
withhold
or consent
connection with
of the
consent in
approval or
approval of
any other

Architectural
Aff., Ex.
granting of
EX. A.
the granting
other fences
Committee (Barber
Architectural Committee
A. §§ 9.5),
of variances
to other
and the
variances as
fences
as to
(Barber Aﬂ‘,
9.5), and
does
provisions of
not waive
the terms
the Declaration
terms and
particular lots.
Declaration except
of the
to those
except as
those particular
lots. (Barber
and provisions
waive the
does not
as to
(Barber
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“level the
Aff., Ex.
Plaintiff denied
the property
EX. A.
the September
using
A. §§ 9.9).
When Plaintiff
2016 request
to “level
September 6,
request to
denied the
propeny using
9.9). When
6, 2016
Aﬂ,

“slightly forward,”
forward,” that
retaining
blocks” and
was
retaining wall
that action
the fence
the east
wall blocks”
to move
on the
action was
fence on
and to
move the
east side
side “slightly

Plaintiff then
then sent
multiple
the Declaration.
The Plaintiff
conclusive
binding pursuant
pursuant to
to the
Declaration. (Id.,
sent multiple
and binding
conclusive and
9.2). The
(Id, §§ 9.2).
written notices
it clear
making it
that the
outlining the
written
the
the reasons
for the
the denial
Defendant outlining
denial and
to Defendant
notices to
clear that
and making
reasons for
“he lacked
F -J), and
provisions would
would be
be enforced
Aff, Exs.
that “he
Defendant cannot
Exs. F-J),
cannot show
provisions
enforced (Barber
and Defendant
lacked
show that
(Barber Aﬂ,

suit.” (Opposition,
knowledge
would bring
bring this
p. 7).
that the
this suit.”
the Association
the defense
Association would
knowledge that
defense
Because the
(Opposition, p.
7). Because

cannot
the existence
the laches
sufﬁcient to
cannot make
make aa showing
showing sufficient
to establish
of essential
elements of
of the
establish the
existence of
essential elements
laches
Defendant’s defense.
Plaintiff is
the Plaintiff
the Defendant’s
entitled to
defense,
judgment on
is entitled
to summary
on the
defense.
defense, the
summary judgment

Defendant
in his
that the
ﬁrst and
his opposition
the first
the estoppel
Defendant claims
claims in
opposition that
elements of
of the
and second
estoppel defense
defense
second elements
Association's representation
are
because: (1)
pursuant to
that the
met because:
the
the Project
the Association's
representation that
he completed
Project pursuant
to the
completed the
are met
(1) he

work was
was approved
pursuant to
written request;
that the
his written
the
not have
to his
work
he could
and (2)
have discovered
could not
discovered that
approved pursuant
request; and
(2) he
Association
would later
its approval.
The argument
the elements,
there
later revoke
stretch of
is aa stretch
of the
Association would
argument is
revoke its
approval. The
as there
elements, as
the Plaintiff,
material fact
simply
misrepresentation or
Defendant
fact by
no misrepresentation
or concealment
of any
concealment of
and Defendant
Plaintiff, and
was no
simply was
any material
by the

could
was n_0t
not approved.
was no
that the
the project
There was
no revocation
of
project was
revocation of
and should
should have
have discovered
discovered that
could and
approved. There
approval;
work that
that exceeded
the scope
the approval.
Defendant simply
he
of the
completed work
Had he
approval. Had
exceeded the
scope of
approval; Defendant
simply completed
completed
project in
with the
would not
been
in accordance
this enforcement
not have
the approval,
his project
enforcement action
action would
completed his
have been
accordance with
approval, this
necessary.
necessary.

Plaintiff approved
The Plaintiff
the fence,
The
The
be added.
repair and
extension of
of the
to be
landscaping to
and extension
and landscaping
approved aa repair
added. The
fence, and
approval
was not
in
that indicated
not for
for work
the setback
potential violation
Violation of
work that
of the
indicated aa potential
change in
approval was
setback provisions,
provisions, change

Plaintiff
height
pattern or
height of
the fence,
the establish
The Plaintiff
of the
of the
or construction
of aa wall.
establish drainage
drainage pattern
construction of
change of
wall. The
fence, change
had
because the
work that
was
from the
that was
the Defendant,
the work
obligation to
no obligation
to request
additional details
details from
had no
request additional
Defendant, because
requested
was Within
within the
bounds of
bore the
the bounds
the Declaration.
the legal
Defendant bore
of the
Declaration. Defendant
legal
and approved
requested and
approved was

Plaintiff has
for the
the work
The Plaintiff
obligation
work he
perform. The
obligation to
to accurately
he intended
intended to
to perform.
request approval
approval for
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accurately request
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shown
that the
the Architectural
the Defendant
through affidavit
informed aa member
Defendant informed
Architectural
member of
of the
afﬁdavit testimony
shown through
testimony that
Committee
Aff. §§
that he
not intend
intend to
the fence
the east,
Committee that
to move
he did
to the
to Cayuse
fence to
did not
closer to
move the
(Barber Aff
east, closer
Cayuse Way.
Way. (Barber
that he
EX. B).
The Defendant
not and
12,
Aff. to
Defendant cannot
cannot show
he did
did not
and
show that
See also Counsel Aff
t0 Opposition, Ex.
12, See
B). The

could
was not
when he
that the
himself
not himself
not approved
the work
not have
the fact
he did
work was
fact that
did not
have discovered
could not
discovered the
approved when
Plaintiff.
accurately
intentions to
his intentions
the Plaintiff.
to the
reveal his
accurately reveal

Defendant
was no
by the
if the
that even
that there
the
the Court
there was
Defendant claims
representation by
no false
claims that
ﬁnds that
false representation
Court finds
even if
quasi-estoppel defense.
Plaintiff
Plaintiff to
the estoppel
the quasi-estoppel
to support
he has
to support
support the
facts to
support the
estoppel defense,
has alleged
alleged facts
defense.
defense, he

"when it
quasi-estoppel applies
it would
that the
the doctrine
The defense
The
would be
be unconscionable
unconscionable to
doctrine of
of quasi-estoppel
to
notes that
applies "when
defense notes

position." (Id.)
allow
which is
believes
right which
With aa prior
prior position."
The defense
inconsistent with
to assert
is inconsistent
allow aa party
assert aa right
defense believes
party to
(Id) The

it is
it has
that
variances for
unconscionable not
that because
not to
for other
other fences,
is unconscionable
to approve
has approved
approve aa
approved variances
because it
fences, it

variance as
with specific
him. Defendant
that the
not come
the other
other
Defendant has
to him.
showing that
forward with
facts showing
variance
has not
speciﬁc facts
come forward
as to
similar” to
Defendant’s or
“substantially similar”
it was
approved
that it
the Defendant’s
or that
to the
to rely
on
fences were
reasonable to
were “substantially
approved fences
was reasonable
rely on
in the
that other
from the
the fact
the subdivision
the
other variances
the
when specific
fact that
subdivision had
variances in
had been
speciﬁc approval
approval from
been approved,
approved, when

Architectural
variance, in
judgment and
in their
their judgment
for aa variance,
Committee is
Architectural Committee
is required
required for
and discretion,
and variances
variances
discretion, and
do
waiver of
the provisions
the Declaration
not constitute
Declaration except
of the
of the
to those
provisions of
except as
those specific
lots.
constitute aa waiver
speciﬁc lots.
as to
do not
Defendant
quasi-estoppel
not alleged
the estoppel
Defendant has
to meet
meet essential
elements of
of the
or quasi-estoppel
essential elements
facts to
has not
alleged facts
estoppel or
Defendant’s defenses.
defenses,
judgment on
Plaintiff is
the Plaintiff
the Defendant’s
entitled to
is entitled
to summary
on the
and the
defenses.
defenses, and
summary judgment

IV. The Defendant has not raised aa genuine issue of material fact regarding the Association’s
violation of its fiduciary
ﬁduciary duties.
The
Plaintiff s approval
that Plaintiff’s
similar fence
The Defendant
not established
other similar
Defendant has
of two
fence projects
established that
has not
approval of
projects
two other
this enforcement
the Declaration.
the contrary,
indicates
enforcement of
enforcement action
of the
Declaration. On
On the
action
indicates discriminatory
discriminatory enforcement
contrary, this

shows
by protecting
protecting the
Plaintiff is
rights of
that the
the Plaintiff
its fiduciary
the rights
the Association.
upholding its
is upholding
of the
Association.
duties by
shows that
fiduciary duties
“a fence
Plaintiff outlined
The
valid concerns
project, including
that “a
The Plaintiff
the project,
including that
concerning the
outlined valid
of such
elevation
fence of
concerns concerning
such elevation
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would negatively
unreasonably interfere
with the
the aesthetics
the Subdivision
interfere with
the use
impact the
of the
aesthetics of
Subdivision and
and unreasonably
would
use
negatively impact

“with addition
lots” and
and
ﬁll and
retaining wall,
neighboring lots”
the drainage
the
of neighboring
addition of
of fill
of the
drainage of
and enjoyment
and “with
and retaining
enjoyment of
wall, the
that less
the east
the
property would
would drain
drain to
storm water
to Cayuse
to the
of the
water would
change so
east of
less storm
would change
so that
propeny
Cayuse Way
Way to
south.” (Barber
property, and
water would
would be
the neighboring
neighboring property
the south.”
storm water
at the
to the
more storm
directed at
and more
be directed
(Barber
propeny to
propeny,

“would unreasonably
Plaintiff is
Aff. ¶ 21).
whether the
unreasonably
the fence
The Plaintiff
or wall
wall “would
is required
to consider
required to
fence or
consider whether
21). The
Aﬂ
11

interfere
with the
use and
Building Lots
interfere with
the use
neighboring Building
constitute an
an
of neighboring
Lots and
and enjoyment
and streets,
streets, . . . [or]
enjoyment of
[or] constitute
. . .

Lots.” (Barber
undesirable,
upon neighboring
Aff., Ex.
A §§
Building Lots.”
neighboring Building
EX. A
or nuisance
effect upon
noxious or
nuisance effect
undesirable, noxious
(Barber Aﬂ,

4.2.4(d)).
4.2.4(d)).
Plaintiff
judgment and
it has,
in its
Plaintiff has
that it
its judgment
at
has acknowledged
and discretion,
variances at
acknowledged that
approved variances
discretion, approved
has, in
other
Aff. ¶ 27).
pattern was
the drainage
not being
other properties
regarding fences.
properties regarding
being
drainage pattern
fences. (Barber
was not
However, the
(Barber Aﬂ.
27). However,
11

affected
the Architectural
Architectural Committee
Committee considers
When the
on any
of those
those lots.
lots. (Id.)
variance request
affected on
considers aa variance
request
([5].) When
any of
related
in the
the subdivision,
the
location in
to aa fence,
of the
factors considered
include property
related to
considered include
subdivision, visibility
Visibility of
fence, factors
propeny location
in denying
the aesthetics
the fence.
The actions
the Architectural
fence,
Committee in
Architectural Committee
of the
of the
actions of
aesthetics of
and the
fence. (Id.)
fence, and
denying
([5].) The
Defendant’s request
Defendant’s
board
self-serving to
retaining wall
his fence
not self-serving
the board
wall and
to the
to add
fence were
and move
request to
move his
were not
add aa retaining

in the
within the
members,
were actions
best interest
the Association
the
the best
interest of
taken in
other lots
of the
lots within
Association and
actions taken
but were
and other
members, but

Association.
preserve the
The purpose
the Declaration
the value,
Declaration is
of the
is to
to enhance
enhance and
Association. The
and preserve
and
purpose of
desirability, and
value, desirability,
attractiveness
Aff., Ex.
A §§ 1.2),
in furtherance
the Property
EX. A
its restrictions
restrictions are
furtherance of
of the
of aa
attractiveness of
and its
are in
(Barber Aﬂ,
Property (Barber
1.2), and
Art. II).
plan for
for the
the improvement
the Property.
EX. A,
general
Aff., Ex.
improvement and
general plan
of the
and sale
sale of
(Barber Aﬂ,
Propelty. (Barber
11).
A, Art.

The
proving bad
Inc., 277
The Defendant
its burden
faith. See
Defendant cannot
cannot meet
meet its
of proving
burden of
277 Or.
Or.
bad faith.
See Zidell v.
v. Zidell,
Zidell, Inc,
“The essential
413,
bad faith
policy
faith is
the policy
whether the
determine whether
P.2d 1086,
test of
is to
to determine
essential test
1089 (1977).
ofbad
560 P.2d
413, 560
1086, 1089
(1977). “The
welfare.” (Id.,
of
their personal
than the
rather than
the corporate
the directors
quoting
interests rather
of the
is dictated
directors is
personal interests
corporate welfare.”
dictated by
(Id, quoting
by their

rule” immunizes
“business judgment
Gottfried v.
judgment rule”
The “business
immunizes
N.Y.S.2d 692,
695 (Sup.1947).
v. Gottfried, 73
73 N.Y.S.2d
(Sup.1947). The
692, 695
faith acts
the good
the directors
the powers
the corporation
acting Within
the
within the
powers of
of directors
when the
of the
directors when
directors are
corporation and
are acting
and
acts of
good faith
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within the
business judgment.
judgment. Steelman v.
Mallory, 110
1 10 Idaho
within
their honest
the exercise
of their
honest business
Idaho 510,
exercise of
716
v. Mallory,
510, 513,
513, 716
P.2d
with any
that the
The Defendant
not come
the
Defendant has
P.2d 1282,
1285 (1986).
to show
has not
forward with
come forward
evidence to
show that
1282, 1285
(1986). The
any evidence
in order
in their
their own
material fact
directors
interests in
to raise
genuine issue
of material
fact
directors have
personal interests
order to
raise aa genuine
own personal
have acted
issue of
acted in
member’s Violation
as
violation of
their fiduciary
to any
of their
duties.
board member’s
as to
ﬁduciary duties.
any board

Committee’s decision
The
bring suit
the September
The Architectural
Architectural Committee’s
to deny
2016 request
suit
September 9,
decision to
request and
and bring
deny the
9, 2016

to
provisions of
was dictated
by the
the provisions
the Declaration
the clear
the Declaration
terms of
Declaration was
Declaration and
of the
to enforce
of the
enforce the
clear terms
dictated by
and
Directors’ personal
had
burden of
nothing to
with the
the Directors’
not met
met its
its burden
Defendant has
to do
interests. Defendant
of
personal interests.
had nothing
has not
do with
in bad
A
faith and
this lawsuit
material facts
establishing
bad faith
be void.
void. A
taken in
establishing any
to indicate
indicate this
lawsuit was
facts to
and should
should be
was taken
any material

mere
slight doubt
scintilla of
the facts
not sufficient
sufficient to
mere scintilla
of evidence
or only
to create
to the
is not
genuine
facts is
create aa genuine
evidence or
doubt as
as to
only aa slight
issue
judgment. Samuel v.
Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz,
Lezamiz, Inc,
Inc., 134
134
for purposes
of summary
issue for
purposes of
v. Hepworth,
summary judgment.
Idaho
P.2d 303,
Idaho 84,
996 P.2d
306 (2002).
303, 306
84, 87,
(2002).
87, 996

W
CONCLUSION

The Defendant
material
The
sufficient evidence
Defendant has
failed to
to submit
submit sufficient
to raise
genuine issue
of material
raise aa genuine
has failed
evidence to
issue of

Plaintiff’s Motion
fact.
grant Plaintiff’s
the Court
Motion for
for Summary
Court should
fact. Therefore,
Judgment.
should grant
Therefore, the
Summary Judgment.
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DATED this
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day
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sent true
of Notice of Service to
to the
correct copies
and correct
true and
copies of
certify that
hereby certify
Party
Pam

Counsel
Counsel

Means
of Service
Means of
Service

Defendant
Defendant

Kaleena
Bluemer
M. Bluemer
Kaleena M.
Angstman
Angstman Johnson
Johnson
3649
N. Lakeharbor
Lakeharbor Lane
Lane
3649 N.
Boise,
ID 83703
83703
Boise, ID
384-8588
Phone:
Phone: (208)
(208) 384-8588
853-0117
Fax:
853-0117
Fax: (208)
(208)
Email:
Email: kaleena@angstman.com
kaleena@angstman.com

Paid
Postage Paid
US. Mail,
Mail, Postage
El U.S.

Hand Delivered
Delivered
CI Hand
Transmittal
Fax Transmittal
|:I Fax
iCourt
Notification
Notiﬁcation
iCourt
[XI

th
15th
DATED this
day
DATED
this 15
of February,
2018.
February, 2018.
day of

AmwK lmCCm/l

Amber
Amber Kauffman,
10151
ISB# 10161
Kauffman, ISB#
Of
Plaintiff
for Plaintiff
Of Attorneys
Attorneys for

SERVICE- 2
NOTICE OF
NOTICE
OF SERVICE-

000212

Electronically Filed
Filed
2/27/2018 4:16 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Kaleena M. Beck, ISB: 9576
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Phone: (208) 384-8588
Fax: (208) 853-0117
Email:
Email: Kaleena@Angstman.com
Kaleena@Angstman.com
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

10

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.

11

Plaintiff,

12

Case No,
No. CV01-17-11897
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL
OF RECORD

V.
V.
13

14

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

15
16
17

18

COMES NOW,
Kaleena M.
of the
the firm
ﬁrm Angstman
Angstman Johnson
COMES
NOW, Kaleena
M. Beck of
moves this
Johnson and
and moves
this Court

19

order granting
leave to withdraw
granting leave
withdraw as
as counsel
counsel of
record for
for an order
of record
for Defendant,
Defendant, Jan Rodina,
Rodina, in the

20

above-named matter.
This motion
made pursuant
motion isis made
above-named
matter. This
pursuant to
to I.R.C.P.
I.R.C.P. 11(b)(1),
and based
based upon
upon the
11(b)(1), and
21

22

accompanying
Affidavit of Counsel
accompanying Afﬁdavit
Counsel in Support
Support of
of Motion for Leave
Leave to Withdraw
Withdraw as
as Counsel
Counsel of

23

Record.

24
25

DATED this
26
27

ghaay
31%ay of February, 2018.

b
Attorney for Defendant

28
29

— PAGE 1
TO WITHDRAW
MOTION TO
WITHDRAWAS
ASCOUNSEL
1
COUNSELOF
RECORD—
OFRECORD

A9]
12241-001
A•J Matter: 12241-001

000213

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
II HEREBY
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on this (gﬂwday
1,1‘"clayof
served aa
ofFebruary,
February, 2018,
2018, II caused
caused to
to be served
of the
the foregoing
foregoing MOTION
true copy of
by the
MOTION TO
TO WITHDRAW
WITHDRAW AS
AS COUNSEL
COUNSEL OF
OF RECORD
RECORD by
method indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked served below:
below:

10

11

12

13

Party

Counsel

Means of
of Service

Defendant

Jan Rodina
9825 W. Big Springs Blvd.
Boise, ID 83714

US. Mail, Postage Paid
E U.S.

Plaintiff

Brindee L. Collins
Vial Fotheringham, LLP
6126 W. State
6126W.
State Street,
Suite 311
311
Street, Suite
Boise, ID 83703
Fax: (208) 392-1400
Email: brindee.collins@vf-law.com

El Hand Delivered
E] Fax Transmittal
LI

Notification/e-mail
iCourt Notiﬁcation/e
4AM!
E iCourt
US. Mail, Postage Paid
I] U.S.

I:I Hand Delivered
LI
LI
El Fax Transmittal

Notification
El iCourt Notiﬁcation

14

15
CC c a /(
ther

16
17
18

19

20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29

— PAGE 2
MOTION TO
TO WITHDRAW
WITHDRAWAS
ASCOUNSEL
COUNSELOF
OFRECORD
2
RECORD—

A9] Matter:
12241-00]
A•J
Matter: 12241-001

000214

Electronically Filed
Filed
2/27/2018 4:16 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Kaleena M. Beck, ISB: 9576
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Phone: (208) 384-8588
Fax: (208) 853-0117
Email: Kaleena@Angstman.com
Email:
Kaleena@Angstman.com
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

10

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.

11

Plaintiff,

12

V.
V.

CV01-17-11897
Case No.
No. CV01-17-11897

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS
OF MOTION
COUNSEL OF RECORD

13
14

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

STATE
OFIDAHO
IDAHO ))
STATE OF
)) ss.
COUNTY
OFADA
ADA ))
COUNTY OF

KALEENA M.
KALEENA
M. BECK,
BECK, having
having been
been ﬁrst
first duly
sworn upon
upon oath,
deposes and
and says
as
oath, deposes
duly sworn
says as
follows:

22
23

24

1.
1.

am of
of sufficient
sufﬁcient age
age and
and competence
competence to testify
before this court.
court. II make
I am
make the
testify before

following statements based upon my own personal knowledge

25
26

2.

above—entitled matter.
I am the attorney for Jan Rodina in the above-entitled

27

28
29

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL
SUPPORT OF
COUNSEL OF
RECORD— PAGE
RECORD—
PAGE 11
000215
A0] Matter:
12241-001
Mancr: 12241-001
A•J

1

3.
3.

seeking to withdraw
withdraw as
as the
the attorney
representing Jan Rodina,
I am seeking
attorney representing
based on Jan
Rodina, based

Rodina’s failure
failure to
to comply
the terms
with the
Rodina's
terms of
ofengagement
engagement with
with my
ﬁrm and
and refusal
comply with
refusal to
cooperate
to cooperate
my firm

in the preparation
preparation of the trial
trial of
this matter,
of this
which has
has materially
interfered with the ability
matter, which
materially interfered
ability of
Angstman Johnson to represent Jan Rodina
Rodina in
above-entitled matter
in the
the above-entitled
matter in
in aa diligent,
competent,
diligent, competent,

and ethical manner.

4.
4.

In compliance
compliance with
the Idaho
Idaho Rules
In
with the
Rules of
of Civil
Civil Procedure,
through
Procedure, II have,
have, through

correspondence, advised
intent of
correspondence,
advised Jan Rodina of the intent
of Angstman
Angstman Johnson
Johnson to
withdraw as
to withdraw
counsel
as counsel
10

record and the reasons
reasons therefore.
of record
therefore. Jan
Jan Rodina
Rodina will
will be
be served
served with
with aa copy
of the
the Motion
Motion for
for
copy of

1‘1

Leave to Withdraw in compliance with the Idaho Rules of
of Civil Procedure.
12
13

5.
5.

of Jan Rodina
Rodina is:
is: 9825
The last known address of
W. Big
9825 W.
Big Springs
Springs Blvd.,
Blvd., Boise,
Boise, ID

6.
6.

granting of
of the
the Motion,
Good cause exists for the granting
and granting
granting the
the Motion
Motion should
Motion, and

14

83714
15
16
17

in determination
determination and disposition
disposition of the pending
not result in any
pending action and the rights
delay in
rights of
any delay
18
19

the parties.

20

7.
7.

The firm
ﬁrm has complied
complied with the applicable
applicable provisions of
of the Idaho
Idaho Rules
Rules of Civil

21

22

Procedure.
Procedure.

23

///
24
25

///

26
27

///

28
29

///
IN SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OF MOTION
MOTION TO
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
TO WITHDRAW
WITHDRAW AS
AS COUNSEL
COUNSEL OF
RECORD— PAGE
RECORD—
PAGE 2
000216
A01Matter:
l224 I -00l
A•J
Matter: 12241-001

8.

Order for Leave
Leave to
Upon entry and granting of an Order
to Withdraw,
this firm
will serve
ﬁrm will
Withdraw, this

the same to comply with the applicable Idaho Rules of
of Civil Procedure.

DATED this
DATED
this2E
Pciay of
of February, 2018.
day

a M. Beck
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0E
"

LIC

v
9 Notary Public
s . Commission Expires:

10

og.
4i. $1.0?6&(

11

STATS
12

DATED this

day of February, 2018.

13

ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
14
15

ENA M. BECK
(KﬁEéENA

16

E

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27

28
29

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
OF MOTION
MOTION TO WITHDRAW
SUPPORT OF
IN SUPPORT
WITHDRAW AS
AS COUNSEL
COUNSEL OF
RECORD— PAGE
RECORDPAGE 33
000217
A6]Matter:
[2241-001
Matter: 12241-001
A•J

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

way

CERTIFY that on this
I HEREBY CERTIFY
of February,
day of
served a
be served
a
February, 2018,
2018, I caused to be
true copy
ofthe
theforegoing
foregoing AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF
true
OF COUNSEL
COUNSEL IN
IN SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OF MOTION
MOTION TO
TO
copy of
WITHDRAW AS
COUNSEL OF
WITHDRAW
AS COUNSEL
OF RECORD
RECORD by
method indicated
indicated below,
and addressed
addressed to
below, and
by the method
those parties marked served below:

10
11

12
13

Party

Counsel

of Service
Means of

Defendant

Jan Rodina
9825 W. Big Springs Blvd.
Boise, ID 83714

US. Mail, Postage Paid
V1
E U.S.
O
Hand
Delivered
El
FaxTransmittal
Transmittal
0
DFax
E iCourt
Notificationit-miL
iCourt Notiﬁcation/hm

Plaintiff

Brindee L. Collins
Vial Fotheringham, LLP
6126 W. State Street, Suite 311
311
Boise, ID 83703
Fax: (208) 392-1400
Email: brindee.collins@vf-law.com

0
US. Mail, Postage Paid
El U.S.
E
I:I Hand Delivered
E
El Fax Transmittal
w iCourt Notiﬁcation
Notification

E

14
15
16
17

ena

.

eck

18
19

20
21

22

23

24
25
26
27

28
29

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
IN SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OF MOTION
MOTION TO
TO WITHDRAW
WITHDRAW AS
AS COUNSEL
COUNSEL OF
RECORD— PAGE
RECORD—
PAGE 4
000218

A9]Matter:
12241-001
A•J
Matter: 12241-001

Filed
Electronically Filed
2/28/2018 2:07 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Kauﬁ‘man, ISB 10161
Amber K. Kauffman,
[SB 9216
Brindee L. Collins, ISB
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB 8556
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St.,
St: Suite 311
Boise, Idaho 83703
idahoj@vf-law.com
idahoj@vf~law.com
Telephone: (208) 629-4567
392—1400
Facsimile: (208) 392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.
TO:

))
))
.)
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

CV01—17—1 1897
Civil No. CV0l-17-11897

NOTICE OF DEPOSITION

JAN RODINA AND HIS COUNSEL OF RECORD

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plaintiff, Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc.,
1110., by
by
Jan Rodina on March 13,
and through its attorneys of record, will take the deposition of
ofJan
13, 2018 under
oath and before a certified
certiﬁed court reporter at the law office
ofﬁce of Vial Fotheringham LLP, 6126 W
31] Boise, Idaho 83
703, commencing at 9:00 a.m.
State St., Suite 311
am‘ and continuing until completed.
83703,

The above-deposition will be conducted pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil
Civi} Procedure.
1
28”1
DATED this 28
h day of February, 2018.

F OTHERINGHAM LLP
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM

pM/xbu

KWCA

Amber Kauffman, ISB #8556
Attorneys for Plaintiff

DEPOSITION— 1
1
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION-

000219

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I sent true and correct copies of PLAINTIFF'S
PLAINTIFF ’8 NOTICE OF DEPOSITION
to the following:
{Lag}:

Counsel

Means of Service

Defendant

Kaleena M. Beck
Angstman Johnson
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
83703
Boise, ID 83
703
Phone: (208) 384-8588
Fax: (208)
(208) 853-0117
Email: kaleena(a)angstman.com
kaleenafcbangstmancom

D
US. Mail, Postage Paid
[:1 U.S.
D
Hand
Delivered
[:1
D Fax Transmittal
Notiﬁcation
iCouﬂ Notification
~
>3 iCourt
DE-mail
E] E-mail

M&M Comi
Court Repmiing
Reporting LLC
101 S.
S. Capital Blvd, Ste 503
101
Boise, ID 83
702
83702
345—9611
Phone: (208) 345-9611
Fax: (208)
(208) 345-8800
anniewGDm~mservice.com
Email: anniew@m-mservice.com

D
[:1 U.S. Mail, Postage Paid
D Hand Delivered
D
E] Fax Transmittal
D
Notiﬁcation
D iCourt Notification
~ E-mail

I:

I:

M

DATED this 28th day
day of February, 2018.

Je

A%MW

ifer Ran in, Legal Assistantv

VI LFOT *RINGHAM,LLP

DEPOSITION— 2
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION-

000220

Filed
Electronically Filed
2/28/2018 3:24 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Wright, Deputy Clerk
By: Rose Wright,

Kaleena M. Beck, ISB: 9576
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
83703
Phone: (208) 384-8588
Fax: (208) 853-0117
Email: Kaleena@Angstman.com
Email:
Kaleena@Angstman.com
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

1O

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.

11

Plaintiff,

12

Case No.
No. CV01-17-11897
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: MOTION TO
OF RECORD
WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL OF

V.
V.
13

14

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

15

16

17

of the firm
ﬁrm Angstman
Angstman Johnson
Johnson hereby gives notice to the Court
Kaleena M. Beck of
Court and all
18
19

interested parties
interested
parties that
that they
they will
will call
call on for
for hearing
hearing their
their Motion
Motion to
to Withdraw
Withdraw as
as Counsel
Counsel of

20

Record before
Honorable Lynn
Ada County
Record
before the
the Honorable
Norton at the Ada
200 W Front
Courthouse, 200
County Courthouse,
Front St.,
Lynn Norton
St,

21

ID 83702,
lst day
of March,
at 2:30
2:30 p.m.,
Boise,
Boise, ID
or as
83702, on the 1st
as soon
soon thereafter
thereafter as
March, 2018,
2018, at
p.m., or
as may
day of
may be

22

heard.
23

24

nday

DATED this
DATED
this g''day ofofFebruary,
2018.
February, 2018.

25

EEN M. A
Attorney for Defendant

26
27

28
29

* PAGE 11
NOTICE OF
NOTICE
OF HEARING
HEARING—
A9]Matter:
12241-001
Matter: 12241-001
A•J

000221

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Pday of February,
HEREBY CERTIFY
I HEREBY
CERTIFYthat
thatononthis
this:25
Z4—day
2018, I caused to be served aa
February, 2018,
true copy
of the
the foregoing
foregoing NOTICE
true
NOTICE OF
OF HEARING
HEARING by
the method
method indicated
indicated below,
and
below, and
copy of
by the
addressed to those parties marked served below:
Party

Counsel

Means of Service

Plaintiff

Brindee L. Collins
Christopher M. Tingey
Vial Fotheringham, LLP
6126 W. State Street,
Strcct, Suite 311
Boise, ID 83703
Fax: (208) 392-1400
Fax:
Email: brindee.collins@vf-law.com
brindee.collins@vf—1aw.com
Email: cmt@vf-law.com
cmt@vf—law.com

US. Mail, Postage Paid
El U.S.

10

I:

HandDelivered
Delivered
['Hand
Fax
Transmittal
E]
LI
Notification
[Z] iCourt Notiﬁcation

11

12
13

14

Defendant

Jan Rodina
9825 W. Big Springs Blvd.
Boise, ID 83714
Email: Johnrodina@gmail.com
J0hnrodina@gmail.com

U.S.
US. Mail, Postage Paid
1011Hand
HandDelivered
Delivered
[:I Fax Transmittal
LI
iCourt Notiﬁcationlém
iCourt
NotificationIMA

E

15

«WK/ﬂeck
W21
WM

16
17

Beck

18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29

— PAGE
NOTICE
PAGE 2
NOTICE OF
OF HEARING
HEARING—

A‘JMatter:
12241-001
Matter: 12241-001
A•J

000222

Filed
Electronically Filed
2/28/2018 3:24 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Wright, Deputy Clerk
By: Rose Wright,

Kaleena M. Beck, ISB: 9576
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
384—8588
Phone: (208) 384-8588
853-0117
Fax: (208)
Email: Kaleena@Angstman.com
Email:
Kaleena@Angstman.com
Attorney for Defendant

INTHE
THEDISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
N
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR
F OR THE COUNTY OF ADA
10

11

12

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.

13

Plaintiff,

CV01—17—1 1897
Case No. CV01-17-11897

MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME

14

V.
V.
15

JAN RODINA,
16

Defendant.
Defendant.

17

18
19

of the
the firm
ﬁrm ANGSTMAN
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON,
Kaleena M. Beck, of
JOHNSON, hereby
moves this
respectfully moves
hereby respectfully

20

(“Motion”) so
as Counsel of Record ("Motion")
Court to shorten time on their Motion to Withdraw as
so that they
21

22
23

24

at the
the scheduled
scheduled settlement/status
settlement/status conference
can be heard at
set for
for March
conference set
March 1,
2:30 p.m.
pm.
1, 2018, at 2:30

Pursuant to
Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure
Pursuant
to Idaho
of Civil
Procedure 7(b)(3)(H),
this Court
Court may
shorten time
time for
for good
good
may shorten
7(b)(3)(H), this
cause shown.
shown. The
cause
The Motion
Motion was
was filed
ﬁled on February
2018 and
and has
February 27, 2018
has not
not yet
been scheduled
scheduled for
yet been

25

hearing.
26
27

are in
This request is being made because the parties are
in the
the middle
middle of
ofscheduling
scheduling discovery
discovery

28

if the
deadlines that may be impacted
and pre-trial deadlines
impacted if
the Motion
Motion is
is granted,
Defendant is
is unlikely
granted, Defendant
unlikely to

29

— PAGE 1
MOTION TO
TO SHORTEN
TIME—
1
SHORTENTIME

A0]Matter:
12241-001
Matter: 12241-001
A•J

000223

oppose the
oppose
the Motion,
Motion, and
and the
the parties
parties will
will already
alreadybe
be in
in court
that date
court that
date and
and time
for the
the
time for

conference.
settlement/status conference.

DATED this

3

X7lay
of February,
February, 2018.
day of

@W
Attorney for Defendant

‘10

11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27

28
29

— PAGE 2
MOTION TO
TO SHORTEN
TIME—
SHORTENTIME
MOTION

12241-001
A•J
AHMatter:
Matter: 12241-001

000224

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

ﬂday

I HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that on this
0f February,
served aa
day of
2018, I caused to be served
Fcbruary, 2018,
of the foregoing
foregoing MOTION
MOTION TO
TO SHORTEN
SHORTEN TIME
TIME by
the method
true copy of
method indicated
indicated below,
below, and
by the
addressed to those parties marked served below:
below:
Party

Counsel

Means of Service

Plaintiff

Brindee L. Collins
Christopher M. Tingey
Vial Fotheringham, LLP
w. State Street, Suite 311
6126 W.
311
Boise, ID 83703
Fax: (208) 392-1400
brindee.collins@Vf-law.com
Email: brindee.collins@vf-law.com
Email: cmt@vf-law.com
cmt@Vf-1aw.com

O
E] U.S. Mail, Postage Paid
El
Hand Delivered
Delivered
E] Hand
O
Fax
Transmittal
E]
•iCourt Notiﬁcation
Notification

Jan Rodina
9825 W. Big Springs Blvd.
Boise, ID 83714
Email: johnrodina@grnail.c0m
Email•
j ohnrodina@gmail.com

[Z] U.S. Mail, Postage Paid
Hand Delivered
Delivered
El
[:1 Hand
O
D Fax Transmittal
• iCourt Notiﬁcation/
Notification/
E—mail
E-mail

10

E

11

12
13

14

Defendant

15
16
17

/laa

AMP'
na ZJ‘.Beck
.Beck é
(éiéna
'

18

7%

19

20
21

22
23

24
‘25

26
27

28
29

— PAGE 3
MOTION TO
TO SHORTEN
TIME—
SHORTENTIME
3
MOTION

AoJMatter:
122241.001
A•J
Matter: 12241-001

000225

Filed
Electronically Filed
2/28/2018 4:35 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Amber K. Kauffman, ISB 10161
Brindee L. Collins, ISB 9216
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB 8556
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St.,
81., Suite 311
Boise, Idaho 83703
idahoj@vf-law.com
idahoj@vf—law.com
629—4567
Telephone: (208)
(208) 629-4567
Facsimile: (208) 392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC.>
Plaintiff,
V.

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

CV01-17-11897
Civil No. CV0I-17-11897

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE TO
PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS
COUNSEL AND MOTION TO
SHORTEN TIME

COMES NOW Plaintiff, Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc.,
Inc.= by
by and through its
attorneys of record, and responds to the Motion to Withdraw as
as Counsel and Motion to Shorten
Time as
as fo11ows:
follows:
Plaintiff does not substantively oppose the Motion to Withdraw as
as Counsel or oppose the
Shorten Time. However, to the extent an Order allowing withdrawal by counsel would
Motion to Sh01ien

have the effect of causing prejudice to the Plaintiff by hindern
hindering or delaying the trial scheduled on
April 16,
16, 2016 or any
any other deadline set forth in the Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning,
Plaintiff respectfully requests that an Order set forth that all stipulated deadlines and the date for
trial shall remain as
as scheduled.

WI'I‘HDRAW AND MOTION TO SHORTEN TIMETIME— 1
1
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO WITHDRAW

000226

th
28‘h
DATED this 28
day of February, 2018.

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP

HV\l\wKW,l~
MW KMW

Amber Kauffman, ISB #8556
Attorneys for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I sent true and correct copies of PLAINTIFF'S
PLAINTIFF ’S RESPONSE TO MOTION
TO WITHDRAW AND MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME to the following:
1151111

Defendant

Counsel

Means of Service

Kaleena M. Beck
Angstman Johnson
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, ID 83703
384—8588
Phone: (208) 384-8588
Fax: (208)
(208) 853-0117
Email: kaleena(a),angstman.com
kaleenaQDangstmanﬁom

US. Mail, Postage Paid
D
[:1 U.S.
D
Hand
Delivered
[:I
D
E] Fax Transmittal
i;g:j iCourt
Notification
iCouﬁ Notiﬁcation
E-mail
DE-mail
[:1

DATED this 28th day of February, 2018.
2018

Qﬂ Win QFMW

J‘slmi'fer Rankin iLega]lAssistant
FOTHERéI NGHAM, LLP
V

RESPONSE TO MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME- 2
2

000227

Description |Judge Norton 030118 Janine Korsen Penny Tardiff

Location 1A-

Date 3/1/2018

CRT503

Time

Note

Speaker

02:54:04

Eagle Springs v. Rodina

EM
02:54:15

M

CV01-l7-11897

Status Conference

Plaintiff
Attorney Amber
Kauffman

02:54:22

Personal

M

Attorney

-

Kaleena
Bluemer
Beck

02:54:52

Judge

m

Norton

02:55:00

Personal

m

Attorney

02:55:33

Plaintiff

m

Attorney

02:56:05

Judge

m

Norton

02:57:03

Judge

M

Norton

02:57:32

Judge

m

Plaintiff

M

Attorney

02:58:07

Judge

m

Norton

m

- Jan

03:06:30

Plaintiff

m

Attorney
Judge

if mediation has been completed.

advises yes it has and she ﬁled a Motion to Shorten Time and a
Motion to Withdraw and advises that mediation was unsuccessful.

- advises

it did not settle

as

far as she knows.

comments regarding the scheduling deadlines.
advises she has been working on the summary judgment decision.

inquires
today.
-

if objection to her hearing Counsel's Motion to Withdraw

has no objection to that.

inquires of Mr. Rodina
Withdraw.

Defendant

Rodina

03:06:38

-

Norton

02:57:45

02:58:21

reviews the ﬁle and inquires

if he is aware of his attorney's Motion to

advises yes he is aware of it and advises he wants her to withdraw and
argues the Motion to Withdraw.

- objects, as irrelevant.

comments and inquires

if he objects as to his Counsel withdrawing.
000228

PM
03:06:48

m

Norton
Defendant
- Jan

advises he does not object.

Rodina
03:08:34

Judge

m

Norton

03:08:41

Personal

m

Attorney

03:08:56

Judge

m

Norton

03:09:11

M
03:09:49

m

will stand on her motion to withdraw and not argue.

if the Plaintiff has an objection to her withdrawing.

inquires

Judge

advises

Norton

m

Attorney

03:10:38

Personal

m

Attorney

-

-

Norton
Personal

m

Attorney

if she grants the motion, there will be a stay for 21 days.

advises in that case, they will oppose the motion because they would
like the trial date to remain as it is.
responds to her objection.

comments and will allow her to withdraw and will sign an Order to
Withdraw and advises there wasn't a proposed Order to Withdraw in
the ﬁle.

Judge

03:16:01

-

didn't submit the Order but will submit that today to the Court.
comments and advises the Clerk will serve the Order on the parties
and the attorney must provide the last known address of the party that
the attorney is withdrawing from and it will be mailed to him unless he
opts in for digital service and the other parties will be served by email

03:16:28

M

advises she

does not object to the motion itself but comments regarding the trial
date and scheduling deadlines in the near future and wants them to
Attorney remain the same.

Plaintiff

m

-

Plaintiff

03:10:04

03:11:36

inquires.

Judge

Norton

digitally.
03:19:45

Judge

m

Norton

03:20:50

Personal

M

Attorney

03:21 :02

Judge

m

Norton

03:21:42

m

advises this case will be stayed for 21 days once the Order is signed,
unless someone appears in this case and waives the stay.
-

comments and will email him a copy
advises he

will

get a copy

of the Order as well.

of it in the mail then.

Defendant inquires with the Ct's interspersed comments and the Ct advises if on
- Jan
the 22nd day, the Notice of Appearance hasn't been ﬁled, then his
Answer gets stricken.
Rodina

000229

03:22:25

m

Defendant
- J an

comments with the Ct‘s interspersed comments.

Rodina
Sign the proposed Order once she receives it and the case will he
stayed for 21 days and someone appears, she will set it for a status

will

03:22:39

m

if

Judge

conference and advises the PTC date will be stayed so will relieve the
parties from ﬁling exhibit lists, Witness lists or jury instructions since
that will be during the period of the 21 day stay.

Norton

03:23:46

m
03:24:16

m
03:24:49
P_M

03:24:57

M
03:25:25

m

Plaintiff
Attorney
Judge

Norton

advises there was an error in the ﬁling, and they requested a court trial,
-

not a jury trial.
advises that‘s right, this would be a court trial, not a jury trial so there
would be no jury trial demand, so if it is reset, it needs to be reset as a
Court Trial.

Plaintiff

inquires
Attorney -

Judge

Norton
Judge

Norton

if it is being re-set then.

advises unless his attorney comes in and says she can do the trial on
April 16th.

will

go ahead and set a status conference after that 21 days and sets

it

for March 23 at 9:00 that way we can go ahead and discuss the trial
issues at that time.

Produced by FTR GoldTM
www.fortherecord.com
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Filed
Electronically Filed
3/1/2018 8:51
8:51 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Ader, Deputy Clerk
By: Jessica Ader,

-

Vial Fothenngham LLP, 6126 W State $111311, 2086294567
Email. Info@anorneysmessengersemcevcom
,

AttorinAey,

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDECIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Cable One
Plaintiff,

CASE NO: cv01~17~11897

VS

.

AFFIDAVIT OF RETURN

Jan Rodina
Defendant(s)

1,

David Cattle, being first duly sworn on oath. deposes and says:

That am a resident of the County of Canyon, state of IDAHO,
I

That am over the age of eighteen years, that am not a party to the action or related to any of the panies in the above entitled action and
hereby certify that on the 12th day of February, 2018 I received the following:
I

I

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM
and served the same on: CT Corporation Systems CIO Cab|e One
by sub-serving Veronica shipley (REGISTERED AGENT), who is a person over the age of eighteen, at the foliowing address
12550 W Explorer Dr, Ste 100, Boise, ID 83713
which service was accomplished at said location on 12th February, 2018 at 01:00 PM

Attempts and Service Comments:
- 12550 W Explorer Dr, Ste 100 Boise
2/12/2018 1:00 PM; Served CT Corp
,

ID 83713:

,

j“

‘
Description of the person served: Female, White‘ Brown hair’ggegd‘tfoAgI/e
\.
Approx.
Approx‘ Height: 5 ﬁ 5 in” Approx.
#'
Process Server
156
Weight 170 lbs,
Attorneys Messenger Service
Email: info@attomeysmessengerservice.com
PO Box 15363
Boise, ID‘ 83715
(208) 345—2905

Atty Fi|e#: CV01-17-11897
Job ID#: 157161
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Filed
Electronically Filed
3/1/2018 8:55 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Ader, Deputy Clerk
By: Jessica Ader,

Attorney: Vial Fotheringham LLP, 6126 W State St #311, 2086294567
Emarl: Info@attorneysmessengerservlce.com

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICHAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
'

CenteryLink
Plaintiff,
CASE
VS

NOgc1-1741897

.

AFFIDAVIT OF RETURN

Jan Rodina
Defendant(s)

I;

David Cattle, being first duly sworn on oath. deposes and says:

That am a resident of the County of Canyon. state of IDAHO,
I

That am over the age of eighteen years. that am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties
hereby certify that on the 12th day of February, 2018 received the following:
I

I

m

the above entitled action and

I

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM
and served the same on: CenteryLink CIO CT Corporation Systems
by sub-serving Veronica shipley (REGISTERED AGENT), who is a person over the age of eighteen, at the following address:
12550 W Explorer Dr, Ste 100, Boise , ID 83713
which sen/ice was accomplished at said location on 12th February. 2018 at 01 :00 PM.

Aﬁempts and Service Comments:
- 12550 W Explorer Dr. Ste 100, Boise ID 83713:
,

2/12/2018100 PM: Served CT Corp
Description of the person served: Female, White, Brown hair,
Approx.
Approx. Height: 5 ﬂ 5 in, Approx.
,

Welght 170 lbs‘
.

x\
.

\Q

,

uavud'C'Eﬁle

Process Server #, 156
Attorneys Messenger Servrce
Email: info@attorneysmessengerservice.com
PO Box 15363
Boise, ID, 83715
(208) 345-2905
_

V

Atty File#: cv01-17-11897
Job ID#: 157160

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on the

[9’

day of

M

,

3201f

“‘ﬂ‘u'ul'ﬂ',
F.
R THE STATE OF IDAHO
’
'1

,

[Canyon County, IDAHO
ssion expires:
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Filed
Electronically Filed
3/1/2018 8:55 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Ader, Deputy Clerk
By: Jessica Ader,

.

Vial fothenngham LLP, 6126 W State $113311, 2086294567
Emali Info@adorneysmessengerservncacom

Attor‘n‘evy.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRECT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Cable One
Plaintiff,
CASE NO: 0101-1741897

VS

.

AFFIDAVIT OF RETURN

Jan Rodina
Defendanﬁs)

I‘

David Cottle‘ being first duly sworn on oath. deposes and says:

That am a resident of the County of Canyon, state of IDAHO,
I

That am over the age of eighteen years, that l am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above entitled action and
hereby certify that on the 12th day of February, 2018 received the following:
I

I

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM
and served the same on: Idaho Power
by sub-serving Yecora (AUTHORIZED PERSON), who is a person over the age of eighteen; at the following address:
1221 W Idaho St, Boise, ID 83707
which service was accomplished at said location on 12th February, 2018 at 02:31 PM.

Attempts and Service Comments:
- 1221 W Idaho
St, Boise, ID 83707:
2/12/2018 2:31 PM: Served Yecora at Idaho power.

’

.

k

Description ofthe person sewed: Female, White, Red hair,
Dawd
Approx.
Approx. Height: 6 ﬂ 0 in., Approx
Cigar/$21K;
ver
wan-geese
Weight: 145 lbs.
Attorneys Messenger Service
Email: info@attorneysmessengerservicecom
PO Box 15363
Boise, ID, 83715
(208) 345-2905
.
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I

Filed: 03/05/2018 09:16:51
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
1
2
3
4
5
6

Kaleena
M. Beck,
ISB: 9576
Kaleena M.
9576
Beck, ISB:
ANGSTMAN
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
JOHNSON
3649
N. Lakeharbor
Lakeharbor Lane
Lane
3649 N.
Boise,
Idaho
83703
Idaho
83703
Boise,
384-8588
Phone:
Phone: (208)
(208) 384-8588
853-0117
Fax:
Fax: (208)
(208) 853-0117
Email:
Email: Kaleena@Angstman.com
Kaleena@Angstman.com
Attorney
for Defendant
Defendant
Attorney for
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
COURT OF

7
8
9
10
10

OF
THE STATE
IN AND
AND FOR
THE COUNTY
ADA
STATE OF
FOR THE
OF THE
OF IDAHO,
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
IDAHO, IN
EAGLE
EAGLE SPRINGS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
INC.
ASSOCIATION, INC.

11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.

CV01-17-11897
Case
No. CV01-17-11897
Case No.

ORDER
ORDER GRANTING
GRANTING MOTION
MOTION TO
TO
WITHDRAW
WITHDRAW

JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

16
16
17
17

18
18

counsel’s Motion
This matter
matter having
the Court
Motion for
for Leave
This
having come
on counsel’s
to Withdraw
Withdraw as
Court on
before the
come before
Leave to
as

19
19

for Defendant,
the Honorable
Counsel
March 1,
of Record
on March
2018 before
Honorable Lynn
Record for
Jan Rodina,
before the
Counsel of
Defendant, Jan
Rodina, on
Lynn
1, 2018

20
20

The Motion
Motion is
Norton.
been presented
having been
Norton. The
argument having
affidavit of
is supported
an affidavit
of counsel,
oral argument
presented
supported by
counsel, oral
by an

21
21

22
22

Angstman Johnson,
Angstman
the Court
the Motion
Motion to
by
having reviewed
to Withdraw
of Angstman
Court having
Withdraw of
and the
reviewed the
Johnson, and
by Angstman
in this
it appearing
this matter,
the premises
the
Johnson,
premises in
well as
being fully
of the
appearing to
to the
and it
advised of
as well
as being
matter, and
Johnson, as
fully advised

23
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
27
27

granting of
that good
this ORDER,
for the
the granting
Court
exists for
of this
Court that
good cause
cause exists
ORDER,

IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED,
AND DECREED,
NOW,
IS HEREBY
and
THEREFORE, IT
ORDERED, ADJUDGED,
DECREED, and
ADJUDGED, AND
NOW, THEREFORE,
this does
this
that:
and decree,
does hereby
adjudge and
ORDER, adjudge
decree, that:
hereby ORDER,
Counsel’s Motion
Motion for
for Leave
for Defendant,
1.
1. Counsel’s
to Withdraw
Withdraw as
of Record
Record for
Jan
Counsel of
Leave to
as Counsel
Defendant, Jan

28
28
29
29

in the
above-entitled action
GRANTED. No
that
the above-entitled
Rodina
No further
further proceedings
Rodina in
action is
is hereby
proceedings that
hereby GRANTED.

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO WITHDRAW —– PAGE 11
12241—001
A01 Matter:
Matter: 12241-001
AJ

000234

1

21 days
will affect
rights of
be held
within 21
will
the rights
the
shall be
Defendant Jan
affect the
of Defendant
Rodina shall
held Within
of the
Jan Rodina
days of

2

service
ORDER upon,
this ORDER
of this
Rodina.
Jan Rodina.
service of
upon, Jan

3
4

in person
ﬁling
2.
shall appoint
appoint another
another attorney
2. Jan
Rodina shall
to appear
or appear
person by
Jan Rodina
appear or
appear in
attorney to
by filing

5

written notice
will proceed
within
with the
written
the court
stating how
Without an
an attorney
notice with
he will
court stating
how he
proceed without
attorney Within

6

21 days
21
this ORDER.
ORDER. If,
the date
ﬁle
fails to
Defendant Jan
of the
of service
of this
Rodian fails
to file
Jan Rodian
service of
date of
If, Defendant
days of

7
8
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13

in the
in person
and
written appearance
the action
either in
through aa
an additional
additional written
action either
or through
person or
and serve
appearance in
serve an
21 day
newly
within such
period, such
be sufficient
shall be
failure shall
sufﬁcient
appointed attorney
such 21
such failure
attorney Within
newly appointed
day period,

grounds
judgment against
party or
for entry
or dismissal
of
of default
against such
dismissal of
default and
default judgment
grounds for
and default
such party
entry of
the
without further
With prejudice,
the action
further notice.
action of
of such
notice.
such party,
prejudice, Without
party, with
Big Springs
ID
3.
The last
Springs Blvd.,
of Jan
Rodina is:
last known
known address
Jan Rodina
is: 9825
9825 W.
address of
W. Big
3. The
BlVd., Boise,
Boise, ID

83714.
83 7 14.

14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17

18
18

4.
will serve
parties, including
party
with due
the court
all parties,
The clerk
the party
including the
Clerk of
of the
diligence on
on all
4. The
court Will
serve with
due diligence

represented
by the
permitting the
this Order
the withdrawing
the attorney
Withdrawing attorney,
to
represented by
Order permitting
attorney to
attorney, this
withdraw to
the last
known addresses
withdraw
to the
last known
certiﬁcate of
of service.
and certificate
provided above
service.
addresses provided
above and

IT IS
IT
ORDERED.
IS SO
SO ORDERED.

19
19
20
20
Signed: 3/2/2018 04:22 PM

21
21

DATED this
DATED
this ____ day
of March,
2018.
March, 2018.
day of

22
22

LYNN
LYNN G.
NORTON
G. NORTON
Magistrate
Magistrate Judge
Judge
District

23
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
29
29

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO WITHDRAW —– PAGE 2
12241—001
A01 Matter:
Matter: 12241-001
AJ

000235

1

CLERK’S CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE OF
CLERK’S
SERVICE
OF SERVICE

2

5th day
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
II HEREBY
that on
this ____
of March,
to be
true
on this
caused to
be served
served aa true
March, 2018,
2018, II caused
day of
copy
by the
the method
the foregoing
foregoing ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO WITHDRAW by
method
of the
copy of
indicated
below, and
parties marked
to those
marked served
indicated below,
those parties
and addressed
below:
addressed to
served below:

3
4

m

5

Party
Party

Counsel

Means
of Service
Means of
Service

6

Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Brindee
Brindee L.
Collins
L. Collins
Christopher
Christopher M.
M. Tingey
Tingey
F otheringham, LLP
LLP
Vial
Vial Fotheringham,
6126
311
6126 W.
State Street,
Suite 311
W. State
Street, Suite
ID 83703
Boise,
83703
Boise, ID
392-1400
Fax:
Fax: (208)
(208) 392-1400
Email:
brindee.collins@vf-law.com
Email: brindee.collins@Vf-law.com
Email:
Email: cmt@vf-law.com
cmt@Vf—law.com

Paid
Postage Paid
US. Mail,
Mail, Postage
E] U.S.

Kaleena
M. Beck
Beck
Kaleena M.
Angstman
Angstman Johnson
Johnson
3649
Lakeharbor Lane
Lane
3649 Lakeharbor
ID 83703
Boise,
83703
Boise, ID
853-0117
Fax:
Fax: (208)
(208) 853-0117
Email:
Email: kaleena@angstman.com
kaleena@angstman.com

Paid
Postage Paid
US. Mail,
Mail, Postage
E] U.S.

Jan
Rodina
Jan Rodina
Big Springs
9825
Springs Blvd.
Blvd.
9825 W.
W. Big
ID 83714
Boise,
83714
Boise, ID
Email:
johnrodina@gmail.com
Email: johnrodina@gmail.com

Paid
Postage Paid
US. Mail,
Mail, Postage
I:I U.S.
Hand
Delivered
Hand
Delivered
I:I
Transmittal
Fax Transmittal
I:I Fax
iCourt
Notification
Notiﬁcation
iCourt
I:I

7
8
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17

18
18

Defendant
Defendant

Hand Delivered
Delivered
I:] Hand
Fax
Transmittal
Transmittal
Fax
I:]
Notification
iCourt Notification
I:] iCourt

Hand Delivered
Delivered
I:] Hand
Fax
Transmittal
Transmittal
Fax
I:]
Notification
iCourt Notification
I:] iCourt

19
19
20
20
21
21

Deputy
Clerk
Deputy Clerk

Signed: 3/5/2018 09:17 AM

22
22
23
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
29
29

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO WITHDRAW —– PAGE 33
12241—001
A01 Matter:
Matter: 12241-001
AJ
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Description |Judge Norton 032318 Janine Korsen No Court Reporter

Location 1A-

Date 3/23/2018

CRT501

Time

W
08:49: 10

M

08:49:12
A_M

Note

Speaker

Eagle Springs v. Rodina CV01-17-11897 Status Conference

Plaintiff
Attorney Christopher
Tingey
Defendant
- Jan

is present, pro se.

Rodina

ﬂ

08:49:21

08:50:35

M
08:50:49
m
08:55:35

M

08:55:40

M

ﬂ

08:55:50

09:00:54

Judge

Nonon
Judge

Norton

Defendant

Judge

Norton

1nqu1res

11

he

st111

mtends to hlre Counsel.

advises he does and advises he has three different law ﬁrms that are
Willing to help him but they are requesting to move the trial date so
his new Counsel can have enough time to prepare for that trial and
comments ﬁlrther.

comments and inquires.

Plaintiff
Attorney Amber
Kauffman
Jud e

Norfon

Plaintiff

A_M

Attemey _

ﬂ

Defendant

09:00:59

comments regarding the Defendant's attorney withdrawing and
advises it was signed on March 5th, so she re-calculates the stay in
this case to next Friday and advises as of today there still is no
Notice of Appearance ﬁled.

09:03: 12

Judge

AM

Norton

is

now present also.

advises we started early today and comments regarding the stay until
March 30th and would like to set another status conference on

Wednesday,

April 4th.

ls ﬁne w1th that.

comments further with the Ct's interspersed comments and Court
advises him of the Court Assistance Ofﬁce.
continues the matter to April 4 at 3:00 pm for another status
conference.

000237

Filed
Electronically Filed
3/29/2018 4:33 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Lori Ferguson,
Ferguson, Deputy Clerk
By: Lori

Galy L. Neal
NEAL COLBORN, PLLC
Mountain View Professional Building
2309 N. Mountain View Drive, Suite 160
PO Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343-5931
Facsimile: (208) 343-5807
Email: rece tionm‘zidahorealestatelaw.com
[ISB #4818]
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on the
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the
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on the
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in the
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fn. 2.
fact or
2. A
A party
Id. at
at fn.
must properly
an assertion
of fact
or address
assertion of
support an
address
properly support
party must
party’s assertion
in I.R.C.P.
|.R.C.P. 56(c),
the Court
another
another party’s
make
or the
of fact
fact as
outlined in
assertion of
Court may
as outlined
may make
56(0), or
|.R.C.P. 56(e).
any
appropriate orders
outlined under
Evidence may
of
consist of
under I.R.C.P.
orders as
as outlined
any appropriate
may consist
56(e). Evidence
“the Court
that material
affidavits
will consider
which is
material ... which
affidavits or
is based
or depositions,
Court will
consider only
but “the
based
depositions, but
only that

Dep’t
trial." Harris
upon
which would
v. State,
Harris v.
knowledge and
at trial.”
personal knowledge
would be
admissible at
upon personal
and which
be admissible
State, Dep’t
1158-59 (1992).
of
297-98, 847
P.2d 1156,
123 Idaho
847 P.2d
the
of Health
Health &
Idaho 295,
& Welfare,
Welfare, 123
1156, 1158-59
295, 297-98,
(1992). IfIf the

evidence
fact, then
then only
law
material fact,
of law
no disputed
of material
question of
reveals no
evidence reveals
disputed issues
issues of
a question
only a
then enter
law.
the court
matter of
remains
which the
judgment as
enter summary
remains on
on which
of law.
court may
as a
a matter
summary judgment
may then

Purdy
v. Farmers
Ins. Co.
Farmers Ins.
of Idaho,
P.3d 184,
Idaho 443,
Co. of
138 Idaho
186 (2003).
65 P.3d
Idaho, 138
443, 445,
445, 65
184, 186
Purdy v.
(2003).
ANALYSIS
A
NALYSIS
in its
Plaintiff requests
The
judgment in
The Plaintiff
its favor,
arguing there
there is
is no
no genuine
genuine issue
of
requests judgment
issue of
favor, arguing

that Rodina
that was
the Declarations
not
material fact
completing work
material
work that
fact that
Rodina breached
Declarations by
was not
breached the
by completing
in direct
approved
Architectural Committee
was in
the Architectural
violation of
the language
Committee and/or
direct violation
of the
approved by
and/or was
language
by the

the Declarations.
of
Declarations.
of the

Rodina’s affirmative
affirmative defenses
The Association
The
of
Association also
alleges Rodina’s
also alleges
defenses of

Faith and
Waiver,
fail as
Fair Dealing
Dealing fail
Equitable Estoppel,
of Good
and Duty
and Fair
Good Faith
as a
a
Waiver, Laches,
Estoppel, and
Laches, Equitable
Duty of

Plaintiff requests
law. Finally,
matter of
the Plaintiff
the Declarations.
matter
fees under
Declarations.
of law.
under the
requests attorney
attorney fees
Finally, the

Rodina
that the
not dispute
the Property
the Declarations
the
Rodina does
is subject
to the
Declarations or
or the
dispute that
subject to
does not
Property is
provision
in
HOA. However,
that he
not in
provision referenced
Springs HOA.
Eagle Springs
Rodina argues
he is
is not
referenced by
argues that
However, Rodina
by Eagle
that his
affirmative defenses
violation
violation of
the Declarations
his affirmative
of the
Declarations and
and that
preclude summary
defenses preclude
summary

judgment.
judgment.
in their
their entirety
Therefore,
the Court
the Breach
Breach of
of Contract
Contract claims
claims in
Court addresses
addresses the
Therefore, the
entirety

prior
will also
prior to
affirmative defenses
the affirmative
The Court
Rodina. The
to discussing
make
Court will
discussing the
raised by
defenses raised
also make
by Rodina.
21
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a
whether attorney
fees are
the Association
prevail
determination of
of whether
appropriate should
Association prevail
are appropriate
should the
a determination
attorney fees
on
its claims.
claims.
on its
1. Breach
1.
Breach of
of Contract
Contract
In cases
with CC&Rs,
In
the issue
the extent
extent they
to the
to be
dealing with
to the
applicable to
are applicable
issue to
be
cases dealing
CC&RS, to
they are

determined,
first. See
them first.
controlling and
the CC&Rs
the Court
must consider
Court must
consider them
are controlling
and the
CC&RS are
determined, the
See
801—
Sun
546—47, 66
v. Hawkes,
Inc. v.
P.3d 798,
Land &
Idaho 543,
138 Idaho
Sun Valley
66 P.3d
& Minerals,
Minerals, Inc.
Hawkes, 138
Valley Land
543, 546–47,
798, 801–

interpreting CC&Rs.
02
when interpreting
The Court
principles when
02 (2003).
general contract
contract rule
rule principles
Court applies
applies general
CC&RS.
(2003). The

Nordstrom
v. Guindon,
17 P.3d
when
P.3d 287,
Nordstrom v.
Idaho 343,
289 (2000).
135 Idaho
Therefore, when
Guindon, 135
287, 289
343, 345,
345, 17
(2000). Therefore,
“terms are
their meaning
CC&R
where
meaning is
law and,
is a
of law
question of
clear and
are clear
and unambiguous,
CC&R “terms
a question
unambiguous, their
and, where

ambiguous,
fact.” Id.
their meaning
view the
meaning is
Id. The
The Court
the entire
entire
is a
of fact."
must view
question of
Court must
a question
ambiguous, their
agreement
whole, even
when examining
examining the
the implications
provision. Id.
Id.
implications of
agreement as
even when
of one
one provision.
as a
a whole,
Court's inquiry
“[i]f an
Thus,
found, then
then the
the Court's
the four
an ambiguity
is found,
four corners
corners
moves beyond
ambiguity is
Thus, “[i]f
inquiry moves
beyond the
parties." Sun
of
in order
intent of
the agreement
the intent
the parties.”
determine the
of the
agreement in
to determine
of the
order to
Sun Valley
138
Land, 138
Valley Land,
801—02 (citation
546—47, 66
Idaho
at 546–47,
P.3d at
at 801–02
Idaho at
66 P.3d
(citation omitted).
omitted).

“The interpretation
“The
interpretation of
the
of the

the drafters
the language
restrictive covenants
restrictive
from the
intended by
drafters can
of
covenants intended
ascertained from
can be
language of
be ascertained
by the

the
formulation of
time of
existing circumstances
the time
the formulation
the
the covenants,
the existing
at the
of the
of the
circumstances at
covenants, the
parties." Nordstrom,
covenants,
17 P.3d
the parties.”
the conduct
P.3d at
at
at 345,
of the
Idaho at
135 Idaho
and the
conduct of
Nordstrom, 135
covenants, and
345, 17

289.
289.
A.
A. Written
for Improvements
Written Approval
from the
Approval from
the Architectural
Improvements
Architectural Committee
Committee for
in violation
in
Plaintiff asserts
violation of
the restrictive
restrictive covenants
First,
forth in
Rodina is
is in
of the
covenants set
set forth
asserts Rodina
First, Plaintiff
in writing.
the
work that
writing. The
that was
not approved
the Declarations
The
Declarations because
he completed
completed work
was not
approved in
because he
in writing
plain language
from the
the plain
the Declarations
the
finds the
Court
writing from
of the
Declarations required
approval in
required approval
Court finds
language of

Architectural Committee
improvements on
Architectural
Owner could
Committee before
make improvements
on an
an
subdivision Owner
before any
could make
any subdivision
Association property.
Association
property.
properties—including
The
The Declarations
improvements on
allow improvements
Declarations only
on subdivision
subdivision properties—including
only allow
case—“as permitted
in this
this case—“as
the Architectural
the Property
permitted by
Architectural Committee
the
Committee [and]
at issue
issue in
Property at
[and]
by the
22
9.1.22
“Improvement”
writing." Declarations
approved
“Improvement”
in writing.”
4.1. See
Declarations §
Declarations §
approved in
also Declarations
See also
§ 4.1.
§ 9.1.

“any new
is
new exterior
exterior
is defined
to include
defined to
include fences,
and “any
landscaping, walls,
walls, grading,
grading, and
fences, landscaping,

22
22

“No Improvements
“No
portion of
the Property
Improvements on
shall be
on any
of the
or removed,
except
placed or
be constructed,
constructed, placed
removed, except
Property shall
any portion
those
without Architectural
the Design
the
Architectural Committee
Design Guidelines
Committee approval
of Grantor,
approval as
provided by
those of
Guidelines and
and the
Grantor, without
as provided
by the
Documents."
Project
Project Documents.”
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23
3.12.23
construction
The
Architectural
improvement. . . .” Declarations
The Architectural
exterior improvement.
construction or
or exterior
Declarations §
§ 3.12.
.

.

“to use
Committee
judgment to
that all
all Improvements
its judgment
Improvements conform
conform and
Committee is
to see
is authorized
authorized “to
and
see that
use its

harmonize
harmonize as
external design,
of construction,
to external
and type
.materials, color,
construction, . . .materials,
as to
color,
design, quality
quality and
type of
.

.

location
the Property,
finished ground
location on
on the
ground elevation,
and finished
grade and
elevation, . . . landscaping,
landscaping,
height, grade
Property, height,
.

.

.

considerations." Declarations
and
4.1. See
all other
other aesthetic
aesthetic considerations.”
Declarations §
Declarations §
and all
also Declarations
See also
§
§ 4.1.
24
9.1.24
9.1.

From the
plain language
From
was required
the plain
the declarations,
of the
is clear
Rodina was
to
required to
clear Rodina
language of
declarations, itit is

have
written approval
from the
prior to
the Architectural
completing any
Architectural Committee
Committee prior
have written
approval from
to completing
any
improvements
the Property.
improvements on
on the
Property.

Rodina’s
written approval
The
The entirety
the written
for Rodina’s
of the
approval for
entirety of

in the
modifications
found in
First Approval
Form and
the Property
the First
Approval Form
follows:
modifications on
on the
is found
and reads
reads as
as follows:
Property is

Fence
will be
the east
Repair: Fence
on the
repaired and
Fence Repair:
Fence will
extended on
and extended
east side
side
be repaired
facing N
N Cayuse
length of
full length
the full
the house.
facing
to cover
of the
cover the
house.
Cayuse Way
Way to
Landscaping:
with the
In order
the fence
the fence
the
repair the
level the
Landscaping: In
to repair
to level
order to
fence and
fence with
and to
house
and
the
east
side
will be
the backyard
the
at the
landscaping will
and
some landscaping
east
side
house some
needed at
be needed
backyard
of
the house.
of the
house.
— all
*-Fence to
*-Fence
w/ CC&Rs
in compliance
all repairs
match –
to match
to be
repairs to
to be
compliance w/
stained to
CC&RS
be stained
be in
25
codes25
AND all
AND
all applicable
State codes
applicable municipal,
municipal, county
& State
county &

(emphasis
in original).
original).
(emphasis in
in the
the changes
The Association
the
The
Association submitted
of the
photographs as
submitted photographs
evidence of
changes in
as evidence

Property
wall, and
that shows
retaining wall,
then placed
new retaining
new fence
built a
Rodina built
on
shows Rodina
fence on
and then
placed a
a new
a new
Property that
height of
which raised
nine
retaining wall
wall which
the new
new fence
the retaining
the height
top
of the
to approximately
top of
of the
fence to
raised the
approximately nine

23
23

“Improvement" is
full definition
definition of
The full
The
follows:
of “Improvement”
is as
as follows:
[A]ny
whether permanent
improvement or
permanent or
other improvement
or system,
or other
or object,
or
structure, facility
facility or
object, whether
system, or
[A]ny structure,
in any
which is
temporary,
portion of
the
is erected,
or placed
or in
of the
under or
constructed or
placed upon,
erected, constructed
temporary, which
upon, under
any portion
Property,
without limitation,
residential structures,
limitation, residential
including, without
structures, accessory
buildings, fences,
fences,
accessory buildings,
Property, including,
streets,
parking areas,
sidewalks, bicycle
landscaping,
streets, drives,
drives, driveways,
paths, curbs,
areas, sidewalks,
curbs, landscaping,
bicycle paths,
driveways, parking
living and/or
walls, hedges,
mail
and/or dead
plantings, trees,
vegetation, rocks,
dead vegetation,
lights, mail
walls,
trees, living
rocks, signs,
signs, lights,
hedges, plantings,
boxes,
waterways, recreational
electrical lines,
recreational facilities,
facilities, grading,
ditches, waterways,
grading,
lines, pipes,
boxes, electrical
pipes, pumps,
pumps, ditches,
road
other vegetation,
removal of
of trees
trees and
and other
road construction,
improvements, removal
construction, utility
plantings,
vegetation, plantings,
utility improvements,
which may
improvement which
new exterior
and
exterior construction
exterior improvement
construction or
or exterior
and landscaping,
and any
landscaping, and
any new
may
in the
not be
the foregoing.
not
foregoing.
included in
be included
24
24
Declaration
9.1 states:
Declaration §
states:
§ 9.1
This
Architectural Committee
This Declaration
.for the
the Architectural
Committee to
Declaration is
is intended
intended to
to serve
to use
serve as
use
as authority
authority .for
its
judgment to
that all
harmonize as
.to .external
.external design
its judgment
all Improvements
Improvements conform
conform and
to see
design
and harmonize
as .to
see that
quality
the
architectural character,
of construction,
location on
on the
and type
construction, architectural
materials, color,
character, materials,
color, location
quality and
type of
finish ground
Building Envelope,
Building
natural conditions,
ground elevation,
and finish
grade and
elevation, natural
conditions,
Envelope, height,
height, grade
-in the
aesthetic-considerations-.as set
landscaping
forth ·in
all aesthetic-considerations·.as
the Project
Project Documents.
Documents.
landscaping and
and all
set forth
25
25
Barber
Aff, Exhibit
Exhibit C.
Barber Aff,
c.

7 of
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feet.26
moving the
feet.26 The
Association alleges
following work
work was
the following
not approved:
the
The Association
approved: (1)
alleges the
was not
(1) moving
27
Declaration;27
(2)
fence closer
line than
than permitted
the lot
lot line
the Declaration;
the fence
permitted by
regrading the
to the
to
fence
fence to
closer to
by the
(2) regrading
28
Declaration;28
higher than
than permitted
retaining wall;29
be
(3)
wall;29 (4)
the Declaration;
permitted by
constructing a
be higher
a retaining
by the
(4)
(3) constructing
30
31
fence;31
Property;30
(5)
and
changing
changing the
the grade
the Property;
changing the
the appearance
the fence;
on the
of the
and
grade on
appearance of
(5) changing

in violation
that have
(6)
violation
completing landscaping
grading changes
have affected
landscaping and
drainage in
affected drainage
and grading
changes that
(6) completing
32
Declarations.32
in the
of
Rodina
the
the Declarations.
Improvements were
of the
of these
were covered
Rodina asserts
these Improvements
covered in
asserts each
each of

in the
written
First Approval
Form. The
written approval
Approval Form.
the First
The Court
violation
approval in
Court addresses
alleged violation
each alleged
addresses each

Rodina’s Improvements
within the
and
written approval
whether Rodina’s
the written
Improvements were
determines whether
were within
approval
and determines

granted.
granted.
B. Alleqed
B.
Alleged Violations
the Fence
Violations Related
to the
Related to
Fence

Rodina’s repair
First Approval
Form stated
The First
the fence
The
Approval Form
fence was
was required
repair of
to
of the
required to
stated plainly
plainly Rodina’s
in compliance
be
with the
limits on
the Declarations.
The Declarations
the
Declarations. The
Declarations have
have specific
on the
compliance with
specific limits
be in

4.2.4 states:
height for
for fences
location
properties. Section
location and
on subdivision
subdivision properties.
Section 4.2.4
states:
and height
fences on

Each
Architectural
fencing (as
the Architectural
Owner shall
shall place
Each Owner
approved by
place fencing
(as approved
by the
Committee)
subject
to
the
following
restrictions:
Committee) subject to the following restrictions:
(a)
than twenty
not extend
walls shall
shall not
extend closer
to any
street than
feet
Fence and
and walls
closer to
twenty feet
any street
(3) Fence
(20').
fence higher
(20'). . . . No
higher than
than six
(6') shall
without the
the
six feet
shall be
feet (6')
No fence
allowed without
be allowed
prior
Ada County
(if
required)
and
the
Architectural
Committee.
prior approval
the
Architectural
Committee.
approval of
of Ada
and
required)
County (if
.

.

.

(b)
fencing and
all damaged
walls shall
shall be
or replaced
to
repaired or
and walls
replaced to
damaged fencing
be repaired
(b) . . . all
original
within aa reasonable
time after
original design,
after said
materials and
color within
and color
reasonable time
said
design, materials
damage
occurs.. . . .
damage occurs
.

.

.

.

.

.

(d)
high planting,
shall be
barrier shall
No fence,
or barrier
obstruction or
be
planting, obstruction
wall, hedge,
fence, wall,
hedge, high
(d) No
allowed
which would
with the
interfere with
the use
of
allowed which
would unreasonably
and enjoyment
use and
unreasonably interfere
enjoyment of
neighboring
Building Lots
neighboring Building
not be
the same
shall not
Lots and
allowed ifif the
and streets,
and shall
same
be allowed
streets, and
constitute
neighboring
constitute an
an undesirable,
or nuisance
effect upon
noxious or
nuisance effect
upon neighboring
undesirable, noxious
Building
Building Lots.
Lots.
Rodina’s approved
A
Rodina’s
fence would
than the
plan did
not indicate
the fence
taller than
the six
six feet.
feet. A
indicate the
would be
approved plan
did not
be taller
than six
taller than
six feet
violation of
the Declaration
The
fence taller
feet is
Declaration cited
is an
an express
of the
fence
cited above.
express violation
above. The

higher than
photos
that the
than the
original
the newly
the original
Show that
is significantly
photos show
fence is
constructed fence
significantly higher
newly constructed

26
2“

2’
27
28
2“

2"
29
30
3°
31
31
32
32

Barber
Aff, Exhibits
Exhibits L,
Barber Aff,
o.
and O.
L, M,
M, N,
N, and
Complaint,
¶ 39.
39.
Complaint, 11
Complaint,
¶ 39.
39.
Complaint, 11
Complaint,
¶ 40.
40.
Complaint, 11
41.
Complaint,
¶ 41.
Complaint, 11
42.
Complaint,
¶ 42.
Complaint, 11
Complaint,
¶ 43.
43.
Complaint, 11
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fence.33
six-foot restriction,
fence.33 Because
without prior
prior approval
the new
new fence
the six-foot
approval
fence exceeds
restriction, without
Because the
exceeds the

Rodina’s new
of
Architectural Committee,
fence is
the Architectural
new fence
of Ada
is an
an express
Ada County
and the
express
Committee, Rodina’s
County and

violation
violation of
the Declarations.
Declarations.
of the
Rodina’s original
ItIt is
fence on
from the
that Rodina’s
original fence
the record
the east
his
is clear
on the
of his
clear from
record that
east side
side of
from Cayuse
than twenty
property
was installed
feet from
installed slightly
closer than
slightly closer
twenty feet
property was
Cayuse Way.
Way.

The
The

in its
with Rodina
Association indicated
that itit did
not object
the
its communications
to the
communications with
Rodina that
Association
indicated in
did not
object to

following the
fence following
fence line,
original fence
the original
movement of
additional movement
of
indicated any
fence
but clearly
line, but
clearly indicated
any additional
34
approved.34
the
fence closer
The
First Approval
Form
not approved.
The First
Approval Form
the Project
the street
Project fence
to the
street was
closer to
was not

First Approval
Form did
approved
the First
Approval Form
not
the fence.
repair and
extension of
of the
fence. However,
did not
approved repair
and extension
However, the

request
find no
that
new fence.
The Court
the approval
to construct
fence. The
no reading
reading of
of the
approval that
construct a
Court can
request to
can find
a new
This is
the fence
ten feet
the street.
would allow
fence within
within ten
allow Rodina
street. This
Rodina to
to move
move the
feet of
of the
is especially
would
especially
within twenty
in light
light of
true
which precludes
moving a
Declaration 4.2.4,
feet
true in
of Declaration
fence within
precludes moving
4.2.4, which
a fence
twenty feet

without
the Architectural
without express
from the
Architectural Committee.
Committee.
approval from
express approval

Rodina’s
Therefore,
Therefore, Rodina’s

movement
fence from
from its
than twenty
original location
its original
the fence
movement of
location and
to less
feet of
of Cayuse
of the
and to
less than
twenty feet
Cayuse
in violation
not approved
violation of
the Declarations.
Way
Declarations.
of the
was not
approved and
and was
was in
Way was

With regard
With
fence’s overall
the
the Declarations
the fence’s
restrict the
overall appearance,
Declarations restrict
to the
regard to
appearance, the
stating:
the Committee,
appearance
of fences,
except as
approved by
appearance of
as approved
Committee, stating:
fences, except
by the

No
fence shall
Architectural
the Architectural
shall be
No fence
allowed except
except as
approved by
be allowed
as approved
by the
Committee
with the
in general
the fence
Committee and
general conformance
on
conformance with
fence style
and in
depicted on
style depicted
Exhibit
Exhibit B,
part hereof.
The visual
hereof. The
hereto and
visual harmony
attached hereto
and made
made a
a part
harmony
B, attached
and
Building Lots
the structures
the Building
of the
on the
Lots being
being of
of mutual
mutual
aesthetic appeal
structures on
and aesthetic
appeal of
concern
having a
Building
all Owners
the value
to all
Owners and
direct bearing
bearing on
on the
of Building
concern to
value of
and having
a direct
Lots
the Architectural
Improvements thereon,
Architectural Committee
shall have
Committee shall
have
Lots and
and Improvements
thereon, the
the
design
and
color
scheme
of
the…fences….
right to
the...fences....
the right
the texture,
control the
of
to control
design
color
and
scheme
texture,
Declarations
Dwelling Structure).
4.2.3 (Exterior
of Dwelling
Declarations §
(Exterior of
Structure).
§ 4.2.3
The approval
not request
the fence
not match
the
match the
permission for
The
form did
for the
fence to
approval form
to not
did not
request permission

Declarations’ required
Declarations’
required appearance.
appearance.

First Approval
Form specifically
Further,
Approval Form
the First
Further, the
specifically

“fence be
match," indicating
required
was conditioned
the “fence
indicating approval
the
to match,”
approval was
on the
conditioned on
required the
stained to
be stained
“match” is
“match.” The
fence’s
plain common
meaning of
The plain
fence’s appearance
being stained
to “match.”
common meaning
of “match”
is
stained to
appearance being
35
another."35
“thing equal
a
The
similar to
The images
the newly
or similar
to another.”
show the
is
images show
fence is
constructed fence
equal or
a “thing
newly constructed

33
33

Compare
L to
Exhibit L
Exhibit O.
Barber Aff,
to Exhibit
0.
Compare Barber
Aff, Exhibit
F.
Exhibit F.
Barber
Aff, Exhibit
Barber Aff,
35
35
“Match," https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/match
MERRIAM-WEBSTER,
M
ERRIAM-W EBSTER, “Match,”
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/match (last
Visited Feb.
Feb.
(last visited
22,
2018).
22, 2018).
34
3“
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in appearance
not
fence.36 A
A comparison
similar in
original fence.36
not equal
the original
or similar
to photographs
photographs of
of the
comparison
equal or
appearance to

of
fence is
from
the old
different from
of photographs
photographs submitted
is substantially
submitted as
shows the
evidence shows
old fence
as evidence
substantially different
in appearance
fence. Therefore,
find the
the
the Court
not find
the change
the new
new fence.
the
of the
Court does
change in
appearance of
Therefore, the
does not

“match”
fence was
was approved
finds the
the altered
not “match”
altered appearance
fence
completed does
approved and
and finds
appearance as
as completed
does not
First Approval
Form.
so
Approval Form.
the First
the Declarations
violates the
Declarations and
and the
so itit violates

Because
written approval
the improvements
the written
improvements must
approval specifically
must comply
stated the
Because the
specifically stated
comply
with
with the
fence, the
the CC&Rs
not approve
the construction
new fence,
the
construction of
of an
an entirely
approve the
and did
did not
CC&RS and
entirely new

Rodina’s construction
Court
fence violates
plain unambiguous
the new
new fence
the plain
finds Rodina’s
construction of
of the
violates the
Court finds
unambiguous
Rodina’s construction
language
finds Rodina’s
the Declarations.
The Court
the new
new
Declarations. The
of the
construction of
of the
Court also
language of
also finds
written approval
fence violates
was moved
the written
six feet,
violates the
approval because
is over
over six
to and
fence
moved closer
closer to
and
because itit is
feet, was
N. Cayuse
than twenty
that does
not match
less
feet from
from N.
match
an appearance
and has
has an
less than
appearance that
does not
twenty feet
Cayuse Way,
Way, and

Plaintiff
the
fence. Therefore,
the Plaintiff
the previous
the Court
GRANTS Summary
to the
Judgment to
previous fence.
Court GRANTS
Therefore, the
Summary Judgment
the plain,
the construction
the new
new fence
and
fence was
finds the
of the
construction of
of the
and finds
was a
breach of
unambiguous
a breach
plain, unambiguous

language
the Declarations.
Declarations.
of the
language of
Retaininq Wall,
the Retaining
C.
Alleged Violations
Violations Related
Drainaqe
C. Alleqed
to the
Related to
and Drainage
Gradinq, and
Wall, Grading,

The
Association asserts
retaining
The Association
never received
permission to
Rodina never
to build
build a
received permission
asserts Rodina
a retaining
wall.37
retaining wall
wall or
mention of
The Court
wall.37 The
There is
or request
to build
is no
no mention
of a
build a
Court agrees.
request to
agrees. There
a
a retaining
in the
First Approval
Form. Rodina
retaining
Approval Form.
that the
form
retaining wall
wall in
the approval
the First
approval form
Rodina simply
asserts that
simply asserts

him to
retaining well.
allowed
wall.
to build
allowed him
build a
a retaining

the extent
extent Rodina
To
To the
Rodina asserts
approval to
to
asserts approval

“landscape” permitted
In the
“landscape”
wall, the
retaining wall,
definition of
the Court
the definition
permitted building
building a
of
Court disagrees.
disagrees. In
a retaining
list landscaping
the Declarations
improvements.
Improvements,
walls as
Declarations clearly
landscaping and
and walls
Improvements, the
as improvements.
clearly list

Declarations
3.12. The
the two
two terms
The distinct
exterior
distinct use
terms shows
of the
Declarations §
shows they
are separate
separate exterior
use of
they are
§ 3.12.
improvements. Therefore,
the Court
finds Rodina
never sought
improvements.
Rodina never
or received
approval to
to
Court finds
sought or
received approval
Therefore, the

build
wall.
retaining wall.
build a
a retaining
First Approval
Form did
retaining
the First
not include
for a
authorization for
Because
Approval Form
include authorization
did not
Because the
a retaining
in the
wall, which
which is
improvement section
the improvement
the grading
grading
is required
required by
section and
referenced in
and referenced
wall,
by the

section
judgment to
Plaintiff on
the Declarations,
the Court
GRANTS summary
to Plaintiff
on
of the
section of
Court GRANTS
Declarations, the
summary judgment
Rodina’s construction
retaining wall
paragraph
finds Rodina’s
wall was
was
the Complaint
the retaining
Complaint and
paragraph 40
40 of
of the
construction of
of the
and finds

a
violation of
the Declarations.
the Complaint
injunction and
Complaint requests
removal
Declarations. Since
of the
an injunction
Since the
and removal
requests an
a violation
36
36
37

L to
Exhibit L
Exhibit O.
Compare
Barber Aff,
to Exhibit
0.
Compare Barber
Aff, Exhibit
Pl‘s Memo,
Pl’s
p. 15
15
Memo, p.
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of
wall, and
judgment related
retaining wall,
retaining
the retaining
the Court
the retaining
grants summary
of the
to the
related to
Court grants
and the
summary judgment
in paragraph
41 and
in paragraph
wall in
As such,
wall
the claims
not
40. As
claims in
paragraph 41
paragraph 40.
43 are
moot and
and 43
are moot
and do
do not
such, the

trial since
retaining wall
wall and
require
fill must
the nonconforming
nonconforming retaining
must be
require a
removed
since the
and fill
separate trial
be removed
a separate
in paragraph
as
whether the
wall changed
retaining wall
the retaining
the
paragraph 3
of whether
below regardless
regardless of
changed the
discussed in
3 below
as discussed

4.12 and
in violation
4.13 of
grade
the property
violation of
the
of the
of effected
of §§
of the
drainage in
effected drainage
and 4.13
grade of
property of
§§ 4.12
38
Declarations.38
Declarations.

2. Affirmative
2.
Affirmative Defenses
Defenses

Rodina
fact as
affirmative
his affirmative
material fact
there are
Rodina argues
genuine issues
of material
to his
are genuine
argues there
issues of
as to
39
Estoppel.39
A. Waiver;
B. Laches
defenses
of: A.
C. Estoppel.
Laches and
and C.
defenses of:
Waiver; B.

Rodina
further argues
the
Rodina further
argues the

40
dealing.40
Association violated
fair dealing.
faith and
its fiduciary
violated its
of good
Association
duties of
and fair
good faith
fiduciary duties

w

AA. Waiver

“Waiver is
“Waiver
fairness and
justice.” Hecla
Min.
is an
an equitable
doctrine based
Hecla Min.
equitable doctrine
upon fairness
and justice."
based upon
Star-Morning Min.
Co.
A party
v. Star-Morning
Min. Co.,
122 Idaho
P.2d 1192,
1196 (1992).
Idaho 778,
Co. v.
839 P.2d
1192, 1196
778, 782,
782, 839
00., 122
party
(1992). A
right and
claiming
waive a
known right
intention to
that the
claiming wavier
wavier must
the party
must clearly
show an
an intention
to waive
and that
a known
clearly show
party

acted
in reliance
v. Ritchie,
Dev. Co.
waiver. Id.;
the waiver.
Riverside Dev.
reliance on
on the
Idaho 515,
Co. v.
103 Idaho
acted in
Ritchie, 103
ld.; Riverside
515, 518,
518,
520,
v. King,
P.2d 657,
102 Idaho
Brand S
Corp. v.
Idaho 731,
662 (1982);
8 Corp.
639
650 P.2d
King, 102
731, 734,
734, 639
657, 660,
520, 650
660, 662
(1982); Brand
P.2d
fact. Riverside
Dev. Co.,
P.2d 429,
432 (1981).
Waiver is
Riverside Dev.
of fact.
is ordinarily
question of
103
a question
ordinarily a
429, 432
00., 103
(1981). Waiver
Idaho
P.2d at
at 660.
at 518,
Idaho at
660.
650 P.2d
518, 650
the Association
the Project
approving
Rodina
Association waived
waived claims
regarding the
Rodina argues
claims regarding
Project by
argues the
by approving
41
Form.41
First Approval
his
Approval Form.
However,
failed to
that the
the
his First
Rodina has
to submit
submit evidence
evidence that
has failed
However, Rodina

with the
right to
the Declarations
the project.
the right
Association waived
waived the
Declarations on
on the
project.
to enforce
Association
compliance with
enforce compliance
38
38

“There shall
stating: “There
the established
shall be
interference with
Section
4.12 addresses
with the
no interference
Section 4.12
established
addresses drainage,
be no
drainage, stating:
drainage
for
pattern over
portion of
the Property,
alternative provision
provision is
is made
over any
of the
an adequate
drainage pattern
unless an
made for
adequate alternative
Property, unless
any portion
Committee." Section
in writing
proper
first approved
writing by
4.13 addresses
the Architectural
Architectural Committee.”
is first
proper drainage
Section 4.13
drainage and
and is
approved in
addresses
by the
“pursuant to
grading
that a
retaining wall
wall may
plan
grading and
grading plan
to a
constructed “pursuant
and specifically
states that
a retaining
be constructed
a grading
specifically states
only be
may only
Committee." The
approved
under
applicable
provision
of
Ada
County
Code
or
by
the
Architectural
The
approved under applicable provision of Ada County Code or by the Architectural Committee.”
“with the
Association argues
fill and
retaining
wall,
the
drainage
of
the
property
would
retaining
the addition
the
the
addition of
of fill
of
Association
drainage
would
and [the]
argues “with
wall,
property
[the]
that less
the east
the property,
storm water
water would
drain to
storm
change
would drain
to Cayuse
to the
of the
more storm
change so
and more
less storm
east of
so that
Cayuse Way
property, and
Way to
South." Plaintiff
water would
Plaintiff did
neighboring property
the South.”
not present
water
expert
to a
to the
present any
would be
directed to
did not
be directed
a neighboring
property to
any expert
“concerns" that
that
the Architectural
witness testimony
Architectural Committee
witness
Committee had
to drainage
indicated the
related to
drainage and
and only
had “concerns”
testimony related
only indicated
in violation
without further
the Property
drainage
further foundation.
violation of
the Declarations,
foundation. Thus,
on the
of the
drainage on
affected in
was affected
Declarations, without
Property was
Thus,
there
fill to
Architectural
within Architectural
whether the
the use
the fence
level the
there remains
remains an
an issue
of fact
fact of
of whether
of fill
to level
fence was
was within
issue of
use of
Rodina‘s improvements
Committee
Although an
fact may
whether Rodina’s
remain as
improvements
approval. Although
Committee approval.
an issue
of fact
to whether
issue of
as to
may remain
Court‘s
actually
in a
light most
the drainage
the Property
the Defendant,
the Court’s
on the
most favorable
to the
favorable to
drainage on
changed the
Defendant, the
a light
Property in
actually changed
grant
judgment related
40 makes
ggrant of
moot.
Paragraph 40
of summary
to Paragraph
related to
drainage moot.
makes issues
about drainage
issues about
summaryjudgment
39
Def‘s Opp,
p. 5.
Def’s
5.
Opp, p.
40
4°
Def‘s Opp,
p. 8.
Def’s
8.
Opp, p.
41
41
Def‘s Opp.,
5—6.
Def’s
pp. 5–6.
Opp., pp.
11 of
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in any
There
was no
face of
form, or
that the
the face
the form,
affidavit evidence,
the
There was
indication on
no indication
on the
of the
or in
evidence, that
any affidavit

First
Approval allowed
for any
written Declarations
First Approval
from
from the
the written
deviation from
Declarations or
or a
variance from
allowed for
a variance
any deviation
In fact,
in the
First Approval
Form
the
Approval Form
the architectural
the admissible
the First
provisions. In
architectural provisions.
admissible evidence
evidence in
fact, the

shows
First Approval
that the
Form expressly
From the
the First
Approval Form
the opposite.
the Record,
is clear
opposite. From
clear that
shows the
Record, itit is
expressly
“all repairs
in a
in compliance
term that
that “all
conditioned
written term
approval in
repairs to
to be
conditioned approval
compliance [with]
CC&RS
a written
be in
[with] CC&Rs
42
."42
. . . .”
Thus,
failed to
that the
the Defendant
the Association
Defendant has
to produce
Association
evidence that
has failed
produce any
Thus, the
any evidence
.

with the
rights to
waived its
its rights
the CC&Rs
its approval
the
waived
to enforce
noncompliance with
on its
approval of
of the
enforce noncompliance
CC&RS based
based on
in May
First
First Approval
Form Rodina
Approval Form
2016.
Rodina submitted
submitted in
May 2016.

Rodina’s waiver
Rodina’s
waiver claim
the Committee
approving construction
claim is
Committee approving
is also
on the
construction of
of
also based
based on
in the
similar
whether the
Architectural
similar improvements
the neighborhood.
the Architectural
improvements in
neighborhood. Regardless
of whether
Regardless of

similar proposals,
the plain,
Committee
Committee has
of Section
Section
has approved
approved similar
language of
unambiguous language
proposals, the
plain, unambiguous
9.5
the Declarations
of the
Declarations states:
states:
9.5 of
No
Waiver of
The approval
the Architectural
Approvals. The
Architectural
No Waiver
of Future
Future Approvals.
approval of
of the
Committee
proposals
or
plans
and
specifications
or
drawings
for
for
drawings
Committee of
of any
or
plans
or
specifications
and
proposals
any
any
with any
in connection
work done
matter
other matter
or proposed,
or in
connection with
done or
proposed, or
any work
any other
requiring
requiring the
the approval
the Architectural
Architectural Committee,
shall
approval and
of the
consent of
and consent
Committee, shall
not
waiver of
withhold approval
right to
not be
to constitute
constitute a
of any
to withhold
approval or
or
deemed to
a waiver
be deemed
any right
consent
similar proposals,
drawings or
to any
plans and
or
consent as
and specifications,
specifications, drawings
as to
proposals, plans
any similar
matter
matter whatever
for approval
whatever subsequently
or additionally
approval or
or
submitted for
additionally submitted
subsequently or
consent.
consent.
Therefore,
Therefore,

the
the

plain
plain

language
language

of
of

the
the

Declarations
Declarations

clearly
clearly

states
states

the
the

Committee/Association
not waive
the enforcement
the Declarations
waive the
enforcement of
of the
Declarations simply
Committee/Association does
does not
simply
similar proposals.
because
proposals.
has previously
approved similar
because itit has
previously approved

Finally,
Association incorrectly
the Association
9.7 of
the
Rodina argues
relies on
on Section
of the
Section 9.7
argues the
incorrectly relies
Finally, Rodina
non-compliance
the Project
for non-compliance
not waive
waive any
Declarations
Declarations to
to show
show itit did
to the
Project for
did not
objections to
any objections
43
completion.43
Project’s completion.
because
written notice
This
This Court
the Project’s
never submitted
Rodina never
notice of
of the
submitted written
Court
because Rodina

Committee’s ability
9.7 addresses
the Architectural
the
disagrees.
Architectural Committee’s
to inspect
inspect the
Section 9.7
disagrees. Section
addresses the
ability to

work completed
work
plan.
part of
of an
an approved
correct any
completed and
and correct
approved plan.
defects as
as part
any defects

Under
this
Under this

section,
written notice
the
Homeowner is
completion to
is required
to submit
submit a
notice of
of completion
to the
required to
a Homeowner
a written
section, a
Architectural Committee.
Architectural Committee
9.7.1. The
then
The Architectural
Architectural
Committee. Declarations
Committee is
is then
Declarations §
§ 9.7.1.
granted
writing of
in writing
the Owner
the completed
Owner in
of
granted sixty
to inspect
inspect the
project and
completed project
and notify
notify the
sixty days
days to
42
42
43
43

Exhibit C.
Barber
Aff, Exhibit
Barber Aff,
c.
Def‘s Opp,
Def’s
p. 6.
6.
Opp, p.
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non-compliance with
any
with the
the approved
the Owner
instruct the
Owner to
to
plans and
substantial non-compliance
approved plans
and instruct
any substantial
“If for
remedy
for any
non-compliance. Declarations
9.7.2. Further,
the
the non-compliance.
Declarations §
reason the
Further, “If
remedy the
any reason
§ 9.7.2.
within sixty
Architectural Committee
the Owner
Architectural
fails to
Owner of
Committee fails
to notify
of any
noncompliance within
notify the
sixty (60)
any noncompliance
(60)

days
written notice
work shall
the work
the written
shall be
after receipt
completion . . . the
to be
receipt of
of the
notice of
of completion
deemed to
be deemed
be
days after
.

plan."
in
with the
in accordance
the approved
approved plan.”
accordance with

.

.

Declarations
9.7.4.
Declarations §
§ 9.7.4.

Thus,
the plain,
plain,
Thus, the

with an
unambiguous
not waive
the Declarations
waive noncompliance
noncompliance with
an
of the
Declarations does
language of
unambiguous language
does not
until sixty
approved
plan until
notification of
material issue
after notification
completion. There
There is
of completion.
is no
no material
approved plan
issue
sixty days
days after

of
was ever
that no
The Committee
Defendant. The
completion was
Committee
of fact
fact that
no notice
notice of
of completion
ever provided
provided by
by Defendant.
in compliance
that he
informed
with the
not in
the approved
plan and
the
informed Rodina
Rodina that
he was
compliance with
was not
approved plan
and the

Defendant
matter
material issue
otherwise. Therefore,
Defendant has
failed to
to show
ShOW a
of fact
fact otherwise.
has failed
issue of
a material
Therefore, as
as a
a matter
Plaintiff has
not waived
the plain,
the Plaintiff
of
waived enforcement
enforcement under
of law,
under the
has not
language
unambiguous language
plain, unambiguous
law, the

of
the Declarations.
Declarations.
of the
First Approval
the First
Because,
waiver on
Approval
Rodina has
failed to
to show
ShOW any
of waiver
on the
evidence of
has failed
Because, Rodina
any evidence

Form
Form and
similar plans
9.7 shows
not waive
the
waive the
mere approval
approval of
of similar
plans does
Section 9.7
shows mere
and because
does not
because Section
Association’s
right to
with the
the approval
the CC&Rs,
the Court
Association’s right
to ensure
approval and
compliance with
Court
ensure compliance
and the
CC&RS, the
Rodina’s affirmative
will preclude
Plaintiff and
GRANTS
judgment for
affirmative
GRANTS summary
for the
the Plaintiff
and will
preclude Rodina’s
summary judgment
trial.
defense
waiver at
of waiver
at trial.
defense of

m

3 Laches
B.
“The necessary
defendant's
maintain a
“The
elements to
to maintain
of laches
are: (1)
Iaches are:
defense of
a defense
necessary elements
(1) defendant's

plaintiff's rights,
plaintiff's rights;
in asserting
plaintiff having
having had
invasion
the plaintiff
invasion of
asserting plaintiff's
of plaintiff's
had
rights, the
rights; (2)
delay in
(2) delay

that
institute a
the defendant
notice
notice and
an opportunity
to institute
lack of
of knowledge
knowledge by
defendant that
and an
a suit;
opportunity to
suit; (3)
by the
(3) lack
in the
plaintiff would
plaintiff
would assert
his rights;
the defendant
the event
event
or prejudice
to the
defendant in
assert his
and (4)
prejudice to
rights; and
injury or
(4) injury

barred." Sherman
relief
plaintiff or
relief is
the suit
not held
LLC
Sherman Storage,
is accorded
to plaintiff
or the
suit is
is not
held to
to be
accorded to
be barred.”
Storage, LLC

v.
Acquisitions II,
v. Glob.
P.3d 340,
SignalAcqu/sitions
Glob. Signal
Idaho 331,
159 Idaho
346 (2015).
360 P.3d
LLC, 159
ll, LLC,
331, 337,
337, 360
340, 346
(2015).
“he
third element
The Association
the third
The
element because
Rodina cannot
cannot establish
Association asserts
establish the
asserts Rodina
because “he

had
for relying
the approval
the completed
no reasonable
approval to
to construct
construct the
completed
had no
upon the
reasonable basis
basis for
relying upon
project" and
project”
similar projects
the alleged
he cannot
cannot rely
on the
approval of
of substantially
and he
alleged approval
projects by
substantially similar
rely on
by
44
Committee.44
In the
First
this decision,
the
In
the Committee.
the previous
the Court
the First
of this
determined the
previous section
section of
Court determined
decision, the

Approval Form
fence height,
Form did
Approval
not allow
the changes
the fence
allow the
to the
or appearance,
did not
changes to
location, or
height, location,
appearance,
retaining wall.
and
wall. The
not approve
the construction
The Court
the
construction of
of a
reiterated the
approve the
Court also
and did
did not
also reiterated
a retaining
44
44

Pl‘s Memo,
Pl‘s Reply,
Pl’s
22—23; Pl’s
pp. 22–23;
p. 6.
6.
Memo, pp.
Reply, p.
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language
which required
with the
the Declarations.
the
the approval,
Declarations. Finally,
of the
compliance with
required compliance
language of
approval, which
Finally, the
Court
Court

determined
determined

the
the

plain
plain

language
language

of
of

the
the

Declarations
Declarations

allows
allows

for
for

the
the

Association/Committee to
the scope
improvements as
to object
to improvements
of approval
approval up
Association/Committee
object to
as beyond
scope of
up
beyond the
to
find Rodina
the Court
not find
after completion
completion of
to sixty
of a
project. Therefore,
Rodina
Court does
a project.
Therefore, the
does not
sixty days
days after
has
fact remains
material issue
shown a
remains related
element three,
of fact
to element
lack of
of
related to
has shown
issue of
a material
a lack
three, a
knowledge
Association would
rights under
that the
its rights
the
the Association
knowledge by
Rodina that
would pursue
under the
pursue its
by Rodina
Declarations.
Declarations.
Additionally, the
find Rodina
the Court
not find
the approval
other
on the
approval of
of other
Rodina can
Court does
can rely
does not
Additionally,
rely on
their
that the
similar
similar projects
the Association
claim a
to claim
lack of
of knowledge
knowledge that
Association would
would pursue
projects to
pursue their
a lack

rights
failed to
rights under
the Declarations
the Defendant.
Defendant. First,
Declarations against
against the
Rodina has
to submit
submit
under the
has failed
First, Rodina
having the
similar projects
the same
any
of approval
approval of
of substantially
evidence of
projects (such
same
as having
substantially similar
(such as
any evidence
45
Project).45
in the
issues
with fence
height and
the photographs
his Project).
movement as
shown in
photographs of
of his
fence height
and movement
issues with
as shown

HOA Board
Meeting Minutes
Rodina
from July
from a
email from
Minutes from
Rodina submitted
2016 and
an email
submitted HOA
Board Meeting
and an
a
18, 2016
July 18,
incidents"
“variances in
in two
Board
Association approved
that show
the Association
two recent
member that
show the
recent incidents”
Board member
approved “variances
46
requirement.46
form for
from
the street
either variance
the twenty
from the
feet from
from the
No
for either
street requirement.
No approval
approval form
variance
twenty feet

Court’s consideration
in
was submitted
fact for
for the
the Court’s
material issue
to create
of fact
consideration in
submitted to
was
create a
issue of
a material

similar to
the projects
evaluating
whether the
justify a
evaluating whether
were substantially
to justify
lack of
of knowledge
knowledge
projects were
a lack
substantially similar
rights.
that
that the
the Association
its rights.
to enforce
Association would
enforce its
would seek
seek to

Rodina’s
the unambiguous
the Declarations
Further,
of the
Declarations precludes
language of
unambiguous language
precludes Rodina’s
Further, the

reliance
would exercise
that the
the Board
other variances
reliance on
on other
to show
show a
lack of
of knowledge
knowledge that
variances to
Board would
exercise
a lack
rights. The
its rights.
The unambiguous
the Committee/Association
its
of §
Committee/Association
language of
9.5 clearly
states the
unambiguous language
clearly states
§ 9.5

does
waive the
not waive
the enforcement
the Declarations
enforcement of
of the
Declarations simply
has previously
does not
because itit has
previously
simply because
similar proposals.
similar language
approved
Additionally, section
contains similar
section 9.9
proposals. Additionally,
approved similar
9.9 contains
language about
about
variances,
stating:
variances, stating:
Variances.
Architectural Committee
from
The Architectural
Committee may
authorize variances
Variances. The
variances from
may authorize
with any
compliance
of
the
architectural
provisions
of
the
Project
the
the
provisions
architectural
of
of
Project
compliance with
any
Documents…If
violation of
the covenants,
Documents...” such
no violation
of the
variances are
are granted,
such variances
covenants,
granted, no
in this
conditions
this Declaration
shall be
restrictions contained
Declaration shall
conditions or
or restrictions
to
contained in
deemed to
be deemed
have
with respect
which the
the matter
matter for
for which
the variance
have occurred
to the
variance was
respect to
was
occurred with
granted.
waive any
granting of
The granting
not operate
shall not
granted. The
of such
variance shall
to waive
of
operate to
such a
a variance
any of
the
this Declaration
the terms
for any
terms and
provisions of
Declaration for
of this
to
except as
and provisions
purpose except
as to
any purpose
45
45
46
46

Exhibit O.
Barber
Aff, Exhibit
Barber Aff,
0.
Counsel
A (email
B.
Exhibit A
Exhibit B.
From Nick
Nick Barber
Re: Fence
Barber Re:
Fence Issue)
and Exhibit
Counsel Aff,
Aff, Exhibit
(email From
Issue) and
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the
Building Lot
the
Lot and
the particular
provision hereof
particular provision
particular Building
hereof covered
and particular
covered by
by the
variance…
vaﬂance”.
Declarations
Declarations §
9.9.
§ 9.9.
Therefore,
finds unambiguous
forth
the Court
the Declarations
provisions of
of the
Declarations set
Court finds
set forth
unambiguous provisions
Therefore, the
that the
prior approval
that
the Committee
not bound
Owner
Committee is
is not
approval or
or variance
variance and,
an Owner
bound by
a prior
thus, an
and, thus,
by a

cannot
different project
on approval
approval of
of a
or variance
variance to
to support
cannot reasonably
project or
support
a different
reasonably rely
rely on
Defendant’s affirmative
law.
Defendant’s
affirmative defense
matter of
of law.
defense as
as a
a matter
Owner’s
Because
the unambiguous
the Declarations
of the
Declarations preclude
an Owner’s
language of
unambiguous language
preclude an
Because the

reliance
different project
matter of
of law,
Rodina cannot
cannot show
ShOW a
lack
reliance on
on approval
approval of
of a
project as
a lack
a different
as a
a matter
law, Rodina
rights. Therefore,
of
would enforce
that the
its rights.
the Court
the Association
of knowledge
knowledge that
Association would
enforce its
Court
Therefore, the

Rodina’s affirmative
Plaintiff and
affirmative
GRANTS summary
for the
the Plaintiff
GRANTS
judgment for
and precludes
precludes Rodina’s
summary judgment
trial.
defense
of laches
at trial.
Iaches at
defense of

Estoggel/Quasi-Estoggel
C.
C. Estoppel/Quasi-Estoppel
in the
Rodina
judgment, or,
the
Rodina argues
equitable estoppel
estoppel precludes
precludes summary
argues equitable
summary judgment,
or, in

quasithe Court
the Association
not make
alternative ifif the
alternative
finds the
false representations,
make false
Association did
Court finds
did not
representations, quasiestoppel
judgment.47
estoppel precludes
precludes summary
summary judgment.47
when a
Equitable
false representation
representation or
Equitable estoppel
or
makes (1)
estoppel arises
arises when
a party
a false
party makes
(1) a

concealment
with actual
the truth;
material fact
is
fact with
or constructive
constructive knowledge
knowledge of
of the
of a
concealment of
actual or
a material
truth; (2)
(2) itit is
with the
intent that
that itit be
the intent
the party
not
made
asserting estoppel
relied upon;
estoppel does
made with
be relied
does not
upon; (3)
party asserting
(3) the

know
know or
not discover
the truth;
the party
or could
asserting estoppel
relies on
on itit to
to
discover the
and (4)
estoppel relies
could not
truth; and
party asserting
(4) the
party's prejudice.
Twin Falls
v. Hamill,
the
Bldg. Corp.
the party's
Clinic &
Falls Clinic
Hosp. Bldg.
Corp. v.
Idaho 19,
prejudice. Twin
103 Idaho
& Hosp.
Hamill, 103
22,
19, 22,

644
P.2d 341,
644 P.2d
344 (1982).
341, 344
(1982).
that the
the Court
not find
the Defendant
Defendant has
Here,
find that
submitted evidence
Court does
evidence
has submitted
does not
Here, the

establishing
fact exists
that a
whether the
the Association
material issue
establishing that
of fact
exists as
to whether
Association made
made a
issue of
a material
as to
a
material fact
false representation
fact with
with actual
representation or
or constructive
constructive knowledge
knowledge
or concealed
false
actual or
concealed a
a material
truth. The
of
found the
the truth.
The Court
the approval
the Committee
not extend
Committee did
of the
approval granted
granted by
extend to
to
Court found
did not
by the

the
fence or
Association to
retaining wall
wall and
that the
the Project
the Declarations
the Association
allow the
Project fence
or retaining
Declarations allow
to
and that
within sixty
work.
address
completing work.
violations within
after completing
Declaration violations
perceived Declaration
address any
sixty days
days after
any perceived

Therefore,
first element
the Court
the first
element of
Defendant cannot
cannot establish
of estoppel
establish the
Court Defendant
estoppel as
Therefore, the
as a
a

47
47

Def‘s Opp,
Def’s
p. 8.
8.
Opp, p.
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Plaintiff and
matter
judgment for
law. The
The Court
GRANTS summary
for the
the Plaintiff
matter of
of law.
Court GRANTS
and precludes
precludes
summary judgment
Rodina’s affirmative
Rodina’s
trial.
affirmative defense
of estoppel
at trial.
estoppel at
defense of

“prevents a
quasi-estoppel “prevents
from asserting
The
The Doctrine
the
Doctrine of
of quasi-estoppel
to the
asserting a
a party
a right,
right, to
party from
taken." C
detriment
with a
which is
detriment of
inconsistent with
another party,
position previously
of another
is inconsistent
C &
&
a position
previously taken.”
party, which

G,
v. Canyon
In
Inc. v.
No. 4,
Dist. No.
75 P.3d
P.3d 194,
Idaho 140,
139 Idaho
198 (2003).
144, 75
Highway Dist.
140, 144,
194, 198
Canyon Highway
4, 139
(2003). In
G, Inc.
quasi-estoppel Rodina
order
the offending
different
offending party
to show
ShOW quasi-estoppel
Rodina must
must show
show (1)
took a
order to
a different
party took
(1) the
than his
position
following: (a)
original position
his original
the following:
the offending
offending party
position than
position and
of the
and (2)
one of
party
(2) one
(a) the

gained
the other
the other
other party;
other party
to the
an advantage
or caused
gained an
advantage or
disadvantage to
caused a
a disadvantage
party
party; (b)
(b) the
permit the
was induced
the
to change
or (c)
to permit
change positions;
would be
unconscionable to
was
induced to
be unconscionable
positions; or
(c) itit would

offending
maintain an
from one
offending party
inconsistent position
position from
to maintain
an inconsistent
he or
or she
one he
she has
has already
already
party to
derived
in. Thomas
v. Arkoosh
137 Idaho
benefit or
Arkoosh Produce,
or acquiesced
Thomas v.
derived a
Idaho 352,
acquiesced in.
a benefit
Produce, Inc.,
Inc., 137
352,
“there must
357,
that
1246 (2002).
quasi-estoppel, “there
To prove
prove quasi-estoppel,
must be
48 P.3d
P.3d 1241,
evidence that
be evidence
1241, 1246
357, 48
(2002). To
permit the
the offending
itit would
would be
offending party
to permit
to assert
unconscionable to
assert allegedly
be unconscionable
contrary
allegedly contrary
party to
positions." Atwood
positions.”
Atwood v.
v. Smith,
143 Idaho
314 (2006)
P.3d 310,
Idaho 110,
138 P.3d
Smith, 143
114, 138
(citing
110, 114,
310, 314
(2006) (citing

Thomas,
137 at
at 357,
48 P.3d
P.3d at
at 1246).
Thomas, 137
1246).
357, 48
The
find aa material
whether the
The Court
not find
the
material issue
of fact
fact exists
exists as
to whether
Court does
issue of
does not
as to
Rodina’s project.
the approval
The Court
Association took
took contrary
positions of
of the
approval of
of Rodina’s
project. The
Association
Court found
found
contrary positions
Rodina’s resulting
First Approval
the
Form did
the
the First
Approval Form
not approve
resulting Project.
Project. Therefore,
approve Rodina’s
did not
Therefore, the

Association’s
position—that Rodina
approval—has never
in violation
violation of
the approval—has
never been
Association’s position—that
was in
Rodina was
of the
been

contradicted
the actions
the Association.
the Court
or communications
communications of
of the
Association. Therefore,
actions or
contradicted by
Court
Therefore, the
by the
quasi-estoppel as
prima facie
matter of
law
finds
finds Defendant
element of
Defendant cannot
cannot show
show a
of quasi-estoppel
of law
facie element
a prima
as a
a matter
Rodina’s affirmative
Plaintiff and
and
judgment for
for the
affirmative
GRANTS summary
the Plaintiff
and precludes
and GRANTS
precludes Rodina’s
summary judgment

quasi-estoppel at
trial.
defense
of quasi-estoppel
at trial.
defense of

D.
D. Good
Fair Dealing
Dealinq
Faith and
and Fair
Good Faith
their obligations
the HOA
HOA Officers
Rodina
Rodina asserts
Officers and
violated their
obligations of
of
Members violated
Board Members
and Board
asserts the
30-29-830 and
-842, arguing
faith and
good
fiduciary duties
arguing
to Idaho
pursuant to
Idaho Code
and fiduciary
duties pursuant
and -842,
good faith
Code §§
§§ 30-29-830

“[t]his
“[t]his action
in violation
their duties
violation of
individuals in
action is
is an
an abuse
of power
power by
of their
duties and
and should
should
abuse of
by individuals
48
In support
this argument,
be
In
the Board
not
void. n48
of this
Rodina argues
support of
Board did
did not
argues the
deemed void.”
be deemed
argument, Rodina

“approved two
enforce
when itit “approved
in a
fair and
the provisions
manner when
two other
other projects
provisions in
regular manner
enforce the
and regular
projects
a fair

48
48

Answer, p.
¶ 6.
p. 5,
Affirmative Defenses
6.
Defenses 11
Answer,
5, Affirmative
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49
project."49
Rodina’s project.”
in nature
substantially
Rodina
similar in
on Rodina’s
Rodina
nature to
the project
completed on
project completed
to the
substantially similar

Board’s actions
asserts
Show discriminatory
enforcement.
the Board’s
actions show
asserts the
discriminatory enforcement.
in managing
HOA
faith in
HOA Board
managing
members are
Board members
exercise the
are bound
the utmost
bound to
utmost good
to exercise
good faith

the
Association. See
v. Mallory,
P.2d 1282,
110 Idaho
716 P.2d
1285
Idaho 510,
Steelman v.
the Association.
See Steelman
1282, 1285
510, 513,
513, 716
Mallory, 110
“The business
(1986).
judgment rule
when
immunizes the
faith acts
rule immunizes
of directors
the good
directors when
business judgment
good faith
acts of
(1986). “The

the
within the
within the
of the
of
acting within
powers of
corporation and
exercise of
the directors
directors are
are acting
the powers
the corporation
and within
the exercise
their
judgment.” Id.
Id. (internal
their honest
honest business
business judgment."
quotations omitted).
(internal quotations
omitted).

The
The burden
of
burden of

proving
proving bad
making the
claim. Id.
Id.
faith rests
on the
the party
the claim.
rests on
bad faith
party making
“to use
Under
is authorized
Architectural Committee
Under the
authorized “to
the Declarations,
the Architectural
Committee is
its
Declarations, the
use its

judgment to
harmonize as
all Improvements
conform and
Improvements conform
external design,
and harmonize
judgment
that all
as to
to external
to see
see that
design,
quality
on the
of construction,
location on
the Property,
and type
construction, . . . materials,
materials, color,
height,
color, location
quality and
Property, height,
type of
.

.

.

grade
all other
finished ground
other aesthetic
ground elevation,
and finished
and all
grade and
aesthetic
elevation, . . . landscaping,
landscaping, and
.

considerations." Declarations
considerations.”
4.1.
Declarations §
§ 4.1.

.

.

50
See
9. 1.50
Declarations §
also Declarations
See also
§ 9.1.

Because
the
Because the

unambiguous
Architectural Committee
the Declarations
the Architectural
grants the
Committee
of the
Declarations grants
language of
unambiguous language
retaining wall
discretion
for fence
wall
discretion to
to approve
or deny
approve or
fence construction,
requests for
construction, retaining
deny requests

Plaintiff and
construction,
the Plaintiff
the evidence
submitted by
evidence submitted
and any
and landscaping,
construction, and
landscaping, the
any
by the
controlling
the Architectural
determinations
Architectural Committee
regarding these
determinations by
Committee regarding
these issues
are controlling
issues are
by the

under
finds the
failed to
the language
the Declarations.
The Court
the Defendant
Defendant has
Declarations. The
of the
to
under the
Court finds
language of
has failed
in a
that the
that
the Board/Committee
manner that
material issue
show
ShOW a
of fact
fact exists
exists that
Board/Committee acted
issue of
acted in
a material
a manner

self-serving or
their discretion
was self-serving
the scope
the unambiguous
or outside
of their
discretion under
under the
was
unambiguous
outside the
scope of
the Declaration.
Declaration.
language
of the
language of

The
whether the
that itit was
The Court
the two
two other
other
to compare
Court addressed
was unable
unable to
compare whether
above that
addressed above
similar to
the Board
the project
projects
were substantially
to the
Board were
project completed
completed by
projects approved
approved by
substantially similar
by the
by

Rodina
judgment on
neither party
either of
the
Rodina because
at summary
on either
of the
presented evidence
evidence at
because neither
summaryjudgment
party presented
two completed
the approval
for those
The Court
two
form(s) for
or the
approval form(s)
projects. The
those projects.
Court can
completed projects
projects or
can only
only
in the
find in
fence restrictions
find
that the
the record
the projects
the fence
restrictions
to variances
on the
variances on
related to
record that
projects related

contained
in section
4.3.2 of
When reaching
whether to
the Declarations.
reaching a
Declarations. When
of the
on whether
to
contained in
section 4.3.2
decision on
a decision
49
49

5°
50

Def‘s Opp.,
Def’s
p. 9;
20.
Rodina Aff,
Aff, ¶
Opp., p.
9; Rodina
1] 20.
Declaration
9.1 states:
Declaration §
states:
§ 9.1
This
Architectural Committee
This Declaration
.for the
the Architectural
Committee to
Declaration is
is intended
intended to
to serve
to use
serve as
as authority
use
authority .for
its
judgment to
that all
harmonize as
.to .external
.external design
its judgment
all Improvements
Improvements conform
conform and
to see
design
and harmonize
as .to
see that
quality
the
architectural character,
of construction,
location on
on the
and type
construction, architectural
materials, color,
character, materials,
color, location
quality and
type of
finish ground
Building Envelope,
Building
natural conditions,
ground elevation,
and finish
grade and
elevation, natural
conditions,
Envelope, height,
height, grade
-in the
landscaping
forth ·in
aesthetic-considerations-.as set
all aesthetic-considerations·.as
the Project
Project Documents.
Documents.
landscaping and
and all
set forth
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approve fence
variance requests,
the Architectural
Committee considers
considers factors,
approve
fence variance
Architectural Committee
requests, the
factors,

“property location
including: “property
location in
in the
the subdivision,
of the
the fence,
and the
the aesthetics
aesthetics
including:
subdivision, visibility
visibility of
fence, and
51
affected.”51
drainage pattern
pattern [is]
of the
the fence...
and [whether
of
fence… and
The
Association and
The Association
and
[whether t]he
t]he drainage
[is] affected.”

“[t]wo fence
Rodina
showing the
the “[t]wo
Rodina submitted
variance requests
submitted evidence
submitted
fence variance
evidence showing
requests [were]
[were] submitted

detail," which
“property
in detail,”
which allowed
and
were discussed
the Committee
the “property
Committee to
to consider
allowed the
consider the
and were
discussed in
in the
location
the subdivision,
the fence,…the
the fence[,
location in
of the
of the
aesthetics of
fence,...the aesthetics
subdivision, visibility
visibility of
fence[, and]
and]
52
pattern."52
this court
that only
drainage
The
The evidence
the committee
after the
committee
is that
drainage pattern.”
court is
evidence before
before this
only after

considered
the variance
variance requests.
Rodina has
factors did
approve the
these factors
presented
requests. Rodina
has presented
did itit approve
considered these
Board’s actions
that a
that the
no
showing that
the Board’s
material issue
no evidence
of fact
fact exists
exists that
were
actions were
evidence showing
issue of
a material

self-serving or
in violation
self-serving
violation of
the Declarations.
Declarations.
or in
of the
Rodina’s Second
“[a]fter careful
Form “[a]fter
the Committee
Further,
Approval Form
Committee denied
careful
denied Rodina’s
Second Approval
Further, the
in Article
4.24 and
4.12 [of
consideration
Article IV,
the guidelines
the
of the
consideration of
guidelines in
Sections 4.24
and 4.12
IV, Sections
[of the

“negatively impact[ed]
Declarations]." Plaintiff
Plaintiff identified
that the
the completed
the
Declarations].”
identified that
project “negatively
completed project
impact[ed] the
with the
aesthetics
the subdivision
the use
of the
subdivision and
aesthetics of
and unreasonable
unreasonable interefere[d]
and enjoyment
use and
enjoyment
interefere[d] with

that the
neighboring lots.”
the evidence
the Court
the Board
of
lots. Thus,
of neighboring
is undisputed
Court is
Board
evidence before
before the
undisputed that
Thus, the
within its
acted
its discretion
the Declarations
the unambiguous
the
discretion under
Declarations and
of the
under the
and the
language of
unambiguous language
acted within

that discretion
law. Therefore,
matter of
the Court
GRANTS
Declarations
permitted that
Declarations permitted
discretion as
of law.
Court GRANTS
as a
a matter
Therefore, the
Rodina’s affirmative
Plaintiff and
summary
judgment for
affirmative defense
for the
the Plaintiff
of
and precludes
defense of
precludes Rodina’s
summary judgment
trial.
faith and
breach
fair dealing
dealing at
at trial.
of good
and fair
breach of
good faith

3.
Relief
lnjunctive Relief
3. Injunctive
“The failure
Building Lot
the Declarations,
Lot to
Owner of
Under
failure of
with
of any
of a
to comply
Under the
Declarations, “The
a Building
comply with
any Owner

any
with any
the Project
provision of
provision hereof,
of the
Project Documents,
is hereby
or with
declared
Documents, is
hereof, or
hereby declared
any provision
any provision
in . . . the
give rise
the Association
for recovery
a
will give
Association . . . for
rise to
to a
of action
action in
nuisance and
and will
a nuisance
a cause
cause of
recovery
.

.

.

.

.

.

both." Declarations
of
affirmative injunctive
for negative
injunctive relief
relief or
negative or
of damages
or for
or affirmative
or both.”
Declarations §§
damages or
§§
this provision,
15.5.2. Based
the Court
the Association
entitled to
finds the
15.5.1,
on this
is entitled
to
Association is
Court finds
Based on
provision, the
15.5.1, 15.5.2.

injunctive
requiring Rodina
injunctive relief
relief requiring
Rodina to
to remove
remove any
construction and
to restore
restore
unapproved construction
and to
any unapproved
the
with the
the Property
the Declarations.
Declarations.
to compliance
compliance with
Property to

Based
foregoing
the foregoing
upon the
Based upon

Plaintiff and
conclusions,
judgment is
will require
for Plaintiff
the Court
the
is granted
granted for
require the
Court will
and the
conclusions, summary
summary judgment
Defendant’s property
removal
fence, retaining
wall, and
fill and
retaining wall,
the fence,
the Defendant’s
removal of
of the
to
restore the
and fill
and restore
property to
51
51
52
52

27.
Barber
Aff, ¶
Barber Aff,
11 27.
Barber
Aff, ¶
27;
A and
B.
Exhibit A
Exhibit B.
Barber Aff,
and Exhibit
Counsel Aff,
Aff, Exhibit
11 27; Counsel
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with the
in
Plaintiff is
compliance
judgment in
the Declarations.
The Plaintiff
Declarations. The
is to
to submit
submit a
compliance with
proposed judgment
a proposed
with this
conformance
|.R.C.P. 54.
this decision
54.
conformance with
decision and
and I.R.C.P.
4. Attorney
4.
Attorney Fees
Fees

“to
in claims
The
The Declarations
the Association
allow the
claims “to
Declarations allow
to recover
Association to
recover attorney
fees in
attorney fees

enforce
with or
the terms
terms and
or specific
performance of
of the
conditions of
of [the]
compliance with
specific performance
enforce compliance
and conditions
[the]
53
8.1.53
Declaration." Declarations
Declaration.”
The
finds the
The Court
the breach
of contract
contract claims
claims raised
Declarations §
Court finds
breach of
raised
§ 8.1.

by
Association allege
the Association
the terms
the declarations.
violations of
terms and
of the
conditions of
of the
declarations.
allege violations
and conditions
by the
attorney’s fees
Thus,
fees is
appropriate.
is appropriate.
an award
of attorney’s
award of
Thus, an

C
ONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
Plaintiff’s Motion
Based
for Summary
filed January
the foregoing,
Motion for
on the
Based on
foregoing, Plaintiff’s
Judgment, filed
Summary Judgment,
January
GRANTED. The
The Court
injunctive relief
relief and
the removal
15,
2018, is
will require
grants injunctive
removal of
is GRANTED.
require the
of
Court grants
and will
15,2018,

Defendant’s new
the
fence, retaining
will require
retaining wall,
the Defendant’s
new fence,
the Defendant
Defendant to
require the
to
and fill,
and will
fill, and
wall, and
with the
his property
the Declarations.
restore
Declarations.
to comply
restore his
property to
comply with
53
53

Declaration
follows:
in pertinent
8.1: reads
pertinent part
part as
Declaration §
reads in
as follows:
§ 8.1:
right to
The
Association has
Assessments pursuant
its Assessments
The Association
the right
the
to collect
to the
collect and
enforce its
pursuant to
and enforce
has the
provisions
Building Lot,
Owner of
Owner of
hereof. Each
provisions hereof.
an Owner
of such
Each Owner
of a
becoming an
upon becoming
such
a Building
Lot, upon
Building
Assessment
Building Lot
Lot shall
shall be
to covenant
covenant and
to pay
and agree
and every
agree to
each and
deemed to
be deemed
every Assessment
pay each
provided
Assessments in
in this
in the
this Declaration
for in
the enforcement
all Assessments
the
Declaration and
enforcement of
to the
of all
provided for
and agrees
agrees to
In the
manner
...to enforce
manner herein
herein specified.
the event
event an
an attorney
or attorneys
specified. In
enforce
are employed
attorneys are
attorney or
employed …to
compliance
with or
this Declaration,
the terms
terms and
conditions of
of this
or specific
performance of
of the
compliance with
specific performance
and conditions
Declaration,
attorney's
in
each
reasonable
attorney's
fees
in
addition
to
any
other
relief
relief or
Owner agrees
other
to pay
addition
to
or
reasonable
each Owner
fees
agrees to
any
pay
remedy
Owner.
against such
obtained against
such Owner.
remedy obtained
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Plaintiff is
The
judgment that
with this
that conforms
this decision
The Plaintiff
is to
to submit
submit aa proposed
conforms with
decision
proposed judgment

and
|.R.C.P. 54.
54.
and I.R.C.P.
in compliance
with
Plaintiff must
The
file aa memorandum
fees and
The Plaintiff
must also
memorandum of
of fees
compliance with
and costs
also file
costs in

I.R.C.P.
|.R.C.P. 54.
54.
in the
Having granted
trial is
Having
all relief
relief requested
the Complaint,
the court
granted all
is vacated.
court trial
vacated.
requested in
Complaint, the

ORDERED
ORDERED

Signed: 3/30/2018 11:32 AM

__________________________
Lynn
Norton
Lynn Norton
District
District Judge
Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I

hereby certify that on

March 30, 2018

, I

e—mailed (served) a true and

correct copy of the above document to the following:

Christopher Tingey
cmt@vf-Iaw.com
Brindee Collins
Brindee.collins@vf-Iaw.com

Jan Rodina
9825 W. Big Springs Blvd.
Boise ID 83714

iohnrodina@gmail.com

Gary Neal
reception@idahorealestatelaw.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

Deputy Clerk

Signed: 3/30/2018 12:12 PM
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Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine

IN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF
IN
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
OF
COURT OF

THE STATE
IN AND
THE COUNTY
THE
AND FOR
ADA
STATE OF
FOR THE
OF IDAHO,
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
IDAHO, IN

EAGLE SPRINGS
EAGLE
HOMEOWNERS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
|NC.,

CV01-17-11897
Case
No. CV01-17-11897
Case No.

JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
vs.
vs.
JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.
ENTERED AS
JUDGMENT
AS FOLLOWS:
JUDGMENT IS
FOLLOWS:
IS ENTERED

Defendant’s
The
will require
The Court
injunctive relief
relief and
the removal
the Defendant’s
grants injunctive
removal of
require the
of the
Court grants
and will
retaining wall,
new fence,
the Defendant
his property
new
fence, retaining
wall, and
fill, and
will require
Defendant to
require the
to restore
restore his
and fill,
and will
property

to
with the
the Declarations.
Declarations.
to comply
comply with
Plaintiff must
The Plaintiff
The
file any
within fourteen
fourteen days
must file
memorandum of
of fees
of
and costs
fees and
costs within
days of
any memorandum

this
this Judgment.
Judgment.
ORDERED
ORDERED

Signed: 4/17/2018 12:24 PM

__________________________
Lynn
Norton
Lynn Norton
District
District Judge
Judge
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, I
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correct copy of the above document to the following:

Christopher Tingey
cmt@vf-Iaw.com

Brindee Collins
Brindee.collins@vf-Iaw.com

Gary Neal
reception@idahorealestatelaw.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

Deputy Clerk

Signed: 4/17/2018 02:22 PM
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D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
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By:
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By: Lusina Heiskari,
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8556
Tingey, ISB
Amber
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Amber K.
10161
K. Kauffman,
Kauffman, ISB
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
F OTHERINGHAM LLP
6126
311
6126 W
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Plaintiff Eagle
Civil Procedure
Pursuant
to Idaho
Rule of
of Civil
Eagle
Pursuant to
and 54(e)(1)
and (5),
Procedure 54(d)(4)
Idaho Rule
54(d)(4) and
54(e)(1) and
(5), Plaintiff
(“Association”), as
in this
Springs
prevailing party
party in
this matter,
the prevailing
Springs Homeowners
Inc. (“Association”),
Homeowners Association,
as the
Association, Inc.
matter,

Plaintiff’s Memorandum
submits
Attorneys’ Fees
the following
following Plaintiff’s
ﬁles the
of Costs
submits and
Memorandum of
and Attorneys’
and files
Fees
Costs and
(“Memorandum”). This
(“Memorandum”).
by the
Affidavit of
This Memorandum
the Afﬁdavit
Christopher M.
is supported
of Christopher
M. Tingey
Memorandum is
supported by
Tingey

Plaintiff’s Memorandum
Attorneys’ Fees.
in
in support
of Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of
of Costs
support of
and Attorneys’
Costs and
Fees.

I.
1.

Costs.
IRCP 54(d),
Article VII,
the Declaration
Pursuant
to IRCP
of the
of Covenants,
Declaration of
Section 7.5
Pursuant to
7.5 of
Covenants,
VII, Section
54(d), Article

(“Declaration”), and
Conditions
Article VI,
for Eagle
Springs Subdivision
Restrictions for
Conditions and
Eagle Springs
Subdivision (“Declaration”),
and Article
and Restrictions
VI,
Homeowners’ Association
Section
(“Bylaws”), Plaintiff,
the Bylaws
Springs Homeowners’
of the
of Eagle
Eagle Springs
Association (“Bylaws”),
Section 6.2(b)
Plaintiff,
Bylaws of
6.2(b) of

as
prevailing party,
because they
in this
this case
the prevailing
entitled to
is entitled
to an
an award
of costs
incurred in
are
award of
costs incurred
case because
as the
they are
party, is

Plaintiff’s Memorandum
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1
Plaintiff’s
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and Attorneys’
Costs and
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“costs incurred
“costs
in bringing
bringing [Defendant
into compliance
with
Building Lot
Lot into
incurred in
compliance with
and/or [his]
[Defendant Rodina]
Rodina] and/or
[his] Building

the provisions
provisions of
the governing
the
for Eagle
governing instruments
of the
Eagle Springs.
Springs.
instmments for
A.

Costs as
as a Matter of Right.

in aa lawsuit
IRCP
that certain
IRCP 54(d)(1)(C)
matter
certain costs
lawsuit as
provides that
incurred by
costs incurred
as a
a matter
party in
by aa party
54(d)(1)(C) provides

“When costs
of
right. “When
that party
party is
to the
the following
entitled to
following costs,
of right.
to aa party,
is entitled
are awarded
costs are
awarded to
costs,
party, that

.” IRCP
actually
paid, as
right .. .. .. .”
IRCP 54(d)(1)(C).
matter of
of right
Those mandatory
costs include,
as a
a matter
include,
mandatory costs
actually paid,
54(d)(1)(C). Those
“reasonable costs
without
ﬁling fees,
the
without limitation,
of the
witness fees,
and “reasonable
costs of
limitation, court
service fees,
court filing
fees, service
fees, witness
fees, and

preparation of
exhibits admitted in evidence as
other exhibits
preparation
of models,
or other
as
models, maps,
maps, pictures, photographs, or
.” (Emphasis
exhibits in a hearing or
trial of
or trial
of an
an action
action .. .. .. .”
(Emphasis added).
added).

ﬁling fees
in filing
ﬁling the
Plaintiff is
Here,
remuneration for
the Complaint
the
for its
its filing
Complaint and
is seeking
seeking remuneration
and the
fees in
Here, Plaintiff

costs
used during
the summary
judgment hearing.
The
for the
the enlarged
exhibits used
during the
hearing. The
enlarged photograph
photograph exhibits
costs for
summary judgment
specific
the total
below.
right are
matter of
total costs
of the
of right
speciﬁc amounts
are shown
amounts of
costs as
shown below.
as a
a matter
1.
1.

Costs
to IRCP
Right. Pursuant
IRCP 54(d)(1)(C),
Article VII,
Matter of
of Right.
Pursuant to
Costs as
as a
a Matter
VII,
54(d)(1)(C), Article

Section
Article VI,
the Bylaws:
the Declaration,
of the
of the
Section 7.5
Section 6.2(b)
and Article
7.5 of
Declaration, and
Bylaws:
VI, Section
6.2(b) of
a.
a.

ﬁling fees
Court
fees (Complaint)…………..…………………$227.63
Court filing
(Complaint) ................................... $227.63

b.
b.

Enlarged
judgment
for motion
motion for
for summary
exhibits for
Enlarged photograph
photograph exhibits
summary judgment
hearing/trial…..
...................................................................... $270.00
hearing/trial.. .........................................................................
$270.00
Total costs as
as a matter of right ………………………..…$497.63
................................ $497.63

B.

Discretionary Costs.

“on aa showing
IRCP
that
IRCP 54(d)(1)(D)
for the
the recovery
of additional
additional costs
showing that
provides for
also provides
costs “on
recovery of
54(d)(1)(D) also

in the
the costs
the interest
interest
the
exceptional costs,
and exceptional
and should
should in
were necessary
costs were
incurred, and
reasonably incurred,
necessary and
costs, reasonably
“discretionary” under
of
justice be
party.” While
the adverse
the Rules
While “discretionary”
Civil
of justice
against the
of Civil
Rules of
under the
adverse party.”
be assessed
assessed against
Association’s Declaration
Procedure,
to all
the Association’s
Plaintiff is
all of
its costs
entitled to
is entitled
of its
to the
Declaration and
and
pursuant to
costs pursuant
Procedure, Plaintiff
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Bylaws.
the Declaration
in
the Association
all costs
entitles the
Declaration entitles
to recover
of the
Association to
Section 7.5
recover all
incurred in
costs incurred
7.5 of
Bylaws. Section
Owner’s Lot
bringing an
the Owner’s
terms of
the Declaration
bringing
into compliance
with the
Lot into
the terms
Declaration and
an Owner
of the
compliance with
and the
and
Owner and

Bylaws.
Bylaws.
with respect
the above
Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
respect to
to Regular
provisions with
Regular and
and Special
Special
above provisions
Limited Assessment
Assessments, the
the Board
against aa Member
Member as
Board may
Assessment against
as a
a
Assessments,
levy aa Limited
may levy
in bringing
bringing the
remedy to
Association for
the Member
the Association
for costs
to reimburse
incurred in
Member
reimburse the
costs incurred
remedy
Member’s Building
and/or
provisions of
into compliance
with the
Building Lot
Lot into
the provisions
the
of the
compliance with
and/or such
such Member’s
governing
for Eagle
governing instruments
Eagle Springs.
Springs.
instruments for

(Declaration,
to reimburse
Art. VII,
the Bylaws
the
require an
an Owner
reimburse the
Owner to
also require
Likewise, the
(Declaration, Art.
VII, §§ 7.5).
Bylaws also
7.5). Likewise,
Association for
the Declaration
in enforcing
for costs
enforcing the
Declaration and
incurred in
Association
and Bylaws.
costs incurred
Bylaws.
As further
the Declaration,
reimburse the
in the
the
shall reimburse
As
further provided
Owner shall
provided in
each Owner
Declaration, each
in
repairing
for
portion
replacing any
Corporation
or replacing
Corporation for any
expenditures incurred
incurred in repairing or
any expenditures
any portion
the Property
the Corporation
which are
of
by the
of the
or controlled
controlled by
Corporation which
are damaged
damaged
owned or
Property owned
through
the Owner,
promptly reimburse
the
through the
the fault
shall promptly
fault of
of the
reimburse the
and each
each Owner
Owner shall
Owner, and
maintaining that
Corporation
the costs
that portion
portion
for the
replacing and/or
of repairing,
Corporation for
and/or maintaining
costs of
repairing, replacing
of
the Property
the Corporation
repaired, replaced
replaced or
which the
maintained
or maintained
of the
Corporation has
has repaired,
Property which
pursuant
to
the
Declaration.
Such
expenditures
shall
include
all
court
costs
the
Declaration.
pursuant to
and reasonable attorneys’ fees
provision
fees and costs incurred in enforcing any provision
of these Bylaws or the Declaration.
(Bylaws,
Art. VI,
(emphasis added).
added).
VI, §§ 6.2(b))
(Bylaws, Art.
6.2(b)) (emphasis

it in
in this
in its
litigation in
this litigation
the Association
all costs
its
Here,
Association is
is seeking
seeking recovery
of all
incurred by
costs incurred
Here, the
recovery of
by it
efforts
the use
use restriction
restriction sections
the Declaration
that are
the
efforts to
Defendant the
Declaration that
of the
at the
to enforce
against Defendant
enforce against
sections of
are at
“discretionary” costs
in their
heart
their total
this matter.
heart of
total amounts
matter. Specifically,
of this
outlined in
those “discretionary”
are outlined
amounts
costs are
Speciﬁcally, those

below.
below.
2.
2.

Discretionary
Article
IRCP 54(d)(1)(D),
Declaration Article
to IRCP
Pursuant to
Costs. Pursuant
Discretionary Costs.
54(d)(1)(D), Declaration

VII,
Article VI,
Section 7.5,
Section 6.2(b):
and Bylaws
VII, Section
Bylaws Article
7.5, and
VI, Section
6.2(b):
a.
a.

Mediation
Mediation fees
fees ……………………………………………$1,625.00
................................................... $1,625.00

b.
b.

Subpoena
service fees
fees (Idaho
tecum service
Subpoena duces
duces tecum
Link,
Power, Century
(Idaho Power,
Century Link,
and
and Cable
Cable One)
................................................... $105.00
One) ……………………………..…………....$105.00

Plaintiff’ s Memorandum
Fees—- 3
Attorneys’ Fees
Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of
of Costs
and Attorneys’
Costs and
3
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c.
0.

Document
production photocopy
Document production
charges.
....$22.44
photocopy charges……………..…...$22.44

d.
d.

Online
Online Legal
Legal Research………………….……………...…$264.81
Research ........................................... $264.81

e.
6.

Postage………………………………………..………..…$109.83
Postage ............................................................. $109.83

f.
f.

Parking for
Parking
for court
hearings ........................................... $2.00
court hearings…………..….…………………....$2.00

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

Total discretionary costs…………………...…$
costs ........................... $ 2,129.08
TOTAL COSTS ………………………..…$2,626.71
................................ $2,626.71
II.
11.

Attorneys’
Attorneys’ Fees.
Fees.

Pursuant
Article VII,
Article VIII,
IRCP 54(e)(1)
to IRCP
Section 7.5
Section 8.1
Pursuant to
and Article
8.1
and (5),
7.5 and
VIII, Section
VII, Section
54(e)(1) and
(5), Article
Article VI,
the Bylaws,
the prevailing
prevailing
of
the Declaration,
of the
of the
Section 6.2(b)
and Article
Plaintiff, as
Declaration, and
as the
VI, Section
Bylaws, Plaintiff,
6.2(b) of

“to enforce
party, is
to an
this is
entitled to
is an
an action
action “to
is entitled
an award
of attorney
compliance
enforce compliance
fees because
award of
because this
attorney fees
party,
.”
with
performance of
terms and
th[e] Declaration
with or
the terms
Declaration .. .. .. .”
conditions of
of th[e]
or specific
of the
and conditions
speciﬁc performance

A.

Entitlement to
t0 Attorney Fees.

In
this case,
brought claims
to enforce
In this
Plaintiff brought
the
claims against
against Defendant
Rodina to
Defendant Rodina
enforce the
case, Plaintiff
architectural
restrictions contained
the Declaration.
in the
Declaration. Specifically,
contained in
architectural review
review covenants
covenants and
and restrictions
Speciﬁcally,
Plaintiff asked
for an
injunction compelling
all construction
his
compelling Defendant
Defendant Rodina
Plaintiff
to stop
an injunction
Rodina to
on his
stop all
construction on
asked for

property; remove
noncompliant construction
all unapproved
his
improvements on
or noncompliant
or improvements
on his
remove all
construction or
unapproved or
property;
in the
it
property, including
restore his
property in
retaining wall,
his property
the condition
including aa new
condition it
new fence,
and fill;
fence, retaining
ﬁll; restore
wall, and
property,

was
the noncompliant
noncompliant fence
retaining wall;
the height
in before
height
with the
built the
he built
fence and
before he
and retaining
and comply
was in
wall; and
comply with
and
restrictions for
the community.
in the
Plaintiff also
for fences
at 8-9).
and setback
fences in
setback restrictions
also requested
requested
8-9). Plaintiff
community. (Compl.
(Compl. at
in enforcing
all of
its attorney
enforcing the
terms of
Declaration and
of its
incurred in
of the
at 9.
all
the terms
the Declaration
Id. at
and Bylaws.
fees incurred
9.
attorney fees
Bylaws. Id.

Article
the Declaration
Declaration says:
of the
Article VII,
Section 7.5
7.5 of
VII, Section
says:
with respect
Notwithstanding the
respect to
the above
Notwithstanding
to Regular
provisions with
Regular and
and Special
Special
above provisions
Limited Assessment
Assessments, the
the Board
Assessment against
against aa Member
Member as
Board may
as a
a
Assessments,
levy aa Limited
may levy
in bringing
remedy to
to reimburse
Association for
bringing the
the Member
the Association
for costs
Member
incurred in
reimburse the
costs incurred
remedy
Plaintiff’ s Memorandum
Fees—- 4
Attorneys’ Fees
Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of
of Costs
and Attorneys’
Costs and
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Member’s Building
and/or
provisions of
into compliance
with the
Building Lot
Lot into
the provisions
the
of the
compliance with
and/or such
such Member’s
governing
for Eagle
governing instruments
Eagle Springs.
Springs.
instruments for

“a charge
“Limited Assessment”
“Limited
Assessment” is
particular Owner
in the
the Declaration
Declaration as
is defined
against aa particular
charge against
Owner and
deﬁned in
and
as “a
Owner’s Building
Building Lot,
the cost
the
such
the Owner,
to the
attributable to
to the
such Owner’s
equal to
cost incurred
incurred by
directly attributable
Owner, equal
Lot, directly
by the

in connection
Association
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
this
with corrective
connection with
action performed
performed pursuant
of this
Association in
provisions of
corrective action
Declaration.”
in this
Declaration,
provided in
this Declaration.”
including interest
interest thereon
thereon as
Declaration, including
as provided

Article
the Declaration
provides in
in relevant
Article VIII,
Declaration provides
of the
relevant part:
part:
Section 8.1
8.1 of
VIII, Section
In
the event
In the
for the
the collection
an attorney
or attorneys
collection of
of any
event an
are employed
attorneys are
attorney or
employed for
any
Assessment, whether
by suit
to enforce
with or
whether by
or
suit or
or otherwise,
or to
compliance with
enforce compliance
Assessment,
otherwise, or
specific
the terms
terms and
this Declaration,
performance of
of the
conditions of
of this
speciﬁc performance
and conditions
each Owner
Owner
Declaration, each
attorney’s fees
agrees
reasonable attorney’s
to any
remedy
in addition
relief or
other relief
to pay
addition to
or remedy
fees in
agrees to
any other
pay reasonable
obtained
against such
obtained against
Owner. .. .. ..
such Owner.
attorneys’
Likewise,
the Bylaws
Association to
to recover
recover its
the Association
its reasonable
authoﬁze the
reasonable attorneys’
also authorize
Likewise, the
Bylaws also

it is
fees
judicial intervention
intervention to
its governing
governing documents.
when it
is required
to seek
to enforce
required to
enforce its
fees when
seek judicial
documents.
in the
As further
the Declaration,
reimburse the
the
shall reimburse
As
further provided
Owner shall
provided in
each Owner
Declaration, each
Corporation
repairing or
portion
in repairing
for any
replacing any
or replacing
Corporation for
expenditures incurred
incurred in
any expenditures
any portion
of
by the
the Property
the Corporation
which are
of the
or controlled
controlled by
Corporation which
are damaged
damaged
owned or
Property owned
through
the Owner,
promptly reimburse
the
through the
the fault
shall promptly
fault of
of the
reimburse the
and each
each Owner
Owner shall
Owner, and
Corporation
for
the
costs
of
repairing,
replacing
and/or
maintaining
that
portion
maintaining
that
portion
for
the
Corporation
costs of repairing, replacing and/or
which the
maintained
of
the Property
the Corporation
repaired, replaced
replaced or
or maintained
of the
Corporation has
has repaired,
Property which
pursuant
the Declaration.
to the
Declaration. Such expenditures shall include all court costs
pursuant to
and reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in enforcing any provision
provision
of these Bylaws or the Declaration.

(Bylaws,
Art. VI,
(emphasis added).
added).
VI, §§ 6.2(b))
(Bylaws, Art.
6.2(b)) (emphasis
Plaintiff’s motions
As
the Court
judgment,
in its
granting Plaintiff’s
its decision
for summary
motions for
As the
noted in
decision granting
Court noted
summary judgment,

Plaintiff
Association is
prevailing party
Plaintiff Association
the prevailing
its breach
is the
on its
of contract
contract (covenant)
claims and
on
breach of
and on
(covenant) claims
party on
Rodina’s affirmative
Granting Summ.
afﬁrmative defenses.
Defendant Rodina’s
at
Decision and
Defendant
Order Granting
and Order
defenses. (Memo.
Summ. J.
J. at
(Memo. Decision

“an award
that pursuant
19-20).
the terms
the Court
the Declaration,
terms of
to the
of the
of
19-20). Further,
Court concluded
pursuant to
concluded that
award of
Declaration, “an
Further, the

Plaintiff’ s Memorandum
Fees—- 5
Attorneys’ Fees
Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of
of Costs
and Attorneys’
Costs and
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appropriate.” Id.
attorney’s fees
attorney’s
Id. at
Association is
to its
Plaintiff Association
its
entitled to
is entitled
is appropriate.”
at 19.
19. Therefore,
fees is
Therefore, Plaintiff

attorney
the terms
the Declaration.
Art. VIII,
terms of
to the
of the
Declaration. (Decl.,
pursuant to
fees pursuant
attorney fees
VIII, §§ 8.1).
8.1).
(Decl., Art.
B.

Reasonableness of Amount of Attorney Fees.

In determining
In
the reasonableness
the amount
the Court
the
determining the
of the
amount requested,
considers the
reasonableness of
Court considers
requested, the
in IRCP
Plaintiff its
factors
these factors
IRCP 54(e)(3).
its full
listed in
full amount
of
factors listed
factors support
awarding Plaintiff
support awarding
amount of
Here, these
54(e)(3). Here,
in this
fees
this litigation.
litigation.
incurred in
fees incurred

1.
1.

Time
relationship between
between the
Association and
Time and
the Association
The relationship
Labor Required.
Reguired. The
and
and Labor

Defendant
relationship and
the inability
parties to
to
That relationship
the parties
the least.
Defendant Rodina
Rodina is
is strained
strained to
to say
of the
least. That
and the
inability of
say the
It also
in the
their dispute
ﬁrst place.
the legal
the first
resolve
legal action
action in
resolution
dispute necessitated
necessitated the
resolve their
also made
made resolution
place. It

during
necessitated the
the review
review of
its pendency
during its
more difficult,
of more
more documents
and necessitated
documents and
and records
records
difﬁcult, and
pendency more
generated
the matter
the communications
from the
matter and
the client
client as
frequent
increasing the
to frequent
communications from
generated during
and increasing
duﬁng the
as to
issues
with Defendant
arising with
Defendant Rodina.
Rodina.
issues arising
Activity on
the matter
number of
time-consuming in
in reviewing
matter was
signiﬁcant number
reviewing aa significant
of
on the
was time-consuming
Activity
documents,
relevant governing
between the
the relevant
the
including the
governing documents
communications between
and communications
documents and
documents, including
in physically
the architectural
after the
parties before,
process; in
physically or
parties
or telephonically
architectural review
and after
review process;
telephonically
before, during,
during, and

with the
attending
the Board
representatives to
multiple meetings
its individual
the
attending multiple
meetings with
individual representatives
to ascertain
ascertain the
Board and
and its
in this
in visiting
facts
the site.
this matter;
Visiting the
facts in
site.
and in
matter; and

Additionally, beyond
review for
for
document review
Additionally,
beyond document

privilege, the
the majority
time was
preparing the
the summary
judgment
in drafting
the time
drafting and
of the
spent in
and preparing
was spent
privilege,
majority of
summary judgment
motion
preparation for
judgment
then arguing
motion and
it. Such
for summary
arguing it.
supporting materials,
and supporting
and then
Such preparation
materials, and
summary judgment
Plaintiff’ s affirmative
if necessary,
into both
the
afﬁrmative claims
and
trial, if
necessary, included
both Plaintiff’s
legal research
claims and
included legal
research into
and trial,
and the
Defendant’s
in Idaho
into Defendant’s
like claims
treatment
other states,
treatment of
well as
of like
claims in
Idaho and
research into
and other
as well
as research
states, as

affirmative
afﬁrmative defenses.
defenses.

Plaintiff’ s Memorandum
Fees—- 6
Attorneys’ Fees
Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of
of Costs
and Attorneys’
Costs and
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2.
2.

Novelty and
the Questions.
than how
Other than
of the
of
and Difficulty
DifﬁcultV of
how aa couple
couple of
Questions. Other
NoveltV

affirmative
the case
not novel
difﬁcult
afﬁrmative defenses
Defendant Rodina,
or difficult
novel or
defenses were
were pleaded
pleaded by
case was
was not
Rodina, the
by Defendant
from the
the standpoint
the
from
the issues
presented. However,
noted above,
the nature
nature of
standpoint of
of the
of the
issues presented.
as noted
However, as
above, the

relationship
multiple changes
the parties
his counsel
the
relationship of
Defendant Rodina
of the
parties and
of his
Rodina made
and multiple
changes of
made the
counsel by
by Defendant
case
typical enforcement
than aa typical
difﬁcult than
enforcement action.
more difficult
action.
case more
Defendant’s unconventional
With
respect to
the affirmative
unconventional pleading
pleading and/or
With respect
afﬁrmative defenses,
to the
and/or
defenses, Defendant’s

use
use

Association’s
of
breach of
the Association’s
including equitable
of estoppel,
of fiduciary
equitable estoppel,
and breach
estoppel, including
estoppel, and
ﬁduciary duty
duty by
by the

Declaration’s use
directors
the Declaration’s
restrictions against
non-compliant property
property made
in enforcing
enforcing the
against aa non-compliant
directors in
made
use restrictions
the
difﬁcult and
challenging.
the work
work somewhat
more difficult
somewhat more
and challenging.

it necessitated
Specifically,
necessitated additional
additional
Speciﬁcally, it

in response
into how
research into
particularly in
response
the pleading
to overcome
pleading and
research
arguments presented,
how to
and arguments
overcome the
presented, particularly
Plaintiff’s summary
to Plaintiff’s
judgment motions
these affirmative
proper use
afﬁrmative defenses,
motions against
of
to
against these
and proper
use of
defenses, and
summary judgment

facts
to overcome
the summary
judgment motion.
in response
material fact
claim of
motion.
of material
fact in
to the
facts to
response to
overcome aa claim
summary judgment
3.
3.

Skill
the Legal
Skill Requisite
Perform the
the Experience
Experience
Requisite to
to Perform
Legal Service
and the
Service Properly
Propee and

and
the Particular
regional
in the
LLP is
Fotheﬁngham LLP
the Attorney
Field of
of the
Particular Field
of Law.
Vial Fotheringham
is aa regional
and Ability
AttorneV in
Law. Vial
AbilitV of
ﬁrm that
in representing
that focuses
its activity
representing homeowners
law
much of
of its
law firm
associations and
and
homeowners associations
focuses much
activity in
in several
in the
ﬁrm have
condominium
the firm
including Idaho.
condominium associations
western states,
associations in
Idaho. Lawyers
several western
have
states, including
Lawyers in
in representing
decades
representing homeowners
condominium associations,
of experience
experience in
homeowners associations
associations and
and condominium
decades of
associations,

including
representing associations
in court
in
including drafting
drafting and
amending governing
governing documents,
court in
and amending
associations in
documents, representing
enforcement
in interpreting
interpreting governing
Its lawyers
other litigation,
governing documents.
enforcement and
and in
are also
and other
also
documents. Its
litigation, and
lawyers are
in drafting
in crafting
with legislators
crafting sensible
working with
legislation and
drafting legislation
heavily
legislators in
involved in
sensible and
and working
and
heavily involved

involving homeowners
workable
condominium associations.
homeowners and
workable laws
and condominium
associations.
laws involving

Plaintiff’ s attorney
Specifically,
record, is
partner at
Mr. Christopher
Christopher M.
M. Tingey,
at
of record,
is aa partner
attorney of
Speciﬁcally, Mr.
Tingey, Plaintiff’s

Vial
practicing HOA
than 17
HOA law
for more
more than
17 years
Vial Fotheringham,
and has
has been
law for
been practicing
Fotheﬁngham, LLP,
LLP, and
generally,
years generally,
Plaintiff’ s Memorandum
Fees—- 7
Attorneys’ Fees
Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of
of Costs
and Attorneys’
Costs and
7
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and
than 77 years
in Idaho.
in court
multiple enforcement
for more
enforcement actions
more than
He has
handled multiple
actions in
court and,
and for
Idaho. He
has handled
and,
years in
along
to trial.
trial. Mr.
with other
HOA litigation,
HOA cases
Mr. Tingey
other complex
taken several
along with
complex HOA
has taken
has
several HOA
litigation, has
cases to
Tingey has
the Oregon
also
the board
board of
the president
president of
on the
of directors
of the
chapter of
of Community
directors and
Oregon chapter
and as
also served
served on
as the
Community

Associations
national trade
trade association
for the
the interests
interests of
of homeowners
Associations Institute,
homeowners
association advocating
advocating for
Institute, aa national
their members.
and
condominium associations
members.
and condominium
associations and
and their

Ms.
practice on
her practice
practicing since
Kaufman has
on
since November
November 2005
Ms. Kaufman
has been
and focuses
been practicing
2005 and
focuses her
general
for
matters for
representation of
general representation
of homeowners
collection matters
condominium associations
and condominium
associations and
and collection
homeowners and
associations.
to joining
joining Vial
Prior to
Fotheﬁngham LLP,
Kaufman had
Vial Fotheringham
extensive experience,
Ms. Kaufman
had extensive
associations. Prior
experience,
LLP, Ms.
out-of—court litigating
in-court and
litigating collection
matters on
both in-court
behalf of
both
collection matters
on behalf
of clients.
clients.
and out-of-court

in Idaho
Ms.
been practicing
practicing homeowners
Collins has
condominium association
homeowners and
Idaho
association law
and condominium
law in
Ms. Collins
has been

since
throughout the
the state
of associations
state and
since October
2013. She
represented hundreds
and
associations throughout
She has
has represented
October 2013.
hundreds of
handled
multiple enforcement
throughout Idaho.
enforcement and
collection actions
handled multiple
actions throughout
and collection
Idaho.
4.
4.

The
Like Work.
The Prevailing
Prevailing Charges
for Like
Work.
Charges for

As
As discussed
Vial
discussed above,
above, Vial

Fotheringham
that focuses
ﬁrm that
Fotheringham is
its work
regional law
is aa regional
much of
of its
work on
on homeowners
homeowners and
and
law firm
focuses much
The rates
condominium
rates charged
by
amount of
of attorney
incurred by
condominium association
association law.
charged and
and amount
fees incurred
law. The
attorney fees

in this
in line
Plaintiff in
Plaintiff
this matter
line with
with other
similar enforcement
matter are
other types
enforcement actions
of similar
actions undertaken
undertaken
are in
types of
in Idaho
in other
both in
including Washington,
other western
both
western states,
Utah.
Idaho and
and Utah.
and in
Washington, Oregon,
states, including
Oregon, and

5.
5.

Whether
this matter
not
in this
the Fee
The fee
matter was
Fixed or
Contingent. The
Whether the
or Contingent.
Fee was
fee in
was Fixed
was not

fixed
relevant to
to aa determination
the
Plaintiff believes
this factor
not relevant
determination of
contingent. Plaintiff
ﬁxed or
or contingent.
factor is
is not
of the
believes this
amount
of attorney
amount of
fees.
attorney fees.
6.
6.

Time Limitations
Limitations Imposed
The Time
the Client
Client or
The
by the
the Circumstances
the
or the
of the
Imposed by
Circumstances of

Case.
by the
no bearing
relevant to
to the
time limitations
limitations imposed
The time
the client
client had
not relevant
the
bearing on
on and
imposed by
had no
and are
are not
Case. The
reasonableness of
the fees
Additionally, the
the case,
than the
the circumstances
the
other than
of the
of the
circumstances of
reasonableness
fees requested.
requested. Additionally,
case, other
Plaintiff’ s Memorandum
Fees—- 8
Attorneys’ Fees
Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of
of Costs
and Attorneys’
Costs and
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relationship of
parties, had
the fees
being requested.
requested. The
the parties,
The relationship
relationship
relationship issues
impact on
of the
no impact
on the
had no
fees being
issues
have
been discussed
previously.
have been
discussed previously.
7.
7.

The Amount
The relief
relief sought
The
Amount Involved
the Results
Results Obtained.
sought was
Involved and
and the
Obtained. The
was

in the
an
the use
with the
the
compelling Defendant
restrictions contained
injunction compelling
Rodina to
to comply
an injunction
Defendant Rodina
contained in
use restrictions
comply with
Association’s attorney
in the
Declaration,
with the
the Association’s
the action.
along with
action.
and costs
fees and
incurred in
costs incurred
Declaration, along
attorney fees

Plaintiff
requested injunctive
judgment compelling
Plaintiff received
all of
its requested
including aa judgment
compelling
of its
injunctive relief,
received all
relief, including
Defendant
to restore
to the
the installation
the new
new
prior to
the property
its condition
installation of
Defendant Rodina
condition prior
to its
of the
Rodina to
restore the
property to
Rodina’s
fence
retaining wall.
prevailed on
Plaintiff prevailed
its claim
all of
claim and
Defendant Rodina’s
on its
of Defendant
fence and
wall. Plaintiff
and retaining
and defeated
defeated all

In short,
it was
Plaintiff received
all of
the results
the Court
afﬁrmative defenses.
asking the
affirmative
received all
results it
to
of the
defenses. In
was asking
Court to
short, Plaintiff

award,
pending this
this determination
request.
its attorney
determination on
on its
fee request.
attorney fee
award, pending
8.
8.

Plaintiff’s belief
The
belief is
the undesirability
that the
The Undesirability
the Case.
of the
is that
Case. Plaintiff’s
Undesirability of
undesirability

of
the case
no bearing
reasonableness of
in the
the amount
the reasonableness
bearing in
of the
amount of
of fees
of the
has no
fees requested.
requested.
case has
9.
9.

The
the Professional
the Client.
with the
The Nature
Relationship with
Length of
Client.
of the
Professional Relationship
Nature and
and Length

Plaintiff’ s interests
Vial
relationship
LLP has
That relationship
Fotheﬁngham LLP
representing Plaintiff’s
2011. That
interests since
Vial Fotheringham
since 2011.
has been
been representing
in all
Plaintiff in
all of
its enforcement
representing Plaintiff
includes
enforcement litigation,
of its
general
includes representing
and general
litigation, collections,
collections, and

representation needs.
representation
needs.
10.
10.

in Similar
in similar
Awards
the awards
Plaintiff does
Similar Cases.
similar
not believe
Awards in
believe the
awards in
Cases. Plaintiff
does not

cases
requested here.
the amount
the
bearing on
on the
of attorney
As discussed
here. As
has any
amount of
fees requested
discussed above,
cases has
attorney fees
above, the
any bearing
relationships in
pleading of
in this
this case
the unconventional
its
afﬁrmative defenses
relationships
of affirmative
unconventional pleading
and the
defenses drove
case and
drove its
“similar” cases
not account
for the
the specifics
Other “similar”
uniqueness. Other
this case
offered.
account for
speciﬁcs this
uniqueness.
cases do
do not
case offered.
11.
11.

The Reasonable
The
of Automated
Legal Research.
Automated Legal
Research.
Reasonable Cost
Cost of

Online legal
Online
legal

Plaintiff’s claims
research was
undertaken to
understand and
relevant points
for Plaintiff’s
points both
both for
claims
to understand
establish relevant
research
and establish
was undertaken
Rodina’s affirmative
in performing
and
time spent
performing legal
The actual
afﬁrmative defenses.
Defendant Rodina’s
against Defendant
spent in
legal
and against
defenses. The
actual time
Plaintiff’ s Memorandum
Fees—- 9
Attorneys’ Fees
Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of
of Costs
and Attorneys’
Costs and
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Westlaw’s database
research was
reasonable, as
the charge
for using
the
using Westlaw’s
to conduct
charge for
research
conduct the
database to
was reasonable,
as was
was the

research.
research.
12.
12.

Plaintiff is
the Court
not aware
Other Factor
Any Other
Appropriate. Plaintiff
Factor the
is not
of
Deems Appropriate.
Court Deems
aware of
Any

any
needs to
reasonableness of
the Court
the reasonableness
the amount
other factors
determine the
to consider
to determine
of the
of
factors the
consider to
amount of
Court needs
any other
Plaintiff’ s requested
Plaintiff’s
requested attorney
fees.
attorney fees.

C.

Amount of Attorney Fees Requested.

Plaintiff’ s requested
Plaintiff’s
below, with
with general
information about
the
outlined below,
general information
are outlined
requested attorney
fees are
about the
attorney fees

number of
paralegal. Specific
records are
billing records
the
to the
number
of hours
spent by
or paralegal.
hours spent
attached to
Speciﬁc billing
are attached
each attorney
attorney or
by each
in support
this general
Afﬁdavit
Christopher M.
list.
Affidavit of
of Christopher
M. Tingey
of this
general list.
support of
Tingey in

.................................................. $46,781.75
Attorney Fees Claimed …………………………………………..
Atty 1:
hrs @
1: $16,437.50
$236.39/hr.)
$16,437.50 (69.5
Atty
(69.5 hrs
@ $236.39/hr.)
Atty 2:
hrs @
2: $22,255.00
$22,255.00 (70.7
$315.00/hr.)
Atty
(70.7 hrs
@ $315.00/hr.)
Atty
3:
$2,553.00
(11.1
hrs
@
$230.00/hr.)
Atty 3: $2,553.00 (11.1 hrs @ $230.00/hr.)
Atty 3:
hrs @
3: $63.00
$63.00 (.3
$210.00/hr.)
Atty
(.3 hrs
@ $210.00/hr.)
Atty 4:
hrs @$275.00/hr.)
4: $2,035.00
$2,035.00 (7.4
@$275.00/hr.)
Atty
(7.4 hrs
Atty 5:
hrs
@
hrs
5: $2,596.00
$295.00/hr.)
$2,596.00 (8.8
Atty
(8.8
@ $295.00/hr.)
Atty 5:
hrs @
5: $150.00
$150.00 (.8
$187.50/hr.)
Atty
(.8 hrs
@ $187.50/hr.)
Atty
6:
$598.50
(2.1
hrs
@
$285.00/hr.)
Atty 6: $598.50 (2.1 hrs @ $285.00/hr.)
hrs @
Atty 7:
$375.00/hr.)
7: $93.75
$93.75 (.25
$375.00/hr.)
Atty
(.25 hrs
@
Paralegal Fees Claimed……………………………………………
Claimed ................................................... $2,662.50
PL1: $1,182.50
PL1:
hrs. @
$1,182.50 (16.75
$70.60/hr.)
(16.75 hrs.
@ $70.60/hr.)
PLZ: $370.00
PL2:
hr.
@
$100.00/hr.)
hr.
$370.00 (3.7
(3.7
@ $100.00/hr.)
PL3:
hr. @
PL3: $100.00
$100.00 (1
$100.00/hr.)
(1 hr.
@ $100.00/hr.)
PL4:
PL4: $1,010.00
hrs. @
$100.00/hr.)
$1,010.00 (10.1
(10.1 hrs.
@ $100.00/hr.)
TOTAL FEES…………………………………………………………$49,444.25
FEES .................................................................. $49,444.25
Grand Total Fees and Costs …………………………………………
................................................ $52,070.96
attorneys’ fees
in this
Plaintiff in
this
The foregoing
The
by Plaintiff
foregoing statement
statement of
of costs
and attorneys’
fees actually
incurred by
costs and
actually incurred

in compliance
action
with I.R.C.P
The foregoing
foregoing statement
statement of
action is
is correct
of
compliance with
correct and
I.R.C.P 54(d)(1)(5).
and in
54(d)(1)(5). The

Plaintiff’s Memorandum
Fees—- 10
Attorneys’ Fees
Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of
of Costs
and Attorneys’
Costs and
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attorney’s fees
attorney’s
by the
the Afﬁdavit
Affidavit of
setting
herewith setting
Christopher M.
is supported
of Christopher
M. Tingey
ﬁled herewith
supported by
fees is
Tingey filed

forth
relevant factors
in IRCP
forth the
IRCP 54(e)(3).
the relevant
factors provided
provided in
54(e)(3).
DATED this
this 30th
DATED
30th day
of April,
2018.
April, 2018.
day of
LLP
VIAL
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM,
FOTHERINGHAM, LLP

Owﬁfw‘é‘g‘zm
By
By

Christopher
Christopher M.
M. Tingey,
ISB# 8556
8556
Tingey, ISB#
Attorneys for
Plaintiff
for Plaintiff
Attorneys
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Plaintiff’s
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Costs and
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
that on
the foregoing
the 30th
II hereby
true and
foregoing
of the
on the
30th day
of April,
correct copy
and correct
served a
a true
April, 2018,
certify that
2018, II served
hereby certify
copy of
day of
by the
the method
the following:
following:
method indicated
to the
indicated below,
and addressed
addressed to
below, and
by

Gary
Neal
L. Neal
Gary L.
NEAL
NEAL COLBORN,
PLLC
COLBORN, PLLC
Box 1926
PO
PO Box
1926
Boise,
Idaho 83701
83701
Boise, Idaho

Paid
Postage Paid
US. Mail,
Mail, Postage
I:I U.S.
Hand Delivered
Delivered
|:| Hand

Transmittal
Fax Transmittal
D Fax

Notification
iCourt Notiﬁcation
IXI iCourt

OWQBQ
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Plaintiff’s
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Filed
Electronically Filed
5/1/2018 4:37 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Gary L. Neal
James W. Colbom

NEAL COLBORN PLLC
Mountain View Professional Building
2309 N. Mountain View D11, Ste. 160
PO. Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343-5931
Facsimile: (208) 343—5807
Email address: reception@idah0realestatelaw.com

[ISB #4818]
Attomey for the Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC,
Plaintiff,
v.

Case No. CV01-17-11897

RODINA’ S
MOTION
RECONSIDERATION

FOR

JAN RODINA.
Defendant(s).

COMES NOW Defendant Jan Rodina, in the above-entitled action, appearing by and
through Gary L. Neal of NEAL COLBORN PLLC, and moves this Court for reconsideration of
the Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Summary Judgment.

This Motion is supported by the contemporaneously ﬁled Brief in Support of Motion and

Afﬁdavit of Gary L. Neal.

Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration

000277

Oral Argument is Requested.

DATED this

L

day

of May,

2018

NEAL COLBORN PLLC
Attorney for Rodina

W 7/00-4/0

By:
Gary L. Neal

Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of May, 2018, I served a true and correct copy
foregoing document, by the method and to the interested parties listed below:
1‘

Brindee L. Collins

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W. State St, Ste 311

Boise, ID 83703
Brindee.collins@vf—law.com

:_Z

of the

US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delively
Overnight Mail
Via Facsimile
iCourts

gym?

277:?7/Vy

Of the F inn, NEAL COLBORN PLLC

Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration
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Filed
Electronically Filed
5/1/2018 4:37 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Gary L. Neal
James W. Colborn

NEAL COLBORN PLLC
Mountain View Professional Building
2309 N. Mountain View D12, Ste. 160
PO. Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343-5931
Facsimile: (208) 343-5807

Email address: reception@idahorealestatelaw.com
[ISB #4818]
Attorney for the Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC,

Case No. CV01-17-11897

Plaintiff,
V'

BRIEF
IN
SUPPORT
RODINA’S
MOTION
RECONSIDERATION

FOR

of

record,

OF

JAN RODINA.
Defendant(s).

Comes now Defendant, Jan Rodina, by and through his attomeys

NEAl

Colborn PLLC and sumits this Brief in Support of Motion for Reconsideration.

1.

STATEMENT AND APPLICATION OF LAW
Summary Judgment Standard

Summary judgment is proper when:

Brief in Support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration
1
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[T]he pleadings, depositions, and admissions on ﬁle, together with the afﬁdavits,
if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. If the evidence reveals
no disputed issues of material fact, then only a question of law remains, over
which this Court exercises free review.

Zingiberlnu, LLC v. Hagerman Highway Dist,

It

150 Idaho 675, 680 (2011).

is well established that “a motion for summary judgment shall be rendered forthwith

the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on ﬁle, together with afﬁdavits,

if

if any, show that there

is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a

matter

of law.” Olson

v.

Freeman, 791 P.2d 1285, 117 Idaho 706 (1990); Rawson

Workers ofAmerica, 726 P.2d 742,

111

v.

Idaho 630 (1986); Boise Car and Truck

P.2d 818, 108 Idaho 780 (1985); and, Schaefer

v.

United Steel
v.

Waco, 702

Elswood Trailer Sales, 516 P.2d 1168,

95

Idaho

654 (1973). However, “[w]hen considering whether the evidence in the record shows that there
is no genuine issue

of material

fact, the trial court must liberally construe the facts, and draw all

reasonable inferences in favor

Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport

of

the nonmoving party. Liberty Bankers

& Toole, P.

Life INS. Co.

v.

S., 159 Idaho 679, 685, 365 P.3d 1033, 1040 (2016)

Although the burden is upon the moving party to prove the absence of a genuine issue of
material fact, the opposing party's case must be anchored in something more than speculation.

Petricevich

v.

Salmon River Canal Company, 452 P.2d 362, 92 Idaho 865 (1969).

opposing a summary judgment motion may not rest on

a

A party

general denial alone, but must come

fowvard with evidence to contradict the assertions of the moving party. State ex id. Dept.

Labor & Indus. Servi.

v.

Hill,

796 P.2d 155

,

118 Idaho 278 (Ct.

of

App. 1992).

Restrictive covenants are in derogation of the common law right to use law for all useful
purposes, the court

will not

extend by implication any restriction not clearly expressed. Post

v.

Brief in Support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration
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Murphy, 125 Idaho 473, 475, 873 P.2d 118, 120 (1994). Further all doubts are to be resolved in

favor of the free use of land. Id.

“When the district court grants summaly judgment and then denies

a

motion for

reconsideration, this Court must detelmine whether the evidence presented a genuine issue of

material fact to defeat summaly judgment. This means the Court reviews the district court’s
denial

of a motion for reconsideration

de novo.” Shea

v.

Kevic Corp, 156 Idaho 540, 545, 328

P.3d 520, 525 (2014).

II. Argument
The Applicable Restrictive Covenants have not been Interpreted Uniformly
This Plaintiff is no stranger to litigation. Attached

Gay L. Neal

is a copy

as

Exhibit

of the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law

Copple—Trout as Senior District Judge in the matter

“A”

to the Affidavit

of

and Order authored by Linda

of Eagle Springs Homeowners’ Association,

Inc. vs. Hen‘en (Ada County Case Number CVOC0619092). Rodina is entitled to the reasonable
inference that the Plaintiff has knowledge

of the negative outcome of the case it litigated.

Judge Copple-Trout found as a matter

of law that

the Defendants violated the protective

covenants but that the Plaintiff waived the right to injunctive relief by failing to uniformly

enforce the covenants.

Such is the case here. Rodina asserts that the covenants have not been

uniformly enforced. Justice Trout cited

It

reads

§

15.5.5

of the

covenants which is titled “Non—Waiver”.

“[t]he failure to enforce any of the provisions herein at any time shall not constitute

waiver of the right to enforce any such provision.” However, the analysis does not stop there
§

15.6

of

the covenants which is titled “Intelpretation” reads:

a

as

“[t]he provisions of this

Declaration shall be liberally constmed to effectuate its purpose of creating

a

uniform plan for

Brief in Support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration
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the development and operation

governed under the laws

of the

of

State

the Property.

This Declaration shall be constmed and

of Idaho.” In the

and fair dealing are implied in evely contract.

It

of Idaho the

covenants

of good faith

is reversible en'or to hold that the

Plaintiff can

State

never waive future approvals by approving construction

neighborhood. This constmction

of the operative

plaintiff to approve the plans of friends

of similar improvements in

language invites bad faith as

the

it would allow the

and relatives while denying the plans of those

homeowners not in a favored categow, such as Rodina.

This court found that “Rodina’s waiver claim is also based on the Committec approving
construction of similar improvements in the neighborhood.” By itself, this is sufﬁcient to defeat
summa1y judgment as the covenants require uniform enforcement.

It just makes

sense that

uniformity is required to avoid abuse.
111.

Conclusion

Rodina is entitled to his day in court to litigate the issues related to the Plaintiff’s waiver

of its right to injunctive,

and other relief, based upon non-uniform enforcement

covenants.

of the protective

$1.,
DATED this

(

day

of May, 2018.

NEAL COLBORN PLLC

L’ﬂ

7NJ

By:
GARY L. NEAL
Attorney for Rodina
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of May, 2018, 1 served a true and correct copy
foregoing document, by the method and to the interested parties listed below:

Brindee L. Collins

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W. State St, Ste 311

Boise, ID 83703

Brindee.collins@vf—law.com

:L_
‘—

of the

US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delively
Overnight Mail
Via Facsimile
iCourts

‘
#27151? 2977/V1”
~

Of the Film, NEAL COLBORN PLLC
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Filed
Electronically Filed
5/1/2018 4:37 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Gary L. Neal
James W. Colbom

NEAL COLBORN PLLC
Mountain View Professional Building
2309 N. Mountain View D11, Ste. 160
PO. Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343—5931
Facsimile: (208) 343—5807
Email address: reception@idahorealestatelaw.com

[ISB #4818]
Attomey for the Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC,

Case No. CV01-17—11897

Plaintiff,

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY L. NEAL

m

v‘

JAN RODINA.

OF

RODINA’S

MOTION
RECONSIDERATION

FOR

SUPPORT

Defendant(s).

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.

COUNTY OF ADA

)

GARY L. NEAL, being ﬁrst duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states
1.

I am one of the attorneys of record for

above—entitled action, and the

Jan Rodina (hereinafter

as

follows

“Rodina”) in the

following is based upon my own knowledge, infomlation and

Afﬁdavit of Galy L. Neal in Support of Motion for Reconsideration
l
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belief.
2.

That attached hereto

Conclusions

of Law

Exhibit “A” is

as

a

of the Findings of Fact,

true and correct copy

and Order in the case captioned

Eagle Springs Homeowners’ Association,

Inc., an Idaho Corporation vs. Nathan and Maly Ann Herren, husband and wife. The matter was

litigated in Ada County Idaho

as Case

Number CVOCO619092.

FURTHER YOUR AF FIANT SAYETH NOT.

DATED this

day

g

of May, 2018.

hM

NEAL COLBORN PLLC

J

By:
GARY L. NEAL
Attorney for Rodina

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

.

'5

{

of May,

day

2018.

”MM-3 9767/70
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‘’l’
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Exhibit

A
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT F
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS’
ASSOCIATION, INC, an Idaho Corporation,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CVOC0619092

vs.

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER

NATHAN and MARYANN HERREN,
husband and wife,
10

Defendants.

ll
12

This matter came before the Coutt for a court trial on the 5‘11 day of June, 2008. Plaintiff,

13

Eagle Springs Homeowners’ Association, Inc. was represented by Michelle R. Points of .the law ﬁrm

14

Hawley, Troxell, Ennis and Hawley, LLP; and the Defendants, Nathan and Maryann Herren, husband

15

and wife, were represented by J. Justin May of the law ﬁrm May, Sudweeks

16

parties submitted written closing arguments on June 20, 2008, and the matter was considered

17

& Browning, LLP. The

submitted for decision at that time. The Court having heard and considered the testimony and

18

evidence presented, together with the arguments and brieﬁng of counsel, now issues its Findings of
19

Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order.
20
21
22
23

FINDINGS OF FACT

I.
Plaintiff, Eagle Springs Homeowuers Association (Association) is

an Idaho

non-prom

24

corporation, with its principal place of business in Ada County, Idaho.

25

association for Eagle Springs Subdivision (Subdivision) and operates pursuant to
the adopted

It

is the homeowners’

26
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Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs Sulﬁdivision (CC&R) dateq
l

1!

October 5, 1995 and recorded on October 11, 1995 with the Ada County recorder (admitted

as

Exhibit 26). The CC&R have been amended in part through amendments recorded Apn'l 22, 1996;
July 7, 1998; March 15, 1999; and September 5, 2000 (admitted

as

Exhibits 27,

28,

29 and 30

respectively).
11.

Defendants Nathan Herren and Maryann Herren, husband and wife, are homeowners living

within the Eagle Springs Subdivision, having purchased a home at 10485 W. Sawtail Street on
September 21, 2002. The Herrens were aware of the CC&R governing the subdivision at the time
10

they purchased their home and, in fact, purchased
11

III.

12

l3

it at least in part, because of the CC&R.

From 2003 to the fall of 2004, and again from the spring of 2005 to March, 2008, the

14

Association contracted with Association Management, Inc. (AMI) to provide services

15

neighborhood manager, inspecting properties within the Subdivision for violations of the CC&R,

16

monitoring and collecting the Association dues and reviewing improvements requested
by

17

as a

homeowners. Dennis Muller worked for AMI and conducted the inspections, together with writing

18

waming letters for violations. At all relevant times, it was the policy of AMI to send at least two
19
20

letters to homeowners regarding perceived violations of the CC&R, followed
by referral to the Board

21

for an additional letter or other action. Mr. Moller testiﬁed that 75—80% of the complaints about

22

violations are resolved after the ﬁrst letter. with

an

additional 10% after the second letter.

23
24
25
26
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IV-

A

}

On three occasions in 2003 and three occasions in 2004,

|!

AMI wrote letters to the Herrens to

point out what AMI believed were violations of the CC&R relating to trash containers

and a boat.

These issues were resolved satisfactorily without any further action by the Board.

V.
On May 6, 2005,

AMI wrote a letter to the Herrens advising them that “the board has

determined that your lawn has an excessive amount of dandelions and needs mowing” and asking the
Herrens to correct the problem immediately. The letter referenced Section 4.4 of the CC&R, together

10

with the 2004 Homeowner’s Handbook. Section 4.4 (as amended in July, 1998; Exhibit 28) reads as
follows:

11
12
13

14
15

16
17

18

Landscaping. The Owner of any Building Lot shall landscape the front
yard of such Building Lot in conformance with the landscape plan
approved by the Architectural Committee within thirty (30) days after
such dwelling structure is completed, weather permitting. The Owner
shall provide adequate irrigation and maintenance of existing and new
trees and/or landscaping, shall control weeds, and maintain the Owner’s
propeny in a clean and safe condition free of debris or any hazardous
condition. All trees located on common Building Lot lines shall be the
joint responsibility of the adjoining Building Lot owners. All
landscaping on a Building Lot, unless otherwise speciﬁed by the
Architectural Committee, shall be completed as soon as reasonably
practical following completion of the residential structure on such

Building Lot.
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

The Architectural Committee shall adopt and amend, from time to time,
guidelines regulating landscaping pcrmitted and required. In the event
that any Owner shall fail to install and maintain landscaping in
conformance with such guidelines, or shall allow such Owner’s
landscaping to deteriorate to a dangerous, unsafe, unsightly or
unattractive condition, the Board, upon thirty (30) days’ prior written
notice to such Owner, shall have the right to comect such condition and
to enter upon such Owner’s property for the purpose of doing so, and
such Owner shall promptly reimburse the Association for the cost
thereof. Such cost shall be a Limited Assessment and shall create alien
enforceable in the same manner as other Assessments as set for herein.

26
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The Barrens did not respond to this letter.

VI.

AMI sent additional letters referencing the Section 4.4 landscaping provision
2005, regarding “your lawn has an excessive amount

of weeds

on August 10,

and a dead tree,” and on September 7,

2005, regarding “your lawn has an excessive amount of dandelions and needs mowing" and “two
dead trees in your front lawn that need to be removed.” The Herrens did not respond to these letters

and the Board took no further action because winter arrived and the landscaping was not considered
10

an immediate problem.

11

VH.

12

On May 11, 2006, Mr. Hen-en requested permission to use the Association club house for a

13

family gathering after his mother’s funeral. The AMI representative didn’t have the schedule for
14

clubhouse reservations (and the person in charge of scheduling was out of town) and didn’t know
15

whether it was available for use the next day; therefore, the Heuens did not get to use it.

16

V111.

17

On May 23, 2006,

18

AMI sent a letter to the Herrens advising them that because there had been

19

no response to the three prior letters regarding the dead trees and maintaining the landscaping, that

20

the Board had decided to deny the Herrens the use of all common area facilities. The Board has not

21

taken this action with any other homeowner in the subdivision for landscaping violations, although

22

has suspended privileges

it

of other homeowners for nonpayment of dues].

23
24
'

25

Section 6.1.2 allows the Association to suspend the right to use the common area for non-payment of
assessments, or
germane tome dispute before this Court, it

“for any infraction of the Association rules." While it is not speciﬁcally

26
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@

@

This letter also advised the Herrens that a camper being parked in

thtl?

sltreet needed to be
'v

:

stored in an enclosed area or off site.
1X.

On August 7, 2006, attorneys on behalf of the Association wrote the Hen-ens to advise them

of continuing violations of the CC&R. Speciﬁcally, the letter again referenced landscaping violations
of Section 4.4, but also added violations of CC&R Section 4.9 regarding on street parking and
parking campers or trailers in an “enclosed structure.” Section 4.9 reads

10
11

12

l3
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21
22

as

follows:

Vehicles: The use of all vehicles, including, without limitation, trucks,
automobiles, bicycles, motorcycles, recreational vehicles, motor homes,
motor coaches, campers, trailers, snowmobiles, aircraft, boats, shall be
subject to the Declaration, which prohibits or limits the use thereof
within the Property. No on street parking shall be pennitted except
where expressly designated for parking use. This restriction, however,
shall not be deemed to prohibit commercial and construction vehicles,
in the ordinary course of business, from making deliveries or otherwise
providing service to the Property or for construction of Improvements
by Grantor or Owners; provided, however, that such use shall not
unreasonably bother or constitute a nuisance to others as determined by
the Board in its reasonable judgment. Vehicles parked shall not extend
into any sidewalk or bicycle path or pedestrian path. No abandoned or
inoperable, oversized, dilapidated or unrepaircd and unsightly vehicles
or similar equipment such as snow removal equipment, garden
maintenance equipment and all other unsightly equipment and
machinery shall be placed upon any portion of the Property including,
without limitation, streets, parking areas and driveways, unless the
same are enclosed by a structure concealing them from view in a
manner approved by the Architectural Committee. To the extent
possible, garage doors shall remain closed at all times. “Abandoned or
inoperable vehicle" shall be deﬁned as any vehicle which has not been
driven under its own propulsion for a period of three (3) weeks or
longer; provided, however, this shall not include vehicles parked by
owners while on vacation. “Oversized” vehicles shall be deﬁned as
vehicles which are too high to clear the entrance to a residential garage.

23

24
25

appears that violations of the CC&R related to a homeowners' maintenance
common area privileges.

of his own property is not a basis for denying

26
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X.

'5

l

I:

The letter also referred to rules adopted by the Association Board of Directors on Janualy 8,
1997 (admitted as Exhibit 112), entitled “Architectural Criteria” (Criteria). The Criten‘a states that it

is adopted by the Board under the authority set forth in Section 4.9

of the CC&R giving the

Architectural Committee authority to set criteria for vehicle storage. (The Cn'ten'a also references
Section 9.3.2 for authority regarding design elements, landscaping, fencing and other su-uctures, but
those are not relevant to the issues before this Court). The pertinent portion

of the Criteria reads

as

follows:

VEHICLE STORAGE
10

"
11
12

garages.

13

14

I Enclosed Structures This term shall mean six—foot—high fences
of wood or plants such as arbividae [sic] or live hedges. If a
vehicle is stored on a lot which borders neighborhood common
areas, the vehicle shall be enclosed in such a way as to block it
from view from the common area. This may mean placing an
enclosed structure on the near or side of the vehicle.

15
16
17
18
19

General All vehicles including trucks, automobiles, bicycles,
motorcycles, recreational vehicles, motor homes, motor
coaches, campers, trailers, snowmobiles, aircraft, watercraft and
boats, shall at all times be parked in enclosed structures or

I

Length and Height Limitations Only vehicles which are 35 feet
or less in length and which are ten feet or less in height may be
stored or parked in any part of any lot in Eagle Springs.

20

21

The Herrens objected to admission of the Criteria, as they had not been made aware
of the

22

document prior to trial, despite discovery requests. This Court admitted the exhibit subject
to further

23

consideration after brieﬁng and argument from counsel at the conclusion of the tn'al.

24
25

26
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XI.
Mr. Herren admits there were times in 2005 and 2006 when his lawn was not mowed for some
period of time because his lawnmower was not working. He presented proof of the purchase of lawn

fertilizer and weed killer in 2005 and 2006 to demonstrate his good faith efforts to keep his lawn
properly maintained. He admits the two dead trees are still in his front yard, although the limbs have
been cut

off one of them.

Based on the testimony, the Her-rams have not complied at all times with the

requirements in the CC&R for maintaining the landscaping around their home and this problem still
exists.

XII.
10
11

All of the drive by inspection reports prepared by AMI were admitted as Exhibit 33. In

12

addition to the reports against the Hen-ens for parking vehicles on the road, there are a few
other

13

reports for boats

01'

campers parked on the road by other homeowners. In their testimony, however,

14

both the AMI representative and the Board president agreed that overnight parking or
parking on the

15

street for up to 72 hours was permissible. The Ada County Sheriff’s ofﬁce has
been called repeatedly

16

by both Mr. Herren and his neighbor, Mr. McDermott, to report violations for vehicles parked on the

1'7

street. Citations have been issued on occasion to both Mr. Herren and Mr.
McDermott. The evidence
18

supports the Association’s allegation that the Herrens have parked vehicles on the
street, which is a
19
20

violation of the CC&R. However, the Association has not consistently enforced this
provision and
has also read the

21
22
23

24
25

“72 hour” provision into the CC&R, even though the CC&R
contains

an absolute

prohibition of parking on the street.

XIII.
The Herrens currently owu three cars, a boat and a tent trailer which
they park on or near their

property. Typically, two of the cars and the boat are parked in the three-bay
garage, while the tent

26
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trailer is parked in the driveway and the pickup is parked on the street. Eaclil

(3f the vehicles

will ﬁt in

the Herrens garage space, they simply do not have enough bays to accommodate all ﬁve vehicles.

Section 4.2.2 of the CC&R, as amended, rcquires the homeowner to have a garage to house at least

two cars and also “permanently maintained off—street parking for two (2) vehicles.”

XIV.
Mr. Herren believes the Association is pursuing the violations against him. while it disregards
similar violations by other homeowners; however, the AMI records show

a pattern

of identifying

violations and sending letters to many other homeowners. In addition, Mr. Herren has ﬁled a
10
11

complaint with the Department of Housing and Urban Development, alleging discrimination because
he believes the Association’s actions are racially motivated because his

wife is Filipino. He also

12

believes the Association is selectively enforcing the CC&R against him because he ﬁled the
HUD

13

complaint. However, there is no evidence that the Association or individual Board members were

14

antagonistic to the Herrcns based on race or based upon the HUD ﬁling.

15

16
17

XV.
Mr. Herren and his neighbor, Mr. Mcrmott, have engaged in a lengthy, and what can
only
be characterized as childish, battle

of trying to antagonize the other, including Mr. Herren having

18

taken a chainsaw to a portion of Mr. McDermott’s fence, Mr. McDermott
deliberately blocking
19
20

access to Mr. Herren’s vehicles, and both yelling at each other. Both have
repeatedly called the Ada

21

County Sheriff’s ofﬁce in an effort to get citations issued against the other for parking
violations,

22

which is an unnecessary and unproductive waste of the Sheriff’s deputies’ time. There
is no

23

indication in the evidence that Mr. McDermott was acting at the direction of the
Board,

24

hamssment is simply coming fmm Mr. McDermott alone.

and

any

25
26
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XVI.
!

On the few occasions Mr. Herren has responded to the

I:

AMI or Board communications,

through emails or a letter, he has been bitter, caustic and profane. Not surprisingly, the Board has not
reacted kindly to him and both parties are at fault for not resolving problems that are relatively
mundane: long grass, dandelions, parked cars and a tent trailer in the driveway. The pursuit of

CC&R compliance against the Herrens, including ﬁling this action is due in large part to Mr.
Herren’s attitude and refusal to communicate civilly with the Board, and not due to racial

discrimination or a pattern of unprovoked harassment by the Board against the Hex-mus. Mr. Herren

10

ll
12

testiﬁed that he moved into the subdivision in part because of the protections provided the CC&R;
by
interestingly, in one of his communications, he has now taken the position that he’ll comply with the

CC&R “eventually but it will have to be on my schedule -— not yours.”

13

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

14

I.

15

16

This Court has jurisdiction over the parties to this case and subject matter jurisdiction over
this dispute.

17

II.
18

The CC&R are applicable to the Herrens’ property located within the Subdivision based upon
19

20
21
22
23

Article II of the CC&R. The Association has the authority to bring suit to “enforce by injunction or
otherwise” the provisions of the CC&R (Section 5.6.1.2).
111.

Idaho recognizes the validity of covenants that restrict the use of private property.
Nardstrom

24

v. Guindon, 135 Idaho 343, 345, 17 P.3d 287, 289 (2000);

25

P.2d 434, 437 (1996). When interpreting such covenants, the court generally
applies the same rules

Brown

v.

Perkins, 129 Idaho 189, 192, 923

26
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@

of construction

as are

applied to any contract or covenant. Id. However, begaLne restrictive

covenants are in derogation of the common law right to use land for all lawﬁill Spurposes, the court will

not extend by implication any restriction not clearly expressed. Post v. Murphy, 125 Idaho 473, 475,
873 P.2d 118, 120 (1994). Further, all doubts are to be resolved

in favor of the free use of land. Id.

IV.
Section 4.4 of the CC&R which requires that the homeowner not allow the landscaping to
deteriorate to an unsightly or unattractive condition is clear in its meaning and the Hen-ens have been

in violation of it. Allowing the lawn to go weeks or months without mowing, failing to control weeds
and leaving dead trees standing in the yard create an unsightly and unattractive appearance.
10

ll

However, that Section also provides the remedy for such violations. The Association is entitled to

12

take whatever action is necessary to bring the landscaping into compliance and to then

13

cost against the homeowner. While the Association could have had the lawn mowed,
the lawn and

14

ﬂower beds weeded, and the dead trees removed, and then assessed the Hen-ens for
the costs of doing

15

it, the Association has not done so.

16
17

assess

that

V.
The portion of Section 4.9 of the CC&R, which prohibits any on street parking
except in areas

18

designated for parking, is also clear and speciﬁc in its terms. While the Herrens are
technically in
19

20

violation of this provision, the Board has consistently failed to enforce it against all
homeowners.

21

Indeed, the Board has taken the position that vehicles can be parked on the street
for up to 72 hows,

22

even though that is not in the CC&R. Section 15.5.5 provides that: “[T]he
failure to enforce any of

23

the provisions herein at any time shall not constitute a waiver of the right
to enforce any such

24

provision.” The Board has not waived its right to enforce the on street parking
provision; however, it

25

must enforce the provision uniformly (Section 15.6). Given the fact that the
Board has not uniformly

26
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@

@

enforced this provision, and in fact apparently gives

it a different interpretation than the way it clearly

reads, there is not a basis for issuing an injunction against the Herrens.

VI.
The Association also correctly points out that parking on the street is a violation of Ada

County ordinance, which prohibits parking in excess of two hours on any residential street. This

provision can certainly be enforced, and has been repeatedly in the past, by the Ada County Sheriff’ 5
ofﬁce. That begs the question of whether the Board can assert it
the Board can do so, but again, must enforce

as a

violation of the CC&R. Clearly

it against all homeowners unifonnly.
V11.

10

ll

Section 4.9 of the CC&R is less clear in its requirements relating to parking tent trailers and

12

other vehicles or equipment in the driveway or elsewhere on the property. Clearly, trailers are

13

included

14

the driveway, “abandoned or inoperable, oversized, dilapidated or unrepajred and unsightly" vehicles

15

can only be kept on the property

16

Architectural Committee to approve a structure used to enclose the vehicle, it does not give the

17

as vehicles

(rather than “equipment”) and cannot be parked on the street. As to parking in

if enclosed in an approved structure.

While Section 4.9 permits the

Architecture Committee (or in this case, the Board) the authority to regulate what is deﬁned as an

18

abandoned vehicle. “Abandoned or inoperable” is deﬁned by the CC&R to mean something that
19

hasn’t been driven under its own propulsion for at least three weeks, and “oversized” is
deﬁned

as a

20
21

vehicle which is too high to clear a residential garage. Giving the other words “dilapidated,

22

unrepajred or unsightly" their common meaning, there was no evidence presented at Ma] that the

23

Herrens’ tent trailer was in poor condition or “unsightly” and, therefore, must be placed in

24

approved enclosure on the property. Moreover, Section 4.2.2, as amended, clearly requires that there

an

25

26
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be

off street parking for two vehicles, implying that it is permissible to parkanything meeting the

deﬁnition of “vehicle” in the driveway,

so

long as it’s not abandoned, dilapidated or unsightly.

VD].
The Association also relies on the Criteria for additional authority regarding vehicle storage
{and asserts

that Section 4.9 and 5.6.1.4 give the Board the authority to adopt such rules. Section

5.6.1.4, again not very clear, applies to rulemaking authority but appears limited to use of the

common area. To interpret this provision to give the Board the authority to adopt rules relating to the
use

by individual homeowners of their own property would make meaningless the provision in the

CC&R requiring a 66% vote of the homeowners to amend the CC&R (Section15.2.2).
10

The

Board

could simply adopt rules on its own which expand the CC&R provisions, clearly not the intent of the

ll
12

CC&R. Moreover, the CC&R provide that in the event of a conﬂict, the CC&R control (Section

13

5.6.1.4). The Board cannot expand the CC&R through its rulemaking authority.2
The Association also argues that the Eagle Springs Homeowners Handbook should be

14
15

considered as part of the rulemaking by the Board in controlling off street parking of
vehicles. The

16

Handbook was not admitted into evidence and, therefore, will not be considered
by this Court.

17

Thus, the Hen-ens are not in violation of the CC&R by parking their tent trailer in their

18

driveway. There is no question that the Association believes this to be

a

violation,

as do other

19

20
21

homeowners, but restrictions on the use of property must be nan‘owly construed and Section
4.9

simply does not contain such a speciﬁc prohibition.

22
23
24

25

2

Both parties also refer to section 9.3.2 which gives the Architectural Committee
the authority to promulgate rules, but
the authority is as to design elements and does not allow the Architectural
Committee to rewrite, expand or clarify the
CC&R in other areas.

26
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IX.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 65(d) provides in part that “[E]vcry or-de-r granting an

injunction and every restraining order shall set forth the reasons for its issuance; shall be speciﬁc in
tenns; shall descn'bc in reasonable detail, and not by reference to the complaint or other document,
the act or acts sought to be restrained;....” The decision of whether to impose an injunction is within
the discretion

of the trial court. Harris v. Cassia County,

106 Idaho 513, 517, 681 P.2d 988, 992

(1984). Injunctions should issue only where ineparable injury is actually threatened. O’Boskey v.

First Federal Savings & Loan Association of Boise, 112 Idaho 1002, 1007, 739 P.2d 301, 306 (1987).
Here, there is a clear remedy for the Herrens’ violation of Section 4.4. The Association

can

address

10

ll

the landscaping issues and assess the costs against the Herrens, which then becomes alien against

12

their property. Based on that remedy, there is no basis for issuing an injunction against the Herrens

13

simply orden'n g them to do what the CC&R already clearly requires them to do. For the reasons

14

indicated above, there is no basis for issuing an injunction

15

to the other two alleged violations.

X.

16
17

as

The Association has requested an award of attomey fees for pursuing this action for injunctive

relief against the Herrens. Section

8.1

of the CC&R permits

an award

of attorney’s

fees “in addition

18

to any other relief or remedy obtained against such Owner.” Because it is the judgment of this Court
19

that the Association is not entitled to any relief against the Herrens, apart from a determination that
20

21

the Hen-ens have indeed baen in violation of Section 4.4, there is no basis for an award of attorney
fees.

22
23

24
25
26
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ORDER
Based upon the foregoing,

it is this Court’s order that the Herrens have violated the landscape

provisions contained in Section 4.4, but the Court will not enter an injunction simply to order the
Hexrens to obey the CC&R.

This Court concludes that while the Herrens have violated the on street parking prohibition

set

forth in Section 4.9, there is no basis for injunctive relief as the Association has not clearly,
consistently and uniformly interpreted or applied this provision.

This Court concludes that no violation has been shown for the Herrens’ parking of their tent
10

ll
12

13
14

trailer in the dﬁveway.
Because

of the result, there is no basis for an award of attorney fees or costs to the

Association.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

15

16

DATED this

day of August, 2008.

17
18
19

/”\\A¢kk (. ﬂ- \LQLL/
INDA COPPLE J‘ROQT
Senior District Judge

“

3

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I, J. David Navano, the u ders'gned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by
United States Mail, on this
day of August, 2008, one copy of the MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys of record
in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows:

MICHELLE POINTS
HAWLEY TROEELL ENNIS AND HAWLEY, LLP
POST OFFICE BOX 1617
BOISE IDAHO 83701-1617
JUSTIN MAY
MAY, SUDWEEKS & BROWNING, LLP
1419 W. WASHINGTON
BOISE IDAHO 83702
J.

10

11
12

I. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court

13

14

Deputy Clerk
15

16
1'7

18
1.9

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the !
day of May, 2018, I served a true and conect copy of the
foregoing document, by the method and to the interested parties listed below:

Bl‘indee L. Collins

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W. State St, Ste 311

Boise, ID 83703

Brindee.collins@vf—Iaw.com

:_K

US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivery

Ovemight Mail
Via Facsimile
iCourts

QJD'WQ/L,
£72231]?
I
.

Of the Firm, NEAL COLBORN PLLC

Afﬁdavit of Gary L. Neal in Support of Motion for Reconsideration
3

000303

Filed
Electronically Filed
5/1/2018 4:37 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Galy L. Neal
James W. Colbom
NEAL COLBORN PLLC
Mountain View Professional Building
2309 N. Mountain View D11, Ste. 160
PO. Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343—5931
Facsimile: (208) 343-5807
Email address: reception@idahorealestatelaw.com

[ISB #4818]
Attomey for the Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, lNC.,
Plaintiff,
v.

JAN RODINA.

Case No. CV01—17—l 1897

DECLARATION OF JAN RODINA
IN SUPPORT OF RODINA’S
MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

Defendant(s).

1.

1,

JAN RODINA, DECLARE AS FOLLOWS THAT:

I

am the Defendant in the above—entitled action, and the following is based upon my own

knowledge, infonnation and belief.
2.

I reside within the conﬁnes of the subdivision govemed by the Eagle Springs

Declaration

of Jan

Rodina

000304

Homeowners” Association. Inc. and own real properly within the subdivision subject to an

enforcement action by that Association.
3.

I

The Association’s enforcement action against me has not been made in good faith and is,
believe, premised in pan on my national origin, based upon derogatory smemems made by one

of Plaintiff ’5 board
4.

members.

That the enforcement of the covenants has and is not uniform

documented other examples

of violations

I have observed and

that have not been enforced by the Plaintiff, Altached

hereto are seven photographs I have taken which show those violations by other members

of the

Association, including the HOA President.

DECLARA! IQN UNDER BEBALI Y QF PERJUBY (LC. 9-1406l

JAN RODINA, declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that
the foregoing is true and correct.

1,

-

,

,/ I

.

f

g

«YD!

JANKODINA

MAY, 1,2018
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000307

000308
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‘3
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!
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i
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the I
day of May, 2018, 1 served a true and con‘ect copy of the
foregoing document, by the method and to the interested parties listed below:

Brindee L. Collins

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W. State St, Ste 311

Boise, ID 83703

:_

7;

US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Via Facsimile
iCourtS

Brindee.coHins@vf—law.com

ﬂmﬁ

(r2

223/2/1/2/

Of the Film, NEAL COLBORN PLLC

Declaration of Jan Rodina
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Electronically Filed
Filed
5/1/2018
10:33 AM
5/1/201810233
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

Christopher
ISB 8556
Christopher M.
M. Tingey,
8556
Tingey, ISB
Amber
ISB 10161
Amber K.
10161
K. Kauffman,
Kauffman, ISB
F OTHERINGHAM LLP
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
6126
311
6126 W
State St.,
Suite 311
W State
St, Suite
Boise,
Idaho 83703
83703
Boise, Idaho
idahoj@vf-law.com
idah0j@Vf-law.com
629-4567
Telephone:
Telephone: (208)
(208) 629-4567
392-1400
Facsimile:
Facsimile: (208)
(208) 392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE
EAGLE SPRINGS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.
JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

CV01-17-11897
Civil
No. CV01-17-11897
CiVil N0.

AFFIDAVIT OF
CHRISTOPHER M TINGEY IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS
AND ATTORNEY’S FEES

The
undersigned representative
being first
ﬁrst duly
The undersigned
for Plaintiff,
representative for
and says:
Plaintiff, being
deposes and
sworn, deposes
says:
duly sworn,
1.
1.

above-named Plaintiff;
II am
for the
the above-named
the attorney
of record
am the
record for
Plaintiff;
attorney of

2.
2.

attorney’s fees
Plaintiff has
Plaintiff
Article VIII,
Defendant pursuant
to Defendant
to Article
pursuant to
has assessed
and costs
fees and
costs to
assessed attorney’s
VIII,

Recorder's Office
in the
the Declaration
the Recorder's
Section
Declaration recorded
of the
Document 95074402
of Ada
Section 8.01
Ofﬁce of
95074402 in
Ada
8.01 of
recorded as
as Document

(“Declaration”). Pursuant
County,
Article VIII,
the Declaration,
the
Pursuant to
to Article
of the
Section 8.01
Idaho (“Declaration”).
8.01 of
Declaration, the
VIII, Section
County, Idaho
attorneys’ fees
Association
its costs
the
together reasonable
of enforcement,
against the
Association may
reasonable attorneys’
fees against
costs of
enforcement, together
assess its
may assess

Owner
Owner of
of aa Lot.
Lot.
3.
3.

The
for Eagle
The Declaration
Springs
Restrictions for
Declaration of
Eagle Springs
of Covenants,
Conditions and
and Restrictions
Covenants, Conditions

entitling
that are
Subdivision,
being violated
violated and
the provisions
including those
provisions that
provisions entitling
those provisions
are currently
and the
Subdivision, including
currently being
attorney’s fees,
the Association
the
to an
an award
of attorney’s
is attached
hereto as
Association to
award of
attached hereto
as Exhibit A.
fees, is

4.
4.

Homeowners’ Associations,
The
The Bylaws
Springs Homeowners’
hereto as
of Eagle
Eagle Springs
attached hereto
are attached
as
Associations, Inc,
Bylaws of
Inc, are

Exhibit B.

000314

5.
5.

with the
To
property remains
the best
the property
the
remains out
To the
of my
of compliance
compliance with
out of
best of
knowledge, the
my knowledge,

Declaration,
been taken
violation.
the Violation.
taken to
no steps
to address
and no
steps have
have been
address the
Declaration, and
6.
6.

with the
which
The Association
the steps
The
Association has
complied with
required by
Idaho Code
has complied
steps required
Code §55-115,
§55-115, which
by Idaho

attorney’s fees
in this
them to
this enforcement
entitles them
entitles
matter.
enforcement matter.
to an
an award
of attorney’s
ﬁnes incurred
incurred in
award of
and fines
fees and

7.
7.

Pursuant
IRCP 54e(l)
the necessity
draft
Pursuant to
to IRCP
to draft
and 54(e)(8),
and based
upon the
based upon
necessity to
54e(l) and
54(e)(8), and

communications
prepare pleadings,
prosecute
communications to
to Defendant,
attend hearings,
ofﬁce staff,
and prosecute
oversee office
Defendant, prepare
hearings, oversee
pleadings, attend
staff, and
this
being self-evident,
this action,
time and
the approximate
the
self-evident, and
approximate time
labor involved
involved being
and labor
and also
upon the
also based
based upon
action, the
afﬁant's experience
in the
in similar
affiant's
prevailing charges
work, and
like work,
similar
the practice
the prevailing
for like
of law,
experience in
practice of
charges for
and awards
awards in
law, the

it is
Billing records
that aa fair
fair and
cases,
is my
is $49,444.25.
submission that
and reasonable
fee is
reasonable attorney
records
$49,444.25. Billing
attorney fee
cases, it
my submission
the award
supporting the
supporting
of legal
legal fees
is attached
hereto as
award of
and costs,
fees and
attached hereto
as Exhibit C.
costs, is

8.
8.

To
following costs
the best
the following
To the
of my
knowledge and
disbursements are
and belief,
and disbursements
are
best of
costs and
belief, the
my knowledge

correct
were not
in the
not included
the account
were necessarily
incurred and
correct and
included in
and reasonable,
and were
and were
account balance
balance
reasonable, and
necessarily incurred
in the
pled
the Complaint:
Complaint:
pled in

a.
a.

ﬁling fees
Court
fees (Complaint)
Court filing
........................................... $227.63
$227.63
(Complaint) ...……………....…………………

b.
b.

Enlarged
photograph exhibits
judgment
for motion
motion for
for summary
exhibits for
Enlarged photograph
summary judgment
hearing/trial
................................................................................$270.00
hearing/trial …...
.. ....................................................................................
$270.00

c.
c.

Mediation
Mediation fees
fees ………………………………………..……...$1,625.00
........................................................ $1,625.00

d.
(1.

Subpoena
and
fees (Idaho
tecum service
Subpoena duces
service fees
duces tecum
Link, and
Power, Century
(Idaho Power,
Century Link,
Cable
Cable One)
................................................................. $105.00
One) …………………………………….…………….......$105.00

e.
6.

Document
production photocopy
22.44
Document production
charges ............................. $
photocopy charges…………………….….
$ 22.44

f.
f.

Online
Online Legal
Legal Research…………………………………...………$264.81
Research ................................................... $264.81

g.
g.

Postage…………………………………………………………...$109.83
Postage ..................................................................... $109.83

h.
h.

Parking for
for court
hearings ................................................... $2.00
Parking
court hearings……………………………………...…...$2.00

TOTAL .............................................. $1,789.21
TOTAL……………………………………….
$1,789.21
9.
9.

post-judgment interest
For post-judgment
the date
all amounts
the legal
interest at
For
until the
at the
legal rate
rate until
amounts are
are paid.
date all
paid.

000315

H).

Plaintiﬁ‘ asks for the amounts due from the Defendant
Attorney’s Fees

$49,444.25

Costs and Disbursements

$2,626.71

Total Fees and Costs

$52,070.96

as

foliows:

DATED this lst day of May, 2018.

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM, LLP

0 Him 939
.

By
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB# 8556
Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

15: day

ML 7%?n

ary PubEc for IHaho
y Commi sion Expireszb‘7

‘15414‘

’!

of May, 2018.
JENNIFER A. RANKIN
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

E

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the Is! day of May, 2018, I served a [me and correct
copy
the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Gary L. Neal

NEAL COLBORN, PLLC
PO Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83 70]

of the foregoing by

E] US. Mail, Postage Paid

I3 Hand Delivered
El

Fax Transmittal

E] iCourt Nutiﬁcation
Electronic Mail

000316

A
Exhibit
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DESLAEAIIQELQE
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THIS DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS FOR Eagle
Springs i5 made
effective as of the 2nd day of October, 1995, by Deer Vailey and Associates Limited Partnership,
an Idaho limited
partnership ('Granlor" and 'Clasa B Member”) and Coman Collections, Inc, an Idaho connotation (”Samara”).

ARTICLE I: RECITALS

BMW.

1.1
The property potenﬂaliysubject to this Declaration of Covenanls, Cundiliuns
and Restrictions for Eagle Sptings (this 'Declaraﬁnn‘) 15 approximately 95 acres in the
County of Ada, Stale of
Idaho, which is more padicularly described an ExhibitA attached hereto and made a part hereof.
Granlur intends
to develop the Property In multiple development phases. The inilial develnpmenr Phases
of the Propeny made
subject to this Declaration are more panicularly described on Exhibit B, attached hereto and made a
part hereof.
Caman Is the Owner of one (1) Eullding Lot and hereby joins with Gmntor in executing this
Declaration :5 ensure
such Building Lot is subject :0 this Declaration.

W.

1.2
Eagle Springs is a residential development, which Grantor currently
intends to develnp In accordance with existing development approvals obtained from Ada
County and
documented in Ada County ﬁle 94-OE~PDR, or any other development pianls) for which Grantar
may from lime
to time obtain approve). The purpose of his Declaration is to set forth the basic restrictions,
covenants,
limllalions, easements, conditions and equitable servixudes (collcdively "Rs”lctions") that will
apply to the entire
development and use of all portions of the Property. The Resurctions are designed Io protect, enhance
and
preserve the value, amenities, desirability, and antaciiveness of the Propeny; to ensure a
welt-integrated, high
quality development; and to guarantee adequate maintenance of the Common Area and the Improvements
located an the Property. Eagle Springs is located south of, and adjacent to, a subdivision
commoniy known as
Sage Acres, which separate subdivision is governed by separate restrictiVe covenants.
ARTICLE

11:

DECLARATION

Grantor and Coman hereby declare that the Property, and each lot, parcel or portion thereof, is
and/or
shall he heid, sold, conveyed, encumbered, hypothecated, leased, used, occupied and improved
subject to the
following terms, covenants, conditions, easements and restrictions, all of which are declared and agreed to
be
in furtherance of a general'plan for the protection, maintenance, subdivision, improvement and
sale of the
Property, and to enhance the value, desirability and attractivenﬁs of the Property. The terms,.covenants,
conditions, easemens and restrictions set forth herein: shall run with the land constituting the Property, and
with
each estace therein, and shall be bindlng upon all persons having or acquiring any right, title or
interest in lhe
Pmperly or any lot, parcel or portion thereof; shall inure lo the benefit of every lot, parcel or portlnn of the
Property and any interest therein; and shall Inure to the benefit of and be binding upon Granmr, Grantor's
successars in interest and each grantee or Owner including, wixhout limitation, Coman, and such gmnlee's
or
Owner‘s respective succasors In interest, and may be enforced by Glamor, by any Owner or such Owner's
successors In interest, or by the Association.

MW

ARTICLE III: DEFINITIONS

3.1

Association pursuant to Article IX hereof.
DECLARATION eaglespwec

shall mean the Architectural Curﬁmittee created by Grantor or the
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W

..

shall mean the Articles of Incorporation of the Association or other organizational or
3.2
chaner documents of the Association.

MSW

33
shall mean those paymenm required of Owners and Association Members,
including Regular, Special and Limited Assasmenls In! any Association, as further deﬁned in this Declaration.

W

Sammishall mean the Eagle Springs Homeowners' Association, Inc.

3.4

3.5
shal! mean those rules and regulations promulgated by the Association
governing canduct upon and use of the Propeny under the jurisdiction or control of the Association, the
imposition af ﬁns and forfeiture: for violation of Assaciaﬁon Rules and regulations, and procedural mamas far
use in the conduct of business of the Association.
.

3.6

.

Wshall mean

W

Qhe

of the Association.

f

t:

Board of Directors or other governing board or individual, if applicable,

3.7
shall mean a lot shown on the Flat upon which impmvemems may be
constructed. For voting and membership purposes herein, 'Building Lol' shaﬂ mean each single-family nestdenﬁa!
Building Luz. Building Lot shall not Include Common Area.
3.8

W

Wshall mean the Bylaws of the Association.

3.9
shail mean any or all parcels of Cnmmun Area, and shall incluﬂg; without
limitatﬁon, all such parceis that are designated as common open space, common laaqsaped areas, and
529311
water drainage facilities. Common Area may include easement and/or license rights.
3.10

Maximishall mean this

to time.

-

Declaration as it may be amended and supplemented from time

-

3.11
Kimmy: shall mean Deer Valley and Associales Limited Partnership, an Idaho limited
partnership, or its succes‘spr in Interest, or any persan or entity to whom the rights under this Declaration are
expressly transferred" by Deer Valley and Associates Limited Partnership or 125 successor.

3.12
L'lmumxammﬂ aha” mean any structure, facility or system, or other Improvement or object,
whelher permanent or temporary, which is erected, constructed or placed upon, under or In any portion of the
Property, including, without limitation. residential structures, accessory buildings, fences, stress, drIves,
driveways, parking areas, sidewalks, bicycle paths, curbs, landscaplng, walls, hedges, plantings, IreL-s, living
and/Dr dead vegetation, racks, signs, lights, mail boxes, electrlcal llnes, pipes, pumps, ditches,
walerways,
recreatlnnal facilities, grading, road conslructfon, ullllty Improvements, removal of trees and other vegetation,
pianlings, and landscaping, and any new exterior construction ar exterior Improvement whtch may not be
induded in the foregoing.
3.13
ﬂimﬂﬁdﬂdﬁﬁmnnﬂ shall mean a charge against a particular Owner and such Owner’s Bulldlng
Lot, directly atlributable to the Owner, equal to the cost Incurred by the Association in connection with corrective
action performed pursuant lo the provisions of [his Declaralion, Including inlerest thereon as provided In this

Dudaralion.
3,14

W

‘

shall mean each person or entity holding a membership in the Assaclalion.

We:

3.15
shall mean any mortgage, deed of trust, a. other document pledging any portion of
the Property or interest therein as security for the payment of a debt or obligation.

mm

3.15
shall mean the record owner, whether one or more persons or entities, Including
Grantor, holding fee simple Interns! of record to a Building Lotwhlch is a part of the Property, and buyers under
DECLARATION - 2
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‘

imam-615.23
executory contracts of sale, but excluding Ihuse persons having such
interest merely as security for the
performance of an obligation, unless and until such person has acquired
fee simple Ellie pursuant to forecfcsum
or other proceedings.

3.17

WShE“ mean any individual, partnership, corporation or other legal entity.

3.18
113135;" shall mean a deﬁned_purﬁun of the Property within
which the contemptaled
development involves a common use or compatible uses, and which
may have been dwgnated a Phase by
‘
recorded Supplemental Declaration. Each Phase shall contain
one or more Building Lots. Each Phase is legaliy
‘
described on Exhibit B.
-

.

W

3.19
L'Elaﬂ shall mean any subdivision plat covering any portion of the
Property as recorded at the
ofﬁce of the County Recorder, Ada County, Idaho, as the same
may be amended by duly recorded amendments
thereof.
3.20
shall mean the basic documents creaxing and governing
the Property
including, without limitation, this Declaration, Article: of Incorporation
and Bylaws of the Association, the
Association Rules, the Design Guidelines and any procedures,
rules, regulations or policies adopted under such
documents by an Association 0r the Architectural Committee.
3.21
3331:1213: Shall mean thuse portions of the Property described herein, including,
without
limitation, each lot, parcel and portion thereof and interest therein, and
all water righm associated with or
appurtenant to such propeny.

Wshall

3.22
mean the pomun of the cost of maintaining, improving,
repairing,
managing and operating the Common Area and all Improvemenss located
thereon, and the other costs and
expenses incurred to conduct the business and affairs of the Association
which is levied against the property of
and to be paid by each Owner to the Association pursuant to
the terms hereof.

W

3.23
shall mean the portion of the costs of the capital
improvements or
replacements, equipment purchasea and replacements or shortages in ReguIar
Assessments which are authorized
to be paid ta the Association, pursuant to the provisions of this
Declaration.

WM

ARTICLE IV: GENERAL AND SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS

4.1
All Building Lots shall be used exclusively for residential purposes.
No Building Lot shall be improved except with residential structures and
accessory structures as permitted by the
Architectural Committee and the same have been approved in writing. This
Declaration is not intended to serve
as authority {or the Architectural Committee to control
the interior layout or design of residential structures except
to the extent incidentaﬂy necessitated by use, size and height
restrictions. This Deciaratian is intended to sewe
as authority for the Architectural Committee to use“: judgment to
see that a” Improvements conform and
harmonizé as to enema! design. quality and type of construction, architectural
character, materials, color,
locallnn on the Property, height, grade and ﬁnished ground elevation, natural
conditions, landscaping. and all
other aesthetic considerations.

-The Association, after reasonable notice to the offender and/or to
the Owuer, may remove any
Impmvementconstructed, reconstructed, reﬁnished, removed, added, altered or
maintained in violatidn of’this
Declaration and the Owner of (he Improvemenu shall immediately reimburse the
Association for all expense;
incurred with such removal. Each violation of this Declaration is hereby
declared to be and to constitute a
nuisance, and every public or private remedy allowed for such violation
by law or equity against a Class A
Member shall be applicable.

as to

Wily.

4.2
All structures are to be designed, canstructed and used in such
a manner
promote compatibility between the types of use contemplated
by this Declaration.

DECLARATION ~ 3
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4.2.1
All Building Lats sha" be used exclusively
for single—family residential purposes. No Building Lot shall be improved except with a single—family
dwelling unit or structure nf frame, stone or brick canstrucﬁnn, containing a minimum of three (3)
bedrooms and two (2) bathrooms and two (2) car garage. No one (1) story single-family structure shall
have a ﬂoor area of 135 than one thousand three hundred ﬁfty (1,350) square feet, exclusive of garages,
patios, breezeways, storage rooms, porches, and similar structures. No two (2) story single—family
structure shall have a ﬂoor area of {35 than one thousand ﬁve hundred fifty (1,550) square feet, exclusive
of garages, patios, breezeways, storage rooms, porches and similar structures. No singlefamily structure

shall be higher than thirty~ﬁve (35) feet.

mm.

4.2.2
Detached structures shall be allowed if in conformity with the
pruvisions of this Declaration, and as approved by the Architectural Cumminee, as provided more fully
in Articie IX below. There shah be no metal storage nor wood storage attachmems {a any dwelling unit
except as approved by the Archiiectural Committee. Garages. storage sheds attached :0 the residential
structure, and patio covers shall be constructed of, and roofed with, the same materials, and with similar
calms and design, as the residential structure on the applicable Buiiding Lot. Each dwelling unit shall
have an attached or detached garage lo hause a minimum of lhree (3) standard-sized cars, and shall also
have permanenﬂy maintained offalreet patting for two (2) vehicles.

W.

4.2.3
No change shaH be made in the color :1! paint, stain,
or other exterior ﬁnlsh to a dwelling unit of structure without prior written approval by the Architectural
Committee. No fence shall be allowed except as approved by the Architectural Committee and in
genera! conformance with the fence style depicted on Exhibit B, attached hereto and made a part hereof.
The Visual harmony and aesthetic appeal of chestructures on the Building Lots being of mutual concern
to an Owners and having a direct bearing on the value of Building Lots and Improvements thereon, the
Archilectural Committee shall have the right In control the texture, design and color scheme of the
oulside WaUS, fences, roofs and patio roofs of a“ structures erected upon Building Lots, and to reqpire
landscaping. No metal siding is permitted. No gravel mnfs are permitted. Roofs shall be a minimum
of S in 12 pitch with shake or tile andlor other materials as approved by the Architectural Committee.

MW

4.2.4
Unless otherwise specifically approved in writing by the
Architectural Committee, all structures (mdusive of fences and similar structures) shall be placed within
the following building setbacks for each Building Lot: front, twenty (20) feet; side, ﬁve (5) feet per story
and twenty (20) feet adjacenl to a street; rear, ﬁfteen (15) feet. All utility facilities and/or systems used
in connection with a Building Lot shall be placed underground. Each Owner shall place fencing (as
approved by the Archilectuml Committee) subject to the following restrictions:
Fence and walls shall not extend closer to any street than twenty feet (20‘) nar project
(a)
beyond the setback of the principal building on the Building Lat. No fence hlgher than six feel (6') shall
be allowed without the prior approva! of Ada County '(if requii’ed) and the Architectural Committee.

All fences and walls shall be constructed and installed and maintained in good
“3)
appearance and conditinn at the expense of the Owner of the Buiiding Lot on which they are located
and all damaged fencing and walls shall be repaired or replaced to original design, materials and rotor
within a reasonable time after said damage occurs.
No fence or wan shall interfere with the use and enjoyment of any easement shown on
(c)
the Flat or described herein.

No fence, wall. hedge, high planting, obstruction or barrier shall be allowed which
(d)
would unreasonan interfere with lhe use and enjoyment of neighboring Building Lam and streets, and
shall not be allowed if the same constitute an undesirabie, noxious or nuisance effect upon neighboring
‘
Building Lots.

DECLARATION - §
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4.2.5
Once any Owner ofa Building Lot shall have cummenced
the construction of a dwelling unit or structure, such construction shall be completed
within nine (9)
months thereafter. The term "commenced the construction“ as used in this subparagraph 4.2.5
shall
mean the start of actua! physical construction activities upon such dwelling unit or structure
upon such
Building Lot.

4.3

'

'

'

n

'

‘

i
. No Improvement shall be permitted to fall into
disrepair, and each Improvement shall at all times be kept In good condition and repair. In the event
that any
Owner shall permit any Improvement, including “as and Landscaping, which is the responsibility
ofsuch Owner
to maintain, to fall into disrepair so as to create a dangerous, unsafe, unsightly or unattractive
condition, or
damages property or facililia an or adjoining their Building Lo! which would otherwise
be the Association's
raponsibiiity to maintain, the Board, upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to the Owner of such
property,
shall have the right to correct such condition, and to enter upon such Owner's Building
Lot for the purpose of
doing so, and such Owner shaH promptly reimburse the Association for the cost thereof. Such
:05! shall be a
Limited Assessment and shall create a. lien enforceable in the same manner as other Assessments
as set forth
herein. The Owner of ihe offending property shall be personally liable, and such Owner's
property may be
subject to a mechanic's lien for all costs and expenses incurred by the Association in
taking such corrective acts,
plus all costs incurred in contacting the amounts due. Each Owner shall
pay a" amounts due fursuch work within
ten (10) days after receipt of written demand therefor, or the amounts
may, a! the option of the Board, be added
to the amounts payable by such Owner as Regular Assessments.

4.4
Lagdacapjng. The Architectural Committee shall adopt and amend, from time to time, guidelines
regulaling landscaping permined and required. In the event that any Owner shall fail to install
and maintain
landscaping in conformance with such guidelines, ar shall allow such Owner's landscaping
to deteriorate to a
dangerous, unsafe, unsightly or unattractive condixion, the Board, upon thirty (30) days'
prior written notice to
such Owner, shall have the right to correct such condition and to enter upon such
Owner's property for the
purpose of doing so, and such Owner shall promptly reimburse the Association for the
cast thereof. Such cost
shall be a Limited Assessment and shall create a lien enforceable in the same manner
as other Assessments as set
farth herein.

4.5
ﬂulﬁncgs. No rubbish or debris of any kind shall be placed or permitted to accumulate
anywhere upon the Property, including lhe Common Area or vacant Building LoLs, and no adorshall
be permitted
to arise therefrom so as to render the Property 0r any portion thereof unsanitary,
unsightly, offensive or
detrimental to Ihe Property or to is accupaa, or to any olher property in the vicinity therenf or
to its accupanls.
No business or home occupation, no noise, no exterior ﬁres, no obstructions of
pedestrian walkways, nu
unsightlines-s, or other nuisance shall be permitted to exist or operate upon
any portion of the Property so as to
be offensive or detrimental to the Property or to I15 occupants or to other property
in the vicinity or to its
occupants, as determined by the Board, in its reasonable judgment, or in violation of
any state or local law or
ordinance. Without limiting the generality of any of the foregoing, rm whistles. balls or other sound
devices
(other than security devices used exclusively for security purposes which have been approved
by the Association),
ﬂashing lights or search lights, shall be located, used or placed on the Property without the prior
written approval
uf the Associatiun. Nu unsightly articles shall be pennined to remain on any Building Lot so as to be
visible from
any other porlinn of the Property. Wilhoul limiting the generallly of the foregoing, refuse, garbage,
trash,
equipment, gas canlslers, propane gas tanks, heal pumps, compressors, containers, lumber, ﬁrewood,
gmss, shrub
or tree clippings, piant ways, metals, bulk material, scrap shall be kept at all times in such containers
and in areas
approved by the Architectural Committee. No cluihing or fabric shall be hung, dried or aired in
such a way as
to be visible to other property.

W:

.4-6
No activities shall be concluded on the Prapeny, and no
Improvements constructed on any property which are or might be unsafe Dr hazardous In
any person or praperty.
.

' ‘
4.7
. No portion of the Property shall be used for the
purpose at blasting,
mining, quarrying, drilling, boring or exploring for or removing water, oil, gas or other hydrocarbons,
minerals,
DECEARATIDN . 5
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rncks, stones, sand, grave] or earth. This paragraph shall not prohibit exploratory drilling or caring
which is
necessary to construct Improvements.

111mm.

4.3
Nothing shall be done ur kept on any Building Lot which will increase the rate
of insurance on any other portion of lhe Property without the approval of the Owner of such other
portion, nor
shall anything be done or kept on [he Property or a Building Lot which would result in the
cancellation of
insurance on any property owned or managed by any such Associatiun or which Would be in
violation of any
law.

Vr-hidg; The use of all vehicles, including, without limitation, lrucks, automobiles,
4,9
bicycles,
motorcycles, recreaﬁunal vehicles, motor homes, motor coaches, campers, trailers, snowmobiles, aircraft,
boats,
shall be subject to the Declaration, which prohibits or {imim the use thereof within the
Property. No tin-street
parking ahall be permitted except where express designated for parking use. This restrictiun,
however, shall
not be deemed lo prohibit commercial and construction vehicles, in the ordinary course
of business, from making
deliveries or mherwise providing service to ”12 Property or for construction of Improvements
by Grantor car
Owners; provided, however, lhau such use shall nul unreasonably brother or constitule a nuisance
m uthers as
determined by Ihe Boatd in its reasonable judgment. Vehicles parked shall not extend Into
any sidewalk or
bicycle path or pedestrian path. No abandoned or inopemble, uversized, dilapidated or unrepaired
and unsightly
vehides ar similar equipment such as snow removai equiprr ant, garden maintenance equipment
and all other
unsighﬂy equipment and machinery shall be placed upon any portion of the Property including,
without
Iimilulimn, sin-e15, parking areas and driveways, uniess the same are enciased by a structure conceaﬁng
them from
‘,II".'.‘ m .1 mannur nnprnvad by [he Archilectural Committee. To
the extenl possible, garage doors shall remain
closed a! a” umea. "Abandoned or inoperabie vehicle" shafl be defined as any vehicle
which has not been driven
under its own uropulsmn for a periud of three (3) weeks or longer; provided, hmvever, this
shall not include
vuhxrlns parked by owners while on vacation. ”Oversized" vehfdes shall be defined
as vehicles which are too
lugh m rhea! 1m: enhance m .I reesuk-nlml garage.

'

«‘.

:zéf

-

r\l"lnml‘€/PPI5. No animals, birds, insects. pigeons, poullry or livestock shall
4.10
be kept on [he
Pmperty TM; paragraph is no! inlended to prohibit the keeping of domesticated dogs, domesticated
cats, and
mhm household pals which do not unreasonably bother or constilute a nuisance In others as dehzrmined
by the
Board of the applicabie Association. in HS reamnable judgmenl, and are kept in compliance
with the laws and
mdimncus ol Ada County. Wilhaut limiting the generality of lhe foregoing, cunsistent and/Dr chronic
barking
by clngs shall be considered a nuisance. Each dog in Eagle Springs shall be subject :0 all "leash laws" of Ada
Cuumy when such animal is off the premises of its owner.

W.

4.11
No house trailer, mobile home, tenl (mher than for short term
individual use}. shack or other temporary building, improvement or structuxe shall be placed upon
any portion
(31' Ihe Property, except
temporarily as may be required by consmiclion activity undertaken on the Property.

am.

4.12
There shall be no interference with the estabﬁshed drainage pattern over
any portion
the Property, unle5s an adequate alternative bruvision is made for proper drainage and is first
approved in
writing by the Architectural Commmee. For me purposes hereof, "established" drainage is defined as
the system
of drainagtj. whether natural or mherwise, which exists at me time the overall grading of any portion of
the
F'mpurty is curnplvlecl by Grantor, at lha! drainage which is shown on any plans Approved
by the Architectural
Cmnmim‘u, which may include drainage from Common Area over any Building L0! in the Propeny.
«11'

4.13

grading. The Owner of any Building Lot within the Property

in which grading or other work
applicable provisions :1! Ada County Code or by
the Architectural Comminee, shall maintain and repair all graded surfacesand erasion prevention
devica,
retaining walls, drainage structures. means or devices which are not the responsibility of
any public agency, and
plantings and ground cover instaﬂed or completed thereon. Such requirements shall be subject
to Regular,
Special, and Limited Assessments provided for herein.
has been performed pursuant to a grading plan approved under

ULCLARAI ION - é
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4.14
No separate or individual water supply system,
regardless of the.
proposed use of the water to be deiivered by such system, shall be
permitted on any Building Lot unless such
system is designed, iacated, constructed and equipped in accordance
with the requirements, slandards and
recommendations of the Architectural Committee, all governmental
authorities having jurisdiction and any private
water company operating on the Property.

Each

<.
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4.15
No individual sewage disposal systam shall be used on the
Property.
Owner shall connect the appropriale facilithas on such Owner's Building Lot
10 the Eagle Sewar

I?»

System and

pay all charges assessed therefor.
'

A

;'.
‘
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4.16
No energy production devices, including, without limimﬁnnj '
generators of any kind and solar energy devices, shall be constructed or
maintained on any potﬁon of the Pmperty
without the written approval of the Architectural Commiﬂee, except for
heat pumps shown in plans approved by
lhe Architectura! Committee. This paragraph shal! not
apply to passive solar energy systems incorporated into
the approved design a! a residential structure.
-

'
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4.17
ﬂags. No sign of any kind shall be displayed to the pubﬁc View without the
approval of the
Architectural Committee eaozept: (1) such signs as may be used
by Gramor in connection with the development
of the Property and sale of Building Lots; [2) such signs Identifying Eagle
Springs subdivision, or informational
signs, of customary and reasonable dimensions as prescribed
by {he Architectural Committee; (3) one (1) sign of
customary and reasonable dimensions as prescribed by the Archnectural
Committee as may be dismayed by an
Owner other than Granlor on or from a Building Lot advertising the
residence for sale or lease; and (4) any sign
required by the Ada County. A customary-"for sale" or “for Jame" sign
not more than three (3) feet by two (2) fee!
shall not require Architectural Committee approval.

1‘

2‘

Amie.

4.16
No exlerior radio antenna, television antenna, satellite dish
antenna or other antenna
of any type shall be erected or maintained on the Property unlas it is
located or screened in a manner acceplable
to the Architectural Committee.

4.19

ﬂail-[Winn- No Building Lo! may be further subdivided unless expressly approved

by Grantor and Ada County.

W211:

4.20
Nothing contained herein shall IImIt the right of Granmr to
subdivide or resubdivide any portion of the Property, to grant licenses,
to reserve rights-of—way and easements
tn uﬁlity companies, public agencies or others, or to
complete excavation, grading and construction of
Improvements loand on any portion of the Propeny, or to alter the foregoing
and its construction plans and
designs, or In construct such additional Improvements as Grantur deems
advisable in the course of development
of the Property so iong as any Building Lot in the Property remains
unsold. Such right shall include, but shall not
be limited lo, erecting, constructing and maintaining on the
Property such structures and displays as may be
reasonably necessary for the conduct of Grantor's business of completing the
work and disposing of the same by
sales Iease or otherwise. Grantor shall have the right at
any time prior to acquisition of title to a Building Lat by
a purchaser from Grantor to grant, atablish and/or reserve
on that Building Lot additional licenses, reservations
and rights-of—way to Gramor, to utility compania, orto others as
may from time to kime be reasonably necasary
to the proper deveiopmenr and disposal of the Property. Grantor
may use any structures owned by Granlor on
the Property as model home complexes or real state 52115 or Deasing
ofﬁces. Granlor need not seek or obtain
Association or Architectural Committee approval of any Improvement
constructed or placed by Granmr (many
portion of the Property ownéd by Granlur. The rights of Grantnr hereunder
may be assigned by Grantor to any
successor in interest In cunnectfan with Grantor‘s interest in
any portion of the Property, by an express written
assignment recorded in the Ofﬂcg of the Ada CountyRecorder.
,

Granlnr, in Grantor's sch: discmtion, and with the approval of Ada
County, may amend and modify the
development plans or schemes far the Property in existence prior to or
following the effective date of this
Declaration such development plans are subject In change at any time
by Grantor, and Impose no obligation on
Grantor as to how the Property is to be developed or improved.
By acceptance of a deed to any property In Eagle
DECLARAHDN - 7
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Springs, each Owner of such property thereby acknowledges and

am the devélopment plans and schemes for

the property may be amended, modiﬁed or changed in Grantor's sole discretion.

Na provision of this Declaration shal! be construed as to prevent or limit Grantor's right to complete
development of the Property and to construct improvemems thereon, nor Grantor's right to maintain mociel
homes, construction, sales or leasing ofﬁces or similar Facilitias on any portion of the Property, including the
Common Area or any public right-af—way, nor Grantor's right to post signs incidental :5 construction, sales or
teasing. AI alt times, and under all circumstances, Grantorshall notbe required to obtain any consent or approval
from any Owner or Owners or the Assacialinn or Architectural Committee in order for Granlor to complete
development of the Property and construct improvements themon.

Wm.

4.21
Subject to the rights of réasonable contest, each Owner shall promptly
compiy with the provisions of all appiicahle laws, regulations, ordinance; and other federai, state or local
gavernmanlai or quasi-governmental reguiau'ons with respect to a" or any portion of the Property.
ARTICLE V: EAGEE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS‘ ASSOCIATION

‘

'

‘ r‘
'
.
Eagle Sprﬁngs Homeowners'
Association, Inc. (the "Assaciallon") shall be initiaﬂy crganized by Gramor as an Idaho non—profit corporation
under the pmvlsions of the Idaho Code relaxing to general non—profit corporations and shall be charged with the
duties and invested with the powers prescribed by law and set
in the Project Documents. Neither the
Articles nor the Bylaws shall be amended or otherwise changed ur Interpreted so as to be inconsistent with this
Declaration. Each Owner shall abide by and beneﬁt from the provisions, covenants, conditions and reslr'cﬁons
contained in lhe Project Documenls.
5.1

{0t

5.2
Mamhmhm. Each Owner, by virtue of being an Owner and for so long as such ownership is
maintained, shall be a Member of the Associatiun, and no Owner, except Grantor, shall have more :han one
membership in the Association. Memberships in the Association shall be appurtenant to the Building Lot awned
by such Owner. The memberships in the Association shall not be transferred, pledged, assigned or alienated in
any way except upon the transfer of Owner's title and then only to {he transferee of such title. Any attempt to
make a prohibited membership transfer shat) be void and will not be reﬂected on the books of the Association.
5.3
inking. Voting In the Associatinn shall be carried out by Members who shall cast the votes
altrihutable to the Building Ln: which they (mm, or attributable to the Building Lots owned by Grantor. The
number of votes any Member may cast on any issue is determined by the number of Building Lots which the
Member, including Grantor, owns. When more than one person hnfds an interest in any Building Lot, 3!! suah
persons shall be Members but shall share the one vote attributable to the Buiidlng 1.0:. For voting purposes, the
Association shall have two (2) classes aembers as described below.

5mm.

5.3.1
Owners other than Grantor 511a" be knowﬁ as Class A Members.
A Member shall be entiiled lo dne vote for each Building Lot owned by such Class A Member
on the day of a vote.
Each Class

5.3.2

f,’_

%

Meghan.

Glamor shall be known as the Class B Member, and shall be entitled
to 1,470 votes (that Is, 5 vmes fur each of the 294 approved Building Lots) less 5 votes for each Building
Lot owned by someone other than Glamor. The Class B Member shall cease to be a voting Member in
the Association on the earlier of: when the Class B Member holds fewer than 100 votes; or ten (10) years
after the date of this Declaration is recorded in the ofﬁcial records of Ada County.
Fractional votés shall-“i101 be ~:éllcﬁrletzi. In the event that joint Owners are unable to agree among
themselves as to how their vote or voles shall be cast, they shall lose their right to vote on the matter being put
to a vote. When an Owner casts a vote, it will thereafter be presumed conclusively for all purposes that such
Owner was acting with authority and consent of all joint Owners of the Building Lnt(s) from which the vote
derived. The right to vote may not be severed or separated from the owrxership of the Building Lot to which it

.

;:
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Owner may give a revocable proxy, or may assign such Owner’5 right to van: to
lessee, mortgagee, beneﬁciary or contract purchaser of the Building Lot concerned, for the term of the lease,
mortgage, deed of trust or contract. Any sale, transfer or conveyance of such Building Lot to a new Owner shall
operate automatically to transfer the appurtenant voting right to ihe Owner, subject to any assignment of the right
to vote to a lessee, mortgagee, or beneficiary as prnvided herein.
i5 appurtenant, except that any

a

MW

5,4
Each year the Association shall hold at least one meeting of the
Members, according to the schedule for such meetings established by the Bylaws. Only Members shall be
entitled to attend Association meetings, and all mher persons may be excluded. when more than one person
holds an interest in any Building Lot, all such persons shall be Members but only one Member with an interest
in such Building Lot shall attend Association meetings. Notice for all Association meetings, regular or special,
shall be given by regular mail to 3!! Members, and any person in possession of a Building Lot, not {ass than ten
(‘10) days nor more than thirty (30] days before the meeting and shall set forth the place, date and hour of the
meeting and the nature of the businas to be concluded. All meetings shall be held within the Property or as close
thereto as practical a! a reasonable place selected by the Board. The presence at any meeting in person of the
Class B Member where there is such a Member, and of the Members representing Owners holding at teas: thirty
percent (30%) of the total vola ofall Members, shall constitute a quorum. If any meeting cannot be held because
a quorum is nut prsent, the Members present may adjourn the meeting to a time not less than ten (10) days nor
more than thirty (30) days from the time the original meeting was scheduled, without notice other than
announcementat the meeting. At such second meeting, the presence afthe Class B Member, where there is such
a Member, and of the Members holding at {east ten percent [10%) of the total votes of all Members, shall
constitute a quorum.

,

.4

FIE-2.61.:

r

W-

5.5
The affairs of the Association shall be conducted and managed
by a Board of Directors (the "Board") and such ofﬁcers as the Board may elect or appoim, in accordance with the
Articles and Bylaws, as the same may be amended from time to time. The Buard of the Association shall be
elected in accordance with the provisionaset forth in the Bylaws.
5.6

WW3.

5.6.1
Emma. The Association shaH have all the powers of a corporation organized under
the general corporation laws of the Slate of Idaha subject only to such limitations upon the exercise of
such powers as are exprasly set forth in the Project Documents. The ksocialion shall have the power
to do any and all Iawfu! things which may be authorized, required or permitted to be done by the
Association under Idaho law, the Fruit-2c: Documents, and to do and perform any and all acts which may
be necessary to, proper for, or incidental to the preper management and uperalion of the Common Area
and the Declaralinn’s other assets, and the performance of ‘he other responsibilities herein assigned,

including without limitation:

W.

5.6.1.1
The power to levy Assessments on any Owner or any
portion of the Propeny and to force payment of such Assessments, all in accordance with the
provisions of the Project Documents.

HEW.

u "1.:

:3

..

5.6.1-2
The power and authority from time to time
in its OWn name, on its owa behalf, or on behalf of any Owner who consents thereto, to
commence and maintain actiuné‘ and suits to restrain and enioin any breach or threatened
breach of thefmjeqt
qumgqgagd tq gnforce by injunction or otherwise, all provisions
,
hereof.

u

DEW-

5.6.1.3
The authority to delegate its power and
duties to committees, officers, employees, or to any person, ﬁrm or corporation to act as
manager, and to contract {or the maintenance, repair, repfacement and operaﬁon of the
Common Area. Neither the Association nor the members of its Board shall be liabie for any
omission or improper exarclse by the manager of any such duty or power so delegated.
DECLARATION - 9
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5.6.1.4
The power to adopt, amend and repeal by
majority vote of the Board such mks and regulations as the Association
deems reasonable.
The Association may govern the use of the Common Area
by the Owners, their families,
invites, licenses, lessee; or contract purchasers, including, without limitation,
the use of
Common Area for organized recreational activities; provided, however,
that the Association
Ruies shaIl apply equally to a” Owners and shall not
be incansistem with the Project
Documents. A copy of the Association Rula as they may frnm
time to time be adopted,
amended or repealed, shall be mailed or otherwise delivered to
each Owner. Upon such
mailing or delivery, the Association Rum shall have the same
force and effect as if they were
set fanh in and were a part of this Declaration. In the event
of any cpnﬂld between such
Association Rum and any other provisions of the Project
Documents, the provisions-of the
Association Rules shall be deemed to be superseded by the pravisions
of the Project
Documents to the extent of any such inconsistency.
‘

W.

5.6.1.5
The power, exercised by the Association or by
any person auihorized by it, to ante: upon any portion of the
Property (but not inside any
building constructed thereon) in the event of any emergency involving
iﬂnas or potential
danger to life or property or when necesary in connection
with any maintenance ar
construction forwhich the Association is responsible. Such
entry shall be made with as Kittie
inconvenience to lhe Owner as practicable, and any damage caused
therebyshall be repaired
by the Association.
5.6.1.6

. The power to grant and
convey to any third party such licenses, easements and rigt-Way
in, on or under the
Common Area as may be necessary or appropriate for [he ordeﬂy
maintenance, preservation
and enjoyment of the Common Area, and for the
preservation of the health, safety,
convenience and the wellare of the Owners, for the purpose
of constructing, erecting,
operating or maintaining:

5.6.1.6.1
Underground lines, cables, wires, conduits or other
devices far the transmission of electricity or electronicsignals
for lighting, healing,
power, telephnne, television or other purposes, and the above
ground lighting
slanchions, melers, and other facilities associated with the
provisions of lighting
and services.
5.6.1 .6.2
Public sewers, storm drains, water drains and pipes,
water supply syslems, sprinkiing systems, heating and gas lines
or pipes, and any
similar public or quasi-public improvements 0r facillﬂes.

5.6.1.6.3
Mailboxes and sidewalk abutmenks around such
mailboxes or any service faéility, benn, fencing and landscaping
abutting common
areas, publlc and private streets or land conveyed for
any public ar quasi-public
purpose including, without limitation, bicycle pathways.
The right to grant such "censa, easements and rights-of-way are
hereby expressly reserved
lo the Association and may be granted at any time prior to twenty—one
(21) years after the
death of the issue of the individuals executing this Declaration on
behalf of Granxor wha are
In being as of the date hereof.

"
5.6.2
mugs.
lnEddition to duties necessary and proper to carry out the power
delegated to the Association by the Project Documents, without limiting
the generality thereof, the
Association or its agent, If any, shall have the authority and the obligation to
conduct all business affairs
of the Association and to perform, without limitation, each of the fonuwing
duties:
‘
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Operate. mainmin.
and otherwise manage or provide for the opemﬁcn, maintenance and management of the
Common Area.

Wm.

5.6.2.2
Es‘ablish and fund a meme account with a
reputable banking institution or savings and loan associallon or title insurance company
authorized to do businas in the State of Idaho, which men/e account shall be dedicated to
the costs of repair, replacement, maintenance and improvement of the Common Area.

Mammmtﬂennsmwﬂu-miﬁmm

5.6.2.3
Maintain. if
any, and without llmitazian, the hams, retaining walls, fences and waner amenilis within and
abuttingComman Area.

WW.

5.6.2.4
Pay all real and personal property taxes and
Assessments separakely levied against the Common Area or against the Property, the
Association and/or any other property owned by the Association. Such taxes and Assessments
may be contested or compromised by the Association, pmvided, however, that such taxes and
Assessments are paid or a bond insuring payment ls posted prior to the sale or disposition of
any property to satisfy the payment of such taxes and Assessmems. In addition, the
Associatian shall pay all other federal, state or Inca! taxes, including income or corpmate
taxes levied against the Association, in the event that the Association is denied the status of
a tax exempt corporation.

W35.

5.6.2.5
Acquire, provide and/or pay for water,
sewer, garbage disposal, refuse and rubbish collection, eIectrIcal, telephone and gas and other
necessary services for the Common Area, and to manage for the beneﬁt of the Association all
water rights and rights to receive water held by the Association, whether such rights are
evidenced by license, pemm, claim, stock ownership or otherwise.

5.6.2.6
111mm. Obiain insurance from reputabie insurance companies
authorized to do business in the State of Idaho, and maintain in effect any insumnce policy
the Board deems necessary or advisable, and to the extent possible to obtain, including,
without llmitaﬁon the following poiicies of insumnce:

5.6.2.6.1
Fire insurance including those r3516 embraced by
coverage of the type known .15 the broad form "All Risk” or special attended
coverage endorsement on a b'anke! agreed amount basis for the full insurabkz
replacement value of all Improvements, equipment and ﬁxtures located within the
Common Area.

5.6.2.6.2
Comprehensive public liability insurance insuring the
Board, the Association, Grantor, and the individual grantees, tenants, agents and
employees, invitees and guests of each of the foregoing against any liability
incident to the ownership and/or use of the Common Area. Limits of liability of
such coverage shall be as follows: Not less than One Minion Dallars ($1,000,000)
per person and One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence with respect to
personal injury or death, and One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence
with respect to property damage.
‘

"Full coVerage direcitors' and qfficers‘ liabiiily
5.6.2.6.3
insurance with a fimit of at least Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000).
5.6.2.6.4

Such other insurance, including motor vehicle

Insurance and worker‘s compensation insurance, to the extent necessary to comply
DECLARATION eaglespWe:
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with all applicable laws and indemnity, faithfu! performance, ﬁdelity and char
bands as the Board shall deem necessary or required to carry out the Association
iunctions or to insure the Association against any loss from malfeasance or
dishunesty of any employee or other person charged with [he management or
possession of any Association funds or other property.

5.63.6.5
The Association shall be deemed trustee of the
interests of 3” Owners in connection with any insurance proceeds paid in the
Associalion under such policia, and shall have full power to receivesuch Owner‘s
interests in such proceeds and to deal therewllh.
lnsurancé' pféﬁfﬁnzs f6} the aboéé insurance
5.62.6.6
coverage shail be deemed a common expensem be included in the Regular
Assessments levied by the Associallnn.

m2; 3M”:

'

5.6.2.6.?
Each Owner may obtain insurance at such Owner's
own expense providing coverage upon such Owner's Building Lat, such Owner's
personal property, for such Owner's persona! liability, and covering such other
risks as such Owner may deem appropriate, but each such policy shall provide that
it does not diminish the insurance arrier's coverage for liability arising under
insurance policies which the Association obtains pursuant to this article. All such
insurance shall waive the insurance company's right of subrogation against the
Association, the other Owners, and the servants, agents and guests of any of ”mm,
if such insurance can be obtained in 1h: normal practice without addllional

"Z

ﬁpremim'chargﬁfu‘r‘lhe waivaﬁoiﬁé‘ﬁlﬁbf‘sﬁbéWosifﬁ‘i‘PmCeeds"W'smﬁ-‘rf‘f"
insurance claims shall be paid to the owner
mongagee in connection with the Building Lot.

of the Building Lot and/or the

3mm.

5.6.2.7
Make, establish; promulgate, amend and repeal such
Association Rules as the Board shall deem advisable;

Baum.

5.6.2.3
If it so elects, prepare and distribute a newsletter on
mailers of general Interest to Association Members, the cost of which shall be included in
Regular Assessments;

5.6.2.9
Amhﬂemmﬂjgmmjm. Appoint and remove members of the
Architectural Committee, subject to the provisions of this Declaration; and

Wigs.

5.6.2.10
Perform such other acts.
whether or not expressly authorized by lhis Declaration, as may be reasonably advisable or
necessary In enforce any of the provisions oiAthe
Documents and any and all laWs,
ordinances, rules and regulations of Ada County. Also including, without limltaﬁon, the
-recordation of any claim of Men with the Ada County Recorder, as more fully provided herein.

iect

5.7
BudgmmniEinanciaLﬂaLmuﬁ. Financial statements for the Association shall be prepared
regularly and copies shall be distributed to each Member of the Association as follows:
5.7.1 .
Qpﬁﬂlmgﬂalﬂmam A pro forma operating statement or budget, for each ﬁsca!
year shall be distributed not Iess than sixty (60) days before the beginning of each ﬁscal year. The
operating statementshall include a schedule of Assessments received and receivable, identiﬁed by the
Buﬂding Lot number and the name of the person or entity asslgned.

5.7.2
tnseihnel. Within ninety (90) days after the close of each ﬁscal year, the
Association shall cause to beprepared and delivered to each Owner, 3 balance sheet as of the last day
DECLARATION
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of the Association's ﬁscal year and annuai ope-rating statements reﬂecting the income and
expenditures
of the Association for its last ﬁsal year. Copies of the balance sheet and operating
statement shall be
distributed to each Member within ninety (90) days after the end of each ﬁscal
year.

W.

5.3
The Assudation may employ or cantract for the services of a professional
manager,
provided that no such employment shall be by a contract having a lawn of more than one
(1) year, and each such
contract shall be subject to cancellation by the Association an a ninety (90} days or
less prior notice without cause
and without payment a! a terminatinn fee. The professional manager so
employed or contracted with shall not
have the authority to make expenditures chargeable against the Association
except upon speciﬁc prior approval
and direction by the Board. The Board shall not be liable for any omission or
improper exercise by such a
professional manager of any such duty, power or function so delegated
by written instrument executed by one on
behalf of the Buard.

": ' 5.9

RemuaLUahiﬁm. No Member of the Board, or member at any committee of the Association,
or any ofﬁcer of the Association, or Grantor, or the manager, if any, shall be
personally liable to any Owner, or
to any ozher party, including the Association, for any damage, loss or prejudice
suffered or claimed on the account
of any act, omission, error or negligence of the Association, the Board, the
manager, if any, or any officer,
cammittee, or other representative or employee of the Association, Grantor, or the
Architectural CommiUee,
provided that such person, upon the basis of such information as may be passessed
by such perm-m, has acted
In good faith without willful or intentional misconduct.
ARTICLE VI: RIGHTS TO COMMON AREAS

WEB.

5.1
Every Owner shall hails a right to use each parcel of the Common
Area, which right shall be appurtenant to and shall pass wixh the title to
every Building Lot subject to the
following provlsions:

6.1.1
The right of the Association holding or controlling such Common Area to
levy and
increase Assessments.

‘

6.1.2
The 'right of the Associalicm to suspend the voting rights and rights to use
of, or
interat in, Cnrnmun Area byan Owner for any period during which any Assessment or charge
against

such Owner's Building Lot remains unpaid; and for a period not to exceed sixty
(50) days for any
infraction of the Associatlnn Rules.

6.1.3
The right of the Assoclation to dedicate or tmnsfer all or any part of the
Common
Area to any public agency, authority or utility for such purposes and subject to such
conditions as may
be permitted by the Articles, Bylaws and agreed to by the Members. No dedication or
transfer of said
Common Area shall be effective unless an instrument agreeing to such dedimﬂon or
transfer signed by
Members representing two-thirds (2/3) of each class of Members has been recorded.

6.1.4
The right of such Association to prohibit the construction of structures or
Improvements on all Common Areas.
6.1.5
The right of the Association to suspend any Member's voting rights and/or right to
use any of the recreational facilities owned by the Association, for any period during which
any
assessments against said Member‘s property remains unpaid, and for a period not to
exceed thirty (30)
days for each infraction of its published rule. and regulations.
6.1.6
.Theright of the Association to-limir the number of Members permitted to use the
Commun Area, or a portion thereof, at any onetime.

6.1.7
The right of the Association to publish reasonable rules and regulations governing
the use of the Common Area.
DECMRATION eng‘cspwec
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5.2
Notwithstanding the Associaﬁan is obligated In maintain the Common
”ﬁféé‘é‘ifd 'ra‘éilsii‘éc‘Eontained thé'réihriﬁs‘hé'réby 'faﬁsviaea méi‘Ma’cﬁiahiy
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H'ghTiEi District PACHDifﬁévelééf“““M”m"""‘

to maintain any part or facility of the Common Area should the Association
fail to maintain the Common Area.
in the event that ACHD determines, in its sale reasonable discrekion, that

the Association is not adequalefy
maintaining the Common Area, ACHD shall, before undertaking maintenance of the Common
Area, provide
written notice of its intention to begin maintenance of the Common Area within a
thirty (30) day period, within
which time frame the Association may undertake to initiate and canclude all maintenance
defects as identified
by ACHD. In Ihe event the Association shall fail to commence and conclude maintenance of the Common
Area
to the extent such items of speciﬁc maintenance are identified by ACHD within
the prmcribed thirty (30) days,
then in such event, ACHD may begin to undertake maintenance of the Common
Near
-

-

‘.
.1.

!.

-

ACHD is hereby granted an irrevocable license to enter upon any poniun of the Common
Area to
perform inspection and maintenance. Should ACHD engage in maintenance of the Common Area after
having
provided noﬁce to [he Assuciation and having provided the Association an opportunity to
undertake such
maintenance, ACHD shall be entitled to "and empowered to ﬁle a ramble lien against all Building
Lots in Eagle
Springs with power of sale as to each and every Building Lot to secure payment of the costs
In connection wllh
such maintenance. This section shaH not be amended without prior written approval'from
ACHD.

MW.

W.

6.3
Grantor shall designate and reserve Common Area in the
Declaration and/er recorded Plats, deeds or other instruments and/or as otherwise pmvlded
herein.

6.5
Damages:- Each Owner shal! be fully liabfe for any damage to any Common Area which may
be sustained by reason of the negligence or willful miscunduct of the Owner, such Owner's
resident tenant or
contract purchaser, or such Owner‘s family and guests, both minor and adult. In the case of joint ownership
of

Building Lot the ”ability of such Owners shall be joint and several. The cost of correcting such damage shall
a Limlied Assessment against the Buﬂdlng Lo! and may be collected as
provided herein for (he collection of
mher Assessments.
a

be

Wm.

ARTICLE VII: ASSESSMENTS

7.]
By acceptance of a deed m any Building Lot in Eagle Springs,
each Owner ufsuch Building Lot thereby COVEnants and agrees to pay when due all Assessmens or
charges made
by the Associalion, including all Regular, Special and Limiled Assessments and charges made against
such Owner

pursuant to the provisions of this Declaration or other applicable instrument.

WWW.

7.1.1
Such Assessments and charges together with interest,
costs and reasonable anomeys‘ fees which may be incurred in collecting the same, shall be
a charge on
the land and shall be a continuing llen upon the property against which each such Assessment or
charge

WWW.

7.1.2
Each such Assessment, together with interest,
costs and reasonably attorneys' fees, shall also be the personal obligation of the Ownerpf such
praperty

beginning with ‘the 'time when the Assesst falls duel The peisonal obligation fur delinquent
Assessments shall not pass to such Owner's successors in title unless aprasly assumed
by them but
shalt remain such Owner's persona! obligation regardless of whether he remains an Owner.
7.2

mm.

rate for each Building Lot.
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6.4
Any Owner may delegate, in accordance with the Bylaws, such
Owner's right of enjoyment to the Common Area to the members of surh Owner's
family in residence, and such
Owner's tenants or contract purchasers who reside on such Owner's Building LOI.
Only Granlor 0r the
Association shall have the right to delegate the right of enjoyment to the Common Area to the
general pubiic, and
such delegation to the general public shall be for a fee set by Granlnr or Association.

is made.

.

.

All Aswmenls, Reguhr and Special, shail be ﬁxed at a uniform
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7.3
All Owners are obligated to pay Regular Assessment. :0 the treasurer
of the Association on a schedule of payments established by the Board.
7.3.1
The proceeds from Regular Assessments are to
be used to pay for all costs and expenses incurred by the Association, inciuding legal and anomeys fees
and other professional fees, for the conduct of H5 affairs, including without limitation the casts and
expenses of construction, improvement, protection, maintenance, repair, management and operation
of [he Common Areas, including all Improvements located on such areas owned and/or managed and
maintained by such Association (the "Operating Expenses"), and an amount allocated to an adequate
reserve fund to be used for repairs, replacement, maintenance and improvement 9f those elements of
the Cummon Area, or other property of the Association that must be replaced and maintained on a
regular basis (the "Repair Expensas'). The Operating Expenses and the Repair Expenses are collectively
referred to herein as the “Expenses.”
.

..

Wm.

7,3,2
The Association shall compute the amount
of its Expenses on an annual basis. The Board shall compute the amount of Regular Assessments owed
beginning the first day of the third month following the month in which the closing of the ﬁrst sale of
a Buitding Lot occurs in the Propeny far the purposes of the Associaﬁon's Regular Assessment (‘lniﬁaﬁan
Dale"). Thereafter, the computation of Regular Assessments 511a" take place not less than thirty (30) nor
more than Sixty (60) days befme the beginning of each ﬁscal year of the Association. The compulatiun
of the Regular Assessment for the period from [he Initiation Date until the beginning of the next ﬁscal
year shall be reduced by an amount which fairly reflects the fact that such period was lass than one year.

mm.

7.3.3
The Board can require, In its discretion or as provided
in the Project Documents, payment of Regular Assessments in monthly, quarterly, semi-annual or annual
installments. The RegularAssessment to be paid by any particular Owner for any given ﬁscal year shall
be computed by multiplying the Association's total advance estimate of Expenses by the fraction
pruduced by dlviding the Buiiding Lots attributable tn the Owner by the total number of Building Lots
in the Property.
7.4

W.

Wis.

7.4.1
in {he even! that the Board of the Association shall
determine that ils respective Regular Assessment for a given calendar year is or will be inadequate to
meet the Expenses of such Association for any reason, including, without Iimitation, costs of
construction, recnnslruction, unexpected repairs or replacement of Improvements upon the Common
Area, attorney's fees andlar litigaﬁun costs, nther professional fees, or for any nlher reason, the Board
thereof shall determine the approximate amount necessary to defray such Expenses and levy a Special
Assessment against the portions of the Property within its jurisdiction which shall be computed in the
same manner as Regular Assessmea. The Board shall, in its discretion, determine the schedule under
which such Special Assessment will be paid.

Wm.

7.4.2
EVEry Special Assessment levied by and for the
Association shall be levied and paid upon the same basis as that prescribed for the levying and payment
af Regular Assessments for the Association.

Wm.

7.5
Notwithstanding the above provisions wkh respect to Regular and
Special Assessments, the Board may levy a Limited Assessmer'lt against a Member as a remedy to reimburse Ihe
Association for. costs incurred invbringing theMember and/or such Member‘s Building Lot into compliance with
the provisions of lhe governing instruments for Eagle Springs.

W.

7.6
pEﬂDd shall commence on January

1

Unless otherwise provided in the Project Documents, the Assessment
of each year and terminate December 31 of the year in which the lnitiallon
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Date accurs. The first Assessment sha" be pro-rated according
to the number of munths remaining in the ﬁscal
year and shall be payable in equal monthly Installmenls.

7.7
1en (1 0) days prior written notice of Regular and Special
Assessments shall be sent to the Owner of every Building Lot
subject :hereta, and to any person in possession of
such Building Lot. The due dates for installment payment of
Regular Msessments and Special Assssmems shall
be the first day of each month unless some other due date 15
established by the Board. Each monthly installment
of the Regular Assessment or Special Assessment shall become
delinquent if not paid within ten (10) days after
the Xevy thereof. There may accrue, at the Board's uniform
discretion, wllh each delinquent installment payment
a late charge aqua! to ten percent (10%) of the
deiinquent installment. In addition, eachjnsrallment payment

which is delinquent for more than twenty (20) days may accrue,
at the Board's uniform discretion, interest at
eighteen percent (18%) per annum calculated the date of
delinquency to and including the date full payment‘is
received by the Assqciation. The Association may bring
an action against the deﬁnquent Owner and may
foreclose the lien against Such Owner’s Building Lat as more
fully provided herein. Each Owner is personally
liabie for Assessments, together with all interest, costs and attorneys'
fees, and no Owner may exempt such
Owner from such liabiiity by a waiver of the use and enjoyment
of the Common Areas, 0r by lease or
abandanment of such Owner's

'

Building LuL

Wm.

7.8

The Association, upun at least twenty (20) days prior
written request,
shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the party making such
request, a statement In writing stating whether
or not, to the knowledge of the Assodaﬁon, a particular Owner
is in default under the provisions of this
Declaration, and further stating the dates to which any Assessments
have been paid by the Owner. Any such
certiﬁcate delivered pursuant to this Article may be relied upon
by any prospective purchaser or mortgagee of
the Owner's Building Lot. Reliance on such Certiﬁcate may not
extend to any default as to which the Signor shall
have had no actual knowledge.

WEE—MW
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7.9
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained in the Project Documents, written notice of any meeting caltad
for the purpose of levying a Special
Assessment, or far the purpose of obtaining a membership vote in
connection with an increase in the Renar
Assessment, shall be sent to a" Member: of the Association and
1p any persan In possession of a Building Lot in
the applicable Phase, not less than fifteen (15) days nor more
than thirty (30) days before such meeting. At the
ﬁrst such meeting called, the presence of Members or of proxies
entitled to cast sixty percent [60%) of the total
votes of the Association shall constitute a quorum. If such quorum
is not present, subsequent meetings may be
called subject m the same notice requirement, and (he required quorum
at the subsequent meetings shall be ﬁfty
percent (50%) of the quorum required at the preceding meeting. No
such subsequent meeting shall be heId more
than thirty (30) days foHowing the preceding meeting.

W.

ARTICLE VII]: ENFORCEMENT OF ASSESSMENTS; UENS

5.1
The Association has the right to collect and enforce its
Assessments pursuant
to the pravisions hereof. Each Owner of a Building Lot, upon becoming an
Owner ofsuch Building Lot shall be
deemed to covenant and agree to pay each and every Assasment provided
for in this Declaration and agrees to
the enforcement of all Assessments in the manner herein specified. In
the event an attorney or attorneys are
employed for the collection of any Assessment, whether by suit or othem-Ise, or to
enforce compliance with or
speciﬁc performance of the terms and conditions of this Declaration, each
Owner agrees to pay reasonable
annmey's fees in addition to any atherrelief or remedy obtained against
such Owner. The Board or its authorized
represenmive may enforce the ubﬁgations of the Owners Ia
pay such Assessments by commencement and
maintenance of a suit at law or in Equity, or the Board may exercise the
power of foreclosure and sale pursuant
to this Article ID enforce the liens created hareby. A suit to recover a
moneyjudgment for an unpaid Assessment
shall be'rﬁaintainabte without foreclosing or waiving the lien hereinafter
provided.

DECLARATION
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8.2.1
Cumin. There is hereby created a ciaim of lien wilh power of sale on each and
every Building Lot to secure payment of any and all Assessments levied against such Building Lot
pursuant to this Declaration together with interest thereon at the maximum rate permitted by 23w and
all costs of coiledion which may be paid nr incurred by the Association making the Assessmen! in
connection therewith, including reasonable anomeys' fees. All sums assessed in accordance with the
provisions of this Declaration shall constitute a lien on such respective Building Lots upon retardation
of a claim of iien with the Ada County Recurder. Such lien shall be prior and superior :0 all ether liens
or claims created subsequent to the recordation of the notice of delinquency and claim of lien except
for tax liens for real prapertytaxes on any Building Lot and Assessments on any Building Lot in favor of- "
any municipal or other governmental assessing body which, by law, would be superior memo.

ﬁlm.

5.2.2
Upon default of any Owner in Ihe payment of any Regular, Special
or Limited Assaément issued hereunder, the Association may cause to be recorded in the ofﬁce of the
Ada County Recarder a claim of lien. The claim of lien shall state the amount of such delinquent sums
and other authorized charges (including the cost of recording such notice), a sufﬁcient description of the
Building 1.0215) against which the same have been assessed, and the name of the mean! Owner thereof.
Each deiinquency shall constitute a separate basis for a notice and claim of lien, but any number of
defaulls may be inciuded within a single notice and claim nf Hen. Upon payment to the Association of
such delinquent sums and chargas in connection therewith or other satisfaction thereof, the Association
shall cause to be recorded a further notice stating the satisfaction of ratios! of such delinquent sums and
chargs. The Association may demand and receive the cost of preparing and recording such release
before recording the same.

MW.

8.3
Such lien may be fureclosed by appropriate action in court ar by sale
by the Association establishing the Assessment, its amamey or other person authorized to make the sale. Such
sale shail be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Code applicable to the exercise of powers
of safe permiued by law. The Board is hereby authorized to appoint its attorney, any ofﬁcer or director of the
Association, or any title company authorized to do busingsjn ldahp as tyysteg fpglhe purpgse uf canducting such
‘
'
""'
‘ '
"-""'" "
" ‘
:
Puwer of sale or foredosure.

W.
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8.4
Notwithstanding anything ccmlained in this Declamlion to the contrary, no
'acﬂon may be brought to foreclose the lien created by recnrdation of the notice of deﬁnquency and claim of
lien,
whether judicially, by power of sale or otherwise, until the expiration of thirty (30) days aftera copy of such claim
of lien has been deposited in the United States mail, certiﬁed or registered, postage prepaid, to the Owner of the
Building Lutls) described in such noﬁce of delinquency and claim of lien, and to the person in possession of such
Building Lot‘s) and a copy thereof is recorded by the Association in the Ofﬁce of the Ada County Recorder.

W:

3.5
The lien for the Assessments provided for herein in
connection with a given Building Lo! shall not be subordinaxe to the lien of any deed of trust or mortgage except
the lien of a ﬁrst deed of trust or ﬁrst mortgage given and made in good faith and for value that is of record as an
encumbrance againstsuch Building Lot prior to the recordatiun of a claim of lien for ihe Assessments. Except as
expressly provided in this Article with respect to a first mortgagee who acquires title to a Building Lot, the Side
or transfer of any Building Lot she” not affect the Assessment lien provided for herein, nor the creation thereof
by the recurdaﬁon ofa claim of lien. on account of the Assessments becoming due whether before, on, or after
the date of such sale or transfer, nor shaH such salé 0r transfer diminish or defeat the personal obligation of any
OWner for delinquent Assessments as provided for in this Declaration.

.251.“

.
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WERE.

8.6
Nutwithstanding any other provision of this Declaration, no amendment
of this Declaration shall operate to defeat the rights of the beneﬁciary under any dead of trust or a mortgage under
any mortgage upon a Building Lot made in good faith and for value, and recorded prior to the recordaticn of such
amendment, provided that after the fareciosure of any such deed of trust such Building Lo! shall remain subject
to this Declaration as amended.
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ARTICLE IX: ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE
9.1
Email. Improvements on the Property shall be made in conformity with the Eagle Springs
design guidelines (the "Design Guidelines") and the Project Documents. No Improvements on any portion of the
Property shall be constructed, placed or removed, except those of Grantor, without Architectural Committee
approval as provided by the Design Guidelineﬁ and me Project Documents. The Design Guidelines are designed
to protect the special quantities of Eagle Springs, and to encourage creative design, by providing general
architectural, design and construction guidelines {includlng Building Envelope guidelines), landscape guidelines
(including a description of existing, natural conditions, and vegetation), submittal and review procedures, and
fees and charges for review. This Declaration is intended to serve as authority for the Architectural Committee
to use its judgment to see that all Improvements conform and harmonize as to external design, quality and type
of construction, architectural character, materials, color, locaﬂun an the Building Envelope, height, grade and
ﬁnish gruund elevation, natural conditions, landscaping and all amthetic considerations as set forth In the Project
Documents. The content of the Design GuSdeHnes maybe modiﬁed and amended from time to time as provided
in the Design Guidelines.

W.

9.2
Within (him: (30) days of the date on which
Gramor ﬁrst conveys a Building Lotto an Owner, Grantor shall appoint zhme (3) individuals to serve on the Eagle
Springs architecturai committee (the “Architectural Committee"). Thereafter, at any time, and from time m time,
until such time as the Class B Membership is terminated, Gmntor shall have the exclusive right, in Grantor's sole
discretion, lo appoint, remove and replace all members of the Architectural Committee. At all other times, the
Board of the Associallon shall have the righ! to appoint, remove and replace all members of the Architectural
Committee. If a vacancy on the Architectural Comminee occurs and a permanent replacemen! has nut yet been
appointed, Grantor or the Board, as the case may be, may appoinLan acting member to serve for a speciﬁed
temporary period not to exceed one (1) year. A member of the Architectural Committee need not be an'Owner.
Members of Ihe Architectural Committee may be removed by the person appointing them a! any time without
cause. The Architectural Committee shall review, study, and either appmve or reject the proposed Improvements
on the Property, all in compliance with {he Project Documenls. The actions of the Architectural Committee in
the exercise of Its discretion by is approve! or disapproval of the proposed Improvements on the Property, or with
respect to any other matter before It, shall be conclusive and binding on all interested parties.

mm

9-3
The Architectural Cumminee shall consider and act upon
any and a“ prupasals or plans and specifications submitted for its approval pursuant to lhe Project Ducumenls
and shall inspect construction in progress to assure its conformance with plans approved by the Archilecturai
Committee. The Architectural Committee 5113“ have the power to hire an architect, licensed with the State of
Idaho, to assist the Archﬂectural Committee in its review of proposals or plans and specifications submitted to
the Architectura! Committee.

mm
WW5.

9.3.1
The Architectural Committee may condition its appmval
of proposals or plans and speciﬁcations upon such changes [herein as it deems appropriate, and/or upon
the agreement nf the Owner submitting the same (”Applicant") to giant appropriate easements to an
Association for the maintenance thereof, and/or upon the agreement of the Applicant to reimburse an
Association for the cost of maintenance, and may require submission of additional plans and
specifications or other information before approving or disapproving material submitted.

9.3.2
The Architectural Committee also may
establish rules and/Dr guidelines setting forth pmcedures for and the required content of the applications
and plans submitted for approval. Such rules may require a fee to accompany each application for
approvals oriddilianal factor; which it win take into consideration in reviewing submissions. The
Archilectural Committee shall determine the amount of such fee in a reasonable manner. Such fees shall
be used to defray the costs and expenss of the Architectural Committee, including the cost and expense
of hiring an architect licensed by the State of Idaho, as provided above, or far such mher purposes as
established by the Board, and such fee shall be refundable to the extent not expended for the purposes
herein stated.
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Such rules and guidelines may establish, without
limitation, speciﬁc rules and regulalions
regarding design and style elements, landscaping
and fences and other slruclures such as animaf
enclosures as wall as special architectural guidelines
appllcable to Bqlng Lots located adjacent to
pub“: and/or privaie open space.

mm.

9.3.3
The Architectural Committee may require such detail in
ptans and
specifications submitted for Its review as-it deems proper,
including, without limitation, ﬂoor plans, site
plans. landscape plans, drainage pians, elevation drawings
and descriptions or samples of emerlur
material and colors. Until receipt by the Architectural
Committee of any required plans and
specificalions, the Architgclural Commmee may pastpone review
a! any pIan submitted for approvnf.

WWW]:

9,3,4
Decisions of the Architectural Commiﬁee and
the reasons therefor shall be transmitted
by the Architectural Committee to the Applicant at the address
sel forth in the applicalion for approval within
thirty (30) days after ﬁling at! materials required by Vha
Architectural Committee. Any materials submitted pursuant to
lhis Anicle XI shall be deemed approved
unless writmn disapproVal by the Architectural Cnmmmee
sha“ have been mailed to [he Applicant
within khiny (30) days after the date of ﬁling said materials with
the Architectural

Committee.

Mmmgmhummmmmgg

9.4
The Archireclural Committee shall meet from time
In lime as necessary to perform its duties hereunder. The
Architectural Commiﬂee may {ram time to time by
resqtion unanimuusiy adopted in wriling, designate 3 Architectural
Committee representative (who may, but
need not be one of its members) In take any action or perform
any duties for and on behalf of the Architectural
Commiltee, except lhe granting of variances pursuant to paragraph 9.9.
In the absence of such designation, the
vote of any two {2) members of the Arthitectural
Committee, or the written consent of any two (2) members of
the Archilemural Committee taken without a meeting, shall
constitute an act of [he Architeclurai Committee.

W15.

9.5
The approval of the Architectural Committee of
any proposals
or pians and specifications or drawings far any work done or
proposed, or in connection with any other matter
requiring lhe approval and consent of the Architectural Committee,
she“ not be deemed to constitute a waiver
of any right to wiihhold approval or consent as to any similar
proposals, plans and specifications, drawings or
mailer whatever subsequently or additionally submitted for approval or
'
consent.
.

mm.

9.6
The members ofthe Archikectural Committee shall receive no
compensation for services rendered, alher than reimbursement for expenses
incurred by them in the performance
of their duties hereunder and except as otherwise agreed
by the Board.

9.?

follows:

WW.

lnspectian of work and correctiun of defends therein shall proceed

as

9.7.]
Upon the campletion of any work (or which approved plans
are required under this
Article XI, the Owner shall give written notice of completion to the
Architectural Committee.
9.7.2
Within sixty (60) days thereafter, the Architectural Committee or
Its duly amhorized
representalive may inspect such Improvement If the Architectura!
Committee ﬁnds that such work was
not done in substantial compliance with the approved plans, itshaH
notify the Owner in writing of such
nun-compliance within such sixty (60) day period, specifying the
particular noncompliance, and shall
require the Owner to remedy the same.
.
9.7.3
If upon the expiration of thirty (30) days from the date of such
notiﬁcation, or-any
longer time the Archltectural Committee determines to be reasonable,
the Owner shall hava failed to
remedy such noncompliance, the Architectural Committee shall
notify the Board in writing of such
failure. Upon notice and hearing, as provided in the Bylaws, the
Board shall determine whether there
is a noncompliance and, if 5n, the nature thereof and the
estimated nest of correcting or removing the
same. If a noncompliance exists, the Owner shaﬂ remedy or
remove the same within a period of nut
DECLARATION - 19
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more than iarty~five (45) days from the date of the announcement of the Board ruiing uniess the Board
speciﬁes a longer time as reasonabie. If the Owner dues nut comply with the Beard ruling within such
periud, the Board, at its option, may either remove the noncomplying improvement or remedy the
noncompliance, and the Owner shall reimburse the Association, upon demand, for all expenses incurred
in connection therewith. If such expenses are no! promptly repaid by the Owner to the Association, the
Board shali levy a Limited Assessment against such Owner for reimbursement pursuant to the Project.
If for any reason the Architectural Committee fails to notify the OWner of any
9.7.4
noncompliance within sixty (60) days after receipt of the written notice of completion from the Owner,
the work shall be deemed to be in accordance wiih the approved plans.
9.8

mummmmmmmm

Approval by the Architectural Committee

does not necessarily assure approval of the Improvements by any appropriate governmental or quasigovernmental agency, board or cammlssion. The Architectural Committee shall review and appmve or
disapprove ail plans submitted lo-it for any proposed improvement, alienation or addition, solely on the basis of
aesthmic considerations and the overall beneﬁt or detriment which would result to the immediate vicinity and
m Khe Property genemﬁy. The Architectural Committee shall take into consideration the aesthetic aspects of the
architectural designs, placement of building, landscaping, color 5chemes, meriar ﬁnishes and materials and
similar features, but shall not be responsible for reviewing, nor shall its approval of any plan or design be deemed
appraval Di any plan or design {ram the standpoint of structural safety or conformance with building or alher
codes. Notwithslanding that the Architectural Committee has approved Improvements, plans and specifications,

neither the Architectural Committee nor any of its members shall be responsible or liable to the Associallun or
to any person, Owner, or Grantor wilh respect to any loss. liability, ciaim or expenses which may arise by reason

of such approvat of [he Improvemems, unless due to the willful misconduct or bad faith of the Architectura!
Committee. Neither {he Board, Architectural Committee or any agent lhereof nor Granlor or any of its partners,
employees, agents or consultants shall be responsible in any way for any defects in any pians or specifications
submiued, revised or approved in accordance wilh the provisions of the Design Guidelines or [his Declaration,
nor for any slruclural or mher defects in any work done according to such plans and specifications. In any and
an events, the Architectural Committee shall he defended and indemniﬁed and heir! harmlas by the Association
in any such suit or proceeding which may arise by reason of the Architectural Committee's deciﬁion. The
Association, however, shall not be obligated {a defend, indemnify and hold harmiass each member of the
Archileclura'l Cumminee to the extent any such member of the Architectural CommMEe shall be adjudged to be
liable for negligence or misconduci in the performance ofsuch member‘s duty as a member of the Architectural
Committee, unless and then only to the extent that the court in which such aciion or suit may be brought shall
delermine that, despite the adjudicaliun of liability, but in view at all circumstances of the case, such member
is fairly and reasonably entitled to indemnification and defense {or such expense if such court shall deem proper.

m.

The Architectural Committee may authorize variances from compliance wIIh any
9.9
of the architectural provisions of lhe Project Documents, including restrictions upon height, size, floor area or
placement of struclures, or similar restriclions, when circumstances such as topography, natural obstrucﬁons,
hardship, aesthetic or environmental considerations may require. However no variances will be granted for
construétinn of slruclures or Improvements, In the Common Areas. Such variances must be evidenced In writing,
must be signL'J by a! ﬂeas! two (2) members of the Archimclural Committee, and shall become effective upon
recordation in the ofﬁce of the County Recorder of Ada Counly. I! such variances are gramed, no vloialion of [he
Covenants, conditions or restrictions contained in this Declaratian shaH be deemed to have occurred with respect
In
mnuer [or which lhe variance was granted. The graming a! such a variance shal! {ml operate to waive any
of Ihu terms and provisions 0! this Declaration {or any purpose except as to lhe particular Building La! and
purliculur provisinn hereof covered by the variance, nor shall it affect in any way the Owner’s obllgatlon Io
mmply with allgnvemmema! lawsand regulaxians affecting such Owner‘s~use of the Building Lot, Inciudlng but
not Iimilcd to zoning ordinances or requirements Imposed by any governmenta! or municipal authority.

t-
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ARTICLE X: EASEMENTS

10.1

Every Owner shall have a nonexclusive
use and enjnyment of the Common
easement for the
Area which shall be appurtenant to
and shall pass with the title to every
Building Lot, subject to lhe easemenE set
farth in this Declamﬁun, as supplemented
and amended from
time.

time to

mm.
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10.2
Any Owner may delegate, in accordance with
the Adidas, Bylaws, this
Dedaralion and the Rules and Regulations,
such Owner‘s right of enjoyment In
the Common Area, to such
Owner's tenants, employees, family, guests
or invitees.

3

L
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10.3
Emrﬁgdﬂsgmggn. The Property, and all portions lhereof, shall
be subject 16 all easements
shown on any recorded Plat affecting lhe
Property, or any portion thereof, and to
any other easements of record
or of use as of the date of retardation of the
Declaration, as supplemented and amended
from time to rime.

3

L'

10-4
There shall be reciprocal appurtenant
easements of
encroachment as between each Building Lot and
such portion or ponions of the Common
Area adjacent theretu,
or as between adjacent Building Luis, due to
[he unwillful placement or settling or
shifting of the Improvements
including, without limitation, structures,
walkways, bike paths, sidewaiks and
driveways constructed,
recunstructed Dl' altered thereon in acc'ordance
with lhe terms of this Declaration. Easements
of encroachment
shall be valid only so long as they exist, and
the rights and obligations 0f Owners
shall not be altered in any way
because of encroachments, settling or shifting
of the Improvements; provided, however,
that in no event shall a
valid easement for encroachment occur due
to the willful act or acts of an Owner.
In the event a structure on
any Building Lot is partially or totally destroyed,
and than repaired or rebuilt, the
Owners of each Building Lot
agree that minor encroachmenfs Within and
ever adjoining Building Lots that existed
prior to the encroachment
may be reconstructed pursuant to the easement
granted by Ms paragraph.

10.5

W55.

Grantur exprasly reserves for the beneﬁt of all
the Pmperly reciprocal
easements of access, ingress and egress for all
Owners to and from their respective Building
Lots for installaliun
and repair of utility servlces, for drainage
of water over, across and upon adjacent
Building Lots and Common
Areas resuhing from the normal use of adjoining
Building Lots or Common Areas, and for
necessary maintenance
and repair of any Improvement including,
without limitation, Fencing, retaining walls,
lighling'faciiilies, mailboxes
and sidewalk abulments, trees and landscaping.
Such easements may be used
by Grantor, and by 3!! Owners,
their guests, tenants and invitees, residing
on or temporarily visiting the Property, for
pedestrian walkways,
vehicular access and such other purposes reasonably
necessary for the use and enjoyment of a
Buﬂding Lot or
Common Area.

Wm.

,
ﬁn,

10.6
Notwithstanding anything express or impliedly
contained
herain to the contraty, this Declaration shall be
subject to all easements heretofore or hereafter
granted by Grantor
for the installation and maintenance of utilities
and drainage facilities that are required
for the development of
the‘ Property. In addition, Grantor
hereby reserves jar the beneﬁt of the
Association the right to grant additional

-

ﬁ-‘L-V‘f‘vf.
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10.6.1

The Owner: ofBuiIding Luvs
or aftering any Improvements upon any drainage
otherwlse daslgnated in any recorded document
which
would interfere vgith or prevent the easement
from being used for such purpose; provided,
however that
the Winter of such Building Lots, and
Grantar, Association or designated entity with
regard to the
landscaping easement described In this
Article, shall be entitled to install and maintain
Iandscaping
on
such easement areas, subject to approval
by the Architectural Committee, so long as the same
would
not interfere with or prevent the easement areas
from being used for their intended
purposes; provided
further, that any damage sustained to
Improvements an the easement areas as a
result of legitimate use
are hereby restricted and enjoined from
constructing
or utility easemént areas as shown on the Flat or
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of the easement area shall be the sole and exclusive obh’gation of the Owner of the Buikiing Lot whose
Improvements were so damaged.
10.7
The rights and duties of the Owners of the
Buiiding Lots within the Property With respect to utilitles shall be governed by the foﬂowing:
10.7.1
Wherever utility house connections are installed within the Property, which
connections or any portions thereof lie in or upon Building Lots awned by an Owner other than the
OWner of the Building Lot served by the connectluns, the Owner of the Buﬂdlng Lot served by the
connections shalt have the right, and Is hereby granted an easement to the full extent necessary therefor,
to enter upon any Building L0! or to have their agent enter upon any Building Lotwithln the Property
in or upon which said connections or any partian thereof lie, to repair, replace and generally maintain
the connections as and when i! may be necessary.

.:.-

10.7.2
Whenever utility house connections are installed within the Property, which
comedians serve more than one Building Lo! the Owner of each Building Lot sewed by the comedians
shall be entitled to full use and enjoyment of such portions of said connections as service such Owner's
.Bulldlng Lat.

mm.

Ir‘.~..s~

.

-~

10.8
Whenever a driveway is installed within the Property which In whole
or in part lies upon a Building Lol owned by an Owner olher than the Owner of the Building Lat served, or
installed to serve more than one Bulldlng Luz, the Owner of each Building Lot sewed or to be served by such
driveway shall be entitled to full use and enjoyment of such'oxher Building Lot as required to service such
Owner’s Building Lat or to repair, replace or maintaln such driveway.
.

W.

10.9
In the evenl of a dispute between Owners with respect to the
repair or rebuilding of utility connections or driveways, or with respect to the sharing of the cost lherefar, upon
written request a! one of such Owners addressed to [he applicable Associalian, the matter shall be submitted to
the Board
shall decide the dispme and, if appropriate, make an appropriate Assessment against any or all
of the Owners involvad on behalf of the prevailing Ownerts), which Assessment shall be collected and enforced
in Ihe manner provided by this Dedaration for Lxmiled Assessments.

tch

ﬁmumﬂﬁlgmimgiﬁammn.

10.10
Gramor, for itseif and its successors and assigns,
hereby retains a right and easement of ingress and egress over, in, upon, under, and across the Common Area
and the right to store materials thereon and to make such other use thereof as may be reasonably necessary or
Incident to the construction of the Improvements on the Property owned by Gramor; provided, however, that no
such rights shali be exercised by Grantor in such a way as In unreasonably interfere with the occupanny, use,
enjoyment, or access to an Owner's Building Lot by that Owner or such Owner's family, tenants, employees,
'
guests, or Invileas.

W.

-

10.11
All conveyances of Building Lots made after the date of the
recording of the Declaration, as amended and supplemented from time to time whether by Gmntor or otherwise,
shall be construed to glint and reserve the easemenls contained in this Article. even though no speciﬁc reference
to such easen'ients or to this Article appears In the instrument for such conveyance.

W-

W

10.12
A genéral easement i5 hereby granted to all police, sheriff, fire
pruxection, ambulance, andall other similar emergency agendas or persons to enter upon all streets and upon
the Property in the proper performance of their duties.
.-

‘

An easefnexik is. B‘siébyh'faéfvéd t6 Grantor, ﬁnd granted to the
Assuciation, and any member of the Board or manager, if any, and their respective ofﬁcers, agents, employees,
and assigns, upon, across, over, in, and under the Building Lots 2 right to make such use afthe Building Lots as
may be necessary or appmpriate to make emergency repairs or to perform the duties and functions which the
Association is obligated or permitted to perform pursuant to the Project Documents, including the right to enter

70:13
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upon any Building Lot for the purpose of performing maintenance
In the landscaping or the exterior of
Improvements to such Building Lot as required by the Project Documents.

Wm.

ARTICLE XI: DAMAGE OR DESTRUCI'ION

11.1
Each and every Owner hereby irrevocably constilum and
appoints the Association as such Owner‘s true and lawful anomey-in-fact
In such Owner‘s name, piace, and stead
for the purpose of dealing with the Improvements on the Common Area
upon damage or datmdmn as provided
in this Article or a complete or partial taking as pravided in the next
Article below. Acceptance by any grantee
of a deed or other instrument of conveyance from Grantor or from
any Owner shall constitule appointment nf
the anomey-in-fact as herein provided. As anomey-imfact, the
Association shaﬂ have full and campaiete
authorization, right, and power to make, execute, and deliver any
contract, assignment: deed, waiver, or other
instrument with respect to lhe interest of any Owner which
may be necessary or appropriaie to exemise the
powers granted herein to the Association as attarney—in-fact.
'

11.2
. As soon as praciical after an event
causing damage to
or destruction to any part of the Common Area, the Association shall,
unless such damage or damnation shall
be minor, nbtain an animate or estimates that it deems reliable
and complem of the costs of repair and
reconstruction of that pan of the Commnn Area so damaged or destroyed. "Repair
and reconstruction' as used
in this Article shat! mean restoring the damaged or destroyed
Improvements to substantially the same condition
in which they axlsted prior to the damage or destruction.
11.3

W.

As soon as practical afmr obtaining estimates, the Association shall

diligently pursue ta completion the repair and reconstruction of the damaged or
destroyed Improvements. A5
attorney-in—fact for the Owners, the Association may take
any and all necﬁsary or appropriate action to effect
repair and reconstruction, and no cox-mentor other action by any Owner
shall be necessary. Assessments of the
Association shall not be abated during any period of Insurance adjustmems
and repair and reconstruction.
11.4

'

.

.

The proceeds received by the Association from any

hazard insurance shall be used for the purpose of repair and reconstruction.
If the proceeds of the insurance are
insufﬁcienl in pay the estimated or acmal cost of such repair and
reconstruction, the Association may assess and
collect in advance from all Owners :1 Special Assessment sufficlent to
provide funds to pay such estimated or
actual costs of repair and reconstruction. Funher assessments may be
made in like manner if the amounts
coHected prove insufﬁcient to complete such repair and reconstruction.

'
11.5
. The Insurance proceeds held by the
Association and the amounts received from the Special Assessment constitute
a fund for the payment of the costs
of repair and reconstruction after casualty. It shall be deemed that the ﬁrst
money disbursed in payment for the
costs of repair and reconstruction shall be made from insurance
proceeds, and the balance from the Special
Assessments. If there is a balance remaining after payment of all costs
of such repair and reconstruction, such
balance shall be distributed to the Owners in proportion to the contributions
each Owner made as a Special
Assessment in the Association underthis Anic!e or, If no Specia! Assessments
were made, then in equal shares
per Building Lot, ﬁrst lathe mungagees of a ﬁrst mortgage and than to the
Owners, as their interests appear.
1

,

1-5

WWW

(3a

If
representing at least sixty seven percent (67%) of the total
allocaled votes in the Association and sixty seven percent (67%) of the
mortgagees of a ﬁrst mortgage (based Upon
one vote for each mortgage owned) of the Building Lots agree in writing
not to repair and reconstruct and no
alternative improvements are authorized, then and in that event the damaged
Common Area shall be restored to
its natural state and maintained as an undeveloped portion of the
Common Area by the Association in a neat and
auractlve condition, and any remaining insurance proceeds shall be distributed
in equal shares per Building Lot,
ﬁrst to the mongagees of a first mortgage and then to the Owners, as their
interests appear.
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ARTICLE XII: CONDEMNA'HON

WEE.

12.1
Whenever all or any part of the Common Area shall be taken or conveyed
in lieu of and under threat of candemnaﬁun by the Board acting as attnme'y-in-fact for all owners under
instructions from any authority having the power of condemnation or eminent domain, each Owner shall be
entitled to notice nf the taking, but the Associalian shall atlas anorneyin-fact for a" Owners in the proceedings
incident to the condemnation proceeding, unless otherwise prohibited by law.

WWWQD

12.2
The award made for such partial or
complete taking shall be payable m the Association as trustee for all Owners to be disbursed as follows: If the
taking involves a portion of the Common Area on which lmpruvmnents have been mnsh’uclgd, manhunlll
within sixty {60) days aftersuch taking Grantor and Ownms representing at least 5W W‘pemnt-tﬁiﬂfoﬁﬁe
Class A Members shat! otherwise agree, the Association shail restore or replace such Improvemenis so taken on
the remaining land included in the Common Area to the extent lands are available therefor, in accordance with
plans approved by the Bnard and the Architectural Committee. If such Improvements are to be repaired or
restored, the provisions in the Article immediately above regarding the disbursement of funds in respect to
casuaity damage or dauudicn which is to be repaired shall apply. If (he taking does not involve any
Improvements an the Common Area, or if there is a decision made not to repair or restore, of If there are net
funds remaining after any such restoration or replacement is compieted, than such award or net funds shail be
distributed in equal shares per Building Lot, ﬁrst to the mnngagees of any ﬁrst mortgage and then to the Owners,
as their interesls appear.

mm.

ARTICLE XIH: WATER SYSTEMS

13.1
Each Building Lot shall have access to 3 Domestic Water System,
to be construcled by Grantar and to be operated by Eagle Water Company (subject 10 the transfer of the
ownership of such Domestic Water System as hereinafter provided). Said Domestic Water System shall consist
of pumps. regulators, pipes and other delivery system equipment, and shall provide water for culinary and other
ordinary domestic household use». Gramor shall establish reasonable charges for water use from the Domestic
Water System, which charges shall be separate and distinct from any assessment, but shall be a lien on any
Building Lot just as an Assessment, as provided further herein. Any Owner's use of water fmm the Domestic
Water System shall constilute an agreement to pay the charges for such use. Should any Owner fail to pay the
chargas for such Owner's water use from the Domestic Water System, the Association and/or Grantor shall, after
reasonable notice, be entitled to discontinue water service as provided by Idaho State laws. Grantnr shall have
the right to expand the Domaﬁc Waier System to other real property, whether such real property is subject to
this Declaration, and to collect "hook~up" or user fees from those users of the Domestic Water System other than
the Ownérs of the Building Lats. Such "hook—up” or user feas shall be used, in part, to partially reimburse Granlar
for the purchase, construction and development coals in connection with the Domestic Water System equipment,
improvements and administration.

W

13.2
No Owner, nor any othar person claiming
right under any Owner, shall cause or allow to be caused, any connection between the Domestic Water Sys‘em
and any nun-potable water system or source.
13.3
IEHEIEL Nah/withstanding any other provision of this Declaration, Grantur shall have the right
to transfer, sell or convey the Domestic Water System, either as the Domestic Water System serves the Property
and/or as it serves additional real property, for and an behalf of the Gamer, to the Association Dr to a water
campany licensed and regulated by [he idaho Public UtilIties Commission, conditioned only upon reasonable
assurances that the Domesticuwialer $y§[erp wil.|_.be qperalggljg magper that will prpgigie pptablg watevlj§gryicgt
q
"(b’CWnei's Lift 5 caﬁt'i'duiné basis Wilh'q'uéHw of seh'li'cé’Eﬁuél td'é? Better than previously provided. For'purposa
of this Article, Grantor is hereby appuimed and made attorney-in'fact for the Association. wilh full power of
attorney to consummate any such transfer of the Domestic Water System.
-

'

-.
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ARTICLE XIV: RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES

If any dispute or question arises between Members or between Members and [he Assuciation or xhe
Architectural Committee relating to the Interpretation, performance or nonperfonnance, violation, or enforcement
of the Project Dccumunls, such dispute or violation may be subject to a hearing and determination by the Board.
ARTICLE XV: MISCELLANEOUS

‘

15.1
lama. The easements created hereunder shall he perpetual, subject oniy to exﬁnguishment
Easements as provided bylaw. The covenants, conditions, reﬁnictiuns and equitahte
such
the
holders
of
by
servitudes of this Declaration shat! run unti! December 31, 2015, unless amended as herein provided. After
December 31, 2015, such covenants, conditions and restrictions shall be automatically extended for successive
periods of ten (10) years each, unless amended or extinguished by a written instrument executed by Members
holding at least threeburths (3/4) of the voting power of the Association and such written Instrument is recorded
with the Ada Cuunty Recorder.

15.2

‘~

Amendment.

Mm.

15.2.1
Except as provided in paragraph 15.3 below, until the recordaﬁon of
the first deed to a Building Lot in the Property, the pruvislons of this Declaration may be amended,
modiﬁed, clariﬁed, supplemented, added [0 (collectively, “amendment“ or terminated by Grantar by
retardation of a wrinen instrument setting forth such amendment or lamination. Any amendment
affecting only a particular Phase may be made by Granmr by an amendment to this Declaration a! any
time up to the recordatinn nﬁthe first deed to a Building Lot in such Phase.

'

W.

Except where a greater percentage is required by express provision in
Article, any amendment shall be by
an instrument in wriﬂng signed and acknowledged by the presldént and secretary of the Association
certifying and attesting that such amendment has been approved by the vote or written consent of
Owners represeming more than sixty-six percent (66%) of [he vom- in the Association, and such
amendment shall be effective upon its recordatiun with the Ada Cuunty Recorder. Any amendment to
this Article shall require the vote or written consent of Members hoiding eighty percent (80%) of the
voting power of 1hr: Association.

15.2.2

this Declaration, the provisions of this Deciaraﬁon, other than ‘his

WW-

15.2.3
Any amendment of this Declaration approved in the manner
speciﬁed above shall be binding on and eﬂecﬂve as to all Owners and their tapedive properties
notwithstanding that such Owners may not have voted for or consented to such amendment. Such
amendments may add to and increase the covenantz, conditions, restrictions and easements applicabIe
lo the Property but shall not prohibit or unreasonan Interfere with {he allowed uses of such Owner's
property which existed prior to the said amendment.
15-3
Mnuaageﬁmlscllan. NOMIlhstanding any ulher provisian of this Declaralinn, no amendment
or this Declaration shall operate to defeat or render invalid the rights of the beneﬁciary under any first mortgage
or deed of trust upon a Building Ln! made in good faith and for value, and recorded prior to the retardation of
such amendment, provided that after foreclosure of any such first mortgage or deed of trust such Buiiding Lot shall
ramain subject to this Declaration, as amended.

15.4 - Emma-Anymoticespermmed or: required to be delivered as-provided herein shall be in‘
writing and may be delivered either persona“)! or by mail. If delivery is made by mail, it shall be deemed to have
been delivered seventy-two (72) hours after the same has been deposited in the United States me“, first Class,
postage prepaid, addressed to any person at the address given by such person to {he Association for the purpuse
or service of such notice, or to the residence of such person if no address has been given to the Association or
~
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m the address ofsuch person as contained in the Ada Couniyzax aSsessor's roll; Such addras may be changed
from lime to time by notice in writing to the Association, as provided in this paragraph 1 5.4.

Wm.
W.
mm

15.5

15.5.1
Except as otherwise provided herein, any Owner of any
Building Lot shall have lhe right to enforce any or an of the provisions hereof against any propeny within
the Property and against the Owners thereof.
15. 5. 2
The failure of any Owner of a Building Lot to comply
with any provision hereof, or with any provision of the Project Documents, is hereby declamd a
nuisance and will give rise to a cause of action in Granmr, the Association or any Dwner of Building
lotts}wi1hin the Property for recovery ofdamages or for negalive ur afﬁnnaﬁve injunctive relief or both.
However, any other provision to the contraly notwimstanding, only Cantor, the Association, the Board,
or a duly authorized agent of any of them, may enforce by self-help any of :he provisions hereof, and
then only If such self-helpris preceded by reasonable malice to the Owner.

.

'

-

15.5.3
Mnhﬁmmﬂm: Anyviolaﬁun of any state, municipal or ﬁnalJaw, ardinance on;
regulation pertaining to the ownership, occupation or use of any property within the Property is hereby
declared to be a violation at this Declaration and subject to any or all of the enforcement procedures
set forth in this Declaration and any or all enforcement procedures in law and equity.

W.

15.5.4
exclusive.

Each remedy provided herein is cumulative and not

15 5 5
EDD-ELEM: The failure to enforce any of the provisions herein at any tlme shall ‘
not constitute a waiver of the right to enforce any such provision.

WW-

WIRE

15. 6
The provisions at this Declaration shad! be liberally construed to effectuate Its
purpose of creating a uniform plan for the deveiapment and operation of the Property. This Declaration shall be
construed and governed under the laws of the State of Idaho.

15.5.1
All of the provisions hereof shall be liberally
construed together to promote and effectuate the fundamental concept; of the development of the
Property as set forth in the recitais of this Declaration.

15.6.2
Notwithstandlng the provisions of :he foregoing paragraph
15.6.1, each of the provisions of this Declaration shall be deemed indepehdent and severable, and [he
invalidity or partial Invalidity of any provision or portion thereof shall not affect the validity or
enfurceability of any other provision herein.
A

'

15.6.3
ﬂugulaﬂnnlndasjluml. Uniass the context requires a contrary construction, the
singular shall include the plural and the plural the singular; and the masculine, feminine or neuter shall
each including the masculine, feminine and neuter.
15.6.4
Saplings. Ali-captions and this used in this Declaration are intended soIely for
convenience of reference and shall not affect that which is set forth in any ufthe provisions hereof.

WW.

All references herein ln Grantar, Owners, the Association or person
to include all successors, assigns, partners and autharized agents of such Grantor, Owners,
Association or person.
__

1.5

7
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WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties herein have set their hands this

__ day of October, 1595.

DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATES
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
an Idaho limited partnetship

BY:

BRENSON CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, in; -~

C0
an Idah

By;

'

/¢K(Kp—..
Greg Caman, President

STATE

OF‘IDAHO

-

.

)
) 55.

County of Ada

)

5

Om

EEK
On this
day of
, 1595, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and
for said State, personally appeared JAMES P. BRENNAN, knnwn or identified to me to be the President of
BRENSON CORPORATION, the General Partner of DEERVALLEY AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
the partnership that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said
partnership, and acknnwledged to me that such partnexship executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my ofﬁcial seal the day and year in
this certificate ﬁrst above wrine

“In

Notary Public for 97%; d
Residing at
My commission expires: IQ—

F.1341!)

ﬂrad/M/ mm Pauly
[—9 F
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)
I

County uf Ada

)

On this _LQ_day of October, 1995, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State,
personally appeared GREG COMAN, known or identiﬁed In me in be the maiden! nf-COMAN COLLECTIONS,
INC, the corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument On behalf of said
corporation, and acknnwledged to me that such corporation executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREDF, I have hereuntosezmyhandand affixed mynfﬁcialseab
V,
this certificate ﬁrs! above written.
.

;

V

v (zoom:

Reading a_
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Nam

.

SAT-TSP": PUBLIC

thefiayand year in. my:

.

*

5‘15‘97'
My Cummlsalnn Explma
ID
80150
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PACIFIC LAND SURVEYORS

’

'

290 North Maple Grow: Road

Boise.

ID 83704

FAX (208) 378-0015

(208) 378:5380

PROJECT: 111061

DATE: JULY 8,1994
REVISED: OCTOBER 19, 1994

'

DESCRIFHON FOR BRENSON SUBDIVISION
A PORTION OF THE WEST HALF

2

SECTION 1].
TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH, RANGE 1 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN
ADA COUNTY, IDAHO

A para] Orland beinga portion arm: Wm halfafScuinn 11. Tmmship4 Hummus: 1

EamBmMu-dmhda Paw! 151m 6114.910?

MW! m??? ”WW;

'

'

Beginning at 3 Brass cap marking the Southwest {Jamar aflhe W51 half of Sectian 11.
Township 4 North. Range: 1 Eu, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho;
,.

.

,

..

shiﬂwmw mmoaaxaﬂ‘g‘thmm‘éﬂy mummy“ organ Wést maﬁaé’ﬁjﬁam arm?
2,636.51 feet to a Brass Gap marking the Soummmmcr aflhc Nnnhwcsx'Qnmncr

Fast

of Section 11;

thence [caving said Wsmrly boundaxy and along 1h: Snuthcrly boundary ofgid Northwest
Quarlcr. South 88°42‘29' East 80.00 fact to 3 iron pin marking [11: Eastcrly right-aﬁmy uf Slat:
Highway 55, also said iron pin being IhskEAL POINT OF BEGINNING;

mum: having said Soumcrly boundary and along said Right—oﬁ-way South 01°17'43' West
50t 0°19'00' Wm) to an imn pin;

474.69 feet (formerly

thence lmving said tighter-“71y South 88’44'08' East 867.17 feet (funncrly East) in an imn pin;
thence: along

th: Wmcrly boundary of Dry Cm): Ccmclczy, 11.0.5. No. 2600, North 01°04'51”

East 459.21 feet (formerly North 0°05'GO" East 452.73 feel) to an iron pin;

thence having said Westerly boundaxy and a long 111: Nonhcrly boundary of said 12.0.5. Na.
2600, which is also (11: Suulhcrly boundary ofR.O.S. No. 2263. South 59‘01'42' East 1609.72 feet
(fonnerly East 1610.02 feel) to an iron pin:

thcnu: lmving szu'd Northerly baundnxy, North 0’39‘15' Ea'st 1204.66 fact (formerly North
0°17‘27" West 1204.44 fail) to an iron pin marking ah: Saumcastcrly camcr
ufSagc Acres Ranchma
Subdivision as ﬁled for record in the ofﬁce of the Ada County Recorder, Boise, Idaho. in Book 17 ofPlats
at pages 1093 and 1094-,
[hence along the SouLhcrly boundary

of said Sage Anus Ranchelm Subdivision

the following

courses and distances;

'

’

‘

" "'

“‘

' meaomh‘ 87°18'17" W‘cTsf'494278

{antenna} SEu'th éls'éjo‘éd'ﬁéstjtd ‘m-{ixégl 551;“

[hence South 27°46'12" WES! 107.00 fact (felintrly Soulh 26°47‘55" West) to an iron pin;

.

Paciﬁc Land Sumyors.

.

a

division

of POWER Engineers, Inc"

an Idaho Corporation

-
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them: South 45°43'17' Wm 168.00 feet (formuiy South 44°45‘00‘ West) to an iron pin;

thcncoﬁh-H‘QWS' Wa175.m'f§a(femlyﬂonh45°20'w9Wm)mtnpin
'
ff};
'

maddngapoimafwwe;

‘.’

-

~.

~

-

‘

them: alang a nun-mngnnl cum to Lb: Ian 39.19 fact, said curvu having a central angle of
lung chord 0139.19 factbwing South

51°28'53". a mdius of645.00 feet, tangents tar-19.60 feel. and
a

43°53'51' Wat to an iron pin marking a point Mending nfcurvc;
the 1:: Norm 47’50'36"

Wm

..

-

.

thcncel North 46°57'61':Wst 661.54 that
(remedy Nun]: 41°45'00“

v

,.

Wm)

x..'-.»-

...”.

an- iron

pin;

m...”
.10

thence South 83’12'18' West 120.33 {act-(fanned)! South 82°14'I9' West) to an
iron pin;

mane: North 06"47'42' West 75.00 feet (formerly North (17‘45'41'
War) In an inn pin;
lhcncu South 83°11'18" West 290.00 feel (formuly Snutix 82°14'19" Wait)
to an iron pin;
thence South

09474? East 45.00 fuel (formuly South 07°45'41' E35010 in aﬁﬁpﬁ

thence South 83°12'18"

Wm 320.00 feet (formerly South 82°14'19' West) In an iron pin;

thence lcaving said Soulhcrly boundary and a long thc Westerly boundary cram
Sage Acme
Ranchcucs. North 06‘47'42' Wm 982.72 fact. (fumzrly North 07‘54'41' Wat) to an imn
pin on the
Suumcﬂy ﬁght-nf-way umixie Road;

thence having said Westerly boundary and a long said Southcrly right-of-way
North 88°58'02”
West 237.11 feet (formerly 236.29 feel) to an iron pin on the Easterly ﬁghter-way of
Sun: Highway 55;
thence leaving said Snulhcrly light-af-way and along said Easterly right-of-way
South 01°13'57"
West 1536.07 feet (formerly South 0°19' Wat) m 111: point ufbcginning, comprising
95.29 auras, more or
less.
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.
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"...... an...
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SUBJECT TO:

All existing mmcnxs and mag! ﬁghts-nf-way of mean! or app-wing on
the abnvu-dmibed

pauﬂdhmi

'

‘

.

PACIFIC LAND SURVEYORS

JTEEDM

v. .~._A,_..,.__.“.<....“Emu"---

John '1'. (Tom) Eddy. P.L.S.
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LEGAL DESCRIPTJDN OF FHASES ONE AND TWO OF THE PROPERTY

A pnrtiun of the W 112, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM. Ada-County, Idaho, as depicted on
that certain plat of subdivision knuwn as ﬁreman Sudvisian recorded as Instrument No.
95018423, in the records of Ada County, Idaho; and
A portInn of the NW 114, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM. Ada Caqnly, idaho, as depicted on
that cenain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivisiun No. 2 recorded as Instrument
Ada County, Idaho, EXEEEI Let a, Block 9 of Brensan~
No. 95029539, in the records-of
' "
‘
‘
‘
‘
U
Subdivision No.23“.
.

-

3

'

-

293100323:
DECLARATION - 30
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FIRST AMENDMENTTO DECLARATION

w DEPUTY
98065153

'

OF COVENANTS CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
FOR

EAGLE SPRINGS SUBDIVISION

This First Amendment to Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions
for Eagle Springs
Subdivision (this "Amendment") is made this
of z [2; ag , 1958, by Deer Valley and Associates
Limited Partnership. an Idaho limited partnership ("Grantor" and "Class B Member")
and and Eagle Springs
Homeowners' Association, Inc, an Idahn non-pram corporation ("Association").

way

RECITALS

A.
The property potentially subject to this Declaration is approximately 95 acres In
the County of
Ada, State of Idaho, which is more particulariy described on Exhibit A attached hereto
and made a part hereof
(the ”Property”). Grantor intends to develop the Property in multiple development
phases. The im‘u‘al
development Phasa of the Property made subject to this Declaration are more particularly
described on Exhibit
B, attached hereto and made a part hereof.
B.

Grantor and Association are the owners of, or have an interest in the Property.

C.

On October 11, 1995, Grantnr caused t0 be recorded against the Property, as
instrument
Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs-

Number 95074402, that certain
Suhdivision (the "Declaration").
D.

Declaration.

Pursuantto ArticleXV of the Declaration, Grantarand Association have the rightm
amend the

E.
On March 39. 1996, Association held a special meeting where atthis Amendmentwas approved
by the vote or written consent of Owners representing more than sixty~six (65) percent of the VDK’E
in the
Association.

F.
Grantorand the Association now desiretuamend the Deciaratlon as setforth beiow, and
declare
the Property, and each lot, parcel or portion thereof, is, and/or shall be, held, sold,
conveyed. encumbered.
hypnthecated, leased. used, occupied and impruved subject to the following terms,
covenants, conditions,
easements and ramlctions hereinafter set forth.

NOWTHEREFORE, Grantnrand Association hereby declare the Property, and each lot, parcel or
portion
thereof, is and/or shall be he'd, sold, conveyed, encumbered, hypothecated, leased,
used, occupied and
improved subiect to the following terms, covenants, conditions, easements and
restrictions, a“ of which are
declared and agreed to be in furtherance of a general plan for the protection,
maintenance, subdivision.
improvement and sale of the Property, and to enhance the value, desirability and attractiveness
of the Property.
The terms, covenants, conditlons, easements and restrictions set forth herein: shall run with
the land constituting
the Pruperty, and with each eslate therein, and shalt be binding upon all persons having
or acquiring any right,
title or interest In the Property or any lot, parcel or portion thereof; shall inure to the benefit of
every lot, parcel
urponion ofthe Property and any interest therein; and sin" inure to the beneﬂtof and be binding
upon Grantor,
FIREYAMENDMENTTD DECLARATION -

I

wpdanhqhzmaspbmend I .de:
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EXHIBIT 5
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE, T‘IVO AND THREE OF THE PROPERTY
A portion ofthe W M, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., ELM. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted
on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Bremen Subdivision recorded as tnstrument No.
95018423, in the records of Ada County, Idaho; and

A portion of the NW 7/4, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. I E., B.M. Ada County, ldaho, as depicted on
that certain platofsubdivisfon known as Brenson Subdivision No. 2 recorded as Instrument
No.
95029539, in the records ofAda County, Idaho, EXCEPT LutB, Black 9 ofBrensnn Subdivision
No. 2; and
A portion oftheW ‘A, Section 1LT. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted
on that
certain plat of subdivision knOWn as Brenson Subdivision No. 3 recorded as Instrument No.
97106546, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.

000360

Upon the recording hereof, the terms and provisions set 7’0t in the
Declaratian recorded as Instrument
Number 95074402, shall be amended by the terms hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set our hands this
1998.
EAGLE 5'
an Idah .

8y:
Its:

é

731:12:31

of

:1) I I!

,

"NUS HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC,

profit corporation

-

President

KNEW
By:
Ils:

é’cretary

DEE
ALLEY AND ASSOCIATES UMITED PARTNERSHIP,
an Idaho Iimﬂed partnership
BY:

FIRST AMENDMENT TO DECLARATION

BRENSON CORPORATION, an’ Idaho
corporation, its gar l partner

-J

wpdnuh-nmnlmhmundmn:
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STATE OF

IDAHO

}
) 53.

County of Aria

.‘

On this 273 day of
, 1993, before me, the undersigned, a Maury
I?
Public in and
for said S‘rate, personally appeared
+arr-T
and
a? .Hp “4;“
, knnwn or
identified to metabe the 'Ergircjgw-Iand the
4.5”.”
ofEAGLE SPRINGS
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION INC, the carporah'on that
executed the’ instrument or the persons who
executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and
acknowledged to me tharsuch corpomrinn executed
the same.

Ta

5mm

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
this certificate first above written.

I

have hereuuto setmy hand and afﬁxed
my official seal the day,and year in
_

.'

N

ary Pgbﬁn‘far
esiding at Boise, daho
My commission expira:
lo.

STATE OF I

Ola rK

County afAda—

We

ééfé

|\”“""‘:.H'I"Ip,

‘

0‘.
)

’

55'

)

’4

0n thisc25ji‘3ay nf

.

, 1993, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public
In and
BRENNAN, known or identified to me to be the
Praident of
BRENSON CORPORATION, the general partner for DEER VALLEY
AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
that executed the Instrument or the person who executed the
instrument on behalf of said partnership, and
acknowfedged in me that such partnership executed the same.

for said State, personally appeared JAMES

IN WITNESS WHEREDF,
this certiﬁcate first above written,

I

P.

have hereunto set

.

Nata

.

,

y ofﬁcial seal the day and year in

Publlc for Idaho

Residi g at

NICOLE MESTLEH
Nanny Public — NnVIdl!
Nu. 97534144
My appt. exp. July 30. 2031

hand and affixed

\eoadm
~L_.__E__
'7‘ 50- at

My commission expires:
v

:,

Hm AMENDMEHTTD DECLAMTION - d
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EXHIBIT A

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

000363

EXHIBIT 5
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE, TWO

AND THREE OF THE PROPERTY

Aportion of the W ’/‘:, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM. Ada Caunty, Idaho, as
depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brensan Subdivision recorded as
Instrument ND.
9501 8423, in the records of Ada County, Idaho; and
'

A portion of the NW 14., Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted
on
that termin platofsubdivision known as Erenson Subdivision Na. 2 recurdad
as Instrument No.
95029539, in the records cf Ada County, Idaho, EXCEPT Lot 9, Black 9 of Brensnn

No. 2; and

Subdivision

A portion ofthe W bi. Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 5., EM. Ada County, Idaho, as
depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenscm Subdivision Na. 3 recorded as
Instrument No.
97106646, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.

000364

After Recording
Return to:
JoAnn C. Butler
Splnk E Butler
FLO. Box 5359
Boise. ID 83701
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SECOND AMENDMENT TO DECLARATION

or COVENANTS. CONDITIONS AND Rssmcnoms
'

FOR
EAGLE SPRINGS SUBDIVISION

This Second Amendment to Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs
Subdivision (this "Amendment") is made this 2133 day of
, 1999, by Deer Valley and Associates
Limited Partnership, an Idaho limited partnership ("Grantor" and "Class B Member”) and and Eagle Springs
Homeowners' Association, Ina, an Idaho non-profit corporation ("Association").

Mach

RECITALS

A.
The pmperty potentially subject to this Declaration is appruxlmately 95 acres In the County of
Ada, State of Idaho, which is more particulariy described on Exhibit A attached herein and made a part hereof
(the ”Property"). Granmr lnnands to develop the Property in multiple develapment phases. The initial
development Phases afthe Properly made subject to this Declaration are more particularly described on Exhibit
B, attached hereto and made a part hereof.
B.

Grantor and Association are the owners of, or have an interest In the Property.

C.
0n ember 11, 1995, Grantnr caused to be recorded against the Property, as Instrument
Number 95074402, that certain Declaration of Covenams, Conditions and Ratrictiuns for Eagle Springs
Subdivision, which was amended an July 7, 1998 by thatcermln First Amendment to Declara ' n of Covenanm
and Restrictions for Eagle Springs Subdivision recorded as lnstmment Number 98055153 (collectively, the
"Declaration").

D.
Declaraticn.

Pursuant to Article XV of ihe Declaration, Grantur and Assuclatlon have the rlghtto amend ﬂu:

E.
On January 12, 1999, Association heid aspecial meeting where this Amendmentwas approved
by the vote or written consent of Owner: representing more than sixty-six (66) percent of the votes in the
Association.

F.
Grantor and the Association now desire to amend the Declaration as setfarth below, and declare
the Property, and each lot, parce! or portion thereof, is, and/Gr shall be, held, sold, conveyed, encumbered,
hypothécated, leased, used, occupied and Improved subject to 1&12 following terms, covenants, conditlons,
easements and restrictions hereinafter set forth.

SECOND AMENDMENTTD DECLARA'HON
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NOWTH EREFORE, Grantorand Associatl on hereby declarethe Property, and each lot, parcel or portion
thereof, is and/or shall be held, sold, conveyed, encumbered, hypothecated, leased, used, occupied and
improved subject to the following terms, cow-mans, conditions, easements and restrictions, all of which are
declared and agreed to be In furtherance of a general plan for the protection, maintenance, subdivision,
improvementand sale ofthe Property, and to enhance thevalue, desirability and attractiveness ufthe Property.
Thetenns, covenants, conditions, easements and restrictions
herein: shall run with the land constituting
the Property, and with each estate therein, and shall be binding upon all persons having or acquiring
any right,
title or interest in the Property or any lot, parcel or portion thereof; shall inure to the beneﬁt af every lot, parcef
or portion of the Prapez’ty and any interestthereln; and shall inure to the beneﬁtof and be binding upon Grantor,
Grantor's successors in interest, Association, and each grantee or Owner and such grantee's or Owner's
respective successors in interest, and may be enforced by Grantor, by any Owner or such Owner‘s succeqsors
In interest, or by the Association.

52tt

1.

Paragraph 4‘271 , ofthe Declaration shall be deleted and replaced in

is entirety as foltows:

4.2.1
Use, Size and Height of Dwemng Structure. AH Building Lots shall be used exclusively
for single-family residential purposes. No Building Lot shall be improved except with a single-family
dweﬂing unit or structure of frame, stone or brlnk construction, containing a minimum of three (3)
bedrooms and two (2) bathrooms and two (2) car garage. in Phases One, Two and Three no one (1)
story singlefami 1y structure shall have a ﬂoor area of has than ane thousand three hundred ﬁfty (1,350)
square feet, exd usive of garages, patios, breazeways, storage rooms, porches, and similar structures and
no two (2) story single-family structure shall have a ﬂoorarea of less than one thousand five hundred ﬁfty
(1,550) square feet, exclusive of gamga, patios, breezuways, storage rooms, porches and similar
structures. In Phase Four no one (1) story singlevfamﬂy structure shall have a ﬂoor area of less than one
thousand seven hundred (1,700) square feet, exclusive of garages, patios, breazeways, storage rooms,
porches, and similar structures and no two (2) story single-family structure shall have a ﬂoor area of less
than than two thousand (2,000) square feet, exclusive of garages, patios, breezeways, storage rooms,
pmcha and similar structures. No single—family structure shall be higher than thirty-ﬁve (35) feet.

The legal description contained In Exhibit
2.
repfaced in its entirety as follows:

B

anached to the Declamtion shall be deleted and

52mm
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE, TWO, THREE AND FOUR OF THE PROPERTY

A portion (1m W vs, Section 11, T.4 N., R. I E., BM. Ada County, Idaho, as déplcted on that
certain plat of subdivlslon known as Brensun Subdivision recurded as Instrument No.
95018423, In the records of Ada County, Idaho; and

A portion of the NW Y3, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on
that certain platnf subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision No. 2 recorded as Instrument No.
95029539, in the records ofAda County, Idaho, EXCEPT Lot 9, Block 9 of Brenson Subdivision
No. 2.

A portion ofthe W %, Section 1 1, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM. Ada Caunty, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brensun Subdivision No. 3 recorded as Instrument Na.
97106646, In the records of Ada County, Idaho.

A portion ofihe NW %, Section 11,14 N., R'. 1 E., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on
ﬂ'latcermin platofsubdivislon known as Brenson Subdivision No. 4 recorded as InstrumentNo.
98116487, in the records

qda County, Idaho.
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Upon the recording hereof, the terms and provisions setforth in the Declaration recorded as lnsh‘urnems
Numbered 95074402 and 98065153, shall be amended by the terms hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set our hands this 3‘93 day of
1999.

Jami]

,

RINGS HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.,

oﬂt corporation

By:
Its:

W
'3- M
Presiuent

AWEST‘

By:
Its:

ec tary

)
DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
an Idaho limited partnership

BY:

BRENSON CORPORAUON, an Idaho
corporation, its
era] partner

9.
James P. Brennan, President

SECOND AMENDMENTW DECMMTION —.'l
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STATE OF

IDAHO

)
) 55.

County af Ada

3

1:8.

On this 1? day of
g 31:3
, 1999, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public In and
for said State, personally appeared
and Ian-Jabs HQ”
, knnwn or
Identiﬁed tomato be the PresidenlandﬁIESecrelaryof EAGLE SPRINGS HO EOWNERS' A550 IATION
INCL,
the corporation that executed the instrument or the persons who executed the instrument on behalf
of 5a
corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same.

M

Bk: Sgt-t5

Notary Pub[ in Idaho
Residing at
,‘ldaho
My commission expires: Viz—1

STATE OF

M

Z’Qi

)

Neda-AA
County ofAdu-

“0%

alarm

J

55.

)

(ﬁx

On this I
day of I 9 [g {“0"}
,1999, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and
for said Slate, personally appeared JAMES P. BRENNAN, known or Identiﬁed to me to be the President of
BRENSDN CORPORATION, the general pam'lerfor DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATE? LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument an behalf of said partnership, and
acknowtedged to me that such partnership executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set
this certiﬁcate ﬁrst above written.

NICOLE MESTLEH
,

"any

mm.“
”MM-1

-

haqd and affixed my official seal the day and year in

Nofari' Public for Hahn} MEMO. da—
Raiding 3*
9 "5
My commission expires: :Z —-3 a - O!

NO.

'
.

Wini- Ml- JWM. 2°01
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'

// /

I

I

I

‘Exmxma

j

t

L‘ 'l‘

1

PACIFIC LAND SURVEYORS

'

290 North Maple

vc‘Road

_-

'

Boise.

ID 83704

(208) 373—6380

FAX (208) 378-0025

mower: 111051

mm:

JULY8,1994
REVISED: ocromzn 19, 1994

DESCRIPTION FOR BRENSON SUBDIVISION
A PORTION OF THE WEST HALF
SECIIDN 11
TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH, RANGE 1 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN
ADA COUNTY, IDAHO

A puma! nflsnd being a portion ofthe Wm halfbection
Tamhip 4 North, Range
East, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho and more parﬁculaﬂy
dwcribed as Inﬂow-n:

ll,

I

Beginning ata Brass cap marking :11: Southwest corner afﬁx:
West half of Secziun 11.
Township 4 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Ada County,
Idaho;
thence along the Watcrly boundary of said West
halfofSeclian 11, North 01°17'43" East
2,636.51 feet In amass cap marking the Snuthwnsl camel-of
the Northwest Quarter of Section 11;

thence leaving said Wcsmrly boundary and along the
SDHHIIGI'ly boundary of said ahwest
Quarter, South 88‘42'29' East 80.00 feat to 8 iron pin marking the
Easterly right-af-way ufsmu:
Highway 55, also said iron pin being 111: REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
thence. leaving said Souzhnrly boundary and along
said Right-aﬁway South 01"}7'43" West
474.69 feet (funncrly South Oul9'DO' W61) to an iron
pin;

thcnne lwving said light-of-way South 88°44'08“ East
867.17 feet (formerly East) to an iron
pin;
thence along 1h: Westerly boundary of Dry Creek
Cemetery, 110.5. No. 2600, North 01‘051'51"
East 459.21 feet (formerly North 0°05'00' East 452.73 feat) in
an

iron pin;

ely

thence leaving said
boundaxy and a long the Nanherly boundaxy afsaid RO.S.‘No.
2600, which is aim the Southerly boundary 0:11.05. No.
2253. South 89°01'42“ East 1609.72 feet
(formerly Fast 1610.02 fact) In an iron pin:

wane: leaving said Nunhurly boundmy, Nnnh 41°39‘15" East
l204.66 feel
Wm 1204.44 feet) In an imn pin marking the Saudumtcrly corner of (funnerly North
Sage Acts Ranchcltcs
Subdivision as ﬁled fur record in the ofﬁce of ﬂu: Ada County
Recorder, Boise. Id'nhu. in Book [7 ofPlals
at pugs 1093 and 1094;
0°17'_27'

them: along the Snulherly haundnry ufsnid Sag: Acm Rnnchetles
Subdivision the following
courses and distances;
-

thence Saul]: 87°18'17" West 494.78 feet (formerly
South 86°30'00" West) to an imn pin;

than: South 27°45'12“ Wcsl 107.00 feet (farmcrly Suulh 26°47'55”

Wast) In an imn pin;

Paciﬁc Land Surveyors. a division of POWER Engineers.
Inc.. an Idaho Corporation
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thence South 45°43'17” Wcst168.00 fact (formerly South 44°45'00”
West) to an iron pin;
thence North 44‘21'43' West 275.00 feet (formerly North 45°20” 00"
West) to an iron pin
marking a point ofcurvc;

thence alonga nun-tangent cum to their-3:39.19 feet, said
cum: having a central angle of
3°28'53", a radius $645.00 I‘m, tangents nf19.60
fact, and a long chord 0539.19 feetbcaring
South
43 "53'51" West to an iron pin marking a pain! cf ending
of curve;
(henna North 47’50'35" West 50.00 fact (formerly Nunh 43‘48'58“
West) In an iron pin;

them: Nanh 40°37'01“ Wcst 66!.54 fact (formcﬂy North 41°45'00”
West) to an-irun pin;
manna South 83°12'18" West 120.33 fact (funnurly South 82"14'19"
West) to an iron pin;

thence North 06°47'42" “15:75.00 feet (farmcrly Nun}: 07°45'41”
West) to an imn pin;
thence South 83"12'18"

Wm 290.00 fact (furmzrly South 82°14’19“ West) In an iron

[113nm South 06°47'42" East 46.00 {at (formerly
South 07°45'41" East) to an

pin;

imn pin;

thence South 83"12'18“ West .3203!) {net (fomcrly South 82’14‘19"
West) ta an iron pin;

thence leaving said Suuﬂlurly boundary and a long [11:
qledy boundary of said Sag: Acres
Ranchcaw, North 06‘47‘42" West 982.72 fact (formerly North 07°54’41"
Wm!) to an imn pin on the
Samba-1y right-921ml); afPrairie Road;

them: leaving said Westerly boundary and a long said Southcﬂ'y
right-of-wny North 88°58‘02"
West 237.11 feat (formerly 236.29 feet) to an iron pin on
theEamrly ﬁght-uﬁway nfSlnl: Highway 55;
mans: having said Snulhcrly dght—of-my and along said
Easterly right-ohm}! South 01‘13’57"
Wm. 2536.07 feet (formerly South 0°19' West) to the point of bcginm'ng.
comprising 95.29 acres. more or
less.
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SUBJECT TO:

All existing
parcel cfland.

eascmcnts and road rights-of-way nfmcard or
appuring an the nbuvc-dcsen‘bed

Prepared by:

PACIFIC LAND SURVEYORS'

Il‘EzEDM

John

'1‘.

(Tom) Eddy, PLS.

mm?

1

W? 1
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EXHIBIT

B

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE, TWO, THREE AND FOUR
OF THE PROPERTY

A portion ofthe W 1.4, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., B.M. Ada County, ldaho, as
depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision recorded as
Instrument No.
95018423, in the records of Ada County, Idaho; and
A portion of the NW 74, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM. Ada County,
Idaho, as depicted on
lhatcer’rain plat ofsubdlvision known as Brenson Subdivision No. 2 recorded
as lnstrumentNo.
95029539, In the records ofAda County, Idaho, EXCEPT Lot 9, Biock 9 Df Brenson
Subdivision
Na. 2; and
A portion ofﬁwe W ‘A, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., B.M. Ada
County, Idaho, as depicted on that
cenain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision No. 3 recorded
as Instrument No.
97106645, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.
A portion ofﬂ1e NW M, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM. Ada County, Idaho, as
depicted on
that certain platofsubdivision known as Brenson Subdivision No.4 recorded
as InstrumentNo.
96116487, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.
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AMENDMENT TO DECLARATION
OF COVENANTS C NDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS

FOB

EAGLE SPRINGS SLED! ZEION
This Third Amendment to Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle
Springs
Subdivision (this "Ammdmmt") ismadethis
of
2000,
VallcyandAmciatesLimited
Partnership, an Idaho limited partnership (“Grantor" and " lass B Member") and Eagle Springs
Homeowners‘
Association, Inc., an Idaho non-proﬁt corporation ("Association").

Achy

W

11w

RE ITALS
A,

m

The property potentially subject to this Declaration is approxhnately 95
in the County of Ada,
Mudarly described on Exhibit A attached harem and made a pan hereof (the
‘Troperty’ﬁ. Grantur intends to develop the Pmpeﬂy in multiple development plums. The
initial development Phases
oftbe Pmpenymade subjecttothisDeclamtionammorepanimnaﬂy described on ExhibitB,
attached hereto and made
a part hereof.
State

uf Idaho, which is more

B.

Grantor and Association are the owners of, or have an intcrest in the Property.

C.
On October 11, 1995, Grantor caused to be recurded against the Property, as
Instrument Number
95074402, that certain Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle
Springs Subdivision, which
was amended on July 7, 1998 by that cenain First Amendment to Declaration
ofCavenants and Restrictions for Eagle
Springs Subdivision recorded as Instnnnent Number 98065153, and which was amended
on March 15, 1999 by that
certain Second Amendment to Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for
Eagle Springs Subdivision
recorded as Instrument Number 99024791 (collectively, the "Declaration").

D.
Declaration.

Pursuant to Article XV of the Declaration, Grantor and Association have the
right to amend the

E.
On July 26, 2000, Association held a special meeting when: this Amendment
was appmved by the
vote or written consent of Owners representing more than sixty-six
(66) percent of the votes in the Association.
F.
Glamor and the Association now desire to amend the Declaration as set forth below,
and declare the
Property, and each lot, parcel or portion memof, is. and/or shall be, held, sold, conveyed,
encumbered, hypoﬂmted,
leased, used, occupied and improved subject to the following terms, covenants,
conditions, easements and restrictions
hereinaﬂsr set forth.

nnRDAMBmMENTTo
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NOW THEREFORE, Grantor and Association hereby declam the
Property, and each lot, parcel or portion

inﬁmhelancc afagemml planforﬂmpmmcﬁon, mama-mange, subdivision,
impmvcmulandsalc ofthePropeny,

and to enhance tlmvaluc, desirability and attracﬁvcness ofthe

Pmpeny. The arms, covenants,

conditions, easemnts
andmhjcﬁons satfmthhmuin: shallmn withtheland constituting the
Propeny, andwitheachcmte therein, and
shall inure to the baneﬁt of and be binding upon Gmntor, Grantor's
successors in intamst, Association, and mh
granteeorOwnerandsmhmnbee‘s orOwnex‘smspectivesumsors in interest,
andmaybeenfomedhy Gmntor, by
any Owns: or such Owner's successors in intenest, or by the Association
1.

Paragraph 4.2.]

of the Daclaration shall be deleted and replaced in its entirety as follows:

5%.

42.1
Use, 813 a_m11ﬁgl_1t QﬁDygﬂing
All BuildingLots shall be used exclusively for
single-family msndnntial purposes. No BuildingLot shall be improved
except with a single-family dwelling
unit or structure of flame, stone or brick construction,
a minimum ofthree (3) bedrooms and two
(2) bathrooms and two (2) car garage. InPhases One, Two and Three no one
(1) story single-family structure
shall have aﬂoorarea ofless than one thousandthree
hmldredﬁﬁy(l,350) squarefeet, exclusive ofgamges,
patios, breezeways, storage rooms, porches, and similar structures
and no two (2) stmy single-family structure
shall have a ﬂoor area ofless than one thousand ﬁve hundred
ﬁﬁy (1,550) square feet, exclusive of garages,
patios, breezeways, storage rooms, patches and similar smxctures‘
In Phase Four no one (1) story singlefnmily stmcune shall have a ﬂoor area of less than one thousand seven
hundmd (1,700) square feet, exclusive
of
patios, breezeways, storage rooms, porches, and similar structures
and no two (2) story singlefamily stmcture shall have a ﬂoor area of less than two thousand
(2,000) square feet, exclusive of garages,
patios, breezeways, storage rooms, porchesandsimilar structures.
InPhase Five, forLots 1 throutl, Block
14 and Lots 29 through 34, Block 3, no one
(1) story single-family structure or two (2) stoty single-family
structure shall have a ﬂoor area of less than one thousand nine
hundred (1,900) square feet. exclusive of
gal-am, patios, breezeways, stomge moms, patches, and similar structures.
Also in Phase Five, for Lots 35
through 53, Block 3; Lots 61 through 65, Block 4; and Lots 1 and
2, Block 15, no one (1) stoxy single-family
strum ortwo (2) story single-family structme shallhave aﬂoorareaofless than two ﬂmusandfou:
hundred
(2,400) square feet, exclusive of gmges, patios, bremways, storage
rooms, porches and similar structures.
No single-family structure shall be higher than thirty-ﬁve
(35) feet.

00n

mm,

2.
The legal description contained in ExhibitB attachedto the
Declaraﬁoa shallbedeletedinits entirety
and replaced as follows:

EXH]BIT B
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR
AND FIVE OF THE PROPERTY

A ponion of the W Va, Section 11, T. 4 N., R 1 E., BM. Ada
County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision moorded
as Instrument No. 95018423, in
the records of Ada County, Idaho; and
A

portion of the NW 1/4, Section 11, T. 4 N., R l E., B.M, Ada
County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision
No. 2 recorded as Imtzument No.
9502953 9, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, EXCEPT
Lot 9, Block 9 omnson Subdivision No.
2.

A portion of the W 'A, Section 11, T. 4 N., R, l E., BM. Ada
County, Idaho,
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision
No. 3 recorded
97106646, in the reomﬂs ofAda County, Idaho.

as depicted on that
as Instnmmnt No.

MRDAMENDW'IUDECLARA’HON-Z
EOLMTI 1309362.}
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A portion of the NW V4, Section 11, T. 4 N., R 1
E., BM. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on
that
certain plat of subdivision known as Bronson
Subdivision No. 4 recorded as Instrument
No.
98116487, in the records ofAda County, Idaho.
A portion ofthc NW % and the SW ’A, Section
1LT. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM. Ada County, Idaho, as
depicted on that certain plat of subdivision
known as Brenson Subdivision No.
5, recorded as
Instrument No. 100020696, in the records afAda
County, Idaho.
Upon the recording hereof, the terms and
provisions set foxth in the Declaration
recorded as Instruments
Numbered 95074402, 98065153 and 99024791,
shall be amended by the terms hemof,

By:
Its:

President

ATI'EST:

WK

Its:

Secretary

f

' ﬂ

’)(7'

(I’M

DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATES
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
an Idaho limited partnership

BY:

BRENSON CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, its general partner

By:
James P. Brennan, P

dent

THIRD AMBEMEQT'KD vacuum-now:

BOLMTI 23093623
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STATE OF IDAHO
County

).
) ss.
)

of Ada

'

”IL.
On this
C2 day of
.41 {g I I ’3
, 2000, before me, the
undersigned. aNolaxy Public in
Slate. personally appeared
‘
,
and for said
and
a ‘
to be the President and the
I
,known or identiﬁed to me
Secretary of EAGLE SPRINGS
HOMEOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION
that executed the inslmment
INC, the coxpomu'un
or the persons who executed
the instrument on behalf of
acknowledged to me that such
said amputation, and
corporation executed the same.

2

IN WITNESS
certiﬁcate ﬁrst above

hereunto set my hand and afﬁxed
my oﬁicial seal the day and year
in this

/

3-

“/(«éctﬁg

olaxy Public

gZ/7

for Idaho

Residing at Boise, Idaho

My commission expires: ‘74/11
STATE OF 1515q
(J
\
,
County ON H] 5"
I

it.) 2

a, )

.

L

)
)

55.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and afﬁxed
ceniﬁcate ﬁrst above written.
my oﬂicial seal the day and year
in this

;‘
Nataxy Public for
Residing at MES—LN

->
_

,

w
Cl'ﬂ‘fYUiT U”

My commission expires“
WI L.
1

t;

(dab
@0539)

x
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EXHIBIT

A

P?

meme";

ﬂavons

1

“Au-mama.

«m»

3R!

DA.

I'“f"":

290 North Maple Grove Road

Boise. [983704

(208) 378-6380

FAX (203) 373.0025

111061

;

JULY 8, 1994
REVISED: OCTOBER

19, 1994

DESCRIPTION FOR BRENSON
SUBDIVISION
A PORTION OF THE WEST
HALF
SECTION 1]
TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH7 RANGE
I EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN
ADA COUNTY, IDAHO
A parcel of land being a portion
of the West half of Section I
1, Township 4
Meridian, Ada County, idaho and
Nonh. Rnngell
more particulariy described
as foiium;

m an, Boise

Beginning at 3 Brass cap marking
the Southwest comer of
the West halfof Section
Township 4 North, Range East,
Boise Meridian, Ada
County, Idaho;
1

I 1.

[hence leaving said Westerly
boundary and along the Soulherly
Quarter. South 88°42‘29" East 30.00
boundary of said Northwest
feat to a iron pin marking
the Easterly right-of—way
Highway 55, also said iron pin being
ofStalc
the REAL POINT OF
BEGINNING;

thence leaving said Soulhcrly
boundary and along said
Righmf-way South 01°17'43"
474,69 feel (fomlerly South 0°19'00"
West
West) to an iron pin;
[hence leaving said right—of-way
South 88°44'08” East 867.17
feet (formerly East) lo
an iron pin;
thence along the Westerly
boundary of Dry Creek Cemewry,
East 459.21 feet (formerly
12.05. No‘ 2600, North 01°04‘5 1"
Norm 0°05'00" East 452.73
feel) to an iron pin;

thence leaving said Westerly
boundary and a long the Northerly
2600, which is also the
boundary of said R.O.S. Na.
Southerly boundary of 11.0.8. No.
2263, South 89°01'42" East
(fonnerly East 161002 feel) to an iron
l609.72 fee!

'- -

pin;

[hence leaving said Nonherly
boundary, North 0°39‘ 15" East
1204456 feet (formerly
l204.—H feel) to an iron
Nonh
pin marking [he Southeasterly
corner of Sage Acres
Subdivision as ﬁled for record in
Rancheues
the ofﬁce of the Ada
County Recorder, Boise,
at pages 1093 and 109-4;
Idaho, in Book 17 of Plats

0°l7'27" West

courses and distances:

thence South 87°28'17" West
494.73 rec: (formerly South 86°30’00"
West) to an iron pin;
thence South 27°46‘12“ West
107.00 fee! (formerly South 26°47'55"
West) to an iron pin;

Paciﬁc Land Surveyors.

a

division of POWER Engineers.
Inc.. an Idaho Corporation

PAGE

1
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3

thence South 45°43'17" West
168.00 feel (formerly South 44°45‘00"
West) to an iron pin;
thence North 44°21‘43" West
275.00 feet (formerly North 45°20' 00"
marking a point of curve;
West) (0 an iron pin
thence along a nomiangent curve io’the
left 39.19 feet, said curve
3°28'53", a radius of645.00
having a central angle
feet. tangents of 19.60 feet,
of
and a long chard GHQ.
19 feet

bearing South

thence Nonh 47°50‘ 36" West
50.00 feet (fonncrly Nonh 48°48‘58"
West) to an iron pin;
thence North 40°37'01" West 661.54
feet (formerly Nonh 41°45'00"
West) to an iron pin;
thence South 83°12'18" Wes! 120.33
feet (formerly South 82°14'19"
West) 10 an iron pin;
thence North 06°47'42" West 75.00
feet [formerly Nun]! 07‘45‘41 "
West) to an iron pin;
thence South 83°12'18" West
290.00 feet (formerly South 82°14'19"
West) to an iron pin;
thence South 06°47'42" East
46.00 feet (formerly South 07°45'41"
East) (0 an imn pin;
thence South 83°12'18" West
320.00 feet (formerly South 82°l4'19“
West) [0 an iron pin;
thence leaving said Southeriy
boundary and a long [he Westerly
Ranchetlcs, North 06°47'42” West 982.72
boundaryofsaid Sage Acres
feet (formerly North 07°54'41"
West) to an iron pin on
Southerly right-of-way of Prairie
the
Road;
thence leaving said Weslerly
boundary and a long said
Soulherly right—of—way North 88°58'02"
West 237.11 feet (formerly 236.29
feet) to an iron pin on the
Easterly n'ght-of-way of Stale
Highway 55;
thence leaving said Southerly
right-of-way and along said
Easlarly right-of-way
West 2536.07 feet (formerly South 0"19'
01°13‘57"
West) lo the point of beginning.
less.
comprising 9529 acres,
more or

50t

PAGE 2
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SUBJECT TO:

''

All existing easements and road n‘ghts—of-way
of record or appearing
parcel ofland.

with: above-described

Prepared by:

PACIFIC LAND SURVEYORS

IT'EzEDM
John T. (Tom) Eddy,
P.L.S.

“If???“

'1

n‘F 1
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EXHIBIT B
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES

ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR AND
FIVE OF THE PROPERTY

A portion of the W V2, Section 11, T. 4
N., R l E., BM. Ada County,
Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as
Brenson Subdivision recorded as
Instrument No. 95018423, in
the records of Ada County, Idaho;
and

A portion of the W ‘/1, Section
11, T. 4 N., R. l E., B.M. Ada
County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known
as Brenson Subdivision No.
3 recorded as Instrument
97106646, in the records of Ada
No.
County, Idaho.

A portion of the NW 1/4, Section 11, T.
4 N ., R l E., BM. Ada
County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known
as Brenson Subdivision
No.
4 recorded as Instrument
98116487, in the records of Ada
No.
County, Idaho.
Aportion ofthe NW V4 and the SW “/4,
Section 11, T. 4 N., R 15.,
RM. Ada County, Idaho, as
depicted on that certain plat of
subdivision known as Brenson
Subdivision No. 5, recorded as
Insnument No. 100020696, in the records
of Ada County, Idaho.

BOI.MT1:30936Z.1
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Electronically Filed
Filed
5/1/2018
10:33 AM
5/1/201810233
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

Christopher
ISB 8556
Christopher M.
M. Tingey,
8556
Tingey, ISB
Amber
ISB 10161
Amber K.
10161
K. Kauffman,
Kauffman, ISB
F OTHERINGHAM LLP
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM
6126
311
6126 W
State St.,
Suite 311
W State
St, Suite
Boise,
Idaho 83703
83703
Boise, Idaho
idahoj@vf-law.com
idah0j@Vf-law.com
629-4567
Telephone:
Telephone: (208)
(208) 629-4567
392-1400
Facsimile:
Facsimile: (208)
(208) 392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE
EAGLE SPRINGS
SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
v.
V.
JAN
JAN RODINA,
RODINA,
Defendant.
Defendant.

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

CV01-17-11897
Civil
No. CV01-17-11897
CiVil N0.

AFFIDAVIT OF
CHRISTOPHER M TINGEY IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS
AND ATTORNEY’S FEES

The
undersigned representative
being first
ﬁrst duly
The undersigned
for Plaintiff,
representative for
and says:
Plaintiff, being
deposes and
sworn, deposes
says:
duly sworn,
1.
1.

above-named Plaintiff;
II am
for the
the above-named
the attorney
of record
am the
record for
Plaintiff;
attorney of

2.
2.

attorney’s fees
Plaintiff has
Plaintiff
Article VIII,
Defendant pursuant
to Defendant
to Article
pursuant to
has assessed
and costs
fees and
costs to
assessed attorney’s
VIII,

Recorder's Office
in the
the Declaration
the Recorder's
Section
Declaration recorded
of the
Document 95074402
of Ada
Section 8.01
Ofﬁce of
95074402 in
Ada
8.01 of
recorded as
as Document

(“Declaration”). Pursuant
County,
Article VIII,
the Declaration,
the
Pursuant to
to Article
of the
Section 8.01
Idaho (“Declaration”).
8.01 of
Declaration, the
VIII, Section
County, Idaho
attorneys’ fees
Association
its costs
the
together reasonable
of enforcement,
against the
Association may
reasonable attorneys’
fees against
costs of
enforcement, together
assess its
may assess

Owner
Owner of
of aa Lot.
Lot.
3.
3.

The
for Eagle
The Declaration
Springs
Restrictions for
Declaration of
Eagle Springs
of Covenants,
Conditions and
and Restrictions
Covenants, Conditions

entitling
that are
Subdivision,
being violated
violated and
the provisions
including those
provisions that
provisions entitling
those provisions
are currently
and the
Subdivision, including
currently being
attorney’s fees,
the Association
the
to an
an award
of attorney’s
is attached
hereto as
Association to
award of
attached hereto
as Exhibit A.
fees, is

4.
4.

Homeowners’ Associations,
The
The Bylaws
Springs Homeowners’
hereto as
of Eagle
Eagle Springs
attached hereto
are attached
as
Associations, Inc,
Bylaws of
Inc, are

Exhibit B.
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5.
5.

with the
To
property remains
the best
the property
the
remains out
To the
of my
of compliance
compliance with
out of
best of
knowledge, the
my knowledge,

Declaration,
been taken
violation.
the Violation.
taken to
no steps
to address
and no
steps have
have been
address the
Declaration, and
6.
6.

with the
which
The Association
the steps
The
Association has
complied with
required by
Idaho Code
has complied
steps required
Code §55-115,
§55-115, which
by Idaho

attorney’s fees
in this
them to
this enforcement
entitles them
entitles
matter.
enforcement matter.
to an
an award
of attorney’s
ﬁnes incurred
incurred in
award of
and fines
fees and

7.
7.

Pursuant
IRCP 54e(l)
the necessity
draft
Pursuant to
to IRCP
to draft
and 54(e)(8),
and based
upon the
based upon
necessity to
54e(l) and
54(e)(8), and

communications
prepare pleadings,
prosecute
communications to
to Defendant,
attend hearings,
ofﬁce staff,
and prosecute
oversee office
Defendant, prepare
hearings, oversee
pleadings, attend
staff, and
this
being self-evident,
this action,
time and
the approximate
the
self-evident, and
approximate time
labor involved
involved being
and labor
and also
upon the
also based
based upon
action, the
afﬁant's experience
in the
in similar
affiant's
prevailing charges
work, and
like work,
similar
the practice
the prevailing
for like
of law,
experience in
practice of
charges for
and awards
awards in
law, the

it is
Billing records
that aa fair
fair and
cases,
is my
is $49,444.25.
submission that
and reasonable
fee is
reasonable attorney
records
$49,444.25. Billing
attorney fee
cases, it
my submission
the award
supporting the
supporting
of legal
legal fees
is attached
hereto as
award of
and costs,
fees and
attached hereto
as Exhibit C.
costs, is

8.
8.

To
following costs
the best
the following
To the
of my
knowledge and
disbursements are
and belief,
and disbursements
are
best of
costs and
belief, the
my knowledge

correct
were not
in the
not included
the account
were necessarily
incurred and
correct and
included in
and reasonable,
and were
and were
account balance
balance
reasonable, and
necessarily incurred
in the
pled
the Complaint:
Complaint:
pled in

a.
a.

ﬁling fees
Court
fees (Complaint)
Court filing
........................................... $227.63
$227.63
(Complaint) ...……………....…………………

b.
b.

Enlarged
photograph exhibits
judgment
for motion
motion for
for summary
exhibits for
Enlarged photograph
summary judgment
hearing/trial
................................................................................$270.00
hearing/trial …...
.. ....................................................................................
$270.00

c.
c.

Mediation
Mediation fees
fees ………………………………………..……...$1,625.00
........................................................ $1,625.00

d.
(1.

Subpoena
and
fees (Idaho
tecum service
Subpoena duces
service fees
duces tecum
Link, and
Power, Century
(Idaho Power,
Century Link,
Cable
Cable One)
................................................................. $105.00
One) …………………………………….…………….......$105.00

e.
6.

Document
production photocopy
22.44
Document production
charges ............................. $
photocopy charges…………………….….
$ 22.44

f.
f.

Online
Online Legal
Legal Research…………………………………...………$264.81
Research ................................................... $264.81

g.
g.

Postage…………………………………………………………...$109.83
Postage ..................................................................... $109.83

h.
h.

Parking for
for court
hearings ................................................... $2.00
Parking
court hearings……………………………………...…...$2.00

TOTAL .............................................. $1,789.21
TOTAL……………………………………….
$1,789.21
9.
9.

post-judgment interest
For post-judgment
the date
all amounts
the legal
interest at
For
until the
at the
legal rate
rate until
amounts are
are paid.
date all
paid.

000382

H).

Plaintiﬁ‘ asks for the amounts due from the Defendant
Attorney’s Fees

$49,444.25

Costs and Disbursements

$2,626.71

Total Fees and Costs

$52,070.96

as

foliows:

DATED this lst day of May, 2018.

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM, LLP

0 Him 939
.

By
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB# 8556
Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

15: day

ML 7%?n

ary PubEc for IHaho
y Commi sion Expireszb‘7

‘15414‘

’!

of May, 2018.
JENNIFER A. RANKIN
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

E

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the Is! day of May, 2018, I served a [me and correct
copy
the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Gary L. Neal

NEAL COLBORN, PLLC
PO Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83 70]

of the foregoing by

E] US. Mail, Postage Paid

I3 Hand Delivered
El

Fax Transmittal

E] iCourt Nutiﬁcation
Electronic Mail

000383
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Exhibit
Exhibit B
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ARTICLEI
GEQERM. PLAN OF OWNEISﬂIP
.
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_

W

Sedan 1.1 ﬂame. The median animation I: EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS‘ ASSOCIATION,
[NEW 'Cupomim'). Trap-irndpalafﬁaulmaCorpuaﬁmshallbelmdnnal w. RivaSImeLSu'ile
37D Boise,ldaha83702.h1AdzCnmty Idaho.

whims
Walledma'ﬁwﬂnsubdhisimmmbdhhmuhmdinmeawwofmsm

Secdun 1.2
The
a! disc Byiaws are appliabla to Eagle Spring:
Subdivision
ofldaho, gens-Ally pmviduifurlnﬂnDedanﬁon O’CavuurmComEﬂom and
Springs
Subdivision,
raccrdaiormbemcurdedind-reafﬁcaafmaoamly
Recorder, AdaCauntYJdahahM 'Dudaraﬁon')-

Walsh'hgle

mmammwm.

lama-ad fumra Owners and their mum, Fume mtg,
Humid“ use the fadlfﬂu named audios-mm by meCnrmian in any

Sedan 1.3 EmmLAmﬁcaﬁm. All
employaE. and anyoﬂ'ierpuson

manner, are mic-c: In the regulations set forth in than Bylaws, and in the Dedamion. The mere acquisition or
rental of any n! the Building Lou of tho Prupem or the mare and ocwpancy of any ofthe Banding Lats wilt
ratiﬁed. and will be mplied with.
slgnlfy that the: Bylaws

in mud.

ARTICLE II
VOTING. MAIOIITY OF DEEGATES, QUORUM, PRDXIES

'

Sedan 2.1 Easing. Exzﬂfanhaclanﬁ Mbenhipupmvidedfurln mam-ridu aflncarporaﬁon
andma Wm.uﬂmamwbeMwuﬁdadiuﬂ1eDedamﬁm,aaﬂnhuduﬂbeenﬁﬁed
m cne vain for each Building Lot owned by smh Mamba.

Stair-122

MW

thusa Member: mama-sting ﬁfty-one

Mlﬂdiﬂﬂﬂmﬂmm'M-ﬂaﬂyofmbm''shall mean-

patent (317-) of the voting paws a! each

Cprponﬁon.

dass of Mﬂnba'ship m the
.

Secﬁon2—3

039m

:

.

'

ExmptasﬁremﬁepwﬁdedhﬂmﬁyimﬂaeMdaoflnmrpomionorme

I

Dedarallon, the prawn at : meaing'll'l pawn or by pm ofﬂ'n! Class Member where than B and: a
Mamba, and the
in pawn or by pm? of the Class AMu-nbers holding a: last mirty perm: [301-]
of 1115 total watts of all Class A Members, shall
a q-uomrn a! the Membelship for the amnion of
businas, and me an: ofa Majority aembeu shall be tha am of the Corporation. The Member: pnsen: a: a
duly called er held meeting a which a quom ls Drum: may continue to do business until adjournment.
notwithsundlng mawidadmnl almough Munben to leave less than a quorum.

pm

com

mm.

mart-”raw.

Pruxiesrnmbe inwriﬁngandﬁled wilh
Votnlrmy beastin
Section 2.4
the Secs-nary at least Maury-four [24) hours befura the appointed Lime of each meeting. Evuy pmy shall be
revocable at the pleasure of ma Member who seemed the waxy and shall automatically cease afar completion
be valid
of the meedng ofwhld': rho
ﬁled. If ﬁled for a puﬁcular meedng. In no event shall a
after eleven (11) mondn from the dam nfiu creation.

pmvm

1.-_fr._——_-__—_..
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Sedan 3.1
Area

W.

ARTICLE

III

ADMINISTRATION
The Corporation shall have the

rammihility ofadmin'Lsming ﬁ'le Cnmmnn

med andlur managed by the Carpal-alien. if any, approving the annual budget, stabllsﬁng and collecting

menu,

went.

all
if any, and may arrange for the management a! {he same pursuant In an
containing
:mvisions relaxing n: the dutis, obligations, renewal and compensation of the Manager, as dzﬁned beiow.
Except as otherwise prmrided, daiﬁons md molun’ons of 613 Corporation shall require an MEI-mam vote of
aMaiua-ity ofMambers prawns: an annual n: spedai meeting of the Corporation at which a quorum is present
or written coma-1mm Majority ofMember: of the Corporation.

31

W

W

Musings of the Cnmoraﬂun shall be held on the Property or such other
close to the Pmpuw as practicable in Ada County as may be dsignared by me Board of
Dinners. and shall be cundudad in accordance with
Secﬂon

suitable place

as

W.

Section 3.3
The ﬁrst annual meeting of the Members shall be held within one (1) year
from the dam of incurpamﬂon aid-1e Association, and each subsequent regular annual meeting of the Member!
shail be heid an the same [by of the same mmd'l ofeach year
If the day for die annual meeting of the
Members I: a. legal holiday, the meeting will be held a: the same hnur an the ﬁrst day following which is no: a
legal holiday. A: each annual meeting that: shall be dead by bailut 0W1: Members a Board of Dim-Jars in
accordance with the requirement. aflhest Bylaws. Al the ﬁrst annual meeting, the Dinettes shall be elemd to
serve until the second annual meen'ng. and a: the second annual meeting. and annualfy thereafter, Directors shall
b-z elemd for a term of one (1} ya: beginning with sud‘l annual meeting. In the event Lhat an annual meeting
is nut held, or the Directors are not clean! a: such annual meeting. the Direcmrs may be elected a: any special
meeting held far that purpose. Each Director shaH hold ofﬁce until a sumor has been elected or until death,
mlmadon, man! or judicial adiudian‘un a! mental inmpemca. The Members may also transact such admbusinas cl d1: Carpcladon as may properiy come before then at any such annual meeting.

mm.

W

“5113“ be Khe duty of the Praident to all a special meeting of the
3-4
directed by ruchmion aid-1e Hoard 0! Directors, or upon a petition signed by Members who am
enrilied :0 vol: anel'aunh (114} a! a.“ the vote of the Class A Mmbership. The notice of all regular and special
meetings shall be given as pmided in Section 3.5 of these Bylaws, and shall stat: the nature of the busing: to
be undemkm.

59(1a

Carpamion

3.1

mm.

It shall be the duty of the Seam” tn mail a notice ofeach annua! or
Secclun 3.5
special meeting of the Corpomim, stating the purpnse 'Ihmof as well a the day, hour and plats;I when: such
meeting is to be heid, In each Manbacrftzmrd, and any pen-on in
of a Building Lot, at 1235: ten (10]
but not more dun thirty (30) day: prior to such meeting. The node: may set furrh time limits For speakers and
nomlnadng procedures for the mating. The mailing of a notice. postage prepaid, in the manner prwidad in this
Section 3.5, dull be considered Bath: served,
node: has been deposited in a regular depositary of the
United State. mail. If no addms has been furnished the Enemy, notice shall be deemed to have been given
to a Mes'nber ”posted in a conspicuous plan: an the Fmpeny.

Man

maid

mum.

If any meeting of the Carpal-alien cannot be organized beans: 3
Section 3.6
quurum has not annded. the Mmbers who are present, eithar in panon or by proxy, may adjourn the meeting
to n time not In: than ten {10} days nor morn than thin? [30) days from [ha time the original meeting was ﬁlled,
at which meaning the quorum requiramanl shall be the present: in person or by proxy of any Member. Such
adiaumed meeting: may be hald wimam notice thereof as arm-Med in this Article 3. except that noﬁm shall be
given by announcement at the messing azwhic'n such adioummenl is taken. If a. meeting is adjourned for mare
than thirty [30! days. notice of tin: adjoumed meeting shail in given a: in the case of an original meeting.

W5.

The order of busing; at all meetings shall be as fellows: ta] roll {all to
Section 3-7
determine lhe voting power represented a! the meeting (b3 prcaf a! notiga of mattrjggrmiﬁﬁjﬂpdggﬂﬂ
readingﬁf rhihfzra‘ of preéudinﬁ meedhi: (d) 52m ufofﬁcéfsfté) FEIJDHS oFEa-nrnittea; tn- election of Dimmrs:
BYLKWS
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W

unﬁnished busing; and
crder af their priority.

(3)

01)

new businas. Meeﬁng shall be conducmd by the nﬁ'icars of the Corporation in

Section 3.8
Any act-jun, which undar the provisions uf the Idaho Nunprﬁﬁt
Corporation Acme? be taken. a: a meeting of the (Stimulation. may be taken without a meeting iiaud'lorizrd in
vn’rdng signed by all of the Mamba-s who wuuld be emidad town: a: a mailing fursmh purpcse, and ﬁled with
meSecxma-y. Anyacﬂonsoapprmedshail hmmemeﬁeaasmuugh taken atameeﬁngofﬂ-ae Dirmrs.

mm

W

Section 3.9
cr spa-dalmmalla'dand

The transmit-AM of any meeting of the Corporation, aims: annual

nodaisfuﬂ be avalid «though maimeedngdufyheidaﬂzrreguiar

call and notice, ifaquorumbeptuenta‘lherin pumaurbrpmnndifeimerbefomuufwmemeeﬁngeads
of the Mamba: nut
In person or by proxy signed a writer: waiver of notice. or a cnnsem to the holding
oisud'l meeting. or an appruval dd‘lﬂ minus thereof. All such warm-s,
or approval: shall be ﬁled with
the commute recnrds or made party oithe mimna ofrhe meeﬁng.

pm

Section 3.10

mm

Mlnuta or

a

similar record of the pmed‘mg: of

medny,'whm signed hymn Pruidmt or Secretary, shall bu pus-tuned mnhfullymevidesn Humans: set Ford-I
therein. A radiation in H1: minum olany meeting H131 notice of the meeting was pmperiy given shail be prim:
fade evidence 1113: such notice an: givm.

W.

ARTICLE IV
BOARD OF DMECTDRS

'Y'MLVJ-iln—HI'

The Pmperw, basins: and affairs 0f the Corporatinn shall be
Sedan 4.1
summed and managed bya Board ofDll'emn composed ofax leasuhrae (3] persons, who need. not beMmbers
of the Corporation. Direcmrs dull not miva any saluy or other compemaﬂon for their sen-rim as Directors;
provided,
that nothing herein contained shall be conﬁned m preclude any Direcmr From serving the
Corporation in some other capacity and receiving mmpensaﬁon therefor.

hm,

mama.
h

"

..

INF-EH‘

awry

The Board of Directors has the powers and duties
for the
Senior: 4.2
adminismﬂan of the aﬁaiu of
Corporation, as mom fully set ﬁrm in the Dedamtian, and maydo all sud: acts
and [kings as aru nut by law or by them Byizws directed u: be gutted and done exclusively by the Owners;
pmvided, however. Hm: pn'urtn the ﬁrst annual meeting ufﬁwCorparaﬁcu-n, I11: Board of Directors shall not ems:
in
of an: (1) ya: without due appruval of : Maiurily of
into any nun-1132mm: suvicn mum for a
Members, unlus such canine: cunnin: nasal-sable provisions for cancellaﬁon (such as upon ninety (90] davs
wrinzn notice by the Corporation).

m mg

mm.

Section 43
and such
and duﬁu as set ford: in the
Fcr. the foilawing power: and duﬁa:

pm

Wiﬂmm pmjud‘lca m such foregoing genem] powers and dutia,
is vsted with, and mnsible
‘

Dedmﬁun, the Board of Diredms

To select, appoint and remuve all ofﬁcers, agenu, and employ-ea of the Corporation,
(a)
to pracribe such paws! and ninth: I’or them 2.1 may be consistent with law, with the Nﬁdﬁ
of Incorporaﬂon, the Dedmdun, and 31:51: Bylaws: to ﬁx their compensation and to require
from than security for faithful service when deemed advisable by the Ram! of Directors;
To canducr. manage. and annual the aﬁairs and busing; a! the Corporation, and to
[bl
make and ens'urce such rulu and regulation: therefor cnnslstentwith law, with Ithe Am'da of
Incorporation, the Badman, and thee Bylaws. as the Board uf Directors may deem necessary
DI’ advisable;

(q__"_To gauge the pdndpql‘gﬁncg_fp_r_lhe transaction of the business of the Corgoratlcn
from one loaﬁon to metharwimin :11: County afAda, State of Idaho, as provided in Ankle 1

_
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hereof: tn designate any place within said COUI‘IW for the holding of any annuaJ or special
meeting or meeﬁnas or" the Corporation consistent wﬂh the provisions of Section 3.2 I'm-mi:
To bun-raw money and to incur indebtednss Fur the purpasu cf the Corporation, and
(d)
lo muse In be matted and deiivemd martian in the Corporation's name. prunissury HOB,
bonds, debmnms. deeds of
mortgagu,pledgs,hypod1ccaﬂom or other evidm chief:
to she limitations set but: in the Am'ds of
and securities maefnr: subfect.
Incurporauon and the Declaration;

m hm,

:2)

To ﬁx and levy from time In ﬁme Rag-Lila: Assasmmts, Special Assam-mks, and

Limilzd

Aswan: upon the Ownm, as provided 'In the Declaration: to determine and ﬁx the

duedamformepzymniwchhssusmmmandmedmuponwﬁida memduﬂbecune

I

delinquent; prm'idad.

haw“. Msud'l

mm

shall be ﬁnd and levied anfy to provide

wmdmmdhmmﬁwuﬂmwud

farms
Wmuupon real
or personal property owned, leased, mnnulied or occupied by the Corporan'on, or For me
payment of enema for [abut mdered or mam-ii]: nr supplla used and mmmned, :1:
equipment md applianca furnished Form majnmancz.
developmmr nIsuch

Emma

property or for the gamma-1r of any and all obﬁgan‘ons in reiadon memo. or in pen'nml‘ng or
causing m be perfumed any of the purposes at" the Corporation for {he genera] beneﬁt and
weifare of 1113 Owners. in mrdance with 131: pmvisiuns of the Declann'on. The Board of
Director: is hereby auﬁxurized (a incur any and ail such upmdituru for any oi the foregoing
purposu and In pl'UV‘ide. or cause u: be pmided adequatn menu For repiacements as the
or advisable in the intern! of the Corporation or
Board of Dimcrun shall deem to be
The ﬁmds mileagd by the Board a! Direct»: {mm ma Owns-s.
welfam of the
for maintenance reaming ls: frequmdy than annually,
auributable for mplaczmen:
shall-1t all times be held in trust for the Owners and shat] not be
and for capital
curl-mingled with other Amman mlfected from the Owns-3. Such Regular Assumes-Its,
Special Assn-lent: and Umiltd Amnenu shall be ﬁxed in acres-dance with the provisions
of Lhe Dedaran'an. Should any Owuer fail to pay such Assets-hens ber'om delinquency, the
Board of Director: in I1: disa'eﬁon, is autharired :0 enforce the payment of such deﬁnquent
Assasmenu as pmvided in the Dedamion;

Om.
Emma,

new

m.

To enforce [he provisions of the Dedmn'an covering the
other aytemerm of the Carponﬁan;

(I)

From, these Bylaws or

mm
1m,
inmzd

for and pay for. casualty, blanket, liability, malicinw. mischief, vandaiism
insuring the Owners. the Damnation, the Board of Direcmrs and other
Dania, in anal-dance with the pruvisiom cf the Declaration, covering and prancing
against such dung: or iniuriu as 111: Board deems advisable, which may indud: without
limitation. medical campuses of persons injumd an the Property, and to bond the agents and
emplayen of any management body. i! deemed advisabie by the Board of Dirac-.urs;

To
and other

(3}

To comm, maintain and od'luwisa Ira-Image or provide for the operation. mainrenanca
and managtmmt o! the Gammon Ana, ii“ any, and to canine: fur and pay maintenance,
gardening, militia, materials and supplies, 3nd servicﬁ relating to the Common Area, if any.
and to employ personnel necessary for the OpeﬂliDl'l cf the Common Area, if any, inciuding
and m maniac: for and pay I'm improvements and any
legal and accounting
recreational facilities on the Common Area. if any. in we of damage by fire or ether casualty
owned and/qr managed by the Corporation, if insurance pmceeds steed
to the
Twenty-Five Thougnd Dollars {523,000}, or the cm: of repairing or rebu'ﬂding exceeds available
insumncn prncred'} by more than Two Thcunnd Doilm{52.0001, than the Board of Directors
or mom respamihld cﬁnmadai‘ra {wand an;
said
shall obtain ﬁrm bids frm'n
with the origlnal plans and saeciﬁmu'ans with rape: 61mm, and shall,
property in
as soon as passibie themai‘mr, all a special meeting of the Corporation to consider surJ1 bids.

(h)

mlcu,

prom

m

mama:

!
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A: sud! spedaJ meeting. he Members may by ﬁne-fourths {314)01‘012 voting power as. elect
w reject such bids and thus not to rebuild. Failure to thus rEiECI.’ Sud'l bids shall be deemed

aazpmnce of such bid

as

may be selected by the Manager,

To gram: easements when; nemsary for utilities and sewer facilities overtime Common

(1')

Area Itl

m: the Property;

mu m

new

To ﬁx, data-mine and
time to time. if
car advisable, the pubﬁc
{3)
agency, Fund, foundation or cmpamn'un which is than or there organized or operand for
a which the asset: aflhis Corponh'm may be disc-trumps! upon liquidation
daarfmble
or dissolwan mrding tn the Article! of lncnrporalinn of the Corporation unless such 3552::
shall be dimhumd tn Owners of Building Lou as more particularly provided in me Am‘des of
Mammalian. The assets so distributed shall be those remaining afra- satisfaction of all just
debts and cbﬂguims of the Corporation, and aﬁer distribution of all pmpeny held or acquired
try the Carpann‘an under the terms of a speciﬁc trust urn-um;

pm,

To adopt, amend. and rapul by majority vom af d1;- Boani of
regulation: a: in the Corporation deﬁned reasonable and
and

{H}

[I]

nmy;

W

W

Dim. rule and

Tapayallrezimdpumnalﬂmmmdmuleﬁedaﬁimmemmon

Areaawnedurmanaaed bytha Carponuon.

mum

or employ for the Carpomion
Section 4.4
Thu Board of Direcmrs may
management 33E“ I'Manapr') a: a mpg-nation sabi‘uhed by the load of Director: to perform 5:131 dutias
and serving: a the Head 0!
dull zumodre, induding, but not limitzd In Ihe duds listcd in Seuion 4.3

a

Dim

hated.

Nomimn‘nn for election to the Board nf Dimmers
Sedan 45
shall be made by a nomination cammim Nominatinm may also be made hum the ﬂoor at line annual meeting.
The nominadan cummina shall consist of a chain-pawn, who shall be a member of the Board of Dinars, and
two (2) or man Mamba: of the Association. The nominating cumming shall be appointed by rha Board of
Dinecmr: prior to each annual meeting of the
in
fmm H12 due of sud: annual meeting until the
close of 111: next annual meeting. and such
aha]: be announced a! 23:11 annual the-sling. The
nomination cumming shall make as many nomination 5w election to the Baas-d of Din-emu as it shall in its
dlscredan dam-mine. but not Is: than the numb-er of
are tn be ﬁiled. Such nominations may be
made from among Mgrnbers or non-numbers.

when, me
winmmt

me: M

M 1m ﬁrst annual meeting of the Corporation, and manhunt each annual meeu'ng of the Corpurmion,
new Directly: aha“ be Elena! by secret “trim ballot by a Majority of Membea present I! sudl meeting :5
prmided In these Byim Dmuhﬁve voting is not pumimd. The turn old-I:
shall be farone (1| yur.
In the even! [has an annual meeting is not held, or he
an no! elemd thereat, the Dlreuurs may be
has bean
eiecmd a: any special meaning held for that purpose. Eld‘l Dim-cm:- shall hold ofﬁce until a
elected or until death. {Him-Lanna, maul nrjudicial adluﬂuﬂon of mentai
My person saving
is : D|reclnr may be re-eledzd, and then: shall be no lirninﬂm an the number afﬁrms during which a DIrtctur
may serve.

Dim

Dim

immune.

mm
W
man!

BYL‘W‘S-

mm

“1:51-e

sum

The Board of Dkecrurs shalt muse to be maintained a full set
Sedan 4.5
a! back: and
showing 61: ﬁnancial audition oflha aﬁaiu of tha Corporation in a manner mmismﬂwirh
for the precading ﬁnal year
genenily actuated accounting pﬁrdplu. The Cntpuratiun will provide a
if the haldar, ins-um at
of any ﬁrst
dill ls secured by I Building Lat submit! a Minn requst
far it. A copy of each
shall be delivered to each Member within thirty (30) days mar the completion
of such Siam-amt. An annual apenlﬂng stamzm reﬂem'ng income and expendirum a! me Carper-anion shail
b: distributed a: each Mamba wimin ninety {901 days after the end of each ﬁscal year, and to ﬁrst mortgages
who have in writing requesmd until: a! Curpcratinn proceedings.

mid!

.

men!

5

000389
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Emmi:

Vacancie: in the Board of Diream's mused by any reason utherﬂ‘nan the removal
Section 4.7
of a Director by a vote of the Mamba: 53131l ﬁled by vure of The maion'ty of the ramaining Directors, even
though they may canstitme I55 dun a quorum, and each person so elated shall be a Direczur until a summer
is alected aid-u: next annual meen’ng, era: a special meeting and for marpurpase. A mncy orvamnda shall
be deﬁned in ads: in as: ofdezﬂa. migration, tuna-r31 crjudicial adjudicanm ofmemz] incompetence ofany
Direcmr. or in the as: the Munbus hi1 melec: the Full number of authorized
a: any meeting atwhid-l
su:h election '5 tn take plan.

Dim

3mm

Section 4.5
At any reg-uhr or special meeting ol'the Comcmﬁcn duty ﬁlled, any
mar! oftha Dlrecmn my be rune-wed with or without ausa by a Majority ol-nbers and asuccusor
mzynhen wannabeelecmd tnﬁﬂnhevamncydlmczumd. Any Direcmrwhosamavnl hasbmpmpcsed
by the Members shall be given an oppornmiry to ba heard a: the meeting. If any or ali of the Directors are so
removed, new Dimer: may be ahead at the same meeting.
nna or

W112,

_

:
«-

'.'-

The ﬁrst regular meeting of: newt? ﬂaunt! Board of Direcmra shall
Sedan 4.9
be heid wilhln can (10) days all [be denim of the Board of Directors, at such plans as shall be ﬁxed and
announced by tho Dianna at the mutiny: whid‘l such Dinars-swam elected. for the purposn Mora-minim,
eiectlon of ofﬁcers, and the unset-ion ofather bushes. Na notice shall be nacassary tn the newly elected
Directors in order legally :1: commits: such meeting, provided a. maiorfty of the whale Board of Dir-emu shall
be pruent.

W.

..:
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z

Rzgular meetings of the Board of Dimmrs shall be held mummy
Section 4.10
without nalica, a: :uch piacn and how may be Fund from line In time by molutim of the Board. Should said
meaning fall upon a legal holiday, dial that muting shall be heId at me same time an the nut day which is run
a legal holiday. Naﬁca of mgular meetings aid-Ia Board of Dlrecmrs shail be given to each Director. panama“?
or 11-; mail, mlcphone or tales-mph. a: least {ht-at (3) days prior u: the day named For such matings. unless the
time and place of such meetings is anmuncnd :1 the organization meeting. in which use sud-n nuu‘c: of other
regular mead“: shalt not be requimd.

a

-.‘.:u.-.

I”

n.-

.:,r-

.-

5mm

5261!!!! 4-”
599d?“ meetings of the Board of Dimenrs may be ﬁlled by the
Prafdent. or, ii 81!! President is absent or refuse: an act. by the Vice President. or by any two {2.) Dix-emu. At
least two (2) days, nous! shall be given m each Director, pamnally or by mail, telephone or Ink-staph, which
notica shall stain ﬂu time, plan: (as hatinzbove provided) and the purpose of 1113 meeting. lfsemed by mail,
each such nodal shall be sent, postage papaid, in the addrns reﬂected on the rewards of the Cnrponm‘on, and
shaﬂ be timed given, f! not acunllyraﬁved earlier, a: 5:00 o‘clock pm. on the stand day aﬁzr it I: deposited
in a regular depositary of the Uniszd Sm mail as provided herein. Whenever any Dlrncmr ha: been absent
from mymechl meeting ofmeBcnrd afDimms,an
the minutn to diedfeadutnodcehasbem duiy
evidencn 111:1: due notice of such meen’ng was given to such
given shall be conclusive 3nd
Dlrec‘lor. a: required by law and as prtm‘dad herein.

imbla

min

Mm

Section 4.12
Before or a! any meeting :1! the Board of Olmcmrs, am,f Diracmr may
notice.
writing waive noticn of such meeting and such waiver shall be decmad cquivaienl m the giving of
of
Attendant: by a Dimm- u any meeting of the Board of Director! shall be waiver a! notice by 1913.:
the time and placn thereof. It all Dimer: are present a any meeting of the Scan! of Directors, no notice shall
be required and any businen may be manned at such meeting. The madam of any meeting of the Board
held, shail be a: valid as though had a: a meeting duiy held
of Dire-ants.
ﬁlled and noﬁmd
after regular call and nuricn, if a quorum be praent. and if. either befuru or aha: Lhe meeting, and} o! the
Bit-econ not pruent signs such a wﬁftﬂl mint of notice, a consent to holding sud-I meeting, arm approval
cf :11: minutes lhemof. A]! such waives. comma and approvals shalI be ﬁled with 1115 records chine Corporation
or maﬁa a pm of the minutm of the meeting.
in

m

Dim:

hm

0:t

W

"Section 1.13
Exczptas umemise'efﬁiﬁ'sifbﬁfdedﬁ 52min. :filiiiéén‘ny
of business. and
at the guard 01 Directors. a majority of me Diracmn shaJI mmu‘mm a quorum for the
Ike ads of the majcn'o/ of the Directors parent at a meeting at which a quorum is pruemshall be Eh: acts of me
BYLAWG - 6
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Dim

Board nf
Ila: anymeeﬁng chi-:2 Board of Diteas there Is la: than a quorum pram; the majority
of those pram: may adieu-n the meeting than time In time. Army Sud'l adieu-Md meeting any busing: which
might have been wxsacred at d1: meeting as ariginally ﬁlled may be mused wimout furnha' nodcg.

mm
W

The Din-curs shall have the right tn aka any acn'on in the
Section 4.14
nhseme u! a meeting which they {:3q talus at a meeting by obtaining the vat: orwrim cnnsent of :JI me
Any anticn so approved shall have the sameeﬁacta though taken at: meeting ofthe

Dims.

Dim

ﬁlm

Section HIS
The Heard of
shall require that all 55:33 and amnion: ofthe
Carpal-won handling or nspcnsww For the Cnrpamion funds shall fumish adequate ﬁdelity bands. The
premium onsud1bondsshzllbapaidbymaCm-poradon oriuManagur.
——

mm

Senior: 4.15
The Board of Directed, by resolution, mzyfmm time n: time daignata suds
Board of Director: shall denim, and may establish the purposu and paws: ofeach such
mun-11m mind. The moluﬁon dalmaﬂng and
a cumming: shall provide forth: appairmnent
.of it: mus-nines, a: well as a. chairperson. shall sum the purpnsa ante cumming and 51131! pmvide for reporu.
Examination, and other adminisa'aﬂon
as deemed app-opting by the Board of

cumming: a:

It:

withing

Dim

mm:

ARTICLEV
OFFiCERS
05113113115113, The plindpalatﬁca'lafﬂ'nCnrpoa'aﬁcn shall baaﬁaidengaWcaPruidmL
anda‘l'rusum, allofwhan shallbaeleaadbymeﬁoaxd ofDirecmrs. TheardofDirecmrsrnzy
Assistaareasumr and an Aslsum Sea-am, and Sud'l adm- ofﬁcm as in the Board of Directors'
judgment mar be necsury. One person may hold two or more ofﬁcu, want those ofﬁces of Pruidem and
Sammy.

Sedan 5.1

Secretary,
appoint an
a

W

The ofﬁcaﬂ oldie Corpomdon shall be eiecmd annually by the Board
Section 5.2
of Diana-r: at rho organizational meeting cinch new Board of Directors, and each ofﬁce- shzli ﬂuid oﬁica For
on: I‘ll yuar unlm he crsha shall sooner resign or shaﬂ be moved or
disqualiﬁeq.

3mm

9mm

Dim

Sedan 53
Upon an aﬁinnaﬁve vote Ufa maicrity ufthe mt‘tm Board of
any otﬁczr may be rum-wed, eidwerwim «without came, and a successor elected axany :23q meeting of the
Board of Dlrecnrs, at any speciai meeting (1m Board of Dlmcnrs ﬁlled formch purpose. Am; afﬁcnr may
resign at any time by giving wrimn macs m the Emmi uf Dis-2am: or no the President or Sec-em of the
shall take effect a: the data of receipt of such notice or at any tater time
Corpontian. Any such
speciﬁed in aid notice. accept-am
migration by me Board of
speciﬁed ﬂwain; and unla:
Dianna shall not be
to make it effacﬁm A vans-Icy in any ofﬁce may be ﬁlled by appointment by
the Board. The ofﬁcu- appoimnd to such vacancy shall serve for the ramainder of the tam: of the ofﬁcer he

:3l
mm

aim

am

replies.

W

-

Section 5.4
05:83, agents. and unplug-2:5 shall magi-v: such reasonable canpermriun
fur hair services a: my be audwrlred or ratiﬁed by w: Board of Direcmrs. Appointment of any ofﬁcer, 33131:
mama] righls of mputsaﬁon for services performed by such an ofﬁcer.
or unpiuyee shall not of he”
agent or employee. No afﬁcgr, employ-ea or Dlmcmr of Grantor or any afﬁliate of Gramor may receive any
compensation.

W
can

The Board of Dimmrs may elect sudw other 05:25 as ﬁne affairs
Senion 5.3.
of tha Association may rtquire. each oiwhom shall hoid ul'ﬁm for such period, have such authority, and perform
such duﬁa as rhe Board of Dis-ems may, ham tin-m in time, damn-ling

2mm

The President shall be he chic! executive ofﬁcer of the Corporation. The
Section 5.6.
Pruidentshail praide at ail meaning ofthe Comaradnn and of the Board of Diracmrs. The Pruident shall have
ma general powers-and duu's which are- usually wand in-the-amen-of-me-Pruldmtvuf-a-nonpruﬁt

—M"1llwf

WWW
WW! - 7
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corporation, induding but not limited to the power, subject to the prtM'sinns of Section 4.16, tn appoint
committees fmm among the. Mamba: and Owner: Fmrrl time to time as the Fraident alone may depide are
appropriane to assist in the cundua afnhe affairs :1m Corporation. The President shall, subject tn the warm!
cf Lhe Board afDimcmrs, have general mpam‘sion, direction and control of the bush-:53 of due Carpomjon. The
Prairies-1t shall be a: uﬁdo a manber of all sanding
and the President shal! have sud1 other was
and dutia as may be prunibed by d7: Board of Direcmm or these Byizvn.

mines.

Mimi.

The Vice Praideﬂl shaﬂ take me plans of the President and perform such
Sedan 5.7.
dmes Whaﬂﬂﬂ' the Pmidmt shail be absent, disabled at unable m act. If neither d-uz Pruiden! nor the Vice
Praidenl: is able to an. the Board of Directors shall appoint some other men-{her of :11: Board of Dims to do
so an an interim basis. The VICE President shall also pufarm such other duds as shall ﬁ-nrn time to time be
imposed by the Board 0! Direcnrs or these Bylm

SecﬂonSj.

5min:-

TheSeceGryﬂ-nﬂremrdhvuta andkeeplhaminum ofaﬂmeeﬁny aHIe

Board of Directors and ma mil-um of all meetings of the Corporation a: the principal ofﬁce of the Corporation
or such other plaza as the Board of Director: may arder. The Secretary shall have charge aim-h books and
shall, in gnu-a}, perform all the
incident
paper: as the Board of Dlreunr: may died. and the
1:: the officn of Seaman. The Secremy shall give, orausa to be given, notice: of meetings of the Corporation
and of the Board of Directors required by time Bylaws or by law to be given. The Secremry shall maintain a
back of ream-ﬂ Owners. and any person in pumion of: Building Lat that is not an Owns, listing the name:
and addrusa aftha Owners, and any pawn in pomiun of a Building Lot that is net an Owns, a: fumished
to the Corporation and such book shall be changed only I: such time as satisfacmry evidence a: a change in
ownership of a Building Lot is presented to the Emmy. The Sea-em shall perform such mhu duﬁs as may
be prescribed by the Board of Dim-cm: or time Byiaws.

Ma

52m)!

The Trusmer shall hm moonsibilily for the Corporation funds and secmit's
Section 5.9.
of die Property owned 35:
and shall be responsible for keeping. or causing an be item. Full and accurate
the Corpomian. tax recent and business vanadium nf the Corporation including accounts of all asses,
all in book: belonging tn the Carpomdnn. The Treasurer shall be
”abilities, receipts and
mponsibla for the deposit of all mania and other nimble effects in me name and to the credit of me
Cnrpmaﬂun in such depasitoriu as may from time to time be dalgnamd by the 50ml of Direcmrs. The Traasumr
shall dbuna the fund: aim: Corporation a: may be ordered by the Board cf Bil-emu in acmrdanca with he
as Treasurer
upon request. an amount of all
Dudaraﬁon, shall ram-Ecru: the Patient and
and of the ﬁnancial condition aftha Corporation. and 51131t such omerpawus and pedurm such orhu duties
as may be prucribed try E113 Board of Dimcmrs or these Byizws.

Imam.

mum:

disbmls,

Dim

maxim:

ANGLE“
OBLIGATIONS OF OWNES
Section 6.1

dammit

All Owners an obliged in pay, in acmrdance With H12 provisions of the Declatation.
all Anus-amt: imposed by [ha (invention to meet all amuse: of the Corporau'on, which may
include, without limitation, a. “ability imumnca policy prunium and an immune: uranium for
a policy In cover rumir and reconsu'ucﬂan work in case of ﬁre, amhqunke or other hazard, is
more fuiiy provided in Section 4.1 of [hue Byiam. Exam as othemise provided in the
Deciaranan. the Amnenu shall be made equally per Buildlng Lot for all Members 0! {he
II' [he
is not paid within ten (10') days
Carpal-mun nhlimd no pay such
bur intHeﬂ hurl-I ma date of delinquency at 3:: ram of
after ﬁne due data. thu
tan perm: (101.) per annum.

(a)

mam.

melanin]!

meat

All delinquent Amnenrs shall be enforced. cullected or farmland in
[bl
provided in thaDeclantion.

rhe-

manner

000392
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(3.!
Even: Owner must perfnrm pmmpdy, at me Owner's sore cast and Irma-use. ali
maintenanca and repair work on such Ow-nar‘s Building Lot as required under the pmisions
of the Declaration. As
pmided In the Badman. :11 ohms For almﬁons and repair
of
on the Pmpa'ty must rtcniva the pﬂDfW'ﬂ'ﬁtﬂ cum-em: of the Mia-inn!
Carmina. Themdﬂecmral Emu-Him: shall establish reasonable procedmu fur Lﬁe gnm‘ng
and denial ofmch :ppmva] in accordance with the Dedamian.

Mar

impma

As fLuthar provided in the Dedmﬁon, each Owner shall mimburse the Corporation
{b}
for my
Inna-rad In repairing or replacing any portion of the Propaw awned or
convened by the Caporaﬁon whid'u are damsgd through the fault of the Owner, and each
Owner shall pmrm‘y reimburse the Camden For the mm of repairing, replacing andlnr
maintaining that patriot: a! the Property which the Cnrponﬁon has repaired. replaad or
maintained punuam to the Dedarw‘on‘ Such angel-dimes shall Indude all cnurr msa and
remand)!!!
fees and can: incun'ed In enforcing any provision of these Bylaws or the

mum
mm’

Dedanﬁon.
ARTICLE VII
AMENDMENTS TO BYLAWS
These

Bylmmavbamrded byﬂwCorporaticn nan annulmmingaratadulymmﬁmmd meeting

nf'j-Ia Corporation forsuch purpose a pmm’ded In the Amide: cu' lncntpomiun. No mud-mutt: them Byiaws
shall rah eﬁlct unla: appruved by a:
a mini-w ofManhm at such miner penal-Inge as herein amwise
providcd.

la:

ARTICIE VIII
MEANING OFTERMS

:3t

deﬁned hudn. all 121m: herein lniﬁaﬂy apinllznd shall have the same meanings
Emma: as
applled to such mm: In rho Deduaﬁun Induding, without Ilmitaﬂon, 'Arﬁcla', 'Assmmﬁ',
'Anodaﬂon', 'Suilding Lot', “Cunt-rm Ami”, 'Cnntor', 'Uass AManber', This B Mamba", and "Owners.'
as

m

ARTIUI [X
CONFLICHNG PROVISIONS

memofﬂxesa Byizwsmnfﬂczwimanyprwisimnfﬂu

laws ufd1e5umaﬂd:ho,wd1 conﬂicting
Bylaws shall be null andwid upon ﬁnal comdemninaﬂon In such eﬁecr. butaﬂ other Bylaw-.1 shall remain in
full face and died. In
ufanywnﬁic: hem-m the Amide oflnmrporaﬁon and than Byim the Amide:
shall tsunami; and In the as: of any mnﬁic: between the Deduzﬂnn and H13: Bylaws, the Dada-adorn shall
1n

an

cal-Incl.
ARTICLE X

INDElNIFICATION AND INSURANCE

Wags.

Far :ha purposes cf this Article, 'agenl’ means any person who 15 or
Section 10.1
was a Direcmr, ofﬁcer. ample-re: or tamer agent of the Communion. or is or was serving at the request 0! the
Corporation
a director, ofﬁcer, unplayee or asén! of another mmraﬂnn, or was a direcmr, ofﬁcer, empioyee
or agent a! a corporation whld'l was a pmdecassor amputation of ﬁn Cnrparanon; 'pmeding' mean: any
dammed. pending or can-upland action or pmceedlng, whether civil, aiminal, awn-13mm or investigative:
and
and cum and any upensg of amblishing a right In
Includes. wﬁhomiimitaﬁon. anumws'
indemniﬁauon under Section "3.3 or pangraph [c] afSecrjan 10.4.

a

'm‘

ft:
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Section 10.2

is

mm.

This Cnrpumtion shall indemnify any person who was or is a panyc:

mmm to be made a party to anymeding {other than an action by or in the ﬁght of this Carporm‘un m

m,

its favor} by ransom of the fact that such persons is orwu an agent of this Carpmﬁon,
and other amounts actually and reasunabiy
in curmecn'an
judgments, ﬁnes,
wounding if such person acmd in good hith and in a manner such person masnnabfy belie-wed ta be
in or not opposed to the but
of the Corporaﬁan and, in the
of a criminal proceeding had run
reasonable ans: tn believe the curlducxaf such person: was unlawful. The termination ofany proceeding by
iudgment, order, seniernent, canvicﬁm or upon a plea cf noia contendere or its equivalent shall not. of itself,
cream a pruumpdun that the person did not an: in good faith and in a. manner which the persons reasonably
believed In be in or not opposed to the best Inlet-EB of the Corporation or with aspect a: any criminal
proceedlng {hat the person had masonable muse to belleve that the person's cunduuwas unlawful. However,
:1: indemniﬁcation shall bemada in mafmydaim, Mammasmwhidrsuchpuson mall hzwbem
adjudged to be lIabla tn the Oamomﬂon in the pelican-Inc: ofsuch pascru' duty tn the C‘mpuran'cn, unlu- and
ml}! to Iha meant that [ha cum in which sudI proceeding is or was pending 511111 damn-nine upon appliadun
max, in View of a]! the dmmsnncu of the use, such person is fajriy and reasonably entitled to indemnity for
which such mutt shall dean pmpet.
the

procure

a

iudgment in

mm

swims

against
Wi'j'l such

in“

m

m

W

WW.

maﬁa

To the
an agent of H13 Corporation has been
Section 10.]
successful ondnemerhs in defermefmyproczuiingmfmndm in Section 10.2,or'm defuse cfan-y claimfmue
or mann- dm-ein, the agent shall be indemniﬁed againstapaua actually and reasonably incurred by d1: agent
in connection

mmim.

Section 10.4

Except

as

provided in Section 103, any

indemnlﬂaﬁnn under this Amidl shall be made by the Cnrpomn‘on on}y if authorized in the speciﬁc

case, upon

determination that indemniﬁcation of the agent is proper in the drcumnca because the agent has met the
appliabla grandam! nf cnnduc: set turd-e in Secn'an 10.2, as demined by:
a

A majority vat: of
proceeding:

(3]

a

qunmm consisting of

Direcm who

am not pam'a m such

m

of; Majority ufMembers uniﬁed to vouz
Appm] or mjﬁadan hymn afﬁrmaﬁw
(1:)
mprﬁented at a duly held meeting of the Corporation :1: which a quorum is presem or by the
written consent of a Maioriry of Members uniﬁed 17: vote. For purpose of damn-ruining 1112
required qumum cfany meeting a! the Carpamiun ﬁlled to approve or ratify indmniﬁaﬁon
of an agent and the wt: or wriﬂzn consent required Then-fur, an agent who is a Member to be
indemniﬁed shall not be entitled m “an marten;
The com in which such proceeding is or was pending, upon appliau'un made by the
(C)
Corporaﬁan ar ch- agent of I11:
or other pawns rendering service: In connection with
the defense, whed'lernrnotm appliqﬁon by the ages-it. atomey or other person I: opposed
by the Corporation: or

may

W.

Independun by] amuse! in writtm opinion, engaged at the dirt-wan of a Quorum of
disinterested directors.
.

(d)

Expensa incurred in defending any proceeding may be advancmi
Section 10.5
by the Corporation prior to the ﬁnal disposiﬁon of such pmcaeding upon receipt of an undertaking by or on
behalf cf the up!!! In may such Imam-u, If It shall be determined ulﬁmaleiy that the agent Is not entitled to be
indemniﬁed a: aud’larind in this Amid;

mmﬂjmimmmdmﬁaﬁgm. No indemniﬁcation or adnnce shal! be made
mp: as providad in Sedan 10.3 or pang-nah (d ufSecu'ol-I 10.4, in any drmmstmcz where

Section 10.5
under this Article,

iupmuag,
EYMWS -1D
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That it would be Inconsistanr with a pmvision of the Arlida of Incurpulaﬁnn, £115:
ofthe Board of Directors at Maribel": a: an agreement in eﬁ‘auat the lime
Byizws, a
aid-Ia accrual of the alleged muse of action asserted in the proceeding in which the expenses
were incur-rd or other amounts were paid, which prohibits or athuwise limits Endanniﬁcztion;
(3.}

Balm

or
'

That It would be inmnsismnt with any condition
approving a sedemmt.

1::

Cb)

.

warmly

imposed by a mun in

am

This Anida shall
a rim of Indemniﬁcaﬁon for each agent raferred m in [his Amide. whether or
not the preceding a: whidi the hadamiﬁaﬁon aim: amsa in whole or In 92:: prior tn adapu‘on arms Am'de;
and In the mastoid-1e dmh dad-1 agent.
or after initiation ufsuch proceeding, such right shall
21211:! to sud1 agant‘s legal
In addition, to the maximum amen: permitted by appiiable law,
the rig-11: of Indunniﬁadon haubygiven shall nut be udusiua afar omen-visa affect any other rights such apt
may have In indunniﬁuﬂon. whether by law or underarrv tanner. insurance policy or came-wise.

Med-lam

maxim.

maritime.

Tha Corponﬁun my purchase and malnhin insumnc: on behalfaf
Section 10.7
any agent of I11: Carpanﬂun against any liability asserted against or incuntd by the agent in sud-I opacity or
agent‘s
arising out
as such. whether or no: the Corporation would have the power to indemnify the
agent against such “ability under the pmisions of this Adda.

m

am

ARTICLE 30

WW5

MISCEllANEOUS

All tin-dc, draft: or other orders for amen-1r of money,
issued in the name of or pawble tn the Corporation shali be signed or
endorsed by such person or persons, and in such manner as, from time 11: time, shall be determined by molun‘an
Section 11.1

nets or 0th! widens of indebtadrm

W.

of the Board a! Diracmrs.
Secxion 11.2

.

"“f-

W

The Board of Direcnars. except as in

mm

Byiaw: omen-rise

provided. may author-[2.1 any ufﬁcu' or ofﬁcers. :32!!! or agents, to enter into any contact or exec-1m any
instrument In the name and on behalf :3! the Corponﬁon. and such authorily may be general or conﬁned to
no ofﬁcer, agent ar empluyee shall have
speciﬁc lns‘lanca; and unless so inherited by the Bean! 0!
the: power at
a: bind the Common by any contract or engagemept or to pledge H12 Corpomian's
crecllt or to reader 131: Carporaﬂon liable for any purpose or in any amount;

mom

01m.

The Corpomﬁan shall keep in the Corpomﬂun's
Section 11.3
ofﬁce for the transaction of business the original or a cap-y of {hue By-im as amended or otherwise alts-ed to
date, cutlﬁed by the Secretary, which shall be 0pm to impaction by the Ma'nbers a: all reasonable time: during
ofﬁce hour; The books. retard: and paper! a! the Anodadan shall 1: all timu, during reasonable busing!
hours, he sublet: m Inspection by my Manber. The Dedaraﬁon, the amide: of lncorpomﬂon, and the Bylaws
of the Assoclaﬂon shall be amiable for inspection by any Member at the pn'nclpa! ofﬁce of tha Assudadan,
when: maple: may be purthased :1 reasonable cast.

Section 11.4 Hamlin; The ﬁnal year of rho Corporation shall begin an the 1st day ofJanuaJ-y and
end on the 315: day of Decunber of every year Except that the ﬁrst ﬁscal‘ year shall begin on the date of

incorporation.

—-——

W

The Corporation shall keep and maintain in the Corpondon's ofﬁc:
Section 11.5
for the vanadium ofbusincss a book mntainlng the ham and addras of cad! Maniac. Taminau’an ortransfar
of ownership ul any Building Lot by an Owner shall be rL-cnrded in the books teacher with the date on which
such awnenhlp was Hal-Wad, and the new Owner shall be incorporated into the book in accordance with the
pmisions of the Dedandon and the Adidas of Incorporation.
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EAGLE SPRINGS HDMEOMERS‘ ASSOCIATION.

Theuncierugnad.

INC.
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-

,

RESOLVED

Whamwmmammmmwwnmammm

CummMHnmdommmeBﬂmdu-ncmm
and
:fDWI

Thin Cunard of

sunbeam“

of EAGLE SPRlNGS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION. INC
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[11

Lieu of Meeting
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STATE OF

sumo
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J

scum op ADA
Onm'u

5:.
)

FE.“

dayuf

M.“

1996.befommeaNotawPub5ch1mfurlha

Stale of Edam. penal-1am appearad Filer Ham‘s. James P. Brennan and Tom Frazier. personally lawn ID me [or
proved in run on the basis :1! satisfadoty wider“) to be the Damn:
needed this tnstrurnmL on oath :taled
that they warn
to name the hammer“. and admmdged rt as the Chum at EAGLE SPRINGS
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCEATJON. INC. In be [be Free and voluntary ad and deed of said carnation fat U1: use:
and purpom mnﬂmad m the

mm

m

m

[NMTNESS WEREDF.Ehavahemntnutmyhmdandoﬁidalsealmadayandyaarﬁmabma
miﬂ'an.

412%;

m
an

vi: gg

‘NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the Stall: of
Maine. rtsiding a1 Ema-I.

M, comma

[Imus-u
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Via Fotheringlam LLP
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lnvoioe#: 307239

Octoba’ 6, 2016

ClienLMatter: l8545- 001
RE: Association Representation

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date

'I'kpr

Description
._

9/1 4/e

BLC

—

Review lcltcr ioTsdCd from Board to owner building non-m
compliant Fence.

Hours

Amount

.30

63.00

TOTAL PROFESONAL SERVICES

$63.00

TOTAL THJSINVOICE

$6300

000399

{M'ms/btxgmwizﬁ :u:»u::z.«—:w.-.—.=«

Vid Fotheringhan LLE‘
.1561 2-: av,- Tam—3:9.

151‘ rJ4:":=!:"r.\~/:N.1‘:1I'A'I:::v.'=_':-::.‘:.t.sszxzirnnrrnx-ﬂ-zcnw'ﬂ::-:.\::.\:z:=.ﬁ.‘. w3m111A151:m'mmx'ebiﬁ521k;m:w13-ﬁIﬁ-na.3-'41:.9.'='.-.-.'».xiv"?

lnvoice#: 311690

ClientM atter:

Novanbar 4, 2016

18545 - 001

RE: Association Representaﬁon

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date
IO/DSIIG

Tkpr

Description

JOE

{Telephonic} meeting with Board ufdireclors regarding

Hours

Amount

.80

1.50.00

1.20

354.00

Rodina. Professionaf discount.

[0/06/16

JOE

Rodina matter. Dl‘aﬁing initial latter.

[0/10/16

JOE.

Update Jan letter.

.10

29.50

10/12/l6

JOE

Review Board emails: update letter again, send Jan letter.

.10

29.50

TOTAL PROFE$ ONAL SERVICES

$ 563.00

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$56300

000400

Enhi;f£'ﬂf’“l’llr-’x'_Li"\1'3'tr_

,\5L_,_-_,

_,:;;.;;p ,r, ,5. 7.,“

,1;

,;

,'

:.'.‘mT.14.C-1SI'JJ-Ji~".

Invaicc #: 32577.)

C1ient.Matr:

Via} Fothcringham LL”?
as;

mum-mm 11.7. :.:r.v:. ﬁanﬁ (ﬁmﬁntérmﬂc r.:m.-v_n-,.s:-z.: w—Lr

.1: u: 7.;A;.-1w:-n.m
.

J1,

March 8, 2017

18545

~

001

RE: Association Raprescntation

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

'I‘lqn'

Description

2/06/17

JOE

2/07/l7
2/08/ I 7

Date

Hours

Amount

Review emails= draft, respond to board.

.10

29.50

JOF.

Review emails, advise board/manager regarding status, letter.

.30

88.50

JOE

Discuss Rodina. Need letter to his attorney before Board
discusses: to address communications. Sent email to Curl

.40

l

18.00

about-

TOTA L PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

3

236.00

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

$

236.00

000401

'4Wf4nm.

Vial Fotheringhan LLP
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£11t 6. 2017

Invoioe#'. 318294

8545 - 002
Rodina, Jan Owner Enforcement

ClientM atter:
RE:

|

—

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date

Tkpr

Description

JOE

Drafting Rodina Complaint.

Hnurs

Amount

2.00

590.00

_ 7“
12/27/16

TOTAL PROFE$I ONAL SERVICES

35

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$59000

590.00

000402

'

u'

:

mammal-:1? «'2:— 2:5; :12 u‘zzuhﬁrcivte mu

5.;

.Fothéf.‘ g ham LLP
w..=:se.w=.:¢mu
m:

Invoice #: 332583

May 3, 2017

Clicnt.Mattet‘: I8545 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement
—

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Hours

Amount

Review Rédina matter, letter. Advise Board.

.30

88.50

JOE

Draft letter 10 Rodina's attorney, Curl.

.70

206.50

4/24/17

JOE

Update letter: reply to Board emails.

.30

88.50

4/25/17

JOE

Review Board emails, update draﬁ letter.

.20

59.00

Tkpr

Description

4/18/17

JOE

4/20/17

Date

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

$

442.50

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

$

442.50

hJ

000403

Via Fotheringharn LLP
lnvoioe#: 338524

H);

11. 2017

ClienLM after: I 8545 - 002
RE: Rodina. Jan - Owner Enforcement

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Tkpr

Description

6/08/17

JOE

Review status ofRodina matter, advise
Update: complaint for ﬁling.

(3/16/17

JOE

Follow up with Board and request mediation with opposing

Date

Board_

Hours

Amount

1.10

324.50

.30

88.50

counsel.
(3/26/17

JOE

Review owner emails, check in with Board. Seek ﬁling
approval. Finalize Complaint and Summons for ﬁling.

.60

177.00

(5/26/17

JRAN

Save Complaint and Summons for e—ﬁling with ACE?! Counéy.
E-ﬁlc Complaint and Summons with Ada County

.20

29.00

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

$610.00

TOTAL THfSINVOICE

$610.00

000404

ﬁlm‘s-m :mumz x‘ﬁ‘uzwm'ztﬁ 2119:1311v n22»:

w: m «'ﬂ ,

Vial Fotheringha'n LLP
-: 2.. a. - n-

-.-.-.

:.<.-.r.=rrqnw.-.- mummzznm -_.:.m_w_\.«;- yiwmrvma u :n ,_,;_,F_._._‘.,_,:_ :zcnrxauwumw‘.‘ .v.3:=:.w.-m:.-,>.-s.

Invoice#: 341303

a

#4: mm

August 8, 2017'

CiientM atier: [8545 7 002
RE: Rodina, Jan

—

Owner Enforcement

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Tkpr

Description

7/26/17

JOE

Update acceptance and notice Ofintent to default. Direct
staff.

.20

59.067

7/26/17

IRAN

Draﬂ Notice of Intent to Default, send and e-ﬁle Certiﬁcate

.70

70.00

.10

29.50

Date

Hours

Amount

of Service, 2 aﬂm'neys
7727/] 7

JOE

Report on status to ciient.

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL ERVICES

$ 158.50

DISBURSEMENTS
Date

7/09” 7

Amount

Description
Capital One Bank (USA), N.A., 08062017-

E~

Filing

227.63

TOTAL DFSBURSEMENTS

$227163

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$386.13

000405

um.

VﬁzncLz'ﬂJrA/Jh.‘ -.-.-::-. . -,.:!;.::~.-...\n -=--:--;-;-_-.-_¢-<:-.-.-.;:-.-.- c

In

,,

- -

“Via

Invoioe#: 356143

FPWWEQTEI‘TI

LLP

December 6, 2017

CIienLMatter: l8545 - 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date

Tkpr

”Eb/161'] 7

GMT

Description

—'

_;_;

[Nd CHAizTa'iarepaI-e iconfercnce call with Board;
conference call with Board

I

“13/1?

CMT

regarding:—
rcgarding:_

Telephone call with Nick Barber
receive and review e-mail from
draft response
Nick regarding:

Hours

Amount

1.10

N/C

.20

63.00

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL ERVICES

$63.00

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$63.00

000406

.._,

M...

..

K

_

..

NEE! F9?*I?Tif‘9h§I'.L}E’

..

Invoice#: 359860

\Ianua'y

9.2018

Ciiem.Ma1ter:|8545 002
RE: Rodina, Jan Owner Enforcement
—

—

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date

Tkpr

Description

1301/17

CMT

'l‘r—EEr; 10

Hours

Amount

MLSO

472.50

Review ﬁfe regarding: deadlines for expert disolosure; meet
with BPRO

.80

252.00

Receive and review e—mails regarding: RFPS,
interrogatories, and RFAS

.10

31.50

Wag—

sile;_;it—envisit

of fence and retaining

—

with board members regarding:

waiﬁeet

return to ofﬁce

l2f07/E7

CMT

12108/17

CMT

12/08/17

CMT

Meet with BPRO
telephone call with Nick

.50

[57350

12/l3/l7

BLC

Phone cans to try to ﬁnd expert witnesses for CMT.

.80

l84.00

12/15/17

CMT

Meet with TMJ

.20

63.00

regarding:_
regarding:-

regarding:—

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

$116050

TOTAL THISINVOI CE

$1,160.50

000407
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luvoicc #: 362528

Via! Fothcrinsham 114—"?
February 14, 2018

Clicnt.Mattcr; 18545 * 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date

Tkpr

Description

/027: 8

CMT

Meet with ABON regarding: gathering documcnls from
board and others For production and instructions to board to
collect same; I‘cvicw RFP, RFA, and Intarmgatorics;
strategizc responses to same

”03/18

CMT

Meet with BPRO

”03/18

CMT

Draft cimail to Attorney Beck I‘egardingzjoini status report

1

Hours

regarding“

I

.00

Amount
3

I500

.10

3 I .50

.IO

3 I .50

to court

HOS/18

AKAU

No Charge Review cmnplainl, answan discovery requests,
and CC&RS in preparalion rOl'MSJ ﬁling. Drafi
recommendations for supervising aliol‘ney.

3.70

N/ C

1/05/18

ANEL

Conference with CMT re: interrogatory I'esponsc;0111ail to
counsel re: Word format of response; conference call with
N. Barbar 1's:
email 20 Board re:

3.90

390.00

.20

63.00

2.20

693.00

—

prepare

discoval'y response; calendar ca mes; calendar
conference call;
HOS/18

”05/1

8

E-mai] dialogue with Atforney Beck and Lorena Scott from
Attorney Beck's ofﬁce regarding: meeting to discussjoint
status report; draft response; e—mail dialogue with Ms. Scott
regarding: same

“3.
-

Meet with AN EL rewarding
conference call with Nick and
ANEI regarding:
1

Board

tcicphone call with message
draft e-mail to

rcgarding:_
regarding;—

to Leann

receive and review crmnil from ANEI,

rcgardmg:

000408

:: warn-hm;
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Invoice #: 362 528

Date
HOS/13

.\..

-_

__r.v::: --

-

\- um t2:=‘<::.:'.‘:

Vial ql1gtingl1qp‘1-{Li-P

v,»-

2.4-; 3'.~"..‘1'L',L‘E.:!L'.'1 u-mv

_

February 14, 2018

Tkpr

Description

GMT—u

Meg—with AKKEéarciing; motion for summaryjudgmeni
and

3

Hours

Ammlnl'

.20

63.00

1/07/l8

AKAU

Review pictures, correSpondcnce, and history of ﬁle.
Perfom} legal research in preparation for MS].

2.25

NC

1/08/18

AKAU

No Charge Discuss research with lead attorney, Brindcc
Collins, review notes taken and research, send

1.50

NIC

.30

30.00

Prepare for conference call with Attorney Madsen;
telephone call with Attorney Madsen regarding: discovery
iss11cs,j0int status report to court, mediation, mediators, and
trial date; draﬁ e—mail to Attorney Madsen regarding: same;
meet with ANEL regarding: extension on discovery
requests

.70

220.50

Review memo from AKK regarding: MSJ; dialogue wiih

.20

63.00

—

recommendations on MSJ to supervising attorney in
Oregon.
HOS/18

ANEL
1

Conference with CMT

rez—

download

and compile documents from Association's website;

1/08/18

CMT

”08/1 8

CMT

—_

AKK regarding:

same

HOS/38

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from board members and Leann
regarding:

.l 0

31.50

1109/18

ANEL

No Charge - CaICLdaEe and calendar case deadlines;
conference with CMT re: same;

.30

N/C

1/09/18

CMT

Receive and review ermail from Board

”09/18

CMT

Receive and review c—mail from Attorney Maclsen
rcgal'ding: draﬁjoim status report, mediation and
mediators, potential new trial date, and extension on
discovery requests; draft response

IMO/18

CM'I'

Receive and review ewmai} from Board

regarding’

regarding:-

.10

3

.20

63.00

.H)

3 .50

|

.50

|

000409

u:

aw,

:-

--

Vial Forherinsrham LLP

tun-“gym «an»;

7:...-‘:.-«¢.r::'.m1;

Invoice #: 362528

2-!-

J

mm wwws

February 14, 2018

Date

Tkpr

Description

I/IGIIS

CMT

ReceivcEt'i review e~mail from Board

“II/18

AKAU

”ll/[8

ANEL

Hours

Amount

.IO

3|.50

Review client ﬁle, perform legal research? pull Exhibits,
begin drafting Motion for Summary Judgment,
Memorandum, Afﬁdavit, Notice of Hearing and other
documents for MS.) ﬁling;

6.50

[,625v00

Review and organize Eagle Springs emails and documents;
email to Board rel
prepare
discovuxy matrix; create shared Dropbox folder; email to

4.70

470.00

regarding:—

m
_
a
BOHl'd I'ei

lfII/18

CMT

Conference ca” with Board, Leann, and ANEL regarding:

_
meet

252.00

wiih ABON regarding:

dropbox For documents

l/ll/lS

CMT

Review answer and affirmative defenses; meet with RDl-J
regarding: summaryjudgment options and strategy; online
research regarding: aerial view of original fence; dialogue

[.30

409.50

Meet with AKK regarding: motion for summary judgment
and strategy for same; receive and review e~mail from Nick
telephone
call with Nick
meet with ABON
regarding:

.90

233.50

Call w/ CMT; RcView complaint and answer; review memo
regarding summary judgment; review photos and arch
approval with CMT; strategy meeting w/ CMT regarding

1.30

370.50

6.21}

N/C

.30

30.00

with Nick

l/lI/IS

CMT

regarding:-

rcgarding:_
regarding:—

—

I/IIIJS

RDH

LUZ/l8

AKAU

Nu Charge - Further review ot‘client ﬁie and initial draft of
MS} and supporting afﬁdavit. Send to supervising attorney,
Chris Ting-3y, For review.

HIE/'18

ANEL

Download board member documents from Dropbox; email
[0 board members re: t‘ecei pt Girdocuments; review emails;

000410
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Invoice #: 362523

Date

Tkpr

1.111"3

February 14, 2018

Description

Hours
-

1f12/i 8

BLC

Review draft Motion For Summary Judgment. Discuss
memo and suggestians with CMT.

I/l2/18

GMT

Email dialogue with Leann

regarding—review

Amount

__..‘1

.50

345.00

.90

28350

second ARC mquest from Rodina and related documents;
meet with ANEL
c—mail diaIOgue
with BPRO regarding,
'
with David Day regarding:
draft eumail
t0 Attorney Madsen regardingjoini status report to court
and keeping current trial date and potential mediators

‘mcet

regarding:—

I/IZ/I'S

CMT

Review MSJ ﬁrst draft; meet with AKK J‘cgarding: same

.60

189.00

1/12/18

RDl-I

Edit MSJ; email GMT comments on same

.80

228.00

1113/] 8

AKAU

Incorporate input ﬁ'om supervising attorney Chris Tingey,
continue draﬁing MSJ and supporting afﬁdavit.

4.00

NfC

1/13/I8

AKAU

Make additional edits to MSJ draﬂ.

2.00

NfC

1/l3fl

B

CMT

Review draft of M31; meet with AKK regarding: revisions
to same

.20

NIC

”14/18

CM'I‘

Review and revise draft MSJ motion; dialogue with Nick
regarding:
insiructions l0 AKK regarding: revising same

2.40

756.00

HIS/18

AKAU

L75

437.50

Meat Wiih Board mcmlJerNick
notary.

1H

5/]

8

Ill 5/! 8

Barber—

_

picture Exhibits, determine proper
—pull
ﬁnalize with

dates,

AKAU

Continue ﬁnalizing Memorandum in support ofMSJ,
review edits from other attomeys, add all prepel' citations.

6.70

N/C

ANEL.

Email to and from L. Hinsberger rc:
emails to and from TBE & CMT re: Afﬁdavit and summary
judgment motion; emails to and from A. Kinda“ re: eFiling;
ﬁnalize NoliCe ocaring; send L0 J. Rankin fur ﬁling; edit
Memorandum and prepare Certiﬁcate of Service; ﬁnalize
summaryjudgment pleadings and eFile;

4.90

NfC

000411
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Invoice #: 362528
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Date

Tk'

HIS/18

BELL

Prepare afﬁdavits; prupare and review memorandum
summaryjuclgmcnt

HIS/18

CMT

:. .

.

Description

Vial FOFEIéﬁnghW? {$43
Fchruary 14, 2018

Hours

Amount

6.90

1,897.50

Review and revise Barber afﬁdavit; meet with 'I‘BE
regarding:
review declaration for additional
relevant provisions for memorandum; meet with AKK
regarding:
review and revise motion; review and revise updated
memorandum; dialogue with AKK regardinginstructions to ANEL

6.30

1,984.50

_

1'01"

regarding:-

HIS/IS

JRAN

Notarize Afﬁdavit, save Exhibits individually for uploading
‘0 Court

2.25

Nr'C

[HG/18

AKAU

Review discovery requests, begin drafting objections and
responses, initial review of‘documcnts,

4.50

l,125.00

HIS/J8

ANEL

Call with CMT & A. Kaufﬁnan
cmails to and from J. Rankin re: hearing dates; emails [0
and from J. Rankin re: hearing dates; calendaring summary
judgment hearing;

1.70

N/C

MIG/[8

CMT

E-mail dialogue with Attorney Madscn regarding:
mediators, mediator availability, and conﬁrming with client

.20

63.00

HHS/18

CMT

1.10

346.50

__
Meet with AKK and ANEL

re:—

regarding:—

telephone call with Nick

regarding:

I/iﬁ/IS

CMT

III7H8

AKAU

Meet with AKK

regarding“

Begin document review for privilege, relevance, and
responsiveness to the, speciﬁc discovery requests. Phone
ca]! with Nick
Continue dt'al’ling
Formal responses and adding objections.

6300

7.00

N/C

.20

20.00

Barber—

l/I'I‘HS

AN EL

Emaiis to and from A. Kauﬁ'man re:
conference with CM'I' I‘eimalcndar summary
judgment response deadline;

000412
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#: 362528

February 14, 201

Date

Tkpr

Description

{[17/18

CMT

Meet with AKK and JRAN

1117/18

CMT

Review draft response to RFP; dialogue with AKAU
regarding:

1/18/18

AKAU

Continue document l‘CViEW for discovery response deadline.

INS/18

ANEL

Emails to and From A. Kaufﬁnan
review and send case deadlines to A. Kauffman 8;
Rankin;

3/18/18

Yial Fotheringhqfn LLP

CMT

“view

'

"

.IO

.20

re:—

Meet with AKK

Amount

Hours

regarding—

8

6.50

1,625.00

.40

"WC

J.

regarding:_

60

1

89.00

draft

responses

1/13/18

CMT

Telephone call with Attorney Madsen regarding: mediation
and options for same, trial setting, and discovery production

1/19/18

AKAU

l/IWIS

.30

94.50

Phone cail with Choice One on remaining documents
needed [0 complete discovery production. Direct legal
assistant on compiling discavcry, redaction. and adding
bales numbers. Review additional documentation from
Choice One for responsiveness.

4.00

500.00

AKAU

Finalize discovery, review with client and obtain
veriﬁcation, assist with ﬁling process.

1.20

300.00

l/I9/TS

AK. IN

Format and edit discovery rc5ponses; ﬁnalize I‘m ﬁling

$.50

N/C

1/19/18

ANEL

.59

50.00

$.60

368.00

:‘c_

Conference with J. Rankin and CMT
to opposing counsef rc: method of

—calf
production;

l/I9/18

BLC

GMT—

Review proposed responses to discovery requests. Suggest
changes; plmnc call with

000413
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Invoice #: 362528
Date

Tkpr

1/19/1 {WEI—IQT

LLP
Fulﬁctinglmm
_;,‘)".5c12‘i'é1=,m'FJ-E’J
g.

lizcbtuzn'y 14-, 2018

Description
Review and revise draft response to interrogatorietsl, RFP,
and RFA; meet with BPRO I'egardingz— meci with

I‘egal‘dingtﬂwel
regarding:_
regarding;—
AKK

Hours

Amou 11f

2.50

787.50

.10

3| .50

with AKIN

meet with Nick

rcgarding:_

1/19/18

CMT

Telephonccall with Nick

[/19/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Lorena Scott regarding:
mediation dates; draft response; draft eimail to Board
regarding:

.20

63.00

1/I9118

JRAN

Discovery Request! : Convert emails to PDF, redact
unnecessary information, combine and condense
documents, notarize veriﬁcation, upload to iCOul‘t, break
clown PDF to email to Opposing counsel, copy full
discovery answer and documcnls [0 ﬂash drive and mail

9.25

462.50

”22/1 8

CMT

Receive and review e—mail ﬁ‘om Lorena Scott regarding:
production; draft response

.20

63.00

”23/13

CMT

.40

126.00

.20

63.00

.10

31.50

3.50

437.50

.20

63.00

2.00

N/C

MeelwilhBPROregarding:—
receive and
review e-mail fmm Nick
draft
response to Board; receive and review reply from Lynn

regarding:_;

regarding:—
I/24/l 8

CMT

E-mail dialogue with Attorney Maclscn regarding:
mediation

1/26/18

CMT

Draft e-mail to Attorney Madscn regarding: status
mediation scheduling

1129/18

AKAU

Meel with
draft initial
discovery requests; forward to CM'I" for review.

1/29/13

CMT

Meet with AKK

3/30/18

AKAU

Discuss case strategy with Chris Tingcy and next steps.
Review rules on serving subpoena duces tecum, assign w
legal assistant, review and send initial (Ira F1 for review.

of

CMTI‘egarding:_
I'cgardil‘lgr-

8

000414
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Vial I‘othetingham LLP
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Invoice #: 362528
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ma sea-u-

February 14, 2018

Date

Tkpr

Description

mom;

CMT

Telephone call with Attorney Beck regarding: mediauon
and conﬁrmation ofmcdialion date; draft e-mail to Nick
regarding: Same

1/30/18

CMT

1/30/13

CMT

U301!

R

IRAN

m3

BELL,

113

.v'E.-_'-_'.

Hours

Amount

"”120

63.00

Review draft interrogatories, RFPS, and RFAS; begin
revising same

.60

189.00

Meet with AKK regarding:

.20

63.00

1.20

120.00

.50

137.50

.30

69.00

— —
—
Caf] Idaho Digline for Utility companies for Rodina
property. Contact Idaho Power for Subpoena mailing or
sending information, Draft Subpoena for Idaho Power.

Review subpoena;
conference with B. Collins.

Telephone

3l/18

BLC

Review ﬁnal discovery requests.

1/3

[/18

BLC

Phone call with Beau
box for Speciﬁc company.

ulility

.40

92.00

13

Ill 3

CMT

Revise draft inmi‘mgatories, RFI’S, and RFAS; instructions
to JRAN regarding: prooﬁng and sending om same

5.30

409.50

1.8 1/1 8

CMT

Review draft subpoena; instructions to JRAN regarding:
serving copy on 0131305n counsel

.H}

31.50

1/31/13

CMT

Raccive and review e—mail from Attorney Madsen
regarding: medialion

.10

3 I .50

1

regal‘ding‘flesearch

'l‘O'l’A]. PROI‘ESSiONAI, SERVICES

S

19,824.00

DISBURSEMENTS

_

Date

II! III 8

Ill SH 8
H] G/I 8

l/30/I 8

Description
Document
Document
Douumem
Docmnent

___ﬁ_rﬁ_ﬁ

Production
Production
Production
Production

{Emit ,
.84
7.68
6.60
|.20
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Invoice #: 362528

Date
1/31/18

Via] Fothcringham LLP
:n.‘-.~:.'-:.=r-_='-.‘

.n: '.':4K\V-:2‘:'1.'. \: :.r.-,wy=w.x«::—a-.;:nm.\:w::v.v.a.~g:ar.m4¢::.qanew)“:

February 14, 2.018

Amount

Deselﬂuim]
Postage 85 Delivery Recovery

10.05

TOTAL DISBURSEMIENTS

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

53

$

26.37

19,850.37

10
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Invoice #: 367373

,

,m

, :2 claw-51.4% 3. 2;».

April

101

2018

Clicm.Matler: 13545 - 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement
PROFESSIONAL. SERVICES

Date

Tkpr

Description

BLC

Travel to silo to ascertain name

Hours

Amount

.60

138.00

2.80

644.00

.70

70.00

.60

150-00

I

2/01/l8

of utility company for

Subpoena.

2/02/l 8

BLC

Review utility box subpoena

issuc.—

Research utility box. Visit site to ascertain type
service. Direct staff to send subpoena to
telecommunications companies.

of utility

2/02” 8

IRAN

2/03/I3

AKAU

2/05/18

CMT

Tciephone can with Attorney Madscn regarding: mediation

.20

63.00

2/06/18

AKAU

Review defendant's opposition [0 M81, begin drafting reply
brief.

4.50

1,125.00

2/06/18

BLC

Review Opposition Memorandum and assist Amber in
drafting Reply Memorandum.

1.70

39] .00

2/06/18

CMT

E-mail dialogue with Attorney Madsen regarding:
mediation; draft c-mafl to Nick regarding:-

.20

63.00

2/07/]

AKAU

Finish reply briefdrafl, send to Bl'indec Coiling for review

3.50

875.00

4.00

|.,000.()0

.20

63.00

8

Finalize Subpoenas for Idaho Power, Centurylink and Cable
One. Draft letter to opposing counsel, email the same

Discuss—

-with Chris Tingey.

and edits.

2/07/18

AKAU

Complete edits on reply brief. File,

2/07/18

CM'I'

Receive and review emmil from Nick regarding: Board's
unanimous decisiun to not opboul of mediation; draft
response; draft e-maii to Attorney Madscn regarding: same

000417
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April '10, 2018

i"

Date

'I'kpr

Description

2/0711 3

GMT

Meet with AKAU regarding:
review brief
BLC regarding:

2/08/18

AKAU

Draﬁ Motion to Permit Entry onto Land
Send to Chris Tingey For review.

2/09f18

CMT

Receive and review e-mails from Attorney Madsen
regarding: rerschcduling mediation; draft response; draﬁ en
mail 10 Board regarding: new mediation date; receive and
review replies; draft responses

2109/]

8

JRAN

2/12/18

ANEL

2H2”

CMEA

8

‘J.:‘.-.A:.

-

Hours

Amount

.50

15730—

.50

125.00

.20

63.00

Check costs for poster board pictures far hearing on 2/] 5.
Email 3 subpoena‘s to Attorneys Messenger Service for
serving

.60

30.00

Conference with CMT re: summaly judgment exhibits;
emails to and from L0 Blue re: printing estimate;

.20

20.00

Extensive communication with FedEx Ofﬁce regarding
ordering pester boards ofseiccled exhibits and shipping to

,70

70.00

.90

283.50

.50

157.50

3.70

925.00

.20

63.00

3.50

NIC

meal with

for Inspection.

—
Idaho

2/12/18

CMT

Telephone can with Nick

regarding:_

meeting with ANFL and CMEA regarding: obtaining
copies ofcxhibits; dl'aﬁ c—mail to Board

regarding:-

regardinguc-maii

2/12/18

CMT

'l‘exl dialogue with Nick
dialogue with Lorena Scott al Allorney Maclscn’s office
regarding: mediation; draft e-mail conﬁrming mediation
date, time and location to Board

2/13/18

AKAU

Draft Second SCI OFDiscovery Requests to Defendant, send
to Chris Tingcy for review.

2/I3/I 8

GMT

Review exhibit posters {or MS] hearing; meet with AKAU

2/I4/18

CMT

TIIWC] to Boise for M8,] hearing

cm“
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Invoice #: 367373

Date

Tkpr

2/14/18

'CM1

2/14/] 8

GMT

Vial Forberinghamf

_P

.Vs7:-.'.':.<_':::vawadaumﬂﬁi‘at’: -7.

April 10, 2018

Description

Hours

Amount

Préﬁ’zﬁ STA/1E! hearing

.20

Receive and review e~mail from Mr. Lombardi's ofﬁce with
mediation agreement; review mediation agreement; forward
to Nick; draﬂ ermail to Nick
draft response to Mr. Lombardi's ofﬁce
regarding: same

‘20

63.00

1.50

N/C

‘40

£00.00

3.00

750.00

2.00

500.00

2.40

600.00

1.00

”30.00

.50

N/C

5.00

[£90.00

75—3760—

regarding:—

—:_
2/14/18

JRAN

No Charge Print and compiic binder for Amber Kauffman
for hearing on 2/]5/2018.

2/151] 8

AKAU

Call from $daho Power regarding subpoena, return call,
emai} picture for clariﬁcaiion of utility box in question.

2/15/18

AKAU

Prep and review for
case law.

2/15/18

AKAU

Second chair at MSJ hearing.

2/15/18

AKAU

Complete draft of second discovery requests and request
permit entry to fund, same and ﬁle.

2/15/18

AKIN

Compile case law binder

2/15/18

BLC

No Charge . Attend MSJ hearing.

2/5/18

CMT

Prepare for MS] hearing; travel 10 and attend hearing; meet
with Allorney Beck regarding: deadlines and other case

—

MS] hearing Pull and highlight cited

10

issues

2/15/18

CMT

Return to Portland from MS} hearing

3.50

N/C

2/15/18

IRAN

Compile binders for Motion For Summary Judgment
Hearing referencing all Case Law from Ehe Memo for
Motion for Summary Judgment, Defendants Opposition to
Plaintiff‘s Motion for Summary Judgment, and Reply

3.00

300.00

2/19/18

AKAU

.70

l75.00

—with

Chris Tingey, draft Notice ofDepo
6, book court reporler.

for Jan Rodina on March

000419
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April I0, 2018

367373

Tkpr

Description

2/19/18

AKAU

Return phone call to counsci For Century Link concerning
the subpoena on concealed uliiily box, l‘CViCW and explain,
email pictures to counsel.

2/19/[8

CMT

Meet with AKAU

2/19/18

GMT

E-mail dialogue with Nick regarding:
receive
c-mail
and review
from Nick In Board regarding:
c—mail dialogue with Leann

Date

J'egardingr—

_

—

Hours

Amount

.50

125.00

.20

63.00

.20

63.00

regarding:-

2/19/18

CMT‘

[NO CHARGE] Travci to Boise for mediation

3.50

N/C

2/201] 8

AKAU

Attend mediation, review slrategy and weaknesses for trial.

8.00

2,000.00

2/20/18

CMT

Travel to mediation; altend mediation

10.60

333900

2/20“ 8

CMT

[NO CI‘IARGE] Return to Portland from mediation

3.50

N/‘C

2/21/18

AKAU

Respond to attorneys Fer Ccnlurylink and Idaho Power
regarding subpoena responses.

.40

100.00

2121/] 8

GMT

Telephone call with Attorney Beck regarding: site visit

.10

31.50

2/22/18

CMT

.20

63.00

.20

63.00

_;

Dmﬁ mnail t0 Beard

rcgarding:_
receive and review repiicg from Board

2/23/18

CM'f'

2/26/18

CMT

Tcicphone call with Nick
telephone cal! with Attorney Beck regarding: same and
depositions; draft e—mail 10 Attorney Beck regarding:
dcpositions

.60

189.00

2/26“ 8

GMT

Receive and review Idaho Power response to subpoena

.20

63.00

2/27/18

AKAU

Review email with depositions L0 be scheduled the week
3/12/18 for both sides. Cancel court reporter for 316/1 8.
Reach out 10 CMT's iegal assistanl to conﬁrm who wilt
allcnd the settlement/status conference on 3/1“ 8.

.40

£00.00

Review response from Cable One to subpocna request;

rcgardingi—;

01"

Ln
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$123111

April 10, 2018

Amount

Description

Discuss case status with TMJ. Research Rule 64
applicability and standards. Prepare for status hearing.

2/27/18

2/27/ I 8

2/27/l

8

2/28/18

TMJ

AKAU

AKAU

2/28/1 8

BLC

2/28/18

CMT

2/28/I

8

CM T

2/28“ 8

CMT

69.00

Meet w§th BLC regarding: settlement status conference and
site visit

.20

Receive and review motion to withdraw from Attorney
Beck; telephone sail with Nick regarding: same and site
visit mediation

.60

Discussion :1: attorney withdraw, provisional procesg and
latches arguments in opposition.

.25

93.75

Reschedule court reporter for 3/13, update and Sign Notice
Deposition for Jan Rodina for ﬁling.
Chris Tingey.

.60

150.00

Discuss response to Motion to Withdraw with BLC and
CMT, draft and We.

.80

200.00

Review Motion to Withdraw. Discuss with CMT and plan
for hearing. Assist AKAU in drafting opposition.

.90

207.00

Meet with BLC mgm‘dfng: objection 10 motion to withdraw;
meet with AKAU regarding: same; receive court notice
regarding: additional ﬁlings; review motion to shorten time
for hearing on motion to withdraw, supporting
memorandum, and proposed order;

.40

126.00

Receive and review e—maii from board members regarding:
draft response to Mercedes regarding:

.20

63.00

Telephone call with message to Attorney Beck regarding:
withdrawal and depositions; meet with AKAU regarding:
deposition notice, Liming ofdeposition,

.40

126.00

.60

6000

01"

2/28/I8

LLP

:.;--c-wx-.<\_-:n-.

63.00

2

89.00

Discuss—

_

_j
-

ami-

2

2/28/18

J

RAN

Notice of Deposition. Research Subpoena
Deposition

B—f‘lle

ﬁ)r'-‘

10
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I'm‘oice #:

r

.

-

a

April 10, 2013

3367373

Tkpr

Description

3/01/18

AKAU

Attend Court Scheduling Conference and hearing on
Motion to Withdraw by Counsel.

3/01” 8

GMT

Telephone call with AKAU regarding: hearing on motion to
withdraw and case slams issues; telephone call with Nick
regarding:

3/02/18

CMT

Telephone call with Nick

3/05/13

AKAU

3/05/I8

3/08/l

Hours

Amount

1.50

375.00

.70

220.50

.30

94.50

Research on Idaho Fish and Game Enforcement process,
discuss public information request with fegal assistant.

.50

125.00

CMT

Telephone call will] AKAU regarding: research on
poaching issue; telephone call with Nick regarding:-

.30

94.50

AKAU

Col'rcspond with attorney for Fish & Game concerning any
warrant procedures and process for ﬁling charges.
Research applicable sialutcs, advise Chris 'l‘ingey.

1.25

3 12.50

3/08/18

CMT

Meet with AKAU regarding: search warrant on poaching
charges; telephone call with message to Jeremy Evans
regarding: searching Court docket regarding: same; review
rules regarding: Same

‘70

220.50

3/08/18

JRAN

.50

50.00

3/11”} 8

CMT

.20

63.00

.30

94.50

Date

8

3122/1 8

GMT

-

regardfngz_

_—

Attempt to locate War-ram information for Jan Rodina.
Research process, phone cails 10 Ada COLImy Shcn'f’f'and
Idaho Fish and Game

-

regarding:—
regarding:—
Receive and review c-mail from AKAU and .IRAN

teiephotw call with Nick

Receive and review e-mail from Robert regarding: letter
from Mr. Rndina; review letter from Mr. Rodina; meet with
e—mail
AKAU regarding:
dialogue with Board

regarding:_

000422
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Invoice #: 367373

April

'I‘kpr

Description

3/23/78"

AKAU

No Charge Attend status conference hearing with Chris
Tingey.

333/]

8

CM?

'I'rnve] to courthouse; attend status conference wilh Judge
Norton and Mr. Rodina; return to Ofﬁce; telephone ca“ with
Nick regarding:
draft email to Board regarding:

3/26/18

CMT

Receive and review e—mails fmm Mercedes and Nick

Date

regarding:_

{11:}?

:.-

'10, 2018

Hours

Amount

.50

MC

1.70

535.50

.20

63,00

.30

94.50

—

draft

l'CSponse

3/27/18

CMT

Receive message from AKIN regarding: Gary Neal
stopping by ofﬁce and potentially representing Mr. Rodina;
meet with AKIN regarding: same; research Attorney Neal;
telephone call with message to Attorney Neal regarding:
representation of Mr. Rodina

3129/] 8

CMT

Receive and review responses to ﬁrst and second set
requests for admissions

of

.30

94.50

3/29/18

CMT

Receive and review notice of appearance from Altorney
Neal; telephone call with Nick regarding: same

.10

31.50

3/29/18

CMT‘

Review production and interrogatory deadlines for
responses from Mr. Rodina

.20

63.00

3/30/18

AKAU

Review recently ﬁled documents {mm defense counsel
including responscs to discovery requests.

Lao

250.00

3/30/18

AKAU

Review M'enmrandum Decision and Order Granting SJ;
begin preparations for draﬂing proposed judgment and
memorandum offces and costs.

.70

175.00

3/301] 8

GMT

Receive and review e—maif {rem Janine Korsen with Judge
Norton's ruling on summaryjudgmcnt: review Judge
Norton's ruiing; telephone call with Nick regarding:
draft e—mail to Board regarding:-; meet with BLC and
AKAU regarding:
draft e—mail [0 Don AndBr'son
e-mail' dialogue with Cour: regarding:
status conference being vacated

.50

472.50

regarding-

.

I

000423

Invoice #: 367373

April 10, 2018

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

S

21,99325

DISBURSEMENTS
Date
1/15/18
2/01/18
2/13/18

2/I 7/18
2/2 l/[S

3/0“ I 8
3/0 H] 8
3/07/18
3/0 7/ 1 8

Amount

Description

10.05

23

Thomson Renter - West, 837622768- Online Research
Christopher M Tingcy, 02132018— Foam Board pics for MSJ hearing and

143.02

270.00

trial
Capital One Bank (USA): N.A., 040620 I 8- Fedex
Christopher M Tingey, 032420| 8-2— Parking at Court For hearing
Thomson Renter - West, 837784249- Online research
Thomson Renter - West, 83 7784249- Online research
Document Production
Postage Recovery

89.05

2.00
94.88
3.44
.60
.68

TOTAL DISBU RSEMENTS

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

$

as

613.72

22,606.97

000424

TimeReport
Time Report
EagleSpringsHomeownersAssociation/Rodina,JanͲOwnerEnforcement(I8545Ͳ002)
Eagle Springs Homeowners Association / Rodina, Jan Owner Enforcement 08545—002)
—

Date
Date
03/30/2018
04/02/2018
04/02/2018
04/04/2018

Attorney
BPRO
BPRO
CMT
CMT
CMT
CMT

04/16/2018
CMT
04/16/2018 CMT

04/17/2018 CMT
CMT
04/23/2018
CMT
04/23/2018 CMT
CMT
04/25/2018 CMT
CMT
04/26/2018 CMT

04/27/2018 AKIN
AKIN

CMT
04/27/2018 CMT

04/27/2018 AKAU
AKAU

04/30/2018
CMT
04/30/2018 CMT
AKIN
04/30/2018 AKIN
04/30/2018
AKAU
04/30/2018 AKAU

Narrative
Review Order Granting Summary Judgment.
ReviewOrderGrantingSummaryJudgment.
Beginpreparingjudgment
Begin preparingjudgment
MeetwithBCOLregarding:proposedjudgment
Meet with BCOL regarding: proposed judgment
TelephonecallwithNickregarding:
call with Nick
Telephone

regarding:—

Hours
Amount
Hours Amount
0.20
46.00
0.20
46.00
0.30
94.50
94.50
0.30
0.30
94.50
94.50
0.30



;receive
andrevieweͲmailfromLeannregarding:apologytoownersandMr.
and review e—mail from Leann regarding: apology to owners and Mr.
Rodina regarding: event at board meeting; telephone call with Nick
Rodinaregarding:eventatboardmeeting;telephonecallwithNick
regarding:same
regarding: same
ReceiveandrevieweͲmailfromJanineKorseninJudgeNorton'soffice
Receive and review e—mail from Janine Korsen in Judge Norton's office
regarding: entry ofjudgment; reviewjudgment; meet with BCOL
regarding:entryofjudgment;reviewjudgment;meetwithBCOL
regarding:same;forwardjudgmenttoNick;telephonecallwith
regarding: same; forward judgment to Nick; telephone call with
messagetoAttorneyNealregarding:judgmentandtimingfor
message to Attorney Neal regarding: judgment and timing for
compliancewithsame;telephonecallwithNickregarding:

compliance with same; telephone call with Nick regarding:

—

-

ReceiveandrevieweͲmailfromNickregarding:boardmeetingand
Receive and review e—mail from Nick regarding: board meeting and
casetimingquestions;draftresponse
case timing questions; draft response
Begindraftingattorneyfeestatement
Begin drafting attorney fee statement
Reviewfeestatements;finishdraftingattorneyfeeandcost
Review fee statements; finish drafting attorney fee and cost
memorandum
memorandum
Draft Affidavit in Support of Memorandum of Attorney Fees and
DraftAffidavitinSupportofMemorandumofAttorneyFeesand
Costs;compileexhibits
Costs; compile exhibits
TelephonecallswithAKINregarding:attorneyfeeaffidavitand
calls with AKIN regarding: attorney fee affidavit and
Telephone
preparingdocumentsforfiling;reviewdraftaffidavit;telephonecalls
preparing documents for filing; review draft affidavit; telephone calls
withJRANregarding:mediator'sbillingandstatusofsame;forward
with JRAN regarding: mediator's billing and status of same; forward
draft memo and affidavit to Nick
draftmemoandaffidavittoNick
ReviewMemorandumofFees&Costs;replytoChrisTingeywith
Review Memorandum of Fees & Costs; reply to Chris Tingey with
suggestedchange.
suggested change.
Revisememorandumforfeesandcostsaddinganalysisoffactors;
Revise memorandum for fees and costs adding analysis of factors;
dialoguewithJRANregarding:mediator'sfeeandbilling;receiveeͲ
dialogue with JRAN regarding: mediator's fee and billing; receive e—
mail from Mr. Lombardi's office regarding: mediation bill; review
mailfromMr.Lombardi'sofficeregarding:mediationbill;review
billingstatementsandredactprivilegedinformationonentries;
billing statements and redact privileged information on entries;
instructionstoAKINregarding:filingmemorandumandsupporting
instructions to AKIN regarding: filing memorandum and supporting
affidavit
Review,edit,andfinalizeMemorandumofCostsandFeesand
Review, edit, and finalize Memorandum of Costs and Fees and
Affidavit supporting same
Affidavitsupportingsame
AssistAshleywitheditstoMemoofCostsandFees.
Assist Ashley with edits to Memo of Costs and Fees.

0.90
0.90

283.50
283.50

0.60
0.60

189.00
189.00

0.30
0.30
1.90
1.90

94.50
94.50
598.50
598.50

2.20
2.20

693.00
693.00

2.00
2.00

200.00
200.00

1.00
1.00

315.00
315.00

0.30
0.30

75.00
75.00

2.80
2.80

882.00
882.00

1.00
100.00
1.00
100.00
0.30
75.00
75.00
0.30
14.10 3,740.50
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Electronically Filed
Filed
5/9/2018 7:30 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Plaintiff,
V.
v.

JAN RODINA,
JANRODINA,

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

N0. CV01-17-11897
Civil No.

PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM
PLAINTIFF'S
RODINA’S
IN OPPOSITION TO RODINA'S
MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

Defendant.

(“Association” or "Plaintiff'),
“P1aintiff”), by
Plaintiff Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc. ("Association"
and through its counsel of record, Vial Fotheringham, LLP, hereby submits this Memorandum in
Defendant’s Motion for Reconsideration.
Opposition to Defendant's

LEGAL STANDARD

“a motion to reconsider any order of the trial court entered before final
ﬁnal
ﬁle "a
A party may file
ﬁnal judgment.”
within 14 days after the entry of a final
judgment." I.R.C.P. 11.2(b)(l).
judgment ...
.
11.2(b)(1). When
.

.

“must apply the same standard of review that the
reviewing aa motion to reconsider, the court "must
reconsidered.”
court applied when deciding the original order that is being reconsidered."

v.
Fragnella v.

Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 281 P.3d 103, 113 (20
12). "“[T]he
[T]he trial court must consider new
(2012).

PLF.’S MEMO. IN OPPOSITION TO RODINA'S
RODINA’S MOT.
MOT. FOR RECONSIDERATIONPLF.'S
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if

evidence that bears on the correctness of an interlocutory order if requested to do so
so by
by aa timely
. .”
Corp. v.
motion ....
" PHH Mort. Services Corp.
v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 631, 200 P.3d 1180,
1180, 1184
,

.

“The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court's
court’s attention to the new facts.
(2009). "The

We will not require the trial court to search the record to determine if there is any
any new
information that might change the specification
established.”
speciﬁcation of facts deemed to be
be established."

Coeur

d’Alene Mining Co. v.
d'Alene
P.2d 1026,
v, First Nat. Bank of North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812,
1038
1026, 1038
812, 800 P.2d

(1990).
The moving party is entitled to judgment as
as a
a matter of law if no genuine issue as
as to a
a
material fact exists. I.R.C.P. 56(c).
56(0).

“pleadings, depositions, and
The court will consider "pleadings,

any.” !d.;
if any."
admissions on file,
afﬁdavits, if
ﬁle, together with the affidavits,
v. City
Id.; Bedard and Musser v.
Cilfy of Boise
“When an action will be tried before the
City, 162 Idaho 688, 403 P.3d 632, 633 (2017). "When
the court
as the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at
without aa jury, the trial court as
at the most probable

inferencesv based upon the undisputed evidence properly before it and
inferences
and grant the summary

inferences.” Shawver v.
judgment despite the possibility of conﬂicting
conflicting inferences."
Estates,
v. Huckleberry Estates,
691—92 (2003).
LLC, 140 Idaho 354, 93 P.3d 685, 691-92

ﬁndings of fact that are supported by
The Court will not disturb findings
and
by substantial and

conﬂicting evidence. Washington Federal v.
v. Hulsey,
Hulsey, 162
competent evidence, even if there is conflicting
162
3 (2017); Akers v.
V. D.L.
BL. White
Idaho 742,405
While Constr. Inc.,
742, 405 P.3d 1,
127 P.3d 196,
Inc, 142 Idaho 293,
1, 3
293, 127
196,

201 (2005). Evidence is substantial if aa reasonable trier of fact would accept and rely upon it in
determining whether aa disputed point of fact has been proven. Miller v.
v. Callear, 140 Idaho 213,
91
91 P.3d 1117, 1120 (2004).
The burden of proving the absence of material facts is upon the moving party. Kiebert v.
v.
Goss, 144 Idaho 225, 159 P.3d 862, 865 (2007); Hei v.
v. Holzer, 139 Idaho 81,
73 P.3d 94,
98
81, 73
94, 98

PLF.’S
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(2003).
(2003). Once the moving party establishes the absence of aa genuine issue of material fact, the
non—moving party must show that a
a genuine issue of
burden shifts to the non-moving party. The non-moving

material fact exists. Kieberl,
Kiebert, 144 Idaho at 228, 150 P.3d at 865.
A non-moving party must come forward with evidence by
afﬁdavit or otherwise
by way of affidavit
which contradicts the evidence submitted by
by the moving party, and which establishes the

existence of aa material issue of disputed fact. !d.
Id. The moving party is entitled to judgment when
sufﬁcient to establish the existence of an element
the nonmoving party fails to make aa showing sufficient

essential to that party's case.
Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 765 P.2d 126,
v. Beeks,
case. Badell v.
126, 127 (1988). A mere
scintilla of evidence or only aa slight doubt as
sufﬁcient to create aa genuine
as to the facts is not sufficient

Lezamiz, Inc,
Inc., 134
issue for purposes of summary judgment. Samuel v.
v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz,
Idaho 84,
84, 996 P.2d 303, 306 (2002).
ARGUMENT
I.

COURT’S RULINGS ON
THE COURT'S
0N LACHES AND ESTOPPEL NOT A PART OF
THE MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND ARE FINAL.
Even construing Defendant Rodina’s
Rodina's Motion for Reconsideration to the broadest extent

possible, nothing in the Motion, Memorandum, or supporting affidavit
afﬁdavit or declaration discusses
Defendant’s affirmative
these
or touches on Defendant's
afﬁrmative defenses of laches
lachcs or estoppel.
cstoppel. Final judgment on those

affirmative
entered. The time for seeking reconsideration on these affirmative
afﬁrmative
afﬁrmative defenses has been entered.
Court’s ruling on these affirmative
defenses has passed. IRCP 11.2(b)(l).
afﬁrmative
ll.2(b)(1). As aa result, the Court's

See, e.g.,
v. Johnson, 156
defenses is final
be reconsidered. See,
ﬁnal and they cannot be
Inc v.
e.g., Agrisource, Inc.
823—826 (2014).
Idaho 903, 332 P.3d 815, 823-826

M
Ill
Ill
///
Ill
///

PLF.’SS MEMO. IN OPPOSITION TO RODINA’S
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II.

THE NEW EVIDENCE OFFERED BY DEFENDANT RODINA DOES NOT
PLAINTIFF’S
0N PLAINTIFF'S
CREATE A GENUINE ISSUE OF MATERIAL FACT ON
RODINA’S AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES.
0R DEFENDANT RODINA'S
CLAIMS OR
A.

Rodina Declaration.

01' attached to his
The evidentiary testimony of Defendant Rodina contained in or

Declaration supporting the Motion for Reconsideration does not, in itself, create any genuine

if it and all inferences drawn from it are viewed in the light most
issues of material fact, even if
afﬁdavit provide no new evidence from what was
favorable to him. Paragraphs 11 and 2 of his affidavit
brieﬁng in response to the Motion for Summary Judgment, and are
previously submitted in the briefing
Rodina’s
therefore irrelevant to the Court’s
Court's reconsideration.
reconsideration. (Decl. of Jan Rodina in Support of Rodina's

Decl.”) at 1-2).
(“Rodina Decl.")
1—2).
Mot. for Reconsideration ("Rodina
1.
1.

Paragraph 3.

Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike filed
ﬁled
Consistent with Plaintiffs

concurrently with this Memorandum, the testimony in the third paragraph is not a statement of
Id. at 2. Defendant Rodina offers no
fact, but rather aa statement of opinion or conclusion. ld.

Association’s enforcement action against him has not
evidence to support his statement that the Association's

“belief.” IId.
been made in good faith or is premised in part on his national origin, other than his "belief."
d.
He provides no evidence tying the enforcement action to his national origin. ld.
Id. He does not
Association’s directors that
even include the derogatory statements allegedly made by
by one of the Association's

discrimination.l1 ld.
Id.
would supposedly tie the enforcement action to this alleged discrimination.
3 is irrelevant: there
Without any
any of this further evidence, the statement in paragraph 3

simply is no fact or inference that creates aa genuine issue of material fact. The statement alone
has no material bearing on Plaintiffs claims. Likewise, it provides no evidence in support of his
defenses of waiver or breach of the duties of good faith and fair dealing: the statement has
0r
II This also ignores the basic premise that Defendant Rodina has not alleged aa discrimination claim, counterclaim, or
affi
rmative defense in his pleadings.
afﬁrmative

PLF.’S MEMO. IN OPPOSITION TO RODINA
RODINA’S
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nothing to do with waiver and,
as noted above, there is nothing more than his unsupported
and, as
Board’s prejudicial beliefs. This is not
statement that this enforcement action is tied to the Board's

evidence that the Board acted in aa self-serving manner or outside of the scope of the discretion
authorized under the unambiguous language contained in the Declaration. As aa result, the third
Rodina’ss afﬁdavit
affidavit is irrelevant to the action and should be excluded.
paragraph in Defendant Rodina'

Plaintiffs claims
I.R.E. 402. It also does not create aa genuine issue of material fact, either as
as to Plaintiff’s
or Defendant Rodina’s
Rodina's affirmative
afﬁrmative defenses.
2.
2.

Rodina’s statements
Paragraph 4 and attached photographs. Defendant Rodina's

in the fourth paragraph of his declaration and the photographs attached to the declaration
as to either
likewise fail to present evidence that creates aa genuine issue of material fact as
Rodina's affirmative
afﬁrmative defenses. His attempt at submitting new
Plaintiffs claims or Defendant Rodina’s
non—uniform enforcement of the provisions of
ofthe
evidence to show non-uniform
the Declaration fails on multiple

fronts.
First, the statements in paragraph 4 of the declaration and the photographic evidence
referred to in paragraph 4 and attached to the declaration lack foundation and authentication.
(Rodina Decl.
Dec]. at 2-9).

Both the declaration and the photographs fail to identify when the

president’s house on aa
photographs were taken, where they were taken (other than the HOA president's
Id. Defendant Rodina simply seeks to have
couple of photographs), or what is pictured in them. !d.

all seven photographs admitted into evidence without delineating between them, even though

non-specific statement about
they are not all the same. !d.
Id. Moreover, aside from aa blanket, non-speciﬁc
“Violations by
"violations
Association," Defendant Rodina does not authenticate the
by other members of the Association,”

as being of properties that are even located within the Eagle Springs community.
photographs as
!d.
0f the declaration and
Id. at
at 2
2 (emphasis added). For these reasons, the statement in paragraph 4 of

PLF.’S
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been
the photographs should not be admitted because they lack foundation and have not been
authenticated. I.R.E. 901.
Second, the statements in paragraph 4 of the declaration and the photographic evidence
referred to in paragraph 4 and attached to the declaration are irrelevant. There is no statement in
Rodina’ss declaration about how or why the depictions in the photographs are
Defendant Rodina'
are in

violation of the Declaration. Id. Nothing on the photographs, themselves, makes that statement
either.

at 3-9.
Id. at

Rodina’s declaration connects the
Likewise, no statement in Defendant Rodina's

alleged violations
Violations in the photographs to the architectural review violations
Violations in this matter. Id. at

2. Similarly, nothing in the photographs connects the violations allegedly shown therein to the
at 3-9. Paragraph 4 of the declaration and the
architectural review violations
Violations in this case. Id. at
photographs do not provide evidence of Architectural Committee approval or non-approval of

conditions in the photographs, violations of Architectural Committee approval that are
are not being

-

Declaration’s
enforced, or even general enforcement -~ or lack of enforcement - of the Declaration's

architectural review and other use
use restrictions.

!d.
Id. at 2-9.

As provided, the statements in

paragraph 4 of the declaration and the photographs are irrelevant and should not be admitted into
evidence. I.R.E. 402. In addition, even if they are admitted, without more detail and evidence
beyond what they say
show, they do not create aa genuine issue of material fact as
as to
say and Show,
Plaintiffs claims or Defendant Rodina’s
Rodina's affirmative
defenses.
afﬁrmative defenses.
Third, neither the statements in paragraph 44 of the declaration nor the photographs
he is testifying.
demonstrate that Defendant Rodina has personal knowledge of the facts to which he
Rodina’ss declaration testimony and photographs, by
Defendant Rodina'
by themselves, fail to provide any
any

Association's enforcement practices. 1d.
Id. at 2-9. Defendant Rodina offers no
evidence of the Association’s
“violations.” 1d.
these other "violations."
Id.
evidence as
as to whether the Association has or has not enforced these

PLF.’SS MEMO. IN OPPOSITION TO RODINA
RODINA’S
RECONSIDERA'I‘ION 66
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There are no time—stamped
time-stamped pictures over a period of days, weeks or months showing the
Id. at 3-9. There is no testimony of others stating that
violation with nothing happening. ld.

Violation letters issued to some, but not all
enforcement did not happen. He does not submit violation

owners with the same violation. In short, he offers nothing else to support the assertion that the
“Violations” were not enforced. Therefore, statements in paragraph 4 of the affidavit
afﬁdavit and the
"violations"

photographs show a lack of his personal knowledge of the facts that he asserts, and should be
excluded. I.R.E. 602.
Fourth,
Fouﬂh, even if, for the sake of argument, the Court concluded that the statements in
paragraph 4 and the attached photographs are properly authenticated, relevant, and demonstrate
personal knowledge, they still ignore, and cannot overcome, the plain language of Sections 9.5

of the Declaration. Section 9.5 of the Declaration clearly provides in the architectural
and 15.5.5 ofthe
Committee’s approval of aa proposal, plan,
review and approval process that the Architectural Committee's

“constitute a waiver of any right to withhold
specification
speciﬁcation or drawing in one instance does not "constitute
speciﬁcations or drawings. Section 15.5.5
approval or consent”
consent" for any similar proposals, plans, specifications

“[t]he failure to enforce any of the provisions herein at any time shall not constitute a
provides, "[t]he
provision.” (Emphasis added).
waiver of the right to enforce any such provision."

Defendant Rodina agreed to these terms when he purchased property in Eagle Springs.
He has admitted that he is bound by
(Answ. ~1] 2.) Thus, to the
by the Declaration and its provisions. (Answ.
Plaintiff’s waiver
extent that the statements in paragraph 4 and the photographs attempt to show Plaintiffs
based on approving or not enforcing other architectural violations, this evidence does not

overcome the plain language of Sections 9.5 and 15.5.5. Further, both of these Declaration
Plaintiff‘ss
sections overcome any
any inferences regarding aa breach of good faith and fair dealing in Plaintiff

uneven or lack of enforcement. As aa result,
result, Defendant Rodina has failed to produce evidence

RECONSIDERA'I'ION 7
PLF.’S MEMO. IN OPPOSITION TO RODINA
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Plaintiff’s claims and his
sufficient
Issue of material fact regarding Plaintiffs
genuine issue
sufﬁcient to create aa genume
affirmative
afﬁrmative defenses.
B.

Copple-Trout’s Findings, Conclusions, and Order.
Judge Copple-Trout's

Defendant Rodina also attaches as
as new evidence the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Order signed and entered by
by Judge Linda Copple-Trout in another enforcement action
filed
by the Plaintiff against aa different owner back in 2008. (Aff. of Gary L. Neal in Support of
ﬁled by
Rodina’s Mot. for Reconsideration ("Neal
(“Neal Afﬁ”),
Rodina's
Aff."), Ex. A).

Copple-Trout’s order,
Judge Copple-Trout's

because Judge
Defendant Rodina argues, creates aa genuine issue of material fact in this case because
“waived the right to injunctive relief by
Copple-Trout ruled in that case
case that the Association "waived
by

covenants."
failing to uniformly enforce the covenants.”

Rodina’s Mot. for
(Brief in Support of Rodina's

(“Deﬁ’ss Mot.")
Mot”) at 2).
Rodina’ss argument is wrong for
2). However, Defendant Rodina'
Reconsideration ("Def.'
several reasons.
Copple-Trout’s ruling is irrelevant to this matter. The facts in both cases
First, Judge Copple-Trout's
cases are
are
completely different.

This is aa case
case revolving around an architectural review application,

Copple-Trout’s case involved enforcement
approval, implementation, and enforcement. Judge Copple-Trout's

of unkempt landscaping and parking violations.
Violations. (Neal Aff., Ex.
EX. A). The underlying Declaration
are different. Compare (Decl.
.12, 4.1, 4.2.3,
provisions sought to be enforced in both cases are
(Dccl. §
3.12,
§§§ 3
Copple-Trout’s ruling has
has no
4.2.4, 4.12, 4.13, and 9.1) with (Decl. §§
§§ 4.4 and 4.9). Thus, Judge Copple-Trout's

relevance to this matter and should not be admitted or considered. I.R.E. 402.
Rodina’s characterization of Judge Copple-Trout's
Copple-Trout’s ruling that
Second, Defendant Rodina's

”
“Plaintiff waived the right to injunctive relief by
"Plaintiff
covenants[ is
by failing to uniformly enforce the covenants[]"
(Def.’s Mot. at
at 2).
2). In fact, she
wrong. (Def.'s
she ruled the complete opposite way on the waiver issue.
issue.

.”" (Neal Aff.,
“The Board has not waived its right to enforce the on street parking provision ....
"The
.
Aff,
.

.

PLF.’S
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v

Ex. A at 10
10 (emphasis added)).
she declined to issue an
an injunction on the parking
added». Moreover, she
Association’s enforcement had not been
because the Association's
violation claim not because of"waiver,"
Violation
of “waiver,” but because

“apparently giv[ing the parking restriction provision] aa
uniform and because the Board had been "apparently

reads." !d.,
0-11. Thus, Defendant
different interpretation than the way it clearly reads.”
ld., Ex. A at 110—11.
Rodina’s
Rodina's own statement actually cuts against his argument of waiver.

Third, even though Judge Copple-Trout held that non-uniform enforcement precluded the
issuance of an injunction in that case,
a genuine issue
case, her conclusion has no bearing on creating a
Rodina’s declaration, he
of material fact in this case. As noted above in response to Defendant Rodina's

has not provided any
any new evidence of non-uniform architectural review, approval, or
enforcement by
by Plaintiff in this case.

“the reasonable
Copple-Trout’s opinion and "the
Judge Copple-Trout's

inference that the Plaintiff has knowledge of the negative outcome of the case
case it litigated[,]"
litigated[,]”
(Deﬁ’s
“Board/Committee acted in aa manner
(Def.
's Mot. at 2),
2), does not add anything showing that the "Board/Committee

that was self-serving or outside the scope of their discretion under the unambiguous language of
Declaration." (Memo. Decision and Order Granting Summ. J.
the Declaration.”
J. at 17).
17).
Copple-Trout’s decision and all reasonable inferences
For the foregoing reasons, Judge Copple-Traut's
Rodina’s favor do not create aa genuine issue of
be drawn from them in Defendant Rodina's
that can be

Plaintiff‘s claims
material fact sufficient for Defendant Rodina to survive summary judgment on Plaintiffs

and his affirmative
afﬁrmative defenses.
CONCLUSION

Defendant Rodina did not submit new evidence or arguments related to his laches and
estoppel affirmative
afﬁrmative defenses, and,
be challenged and are final.
LRACP
as a
a result, they cannot be
ﬁnal. I.R.C.P
and, as
11.2(b
)(1 ). In addition, for the foregoing reasons,
reasons, the new evidence
briefing submitted by
cvidcncc and brieﬁng
11.2(b)(1).
by
Defendant Rodina do not create a genuine issue of material fact on Plaintiff's
Plaintiffs claims and
and his

PLF.’S MEMO. IN OPPOSITION TO RODINA'S
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afﬁrmative defenses of waiver and breach of good faith, fair dealing, and fiduciary
remaining affirmative
ﬁduciary

duty. Therefore, the Court should deny
deny his Motion for Reconsideration.
9‘“ day
day of May,
DATED this 9th
2018
May, 2018.

By

Omem
Christctéh’er M Tingey, ISB# 85

Of Attorneys for Plaintiff

PLF.’S MEMO. IN OPPOSITION TO RODINA'S
RODINA’S MOT. FOR RECONSIDERATIONPLF.'S
RECONSIDERATION - 10
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,
Plaintiff,
v.
JANRODINA,
JAN
RODINA,

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

Civil No. CV01-17-11897

TIFF’S MOTION TO
PLAINTIFF'S
PLAIN
STRIKE EVIDENTIARY
SUBMISSIONS IN SUPPORT OF
RODINA’S MOTION FOR
RODINA'S
RECONSIDERATION

Defendant.

(“Association” or "Plaintiff'),
“P1aintiff”), by
Plaintiff Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc. ("Association"
by
and through its counsel of record, Vial Fotheringham,
F othcringham, LLP, hereby submits this Motion to Strike
Evidentiary Submissions in Support of Rodina’s
Rodina's Motion for Reconsideration.

Specifically,
Speciﬁcally,

Plaintiff moves to strike the following evidentiary submissions:
1.
1.

Rodina’s
Paragraphs 33 and 4 of the Declaration of Jan Rodina in Support of Rodina's

(“Rodina Declaration")
Declaration”) in their entirety;
Motion for Reconsideration ("Rodina
2.

The seven (7)
(7) photographs comprising pages 3-9 of the Rodina Declaration;

3.

Affidavit of Gary L. Neal in Support of Rodina’s
Rodina's Motion for
Paragraph 2 of
0f the Afﬁdavit

(“Neal Affidavit")
Afﬁdavit”) in its entirety; and
Reconsideration ("Neal
PLF.’S
EVIDA SUBMISSIONS
PLF.
' S MOT. TO STRIKE EVID.
RODINA’S MOT. FOR RECONSJDERATIONIN SUPPORT OF RODINA'S
RECONSIDERATION Il
—
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4.

Exhibit A to the Neal Affidavit
Afﬁdavit in its entirety.

This Motion is supported by
Support of Plaintiff's
Plaintiffs Motion to Strike.
by the Memorandum in Supp011
1
h day of May, 2018.
DATED this 99th

CTlrié'top-er M. T ingey, ISB# 8
I
Of A rneys for Plaintiff

_)
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT MAGISTRATE COURT OF ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,
Plaintiff,
v.

JAN RODINA,
JANRODINA,

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

CV01—17-11897
Civil N0.
No. CV01-17-11897

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
PLAINTIFF ’5 MOTION TO
OF PLAINTIFF'S
STRIKE EVIDENTIARY
SUBMISSIONS IN SUPPORT OF
RODINA’S MOTION FOR
RODINA'S
RECONSIDERATION

Defendant.

“Plaintiff’), by
(“Association” or "Plaintiff'),
Plaintiff Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc. ("Association"
by
Via] Fotheringham, LLP, hereby submits this Memorandum in
of record, Vial
and through its counsel ofrecord,
Rodina’s Motion
Plaintiff’ss Motion to Strike Evidentiary Submissions in Supp01i
Support of Plaintiff
Support of Rodina's

(“Memorandum”).
for Reconsideration ("Memorandum").

LEGAL STANDARD

“court may strike from aa pleading an insufficient
insufﬁcient defense or any
A "court
any redundant, immaterial,
matter.” I.R.C.P. 12(f).
impertincnt or scandalous matter."
impertinent
so, the court may
12(t). In doing so,
may act on the motion

ﬁled within 21 days after being served with the pleading. !d.
of aa party, which is filed
1d.

“‘[t]he admissibility of evidence under I.R.C.P. 56(e)
is a
a
On summary judgment, '"[t]he
56(8) IS
PLF.’S
MEMO. IN SUPPORT OF PLF.
' S MOT. TO STRIKE EVID. SUBMISSIONS
RODINA’S MOT. FOR RECONSIDERATION - 1
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question’ that should be analyzed prior to applying the rules governing summary
threshold question'

judgment.”
v.
v. Larson, 156 Idaho 65, 320 P.3d 1224, 1234 (2014) (quoting Herrera v.
judgment." Teurlings v.

Estay, 146 Idaho 674, 201 P.3d 647, 653 (2009)).
“must apply the same standard of
reconsider, the court "must
When reviewing aa motion to reconsider,
reconsidered.”
review that the court applied when deciding the original order that is being reconsidered."

“[T]he trial court must
Fragnella v.v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 281 P.3d 103, 113 (2012). "[T]he

if requested to do
consider new evidence that bears on the correctness of an interlocutory order if
.” P
Perrez’ra, 146 Idaho 631, 200 P
. "
PHH
v. Perreira,
P.3d
so
HH Mort. Services Corp. v.
.3d
so by
by a timely motion ... ..
.

“The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court'
court’ss attention to the
1180, 1184 (2009). "The
determine if there is any
new facts. We will not require the trial court to search the record to detennine

established.” Coeur
speciﬁcation of facts deemed to be established."
new information that might change the specification

d’Alene Mining Co. v.
v. First Nat. Bank of North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 800 P.2d 1026, 1038
d'Alene

(1990).
court's determination on aa motion to strike evidence as part of a summary
A district court’s
v. State, 160
judgment ruling is reviewed for abuse of discretion. ld.
Id. 320 P.3d at 1234; Mitchell v.

Idaho 81,
81, 369 P.3d 299, 303 (2009).
ARGUMENT
I.

RODINA
STRIKE PARAGRAPH 3 OF THE ROD
INA DECLARATION
The testimony in the third paragraph of the Declaration of Jan Rodina in Support of

Rodina’ss Motion for Reconsideration ("Rodina
Declaration”) is not aa statement of fact, but rather
(“Rodina Declaration")
Rodina'
conclusion. (Rodina Decl. at 2). Defendant Rodina offers no
aa statement of opinion or aa legal conclusion.

Association’ss enforcement action against him has not been
evidence to support
suppon his statement the Association'

“belief." ld.
116
Id. He
made in good faith or is premised in part on hi
hiss national origin, other than his "belief."

PLF.’S MOT. TO STRIKE EVID. SUBMISSIONS
MEMO. IN SUPPORT OF PLF.'S
RODINA’S
RECONSIDERATION - 2
IN SUPPORT OF RODINA
' S MOT. FOR RECONSIDERATION-
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provides no evidence tying the enforcement action to his national origin. ld
Id. He does not even
Association’s directors that
include the derogatory statements allegedly made by
by one of the Association's

would supposedly tie the enforcement action to this alleged discrimination. Jd
Id.
Without any
any of this further evidence, the statement is irrelevant to the issues on summary
judgment.

I.R.E. 402.

The statement alone has no material bearing on Plaintiffs claims.

Likewise, it provides no evidence in support of his defenses of waiver or breach of the duties of
good faith and fair dealing.

Additionally, the statement has no connection with the pleadings in this matter. It was
not plead as
as a
a counterclaim or affirmative
afﬁrmative defense in his Answer. It simply has no relevance to
the claims and defenses in this matter. I.R.E.
LR.E. 402.

“belief ’ to the facts of
Finally, because he has no additional supporting evidence tying his "belief'
this case,
case, i.e., evidence that the Board is acting in a discriminatory manner, his statement lacks
personal knowledge. Absent personal knowledge on the matter, the statement should be stricken

in its entirety. I.R.E. 602; I.R.C.P. 56(c)(4).
56(c)(4).

II.
ll.

STRIKE PARAGRAPH 44 OF THE RODINA DECLARATION
The statements in paragraph 4 of the Rodina Declaration are irrelevant for aa couple of

reasons.
reasons.

(Rodina Decl.
2). First, even though the statements in paragraph 4 relate to the
Dec]. at 2).

attached photographs, the declaration fails to identify when the photographs were taken, where
president's house on aa couple of photographs), or what is
they were taken (other than the HOA president’s
pictured in them.
them. ld
[(1. Defendant Rodina simply seeks to have all seven photographs admitted
into evidence without explaining them or delineating between them, even though they are not all
“violations by
the same. !d.
by other
non-speciﬁc statement about "violations
Id. Moreover, aside from a
a blanket, non-specific
Association,” Defendant Rodina does not authenticate the photographs as
members of the Association,"
as being

PLF.’S
.'S MOT.
MEMO. IN SUPPORT OF PLF
MOT. TO STRIKE EVID. SUBMISSIONS
IN SUPPORT OF RODINA’S
RODINA'S MOT. FOR RECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATION- 33
—
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of properties that are even located within the Eagle Springs community. !d.
Id. at 2 (emphasis
added).

As aa result, the Court should strike the statements in paragraph 4 of the Rodina

Declaration because they are
are irrelevant to the claims and defenses in this matter. I.R.E. 402.
01' why the
Rodina’s declaration about how or
Second, there is no statement in Defendant Rodina's

depictions in the photographs are in violation of the Declaration. (Rodina Decl. at 2).
2). Likewise,
no statement in paragraph 4 or elsewhere in the Rodina Declaration connects the alleged
violations
Violations in the photographs to the architectural review violations in this matter. !d.
Id. In fact,
paragraph 44 of the declaration does not provide evidence of Architectural Committee approval or
non-approval of conditions in the photographs, violations of Architectural Committee approval

that are not being enforced, or even general enforcement -— or lack of enforcement -— of the
Declaration’s architectural review and other use
Declaration's
use restrictions, which is necessary
necessary to authenticate

and bring into relevance the attached photographs. Therefore, as
as provided, the statements in
be admitted into evidence. I.R.E. 402.
paragraph 4 are irrelevant and should not be
Additionally, the statements in paragraph 4 of the Rodina Declaration do not demonstrate
that Defendant Rodina has personal knowledge of the facts to which he is testifying. Defendant

Rodina’s
Association’s enforcement
Rodina's declaration testimony fails to provide any
cnforccmcnt
any evidence of the Association's

2. He offers no evidence as
practices. !d.
Id. at 2.
as to whether the Association has or has not enforced
“Violations.” !d.
these other "violations."
Id.

In short, he
he offers nothing else to support the assertion that the

“Violations” were not enforced. Therefore, statements in paragraph 4 of
"violations"
0f the affidavit
afﬁdavit show aa lack

of
his personal knowledge of the facts that he
he asserts, and should be excluded. I.R.E. 602.
ofhis

III.

STRIKE PHOTOGRAPHS ATTACHED TO THE RODINA DECLARATION
The photographs attached to the Rodina Declaration are also impermissible evidence and

should be stricken. I.R.C.P. 56(c)(4).
case for several reasons.
56(c)(4). This is the case

PLF.’S MOT. TO STRIKE EVID. SUBMISSIONS
MEMO. IN SUPPORT OF PLF.'S
MO'J‘. FOR RECONSIDERATIONRECONSIDERA'I'ION - 44
RODINA’S MOT.
IN SUPPORT OF RODINA'S
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First, the photographs lack foundation and authentication. (Rodina Decl. at 3-9). The
not, themselves, identify when they were taken, where they were taken (other
photographs do not,
Id.
president’s house on aa couple of photographs), or what is pictured in them. ld.
than the
the HOA president's

There are
are no date stamps, time stamps, or other identifying stamps on the photographs
president’s house on one
themselves, with the one
one exception being the reference to the HOA president's

photograph.

Taken in conjunction with paragraph 4 of his declaration, Defendant Rodina

seeks to
provides no identification
identiﬁcation of the photographs. He simply throws them out there and seeks
have all seven
seven photographs admitted into evidence without delineating between them, even
though they are
Id. Moreover, nothing in the photographs themselves even
are not all the same. ld.
Id. at 3-9. For
identify the properties as
as being located within the Eagle Springs community. ld.

these reasons,
reasons, the photographs should not be admitted because they lack foundation and have not
been authenticated. I.R.E. 901.
Second, the photographs are irrelevant. Nothing on the photographs, themselves, notes
Id. at 3-9.
how or why the depictions in the photographs are
are aa violation of the Declaration. ld.

Likewise, the photographs do not connect the alleged Violations
violations shown in them to the
10'. at 3-9.
3—9. Similarly, nothing in the photographs
architectural review violations in this matter. Jd.

connects the
the Violations
violations allegedly shown therein to the architectural review violations in this case.
10’.
Jd.

do not provide evidence of Architectural Committee approval or nonThe photographs do

approval of conditions in the photographs, violations
Violations of Architectural Committee approval that
are
are not being enforced, or even general enforcement -7 or lack of enforcement - of the
4—

Declaration's
Declaration’s architectural review and other use restrictions. ld.
Id. at 3-9. Since nothing in the
Rodina Declaration provides any
any of these things either, the photographs, standing alone, are
be admitted into evidence. I.R.E. 402.
totally irrelevant and should not be

PLF.’S MOT. TO STRIKE EVID. SUBMISSIONS
MEMO. IN SUPPORT OF PLF.'S
RODINA’S MOT. FOR RECONSIDERATIONIN SUPPORT OF RODJNA'S
RECONSIDERATION - 55
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Third, the photographs, in conjunction with the Rodina Declaration, do not demonstrate
that Defendant Rodina has
has personal knowledge of the facts to which he
he is testifying.

The

any evidence of the Association’s
Association's enforcement
photographs, by
by themselves, fail to provide any
practices.
practices.

(Rodina Decl. at 3-9.)
3—9.)

The photographs offer no evidence as
as to whether the

“Violations.” !d.
has not enforced these other "violations."
Association has or has
1d. There are no time-stamped

pictures over aa period of days,
days, weeks or months showing the violation with nothing happening.
!d.
111.

There are no photographs showing whether the alleged violation
Violation has
has been cured or if

conditions have changed. !d.
Id. There are no photographs of action by
by the Board or an owner. In

“violations” were
short, through the photographs he does nothing to support the assertion that the "violations"
not enforced. Accordingly, the photographs show aa lack of his personal knowledge of the facts
that he asserts,
asserts, and should be excluded. I.R.E. 602.

IV.

STRIKE PARAGRAPH 22 AND EXHIBIT A OF THE NEAL AFFIDAVIT
The statements in paragraph 2 and Exhibit A of the Neal Afﬁdavit
Affidavit are irrelevant for aa

couple of reasons. (Neal Aff. at 2,
EX. A). First, the authentication and attachment of Judge
2, Ex.
Copple-Trout’s ruling, as
Copple-Trout's
as the underlying case
as well as
case name, number and information, is

irrelevant to this matter.
revolving

The facts in both cases
cases are completely different.

around an architectural review application,

This is aa case
case

approval, implementation, and

Copple-Trout’s case involved enforcement of unkempt landscaping and
and
enforcement. Judge Copple-Trout's
parking violations.

(Neal Aff., Ex. A). The underlying Declaration provisions sought to be

4.1, 4.2.3, 4.2.4, 4.12,
4. 12, 4.13, and
and
enforced in both cases are different. Compare (Decl. §§
§§ 3.12, 4.1,
Copple-Trout’s ruling has no relevance to this
9.1) with (Decl. §§
§§ 4.4 and 4.9). Thus, Judge Copple-Trout's

matter and should not be admitted or considered. I.R.E. 402.
Second, even though Judge Copple-Trout held that non-uniform enforcement precluded

PLF.’S MOT. TO STRIKE EVID. SUBMISSIONS
MEMO. IN SUPPORT OF PLF.'S
RODINA’S
IN SUPPORT OF RODINA
'S MOT. FOR RECONSIDERATIONRECONSIDERATION - 6
6
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the issuance of an injunction in that case,
has no bearing on creating a
case, her conclusion has
a genuine
issue of material fact in this case.

Rodina’s
response to Defendant Rodina's
As noted above in response

declaration, he has not provided any
any new evidence of non-uniform architectural review,
approval, or enforcement by
case.
by Plaintiff in this case.

“the
Copple-Trout’s opinion and
Judge Copple-Trout's
and "the

reasonable inference that the Plaintiff has knowledge of the negative outcome of the case
case it

litigated[,]"
(Def. 's Mot. at 2),
does not add anything showing that the
Iitigated[,]” (Deﬁ’s
2), does not do that either. It does
“Board/Committee acted in aa manner that was self-serving or outside the scope of their
"Board/Committee
Declaration.” (Memo. Decision and Order
discretion under the unambiguous language of the Declaration."

J. at 17).
Granting Summ. J.
17).
Copple-Trout’s decision and Mr. Neal’s
In short, Judge Copple-Trout's
Neal's statement authenticating her

opinion are irrelevant and should not be admitted into evidence as
as part of the summary judgment

W

record.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, the Court should grant Plaintiffs Motion to Strike and
Rodina’s evidence newly submitted with his Motion for Reconsideration, as
exclude Defendant Rodina's
as
more specifically
identiﬁed above and in the Motion to Strike.
speciﬁcally identified

DATED this

9th
9th

day of May,
May, 2018.
day

CW an;
r

Christophe '.Tingey,
ChristophepL/Nj
Tingey, ISB# 8556
Of Attorneys for Plaintiff

855@\)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 9th day
true and correct copy
copy of tho
the
day of May, 2018, I served a tme
by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
below stated documents by
Gary L. Neal
NEAL COLBORN, PLLC
PO Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701

US. Mail, Postage Paid
I:8J U.S.
Delivered
D
Hand
I:]
Fax
Transmittal
D
D
Notification
E] iCourt Notiﬁcation
I:8J
Electronic
Mail
IX}

Documents:
’
1.
PLF.'Ss MEMO. 1N
IN OPPOSITION TO RODINA’S
RODINA'S MOT. FOR RECONSIDERATION
1. PLF.

PLF.’S
2. PLF.
's MOT. TO
RODINA'S MOT. FOR
T0 STRIKE EVID. SUBMISSIONS IN SUPPORT OF RODINA’S

RECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATI ON

RODINA’S
3. MEMO. IN SUPPORT OF PLF.’S
PLF.'S MOT. TO STRIKE EVID. SUBMISSIONS IN SUPPORT OF
OF RODINA'S
MOT. FOR RECONSIDERATION

WOW

6&3

Christopw’ M Tingey, ISB#
Of Attorneys for Plaintiff

ChR’l‘Il—‘ICA'I‘E OF
01" SERVICECERTIFICATE
ShRVlCE - 1
1
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Filed
Electronically Filed
5/14/2018 4:56 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
King, Deputy Clerk
By: Amy King,

Gary L. Neal
James W. Colbom

NEAL COLBORN PLLC
Mountain View Professional Building
2309 N. Mountain View D12, Ste. 160
PO. Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343—5931
Facsimile: (208) 343—5807
Email address: reception@idahorealestatelaw.com

[ISB #4818]
Attomey for the Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC,

Case No. CV01-17—11897

Plaintiff:

RODINA’S
MOTION
TO
DISALLOW
PLAINTIFF ’S
REQUEST FOR AN AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

V'

1

JAN RODINA.
Defendant(s).

COMES NOW Defendant Jan Rodina, in the above-entitled action, appearing by and
through Galy L. Neal of NEAL COLBORN PLLC, and moves this Court for disallowance of its
claims for costs and attorney fees

1

as set

forth below.

A Motion for Reconsideration of the Judgment is Currently Pending.

Rodina’s Objection to Plaintiff’s Request for an Award

of Attomey Fees

and Costs

1
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Plaintiff‘s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney

1.

Fees Were not Properly

Served

Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees was allegedly served by “iCourt
Notiﬁcation”.

Plaintiff’s Afﬁdavit of Christopher M. Tingey in Support of

Plaintiff’s

Memorandum of Costs and Attorney’s Fees was allegedly served by “Electronic

Mail’i

Defendant has not consented to be served by e-mail for any pu1pose. Rather, Defendant requires
that Plaintiff comply with the legal service requirements as set forth in the Idaho Code and the
Idaho Rules

of Civil Procedure. This may require personal delively or facsimile

Idaho Rule

of Civil Procedure 54(d)(4)

service.

reads:

Memorandum of Costs. At any time after the verdict of a jury or a decision of the court,
but not later than 14 days after entry of judgment, any paﬁy who claims costs may ﬁle
and sen/e on adverse parties a memorandum of costs, itemizing each claimed expense.
The memorandum must state that to the best of the party's knowledge and belief the items
are correct and that the costs claimed are in compliance

ﬁle

a

memorandum

of

costs is a waiver

prematurely ﬁled is considered

as

of the right

with this rule. Failure to timely
A memorandum of costs

to costs.

timely.

The Rule requires both timely ﬁling and service which did not occur.

2.

Plaintiff’s Claim for Discretionary Costs Fails

as

the Costs are not

Exceptional
Idaho Rule

of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1) (D) reads:

Discretionary Costs. Additional items of cost not enumerated in, 01' in an amount in
excess of that listed in subpan (C), may be allowed on a showing that the costs were
necessary and exceptional costs, reasonably incun'ed, and should in the interest of justice
be assessed against the adverse party. The trial couﬁ, in luling on objections to
discretionary costs, must make express ﬁndings as to why the item of discretionaly cost
should or should not be allowed. In the absence of any objection to an item of
discretionaly costs, the court may disallow on its own motion any items and must make
express ﬁndings supporting such disallowance.

Rodina’s Objection to Plaintiff ’5 Request for an Award

of Attomey

Fees and Costs

2
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It would appear that Plaintiff agrees that the Discretionaly Costs

are not allowed by the

Rule. The claim for these costs must be denied in its entirety.

3.

Plaintiff’s Claim for Attorney Fees are Not Reasonable

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(6) reads:
Attorney Fees.
Pursuant to Contract or Statute. In any civil action the court may award
(1)
reasonable attorney fees, including paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or parties as

deﬁned in Rule 54(d)(1)(B), when provided for by any statute or contract.

Plaintiff’s Exhibit “C” to the Afﬁdavit of Christopher M. Tingey in Support of Plaintiff’s
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees is materially redacted in
impossible to discem the true nature of the time ently.

a

manner which makes it

For example,

the time entries for

approximately 70 of the notations omit speciﬁc references to the purpose of the time entries. Are
they related to this case in any way? Are only portions

of the

entries relevant to this litigation?

Are the time entries property apportioned? The obscured time entries total about $17,686.00

011

this basis the fees should be disallowed by that amount.
4.

Conclusion

Defendant respectfully requests disallowance
and disallowance

of attorney

disallowed in ther entirety.

fees in the amount

of costs in the amount of $2129.08

of $17,686

if the costs and fees

are not

This matter was resolved on summaly judgment and the

attorney fees appear to be excessive. This may be because

of the number of attorneys who

worked Plaintiff ’3 case.

Rodina’s Objection to Plaintiff’s Request for an Award

of Attomey

Fees and Costs

3
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Oral Argument is Requested.

DATED this

Iﬂof

May, 2018

NEAL COLBORN PLLC
Attorney for Rodina

)A/

By:

Galy L. Neal

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

q/

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the I
day of May, 2018, I served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document, by the method and to the interested parties listed below:

Brindee L. Collins

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W. State St, Ste 311

Boise, ID 83703

:K_
4

US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delively
Ovemight Mail
Via Facsimile
iCourts

Brindee.collins@vf—1aw.com

ﬁzz/q» ﬁrm/2%
Of the Firm, NEAL COLBORN PLLC

Rodina’s Objection to Plaintiff ’5 Request for an Award

of Attorney Fees

and Costs

4
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Electronically Filed
Filed
5/23/2018 7:11
7:11 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Christopher M. Tingey, ISB 8556
1016]
Amber K. Kauffman, ISB 10161
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St.,
St, Suite 311
Boise, Idaho 83703
cmt@vf—law.com
cmt@vf-law.com
Telephone: (208) 629-4567
392—1400
Facsimile: (208) 392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC,
Plaintiff,

v.
JAN RODINA,
JANRODINA,
Defendant.

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

CV01-17-11897
Civil No. CVOI-17-11897

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE TO
PLAINTIFF'S
RODINA’S
TO
RODINA'S MOTION TO
PLAINTIFF’S
DISALLOW PLAINTIFF'S
AWARD
REQUEST FOR AN A
WARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

(“Association” or "Plaintiff'),
“Plaintiff"), by
Plaintiff Eagle Springs Homeowners Association, Inc. ("Association"
by
and through its counsel of record, Vial Fotheringham, LLP, hereby submits this Response to
Rodina’s Motion to Disallow Plaintiffs
Plaintiff's Request for an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees
Rodina's
(“Response”). This Response is supported by the Affidavit
Afﬁdavit of Ashley Kindall in support of
("Response").
Rodina’s Motion to Disallow Plaintiffs Request for an Award of Costs and
Plaintiff‘s Response to Rodina's
Plaintiffs

Attorneys’ Fees.
Attorneys'

LEGAL STANDARD

The process for applying for costs and attorney fees, and objecting to any claim for costs
and fees, is governed by I.R.C.P. 54(d) and (e).
Civil
OfCiVil
of the Idaho Rules of
(e). The interpretation ofthe
Inc. v.
v. Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc.
Procedure is a matter of law. Printcrqfi Press,
Press, Inc.
Inc,, 153 Idaho

“The awarding of attorney fees and costs is within the discretion
440,448,283
440, 448, 283 P.3d 757 (2012). "The

Plf.’s
Rodina‘s
Plf.
's Resp. to Rodina
's Mot. to
llow Plf.'s
est for an Award of Costs and Attorneys Fees- 1
Disallow
PUTS Requ
Request
10 Disa
1

000450

court.” Idaho Transp.
trial court."
of the trial
Tramp. Dept. v.
v. Ascorp, Inc.,
ofthe
Inc, 159 Idaho 138, 140, 357 P.3d 863

W

(2015).

ARGUMENT
I.

Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees.
Service of Plaintiff's
Rodina’s Motion to Disallow Plaintiffs
Plaintiff’s Request for an Award of Costs and Attorney
In Rodina's

Plaintiff’s Memorandum of
(“Motion to Disallow"),
Disallow”), he does not challenge the timely ﬁling
filing of Plaintiffs
Fees ("Motion

Plaintis
Afﬁdavit of Christopher M. Tingey in Support of Plaintiffs
Attomey Fees or Affidavit
Cost and Attorney
Plﬁ’s
Attomey’s Fees. See (Rodina'
(Rodina’ss Mot. to Disallow Plf.
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's
's Request for an

(“Mot to Disallow")
Disallow”) at 1-3). However, he does challenge
Award of Costs and Attorney Fees ("Mot.
Plaintiff’s entitlement to attorney fees and costs on the basis that Plaintiff‘s
Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs cost memorandum and
Rodina’s
afﬁdavit were not properly served. (Mot. to Disallow at 2.) Defendant Rodina's
the supporting affidavit

(“The Rule requires both timely filing
as to whether service was untimely ("The
ﬁling and
argument is not clear as
(“Defendant requires that
occur.”), was not through aa proper service method ("Defendant
service which did not occur."),

Plaintiff comply with the legal service requirements as set forth in the Idaho Code and the Idaho
Procedure”), or both. See id
id. Nonetheless, regardless of which basis is put forward,
Rules of Civil Procedure."),

the argument fails for multiple reasons.
A.

Timing of Service.

To the extent that Defendant Rodina argues that service was not timely, his argument fails
because neither the rule nor relevant case law requires service of the cost memorandum or
v. Coleman Homes,
afﬁdavit within aa specific
speciﬁc period of time. City of Middleton v.
supporting affidavit
Homes, LLC,
v. Gier, 160 Idaho 422, 425-26, 374 P.3d 585
2018 WL 2271385 (2018); Bryan Trucking, Inc. v.

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) does not require
(2016). In Bryan Trucking, the Idaho Supreme Court held that I.R.C.P.

Plf.‘s Resp. to
Plf.’s
of'Costs
10 Rodinak
Plf.'s
Rodina 's Mot. to Disallow Plf.
's Request for an Award of
Costs and Attorneys Fees- 2
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founeen days
speciﬁc
service of a memorandum of costs within fourteen
days of the entry of a judgment, or any specific

period for that matter.

ﬁling but not service must
[T]he language in Rule 54(d)(5) clearly requires that filing
“At
ﬁle and
speciﬁed period: ''At any time . . . any party . .. . may file
occur within the specified
serve on adverse parties a memorandum of costs .. .. .. but such memorandum of
. . . may not be ﬁled
costs ...
filed later than fourteen ((14)
14) days after entry of judgment.”
judgment."
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) (emphases added). The plain language of the rule contemplates
ﬁling—
ﬁling and service can occur at any time, but that waiver will occur if
if filingthat filing
service—does not occur within fourteen days. Bryan Trucking's argument
but not service-does
for aa contrary construction cannot be reconciled with the plain language of the
afﬁrm the district court's conclusion that Gier did not
Rule. Accordingly, we affirm
waive his right to fees and costs by failing to serve Bryan Trucking within
fourteen days.
fomieen
.

.

.

.

.

160 Idaho at 426, 374 P.3d at 589 (emphasis in original). Therefore, because a service time

“failing to serve a memorandum of costs
0r (e)(5),
requirement is not in place in Rule 54(d)(5) or
(e)(5), "failing
fourteen-day period specified
speciﬁed by the rule does not constitute a waiver of attorney
within the fomieen-day
fees.”" City of Middleton, 2018 WL 2271385 at *10. See also Bryan Trucking, 160 Idaho at 426,
fees.

374 P.3d at 589.
14 days of service of
“[w]ithin 14
ofaa
Similarly,
ﬁled "[w]ithin
Similarly, the Rule requires aa motion to disallow to be filed

costs,” not within fourteen days
memorandum of costs,"
of ﬁling the cost memorandum. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6)
days offiling
54(d)(6)

“ﬁling” protects the responding
“service” instead of "filing"
(emphasis added). This clear use of the word "service"
pmty
party from being shorted response time if service occurs several days
days after the memorandum of
costs is filed
ﬁled with the trial court. In other words, for the purpose of timeliness of a motion to
disallow costs and attomey fees,
ﬁling date of the memorandum of costs does not matter.
fees, the filing
counsel’s office
In this case,
ofﬁce e-mailed a copy
case, service occurred via e-mail. Plaintiffs counsel's
copy of the

Rodina’s attorney on May 1,
cost memorandum to Defendant Rodina's
(Aff. of Ashley Kindall in
1, 2018. (Aff

Plﬁ’ss Request for an A
Plf.’s
Rodina’ss Mot. to Disallow Plf.'
Award
Support of Plf.
's Response to Rodina'
wm·d of Costs and
Af‘ﬁ”) ~ 5,
Plaintiff‘s
(“Kindall Aff.")
supporting affidavit
afﬁdavit was filed,
Attorney Fees ("Kindall
ﬁled, Plaintiffs
5, Ex. C). Then, after the suppmting
11

Plf.’s
Rodina‘s
Plffs
Request
ofCOSts
PI
f. ' s Resp. to Rodin
a's Mot. to Disallow PI
f.'s Requ
est for an Award of
Costs and Attorneys Fees- 3
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Rodina’s attorney,
1.
e—mailed a
afﬁdavit to Defendant Rodina's
counsel e-mailed
a copy of the supporting affidavit
attomey, also on May 1.

(Kindall Aff.

~
6,
1] 6,

if service had not yet happened
Ex. D). However, for the sake of argument, even if

because it was deemed improperly done, Plaintiff could still serve aa copy of the cost memorandum

afﬁdavit on Defendant Rodina today without having waived its entitlement to costs
and supporting affidavit
re~d0ing service is that the service would be at a later
ramiﬁcations for re-doing
and attorney fees. The only ramifications

ﬁle a
date and Defendant Rodina would then have fourteen days from that new service date to file

Plaintiffs entitlement to its costs and attorney
motion to disallow the costs and attorney fees. Thus, Plaintiff's
fees has not been waived by the timing of service in this matter.

B.

Method of Service.

Defendant Rodina also contends that Plaintiff is not entitled to its claimed attorney fees and
“has not consented to be served by e-mail
e-majl for any
costs because service was by e-mail and he "has

purpose.” (Motion to Disallow at 2). The argument is mistaken.
purpose."

rule by: (E)
Under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, "“[21]
[a] paper is served under this mle
(E)
sending it by electronic means if the person consented in writing, in which event service is

if the serving party
complete upon transmission, but is not effective if
patty learns that it did not reach
e-ﬁling m
served[.]” The current Idaho Court e-filing
rule
the person to be served[.]"
le provides that once a party
electronically appears in an action, that party has consented to electronic service.

ﬁling a document through the
A pm1y
party who electronically appears in the action by filing
ﬁling system, that the COUIT
File and Serve electronic filing
com1 has accepted, is deemed to
ﬁled by any
have given consent to accept electronic service of any document filed
ﬁler in this action or the court, except for any document that
other registered filer
requires personal service, pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Service
ﬁler through their designated service
sewice contact is
by electronic means upon this filer
thereafter mandatory unless exempted by
by rule or court order.

Plf.’5
P1f.’s Request for
Rodina‘s
for an Award of
Plf.'s Resp. to Rodina
' s Mot. to Disallow Plf.'s
Costs and Attorneys Fees- 4
ofCosIs
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Once a party electronically appears in the matter by ﬁling
filing through the File and
Serve electronic ﬁling
filing system, that party has given consent to electronic service in
and future service by
the matter paragraph (h)(l)(A)
by electronic means in the
(h)(1)(A) above andfuture
c0u11 order.
matter is thereafter mandatory unless exempted by rule or court
added».
(Rule ELECTRONIC FILING AND ELECTRONIC SERVICE (h)(l)(A),
(h)(1)(A), (C) (emphasis added)).
occasions. Prior to
In this case,
case, Defendant Rodina has appeared electronically on multiple occasions.

Rodina’s
Plaintiff’s filing
ﬁling and service of the cost memorandum and supporting affidavit,
afﬁdavit, Defendant Rodina's
Plaintiffs

Rodina’s new attorney,
most recent electronic appearance was on March 29, 2018, when Defendant Rodina's

Plaintiff 5 requests
ﬁling responses to Plaintiffs
as filing
Mr. Neal, filed
ﬁled aa notice of appearance in this case, as well as
for admissions. These electronic appearances certainly qualify as an electronic appearance in the
deﬁned by
matter as defined
by the rule. Therefore, according to the Electronic Service Rule, Defendant

Rodina has consented to future service by electronic means.

afﬁdavit in support of the cost memorandum was
Service of the cost memorandum and affidavit
e—mails sent by Ashley Kindall, a paralegal in the law firm
ﬁrm representing
accomplished by
by two e-mails

Kindall’s e-mails were both sent on May 1,
Plaintiff. (Kindall Aff. ~~5-6,
1, 2018.
W 5-6, Exs. C-D). Ms. Kindall's

!d.
Id.

e—mail address that Mr. Neal had previously used in other matters
They were sent to the e-mail

as well as
as on a printed business card that Mr. Neal had personally
Plaintiff 5 law firm,
involving Plaintiffs
ﬁrm, as

given to Ms. Kindall. (Kindall Aff.

~
7.)
1] 7.)

“undeliverable” message, a
Ms. Kindall did not receive an "undeliverable"

e—mail message, or any other message indicating that the service e-mails
e—mails had not been
returned
retumed e-mail

Id. ~~5-6.
delivered or received by
by Mr. Neal. !d.
W 5—6. Ms. Kindall also did not receive any indication from

ofﬁce that the pleadings attached to thee-mails
the e-mails could not be opened,
Mr. Neal or anyone else in his office

were not actually attached to the e-mails, or otherwise
othelwise informing her that the documents were not
Id.
received. !d.

Therefore, based on the facts discussed above, Defendant Rodina consented to service by
afﬁdavit by
electronic means,
sewed aa copy of the cost memorandum and supporting affidavit
means, he was served
by

Plf.”s
Plf.’s
Rodina‘s
Pl
f.'s Resp. to
' s Mot.
's Req
uest for an Award of Costs and Attorneys Fees- 5
Request
M01. to Disallow Plf.
[0 Rodina
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electronic means, and there was no knowledge on Plaintiffs pmt
e-mail with the attached
part that the e—mail
Plaintiff’ s entitlement to its costs
pleadings did not reach him. Accordingly, service was proper and Plaintiffs
costs
and attorney fees has
has not been waived by the method of service.
C.

Defendant Rodina Filed a Timely Response.
21

Notwithstanding his argument that he
he was not properly served, Defendant Rodina has

ﬁled the Motion to Disallow within the time frame allowed
suffered no prejudice because he timely filed
Plaintiff’s cost memorandum and
by
by I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6). Defendant Rodina was served aa copy of Plaintiffs
supporting affidavit
afﬁdavit by electronic means on May 1,
suppmting
~~ 5-6, Exs. C-D).
C-D). He filed
ﬁled
1, 2018. (Kindall Aff. W

his Motion to Disallow on May 14,
does Defendant
14, 2018. Nowhere in the Motion to Disallow does
Rodina say
afﬁdavit. In fact,
say that he did not actually receive the cost memorandum and supporting affidavit.
from the context and content of the Motion to Disallow, as well as
ﬁling of it, it is clear
as the mere filing
that Defendant Rodina received and reviewed aa copy of Plaintiffs cost memorandum and
and

supporting affidavits.
afﬁdavits. Therefore, Defendant Rodina has suffered no prejudice by
any improper
by any
afﬁdavits and Plaintiff has not thereby waived its
service of the cost memorandum and supporting affidavits
entitlement to costs and attorney fees.
1).
D.

Motion to Reconsider Making Costs and Attorney Fees Continue to Accruc.
Accrue.

Court’s ruling on summary judgment
Defendant Rodina filed
ﬁled his Motion to Reconsider the Court's

on May 1,
costs and attorney
1, 2018. In light of that motion, Plaintiff continues to incur additional costs
fees in opposing the motion. Thus, in short, the Motion to Reconsider has
has rendered incomplete the
cost memorandum that Plaintiff submitted on April 30,
a supplemental cost memorandum
30, 2018, and a
suppoﬁing afﬁdavit
and supporting
affidavit will need to be
ﬁled to account for those costs and the costs associated with
be filed

briefing and any
the attorney fee objection brieﬁng
any hearings.

Plﬁ’s
Plf.’s
Rodina’s
Plf.
's Resp. to Rodina
' s Mot. t0
to Disallow Plf.
's Request for an Award of
of Costs and Attorneys Fees- 66
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II.

Discretionary Costs.
Defendant Rodina objects to Plaintiff’s
Plaintiffs requested discretionary costs in name only. Other

than quoting I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D),
54(d)(1)(D), he offers no reasoning for why Plaintiff should not recover its
discretionary costs or why
Why the Rule prohibits the recovery of those costs.

“items of cost not enumerated in,
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D)
an amount in
in, or in an
54(d)(1)(D) provides that "items

costs were
excess of that listed in [I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)]
be allowed on a
a showing that the costs
54(d)(1)(C)] may be
necessary and exceptional costs, reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be
be

assessed against the adverse party.”
party."

As noted in the cost memorandum, Plaintiffs claimed

discretionary costs are also allowed and supposed to be reimbursed by
by Defendant Rodina according
to Plaintiff
Plaintiffss Bylaws.

further provided in the Declaration, each Owner shall reimburse the Corporation
As fmiher
for any expenditures incurred in repairing or replacing any
any portion of the Property
owned or controlled by the Corporation which are damaged through the fault of the
Such expenditures shall include all court costs and reasonable
reasonable attorneys’
attorneys'
owner ....
.
any pravision
provision of these Bylaws or the
fees and costs incurred in enforcing (my
Declaration.
.

.

.

(Bylaws, Art.
A11. VI,§
VI, § 6.2)
6.2) (emphasis added).
d)(l )(C), they
As the discretionary costs claimed by
are not enumerated in Rule 54(
by Plaintiff are
54(d)(1)(C),
“discretionary.” Nonetheless, they may be
be allowed, and, as
are "discretionary."
as provided in the Bylaws, should be
be

awarded to the Association because the Bylaws mandate that an
an owner reimburse for all costs
incurred in enforcing any
any provision of the Bylaws or Declaration.
In this case,
case, Plaintiff reasonably incurred these costs.
costs. The costs
costs are
are associated with this
enforcement action against Defendant Rodina.

It is in the interest of justice to enforce the

provisions of the Declaration and Bylaws, including Section 6.2, which mandates reimbursement of
all costs inctUTed
incunred by
an owner. Defendant Rodina
by the Association in an enforcement action against an

Plf.’s Resp. to Rodina’s
Plf.’s Request for an
Plf.'s
Rodina 's Mot. to Disa
llow Plf.'s
an Award of Costs and
Disallow
and Attorneys Fees- 7
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does not specifically
speciﬁcally challenge any of these costs. As a result, the Court should award Plaintiff all

of its claimed discretionary costs.
[11.
III.

Attorneys Fees.
Other than the service discussed above, Defendant Rodina does not challenge Plaintiffs

entitlement to attorney fees. As a result, Plaintiff, as the prevailing party, is entitled to an award of
its attorney fees.

A.

Speciﬁc Amount of Attorney Fees Admitted.
Reasonableness of a Specific

Defendant Rodina argues that redacted time entries should be disallowed because of the
redactions. (Motion to Disallow at 3).
3). Plaintiff will address these entries in more depth, below.
“fees
However, in objecting on this grmmd,
ground, Defendant Rodina concludes that the requested attorney "fees

amount.” Id.
Id.
should be disallowed by
Id The amount referred to was $17,686.00. Id
by that amount."

Plaintiff claimed $49,444.25 in attorney fees. Defendant Rodina has challenged $17,686.00
of those requested attorney
,758.25 in attorney fees being
$31,758.25
anomey fees. As aa result, he is not challenging $31

ﬂoor in the amount of attorney fees awarded to
requested by Plaintiff.
Plaintiff. Therefore, that should be the floor
Plaintiff by the Court in this matter.
B.

Reasonableness of Attorney Fees with Redacted Entries.

speciﬁc attorney fee
I.R.C.P. 54(
e) does not address one way or the other the redaction of specific
54(6)

entries in billing records or other supporting information included with the cost memorandum or
suppm1ing
supponing affidavit.
afﬁdavit. Idaho case law likewise does not provide guidance on the issue. However,
state and federal com1s
courts in other states have held that redacted attorney fee billings done to preserve
aa privilege do not watTant
warrant a mandatory reduction in fees. Rather, the fee statements are to be
determine whether the redacted entries disclose the nature of the
reviewed on aa case-by-case basis to detern1ine

Plf.’s Resp. to Rodina'
Plf.’s
Rodina‘ss Mot. to Disallow Plf.
Fees— 8
Plf.'s
's Request for an Award of Costs and Attorneys Fees-
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*2 (W.D.
e. g., Baskett
Basket! v.
v. Country Mut. Ins. Co., 2017 WL 2256771 *2
work that was performed. See,
See, e.g.,
v. Public Employees Retirement Bd, 169 P.3d 1242, 1251 (Or. 2007).
Wash. 2017); Strunk v.

performed is kept in the billings. The redactions
Here, the general nature of the work being perfmmed

deal with communications between Plaintiff and its legal counsel or strategic communications

Plaintiffs legal counsel or legal counsel and staff. Nonetheless, even with the
between two of Plaintiff's
redactions, the general nature of the work being performed is discernible from the billing invoices.
sufﬁcient to support the claim for fees and apprise the Court of the work that
In short, the entries are sufficient
was done.

23'd day
DATED this 23rd
day ofMay, 2018.

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM, LLP

OW.

By ~~~~~~~~~~Christophe
..Tingey,
Tingey, ISB# 8556
Attorneys QIPlaintiff
.' r Plaintiff

HE’S
Plf."s Resp. to Rodina
Rodina’s
Fees— 9
Plf.'s
's Mot.
' s Req
uest for an Award of
Costs and Attorneys FeesRequest
ofCosts
M01. to Disallow Plf.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 23rd day of May, 2018, I served a true and correct copy of the
below stated documents by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

US. Mail, Postage Paid
cgj
K4 U.S.

Gary L. Neal
NEAL COLBORN, PLLC
PO Box 1926
83701
Boise, Idaho 83
701
gln@idahorealestatelaw.com

D
El Hand Delivered
D
[:I Fax Transmittal

Notiﬁcation
cgj
IX] iCourt Notification
cgj Electronic Mail

Documents:
1.
1.

PLF.’S REQUEST FOR AN AWARD OF
PLF.’S RESPONSE TO RODINA'S
RODINA’S MOT. TO DISALLOW PLF.'S
PLF.'S
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

PLF.°S RESPONSE TO RODINA'S
RODINA’S MOT. TO
2. AFFIDAVIT OF ASHLEY KINDALL IN SUPPORT OF PLF.'S

PLF.’SS REQUEST FOR AN A
WARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES
DISALLOW PLF.'
AWARD

a

KChrismphecy. Tingey, ISB#" 8556 Raﬁ.
'

By:

,

Of Attor

eys

for Plaintiff

SERVICE lI
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE—
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Electronically Filed
Filed
5/23/2018 7:11
7:11 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Johnson, Deputy Clerk
By: Laurie Johnson,

Christopher M. Tingey, ISB 8556
Amber K. Kauffman, ISB 10161
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St., Suite 3311
11
Boise, Idaho 83703
cmt@Vf—law.com
cmt@vf-law.com
Telephone: (208) 629-4567
Facsimile: (208) 392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
lNC.,
Plaintiff,
v.

JAN RODINA,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

Civil No. CV 01 17 11897

AFFIDAVIT OF ASHLEY
KINDALL IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE TO
TO
PLAINTIFF'S
RODINA’S MOTION TO
RODINA'S
PLAINTIFF’S
DISALLOW PLAINTIFF'S
0F
REQUEST FOR AN AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

))
)ss
)ss
))

I,
perj ury that the following statements
Kindall,, certify and declare under penalty of pe1jury
1, Ashley Kindall
are true and correct:
1.
1 .

I am over eighteen ((18)
18) years of age and competent to testify about the matters herein.

Afﬁdavit with personal knowledge of the facts
facts..
II make this Affidavit
2.
2.

ﬁrm representing PlaintiffEagle
Plaintiff Eagle
II am aa paralegal at Vial Fotheringham LLP, the law firm

Springs Homeowners Association, Inc., in this matter.
3.
3.

iCom’t system, IIpersonally
Plaintiff’s
On April 30, 2018,
personally electronically filed
201 8, using the iCourt
ﬁled Plaintiffs

Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys”
Attorneys' Fees. A true and correct copy of the Plaintiffs Memorandum

000460

Attomeys’ Fees is attached to this Affidavit
Afﬁdavit as Exhibit A.
of Costs and Attorneys'

4.

ﬁled the
On May 1,
1, 2018, using the iCourt system, I personally electronically filed

of Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's
Attorney’s
Afﬁdavit of Christopher M. Tingey in Support ofPlaintiff's
Affidavit
Plaintiff’s
Afﬁdavit of Christopher M. Tingey in Support of Plaintiff's
Fees. A true and correct copy of Affidavit

Afﬁdavit as Exhibit B.
Attorney's Fees is attached to this Affidavit
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney’s
5.

9:55 a.m., I emailed a copy of Plaintiff's
Plaintiff s Memorandum of Costs
On May 1,
1, 2018, at 9:55a.m.,

Attorneys’ Fees to Gary Neal at gln@idahorealestatelaw.com. The Memorandum of Costs and
and Attorneys'
Attorneys’ Fees was an attachment to the email. A true and correct copy of my 9:55a.m.
Attorneys'
9:55 am. e-mail to

Afﬁdavit as Exhibit C.
C. After sending my email, I did not receive an
Mr. Neal is attached to this Affidavit
undeliverable message, aa returned email message, or any other message indicating that the email was
not received or delivered. I also did not receive any communication from Mr. Neal or anyone else in
ofﬁce saying that they did not receive the email, that they could not open the attachments, that the
his office

attachments were not attached, or otherwise informing me that the documents were not received.
6.

On May 1,
Afﬁdavit of Christopher M.
1, 2018, at 10:27 a.m., I emailed a copy of the Affidavit

Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's
Attorney’s Fees to Gary Neal at
Tingey in Support of Plaintiff's

Afﬁdavit of Christopher M. Tingey was an attachment to the
g1n@idahorealestatelaw.com.
gln@idahorealestatelaw.com. The Affidavit
am. e-mail to Mr. Neal is attached to this Affidavit
email. A true and correct copy of my 10:27 a.m.
as
Afﬁdavit as
message, aa returned email
Exhibit D. After sending my
my email, I did not receive an undeliverable message,
message, or any other message indicating that the email was not received or delivered. I also did not
receive any
ofﬁce saying that they did not
any communication from Mr. Neal or anyone else in his office
receive the email, that they could not open the attachment, that the attachment was not attached, or
otherwise informing me that the document was not received.

000461

7.

The
he email address I have tor
occasions in
for Gary Neal is one that I have used on several occasions

other matters,
personally given to me by
by Gary
mattms, and the email address that was personaily
Galy Neal on his business
card.. A copy of his business card is attached to this Aﬁidavit
card
Affidavit as
as Exhibit E.

8.

e—mail
When I did a review of the service list on iCourt, Ii did not find
ear s e-mail
ﬁnd Mr. Neal’s

address linked to the cast:.
case
case. As of
of May 1;
201 8, his personal e-mail address was not linked to
to the case
1, 2018,
to this case.

DATED this

93‘“
)J_ \Y~

day ofMay, 2018.
2018.
day

gamma
’Gan/M
Ashley I<atlall
Kgghau

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

0t
y

MAMW

Publlct r Idaho
(:(II‘HTHSSIOﬁl

Explres.

6"!

MI

t]_z
QZ

day of May,
day
May, 2018.

A

A. RANKIN
JENNIFER A.
NOTARY PUBLIC
NOTARY
STATE
OF IDAHO
STATE OF

A
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'
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
correct copy of the
I hereby certify that on the 23rd day of May, 2018, I served a true and conect
below stated documents by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Gary L. Neal
NEAL COLBORN, PLLC
PO Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
gln@idahorealestatelaw.com

rgj
[XI U.S. Mail, Postage Paid

0[:I Hand Delivered
D Fax Transmittal

iCouﬁ Notiﬁcation
rgj
Notification
IE iCourt
rgj
IX Electronic Mail

Documents:
PLF.’S REQUEST FOR AN AWARD OF
RODINA’S MOT. TO DISALLOW PLF.'S
1. PLF.’S
1.
PLF.'S RESPONSE TO RODINA'S

COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES
PLF.’S RESPONSE TO RODINA'S
RODINA’S MOT. TO
2. AFFIDAVIT OF ASHLEY KINDALL IN SUPPORT OF PLF.'S

PLF.’SS REQUEST FOR AN AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES
DISALLOW PLF.'

(I

By:(

'I

Christopheﬂ VTingey,
Of Attor

eys

ISB# 8556

M

for Plaintiff

CERT
IFICATE OF SERV
IC E- 1
ShRVlCl:
CERTIFICATE
—

1

000463

Exhibit A
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tlectronlcally l-Iled
4/30/2018 10:06 PM
Fourth Judicial District. Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk ofthe Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Christopher M. Tingey, ISB 8556
Amber K. Kauffman, ISB 10161

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St., Suite 31]
Boise, Idaho 83703
idahoj@vf—law.c0m
Telephone: (208) 629-4567
Facsimile: (208) 392—1400

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, lNC.,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)
)

v.

JAN RODINA,

Civil N0. CV01-17-11897

PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’
FEES

)

Defendant.
Pursuant to Idaho Rule

of Civil

)

Procedure 54(d)(4) and 54(e)(1) and (5), Plaintiff Eagle

Springs Homeowners Association, Inc. (“Association”), as the prevailing party in this matter,

submits and ﬁles the following Plaintiffs Memorandum

of

Costs and Attomeys’ Fees

(“Memorandum”). This Memorandum is supported by the Afﬁdavit of Christopher M. Tingey
in support of Plaintiff s Memorandum ofCosts and Attorneys’ Fees.
1.

Costs.
Pursuant to IRCP 54(d), Article

VII, Section

7.5

of

the Declaration

of

Covenants,

Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs Subdivision (“Declaration"), and Article VI,
Section 6.2(b)
as the

0f the Bylaws of Eagle Springs Homeowners’ Association (“Bylaws”), Plaintiff,

prevailing party, is entitled to an award of costs incurred in this case because they are

Plaintiff’s Memorandum ()fCosts and Attorneys’ Fees-

1

000465
ExhibitA
Page

1

of 12

“costs incurred in bringing [Defendant Rodina] and/or [his] Building Lot into compliance with
the provisions

A.

of the governing instruments for Eagle Springs.
Costs as a

Matter of Right.

IRCP 54(d)(1)(C) provides that certain costs incurred by a party in a lawsuit as

of right. “When
actually paid,

as a

costs are awarded to a party, that party is entitled to the

matter

of right

.

.

.

a

matter

following costs,

.” IRCP 54(d)(1)(C). Those mandatory costs include,

without limitation, couIT ﬁling fees, service fees, witness fees, and “reasonable costs of the
preparation

of models, maps, pictures, photographs, or other exhibits admitted in evidence

exhibits in

a

hearing or trial of an action

.

. .

as

.” (Emphasis added).

Here, Plaintiff is seeking remuneration for its ﬁling fees in ﬁling the Complaint and the
costs for the enlarged photograph exhibits used during the summary judgment hearing.

speciﬁc amounts ofthc total costs as a matter
1.

Costs as a Matter

of right are shown below.

of Right. Pursuant to IRCP 54(d)(1)(C), Article VII,

Section 7.5 Ofthe Declaration, and Article VI, Section 6.2(b)

of the Bylaws:

a.

Court ﬁling fees (Complaint) ................................... $227.63

b.

Enlarged phétograph exhibits for motion for summary judgment
hearing/trial. .......................................................................... $270.00

Total costs
B.

The

as a

matter of right ................................ $497.63

Discretionary Costs.

IRCP 54(d)(1)(D) also provides for the recovery of additional costs “on a showing that
the costs were necessary and exceptional costs, reasonably incurred, and should in the interest

of justice be

assessed against the adverse

Procedure, Plaintiff is entitled to all

paIty.” While “discretionary” under the Rules of Civil

of its

costs pursuant to the Association’s Declaration and

Plaintiff‘s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys’ Fees- 2
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Exhibit A
Page 2 of 12

Bylaws. Section 7.5 of the Declaration entitles the Association to recover all costs incurred in

bringing an Owner and the Owner’s Lot into compliance with the terms of the Declaration and
Bylaws.

Notwithstanding the above provisions with respect to Regular and Special
Assessments, the Board may levy a Limited Assessment against a Member as a
remedy to reimburse the Association for costs incurred in bringing the Member
and/0r such Member’s Building Lot into compliance with the provisions of the
governing instruments for Eagle Springs.
(Declaration, Art. VII,

§

7.5). Likewise, the Bylaws also require an Owner to reimburse the

Association for costs incurred in enforcing the Declaration and Bylaws.

As further provided in the Declaration, each Owner shall reimburse the
Corporation for any expenditures incurred in repairing or replacing any portion
of the Property owned or controlled by the Corporation which are damaged
through the fault of the Owner, and each Owner shall promptly reimburse the
Corporation for the costs of repairing, replacing and/0r maintaining that portion
of the Property which the Corporation has repaired, replaced or maintained
pursuant to the Declaration. Such expenditures shall include all court costs
and reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in enforcing any provision
of these Bylaws or the Declaration.
(Bylaws,

A11.

VI,

§

6.2(b)) (emphasis added).

Here, the Association is seeking recovery

of all

costs incurred by it in this litigation in its

efforts to enforce against Defendant the use restriction sections of the Declaration that are at the
heart

of this matter. Speciﬁcally,

those “discretionary” costs are outlined in their total amounts

below.
2.

Discretionag Costs. Pursuant to IRCP 54(d)(1)(D), Declaration Article

VII, Section 7.5, and Bylaws Anicle VI, Section 6.2(b):

................................................... $1,625.00

a.

Mediation fees

b.

Subpoena duces lecum service fees (Idaho Power, Centuly Link,
and Cable One) ................................................... $105.00

Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys’

Fees—

3
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Exhibit A
Page 3 of 12

0.

Document production photocopy charges ....................... $22.44

(:1.

Online Legal Research ........................................... $264.81

e.

Postage ............................................................. $109.83

f.

Parking for court hearings ........................................... $2.00

Total discretionary costs ........................... $ 2,129.08

TOTAL COSTS ................................ $2,626.71

II.

Attorneys’ Fees.
Pursuant to IRCP 54(e)(1) and (5), Article

of the Declaration,

and Article

party, is entitled to an award

VII, Section

7.5 and

Article VIII, Section

VI, Section 6.2(b) of the Bylaws, Plaintiff,

of attorney

fees because this is an action

the prevailing

“to enforce compliance

with or speciﬁc performance of the terms and conditions of th[e] Declaration
A.

as

8.1

. . .

.”

Entitlement to Attorney Fees.

In this case, Plaintiff brought claims against Defendant Rodina to enforce the
architectural review covenants and restrictions contained in the Declaration.

Plaintiff asked for

Specifically,

an injunction compelling Defendant Rodina to stop all construction on his

property; remove all unapproved or noncompliant construction or improvements on his
property, including a new fence, retaining wall, and
was in before he

built the noncompliant fence and retaining wall; and comply with the height

and setback restrictions

all

of its attorney

ﬁll; restore his property in the condition it

for fences in the community. (Compl. at 8-9). Plaintiff also requested

fees incurred in enforcing the terms

of the Declaration and Bylaws.

1d. at 9.

Article VII, Section 7.5 ofthe Declaration says:
Notwithstanding the above provisions with respect to Regular and Special
Assessments, the Board may levy a Limited Assessment against a Member as a
remedy to reimburse the Association for costs incurred in bringing the Member
Plaintiff‘s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys” Fees- 4
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and/0r such Member’s Building Lot into compliance with the provisions
governing instmments for Eagle Springs.

“Limited Assessment” is deﬁned in the Declaration

as

of the

“a charge against a panicular Owner and

such Owner’s Building Lot, directly attributable to the Owner, equal to the cost incurred by the

Association in connection with corrective action performed pursuant to the provisions of this
Declaration, including interest thereon as provided in this Declaration.”

Article VIII, Section

8.1

of the Declaration provides in relevant part:

In the event an attorney or attorneys are employed for the collection of any
Assessment, whether by suit or otherwise, or to enforce compliance with or
speciﬁc performance of the terms and conditions of this Declaration, each Owner
agrees to pay reasonable attorney’s fees in addition to any other relief or remedy
Obtained against such Owner. . . .
Likewise, the Bylaws also authorize the Association to recover its reasonable attomeys’
fees when

it is required to seek judicial intervention to enforce its governing documents.

As further provided in the Declaration, each Owner shall reimburse the
Corporation for any expenditures incurred in repairing or replacing any portion
of the Property owned or controlled by the Corporation which are damaged
through the fault of the Owner, and each Owner shall promptly reimburse the
Corporation for the costs of repairing, replacing and/or maintaining that portion
of the Property which the Corporation has repaired, replaced or maintained
pursuant to the Declaration. Such expenditures shall include all court costs
and reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in enforcing any provision
of these Bylaws or the Declaration.
(Bylaws, Art. V1,

§

6.2(b)) (emphasis added).

As the Court noted in its decision granting Plaintiffs motions for summary judgment,

Plaintiff Association is the prevailing party on its breach of contract (covenant) claims and on
Defendant Rodina’s afﬁrmative defenses. (Memo. Decision and Order Granting Summ. J. at
19-20). Further, the Coum concluded that pursuant to the terms

Plaintiff‘s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys’ Fees- 5

of the Declaration, “an award of
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attorney’s fees is appropriate.” Id. at 19.
attorney fees pursuant to the terms

B.

Reasonableness

Therefore, Plaintiff Association is entitled to its

of the Declaration. (Dccl., Art. VIII,

§

8.1).

of Amount of Attorney Fees.

In determining the reasonableness of the amount requested, the Court considers the
factors listed in IRCP 54(e)(3). Here, these factors support awarding Plaintiff its full amount

of

fees incurred in this litigation.
1.

Time and Labor Required. The relationship between the Association and

Defendant Rodina is strained to say the least. That relationship and the inability

It

resolve their dispute necessitated the legal action in the ﬁrst place.

of the parties to

also made resolution

during its pendency more difﬁcult, and necessitated the review of more documents and records
generated during the matter and increasing the communications from the client as to frequent
issues arising with Defendant Rodina.

Activity on the matter was time-consuming in reviewing

a

signiﬁcant number of

documents, including the relevant governing documents and communications between the
parties before, during, and after the architectural review process; in physically or telephonically

attending multiple meetings with the Board and its individual representatives to ascertain the
facts in this matter; and in Visiting the site.

Additionally, beyond document review for

privilege, the majority of the time was spent in drafting and preparing the summary judgment
motion and supporting materials, and then arguing it. Such preparation for summary judgment
and trial,

treatment

if necessary,

included legal research into both Plaintiffs afﬁrmative claims and the

of like claims

in Idaho and other states, as well as research into Defendant’s

afﬁrmative defenses.

Plaintiff‘s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys’ Fees- 6
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2.

Novelty and Difﬁculty of the Questions.

Other than how a couple of

afﬁrmative defenses were pleaded by Defendant Rodina, the case was not novel or difﬁcult
from the standpoint of the issues presented.

However,

as

noted above, the nature

of

the

relationship of the parties and multiple changes of his counsel by Defendant Rodina made the
case more

difficult than a typical enforcement action.

With respect to the afﬁrmative defenses, Defendant’s unconventional pleading and/or
use

of estoppel, including equitable estoppel, and breach of ﬁduciary duty by the Association’s

directors in enforcing the Declaration’s use restrictions against a non—compliant property made
the work somewhat more difﬁcult and challenging.

Speciﬁcally, it necessitated additional

research into how to overcome the pleading and arguments presented, particularly in response

to Plaintiffs summary judgment motions against these afﬁrmative defenses, and proper use of
facts to overcome a claim
3.

and Ability

of material fact in response to the summary judgment motion.

Skill Requisite to Perform the Legal Service Properly and the Experience

of the Attorney in the Particular Field of Law. Vial Fotheringham LLP

is a regional

law ﬁrm that focuses much of its activity in representing homeowners associations and
condominium associations in several western states, including Idaho. Lawyers in the ﬁrm have
decades

of experience in representing homeowners

associations and condominium associations,

including drafting and amending governing documents, representing associations in court in
enforcement and other litigation, and in interpreting goveming documents. Its lawyers are also

heavily involved in drafting legislation and working with legislators in crafting sensible and
workable laws involving homeowners and condominium associations.
Specifically, Mr. Christopher M. Tingey, Plaintiff‘s attorney of record, is a partner at

Vial Fotheringham, LLP, and

has been practicing

HOA law for more than

Plaintiff‘s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys” Fees- 7

17 years generally,
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and for more than 7 years in Idaho. He has handled multiple enforcement actions in court and,

along with other complex HOA litigation, has taken several HOA cases to trial. Mr. Tingey has
also served on the board

of directors

and as the president

of the Oregon

chapter

of Community

Associations Institute, a national trade association advocating for the interests of homeowners
and condominium associations and their members.

Ms. Kaufman has been practicing since November 2005 and focuses her practice on
general representation ofhomeowners and condominium associations and collection matters for
associations. Prior to joining Vial F otheringham LLP, Ms. Kaufman had extensive experience,

both in—court and out-of-court litigating collection matters on behalfofclicnts.
Ms. Collins has been practicing homeowners and condominium association law in Idaho
since October 2013.

She has represented hundreds

of associations throughout

the state and

handled multiple enforcement and collection actions throughout Idaho.

The Prevailing Charges for Like Work.

4.

Folheringham is a regional law ﬁrm that focuses much

condominium association law.

Plaintiff in this matter

of its work

The rates charged and amount

are in line

As discussed above, Vial
on homeowners and

of attomey

fees incurred by

with other types of similar enforcement actions undertaken

both in Idaho and in other western states, including Washington, Oregon, and Utah.

Whether the Fee was Fixed or Contingent. The fee in this matter was not

5.

ﬁxed or contingent.
amount

of attorney

Plaintiff believes this factor

is not relevant to a determination

of

the

fees.

6.

The Time Limitations Imposed by the Client or the Circumstances

0fthc

@93- The time limitations imposed by the client had no bearing on and are not relevant to the
reasonableness

of the

fees requested.

Additionally, the circumstances ofthc

Plaintiff’s Memorandum ofCosIs and Attorneys’ Fees- 8

case, other than the
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relationship

of the

parties, had no impact on the fees being requested. The relationship issues

i

have been discussed previously.
7.

The Amount Involved and the Results Obtained. The relief sought was

an injunction compelling Defendant Rodina to comply

with the use restrictions contained in the

Declaration, along with the Association’s attorney fees and costs incurred in the action.

Plaintiff received all of its requested injunctive relief, including

a

judgment compelling

Defendant Rodina to restore the property to its condition prior to the installation
fence and retaining wall. Plaintiff prevailed on its claim and defeated all

of the new

of Defendant Rodina’s

afﬁrmative defenses. In short, Plaintiff received all of the results it was asking the Court to
award, pending this determination on its attorney fee request.
8.

The Undesirability

0f the

Case.

Plaintiffs belief is that the undesirability

of the case has no bearing in the reasonableness of the amount of fees requested.
9.

The Nature and Length

of the Professional Relationship with the Client.

Vial Folheringham LLP has been representing Plaintiffs interests since 2011. That relationship
includes representing Plaintiff in all of its enforcement litigation, collections, and general
representation needs.
10.

Awards in Similar Cases. Plaintiff does not believe the awards in similar

cases has any bearing on the amount

of attorney

fees requested here. As discussed above, the

relationships in this case and the unconventional pleading of afﬁrmative defenses drove its
uniqueness. Other “similar” cases do not account for the speciﬁcs this case offered.
11.

The Reasonable Cost

of Automated Legal

Research.

research was undertaken to understand and establish relevant points both for

Online legal

Plaintiffs claims

and against Defendant Rodina’s afﬁrmative defenses. The actual time spent in perfonning legal

Plaintiff’s Memorandum ofCosts and Attorneys” Fees- 9
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research was reasonable, as was the charge for using Westlaw’s database to conduct the
research.
12.

Any Other Factor the Court Deems Appropriate. Plaintiff is not aware of

any other factors the Court needs to consider to determine the reasonableness

of the

amount

of

Plaintiff’s requested attorney fees.
C.

Amount of Attorney Fees Requested.

Plaintiffs requested attorney
number

of hours

fees are outlined below,

with general information about the

spent by each attorney or paralegal. Speciﬁc billing records are attached to the

Afﬁdavit of Christopher M. Tingey in support of this general list.
Attorney Fees Claimed .................................................. $46,781.75

Atty 1:
Atty 2:
Atty 3:
Atty 3:
Atty 4:
Atty 5:
Atty 5;
Atty 6:
Atty 7:

$16,437.50 (69.5 hrs @ $236.39/hr.)
$22,255.00 (70.7 hrs @ $315.00/hr.)
$2,553.00 (11.1 hrs @ $230.00/hr.)
$6100 (.3 hrs @ $210.00/hr.)
$2,035.00 (7.4 hrs @$275.00/hr.)
$2,596.00 (8.8 hrs @ $295.00/hr.)
$150.00 (.8 hrs @ $187.50/hr.)
$598.50 (2.1 hrs @ $285.00/hr.)
$93.75 (.25 hrs @ $375.00/hr.)

Paralegal Fees Claimed ................................................... $2,662.50
hrs. @ $70.60/hr.)

PLl: $1,182.50 (16.75

PLZ: $370.00 (3.7 hr. @ $100.00/hr.)
P113: $100.00 (1 hr. @ $100.00/hr.)
PL4: $1,010.00 (10.1 hrs. @ $100.00/hr.)

TOTAL FEES .................................................................. $49,444.25
Grand Total Fees and Costs
The foregoing statement

................................................

of costs and attorneys’

fees actually incurred by

action is correct and in compliance With I.R.C.P 54(d)(1)(5).

Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys’
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Plaintiff in this

The foregoing statement of
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attorney’s fees is supported by the Afﬁdavit

of Christopher M. Tingey ﬁled herewith setting

forth the relevant factors provided in IRCP 54(e)(3).

DATED this 30th day of April, 2018.

VIAL F OTHERINGHAM, LLP

04,”
f

K J‘l‘w_-1

L)

2\Jt—éi}
.'

-

By
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB# 8556
Attorneys for Plaintiff

Plaintiff‘s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys” Fees-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 30th day of April, 2018, I served a true and correct copy
by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Gary L. Neal

NEAL COLBORN, PLLC
PO Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701

of the foregoing

1:] U.S. Mail, Postage Paid
D Hand Delivered
E] Fax Transmittal
IX] iCourT Notiﬁcation

I,’.-.

(.11
h

LL‘
j/Q‘jﬂdr Rx
(3&3

Plaintiff‘s Memorandum ofCosts and Attorneys”

Fees—

12
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Christopher M. Tingey, ISB 8556
Amber K. Kau ffman, ISB 10161

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St. Suite 31 1
Boise, Idaho 83703
idahoj@vf—law.c0m
Telephone: (208) 629-4567
Facsimile: (208) 392-1400

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
v.

JAN RODINAP
.

Defendant.

)
)

Civil N0. CV01

—1

7—1

1897

AFFIDAVIT 0F
CHRISTOPHER M TINGEY 1N
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS
AND ATTORNEY’S FEES

)
)

The undersigned representative For Plaintiff, being ﬁrst duly sworn, deposes and says:

I.

I am the attorney of record for the above-named Plaintiff;

2.

Plaintiff has assessed attorney’s fees and costs to Defendant pursuant to Article VIII,

Section 8.01

of the Declaration

recorded as Document 95074402 in the Recorder's Ofﬁce

of Ada

County, Idaho (“Declaration”). Pursuant to Article VIII, Section 8.01 of the Declaration, the

Association may assess its costs of enforcement, together reasonable attorneys‘ fees against the
Owner

of a Lot.
3.

The Declaration

of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for

Eagle Springs

Subdivision, including those provisions that are currently being violated and the provisions entitling
the Association to an award
4,

The Bylaws

ofalmmey’s

of Eagle

Fees, is

attached hereto as Exhibit A.

Springs Homeowners' Associationx Inc, are attached hereto as

Exhibit If.

000478
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5.

To the best of my knowledge, the property remains out of compliance with the

Declaration, and no steps have been taken to address the violation.
6,

The Association has complied with the steps required by Idaho Code §55-1 15, which

entitles them to an award of attorney’s fees and ﬁnes incurred in this enforcement matter.
7.

Pursuant to IRCP 546(1) and 54(e)(8), and based upon the necessity to draft

communications to Defendant, prepare pleadings, attend hearings, oversee ofﬁce staff, and prosecute

this action, the approximate time and labor involved being self-evident, and also based upon the
affiant's experience in the practice of law, the prevailing charges for like work, and awards in similar
cases,

it

is my submission that a

supporting the award
8.

fair and reasonable attorney fee is $49,444.25. Billing records

of legal fees and

costs, is attached hereto as

Exhibit C.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the following costs and disbursements are

correct and reasonable, and were necessarily incurred and were not included in the account balance
pled in the Complaint:

...........................................

a.

Court ﬁling fees (Complaint)

b.

Enlarged photograph exhibits for motion for summary judgment
hearing/trial ...................................................................................... $270.00

c.

Mediation fees

d.

Subpoena duces tecum service fees (Idaho Power, Century Link, and
Cable One) ................................................................. $105.00

6.

Document production photocopy charges ............................. $ 22.44

f.

Online Legal Research ................................................... $264.81

g.

h.

$227.63

........................................................ $1,625.00

Postage$10983
Parking for court

hear1ngs$200

TOTAL .............................................. $1,789.21
9.

For post-judgment interest at the legal rate until the date all amounts are paid.
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10.

Piaintiff asks for the amounts due from the Defendant
Attorney's Fees

$49,444.25

Costs and Disbursements

$2,626.71

Total Fees and Costs

$52,070.96

as

follows:

DATED this lst day of May, 2018.

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM, LLP

0w EM Q

L_—-S(N\

By
Christopher M. '1‘ingey,]SB# 8556
Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

151

day

Q‘AAAAL-

of May, 2018.
JENNIFER A. RANKIN
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby ceﬂify that on the lst day of May, 2018, I sen/ed a true and connect copy
the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Gary L. Neal

E]

NEAL COLBORN, PLLC

D
D

PO Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 8370]

of the foregoing by

U.S. Mail, Postage Paid
Hand Delivered
Fax Transmittal

[:1 iCourt Notiﬁcation

Elwtronic Mail
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THIS DECIARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICHONS FDR Eagle Springs is made
effective as of the 2nd day of Dabber, 1995, by Deer Valley and Associates Limited Warship, an Idaho “mired

partnership ("Granlor‘ and 'Class B Member”) and Comm Collections, Inc” an Idaho emporaﬁun {“Emnaﬁ").

ARTICLE I: RECITALS

mm.

The pruperty potenUaItysubjectto this Detlamﬁon of Covenants, Cnndiﬁons
1.1
and Restricuons fur Eagle Springs “his 'Declamtlun”) is approximately 95 acres in the County of Ada, Skate of
Idaho, which is more panfcularly dwibed on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof. Granlur intends
to develop the Property In multiple developmen! phaSes. The initial development Phases 0! the Property made
subject to this Declaration are male panicuiarly described on Exhibit 8, attached hereto and made a part hereof.
Coman is the Owner of one (1) Building Lot and hereby joins with Granmr in executing this Declaration to Ensure
such Building Lot ls subject to this Declaration.

W.

Eagle Springs Is a residenﬂal developmenl, which Grantor currently
1.2
intends to develop In accordance with existing development approvals obtained from Ada County and
documenxed in Ada Cnunty ﬁle BMMDR, or any other development plants) for which Gmnmr may from lime
to time obtain approval. The purpose of this Declaration is to set forth the basic restrictions, Covenanls,
limhalions, easements, conditions and equilabie SEWitUdes (culltcﬂvely "Restrictions“ that will appIy to the enrira
development and use of all portions of the Propeny. The Resufctions are designed to protect, enhance and
preserve the value, amenities, desirability, and amadiveness of the Property; to ensure a well-integrated, high
quality development; and lo guaranlee adequate maintenance of the Common Area and the lmprovemams
located on {he Property. Eagle Springs is located soulh of, and adjacent to, a subdivision cummnnly known as
Sage Acres, which separate subdivision is governed by sepamte restrictEVe covenants.

ARTICLE H: DECLARATION

Granlar and Coman hereby declare that the Property, and each lot, parcel or portion thereof, is andlar
sha” be held, sold, canvayed, encumbered, hypothacamd, leased, used, Occupied and improved subject to the
following terms, covenaa, conditions, easements and restrictions, a" of which are declared and agreed to be
In furlhemnce of a general-plan for the protection, maintenance, subdivision, improvement and sale of the
Property, and to enhance the value, desirability and attractiveness of the Property. The terms,.covenants,
candilions, easements and restrictions set forth herein: shall mn with the land constituting the Pruperty, and with
each eslale therein, and shall be binding upon all persons having or acquiring any righ‘, title or interest in the
Property or any lot, parcel or portion thereof; shall inure to the beneﬁt of every lat, parcel or porﬂan of the
Pmperly and any interest therein; and shall inure lo the beneﬁt of and he binding upon Grantcr, Grantor's
successors in interest and each grantee or Owner including, withuut limitation, Coman‘ and such gramae's or
Owner's rapadiVe successors In Interest, and may be eninrced by Cantor, by any Owner or such Ownet's
successors in interest, or by the A550ciation.

WW

ARTICLE

3.)

“I: DEFINITIONS

shall mean the Architectura) Cammitlee created by Granxor or the

Associaﬂon pursuant to Nude IX hereof.
DECLARATION caglasp‘dec
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mi:

shaﬂ mean the Wales a! Incorporation ofthe Association 0r other organizational or
3.2
chaner documents of the Association.

W13:

shall mean those paymenls required of Owners and Association Members,
3.3
including Regular, Special and Limited Assessments a! any Associatiml, as further deﬁned in this Declaration.

W
Maﬁa“

3‘4

mean the Eagle Springs Humeuwners' Association, Inc.

shall mean those rules and regulations promulgaxed by the Associatinn
3.5
governing conduct upon and use of the Property under the jurisdiction or annual o§ the Association, the
impasiﬂnn of ﬁrm and forfeiture for violation of Association Eula and regulations, and pmcedura! matters fat
use in the conduct of business of the Association.
3. 6

,

.
7

~,j-.~'
‘

Wshall mean the Board of Directors or other governing board or individual, if applicable,

W

at the Association.

shall mean a 10! shown on the Flat upon which Improvements may be
3.?
constructed. For voting and membership purposes herein. ”Building Lot" shall mean each single-family maidemia!
Building Lot. Building Lat shall not include Common Area.

3.8

law

shall mean the Bylaws of the Association.

915W

shail mean any or all parcels of Common Area, and shall inclu'ae,wiﬂ10ul
3
limitation, all such Parcels that are designated as common open space, Common landscaped areas, and slgun
water drainage lacllilies. Common Area may include easement and/or Hcense rights
_.

3.10
In time.

n

Wshall

mean this Dedaraﬁon as
-

W

it may be amended and supplemented from time

-

shall mean Deer Vailey and Associates Limited Partnership, an Idaho limited
3
parlnership, or R5 succes‘sor in Interest, or any persnn or entity la whom the rights under this Deciamlion are
expressly transferred by Deer Valley and Associates Limited Partnership or its successor.

mm

shall mean any structure, facility or system, or other improvement or object,
3.11
whether permanenl or temporary, which is erected, canstructed or placed upon, under or In any portion of the
Property, including, without limitan, residential structures, accessury bulldlngs, fences, streats. drives,
driVeways, parking areas, sidewalks, bicycle paths, curbs, landscaping, waﬂs, hedges, plantings, trans, living
and/or dead vegetation, rocks, signs, lights, mail boxes, electrical lines, pipes, pumps, (inches, waterways,
recreational facHiHes, grading, road construction, utility Improvements, removal of trees and ulher Vegetaﬂun,
pinnlings, and landscaping, and any new exterior construction or exterior $mpmvemen: which may not be
included In the foregoing.

“ELEV

..

x:

MW

m.
-

an

5f"

shall mean a charge againsl a particular Ownerand such OWner's Bulldlng
Lot. directly attributable to the Owner, equal to the cos! Incurred by the Assuclaiion In comedian with corrective
nation periormed pursuanl to lhe prmrlsiuns oi lhls Declaralion, Fncludlng inlerest lherean as provided In this
Dcclaraliun.

3.1]

3,14

Maﬁa“

W

[:1

2

~45

mean each person or enmy holding a membership in me Association.

shall mean any mortgage, deed of trust, m other ducumenl pledging any portion of
3.15
the Property or interest therein as secumy for the payment of a debtor obligation.

mi:

shall mean the record owner, whelher one or more persons or entitles, including
3.16
Grantur, holding fee slmple lnleraﬂ a! record 103 Bulldlng Lu! which is a part of the Property, and lbuyera under
DECLARATION -2
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..

execulnry contacts of sale, but minding thnse persons having such intereﬂ merely as 96:11e for the
perfonnanta of an obligation, unless and unﬁl such person has acquired fee simple this annual“ to fomciosure
or other proceedings.
3.17

21.11593: shall mean any

individual, partnership, corpnmtion or other legal entity.

3.1a
3:11am: shall mean a deﬁnedpunion of the Property within whlch the contemplated
development involves a common use or compatible uses, and which may have been designated a Phase by
'
recorded Supplemental Deciafaﬁon. Each Phase shall contain one or more Building Lots. Each Phase ls legally
described on Exhibit B

,

W

"Elal" shall mean any subdivision platcovering any portion af the Property as recorded at the
3.19
ofﬁce a! the County Recurdar, Ada County, Idaho, as ﬁne same may be amended by duly recorded amendments
thereof.
shall mean the bask: documents crealing and governing the Property
3.20
including, without limitation. this Declaration, Articles of Incorporauan and Bylaws of the Association, the
Associalion Rufes, the Design Guidelines and any procedures, rula, regulations or policies adopted under such
documents by an Association or the Architectural Committee.

W

shall mean those portions of the Property described herein, including, without
3.21
lImitation, each lot, parcel and portion thereof and interest therein, and all water rights associated with or
appurtenant to such property.

Wmmall

mean the portion of the cost of maintaining, improving, repairing,
3.22
managing and operating the Common Area and all Improvements focated thereon, and the other costs and
expenses incurred to conduct the business and affairs of the Association which is levied against the property of
and to be paid by each Owner to the Association pursuant to the terms hereof.

[SW

shall mean the portiun of the cosls of the capital improvements or
3.23
replacements, equipment purchases and replacements or shortages in Regular Assessments which are authorized
10 be paid to the Association, pursuant to the provisions of this Deciaratiun.
ARTICLE IV: GENERAL AND SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS

WWII!

All Building Lots shall be used exclusiw for raidentla! purpcses.
4,1
No Building Lot shall be improved except with raidenﬁal structures and accessory structures as perfumed by the
Ardﬁteauml Cumminee and the same have been approved in writing. This Declaration is not intended to serve
as authority for the Architectural Comminee In control the interior layout or design of residential structures except
lo the extenl inchienlally nacessllaled by use, size and height restrictinns. This Declaration is intended to serve
as authority for the Architectural Committee to usem judgment to see that all Improvements malorm and
harmcnlzé as to external design, quality and type of canstruction, architectural character, materials, color,
location on the Property. height, grade and ﬁnished ground elevation, natural conditions, landscaping, and all
other aesthetic cansideratiuns.
.The Association, after reasonable noﬁca to [he offender and/or to {he OWner, may remove any
lmpmvawmlconstmcted, reconstructed, reﬁnished, removed, added, shared («maintained in violatidn of’this
Declaration and the Owner 0! the lrnprcvemenls shall immediately reimburse the Association for all expeﬁsas
incurred with such removaL Each violation of this Declamtiun is hereby declared to be and to constitute a
nuisance, and every public: ur private rerrnzdyr aﬂcwad for such violation by law or equity against a (21355 A
Member shail be applicable.

as m

Walk.

MI ﬁrucmres arem bedeslgned. consumed and used In such a manner
4.2
promote mmpatibﬂity hem-zen “12 types of usa cuntampIated by this Declaration.
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All Budding Lms shall be used exclusively

for sings—family residential purposes. Na Building Lal shall be Improved excepl with a single—fanny
dwelling unit or shucture of frame, stuns or brick construction, containing a minimum of three (3)
bedrooms and two (2) bathrooms and two (2) car garage. Nu one (1) story singlefamiiy structure shall
have a ﬂoor area of [35 than one Ihuusand Khree hundred ﬁfty (1,359) square feet, exclusive of garages,
patios, breazaways, storage rooms, porches, and similar strucmres. Nu two (2) story single-iamﬂy
structure shail have a ﬂoor area of 1255 than one Ihousand ﬁve hundred ﬁfty (1,550) square feet, exciusive
of garages, patios, breezeways, slorage moms, porches and similar structures. No singlefamﬂy structure
shall be higher than thirty—ﬁve (35) feet.

4.2.:

mm.

Benched structures shall be ailowed

if in conformity with the

provisions ofthis Declaratiun, and as appmved by the Architectural Committee, as pruvided more fully
in Article IX below. There shall be no meta] star-age nnr wood storage attachments to any dwelling unit
except as approved by the Archilectural Cnmminee. Garages, storage sheds anached to the raldentlal
structure, and patio covers shall be constructed of, and roofed with, the same materials, and with similar
colors and design, as the residential structure on the applicable Building Lot. Each dwelling unit shall
have an attached or detached garage lo huuse a minimum of three (3) standardsized cars, and shall 3150
have permanently maintained off-street parking for two (2) vehicles.

W.

4.2.3
No change shall be made in the color at paint, stain,
or other exterior ﬁnish to a dwelling unit of structure without prior written approval by lhe Architectural
Committee. No fence shall be allowed except as approved by the Architectural Committee and in
genemi conformance with the fence style depicted on Exhibit B, anached hereto and made a part hereof.
The visual harmony and aeslhelic appeal of the structures on the Building Lots being of mutual concern
to all Owners and having a dérect bearing on the value of Building Lots and Improvements lhereon, the
Archilectural Committee shall haVe the right to control the texture, design and color scheme of the
oulslde walls, fences, roofs and patio roofs of all structures erected upon Building Lots, and to reqyire
landscaping. No metal siding is permitted. Nu gravel mnfs are pennittad. Roofs shall be a minimum
0! S In 12 pitch with shake or ﬁle and/or other materials as approved by the Architectural Committee.

aahmuﬂﬂdjnm

Unless otherwise Specifically approved in wriling by the
4.2.4
Architectural Committee, all structures (exclusive of fencﬁ and similar structures) shall be placed within
lhe following building setbacks for each Building Lot: (rank, twenty (20) feel; side, ﬁve (5) feet per story
and twenty (20} feet adjacenl lo a street; rear, ﬁfteen (15) feet. Ail utility facilities and/or systems used
in connection with a Building Lat shall be placed underground. Each Owner shall place fencing (as
approved by [he Archllectural Committee) subject to the following restrictions:
Fence and walls shall not extend clnser to any street than twmty feet (20') nor proiact
{3)
setback
of the principal building on the Building Lot. No fence higher than six feet (6‘) shall
{he
beyond
be allowed wilhnul lhe prior approva! of Ada Counly ‘(if requifed) and the Architecluml Committee.

All fences and waUs shalt be constructed and instalied and maintained in good
(b)
appearance and condition at the expense or the Owner of the Building Lot on which they are located
and all damaged fencing and wails shall be repailed or zeplaced to original design, malerials and color
within a reasonable time after said damage occurs.
cc)

the Plal or

Nu fence or wall shall inladere with the use and enjoyment of any easement shown on

dacribed herein.

No lance, wail, hedge, high planting, obstruction or hatrfar shalt be allowed which
{d}
would unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of neighboring Buflding Lats and streets, and
shall not be alIDWed if the same mnslilute an undesirabie, noxious. m- nulsance effect upon neighboring
Building Lols.
'

DECMBATDGH - 4
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4.25
Once any Owner of a Building Lotshall haw: commenced
the construction of a dureliing unit or struclure, such tansmxcﬁon shall be complaled wilh'm nine {9)
months thereaﬂer. The term "commenced the construction" as used in this subparagraph 4.2.5 shalt
mean the start of actual physical construction activities upon such dwelling unit or structure upon such
Building LDL

Emummmmmsﬂbﬁgmm.

No lmprovementshall be permitted to fall into
4.3
disrepair, and each Improvement shall at a" times be kept in good condition and rapair. In the event that any
OWner shah permlt any Improvement, including trea and landscaping. which is the responsibility ofsuch Owner
to maintain, to fall into disrepair su as to create a dangerous, unsafe, unsightly or unam'adive condition, or
damages property or faciliﬁs on or adjoining their Building La! which would otherwise be the Association's
responsibility to maintain, the Board, upon thirty [30) days prior wrinen notice to the Owner of such property,
shall have the right to current such condition, and to enter upon such Owner's Building Lot for the purpose of
doing so, and such Owner shall promptly raimburse the Association for the cnsl thereof. Such costshall be a
Limited Assessment and shall create a‘ lien enforceable In the same manner as other Assessments as set forth
herein. The Owner of lhe offending property shall be personally ﬁable, and such Owner‘s property may be
subject to a mechanic's lien for all costs and expenses incurred by the Association in taking such corrective acts,
plus all c0515 incumd in collecting the amounts due. Each Owner shall pay a" amuums due for such work wilhin
ten (10) days aher receipt ofwrltten demand therefor, or [he amounts may, a! the option of the Board, be added
to the amounts payable by 5uch Owner as Regular Assessments.
4,4
Laminating, The Architectural Comminee shall adopt and amend, from time to time, guidelinm
regulating landscaping permitted and required. In the event that gny Owner shall fail to install and maintain
budscaping in conformance with such guidelines, or shall allow such Owner's landscaping to deteriorate lo a
dangerous, unsafe, unsightly 0r unanractive condition, the Board, upon khirty (30) days' prior written notice to
such Owner, shall have the right to correct such condition and 10 enter upon such Owner's property for the
purpose of doing so, and such Owner shall promptly reimburse Iha Association for the cost thereof. Such cost
shall be a Limited Assessment and shall create a lien enforceable in the same manner as other Assessments as set
forth herein.

W5.

4.5
No rubbish or debris of any kind shall be placed or permitted to accumulate
anywhere upon the Property, inciudlng the Common Area urvacanl Building Lots, and no odorshall bepermined
In arise lherefrum so as to render the Property or any portion thereof unsanitary, unsightly, offensive or
detrimental m the Property or to is occupants, or to any alher property in the vicinity thereof or to 1L5 occupaa.
No business or home occupation, no noise, no exterior ﬁres, no obstructions of pedestrian walkways, no
unsighllinass, or (“her nuisance shall be permitted la exist or opemle upon any portion of the Property 50 as to
be nifensive or detrimental to the Pruperty or to its uccupanls or In other prOperty in the vicinity or to its
occupants, as determined by the Board. in its reasonable judgment, or In violation of any state or local law or
ordinance. Wilhuut limiling the generaiity of any of the foregomg, no whisties. bans or other sound devices
{other than security devices used exclusively for security purposes which have been approved by the Associatiun),
ﬂashing lights or search lights, shalf be bated, used or placed on the Property without the prior written approval
I]! the Associalfun. No Unsighlly arliclas shall be permitted to remain an any Building Lat so as to be visible fmm
any olher portion of lhe Property. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, refuse, garbage, trash,
Equipment, gas canlslers, propane gas tanks. heat pumps, compressors, containers, lumber, iimwmd, glass, shrub
or tree clippings, plant ways, metals, bulk material, scrap shall be kept at all times in such containers and in areas
approved by ihe Architectural Cammiliee. No clothing or fabric shall be hung. dried or aired in such a way as
to be visible lo nther property.

W
W

No activities shali be canducted on the Property, and no
‘ :1.6
Improvements constructed on any property which are ur might be unsafe or hazardous to any person or property.
No particn of aha Property shall he used for the purpose of blasting,
4.7
mining. quarrying, drilling. boring or exploring for or removing water, vii, gas or other hydrocarbons, minerals,

DECL'MMIOM. 5
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rncks, stones, sand, gram] or eanh. This paragraph shall not pruhibit expicramw drilling or coring which is
nemssary to conslruci Improvements.

W.

Nothing shall be done or kept can any Building Lu: which will increase the race
4.8
of insurance on any other porlion :11 the Property without lhe appruval of [he Owner of such mher portion, nor
shah anything be done 0r kept on lhe Property or a Building Lot which would result in the canceNalian of
insurance on any property owned or managed by any such Association or which would be in violalinn of any
law.

Whiglgﬁ. The use of all vehicles, including, without limitation, Irucks, automobiles, bicyclas,
4.9
recreational
vehicles, motor harms, mater coaches, campers, tmilexs, snawmobiles, aircraft, boats,
motorcycies,
shall be subject to the Declaratian, which prohibits or limits the use thereof within lhe Property. No nun-street
parking aha” be permiued excepl where expressly designated for parking use. This rastricﬁun, however, shall
no! be deemed m prohibit cammercial and constructinn vehicles, in the ordinary course of business, from making
deliveries or mhelwise providing service in the Property or for construdiun of lmpruvements by Gramor or
Owners; provided, however, Ihul such use shall not unreasonably bother or conslitule a nuisance lo others as
determined by the Board in its reasonable judgment. Vehicles parked shaﬂ nnt exlend Into any sidewalk or
bicycle palh ur pedestrian path. No abandoned or inoperable, oversized, dilapidated or unrepalred and unsightly
vehicles or similar equipment such as snow removal equipnr ant, garden maintenance equipmenl and all other
unsightly equipmem and machinery shall be placed upon any portion of 1he Property including, without
Iimimlimn, slrL-els, parking areas and driveways, uniess the same are enclnsed by n strutture concealing them from
mm- m .1 mannur :Imyrm'cd by the Architectural Comminee. To the extent possibte, garage doors shall remain
closed an all llmea. "Abandoned or inoperable vehicle" shall be defined as any vehicle which has not been driven
under its own uropulsmn for a period of three (3) weeks or longer; provided, however, this shall not include
whxrlns parked by owners while an vacation. "Dversized" vehicles shall be defined as vehicles which are mu
Pugh m rhlur Nu: ummnru m .1 (esulumml garage.

.

Arum lla/Pr-gg. Nn animals, birds, insects, pigeons. poultry or livestock sha“ be kept on the
4.10
Pmpmty. This pdtugruph is no! intended to prnhibil the keeping of domesticated dogs, domesticated cals, and
mher huusehold pets which do no! unteasanably bother or constilule a nuisance to others as delermined by the
Board of the applicable Assucialinn. in ils reasonable iudgmenl, and are kept in campliance with the laws and
nrdimncus o! Ada County. Withnut limiting the generality of the foregoing, consistent andlur chronic barking
by dogs shall be considered a nuisance. Each dog in Eagle Springs shall be subject to all "leash laws" ofAda
Cuumy when such animai is off Ihe premises of its owmer.

WW5.

N0 house trailer, mobile home, tenl (other than for short term
4.]!
individual use), shack or other temporary building, improvement or szructme shali be placed upon any portion
of me Property, except lempnrarily as may be required by cunsnuclion activity undertaken on the Property.
ﬁrmgnmv. There shall be no interference wilh the established drainage panern over any portion
4.12
an nqume ahernalive brovision is made for pmper dtainage and is ﬁrst approved in
unless
the Property,
writing, by line Architectural Committee. For he purposes hereof, "established" drainage is deﬁned as the, system
cu‘ drainage, whelher nalurnl or olherwisel which exisls at lhe time the tavern“ grading of any portion of [he
Pmpcrty is {rumplvlecl by Granlor, nr lhal drainnge which is shown on any plans approved by lhe Architectural
(inmmim‘u. which may include drainage from (Summon Area over any Building L0: in Ihe Property.
m‘

ﬁrming

The OWHEI' of any ﬂuilding Lot within the Prcperty in which grading or olher work
approved under applicable provisions of Ada County Code or by
Ihe Architecturql Cummiﬂee, shall mgfntain and repair all graded surlaces,an_d erosion waver-lion devices,
retaining walk, drainage slrucrures. means or devices which are nal the responsibiliw of any public agency, and
planl‘mgs and guuund cover installed or completed Iheleon. Such raquirynems shall be subjecl to Reguiar,
Special, and Limited Assessments provided for heieinl

4,13

has been perfmrned pursuant to a grading plan
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ND separate or Individual Water Supply system, regardless of the
4.14
proposed use of the water to be delivered by such system, shall be permitted on any Building Lot unless such
system is dasignred, located, conﬁrmed and equipped in accordance with the requirements, standards and
recommendations of the Architectural Committee, all gavemmenial authorities him-lg jurisdiction and any mute
water company operating on the Property.

W.

W.

_

;

No individual sewage disposal system shall be used on the Properly.
4.15
Owner shall connect the appropriate facilitiEs on such Owner's Bullding Lot to the Eagle Samar System and
pay a” charges assessed therefor.
Each

'

No energy production devica, including, wixhuui Iimiuﬂnn,’
generators of any kind and solar energy devices, shall be canshucted or maintained on any portion of the Property
4.16

“ '

without the written approval of the Architectuml Committee, except for heat pumps shuwn in plans approved by
the Architectural Committee. This paragraph shall not apply to passive solar energy systems incorporated into
the approved design of a residential structure.

f

-

4.17
ﬂags. No sign of any kind shall be displayed to the public View without the approval of the
Architectural Committee except: (1) such signs as may be used by Granlor in connection with lhe development
of the Property and sale of Building Lots; (2) such signs Identifying Eagle Spring: subdivision, or informational
signs, of mammary and reasonable dimensions as pracribed by the Architectural Committee,- (3) one (1) sign of
customary and reasonable dimensions as prescribed by the Architectural Committee as may be dismayed by an
OWner other Ihan Granlor on or from a Building Lot advertising the residence for sale or lease; and (4) any sign
required by the Ada County. A custamary-“forsale‘ or "for lease" 513:: not more than thnee (3) fee! by two (2) fee!
shall not require Architectural Commiuee approval.

;!
.11.).

:2
.1“

'.::.;a

‘z

du

antenna, television antenna, satellite dish antenna or other antenna
4.18
Alumnae. No exterior
of any type shall be erected or maintained on the Property unless it is located or screened in a manner acceptable
to the Archileduml Committee.

Winn.

4.19
by Granmr and Ada County.

'."'.'-.-:«¢.'h

~

21;":

No Building Lot may be further subdivided unless expressly approved

WW.

“ﬁrm-K2:

:-.':I.zd

Nothing contained herein shali limit the right of Grantor to
4.20
subdivide or resubdivide any portion of the Property, to grant licenses, lo reserve rights—of-way and easements
to utility Campanies, public agencies or others, or to complete excavation, grading and construction of
Improvements wand m1 any portion of the PI'Operty, or to ailer the foregoing and its canstmcifun plans and
designs, or In construct such additional knprovemenL-z as Grimm: deems advisabie in the course of development
0‘ "15 PFOPEW 50 IONS 35 3W Bullding L0H" the Pmperty remains Unsaid. Such righl shall include, but shall no!
be limited to, erecting, constructing and maintaining an the Property such structures and displays as may be
reasonably necessary {or the canduct of Grantor's business of compieiing the work and disposing of the same by
sales. lease or otherwise. Grantar shall have the right at any time prior in acquisition of time to a Building Lat by
a purchaser from Gmntar to grant, establish and/or reserve on that Building Lot additional licenses, reservations
and rightmf-way to Gamer, to utty companies, or to other: as may from time to time be reasonably necessary
In lhe proper development and disposal of lhe Property. Drama: may use any slmclmas owned by Grantor on
me Property as model home complexes or real estate sales or leasing ofﬁcas. Granlur need not seek or obtain
Association or Architectural Committee approval of any Improvement constructed or placed by Grantor on any
ponian a! the Property uwn'ed by Glamor. The rights of Grimm:- hereunder may be assigned by Granmr to any
mmessnr in interns! In cannemfnn with Gmmr's interest In any portion of Ihe Property, by an empress written
assignment recorded In the Office; {If the Ada CounlyReccrder. .
Granlar, in Grantor's sale discretion, and wilh the approval of Ada County, may amend and modify the
development plans or schema for the Propeﬂv in nuisance prior to nr {alluwing the effecﬁve data of this
Declaration such development plans are subjectlo change at any time by Crawler, and impose no obligation on
Gmnlnr as. to how the Property (5 to be developed or improved. By acceplame of a deed to any property in Eagie
DECLARATION - 7
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Springs, each Owner of such pmpeny thereby acknowledges and agrees the devéiopment p'lans and schemes for

the property may be amended, modiﬁed or changed in Grantor's sole discretian.

No provision of this Declaration shalt be consumed as In prevent or limit Grantor's right In complete
development of the Pmpeny and [a construct Improvements thereon, nor Grantor's right to maintain muo‘el
homes, construction, salts or leasing ofﬁces or similar facilities on any portion of the Property, including the
Common Area or any public ﬁght—wav, nGr Grantor's right to post signs incidental to construction, sales or
leasing. A! ail limes, and under all cirtumstances, Grantorshall not be required In obtain any canseni orappmva!
from any Owner or Owners or the Associa‘lion or Architectural Committee In order for Granlor to complete
development of the Property and construct improvements themon.

mm.

Subject to the rights of réasonahle contest, each Owner sha‘l pmmpﬁv
4.21
compiy with Ihe provisions of an applicable laws, regulations, ordinance; and mher federal, stale or local
governmenlai or quasi-savammema! regulalions with respect to all or any podion of the Property.
ARTICLE V: EAGEE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION

mmmummmmm

Eagle Sprﬁnss Homeownem'
5.1
Association, Inc. (the "Assodallonﬂ shall! be initiaHy urganized by Granmr as an Idaho nun-proﬁt corporalion
under the provisions of the Idaho Code relating In general non—proﬁt corporations and shall be charged with the
duties and invested with the powers prescribed by law and set forth in the Project Documents. Neither the
Articles nor the Bylaws shall be amended or otherwise changed or Interpreted so as to be inconsistent with this
Declarauon. Each Owner shall abide by and beneﬁt from the provisions, covenants, conditions and restr'ctions
contained in the Project Documents.

5.2
Mmbﬂihlp. Each Owner, by virtue of being an Owner and for so long as such ownership is
maimained, shall be a Member of the Associatian, and no Owner, except Grantor, shall have man: than one
membership in the Association. Memberships in the Association shall be appurtenant to the Building Lot owned
by such Owner. The memberships in ‘he ASSOCiaIion shall not be transferred, pledged, assigned or alienated in
any way excep! upon the transfer a! Owner's title and than oniy to the transferee of such title. Any attempt to
make a prohibited membership transfer shali be vald and will not be reﬂected on the books of the Associatinn.
5,3
1:111:12» VmIng In the Assoclalion shall be carried out by Members who shall cast the votes
attributable to the Building Lu! which they OWn, or amibutable to the Building Lots owned by Grantor. The
number of votes any Member may cast on any issue is determined by the number of Building Lots which the
Member, including Grantor, owns. when more than one person holds an interest in any Building Lot, 3” such
persons shall be Members but shall share [he one vote attributable to the Building 1.0:. For voting purposes, the
Assodalion shall have two (2) classes of Members as described below.

W.

5.3.1
Owners other than Grantor shall be know-n as Class A Members.
entitled
to due vole for each Building Lot owned by such 0355 A Member
be
Membershall
Each Class A
on the day of a vote.

if

glam.

Granlnr shall be known as {he Class B Member, and shall be entitled
5.3.2
to 1,470 voles (that Is, 5 votes for each of the 294 approved Building Lots) less 5 votes for each Building
Lat owned by someone other lhan Granular. The (3:155 B Member shall cease lo be a valing Member in
the Assaciaﬁon on the earlier of: when the Class B Member hoists fewer than 100vala5;ur ten [10) was
after the date of [his Declaration is recorded in the ofﬁcial records of Ada County.

j.
[5'

'

'

Fractional volés shaft—101 be "allowed. In the even: that Joint Owners are unable to agree among
themseives as In how their vote or voles shall be ask, they shall lose their right to vote on the matter being put
to a vote. When an Owner casts a vote, It will thereafter be presumed conclusively for all purposes. that such
OWner was acting with authority and consent of all joint Owners of the Building Lona) from which she vote
derived. The ﬁght to vale may nut be severed or sapataled from the mership of the Buiidlng 1mm which it
DECLARAHDN
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E apputtenanl, except that any Owner may ENE a revocable proxy, or may assign such Owner's right to vote {D
mortgagee, beneﬁciary or conlract purchaser a! the Building Lot contained, for the tetm of the lease,
mungage, deed 0f trust or cnnlract. Any sale, transfer or wnveyance of such Building Lot to a new Owner shall
operate amomnlicallv ID transfer xhe appurtenant voting right to the Owner, subject to any
a! the right
to vote to a lessee, mortgagee, or beneﬁciary as provided herein.
a lessee,

331m

WWI!

Each year the Association shall hold at least one meeting of [he
5.4
Membertz, according to the schedule for such meetings established by the Bylaws. Only Members shall be
entitled to attend Association meetings, and all other persons may be excluded. When more than one person
holds an interest in any Building Let, all such persons shall be Members but only one Member with an interest
in such Building Lot shall attend Assuciation meetings. Notice for a" Assoclalion meetings, regular or special),
shall be given by regular mail to all Members, and any person in possession of a Building Lol, not less than ten
(‘10) days nor more than thirty [30] days before the meeting and shall set forth the place, date and hour of the
meeting and the nature of the businas to be conducted. All meetings shal! be held within me Property or as close
thereto as pracucai at a reasonabk: place selected by the Board. The presence al any meeting In person of the
Class B Member where there is SUCh a Member, and of the Membets repraienting Owners holding at {east thirty
percent (30%) of the total vols ofall Members, shall constitute a qumum. if any meeting cannot be heid because
a quorum is not prment, the Members present may adjourn lhe meeting to a time not less than ten (1 0) days nor
more than thirty (30) days from the time the original meellng was scheduled, without notice other than
announcement at the meeting. A! such second meeting. the presence nf the Class B Member, where there is such
a Member, and of the Members hclding at least nan percem (10%) of the total votes of all Members, shal!
constitute a quorum.

'

mm.

5.5
The affairs of [he Associatmn shall be conduded and managed
by a Board of Directors (the "Board") and such ofﬁcers as the Board may elect or appoinl, in accordance with the
Articles and Bylaws, as the same may be amended from time to time. The Board of the Association shall be
elected in accordance with the provIsIOn5_set forth in the Bylaws.

WW

56

5.6.1
Enﬂeﬁ- The Association shall have all the powers of a corpnmtion organized under
the general carporaxlan laws of lhe State of Idahu subject only to such iimitatinns upon the merclse of
such powers as are expressly set forth in the Project Documents. The Association shall have the power
to do any and all lawful things which may be authorized, required nr permitted lo be done by the
Association under Idaho law, the PruiECt Documents, and In do and perfonn any and a“ acts whlch may
be necessary in, proper for, or Incidental to the preper management and nperation of the Common Area
and the Declaralian's other assets, and the perm-mama of the other responsibilities herein assigned,

including without limitation:

Assam.

5.6.1.1
The power to levy Assessments on any OWner or any
portion of the Property and lo force payment of such Assasmems, all in accordance with the
provisions of the Project Documents.

W.

The power and authority from time to time
5.6.1.2
in its own name, an ils own behaif, or on behalf of any Owner who consents Ihweta, to
commence and maintain acﬁunﬁ and suits in rattain and enfoin any breach or lhrealened
breach of l'he'ieqt qumgnaapd qnforce by injunction or otherwise, all provisions

hereof.

W.

,.

..

__

5.6.1.3
The authority to delegate ils paw-2r and
duties to committees, officers, employees, or to any person, ﬁrm or corporation to act as
manager, and to contract for the maintenance, repair, replacement and Operation cf the
Common Area. Neither the Associalion nor the members of its Board shali be liable for any
omission or improper exercise by the manager of any such duty or power so delegaled.
DECLARNUDN
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5.5.1.4
The power tn adopt, amend and repeal by
majority vnhe of the Board such mks and regulations as the Assmjah'nn deems reasonable.
The Association may govern the use of the Common Area by the Owners, their families,
inviteas, licenseas, lessees or contract putthasets, including, without limimion, the use of
Common Area for organized recreational activmes; provided, however, that the Association
Rules shall apply equally to all Owners and shall not be inmnslstenl with the Project
Dacuments. A copy of the Associaliun Rules as they may from time to time be adopted,
amended or tepealed, shall be mailed or olharwlse delivered to each Owner. Upon such
mailing or dalivary, the Assuclalian Rules shall have the same force and effect as If they wave
set funh in and were a part of this Declaration. In the event of any cgnﬂlct between such
Association Rum and any other provisions of mi: Project Documents, the provisions 'of the
Association Rules shall be deemed to be superseded by the pravislons of the Project

Documents to the extent of any such incunsisvency.

Wm.

.

The power, exercised by the Association or by
5.6.1.5
any person authorlzed by it, In enter upon any portion of the Property (but not inside any
building constructed thereon) in the event of any emergency involving illness or potential
danger to life or property or when necessary in connection with any maintenance m
construction forwhlch khe Association is rmponsible. Such entry shall be made with as Iinle
incnnvenience to the Owner as practicable, and any damage caused thereby shall be repaired
by the Association.

W.

5.6.1.6
The power to grant and
convey In any third party such licenses, easements and righmf—way in, on or under the
Common Area as may be necessary or appropriate for {he orderty maintenance, preservation
and enjoymenl 0f {he Common Area, and for the preservation of the health, safety,
convenience and the wallare of the Owners, for the purpose of construcﬁng, erecting,
operating or maintaining:

Underground lines, cables, wires, conduits or other
5.6.1.6.1
devices for the transmission of electricity or electronic signals for lighting, healing,
power, telephone, television or other purposas, and the above ground lighting
stanchinns, meters, and other facilities associated with lhe provisions of lighting
and services.

Public sewers, storm drains, water drains and pipes,
5.6.1.6.2
water supply systems, sprinkling system, healing and gas lines or pipes, and any
slmilar public or quasi-public improvements or facilities.

Maiibaxa and sidewaﬁk abutments around such
5.6.1.63
maiiboxas or any service iac'ilily, ham, fencing and iandscaping abutting common
areas, public and private streets or land conveyed for any public or quasi'publlc
purpose including. without limilalicm, bicycle pathways.
The right to grant su:h licenses, easemenls and rlghb—of-way are hereby expressly reserved
to the Association and may be granted a! anytime prior ID twenty—one {21} years afler the
death of Iha Issue a! ihe individuals executing this» Declaration on behalf oi Granmr who are
in belng as of Ihe date hereof.

"

lﬁ'éddilign id (finial; néésséry and prayer in any out the power
mks.
ihe
Associatlcn
to
Project Documents, withoux Limiting, the generality thereof, Ihe
the
by
delegated
Association o: "5 ageni, if any, shall! have the auﬂmrity and the obligation to mnduclall buslness affalrs
cf the Assnciaﬂan and la pas-farm, without limitation, each of the following duties:
5 .61
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_. u u u n n r -. Operate, maintain,
5.6.2 1
and atherwlse manage or provide fur the operation, mamtenance and management of the
Common Area
-

W

,

.

Estabﬁsh and fund a reserve account with a
5.6.2.2
reputable banking institution or savings and loan associauon nr title insurance company
authorized tn do business in the State of Idaho, which reserve account shali be dedicated m
the costs of repair, replacement, maintenance and improvement of the Common Area~
5 .613

Mainmnanmtﬁmﬂeiainingmuundﬂm

Maintain, if

any, and without limitation, the beans, retaining walls, (anus and water amenilia within and
abuttingﬂommon Area.

WM.

5.6.2.4
Pay all real and pemona! property taxes and
Assessments separately levied against the Common Area or against the Property, the
Asmciation and/or any other property owned by {he Association. Such taxes and Assessments
may be comested or compromised by the Association, provided, however, that such taxes and
Assessmenls are paid or a bond insuring payment is posted prior to the sale or dIsposilion of
any prnpeny Ia satisfy the payment of such {ants and Assessmanbs. In addition, it»:
Association shall pay all other federal, stale qr local axes, including income or corporate
may. levied against the Association, in the event that the Association is denied [he status of
a tax exempt corpomtiun.

WW.

5.6.2.5
Acquire, pmvide and/or pay for water,
sewer, garbage disposal, refuse and rubbish collecﬁon, electrlcal, telephone and gas and other
necessary sewica for the Common Area, and to manage for the beneﬁt of [he Associaliun all
water rights and rights to receive water held by the Association, whether such rights are
evidenced by license, permit, claim, stock ownership or otherwise.

5.6.2.6
111mm. Obtain insurance from reputable insurance companies
authorized to do business in the State of Idaho, and maintain in effect any Insurance policy
the Board deems necassary or advisable, and to the man: possible to obtain, including,
wilhout limitaﬁnn the {allowing policies 0! insurance:

fire Insurance including {hose rials embraced by
5.61.6.1
coverage of the type known 45 the broad form "All Risk" 0r special extended
coverage endorsement on a b'ankex agreed amount basis for the full fnsumbie
replacement value of all ImprmIements, equipment and ﬁxtures located within the
Common Area.
Camprehensive publiciiabilitylnsumnce insuring the
5.6.2.6.2
Board, the Association, Gmntar, and the individual grantees, tenants, agents and
employees, invitees and guests of each of the foregoing against any liability
Incident tn the ownership and/or use 01 the Common Area. Limits of liability of
such coverage shall be as follmvs: No! lass than One Million Dalian. ($1,000,000)
per person and One Milﬁnn Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence with respect to
personal injury or death, and One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per accurrena:
with respect to property damage.
‘

"Full wvierage direéturs‘ and qfﬁcers‘ liability
5.62.6.3
insurance Mill 3 fimi’t of at least Two Hundred Fiﬁy‘fhousand Dollars {$250,003}.
-

5.63.6.4
Such other insumnce, including mam: vehicle
Insurance and worker's cmnpensation insurance, In the extent necessary to comply
DEELAM'I'ION
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with all applicable laws and indemnity, faithfu1 performanca, ﬁdelity and other
bands as lha Board shall deem necessary or required 10 carry out Ihe Association
lunctions or to insure the Association against any loss from malfeasance or
dishonesty of any employee or other person charged with [he management or
possession of any Association (ands or other property.

5.6.16.5
The Association shall be deemed trustee of the
interests of all Owneus in connection wiih any insurance proceeds paid to the
Association under such policies, and shall have full power to receive such Owner‘s
In'letes‘s in such proceeds and to dea! therewith.

ﬁbiﬁm

Insurancé'
16.2.6.5
{6: the arm-i: insurance
coverage shall be deemed a common expense-to be induded In the Regular
Assasmems levied by the Association.
Each Owner may obtain insurance atsuch Owner's
5.6.2.6.?
own expense providing coverage upon such Owner's Building Lot, such Owner's
persnnal property, for such Owner's personal liabnity, and covering such oxher
risks as such Owner may deem appropriate, b'ut each such policy shall provide that
it does not diminish the insurance carrier's coverage for liability arising under
Insurance policies which the Association obtains pursuant to this article. All such
insurance shall waive the Insurance company's right of subrogation against the
Association, {be other Owners, and the servant», agems and guests of any of them,
if such insurance can be obtained in [ha normal practice without
additional
‘
:pmmlmhmchargsa-fum e waivermfém'séfofm‘mﬁgm“
M?"Proceeds'
insurance claims shall be paid lo the owner of the Building Lo! and/or the
mortgagee in cannecﬁun with the Building Lot.

orsmhmﬁmw

Waking.

5.6.2.7
Make, establish; promufgale, amend and repeal such
Assaciatian Rules as the Board shall deem advisable;

Mm.

5.6.2.8
If it so elecls, prepare and disteute a newsletter on
matters of general Interest In Association Members, the cost of which shall be inciuded in
Regular Assessments;

WWhigs.

Appoint and remove members of the
5.6.2.9
Architeclural Committee, subject to the provisions of this Declaration; and
5.6.2.10
Perform such other acts,
whether or not expressly authorized by this Declaration, as may be reasonably advisable or
necessary to enforce any of the provisions oflhe Project Documents and any and all lawa,
ordinances, I'LIIB and regulations of Ada County. Mso including, without Iimltaﬂon, {ha
'recordatlon of any claim of Men with the Ada Coumy Recorder, as more fuily provided hereln.
. Financial slatements for the Association shall be prepared
regularly and samples shall be distributed to each Membero! the Association as inﬂows:

mm
W.

5.21.1
A pro fmma operating smemem or budgel, for each ﬁscal
less
than
no!
(60) days before.- the beginning of each ﬁscal year. The
be
shall
sixty
distributed
year
operating smemem shall indude a schedule ofAssessmen-ts received and receivabte, identiﬁed by the
Building Lot number and the name of the person or entity assigned.
.

5.7.2
Within ninety (90) days after the close of each ﬁsca! year, the
Assndaﬁm shalt cause In beprepared and deﬂvered In each Owner, 3 balance sheet as of the last day
DECMRATIDN -
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'99;

3.-

_

n! the Assndalion‘s ﬁscal year and annual nperaﬂng statements reflecting the income and expenditures
of the Associaa for its last ﬁscal year. Ccpies of the balance sheet and operating statementshall be
distributed to each Member within ninety (90) days after the and of each ﬁscal year.

.LT'?’

1'»

I
‘.

:I.

5.8
Manger. The Assodation may employ or contract for the services 0! a professional manager,
provided lha! no such emplowrenl shall be by a contract having a term of more than one m year, and each such
tantract shall be subject m canceilaﬁon by the Association an a ninety (90) days or In! prior notice without cause
and without payment of a Lenninaﬁun fee. The pmfessional manager 5:: employed or contacted with shall no!
have the authority (a make expenditures chargeable against the Assoclaxion except upan speciﬁc prior approval
and direction by the Board. The Board shall nu! be liable for any omission or lmpraper exercise by such a
professional manager of any such duty, power arfuncﬁnn so delegated bywrman instrument execuied by anon
behalf of the Board.
~‘:

'
‘3,
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.
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f

5t.

ND Member of the Board, or member of any committea of the Association,
5.9
or any ofﬁcer a! the Association, or Grant-or, or aha manager, if any, shall be parsnnaliy liabie to any Owner, or
to any mher party, including the Association, for any damage, loss or prejudice suffered or claimed on the accounl
of any act, omission, error or negligence of the Association, the Board, the manager, if any, or any ofﬁcer,
committee, or other representative or employee of the Association, Gmnlar, or the Architectural Committee,
provided that such person, upon me basis ofsuch information as may be possessed by such person, has acted
In good faith without wllifu! or inlamicmal miscunduct.

F.
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ARTICLE VI: RIGHTS TO COMMON AREAS

MW.

a

-,.

5.1
Every Owner shat! hails. a right to use each parcel of the Gammon
Area, which right shall be appurtenant la and shall pass wnb the title In every Building Lo: subject to the
following provisions:

The righk of lhe Association hoiding or contromng such Common Area to Ievy and
5.1.1
increase Assessments.

_.

;

5.

[as

ii
15;

,
'

The 'right of the Association to suspend the voting rights and rights to use of, or
6.1.2
interest in. Cammnn Ame by an Owner for any period during which any Assessment or charge against
such Owner's Building Lo! remains unpaid; and for a period not to exceed sixty (60) days for any
inlrnclion of the Assucianan Rules.
The right of the Amoclaticn to dedimle or transfer all or any part of the Common
6.1.3
Area to any public agency, authority or utility for such purpases and subject to such candiﬁuns as may
be permitted by the Armies, Bylaws and agreed to by the Members. No dedication or transfer of said
Common New shal! be effective unless an instrument agreeing to sunh dedication or transfer signed by
Members representing two-thirds {2/3) of each class of Members has been recorded.
The right of such Association lo
6.1.4
Improvements on aﬂ Common Areas.

{inhibit

the construction of structures or

The right of the Association to suspend any Member's voting rights andfor rightln
5.1.5
use any of the recreallanal facimies owned by the Aswciation, for any period during which any
assessments against said Member‘s property remains unpaid, and for a period not to exceed thirty (30)
days for each infraction of its published ruler. and regutations.

-Tharight ol the Association Ito-limit the number ofMembars permitted to use the
6.1.6
Common Area, or a partion thereof, a! any onetime.
The right Ofthe Association to publish reasanable rules and regulations governing
6.1.7
the use of he Common Area.
DECMMTIDN . l3
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Him“). W”and 6.;
'faclliiiés contained lhé'réin. if

Norwitﬁslandmg the Association is pbligamd In mainlaln the Gammon'kw-u-r'm‘A—rm-w‘
x§ hE'r'eby 'pr'a'vide'd mat'Ada Céunty High'Wz'y Distinct (“CHE") mz'y 51E!
tn maintain any part or facimy of the Common Area shoutd Ihe Association fail to maintain the Common Area.
In the even! “121: ACHD determina, in its sole reasonable discretion, that the Association is not adequalely
malntaining the Common Area, ACHD shaﬂ, before undertaking maintenance of the Common Area, provide
written notice of its inlenlion to begin maintenance of the Common Area within a thin}! (30) day period, within
which time frame the Association may undertake an Initial: and conclude all maintenance defects as identified
by ACHD In the event the Associatiun shall fail lo commence and canclude maintenance of the Common Area
to the talent such items of speciﬁc maintenance are identified by ACHD within the pracrlbed thirty (30) days,
then in such event, ACHD may begin to undertake maintenance vi the Cumman Area.
L

ACHD is hereby granted an irrevocable license to enter upon any ponies of the Common Aliza la
perform inspection and maintenance. Should ACHD engage in maintenance of me Common Area after having
pmvidéd notice It) the Assucialian and having provided the Association an opportunity to undertake such
maintenance, ACHD shall be entitled 10 ‘and empowered to me a ratable lien against all Building Lois In Eagle
Springs with pDWEr of sale :5 to each and every Buxiding Lot to secure payment of the costs in connection wnh
such maintenance. This sectiun shall not be amended without prior written appravak_ from ACH D

MW
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Grantnr shall designate and resenle Common Area'm the
6.3
Declaration and/or recorded Plats, deeds or other insxruments and/or as otherwise pravlded herein.

...

vr:

.w

EekgaﬂmLQLEiﬂmUie. Any Owner may delegate, in accordance with the Bylaws, such

6.4

Owner‘s right of enjoyment to the Common Area to the members of such Owner's family in residence, and such
Owner's tenants or contract purchasers who reside an such Owner's Building Lot. Only Granlor or the
Association shall have [he right to delegate the right of enjoyment to the Common Area to the general public, and
such delegation to the genera! public shall be for a let: set by Granmr or Associatinn.
Damages. Each Owner shall be fully liable for any damage to any Common Area which may
of the negligence or willful misconduct of lhe Owner, such Owner's resident tenant Dl'
or
such Owner's family and guests, both minor and adult. In the case aijoint ownership of
contract purchaser,
a Building Lot the liability of such Owners shall be Join! and SEVaraI. The cost of correcting such damage shall
be a Limited Assessment against the Building Lo! and may be collected as provided herein for lhe collection of
ether Assessments.

6.5

be sustained by reasnn

.

MW.

ARUCLE VII: ASSESSMENTS

7.1
By acceptance of a deed to any Building Lot m Eagle Springs,
each OWner ufsuch Building Lot [hereby covenants and agrees to pay when due all Assessments or charges made
by the Associalion, including all Regular, Special and Limiled Assessments and charges made against such Owner

WM
WW.

pursuant lo Ihe provisions of this Declaraticn or other applicable instrument.
Such Assessments and charges together with interest,
7.1.1
msls and reasonable annrmsys’ {ees which maybe incurred in collecting the same, shail be a charge on
the land and shaH be a conlinuing Hen upon the property against which each such Assasmani or charge
is made.

Each such Assessment, together with Interest,
7.1.2
casts and reasonabiy attorneys‘ fees, shall also be the personal obligation of the Ownerpf such property

beginning with 'Lhe'time when the Assassmmt {3155 dual The peisonai obligation fur delinquent
Assessments shall not pass In such Owner's Successors in tille unless expressly assumed by them but
shall remain such Owner’s persanal obligation regatdless 0! whether he remains an Owner.

WW.

72
rate for each

All Assessment, Regular and Special, 5213!] be ﬁxed ata uniform

Building Lat.

DEWRATTON -
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M'J.

Al] Owners are uhilgaled to pay Reguiar Assessments to the treasurer
7.3
of the Association on a schedule of payments estabiished by the Board.
13,1

WW.

The Association shaH Compute the amount
of Regular Assessments owed
"
beginning the ﬁrst day of the thlrd month following the month in which the closing of the first sake of
a Building Lat occurs in the Propeny for the purposes of the Association's Regular Assasment ('lnitialian
Date"). Thereafter, the computation of Reguiar Assassrnenls sha“ lake place not less than thirty (30) nor
more than sixty (60) days before the beginning of each ﬁscal year of the Association. The compulatian
of the Regular Assessment for the period from [he Initiation Date until the beginning of the next ﬁscal
year shall be reduced by an amaunt which fairly reﬂects the fact that such period was less than one year.
-

7:3.2

Expenses on an annual basis. The Board shall compute the amount

mm.

The Board can require, In its discretion or as pruvided
7.3.3
Dacuments, payment of Regular Assessments in monthly, quarterly, semi-annual or annual
in the
installments. The Regular Assessment to be paid by any particular Owner for any given ﬁscal year shall
be computed by mullipMng the Association‘s total advance estimate of Expensas by the fraction
produced by dividing the Buiiding Lots attributable to the Owner by the total number of Building Lots
in lhe Property.

iecl

7.4

SpgsjaLAssmmmIs.

BMW.

in the even! that the Board of the Associatlon shaH
7.4.1
determine [hat its respective Reguiar Assessmentfor a given calendar year 15 or will be inadequate to
meet the Expenses of such Association {or any reason, including, whhoul‘ limitation, costs of
construction, reconstruction. unexpected repairs or repiacemenl of Improvements upon [he Common
Area, attorney's fees and/or "ligation costs, other professional fails, or for any other reason, the Board
thereof shall determine (he approximate amount necessary In defray such Expenses and levy a Special
Assessment against the portions of lhe Property within its J‘urisdich‘on which shall be computed in ﬁhe
same manner as Regular Assessments. The Board shall, in its discretion, determine {he schedule under
which such Special Assassment will be paid.

Wm.

7.4.2
EVety Special Assessment levied by and for the
Associalinn shall be levied and paid upon the same basis as that prescribed for the levying and payment
of Regular Assessments for the Association.

Wants.

Notwithstanding the above provisions with respect to Regular and
7.5
Special Assessment, lhe Board may levy a Limited Assessmeht against a Mamber as a remedy Io reimburse lhe
Association For. casts incurred in bringing the Member andfut such Member's Building Lot inkn compliance with
the provisions 0! the governing inslmmenls far Eagle Springs.

W.

7.6
parlad shall cummenue on January

DECLARATLCIM -
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The proceeds from Regular Assessments are to
he used to pay for all costs and expenses incurred by the Assaclaﬁon, Inciuding legal and attorneys fees
and other pmx'essianal fees, for the conduct of us affairs, including without limitation Ihe costs and
expenses of construction, improvement, protection, maintenance, repair, management and operation
of {he Common Areas, intiucling a|| improvements hated on such areas awned andl'or managed and
maintained by such Association (the “Operating Expenses"), and an amount annealed to an adequate
reserve fund to be used for repairs, replacement, maintenance and improvement qf those elements of
the Common Area, or other property of the Associatiun that must be replaced and maintained on a
regular basis (the "Repair Expenses‘). The Operating Expenses and the Repair Expenses are collectively
referred to herein as lhs "Expenses."

of its

ﬁﬂf

Unless otherwise provided in the Project Documents, the Assessment
of each year and terminate December 31 of the year in which the Iniliallon
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Dale occurs. The first Warner“ shali be pro-rated acmrding In the number oi months remaining in the ﬁscal
year and shall be payable in equal monthlﬂnslaﬂments.

MW.

7.7
Ten (10) days prinrwriuen notice of Regular and Special
Assessmems shail be sent to the Owner of every Building Lot subject thereto, and In any person in possession of
such Building Lot. The due dale: fur installment payment of Regular Asses$ments and Special Assessments shall
be the first day of each month unlus sums other due date Is established by the Board. Each monthly installment

oflhe Regular Assessment or Special Assessment shall become delinquent if not paid within ten (10) days after
lhe levy thereof. There may accrue, at the Board‘s uniform discre!ion,wnh each delinquent installment payment
a late charge equal In ten percent {10%) of the delinquent installment In addition, eachjnstaﬂmenl payment
which is delinquenl for mare than twenty (20) days may accrue, at the Board's unifarm discretion, imam at "
eighteen percent (18%) per annum calculated the date of delinquency In and Including the date full payment‘is
received by the Assqciation. “we Associatinn may bring an action agalnsz the delInquant Owner and may
foreclose the lien against 'such Owner's Building Lot as more fully provided herein. Each Owner is personally
liable for Assessments, together with all interest, costs and anomeys‘ fees, and no Owner may exempt such
Owner from such liability by a wa'fver of the use and enjoyment of lhe Common Areas, Or by Iease or
abandonment of such Owner's Building Lot.

W.

The Association, upon at least twenty (20) days prior written requal,
7.8
shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to ﬂu: party making such request, a statement in writing stating whether
or not, to the knowledge of the Assodaﬂnn, a particular Owner is in default under the provisions of this
Declaration, and further stating the dates to which any Assassmenls have been paid by the Owner. Any such
cenmcale delivered pursuant to [his Article may be relied upon by any prospective purchaser or mortgagee of
the Owner's Building Lot. Reliance on such Certiﬁcate may nut extend to any default as to which the signer shall
have had no actual knowledge.

MW.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
7.9
contained in the Project Documents, written notice of any meeting called for the purpose of levying a Special
Assessment, or for the purpose of obtaining a membership vote in connection with an increase in the Regular
Assessmenl, shall be sen! lo 3” Members of the Association and to any persan In possession of a Building Lot In
the applicable Phase, not less than ﬁfteen (15] days nor more than thirty (30) days before such meeting. A! the
ﬁrst such meeting called: the presence of Members or of proxies entitled to cast sixty percent (60%) 0f the total
voles n! the Association shall constllule a quarum. If such quorum is not present, subsequent meeﬂngs may be
called subject In the same nmice requirement, and the required quorum at the subsequent meetings shall be ﬁfty
percent (50%) of the quorum required at [he precading meeting. No such subsequent meeting shall be held more
than thirty (30} days following the preceding meeting.

W-

ARTICLE VH1: ENFORCEMENT OF ASSESSMENTS; LIENS

The Association has lhe right to called and enfqrce its Assessments pursuant
8.1
to the provisions hereof. Each Owner of a Buirding Lot, upon becoming an Owner of such Building Lot shall be
damned to covenant and agree to pay each and every Assessment provided for in this Declaration and agrees to
tha enforcement of all Assessmems in the manner herein speciﬁed. In the event an attorney or attorneys are
employed for the cnlfecllon of any Assessment, whether by suitor otherwise, or to Enforce compliance mm or
specific performance of the terms and conditions of thls Declaration, each Owner agrees to pay reasonable
aﬂumey's fEE in addition to any alher retief or remedy chained against such Owner. The Board or its authorized
representalive may enforce 'lbe ubiigations of the Owners to pay such Assessment; by commencement and
mainlenance at a suit at law or in equity, or the Board may exe'rcise [he nowar of foreclosure and 53.18 pursuant
to [his Article to enforce [he Hens created hereby. A suit to recover a moneyjudgment for an unpaid Assessment
shaﬂl be'maintainabie wilhnut foreclosing or waiving the Hen hereinafter provided.
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8,2.1
Exam!!!- There is hereby crealed a ciaim of lien wiﬁ: power of sale on each and
every Building Lot to secure payment of any and all Assessments levied against such Building Lot
pursuant to this Declaration together with interest thereon a: the maximum ram penniueu' by law and
all casts of collection which may be paid or incurred by the Association making the Assessment in
connection therewith, including reasonable anomeys' fees. All sums assessed in accordance whh the
pruvisinns of mi: Declamxion shail constitute a lien on such respective Building Luis upon retardation
of a dairn ul lien with the Ada County Recorder. Such lien shall be prior and superior to all other liens
or claims created subsequent to the recordation of the malice of delinquency and claim of lien except
for tax liens for real pmpertytaxs on any Building Lot and Assessments on any Building Lot in favororany municipal or oLher governmental
body which, by law, would be superior {harem

~-

wing

Clam.

8.2.2
Upon default of any Owner in the payment of any Regular, Special
or Limited Assesémenl issued hereunder, the Association may cause to be recorded In the ofﬁce of the
Ada County Recorder a claim of "an. The claim of lien shall state the amount of such delinquent sums
and other authorized charges (including the cost of recmding such notice), a sufficient dscr‘rpﬁen of the
Building Lotte) against which the same have been assased, and the name of the record Owner thereof.
Each delinquency shall constitute a separate basis for a notice and claim of lien, but any number of
(MEN'S may be Included within a single notice and claim of lien. Upon payment to the Association of
such delinquent sums and chargs in connection therewith or other satisfaction thereof, the Association
shall cause to be recorded a funher notice stating the satisfaction of relief of such delinquent sums and
charga. The Association may demand and receive the cost of preparing and recording such release
before recording the same.

r;

8-3
MﬂItJJLEQEEdﬂil-HR- Such lien maybe foreclosed by appropriate action in court or by sale
by the Association establishing the Assessment, ils attorney or other person authorized to make the sale. Such
sale shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Code applicable to the exercise of powers
of sale permitted by Iaw. The Board‘I5 hereby authorized to appoint its atmrney, any ofﬁcer or director of the
Association, or any title company authorized to do business;_m”Idalho as 1rg.1_5!ee_ (or. the p_u_rpose of conducting such
‘ “‘
"W
power of sale or foreclosure.

W
333mm.

Notwithstanding anything contained in this Declaration to the contrary, no
8.4
'acﬂon may be brought to foreclose ‘he lien created by recnrdation of the notice of deﬁnquency and claim of lien,
whether judicially, by power of sale or otherwise, until lhe expiration OI thirty [30) days after a copy of such claim
of lien has been depusiled in the United States mail, certiﬁed or registered, postage prepaid, lo the Owner of the
Building LoLLs) described In such notice of delinquency and claim of lien, and to [he person in pomion of such
Building mus) and a copy thereof [5 recorded by the Association in [he Ofﬁce of the Ada County Recorder.
8.5

The lien for [he Assessments pmvided for herein In

cunnesctian with a given Building Lot shall nut be subordinate to the lien of any deed of mm. or mortgage except
the Men of a ﬁrst deed of trust or ﬁrst mortgage given and made in good faith and for value that is of record as an
encumbrance against such Building Lot prior lo the recardatian of a claim of lien for the Assessments. Except as
expressly provided in this Article with resped in a ﬁrst mortgagee who acquires lilie to a Building Let, the sale

or transfer of any Building Lot shall not affect the Assessment lien provided for herein, nor the creation thereof
by the retardation of a claim of lien, on accuunt of the Assessmenis becoming due whether belore, on, or aher
lhe duke of such sale or transfer, nor shall such sale'u: transfer diminish ur deleal the personal obligation of anyr
Ovimer for delinquent Assessment as provided for in this Declaratinn.

KW

Nomimstanding anyoihar provision arms Declaration, no amendment
3.6
of this Declaration shall operate to defeat the rights of the beneﬁciary Under any dead of trust era mortgage under
37W WOVEEHB‘E “P011 a Building L01 made in 800d faith and for mine, and renamed prior to ﬂu: tecotdalion of such
amendment, provided that after the fanatics-m: of any such deed of mist such Building Lat shall remain subject
to Ihls Declaration as amended.
DECMRATHDH -
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ARTICLE IX: ARCHITECI'URAL COWITIEE

W.

Improvements on the Property shall be made in conformity with {ha Eagle Springs
9.1
design guidelina (the ”Design Guidelines") and Ihe Project Docmnems. Nu lmprovanenls on any portion of Ihe
Property shall be cunslmded, placed or mmoved, except those of Grantor, without Ardlileclural Cummmee
appreval as provided by the Design Guidelins and the Project Documents. The Daign Guidelines are designed
to protect the special qualilias of Eagle Springs, and to encourage: creative design, by providing general
architectural, design and constmcﬁon guidelines (including Building Envelope guidelines), landsape guidelimﬁ
ﬁncIuding a description afexisting, natural cundilions, and vagelatinn), submlrtal and review procedures, and
fees and charges for review. This Declaration is intended lo serve as authority for the Archiledural Committee
to use Its judgment to see that an Improvements conform and harmonize as In 83127113! design, quality and type
of construction, archixedura! character, materials, color, location cm the Building Envelope, height, grada and
ﬁnish gmund elevation, natural conditions, landscaping and an aesthetic cunsiderations as set forth In the Project
Documents. The content of the Design Guidelines may be modiﬁed and amended from time to time as pmvided
in lhe Design Guidelines.

W.

9.2
Within xhiny (30) days of the date on which
Grantor ﬁrst conveys a Building Lot to an Owner, Granmr aha“ appoint three (3) individuals to serve on the Eagle
Springs architectural committee (the “Architectural Committee“). Thereafter, at any "me, and from time to time,
until such time as the Class B Membership is terminated, Gamer shail have the exclusive right, In Grantor's sale
discreliun, to appoint, remove and replace a” members of the Architectural Committee. At all mher times. the
Board of the Association shall have the right to appoint, remove and replace all members of the Architectural
Committee. If a vacancy on the Architectural Committee occurs and a permanent replacement has not yet been
appointed, Granmr or the Board, as the case may be, may appolman acting member to serve {or a speciﬁed
temporary period not to exceed one 11) year. A member of the Architectural Committee need not be an-Owner.
Members of the Architecturai Committee may be removed by the person appointing them a! any time without
cause. The Architectural Committee shall review, study, and either approve or reject the proposed improvemem:
on the Propeny, all In compliance with the Project Documents. The actions of the Architectural Committee in
the exercise of Its discretion by Rs approval or disapproval of the proposed Improvements on the Property, or with
respect to any other matter before it, shall be conclusive and binding on a” intereated parties.

W.

The Architectural! Comminee shall consider and ac! upon
9.3
any and all proposals or plans and specifications submitted for its approval pursuant to lhe Project Documents
and shall inspect construczion in progress to assure its conformance with plans approved by the Archilectural
Committee. The Architecturaf Commirlee shall have the power to hire an archited, licensed with the State 0f
Idaho, to assist the Architectural Committee in its review of proposals or plans and specificaiiuns submitted to
the Architectural Commlnee.

CW.

The Archilectm‘al Committee may condition ils approval
9.3.1
of prupnsals or plans and speciﬁcations upnn such changes therein as it deems appropriate, andlor upon
the agreemem of the Owner submitting the same (“Applicant") to gfant appropriate easements to an
Association for the maintenance thereof, and/or upon the agreement of the Applicant to reimburse an
Association for the cost of maintenance, and may require submission of additional} pIans and
specifications or other information before approving or disappruving materia! submitted.

9.3.2
AKhHEENEEﬂmﬂﬂMﬂlﬁindiﬂi The Nchileciural Committee also may
establish rules and/or guidelines setting forth pruceduras [or and the required content of the applicalians
and plans submitted {or approval. Such rules may require a fee to accompany each application for
approvals nr_additianal factor; which it will take into consideration in reviewing submissions. The
Architectural Committee shah delexmine the amount ofsuch fee in a reasonable manner. Such lees she“
be used to defray the costs and expenses of the mdﬂlectural Committee, intruding the cast and expense
of hiring an archhect licensed by the State of Idaho, as provided above, or for such other purposes as
established by the Board, and such fee shall be refundable to the extent no! expended for the purposes
herein stated.
DECLARATION - HI
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Such rules and guideﬂnes may establish, without limllallan, specific rules and regulaliuns
regarding deaign and style eiemants, landscaping and fences and olher slruclures suth as animaf
enclosures as well as special architectural guidelines appllcable to Building Lois located adjacent lo
public and/or prime npeu space.

9.3.3
Demﬂndﬂam. The Archlledural Commmee may require such detail In pfans and
speciﬁcalions submitted hr 115 review 35-“ deems proper, including, without limitation, ﬂoor plans, site
plans. landscape plans, drainage pL’lns, elevation drawings and descrlpllnns or samples of exterior
materia! and colors. Until recap! by the Architectural Commhlee nf any required plans and
speciﬁcalions, the Architeclural Communal: may posipone review a! any plan submiued [Dr apprmml.

MW
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9 3 .4
DECISIOns of the Architectural Committee and
lhe masons lherefor shall be transmitted by lhe Archllectural Comminee lo lhe Applicant a! the address
set
In iha applicaliun [or approval within thirty (30) days altar ﬁling all materials required by lha
Archileclural Cnmmihee. Any materials submiued pursuant m Ibis Article XI shall be deemed approved
unless writlan disapprova! by aha Architeclural Committee shall have been mailed to [he Appiicanl
within Ihirly (30) days after lhe dam of ﬁling said materials with the Architectural Commmee.

{0t

9.4
The Archilectural Committee shall meet from time
In lime as necessary to perform [[5 duties hereunder. The Architectural Committee may from time to Ilme by

resolution Unanimnusly adopted in wriling, designate 3 Architectural Cornmmee representative (who may, but
need nm be one of 315 members) to take any action or perform any dulies for and on behalf of the Architectural
Cummiltee, except the granting of variances pursuant to paragraph 9.9. In the absence of such designation, the
vote of any two (2) members of the Architectural Comm Men, or the written consent of any two (2) members of
the Architectural Committee taken wilhoul a meeting, shall constitute an act of the Architecture! Cnmmmee.

Wis.

The approval of the Architectural Cumminee cf any proposals
9.5
or plans and specificalions or drawings far any work done or proposed, or in connection with any other maner
requiring the approval and consent of the Architectural Commiuee, shaﬂ not be deemed to constitute a waiver
.

of any righl Ln wilhhold approval ar consent as to any similar proposals plans and speciﬁcations, drawings or
nmner whala-var subsequently Clr additionally submitted for approval or consent.

mm.

The members of the Architectural Committee shall receive no
9.6
cumpensaﬁan for services rendered, other than reimbursemenl for expenses Incurred by {hem in the performance
of their duties hereunder and except as otherwise agreed by the Board.

lﬂﬁDﬁEﬂﬂﬂﬁf—Wﬂfk- Inspection uf work and correction uf defects [herein shall proceed as

9.7

follows:

Upon the temptation of any work lnr which approved plans are required under this
9.7.]
Article XI, the Owner shall give written notice of completion to the Architectural Committee.

Wilhin sixty (60) days thereafter, the Architectural Committee or Its duly auzhnrized
9.7.2
representalive may inspect such ImpravemenL If Ihe Axchitecmra! Committee ﬁnds lhai such work was
not done in substantial compliance with the approved plans, i! shall notify Ihe Owner in wriling of such
nan-compliance within such sixty (60) day period, specifying the particular nancompliance, and shat!
.
require the Owner to remedy the same.
If upon lhe expiration of thirty (30! days from lhe date of such nulmcalx‘cn, or any
9.7.3
lunger time lhe Archllectural Committee dztermines to be reasonabie, the Owns: shat! have failed to
remedy such nnncumpliance, the Architectural Committee shall notify the Board in writing of such
inﬂate. Upon notice and hearing, as provided in the Bylaws, the Board shall delermine whether there
is a noncompliance and, it so, the nature thereof and the eslimared cost nf carrecﬂng or removing the
same. if a noncompﬁanm exis'ts, the Owner sha1h remedy or remove the same within a period of no!
DECLAMTIW -
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more Ihan [umuﬁve {45) days from the date ofihe announcement of the Beard ruiing uniass the Board
speciﬁa a longer time as teasnnable. If the Owner does notcomply with the Board ruling within such
period, Iha Board, at its option, may either remove the noncomplying imprcvemcnt or remedy the
noncompliance, and the Owner shall reimburse the Association, upon demand, for all expenses Incurred
In comedian therewith. H such expense-s are not pmmptiy repaid by the Owner to {he Msociation, the
Board shall levy a Limited Assassment against such Owner for reimbursement pursuant tn the Project.

If for any reason the Architectural Committee fails to notify the Owner of any
9.7.4:
nnncumpliance within sixty (60) days after receipt of he written notice of completion from the Owner,
the work shall be deemed to be in accordance wlxh the approved pians.

WWW

9-8
Approvalbv mekmhirectumiﬁrmmiﬁee
does not necessarily assure approved bf the lmpmvements by any appropriate governmental or quasigovernmenlal agency, board or commission. The Architectuml Committee shaH review and approve or
disapprove 2H pians submitted mi! For any proposed impravement, altemﬁon or addition, soiely on the basis of
aesthenc considerations and the overall beneﬁt or detrimentwhich would result to the immedtale vicinity and
ID the Property genemily. The Architectural Committee shall take into consideration the aesthetic aspect 0f {he
architectural designs, pIacement of building, landscaping, color schemes, Exterior ﬁnishes and materials and
similar features, but shall not be rasponsibie fur reviewing, nor shall its approval of any plan or design be deemed
approval of any plan or design (ram lhe standpoint of structural safety or conformance with building or niher
codes, Notwithslanding that the Archilec‘tural Committee has approved Improvements, plans and specifications,
neither the Architectural Committee nor any at its members shat) be responsible or liable to the Association or
to any person, Owner. or Granmr with respect In any loss, liability, ciaim or expenses which may arise by reason
of such apprnval of Ihe Improvements, unless due to the willful misconduct or bad faith of the Archnectural
Committee. Neither the Board, Architectural Comminee or any agent (hereof nor Gramcr or any of its partners,
employees, agents or consultants shall be responsible in any way for any defects in any plans or speclficalions
submmed, revised or approved in accordance wilh the provisions of the Design Guidelines or this Declaration,
nor for any structura! or other defeas in any work done according to such plans and specifications. In any and
a" evenu, the Architectural Committee shall be defended and indemnified and held harmless by the Assuciation
in any such sun or proceeding which may arise. by reasun of the Architeﬂural Committee's decision. The
Associalinn, however, shail not be obligated to defend, indemnify and hoid harmless each member of the
Archilecluriﬂ Committee to khe exten! any such member of the Architectural Cummmae shalt be adjudged to be
liable for negligence or misconduct in lhe performance oisuch member's duty as a member of xhe Architectural
Cumminee, unless and {hen only in the extent that the court in which such action or suit may be brought shall
determine Ihal, despile the adiudicaﬁon of liability, but in View of ail circumstances of {he case, such member
is fairly and zensonabiy entilled to indemniﬁcation and defense for such expanse if such court shaﬁ deem proper.

Mam.

The Architectural Committee may authorize variances from compliance wllh any
9.9
oi the architectural provisions of lhe Project Documents, including resxrictiuns upon height. size‘ Hoar area or
placement of struclures, or similar restrictions, when circumslances such as topography, natural obstruciians,
hardship, aesthetic or environmental cansideralians may require. However no variances will be granted for
cansuudian cl struciures or Improvemanls, in the Common Areas. Such varianca must be evidenced in writing‘
mus! be sigm'ﬁ by at lacs! Mo (2] membats of [he Atchitenural Comminee, and shall become eﬁecﬂve upon
recordalion In the uﬂice a! the County Recmder of Ada County. I! such variances are gramed, no Wolauon of [he
covenants, candiiions or restrictions contained in {his Declaraiion shall be deemed to have occurred with respect
In the mama: for which Ihc variance was gramed. The granting of such a variance shail I'm! aperale ta waive any
of the harms and provisions of xhis Declaration for any purpose excepl as m lhe particular Buiicﬁng Lu! and
purliculur provisiun hereof covered by Ihe varianCe’ nor shall it affect In any Way the Owner's obligation to
mmmy wilh allgnvemmuntal lawmnd regulations smacking such Owner‘s-use of lhe Buildlng Lal, inciuding bu:
nu! limiter} Ia zoning nrdinimces or requirements Imposed bvany governmentaf or munTcipal authority.

IN. Ell‘AHAIICN
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ARTICIE X: EASEMENTS

1 0.1
Every Owner shall have a nonexclusive easement for the
enioyment of the Common Area which shall be appurtenant to and shall pass with the title to every
Building Lot, subject to the easements set forth in this Declaration. as supplemented and amended from time to

use and

time.

MW.

.u........n-_

1 0.2
Any Owner may delegate, in actnrdance wilh Ihe Aniclas, Bylaws, 1his
Declamiun and the Rules and Regulations, such Owner‘s right of enjoyment In the Common Area, in such

W.

OWner's tenants, employees, family, guests or invitees.

W.

10.3
The Property, and all portions thereof, shall be subject ti: a" easements
shown on any rewarded Plat affecting lha Property, or any ponlnn thereof, and to any (ﬁber easements of record
or of use as of the dale of retardation of the Declaration, as suppIernemed and amended from time In time.
10.4
There shall be reciprocal appurtenant easements of
encroachment as between each Building Lot and such portion or ponions of the Gammon Area adjacent lheretu,
or as between adjacent Building Lats, due to the unwillful ptacemenl or settling or shifting of the Improvements
including, without limitation, slruciures, walkways, bike paths, sidewalks and driveways constructed,
reconsxructed or akered thereon in accbrdanca with the terms of this Declaration. Easamems of encrnachment
shall be valid unly so long as [hey exist, and the rights and Obligations of Owner: shall not ba altered in any way
because at encruachments, settling or shifting of the Improvements; provided, however, that in no event shall a
valid easement for encroachment occur due In the willful act or acts of an Owner. In the event a structure on
any Building Lot is partially or totally destroyed, and then repaired or rebuilt, the Owners of each Building Lot
agree th at miner encroachments within and over adjaining Building Lots that existed prior to the encroachment
may be reconstructed pursuant to the easement granted by this paragraph.

film.

10-5
Grantnr expressly reserves for the baneﬁt of all the Prepeny reciprocal
lo and from their respective Building Lots for Installation
easemenls of access, ingress and egress for all
and repair a! utility servicei, for drainage of water over, acmss and upon adjacent Building Lars and Cummon
Areas resulting from {he normal use: of adjulning Building Lots or Common Areas, and for necessary maintenance
and repair of any Improvement includrng, without limitation, fencing, relalning walls, Iighting‘facilities, mailboxes
and sidewalk abutmenls, trees and landscaping. Such easements may be used by Grantur, and by all Owners,
their guests, tenants and Invitees, residing on or lempomrily visiting the Property, for pedastrian walkways,
vehicular access and such nlher purposes reasonably necessary far the use and enjoyment of a Building Lot or

Common Area.

.

”yuan-.1;
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10.6
Notwithstanding anything expressly or impliedly contained
herein to the canlraw, [his Declaration shall besubject to a” easements heretofore os- hereafter granted by Gmntor
for Ihe Installation and mainmnanca of utililias and drainage facilities that are: required for the deveiopmenl of
the' Property. in addition, Granmr hereby reserves for the beneﬁt of the Msociation the right :0 grant additional
easements and rights-uf-way over the Property tn utility compania and public agencies as necessary or expedient
fur Ihe proper development of the Property until close of escrow for the sale of the last Building Lot In the
Property In a purchasrgt.

10.6.1
The Owner: of Building leis
we hereby restricted and enjoined from construciing or altering any improvements upon any drainage
or utiliw ensembnt areas as shown on the Fiat or otherwise designated in any recorded document which
Would interfere with ar prevgnt the easement from belng used for Such purpnse; pruvIdEd, hawaver that
the What of such Building Lois, and Grantor, Association or designated entity with regard to the
iandscaplng easement described In. this Article, shall be entitled to install and maintain landscaping on
such easemenl arzas, subject to appraval by the Architectural Canmltlee, so Kong as the same would
nat interfere with or prevent the easement areas frum being used for their intended purposes; provided
funhnr, lhat any damage susﬁained to Improvements on the easement areas as a :esuft uf iagttfmate use
DECMRAYIDH — 2]
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of the easementaxea shall be the sole and exclusive abligalion uhhe Owner of the Building Lot whose
fmpruvemems were 5:; damaged.
10.7
The rights and duties of the Owners of the
Building Lots within the Property with respect to utiliiies shall be guverned by the following:
Wherever utility house connections are installed within ﬂue Property, which
10.7.1
connections or any portions thereof lie in or upon Building Lots owned by an Owner other than the
Owner 0! the Building Lu: served by [he connections, the Owner of the Building Lot served by the
connections shaii have the right, and is hereby gramed an amen! to the full extent necessary therefor,
10 enter upon any Building Lat or In have [hair agen! enter upon any Building lotwilhin the Property
in or upon which said connections or any paﬂian thereof lie, to repair, mplace and generally maintain
ihe connections as and when it may be necessary.
Whenever utility house connections are installed within the Pmperry, which
10.7.2
cannectlons serve more than one Building Lo! the Owner of each Building Lo! served by lhe cannections
shall be enmied to full use and enjoyment of such ponians of said connections as sen/Ice such Owner's
Building Lot.

MW

.

m5
Whenevera driveway ls installed within [he Propeny which In whole
or in part lies upon a Building Lo! owned by an Owner ulher lhan the Owner of {he Building Lot served, or
installed to serve more than am~ Building Lat, the Owner of each Building Lo! sewed or In be served by such
drlveway shall be entitled to lull use and enjoyment of such-ather Building L0! as required to service such
Owner's Building Lot arm repair, replace ur maintain such drlveway.

mm.

10.9
In the even! of a dispute between Owners with respect In the
repair or rebuilding of utility connections or driveways, or wilh respect tq the sharing a! the cast therefor, upon
written requesl of one of such Owners addrESsed lo the applicable Association, [he matter shall be submined ID
the Board which shall decide the dispute and, if appropriate, make an appropriate Assessment against any or all
of Ihe Owners involved an behalf of the prevalllng Ownercs), which Assessment shall be ca|!ected and enforced
in Ihe manner provided by [his DecIaration for Limited Assessments.

WWW

10.10
Granmr, for itself and its successors and assigns,
hereby retains a righl and easement of ingress and egress nver, in, upon, under, and across the Common Area
and [he right 10 store materials {hereun and to make such rather use theteof as may be reasonably necessary or
Incident tn the construction of the Improvements on the Property owned by Grantor; provIded. hawaver, that no
such rights shall be exercised by Grantor m such a way as to unreasonably interfere with the occupanLy, use,
enjoyment, or access to an Owner' 5 Building Lo! by that Owner or such Owner's family, tenants, employees,
guests, or invuees.

mm.

-

All conveyances of Building Lots made after the date of the
10.11
recording of the Deciaration, as amended and supplemented from time to time whether by Gmntor or okherwise,
shall be construed In grant and resume the easements contained In this Anicle, even though no Speciﬁc reference
[a such aaserﬁents or to this Article appears In the Instrument for such conveyance.

WED!-

A genital easement is hereby- granted In all police, sheriff, ﬁre
10.12
protection, ambulance, andail other similar emergency agencies or persons to enter upon all streets and upon
Ihe Property in [he proper performance of their dunes.

‘i'bhi

Mammnamja'sgmm. An easement is hereby reserved to Granlur. and granted in the
Associaﬂan. and any member of the Board or manager, if any, and their respeCtiVe ofﬁcers, agenls, mployees.
and assigns, upon, across, over, in, and under the Building Lats a right to make such use of the Buitding Lots as
may be necessary or appropriate m make emergency repalrs or to perform the duties and functions which the
Assuciauon $5 obligated or permitted to perform pursuant lo the
Documents, Including the right to enter

iect
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upon any Building Lat fur the purpose of performing maintenance lo the landscaping or {he exterior ol
improvements to such Building [at as required by the Frnject Documents.

MW-

ARTICLE XI: DAMAGE OR DESTRUCI'ION

11.1
Each and every Owner hereby irrevocably consume: and
appoint: the Asmdaﬁun as such Owner's true am? lawfu! aucmay-in—fact'In such Owner's name, place, and stead
for the purpose of deaﬁng with the Improvements an the Common Area upon damage or datrucﬁnn as provided
in Ibis Arﬁcle or a complete or partial taking as pruvided in the next Article below. Acceptance by any grantee
at a deed or other instrument of conveyance from Granmr or from any Owner shall constitute appointment of
the anomey—in-fact as herein provided. As anamey-in-fact, the Association shall have full and compfute
aulharizallnn, right, and powar to make, aecute, and deliver any contract, assignmenr, deed, waiver, or other
instrument with respect to the interest of any Owner which may be necessary or appropriate to exercise the
powers granted herein to the Association as anorney—in—fact.

W

11.2
As soon as practical after an event causing damage to
or destruction to any part of the Common Area, the Association shall, unless such damage or dﬁtructinn shall
be minor, obtain an eslimate or estimates that it deems reliable and complete of the casts of repair and
reconstruction of that pan of the Common Area 50 damaged or destroyed. "Repair and reconsxrucﬁon' as used
in this Article shalt mean restoring the damaged or destroyed Improvements to substantially the same condition
in which they existed prior to the damage or destruction.

gm.

1 1 .3
As soon as practical after obtaining estimates, the Assactazlon shall
diligently pursue to completion the repair and reconstruction of the damaged or destroyed Improvements. As
anorney—in—fact for the Owners, [he Associalfun may take any and all necessary or appropriate action to effect
repair and reconstrucﬁun, and ma consent or other action by any Owner shall be necassary. Assessments of the
Assncialion shaII not be abated during any period of insurance adjustments and repair and reconstruction.

W.

11.4
ﬁmdihLRBﬂiﬁjﬂiRﬂcﬂﬂﬂmnm The proceeds received by the Association from any
hazard msumnCE shall be used for lhe purpose 0f repair and reconstmctinn. If the proceeds of the Insurance are
inmfﬁciem to pay the estimated or actual cast of such repair and recunstmction, the Association may assess and
collect in advance from all Owners .1 Special Assessment sufficien: lo provide funds to pay such estimated or
actual costs of repair and reconstruction. Further assasmems may be made in like manner if the amounts

collected prove insufﬁcient in complete such repair and reconstruction.

115
The Insurance proceeds held by the
Association and the amounts received frum the Special Assessments constitute a fund for the payment of the costs
of repair and reconstruction after casualty. It shall be deemed that the first money disbursed in payment for the
costs of repair and recunstrucﬁorr shall be made from insurance proceeds, and the balance from the Special
Assessmenm. If there is a balance remaining after payment of all cost. of such repair and reconstruction, such
balance shall be distributed to 1312: Owners in proportion to the contributions each Owner made as a Spatial
Assessment in the Associatian under this Article or, if no Special Assessments were made, then In Equal shaxes
per Building Lot, ﬁrst lathe mongagees of a ﬁrst mortgage and than to the Owners, as their interests appear.

WW-
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11.6
II Owners reprasenﬁng at least sixty seven percent (67%) of the Ma!
allncated voles in lhe Assaclatiun and sixty seven percent {67%} of the mortgagee: of a ﬁrst mortgage {based upun
am: vole {or each mortgage owned) of the Building Lots agree in writing not to repair and reconstruct and no
alternative imptcwemznls as authorized, Ihen and in that event the damaged Common Area shall he reslored lo
ils natura! slate and maintained as an undeveloped portion of the Common Area by the Association in a neat and
anradive condition, and any remaining insurance proceeds shall be distributed in equal sham: per Building Lot,
as their interesls appeatv
ﬁrst ID I112 mongagees of a first mortgage and then In the

mars,
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ARTICLE XII: CONUEMNATIDN

12.1
Whenever all at any part of the Common Area shall be taken or conveyed
in lieu of and under threat of candemnalion by the Board acting as altomey-imfact for all owners under
instructions from any authority having the power of cundemnaﬁon Dr eminent dcmain, each Owner shaﬂ be
entiﬂed m notice ufihe taking. bunhe Association shall an as anorney-In-fact for a" Owners in the proceedings
incident to the condemnaliun proceeding, unless otherwise prohibited bylaw.

12-2
The award made far such partial or
compiele taking shall be payable to the Association as trustee for all Owners to be disbursed as follows: If the
taking involves a ponion of the Cmunan Area on which Improvements have been mnsuuued, then.,unlesa ..
within sixty (60) days after such taking Grantor and Owners representing at least 5%? W-pamnbtﬁiﬂfdme
Ctass A Members shall otherwise agree, the Association shall restore or replace such lmpmvernents so taken an
the remaining land included in the Cemmnn Area to the extent lands are available therefor, in accordance with
plans approved by the Board and lhe Archliectmal Committee. If such Improvements are to be tepalred or
restored, the provisions In the Article Immediately above regarding the disbursement of funds in respect In
casuaity damage or destruction which Is to be repaired shall apply. If the taking does not involve any
Improvements an the Common Area, or if there is a decisinn made not to repair or restore, or If were are net
funds remaining after any such restoration or replacement is completed, then such award or net funds shall be
distributed in equal shares per Building Lot, ﬁrst to the mungagea of any ﬁrst mortgage and then m the Owners,
as their interests appear.

mm.

ARTICLE XHI: WATER SYSTEMS

13-1
Each Building Lot shall have access to 3 Domestic Water System,
to be constructed by Granlur and lo be operated by Eagle Water Company (subject In the transfer of the
ownership of such Domestic Water System as hereinafter provided). Said Domestic Water System shall consist
of pumps, regulators, pipes and nlher delivery system equipment, and shall provide waker for culinary and other
ordinary domestic household use; Granlar shall establish reagenable charges for water use from the Domestic
Water System, which charges shail be separate and distinct from any assessmenr, but shall ha a lien on any
Building Lot just as an Assessment, as provided further herein. Any OWner's use of water from the Damestic
Water System shall constitute an agreement to pay the charges for such use. Should any Owner fail to pay the
charge; for such Owner's water use from lhe Domestic Water System, the Association and/or Grantor shall, after
reasonable nullce, be entitled to discuntlnua water service as pmVided by Idaho State laws. Grantnr shall have
the right to expand the Domestic Water Syslem to other real property, whether such real property is subject to
this Declaration, and to coliect "hook~up" or user fees from those users of the Domwic Water System nlher khan
[he Ownérs of the Building Lats. Such "hookup“ or user fees shall be used, in pan, to partiaily relmburse Gmmor
for the purchase, construction and development cosis in comedian with the Domestic Water System equipment,
improvements and administration.

13-2
hmﬂmﬂﬂmﬂﬁmmamgﬂkmrjmem. No Owner, nor any other person clalming
right under any Owner, shall cause or allow to be caused, any connection between [he Domestic Water System
and any nun-potable water system or source.

'

13.3 '
Ranger. Nolwitlwtandlng any ether provision of this Declaration, Granturshall hava the right
In mar-slat, Se” or com/av the Dumaslic Water System, either as lhe Domestic Water System serves the Praperty
and/or as it serves additional real propertyhfar and an behalf of the Cantor, to the Association In In a waler
company licensed and regulated by the idahn Public Utilities Commission, conditioned only upon teasonable
assurances that Ihe Domesticgwilcr $y§lgm wilfube ppmled [n a magner that will prgglde pplpblg walegqrvicg
WHEN—nail“: 6i i: mrifiﬁuiné basis viilh‘qiléllty afseﬁitalﬁifél {HE'EEHEF than pre‘vfousw pmvlded. Far‘purpdsﬁ"
uF Ibis Article‘ Grantor is hereby appuinied and made warney-imfact for [he Assnciation, WEI}: full power uf
attorney to consummate any such transfer of the Domstic Water Sy5tem.
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ARTICLE XIV: RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES

If any dispute or question arises between Members or between Members and the Association or the
Architedural Committee relating to the interpretation, performance or nonperfonnance, violation, or enforcement
of the Project Dncuments, such dispute or violation may be subject to a hearing and deletmlnation by the Board.
ARNCLE XV: MISCELLANEOUS

'

15.1
lama. The easements created hereunder shall be perpetual, subject only to extinguishmem
by [he homers of such easemems as provided by law. The covenams, conditions, reirictinns and equitable
semiludes of [his Declaration shall run until December 31, 2015. unlas amended as herein provided. After
December 31, 101 5, such covenants, conditions and raatrictions shall be automatically extended for successive
periods of ten (10) years each, Unless amended or extinguished by a written instrument executed by Members
hoiding at least threefounhs (3/4) of the voting power of the Association and such wriuen instrument is recorded
with lhe Ada County Recorder.

"

madman:-

75-2

515%.

15.2.1
Except as pruvlded in paragraph 15.3 below, until the retardation of
the first dead In a Building Lor in the Property, the provisions of this Declaration may be amended,
modiﬁed, clariﬁed, supplemented, added to (collectively, ”amendment') or terminated by Granmr by
recordalian of a written inslrumen! setting fnnh such amendment or lamination. Any amendment
affecting only a particular Phase may be made by Grantor by an amendment to this Declaration a! any
time up to the recordatinn oflthe ﬁrst deed to a Building Lot in such Phase.

Mama.

15.2.2
Except where a greater percentage is required by express provision in
[his Declaration, the provisions of this Declaration. other than this Article, any amendment shall be by
an instrument in writing signed and zicknowledged by the presldént and secretary of the Association
certifying and attesting lhat such amendment has been approved by the vote or written consent of
Owners representing more than sixty-six percent (66%) of the Vales in the Association, and such
amendment shall be effective upon its retardation with the Ada County Recorder. Any amendment to
this Article shall require the vote or written consent of Members holding eighty percent (80%) of the

'14::
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voting power of the Association.
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15.2.3
Any amendment of this Declamtlon approved in the manner
speciﬁed above shall be binding on and effective as to all Owners and their respective properties
nutwilhstanding that such Owners may not have voled for or consented to such amendment. Such
amendments may add to and increase the covenants, condltions, restrictions and easements applicabie
lo the Property but shall no! prohibit or unreasonably Interfere with [he allowed uses of such Owner‘s
property which exisled prior to the said amendment.
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Mmgageﬁmtﬁmmn. Notwithstanding any olher provision of this Declaration, no amendment
of this Declaration shall operate to defeat or render Invalid the rights of the beneﬁciary under any ﬁrst mortgage
or deed of trust upon a Building Lot made in good faith and for value, and recorded prior to the retardation of
such amendment, provided lhak after foreclosure of any such ﬁrst mortgage or deed of trust such Building Lot shall
remain subject In this Declaration, as amended.
15.3

<

.x“

Emma-Anyunoﬁces-permitmd or- required to be delivered as~provided herein shall be in'
15.4 writing and may be delivered eikher personal ’y or by mail, If delivery is made by mail, itshall be deemed to have
been delivered seventy-two (72) hours after the same has been deposited in the United States me”, first class,
-

postage prepaid, addressed to any person at the address glvan by such person to the Association for the purpose

of service of such notice, or to the residence of such person if no address has been given to the Associatlon or

DECLARATION
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m the address ofsuch person as contained in the Ada Counr,’ tax assasor's rolls. Such addrﬁs may be changed
from time to lime by notice in writing to the Association, as provided in this paragraph 15.4.

Wm:Wm.

15.5

15.5.1
Except as atherwise provided herein, any Owner of any
Building Lot shall have the n'ght to enforce any or all of the provisions hereof against any property within
the Property and against the Owners thereof.

WW5

15.5 2
The failure of any Owner of a Building Lot to comply
with any provision hereaf, or with any provision of the Project Documents, is hereby declared a
nuisance and will give rise to a cause uf action in Grantur, the Association or any Dwner of Builc‘ﬂing
Lads) within the Pmperty for recovery of damages or for negative or afﬁrmative injunctive relief or both.
However, any other provision to the contrary notwithstanding, only Grantor, the Association, the Hazard,
or a duly authorized agent of any of them, may enforce by self-heIp any of the provisions hereof, and
then only If such self-help‘is preceded by reasonable notice to the Owner.

""
-

W

15. 5.3
Anyviolaﬁon of anysme, municipal or Eocal law, mdinance o
regulation pertaining to lhe ownership, occupation or use of any property within the Property is hereby
declared to be a violation of this Declaration and subject to any or all of the enforcement procedures
set forth in this Declaration and any or all enforcement procedures in law and equity.
-==».

WW.

15.5.4
exclusive.

Each remedy provided herein is cumulative and not

mm.

15. 5.5
The failure to enforce any of the provisions herein at any time shall
‘
not constitute a waiver of the right to enforce any such provision.
15.6
lniemmlaﬂnn. The provisions oi this Declaration shail be liberally construed to effectuate Hs
purpqse of creating a uniform plan for the development and operation of the Property. This Declaration shall be
construed and governed under the laws of the State of Idaho.

'

WWW

15.6.1
All of the provisions hereof shall be liberally
construed together to promote and effectuate the fundamental concepts of [he development 0! the
Property as set farth in the recitals of this Declaration.

WW.

15.6.2
Notwithstanding the provisions oflhe foregoing paragraph
15.6.1, each of the provisions of this Declaration shall be deemed indepehdent and severable, and [he
invalidity or panial lnvaﬁdity of any provision or portion thereof shali not affect the validity or
enforceability of any ulher provision herein.
'

'

W351.

15.6.3
Unless the context requires a cantrary construction, the
singular shall include the plural and the plural the singular; and the masculine, feminine or neuter shall
each including the mascuﬁne, feminine and neuter.

Wm-

Allncaptlans and titles used in this Declaration are intended solely for
15.6.4
convenience of reference and shall not affect thatwhich is set forth in any of the provisions hereof.
_

WWII;

7
All references herein In Glantur, Owners, the Association or person
_»_ .15'
shall be construed to include all successors, assigns, partners and authorized agents of such Grantor, Owners,
Association or person.
,
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties herein have m lhelr hand: this
DEER VALLEY

_

day a! Dunbar, 1995.

AND ASSOCIATES

LIM|T£D PARTNERSHIP.
an Idaho limited partnership
BY:

'Cu-yli- . ::.

ERENSON CORPORATION, an Hahn

'

BYLJ/{K/ﬂ—ﬁ
Greg Cnman, President

STATE

OFJDAHO

.

i 55.

-

County of Ada

)

gr.

35K

On this
day of OCTO
, 1995, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public In and
for said State, personally appeared jAMES P. BRENNAN, knnwn or identified to me to be the Prsiden! of
BRENSON CORPORATION, the General Partner of DEERVALLEY AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
the partnership that executed lhe instrument or the person who executed the instmment on behalf of said
pannership, and acknowledged to me that such partnership executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto sex my hand and affixed my ofﬁcial seal the day and year in
this certiﬁcate ﬁrst above wrine

"l'u

Notary Public {or 57%; diva/114;)
Residing ai
—Ao.4
My commission expires: IQ- 35—? ﬁ

Mramml

WA)!
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STATE OF

IDAHO

1929001348

)

)55.

County 0f Ada

)

On this JQday of October, 1995, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State,
personally appeared GREG COMAN, known or identiﬁed to me to be me President DICOMAN COLLECTI ONE,
NO, the corporalion Ihat executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said
corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same.
.: IN WH’NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto selmy hand and afﬁxed my ofﬁcial seal the day and year in.
cértificate
ﬁrst above written.
this

.

3. ..;

KATH‘? CODNW .
-..
FUEL [c ‘5:
,5, N l."‘-\
31:55 OF IDAHO
Explm:

My Commission
at: 80150.10

3—15—97.
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PACIFIC LAND SURVEYORS

_

v

290 Nurﬁl Maple GED": Road

Babe. ID

837134

FAX (208} 378-0025

(208’) 378:5380

PROJECT: 111061

DATE: JULY 8,1994
REVISED: OCTOBER. 19, 1994

I

-DESCRIFHONFORBRB€SONSUBDMSXDN.
A POR’HDN OF THE WEST HALF
SECTION 1!
TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH, RANGE 1 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN
ADA COUNTY. IDAHO
2

-

'

~‘

A parcel of land being a ponian oflhc Wm halfafScuian 11. Township 4 North, Rang: 1

Em.

limm‘mm PAW! 1m #1“! '3'“ MW: Gm}? ”593%;

Bcginning at 21 B125 mp marking the Southwest coma: arm:
Township 4 Nanh, Range l East. Boise: Mnddlan, Ada County, Idaho;
--

- '

" -'=‘*W—-W~W

manoeaxaﬂ'g‘miwmédy boundary cram W3:

2,636.51 fuel In 3 Brass cap marking

Wm half at

Suction 11.

marmoﬁmnh mums" Fast

lh: 50mm corner oflhc Nnnh'west'Quartcr 0! Section 1);

thence Itaving 5aid Westerly boundary and along line Southcrly bonndaty of said Northwest
Quarter. South 88‘42‘29' East 80.00 feet to a horn pin marking nu: Easmly right-05m nf Sm:
Highway 55, also said imn pin being 1h=REAL POINT OF BEGINNING:

mam: having said Southcrly boundary and‘along said Right-011%}! South 01°17'43” Was!
50t 0"].9'00' Wm) to an iron pin;

474.59 feet (formerly

thence leaving said right-af-“ay South

88"“‘08' East 867.17 fact (formerly East) to an iron pin;

them: along 111: Wcs1crly boundary of Dry Cmck Cemetery, ROS. No. 1600, Non}: 01°04‘51‘
East 459.21 feet (fommxly North 0’05'00" East 452.73 feet) to an iron pin;

thence leaving said Wmarly boundary and a lung 1h: Northerly boundary nfsaid ROS. No.
2600, which Is also the Snnlhcrly boundaxy MILES. No. 2263, South 39°01'42' East 1609.72 ftel
(formerly East 3510.92 feel) to an iron pin;
thence Imving said Nonhcriy baundnxy, Nurth (5’39'15' Ea'st 1204.56 fact {fonncrly North
0’17'27" Wes! 1204.44 fact) to an iron pin marking 1h: SouLhcastcrly comer ufSagc Ants Rmchcucs
Subdivision as ﬁled far murd in {he oﬂ'icc of the: Ada Cmmg'mdcr, Boisc, Idaho. in Book I7 afPIals
a1

pagcs 1093 and 1094;

thence along lh: 5:121:11m boundmy orsaid Sag:

Am Ranchcuu: Subdivision maxilla-wing

courses and distances:

"" '”

'

‘ ﬂwncc'Suulh“ 81°15'17"
West 494272 reci'gromédy glint]:

:iééia‘dd'ﬁécj to' 5:1b ﬁn};

Lhcnoc South 27°66’12” W351 107.00 feet (1&1.m Scull: 16“47‘55" West) to an: iron pin;

Paciﬁc Land Snrvnyurs. a diVisilm of POWER Engineers. Inc... an Idaho Corpuminn

,énen1of3
000519
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1933001 50

thence South ”“43'1‘7' Wcst 168.00 foal (fnmm’ly South 44°45’00“ W61) In an iron pin;

mum.Doha. Wmmgsw DD". Wan) Innimnpin:

thence Nanh 44°21“?
maidngapoinml'cum:

‘.

them: alungn nnn-unguntcum mlhalnﬂ 39.19 fut. said curve having manual angle of
1'c Eugen“ ($19.60 feel, and a lung chord of 39.19 foalbeexing Suulh
43‘53'51' Was! in an Inn pin marking a point ofnnding nfcurvc;
31°28'53", a radius (#645150

thence North 47'50" 36"

Van 50 DD fact (fonnuly Nonh 48°43'58' Wm) 1951: Hon.911“.

thence Non}: a0“37'01' Was: 661. 54 the: (funneﬂy North 41°45‘00"

War) In an iron pin;

Wm 120.33 Im-(fomcrly South 82°14'15"

Was!) in an inn: pin;

thence South 83°12'18“

thence North 05"47'42' West 75.00 feat (formerly North 07%5’41’ West)
thence South 33°12‘18" W551 290.00 feel (formerly South 82°14'19"

thence South 06°47‘42'E15t 45.00 fact (farmcrly South 07°45'41'

La

..

an inn pin;

Wu!) to an irun pin;

15mm z’m mp3,;

thence 50ml! 83°11'18' West 320.00 fee! (formuly Samh 82°14'15“ West) lo an inn: pin;
thence having said Southerly boundary and a long the Wmcriy boundary ofmid Sage Ants
Ram-helm. Norm 06"47‘42" Wm 982.72 fact (tummy North 07‘54'41' Wat) to an iron pin on the
Soulhcrly ﬁght-oE-way of Prairie Road;
thence leaving said Wasted}! boundary and a long mid Sombcrly ﬁght-nf—way Noah 88°58‘02”
West 237.11 feet (formerly 236.29 feel) to an imn pin on theEastcrly right-ot-way of Sun: Highway 55;

50t

01°13'57”
thence leaving said Saulhcrly ﬁght-oilway and alongsaid Easicrly right-af-way
West 2536. 0‘? that (formerly South W19 W51) to I11: paint utbugirming. compnsmg 95.29 auras more nr
less.

.

.. ..

M u... .
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SUBJECT TO:

All misting mutants and map] rights-of-way ufmoan! or appmring on 111:
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE AND TWO OF THE PROPERTY

A partion of thew 1'12, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E, BM. Ada~Eountm idaho, as depicted on
that certain plat of subdivision known as Brensan Subdivision recorded as Instrument No.
95018423, in the records aMda County, Idaho; and
11, T. 4 M, R. 1 E.. BM. Ada County, ldahu, as depicted on
that certain pfal of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision No. 2 recorded as Instrument
of Ada County, Idaho, 5mm Ln! 3, Block 9 of Bremen
No. 95029539, in the

A portion of the NW 1M, Section
Subdivisinn No.2

M
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FIRST AMENDMENT TO DECLARATION

OF COVENANTS. CONDITIONS AND RESTRlCTIONS

5m
EAGLE SPRINGS SUBDIVISION

This First Amendment to Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs
of 3 22; ag , 1998, by Deer Valley and Associates
Subdivision (this "Amendment") is made this
Limited Partnership, an Idaho limited pannemhip ("Grantur" and "Class B Membar") and and Eagle Springs
Humanwners' Association, Inc., an Idaho non—proﬁt corpnmﬁon ("Association").

may

RECITALS

The property potentially subject to this Declaration is approximately 95 acres In the Connty of
A.
Ada, State uf Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof
(the ”Property”). Grantor Intends to develop the Property in multiple development phases. The initial
development Phases of the Property made subjemo this Declaraﬂun are more particularly described on Exhibit
B, attached hereto and made a part hereof.
B.

Grankor and Association are the owners of, Dr have an interest in the Property.

C.

On October 11, 1995, Grantar caused to be recorded against the Property, as Instrument
Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictinns for Eagle Springs-

Number 95074402, that certain
Suhdfvlsion (the "Dec!aration").
D.

Pursuanttc Artidaxv ofthe Declaration, Gramur and Association have the ﬁght to amend the

Declaration.
E.
On March 19,1995M55aci3ﬂnn held aspecial meaﬁngwhere anhisAmendmentwas appraved
by the vote or written consent of Owners representing more than sixty-six (65) percent of the votes in the

Msaciaﬁon.

Gmntorand the Associatlm now desirato amend the Deciaratlon as set forth below, and declare
F.
the Property, and each lot. parcel or portion lheracf, is, andlor shall he, held, sold, conveyed. encumberad,
hypnthecated, leased, used, uccupied and impmved subiect to the following terms, covenants, conditions,
easemens and restrictions hereinafter set forth.
NDWTHEREFORE. Crantnrand Association hereby deciarethe Property. and each lot, parcel arpurﬂon
l’hereaf, is andior shahf be held, sold, conveyed, encumbered, hypnihecazed, leasen‘, used, oucupled and
improved subject In the foﬂawing terms, covenants, conditions, easements and restrictinns. ail of which are
declared and agteed to be in furtherance (If a general plan for the protection. maintenance, subdivision.
Imprmemem and sale of the Property, and to enhance the value, desimhllily and attractiveness of the Prnperty.
The harms. covenants, conditions, easements and restrictions set forth herein: shalt run with the land constituting
the Property, and WW each estate therein, and shaﬁl be binding upon alt persons having or acquiring any right,
title or interim in the Property or any lot, parcel rJr portion thereof; shall inure to the beneﬁt of even! Int, parcai
a: portion ofthe Properiy and any Interest therein; and shall inure to the beneﬁtuf and be binding upon Grantbr,
NEENVFNMMTD

mummy

-

t

updudh—ﬁuﬂuplamudlde:
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EXHIBIT 5
LEGAL DESCRIPTiDN OF PHASES ONE, TWO AND THREE OF THE PROPERTY

A portion ofthe W 36, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., EM. Ada County, Idaho. as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brensnn Subdivision recorded as instrUment No.
95018423, in the records afAda County, Idaho; and

A portion of the NW ‘A, Section 11, T. 4 N.. R. 1 E., BM. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on
that certain platnfsubdivisicn known as Brensnn Subdivision No. 2 recorded as Instrument No.
County, Idaho, EXCEET Lot 9, Black 9 nfBrensan Subdivision
95029539, in the records
No. 2; and

qda

.

A portion nftheW H, Secﬁnn 1LT. 4 N., R. 1 E, BM. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision No. 3 retarded as instrument No.
97106646, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.

000524
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Upnn the recording hereof, the terms and provisions set foﬁh In the Declaration recorded as Instrument
Number 95074-102, shal‘l be amended by the terms hereof.

IN WITNESS WH EREOF, the panies hereto hava set our hands thls £13day of

Ta I

{5

,

1993.

By:
Its:

DEE

-

President

ALLEY

AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,

an Idaho Iimﬂed partnership
BY:

BRENSON CORPORATION, an' Idaho

corporation,

[:5

ge-

-

.1

partner

ms: AMENMNT1D DEDLMMTIOH -J

WWW-Indium

Exhibii B
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STATE OF IDAHO

5

) 55.

Cnunty of Ada

3

“bl

Q3

On this
day of
1993, hafare me, ihe undersigned, :1 Nuts")! Public in and
for said State, personally appeared
and
+1.5: H24 [ﬁr—{E
E.Hn
, known Ur
Identiﬁed to me to be the 'Ex-e srdgw+
and the
nAGLE spmmcs
g c m 3.3
DE;
HOMEOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION iNC., the summation that executed th
instrument or the persons who
executed the instrurnanton behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged 10 me ihatsum corporaﬁnn execumd

h

ﬁ

lhe same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
this certiﬁcata first above written.

I

have hereuntn set my hand and affixed my ofﬁcial seal the dayand year in
.
h

‘

‘4
Elﬁn! Pgwiéf'arl

o

esiding atBoise, dahn
My commission expires:

OF!

0‘ [
g

Coay of A9111?
On

E

.3.

|

‘v_

_.

'l,_

.

\
'1'.

."

_:

5

' .,

a:

.~

‘

£5

EVLOH

3‘35.“

IL

a

._

...ﬁué _.

1;:

.-

‘5."

ss.

)

)

thiaﬁaay of

M

.

M 3E

,1993, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public In and
known or identified to me m be the Praiclent of
BRENSON CORPORATION, the general partner for DEER VALLEY ANDASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
that executed the Instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said partnership, and
acknowledged to me that such partnership executed tha same.
a

2

for said State, personally appeared JAMES

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
this certificate first above written.

I

F. BRENNAN,

have herauntoset -"- hand an d affixed

I

Nara
Residl

NICOLE MESTLEH
- Matilda
Nam? Public

a. BTMH-i
Myappt. exp. My 30.2951

W MEHMNITU mm

wdmdﬂmbmd ”'1

—

y official seal the day and year In

.

J.

A.

.45.:

-

.I

'ﬁﬂ'ﬂliéa

Publlcfurldab
80 0~
g3!

My commission expires:

'1- 50" 01

-.

d
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
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EXHIBIT

B

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE, TWO

AND THREE OF THE PROPERTY

Aparﬁon 13m W 3-3, Section 1 I, T. 4 N., R. 1 E, ELM. Ada Cnunly, ldahn, asdeplcted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brensnn Subdivision recurded as Instrument No.
93018423, in the records of Ada Cnumy, idaho; and
’

A parﬁon of the NW P2, Section

11, T. 4 N., R.

1

E.,

BM. Ada County, Idaho,

as depleted an

that sex-lain platofsubdivisiun knuwn as Brmnn Subdivision Na. 2 racurded as Instrumena.
95029539, in the retards of Ada County, Idaho, EXCEPT Lat 9, B luck 9 of Brensnn Subdivisiun
ND. 2; and

A porﬁnn afthe W 141, Section 'I 1, T. 4 N., R. 1 E, BM. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on That
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision Na. 3 recorded as lnstmment No.
97106646, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.
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SECOND AMENDMENT IO DECLARA! ION

2

OF COVENANTS, CQNDmONS AND RESTRICTIONS
FDR
EAGLE SPRINGS SUBDIVISIOﬂ

This Second Amendment to Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs
Subdlvlsion (this "Amendment“) ls made this 311‘ day of Megcb , 1999, by Deer Valley and Associatai
Limited Partnership, an Idaho limited partnership (“Grantnr" and "Class B Member") and and Eagle Springs
Homeowners' Associatlun, Inc, an Idaho non—profit corporation ("Association").
RECITALS

The property potentially subject to this Declaration is approximately 95 acres In the County of
A
Ada, State of Idaho, which is more particularly described on ExhibitA attached hereto and made a part hereof
(the ”Property"). Grantor lnmnds to develop the Property in mulb‘ple development phases. The initial
development Phases ufthe Property made subject to this Dadaration are mom particularly dmcribed on Exhibit
B, attached hereto and made a part hereof.
B.

Gramor and Association are the owners of, or have an interest In the Pmperty.

On ember H, 1995, Grantor caused to be recorded agalnst the Property, as Instrument
C.
Number 95074402, that certain Declaration nf Covenants, Conditions and Rust-ﬁctions far Eagle Springs
Subdivlslon, which was amended on My 7, 1998 by that certain First Amendment to Declam n of Covenants
and Rﬁtrictlons for Eagle Springs Subdivision recorded as Instrument Number 93065153 (calledively, the
"Declaraﬁon").
D.
Declaration.

Pursuant to Article XV

ote Declaration, Grantor and Msoclatlon have the rlghtm amend the

On January 12, 1 999, Association held aspecial meeting where this Amendmentwas approved
E.
by the voia or written consent of Ownets representing more than sixty-51x (66) percent of the vote: in the
Association.
Gram-qr and the Association now desire to amend the Dedamfionas selfnnh below, and declare
F.
Ihe Property, and each lot, parce! or portion thereof, is, and/or shall be, held, sold, conveyed, encumbered,
hypolhécated, leased, used. occupied and Improved subject to the following hen-n5, covenants, conditions,
easements and remictinns hereinafter set forth.
EEECND' AMENQMENTTU

MIMMWGN ~ 'I

rwrsxwmucswmammmawsc
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NOWTH EREFORE, Granmrand Association hereby declarethe Property, and each lot, parcel or portion
thereof, is and/or shall be held, sold, conveyed, encumbered, hypothecated, leased, used, uccuPled and
improved subject to the following terms, covmantz, conditions, easements and restrictions, all of which are
declared and agreed to be In furtherance of a general plan for the protection, maintenance, subdivision,
improvamentand sale ofthe Property, and to enhance the value, desirabiiity and attractiveness ofthe Property.
The terms, covmants, conditions, easements and restrlcﬁons setforlh herein: shall run with the land constituting
the Property, and with each estate therein, and shall be binding upon all persons having or acqm'rlng any right,
title or interest in the Property or any lot, parcel or portion thereof; shall inure m the beneﬁt of every lot, parcel
orporﬁon ofthe Propeny and any interesﬂheraln; and shall inure to the beneﬁtof and be binding upon Gmntur,
Grantor's successors in interest, Association, and each grantee or Owner and such grantee's or OWner's
respective successors in interest, and may be enforced by Grantor, by any Owner or such Owner’s successors
In interest, or by the Msociaﬂon.
1.

Paragraph 4.2.1, of the Declaration shall be deleted and replaced In Its entirety as foIIDWS:

Use, Size and Heightof Dwelling Structure. AH Building Lots shall be used exclusNely
4.2.}
for single-family residential purposes. No Building Lot shall be improved except with a single-family
dwaliing unit or structure of frame, stone or brlck construction, containing a minimum of ﬁres (3)
bedrooms and two (2) bathruams and two (2) car garage. In Phases One, Twu and Three no one (1)
story singlefami 1y structure sha“ have a ﬂoor area of bass than one thousand three hundred ﬁfty (1,350)
square feet, exclusive of garages, patios, breezeways, storage rooms, porches, and similar structures and
no two (2) story single-hm”)! structureshall haveaﬂoorarea ofless than onethousand five hundred ﬁfty
(1,550) square feet, exclusive of garages, patios, breazeways, storage rooms, porches and similar
structures. In Phase Four no one (1) story single-family structure shall have a ﬂoor area of lasthan one
thousand seven hundred (1 ,700) square feet, exclusive of garages, patios, breezeways, storage rooms,
porches, and similar structures and no two (2) story single-family structure shall have a ﬂoor area of less
than than iwa thousand (2,000) square feet, exclusive of garages, patios, breazeways, storage rooms,
mhE and similar slructures. Na single—family structure shall be higher than thirtyvﬂve (35) feet.

The legal description conmined in Exhibit
2.
replaced in its entirety as follows:
EXHIBIT

B

anached to the Declaration shall be deleted and

B

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE, TWO, THREE AND FOUR OF THE PROPERTY

A portion ofthaW 14:, Section 11, T.4 N., R. 1 E., B.M. Ada County, ldaho, as dépfcted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brensnn Subdivision recorded as lnstrumant No.
95018423, In the records ofAda County, Idaho; and

A portion ofthe NW V2, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on
that certain platofsubdlvislon known as Brenscn Subdivisinn No.2 recorded as Instrument No.
95029539, in the records ofAda County, Idaho, EXCEPT Lot 9, Block 9 of Brenson Subdivision
No. 2.

A portion ofthe W 31;, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision No. 3 recorded as Instrument No.
97106646, In the records of Ada County, Idaho.
A portion ofthe NW 34, Section 11, T. 4 N., R'. 1 E., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on
that certain platafsubdivislon known as Brensun Subdlvlslon No. 4 recorded as lnstrumentNo.
95116487, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.
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Upon the recording hereuf, the terms and provisinns setfoﬂh in the Dadamﬁon recordad as Instruments
Numbered 95054102 and 98055153, shall be amended by the terms hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hareto haw: set our hands this

Suday of

1999.

ﬁtmmnmtlun

W
I"

lts-

,

"RINGS HOMEOWNERS? ASSOCIATION, INC.,

EAGLE

By:

Magi:

‘3

[dant

ecrEtary

DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
an Idaho limited partnership

BY:

BRENSON CORPORATION, an Idaho
era! partner
corporation, Its

Q,
James P. Brennan, President

SECOND MEWENT‘IB

WMMN- 1

EMWFDDW_GHGLESNMEWDEC
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STATE OF

IDAHO

3

) 55.

County uf Ada

}

MWMris

On this auday
1999, befom me, the undersigned, a Numry Public in and
for said Slate, personally appeared R& E
and Iauahus Hg”
, known or
Identiﬁed to me to be [he President and the Secretary of FAG LE SPRINGS HO EOWNERS’ A550 IATION INC,
the corporation ﬁmat executed the insh-ument or the persons who executed the instrument on behah‘ of said
corporatian, and acknowledged to methat such corpuralion executed the same.

“ma

NohryPubl f0 Idaho
,‘Idahn
Residing at
My commission expires:

STATE OF fuBﬁH‘B

80m

County ofAdn-

(Hark:

’2 [2.1 [22%

)
) 55.
)

[ﬂ

On this I
,1999, before: me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and
day of I ! IQ {fan
for said State, personally appeared JAMES P. BRENNAN, known or identiﬁed to me to he the President of
BRENSON CORPORATION, the general paltnerfur DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
that execumd the instrument or the persnn who executed the instrument on behalf of said partnership, and
acknowledged to me that such partnership executed the mme.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

hargd and affixed

-

my omcial seal the day and year In

this certiﬁcate ﬁrst above written.

Hour!) Public for Hahnf

NM Ptﬂlc-dl

@,”VIM

My commission expires:

Meuu 60..
:Z—

3 a - 01

NEW-GI‘M-i

’

.

SECOND I‘MEHWEN’T TO

UP- JWBD. 2001

DEC‘MTIGN -

l
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EXHIBIT

x:
j
mcmc LAND summons

x

r

A
'

'

l

290 North

ale Grove'Rnad

Boise,

xqssm

(205) 373-5350

FAX (203)

37341025

PROJECT: 11106!

DA'JE: JULY 8, 1991!
REVISED: OCTOBER

19. 1994

DESCRIPTION FOR BRENSON SUBDIVISION
A PORTION OF THE WEST HALF
SECTION 1:
TOWNSHIP 4 NOR'IE RANGE 1 EAST, BOISE MERIDM
ADA COUNTY, IDAHO

A panel nf [and being a portion uftha Wm halfbf Seminn
Eur, Boise Meridian. Ada Cnnnty, Idaho and more parﬁculaxiy

11. Township 4 Nonh, Range
as follow»;

:55c

1

Beginning araBrass cap midng th: Souﬂuvest comer of the West halfaf Section 11.
Township 4 North. Range 1 East, Bnise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho;
thcnc: along the Watcﬂy boundary ofsaid West halfofSecu'on 11, North 01°17’43" East
2,636.51 fact to aBrass cap marking th: Suuthwasl corner of the Nonhwest Quaner of Section 11;

”911t

thence: leaving said Westcrly boundary and along the: Soulhcrly boundary of said
Quarter. South 88°42'29“ East 80.00 feet to 8 iron pin marking the Easterly ﬁght-011m}! nfsmm
Highway 55, also said imn pin baing Lh: REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;

11mm: leaving said Sonlharly boundary and alongsnid Right—of-way South 01°17'43"
474.69 feet (funncrly Smith 0"19'00" Wm) 10 an inn pin;

Wm

thence lwving said right-of—way South 88““‘33' East 867.17 feat (formerly East) to an iron pin;

:1w

Crack Ccmclcry, 110.3. No. 2600, North 0 1‘01'5 1"
thence along the “(Early boundary
0°05'OD"
North
feet
East
452.73
459.21
[cat] in an iron pin;
(tummy
East

them: having said Wmﬂy boundary and a long the Nonherly houndmy armid 10.8. ‘No.
2600, which Is also 1h: Southarly boundary MEGS. No, 1253. Scum 39°01'42“ East 1609.72 feet
(fnrmcrly East 1610.02 fact) In an inn pin;
thence leaving sud Nanhuly boundary, North 0°39‘15" East HOMES fut (fanncrly North
1104.44 feet) In an imn pin marking the Souuxmstcrly comer of Sage Acres Rnnchcltcs
Subdivision as ﬁled for moon] in the ofﬁce of the. Ada County Recorder, Boise, Idaho, in Book 17 crimes
at page: [093 and 1094;

(P172? Wm

ﬂlence along the SouLherly boundary nfsnid Saga Acme Rnncheﬂes Subdivision 1]]: following
'

mum and ﬁnances;
menu: Soulh “”2817" West 494.18 fact

(form 80t 86°30'00“ West) to an iron pin;

than South 27°46'12" West. £97.00 fact {famerly South 25°41'55' Wm} In an inn pin;

v—m

L

I

Paciﬁc Land Surveyors. a division of POWER Enginacrs.

Inc.

an. Idaho

Corpomion

FAGE

1

0f
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mane: South 45’43'17" Was! 168.00 feet (formerly Suulh 44°45‘00” West) to an irnn pin;
thence: Noxth 44"21'43

"

West 275.00 feet (fonnerly North 45°20' 00“ West) to an iron pin

marking a point chum/a;
thence along a nbmmngwl cum: to the left 39.19 feet. said tau-v: having a mum! angic of
3'28'53', a radius of 645.00 fact, langems of 19.60 fact, and a long chord uf39.19 fcctbcaxing South
43’53'51" Wes: to an iron pin marking apoint nfending ofcurvc;

UlﬂﬂﬂNDﬂh 47°50‘35" West 50.00 rec! (formerly Norm 48°48'58" West)

In an iron pin;

thence North 40°37‘01" West 661.54 fect(fmn=rly North 41°45'00“ West) to Bll'imn pin;

them: Suuth 83’12'13" West

120.33 fact (formerly South 82°14'19" Wast) to an iron pin;

theme North 06°47'42" West 75.00 fee: (fumcrly Ncnh 07°45'41” West) In an iron pin;
mane: South 83°12'18” Wat 290.00 that (formerly Sunth 82‘14’19“ West) In an imn pin;

lune: Saul}! 05°47'42' East 45.00 feet (fnnunrly South 07"45'41" East) to an imn pin;
thence South 83°12'18" West .32030 f'cet (formerly Scum 82"l4'19" West) m an iron pin;

thnncc leaving said Saudlnﬂy boundaxy and a long the Wasterly buundany uf said Sage Acres
Rnncheﬂcs, North 06"47'42" Wm 982.72 {nu (formerly Nunh 07°54“! 1" W51) to an iron pin on ma
Sunlhuly tight-oiI-wny of Prairie Rmd;

them: having said Wastcrky mummy and a long said Southcﬂy right-af-Wny North 35°55‘02"
Was: 237.11 {net (fumedy £5.29 fact) In an imn pin on the Easterly lighter-way nmle Highway 55;
mans: lmving said Suulhczly right-of-way and along said Easterly right-of-wny South 01‘13’57"
feet (fanned)! Smith 0°l9' Wait} to [he paint a! beginning, mmpn'sing 95.29 acres, more or
2536.07
West

Ms.

PBGE 2

of

3

Em‘hiﬁﬂ:
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SUBJECT TO:

All existing

mscmcms and mad rights-ofv-way ufrecurd or appearing on the nbave-dsscn'bed

puma] oflnhd.

Pmpmd by:

name LAND smmsvons‘

JTE:EDM

John 1‘. (Tom) Eddy,

PLS.

111N117

R

n'F 1
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE, TWO, THREE AND FOUR OF THE PROPERTY

Apnrtiun ofthe W V], Secﬂon 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as deplcted an that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision recorded as Instrument Na.
55018423, in the records ofAda Counw, Idaho; and
A portion ofthe NW Mu, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., EM, Ada County, Idaho, as dEpicted on
that certain platafsubdlvision knnwn as Brenson Subdjvlsiun No.2 recardedaslnstrumentNo.
95029535, in the records adaCounty, Idaho, EXCEPT Lot 9, Mock 9 of Brenson Subdivlslon
No. 2: and
A portlon afﬁne W ‘ri, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdlvisinn known as Brenson Subdivision Na. 3 recorded as Instrument No.
97106646, in the records of Ada County, ldaha.
A portion nfthe NW M, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., B.M. Ada Cuumy, Idaho, as depicted on
thatcenain platofsubdivision known as Brenson Subdivision No. 4 recorded as Instrument No.
98115487, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.
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After Recording
Retum to:

,

'

M“ a“
M}

RECORDED

Mum Thnmu Barrett
RocieIds,cntd.

39555.75

P.O. Box 829
Boise. ID 83701

or

ADA CGUHT‘IA ECHRD

Jar”:If” lgRO

JoAnn C. Butler

REQUEST

PM

DEPUTY

FEE

3:23

.l

THIRD AMENDMENT TO BE

0007 I 062

ON

0F COVENgis, cgunmons AND mmcnorzs

m
SPRIN s s

n

I

N

This Third Amendment to Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs
'1" 2000, hyDeer Valleyand AssociatesLimited
Subdxvision(this"Amnndmnnt")ismadctlﬁs_ZX_dayof
"
[ass 13 Member") and Eagle Spﬁngs Homeowners“
Partnnmhip. an Idaho limited parmamhip ("Grantor“ and
Association. Inc., an Idaho non-proﬁt corporation ("Association").

RECITAQ
The property potentially subject tn this Doclamlion is approximately 95 mm in the County of Ada,
A.
of Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part Immof (the
‘Troperty”). Grants: intends to develop the Property in multiple development plum. The initial dcvelopmnnt Phases
State

oftbe Propertymade subjectto thisDeclamtionammom particularly described on Exhibit B, amehed hem-50 andmade
a part hereof.

B.

Gmntor and Association are the owners of, or have an interest in the Property.

On October 11, 1995, Gmnmr caused to be recorded against the. Property, as Instrument Number
C.
95074402, that certain Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions For Eagle Spn'ngs Subdivision, which
was amended on July 7, 1998 by that certain First Amendment to Declaration of Covenants and Raniccions for Eagle
Springs Subdivision recorded as Instrument Number 93065153, and which was amended on March 15, 1999 by that
certain Secund Amendment to Datamation of Covenants, Conditions and Rmn‘cﬂous for Eagle Saplings Subdivision
recorded as Instrument Number 990247 91 (collectively, the "Declazation").
D.
Declaratian.

Pursuant to Article

XV of the Declaration, Grantor and Association

have the

right to amend the

E.
On July 26, 2000. Amociation held a special meaning where this Amendnmlt was appmwdby the
vote or written consent of Owners mptmming mate than sixty-six (66) percent ofthe vows in the Association.
F.
Gramar and am Association now desire to amend the Declaration as setﬁmh below. and declare the
Property, and each lot, panel or portion ﬂureuf, is. audio: shall be, held, sold, wweyed, encumbered, hypothemled,
leased, used, occupied and improved subject to the fallawing terms, covamnls, conditions, easements and restrictions
heminaﬂer sat forth.

1mm

Writ) W114}:

—

l

BDLMTI :EDESGEJ
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NOW THEREFORE, Gunter and Association hereby dedam the Property, and and: lot, panel or punk“:
themﬁisandr’orshallbehcld. solimnwyeienunnbemihypmhcamilmmgmpiedaudimpmwdmbjed
lo mcfoﬂowingumnmwuﬁﬁm mamdwmiotimaﬂofnﬁchmdaclmodandagmdmbo
inﬁnﬁmmeufagenuﬂphnforthepmmcﬁommim subdivision. immtandsakofﬂwhnpmy.
and to enhance thnvaluc. desirability and Mantis-w ufthe Property The ma, comma, auditions, casemts
and mtn'ctim setfunh Main: shallrun with ma land constituting the Prepay, and witheach estato therein, and
shallbebindinguponallpersunshavingoraoquiringany right, ﬁdeorinmmmhuhcl’mpextyoranﬂogpamlor
portionthemoﬁ shallinuretoﬂwbanuﬁtofevazylotpamelorpmﬁonufﬂupmyandanyinmmsttherein; and
shall inure to the. bandit of and 1:: binding upon Gunter, Grantor's successors in inmest, Association, and each

mmmOwnenndsmhgranWsoemﬂsmpecﬁvcsumssorsinmmandmuybcenfumedhmntor,by
any Owner or such Owner‘s successors
1.

Paragraph 42,1

in interest, or by the Association.

of the Declaration shall be deleted and replaced in its entirety as £0110s:

Use 8'

'

t
clli S
. AﬂBuﬂdinnsshallbcnsed Exclusivelyfor
single-family residential pmpam. No Building Lat shall be improved except with a single-family dwelling
unit or structum offmmc, stun: or brick construction, containing a minimum afﬁrm (3) bedrooms and two
(2) bathrooms and two (2) m wage. InPhases One, W0 and Three no one (1) slmy single-family structure
shall have aﬂooraren ofless than one dwusandmm hundredﬁﬁy(1,350) squamfwt, exclusive afgamgcs,
andnntwo (2) story single-family structure
patios, breezeways. storage rooms, porches. and similar
shall have a ﬂoor area anus than om thousand ﬁve bundmiﬁﬂy (1,550) squats that, exclusive of gamges,
patios, breezcways, stomge rooms, porches and similar structures. In Phase Four no one (1) story sing]:family structure shall haves ﬂoorarea oflws than one thousand seven hundxod (1,700) squarefect, exclusive
of garages, patios, breezeways, storage rooms, porches. and similar structures and no two (2) story singlefamily suwmre shall have a ﬂoor area of less than two thousand (2,000) square feet, exclusive of gamges,
patios. breezeways, storage rooms, porches and similar momma. InPhasa Five, furl/om 1 throutl, Block
14 and Lots 29 through 34, Block 3, no one (1) story single-family structure or two (2) story single-family
strucmre shall have a ﬂoor area of less than one thousand nine hundred (1.900) sqmme feet. exclusive of
gamma, patios. bmemeways, storage rooms, porches, and similar structures. Also in Phase Fivc, fol-Lots 35
through 53, Block 3; Lots 61 thmugh 65, Block 4; and Lots 1 and 2, Block 15, no one (1) story single-fanﬂly
structure ortwo (2) story single-fann'ly snucmmshallhavcaﬂoorarea aflessthantwu moumdfmuhundred
(2,400) square feet, exclusive. of garages, patios, breezeways, storagc rooms, porches and similar structures.
No single-family structure shall be higher than thirty-ﬁve (35) feet.
4.2.1

mum

2.
The legal description contained in ExhibitB attachedtothc Declaration shallbedelatedinitsentirety
and replaced as follows:

m

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR AND FIVE OF THE PROPERTY

Aporﬁonofthe W Va, Section 11, T. 4 N‘, R. 1E, B.M. Ada County, Idaho, asdepicmd onmat
attain plat ofsubdivin'on known asBrenson Subdivision mmdod asInstmmenl No, 95018423, in
the wounds ofAda County, Idaho; and
11, T. 4 N” R
certain plat a! subdivision known as
95029539, iuﬂwrecm‘dsofAda Cmmly, Idaho,

A portion of the NW 314, Section

1

E, B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on that

ason Subdivision Na.

MLDI

2 recordad as Instrument No.

9, Block 9 N'Brcuson SubdivisinnNa.

2.

A portion ofthe W Va, Sectiun 11, T. 4 N., R. 113.. BM. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted unthat
certain plat uf subdivision known as Brannon Subdivision No. 3 recorded as Instrumznt No.
97106646, in the recordsnfhda County, Idaho.

mmmmm minimum-2

EOLMU 309362.:
E In N”. E
000538

Page 61

an

we

A portion of 1116 NW Va, Section 11. T. 4 N., R 1 E., BM. Ada County. Idaho, as dcpicmd on that
Dwain plat of subdivision known as Bronson Subdivision No. 4 worded as Imminent No.
93116487, in the moods
County, Idaho.

adx

A portion of the NW 'A and the SW ‘Ii, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 E., BM Ada County‘ Idaho, as
Subdivision No. 5, recorded as
depicted on that cumin plat of subdivision known as
Instrument No. 100020696, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.

ason

Upon the ramming hereof, the terms and pmvisivns set forth in the Declaration muordnd as Instruments
Numbered 95074402, 98065153 and 99024791, shall be amendad by the terms hereof,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the paxﬁes heme have serum hands this 5211:!!!n
EAGL
an

I

By:
Its:

{Q

GS HEWIEOWNERSl ASSOCIATION,
man

+

,2000.

INC,

I coxporaﬁon

President

ATFEST:

By:
Its:

Ajg

ecretary

MM

DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
an Idaho limited partnership

BY:

mummummmvwm-a

BRENSON CORPORATION, 24': Idaho
corporation, its general partner

BOLMT‘BOQJﬁZJ
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STATE OF IDAHO
County

).

)
)

of Ada

55.

'1"
of g I?
LL
persunallyappcarod
I: Hgggi 5
On this

day

l r .3

l

Stale
E231
to be the President and the $691:m

H2000 before me the undersigned a Nolmy Public 111 and for said
and Eu
C known «identiﬁed to me

ﬁg

Cit: ,3“q

ofEAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION INC" the corporaljon
that executed the insxmmcnt or the persons who executed the immanent on behalf of said commaliun, and
anknowledged

10

me that such corporation executed the same,
.

....rh

--

xereunlu set my hand and aﬂixed my ofﬁciai seal the day and year in this

E
STATE OF

\

h

County

011

) as.
)

.

_

’7/3-1 [L92

(p )

339211;”!

3;.

Azmufzm/bé/U
olaty Public for Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho
My commission expires:

I” L
y"

(51003
, *9
1
On [1115 :50 day of
, 1999, before me. me undersigned. a Notary Public in and for
3 \—
%E§\Af
said State, personally appeared I
S P. BRENNAN, known or identiﬁed to me to be the Presidenl of BRENSON
CORPORATION. the general partner for DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, that
executed the instrument or the person who executed the instmmcnl on behalf ofsaid pamiership, and acknowledged
to me that such partnership executed the same.
_

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and afﬁxed my ofﬁcial seal the day and year in lhis
ceniﬁcme ﬁrst above written.

MM I.“

Residing at. U
My commission expires:

mnmur
Mara?
»'

>-'

r~ rm mil-1

MEM
(mmgm
Mam.
‘

2

'IHLRD

539m

AMI-)HW'R] DECLARA’WJN -4

HOLE-AT

1309362 ,1

£e rbd B
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EXHIBIT

mum";

1"

U"_s_avons

29o Nanh Maple Grow:

Rm

Boise,

A

main

Faxmmm-oozs

{203) 313—6380

,....

“'1'“: ”[061

”R!

3A ‘ J’JLY 8, 1994
RE‘x’lf-iED: OCTOBER 19, 1994
.

DESCRIPTION FOR BRENSON SUBDIVISION
A PORTION OF THE WEST HALF
SECTION 11
TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH; RANGE 1 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN
ADA COUNTY. IDAHO
A parccl ofland being a ponion ohm: West halfof Sccliou I 1, Township 4 North, Range
East, Balsa Meridian, Ada County, Main) and more parﬁculan’y described as foiiun‘a;
Beginning at 3 Brass cap marking the Southwest comer of the West half of Section
Township 4 North, Range East, Boise Meridian. Ada County, Idaho;

1

11.

1

thence along the Westerly boundary of said Was! half of Section 11, Norm 0|“l7‘43” East
2,635.51 feel to 3 Brass ca p marking (h: Southwest comer of the Northwest Quarter of Section 11;
themes leaving said Westerly boundary and along the Southerly boundary of said Northwest
Qnmer. South 8B“42’29" East 80.00 feet to 8 iron pin marking lhc Easterly right—of-way of State
Highway 55, also said iron pin being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNlNG;

mencc leaving said Suulhcrly boundary and along said Right—of-way South 01°;7'43" Wcst
474.69 feet (fomxcrly South 0°19‘00“ West) to an iron pin;
thence leaving said rightmhvay South 88°44'08" East 867.17 feet (formcriy Easl) to an iron pin;
thence along the Westerly boundary of My Creek Cemetery, R.O.S. No. 2600. North 01°01” 1"
East 45921 feet (formerly North O“05'00" East 452.73 feet) In an iron pin;
~-

thence leaving said Westerly boundary and a long the Northurly boundary of said ROS. Nd.
2600, which is also the Sauthcrly boundary of 11.0.5. No. 2263, South 89°0l'42" East “36.9.72 feet
(formerly East 1610.02 feet) to an iron pin;

thence leaving said Nonherly boundary, North 0°39'15" East [204.66 feet (formerly Nonh
1204.44 feet) 10 an imn pin marking the Souxheastetly comcr uf Sage Acres Ranchencs
Subdivision as ﬁled for record in ”If. oﬂ'lce of 1h: Ada County Recorder‘ Boise‘ Idaho, in Back 17 of Ham
at pages 1093 and 1094;

0°l7‘27" West

Utence along the Soulherly buundary of said Sage Acres Rnnchmtes Subdivision the following
courses and distances;

thence Souéh 87’28‘ I7" West 494.78 feet (formerly South 86°30‘00" West) :0 an iron pin:
thence South 27“46‘E2" West 107.00 feet (formerly

Paciﬁc Land Suwcyms‘

:-

80t 26°47'55“ WcsI) to an iron pin;

divis'mn of POWER Enginetrs. Ina.

m1

Idalm Carporaniun
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(Mince Snuth 45‘43'17“ Wes! 168.00 feet {formerly South 44°45‘00" West) to an iron pin;
thence North 44°21‘43” West 236.00 feel (formerly Nunh 45°20 00“ West} to an iron pin
marldng a point nf curve;
thence along a nondangent cum: I‘D-the left 39.19 fact, said curve having 3 annual angle of
3‘28‘53“, a radius M64100 fccl, tangents of ”.60 feet. and a long than! of 39‘ R9 feet hearing Suulh
43‘53‘5 1“ West In an iron pin marking a point of ending nfcutva;

thcncc Nenh 47351? 36“ Wes: 50.00 I'm (formerly North 48‘48‘58" West) to an iron pin;
thence North 40°37’01" West 661.54 fatal (formerly North
{hence South 83"!2'18"

Wm

320.33 feet

““4900"

West) :0 an iron pin;

(formerly South 82°14'19" West) to an in)? pin;

thence North 06’47'42" Was! 75 .00 {cu (formerly North 07°45'41” West) to an iron pin;
thence South 83°12‘18“ Wes: 290.00 feet (formcrry

80t 82°14’19“ West) [0 an iron pin;

thence South 06°47'42" East 4600 feet (formerly Snuth 07°45’41" East) (a an iron pin;
thence Seulh 83°12'18" “(651320.00 fee: (formerly South 82°14‘19" West) (0 an iron pin;

thence leaving said Southerly boundary and a long the Westerly boundary of said Sage Acres
Ranchcucs, North 06°47'42" Was: 98172 feet (fonnerly North 07"54'41“ West) to an iron pin on me
Southnﬂy rigt-way of Prairie Road;
{hence leaving said Westerly boundary and a long said Southcrly righmf—way Noni: 83°58'02“
West 237,11 feet (formerly 236.29 feet) to an iron pin on the Easterly right-of-way of Sink: Highway 55;
thence leaving said Southedy righi-ofuway and along said Eagerly riglu-of-way Smith 01“ [3‘57"
West 2535.07 fact (funneriy South 0"!‘)' West) to the point of beginning, comprising 95.29 acres, more or
less.
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SUBJECT TO:

parcel

All misting
of land.

"

'

casemenls and road ﬁghtsmf-way ofrccord or appearing on the above-described

Prcpnmd by:

PACIFIC LAND SURVEYORS

ITEEDM

John T. (Tom) Eddy,

PLS.

“if?“

't ml:

1
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EXHIBITB
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASES ONE. TWO, THREE, POUR AND FIVE OF THE PROFER'IY

l

A portion ofﬁng W Vi, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. E, B.M. Ada Cmmty, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known asBrensun Subdivision recorded as Instrument No. 95018423, in
the records of Ada County, Mano; and

A portion ofthe NW 'A. Section 11, T. 4 N., R l E., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as
Subdivision No. 2 worded as lnmument No.
95029539, in the records ofAda County. Idaho, EXCEPT Lot 9. Block 9 omnson Subdivision No.

ason

2; and

A portion of the W Va, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. 1 B., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision No. 3 recorded as Inslnunent No.
97106646, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.

A portion ofthe NW ‘12, Section 11, T. 4 N., R. l E... B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as depicted on that
certain plat of subdivision known as Bransun Subdivision No. 4 recorded as Instrument No.
98116487, in the records of Ada County. Idaho.
Apom’on ofthc NW ‘12 and the SW V4, Section 11, T. 4 N., R l E., B.M. Ada County, Idaho, as
depicted on that certain plat of subdivision known as Brenson Subdivision No. 5, recorded as
Instrument Nu 100020696, in the records of Ada County, Idaho.
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ARTICLE!
GENERAL PLAN OF OWNERSHIP
._
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a
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_

W

.

Won 5W

SPRSMB HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
Sedan 1 1 am. Themedrho
'Corporzﬁm'}. mnpﬁno‘paloﬂica dduCorpaﬁms-iuﬁbelmdaz 1151 W.Rivu-Sue:z, Suite
2170,3033, Idaho 83702, InAda County Idaho.
SNC. (the

The pmvhiom a! 3163 Byiaws are appiiabie u: Basie Springs
EntheCou‘m/ofAda. Sma'
of Idaho, genenily pmvidad [or In the Dedariﬁon cav-enanu, Condlﬂms and Rasmcn‘ms for Eas‘a Spring:
rmdedormbemwrdadinthecfﬁce ofdweComry
Recon-1mm County, Idaho {the Dada-deal

Section 1.2

-

Wivtsion Wailedduw,anwvmmambdivi§m:md

'7

"

Subdivisionandzfnanmuadsuppmm

~;'

mm

A513

All pram: and (um Owners and weir mans, Fume tenants,
Sectécn 1.3
empicyees, and anyodterpuscn Mmidxusﬂhu Mlmumad andlormaluggd by meCsrporadon in any
manner, are
tn the mguiadans ye! forth in these Bylaws, and In the Dedamion. The mere amuisiu'un or
rental cf any of the Buiiding Lots 0! tbs Pmperry or the men as: of
cf any of the Building Lots wit!
ratiﬁed. and will bgmmpﬂed with.
signify that these Bylaws

rhugt-

mm

0mm

m mud.

ARTICLE I!
VOTING, MAIDIU'W 0F DELEGATE, QUORUM, PROXIES

'

Section 2.1 Mating. Except fan-31a Gas 8 Mambaship as provided Eur in the Anides of lnmrpora'éon
and the Declaration, and mpusmzybe otherwise pmvidai in the Dedanﬁcn, eam' Membershaﬁl be endﬁed
to en: vets breach BuSIa’ing Lmawmd bysuch Member

Sada-212

MW

those Members representing

Mmmmmmam'msmofmbm' shaﬂmean
5W: percmt 61 .) u! the vctirg power of and: dam of Munbership'm “the

Corporation.

Sedan 1.3 93mm. Exmpt :5

WM pro-nded'

:21

'

these Bﬂzws, he Arddes o: lncorpaznon or the
of the Class 8 Member when: these LS soda :1

pm

Dedaraxiun, the presence at a meeting in person or by
of the Class A Member: holding 3129.35: thirty paw: (301.)
Member, and the: presents: in person or by
of the ma! votes of 2.?! Class A Members, shall constz‘nms a quorum of the Membership for 3:: madam of
business, and the an: of a Majority aemben shall be the acts of the Carpomu‘on. The Mamba: present at a
meeting 1: wh$d1 a quonm is present may continue to do businw unzii adioummeng
duly called or
notwimmnding me win‘adnwnj of enough Munber: m fem 1w than a qucmm.

pm

td

min.

cast in person or byprmy. Praia man be in writing and Med with
hours bcfnre {he appointcd time cf each meeting. Evew pmxy shaﬂ be
of due Menbcrwho maxed he pmxy and shall Annamaria”): cezse'aészr completinn
Dime meeting of which data galaxy was ﬁled, If ﬁled for a panic-uh: meeting. in m: mm ska}! a p-rzxy be valid
after
{11) month: from tha date of It: creation.

Section 2.4
the Secretary :1 {east
womb}: 3:315

Von: may be

wry-40w {24]

Nam

aim

2mm -

3

wpéos‘dawaiﬁeagjc‘bfm
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ARTICLE

W.

i

II!

ADMINISTRATION

The Corpsmtian shall have me responsibimy of administaing the Gammon
Section 3.!
Area owned audio: managed by ﬁne Carperaﬁan, if any, approving the annua} budget, establishing and collecting
all
if any, and may mung: for the management of the same pursuant u: an amen-.511. mntaining
amvisicm relating to the duties. obligations,
and compenmon a? the Manager, as deﬁned below.
Except: as odxenm‘se pravfded, decisions and resciutians of the Corporation 5?:a require an amrman've vote of
a Majority ofMembers prams: an annual otspedai meeting of the Corporation a: whim a quorum is present
or wrizzzn (amen: of a Majority of Members of the Corporation.

mums

man!

Section 3.2

:uimbia place

as

W

dose to the Property

W.

W

Mating: of the Carporau'on shall be held on
as

the Pmperw or such other
practicable in Ada County as may be designated by the 80am! of

Dimmers, and shalt be canducmd in mrdance with

Sedan 3.3
The ﬁrst annual meeting shire Martha's shall be hem within one (1) year
from the date of Ramadan of the Amman, and sad: subsequent regular annual meeting of the Mamba:
shall be hem omhe same daydthesmemmﬂu ofead'l year 111mm. ”the day forms annulmeen’ng ofthe
hour on :91: ﬁrst day (ﬂowing which is not a
Members is a lap! hoiiday, the meeting was be held at the
Yoga! holiday. At each annual mean; theta shaﬂ be ahead by haiku of the Members a Board of Directors in
accordance with the require-news of the: Syrians. A: the ﬁrst annual meeting the Dimer: shall be elecmd to
mm: mm the second annual meeting and a: the secund annual meeting and annuany met-aha, Direcmrs shal!
be elected for 3 mm: a? one {1) your beginning with such annual meeting. in the event that an annual meeting
is not held. or the Directm are not «mend at sud: annuai meeting, the Directors may be deemed a: any special
shall hold cfﬁc: until a summer has been exacted or until death,
meeting heid far ma! purpose. Each
resignation, mom! or judicial adiudiaﬁon of menu] inmmpetence. The Members may also warm such other
business of the Corporau’on as mzy propedy com: before than at any such annual meeting.

me

Dim

SW

11 shit} be the duty of the President tn cai! a special meeting of the
Sectlon 3.4
Corpomﬁen a: directed by moluﬁon of the Board a! Direczurs. or upon a petition signed by Members who am
of the (32:: A Munberxhip. The notice of all reguhr and special
entided to v01: nae-fourth [114) of 3!!
meedngs shall be given as pméded in Section 3.5 0! mac Bylaws, and shail 5:21: the name of the business to

them

be

undemkm.

mm.

It ska“ be the duty of the Secretary to mail a notice ofeach annual or
Section 3.5
special meeb’ng of the Comonb’m. ﬁxing the purpose chemo! as we“ as the dzy, Hour and place where such
meeting is tr: be had, cu
Member ahead. and my person in pcsswsion of a Buﬂding Luz, at least ten (10)
but not more than thirty {30) days prior to such meeting, The noﬁcz may set fonh time limits far speakers and
nominating pmdum for the men-ting. The maﬂing a! a notice, postage prepaid, in he manner pmvided in this
Sedan 3.5, shah be mnsiderzd notice served, afternid node: has been depasited in a regular depositary of the
United States mail. if no sddrm has been mmis'ned the Secretary, ncdce shall be deemed {a have been given
to a Mamba- if posted in a comicuou: pizzas an the Pmperty.

m

m

if any meeting of the Corporadcn cannot be amnized because :
Section 3.5
has not mended. the Martha's who at: parent, either in person or by proxy, may adjcum {be meeting
to n time
than ran (10} day: not more than thirty [30] days {mm the time '312 originai meeting was called,
a: which meeting the quorum requirunan: shaii be the prawn in person or by pmxy uf any Member. Such
adjzumed meetings may be had without node memo! as pravided in this Amide 3, exam that antics: she?! be
given by announczmem at the meeting a: which such adjoumment is taken. if a meeting 5: adieumed far more
than thirty (30; days, none: cf the adicumed meeting shait be given as in the case 01' an arig'mai meeting.

qmmm

:10t

W

The order of businm a: a H meetings shall be as .‘ollnmzm mi! (ii! In
Sedan 3 7
detarmine me vexing power represented a: the mew’ng {b} pmpfgfunodce cf“mgitigxg a»: waiver of «1:3c
03' emcers; (e1 mpam oi committees; if) eleczion of Diracmrs;
”reading (if {hit-«Gm of preceding meeting: Ed}
a‘rtnshkﬁ -

I

wpdm‘c'mh'l'magn'trrlim

mm

jg“
.

.
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W

(3) unﬁnished bushels; and 01)
crder of their priority.

m

business.

fuming shaif be mnduced by the oﬁa’n of the Corporation in

Any acn'cn, which under the provisions of the ldaho Nonproﬁt
Sedan 3.8
Corporation Act may be taken a: a meeting of the Corporazion, may be when without a meeting if audiorizzd in
writing signed by all of rim Member: who would be added my vote a: a mating forsujx purpose, and ﬁled with
the Secretary. Any action so approved shail have the same 263:: as smash taken ax a meeting of the Dimmr;

Wing.

W

W

The transactions of any meeting of due Camerau'm, either annual
Section 3.9
an meeting duly held aftermguiar
cr special, however calléd and nodad, shall be as valid as mom
a“ and nodes, ifaquom baptmeither in persunarbygmxy, and ifeixherbefore maherdaemeeﬁngezdx
of the Members net pnsent In person or by pmxy signed a written waim of nadce, or a consent tn the hofding
A}! sud: waives, cum-mt: crappmvalsshaﬂbeﬁtedvﬁm
'afsuchmeeting. oran WW2] oftheminmzs
meeting.
the comm-ate records or made party of he minmu

ML

am

I

M‘nutm or a simifar recnrd of {he proceedings of
Seafon 3.10
to evr'denc: the mamas set forth
meedngsgwhen signed hymn Pmidmt or Sweaty, man be presumed
therein. A recitation in the minutes 9.! my muting than notice of the meeting was property given shail be pn’ma
fade evidence that such notice was given.
-

mm!»

AKUCLE W
BOARD OF DURECTORS

Wan.
Wu,

The Progeny, bminw and affairs of the Corporation shall he
Sedan 4.1
gamed and managed by: Head of Dims mpasad cf 3: least three (3) mom, who need not be Mamba:

of the Corporation. Cinema shall not receive my salary a: emu ccmpenszzion for their services as Directors;
p-mrided, however, that naﬂsing bmin contained shail be sewed an precinct: any Direcmr ﬁrm serving the
Corporation in some other opacity and receiving compensation therefor.

Dims

The Board of
has the pC‘WEf: and duds necessary for the
Section 4.2
administration of the ﬂair: of the Corponﬁon, as mom my 5e: Form in 9b: Dedmﬁcn, and may do a}! such as:
and thing: as are not by raw 0: by than Byizws direczzd m be exercised and dune admively by the Owners;
the Board sf Direams shall not enter
that pdor m the ﬁrst annual meeting ofdwe
pmvided.
fur a arm in mm: a! one (1) year without the apprcval c! a Mammy of
Into any management servicn
mania: reasonable prev'uéom for anceﬁadcn (such as upon ninety (90) days
Members. unless such
written naﬁce by the Carporzﬁonh

hm,

mum
mum

Won,

MW

Without pmudicx to sum faregoing general pcwm and duties
Secﬁon 4.3
and such power: and duﬁas :5 mt forth m the Dedmtion the Board of Direcints 15 zested with and responsibmz
and duties:
far. the knowing

pm

To seIe-cz, aapoin: and remove an ofﬁces, agents, and employees of the Corporaticn,
m prescibe such pcwm and duties for them as may be Consistent with law, with (he Anida
in ﬁx their campensadon and :3 require
o! Incomennon, the Ocdaradcn, and {hue
from them security for faithfu! service when deﬁned advisabie by {he Board of Dkecmrs;

{3)

Bt;

To canducz, manage and crmtmi the affairs and businas of me Common, and to
(b)
make and ent'orc’: such mia and minor}: thunfor consistent with Saw, with the Mada of
may deem
1ncorpomion, its Dedmricn, and 1.55: Bylaw-s. a: me Beard of
or adviuble;

Dims

nmw

To ghange the principal cmce_ fp; L'me_ (ramamcn of the business ai 2328 Corporation
in)
from me incation to Brad‘s! wi’ﬁin the County— a{ Ma 5mm cf idaho, as pmvid-eé'm Amcla
E

HTLN-‘I‘S - 1
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2008901288
hemof; to dais-nae any piace witﬁin said County for the balding of any annual or special
meeting or meeting of the Corporazinn camismnt with the provisions of Secu‘cn 3.2 haunt

may

and to incur indebtedness 501' the purpma cf the Camden, and
To borrow
{d}
to cause to be executed and deffvera-d therefor, in the Carporation‘s name, pmissory notes,
bends,
dead: ofrnm.
wedges.
and securitiu 31mins: subfecz, hcwever. to the ﬁmimim set font: in the Alﬁda of
lncarporaxion and the Declaration;

dmm

dmommomumdddx

mom.

mm,

To ﬁx and levy from time :3 time Rzgulzr Amara, Special
and
Lhnimdmuupm memm,asmvidcdinthe02daraxion: tomaneandﬁxﬁm

(a)

m,
dm

duedamfarmapaymmtofmmnmmmdmedamupanwhidzmemshﬂ! beam;
dennqumcpmvided.

fume

d‘ﬂmmm

shall baﬁmdand Eevied anhm: pmvide

menu

ofmaCorpos—czion, and ofdxe mound
upon tea!
owned, leased, convened Of
by the Corporation, or for the
menses for hbor rendered or math'iili or supptiu used and mmumed, or

mpied

or plasma! pram
payment cf

Wt «Went

equipmentand appliatm furnished for the maintenance.
chads
property or for the payment a! any and an o‘oﬁgan‘ons in relation 31mm, or In performing at

muﬂngmbepaiomedznyafhegumafmecpmaﬁmbrﬁegmeralbeneﬁtam
welfare of the Owners, in mrdanca with the provisions of the Dadzmion. The Board of
Dim?! is hemby unmarked m incur any and a}! such
for any of the {ongoing
purposes and co pmide, or cause: to be pruvided adequam memes for replica-rams as the
shall deem to be
or advisable 5:; the imam cf the Corporation or
Board of
weifam of ma Oman. The funds miteczad by Inc Board of
from the Dunes.
amibuuhie (or regiment reserves, for maintenance recurring {as frequentty than annualiy,
aha}! at all time be Md in mm for the Owners and shall nctbe
and (er capital
mmingled with ether Assessments collected from the Owners. Such
and Limited Assasmenu shall be ﬁxed in accordance with the pm‘nians
Specia!
of the Dedmdon. Should any Owns fail to pay such Assessments beinre deiinqumcy, the
Board of Direcma in 33 disu‘eﬁon, is authorized to enforce the pay-mm: o§ such definquem
Assasmens as provide-:1 in (he Declaration;

Wimm

new

Dim

Swans,

W8

(0

other

Dim

WW5,

To enforce the provisions of me Dedmn‘an cavering me Pmpeny, these

amen: a? m Carponﬁon:

893M or

To mum for and pay for, casualty. blah
fiabilitv, malicious mischief, vandzﬁsm
and ether inmnce, insuring Lhe Owners, me Ccrporan’cn, the Board of Dirac/ms and other
with the whims of the Dcdamion, ccvering and promcﬁng
interested pam'a, in
against such damage: a: injuﬁa as the Board dam idvinbla, which may indude without
ﬁmitadcn. maﬁa! expense: of person: injumd on 312' Fromm, and to bond the agents and
Mployees at any many-men: body, 6! deemed aéviszbie by the Scam of Diremrs;
(3)

WC!

To 991nm, maintain and otherwise manage or provide 60: the cperan’on, maintenance
and management of the Commcn Area, if .my, and to contract for and pzy maintanancn,
gardening. mima. mmn’ais and suppﬁa, and services reiaring to the Commun Area, if any,
and {o 2:11p personnei necasary far the maxim cf the Common Area, if my, including
and m cam-ac. far and pay {or improvemens and any
Eegal and accounting
Mariana] facifidm an the Common Aura, ii any. in case of damage by ﬁn: or other casualty
:o the property owned and/er managed by the Cameraticn, ii insuranc: pmczeds aceed
Tweartive Thoma»: Gaﬂm (525,000). at the cm: cf making or muiiéing armed: available
insurancz:
by mere mars Twn Themand' Doﬂxs €52,330). then Lhe Bo;@pf33i1gcz_ars
max c‘otzinﬁm bids 5mm two or mom respcm‘zhle‘ cénncuiri‘tﬁ rébdéld 3r? Ebrfa‘on ch31: said
progeny in mmanc: with the cﬁginzi mans and sceciﬁcadons wim expect therein, and 5&3“,
:u 50cm 25 gassibfe ﬁltraafzer, ail a speciai meeting cf she Camcmion lo cumider such bids.

(h)

mics,

pm

SYRAWS . 4

wodbca‘dmlhagh‘byim
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A: such special meeu'ng. the Members may by dame-Sonata {3/4} m‘the voting power cast. elect
w reject sud: bids and thus not to rebuild. Faiiure to {has mien such bids shad! be deemed
a! sud: bid as may be selected by the Managtc

mpm

mmwuwhaenmyfowﬁlma and sewer facilitju Marthe Common

To
{T}
Area to serve mePropmy:

To 5:, determine and name from time In time, if mammary or advigble. the public
{1}
which Is than or there organirad or opened for
agency, fund, foundation or
charitable purposes, mwhich mmnfm'uCorponﬁon maybedisn-ibmadupm iiquidzn‘on
or disclaim acceding tn the Amide: 0f lnmrporztion oi the Ccrpomﬁon HMS: sud: assets
shall be dimibmnd ca Owner: oi Building Lats as more pardculariy pmvidad in the Adidas of
Mcarporation. The assets so distribuxrd sink! be those remaining after saﬁsfaaion of all just
debt: and obligations of the Carperaﬁun, and zimrc'istribuﬁon 05:11 pmpeny hdd «acquired

Wan

hymn Corporaxim undume
Gd

mscfaspedﬂcmmotmm

Tandem.amend,2ndrepealbymajodtymofd1e80udofniremxs,mlaand

regulations a: m the Corporation deemed amenable and
(D

W

W

awry; and

Tamﬂlreﬁmpamdpmmzndmwmﬁem

AreaMedormas-sagd byzhe Corporation.
The Board d Dinar»: may canine: or employ fume Corponﬁon
Section 4.4
garnished by the Board a!
a: a
u: when: smh duties
management agent
and services a the Board of Dimmer: shall authorize, Endorsing, but not [brand to thaduztu Iisaed_in Season 43

mm

(“mm mmﬂon

a

head.

Nominzﬁm far demon to m;- Board cf Dfrecsors
Nommdons may aka be made {mm m. ﬂoor a: the annual meeting.
The nomination
shall mist of a Chaim, who shall be a ma-nbef of the 803d of Direcxxs, and
shall be appointed by the Board of
(we {2) or more Mamba cf 35: Amdadcn. The nominating
savefmm the dcse cfsuch annual meeting until the
Dimams pﬁamnch annual mew'ngofme
dos. of me and annual meeting, and such appointment shall be announced at each annuai meeting. The
nomination committee 531:3! make a: marry mminw‘om for election we the Board a!
as it shall in its
discretion dmine. hut not less than the number of Hands that are to be ﬁlled. Such minadcns my be
made from among Members or non-mamas.
Season 4.5
shall be made by a nomimdon

mica:

mime.

Wm

mime

Dim

A: the ﬁrs! annual manng of the Camden. and 31:2a :1 each annual meeting 0! the Corporan‘on,
new streams shall be dead by seam vm’man haiku by a Maiariry of Mamba: present a: such meeting as
prwidnd in thus Byizws. Cumulative voting is no: permimd. The arm cuhhe Din-rams shal! be b: one m yea:
m not dead thermal, the Dlnzcmr: may be
1n the even! that an annual meeting is not held, er me
has been
elccmd a any special meeting heid for 8'13: puma. Each Director shall hold ofﬁc: until a
elected at until dam. migmzscn. meal or inﬁdzl addiction of mama!
My man serving
as 3 Chem: may be Mic-(mi, and than shail be no Imimson on me mmba of terms during which a Dimmr

Dim

may serve.
Section 4.6

WW5,

imm W

The Board of Dimer: shaﬂ cause to be maintained

a

in“

mimt

set

with
of backs and mean}: shawing the ﬁnandal sandman :31 m 25:51: cf the Cap-oration in a manner
{at me preceding 5513} year
:
generalty acumen! «taunting pn’ndpits. ﬁx: Corporaﬁor: win
if the halder, insum gr summer of my ﬁrst mortgage 81;: is seated by a Buﬁding Lo: submit: a wrium request
shall be delinred ts cad: Member within (him! (333) days mat the compien‘on
for it. A cepy of each
statement reﬂecting income and agendkmm of the Corpsmtion shall
annua!
mch
sumac.
An
of
be dimbmd to each Member within ninety (90) days after the end a! each ﬁscai year, and :2: 6m momma
who have in writing requestzd notice of Carporaricn pmctedings.

pde men:

men:

:1a

000550

zoosogmss

mm.

Dim

mm!

Vanda in the Board :2!
caused by any reascn «batman the
Sedan 4.7
of a Director by a vote of the Members shall be fiHed by vote cf the majority of the remaining 05mm, even
{haugh they may comma 153 than a qmmm, and and: person so elected shall be a Direcmr until a
is elected azzhenerxmnua] meeting orataspedal meeﬁngcaﬂed futharpurpme. Avacancyorvaczndesshaﬂ
be deemed an exist in use of dead»,
mam! at judicial adjwdicsﬁon of mum] incornpmwc: af any
Da’mcmr, or !n the as: the Mamba: fail to deg the fun numba' of authmizxd
a: any maﬁa; arwhich
suzh election is tn we. place.

sum

Won,

Dim

mm

Section 4.8
A: any regular or medal meeting of the Corporation duty died, my
on; or more chine Director: may be removed with or without cause by a Maiarity of Men-then and a succascr
mummandmbeelmdmﬁnduvmrymmmmd. My Direcmrwhosamcvalhzsbempmposed
by tha Members shall be given an cpporpmity to be heard amgmeecing. if moral! afrhe
mic
moved, new Dims may be ducad at the same meeting.

Dim

Was.

Sedan 4.9
Thu ﬁrst regular meeting of a newéy elecnd Boast! of Direct”: shall
be heid within ten (30) days of the dozier: of the Board a!
at sud: plan as shall be ﬁxed and
announced by xha Directors at the meeting a: whﬁd: such Cinema we: dazed. for the purpose
elmion of afﬁcus, and the transaction of other business. No notice shall be mummy tn the new}! elected
in crder legally to constitute sud: meeting, provided a majority of the Whale Road of
may

Dim

be present.

Dim,

dmmﬁm,

W

Dim

:
.‘

Regular meeting of the Board ofDireczms ska“ beheki mommy
wixhout noticn, asuda pizza and how as may be ﬁxed From rim: to ﬁrm: by resolution a! the Board. Should said
meezing fall upon a [233! boiidzy, dm that meeting shall be held a: the 53mg time on the net day which is not
a iegal holiday. Nada: of 1231112: crating; ofzha Baud of Cinema shall be given In each Direcmr, pemnally
or by maii, telephone or tries-2pm at lem’mme (3) days prior to the day named for suds meetings, unhm the
time and piazza of such meetings is mommd n the organization meeting, in Which case such nation: of ether
regular meetings shall not be requind.
Section 4. 20

52mm

Speda} meeting: of the Road of Direcmrs may be died by the
Section 4.31
President, or, if the Praidem is absm: or mime: :2 ac, by the Vice Pmidem. or by any Mo (2) Dimmers. A:
law two {2) days, antic: shall be given a: each Direcmr, persomﬁy or by mail. mleahone or mlmph, which
antics shalt mm the time. place (as hereimbova pmidedl and the
of ﬁn: meeting. If served by maﬂ,
each such notice shall be sent, pangs prepaid, L!) the addnm reﬂecnd an the records of the Corpomtion, and
shah be dauntd 351/211,?a acuity reamed indict, at. 5.00 o'clock pm. on the second day my it is deposimd
in a mguiar depositary a! the Unimd Scam mas! as provided herein. Whenever any Dimmer has been absent
fmm myspedal meeﬁngofdze Bard ofDirems,mmu-y¥ndseminmm dwea‘feadwanodcahasbeenduly
evident: r312: dun node» of such (meeting was 33m in such
given shall bu candusive and
Director, as required by (aw and as pmvidad herein.

‘

,
..‘

.-.‘~m

V

‘._1ﬁ—w~n-_—I—H—-Ir"-‘

gum

Imbia

Sedan 4.12
in writing

W

Before or a:

my meeting of the Board cf Dimmers, my Ginger may

mm notion of sud; matting and such waiver

be decmed equivalent :3 the giving of such net-ma.
Attendants by a Olmcmr u my meedng a! {he Board of Dimer: shaﬂ be waiver of nedcn by that Direcor of
no notice shall
the time and place dﬁaeof. 1! Ali Dixtcmn are present at any meeting a! the Board of
of any meeting of the Board
be required and any bushes: my be summed at zuch meeﬁng. The
cf Okmrs,
called and named crwhu-ever held, she“ be as vaiid as though had a: a meeting du‘ry held
after regular c2]! and ncrica, if a quorum be pmenz, and if, either before or am the meeting, each of the
Dir-19cm not
signs such 3 wins: wake: of ncdca, a consent to bowing such meeting, or an appmval
a! the misuse: lhereoﬁ A}! such waivers, Emma 2nd apparel: shat! be ﬁled with the mcords aim: Corporation
or maﬁa a pan of the minutm of {he meeting.

hm
pm:

'

“--».

”Section M3

331.311

madam

W

ihe acts of the majority
BYLk'N': - a

wp-dou‘dwnékzycwgum

Dim

Exec?!

15

a

matting a: which

a

quorum

3:

~

9:
9“,

E‘
L'

a.

fI,

g.

i
a

Dim,

edxemim'expmfy pmédgd herein, aim rﬁéedng:

Dims: shin {swim a worm: {at m

a majamy 0f the
present a:
6! {he

of me 303:6 e! Dimcmn,

}

Men of

pram: shall

business. and
he ah: acts of the
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Baud of Dérecmrs.

list any means of the Board of Dimdms there is less than a quomm prawn the mag'ority

pram: may adjourn

the meeting from time 3: time. At any such adjourned meeﬁng, any business which
might hm been transacmd at the meeting as edginaﬂy cane-d may be transacted without We! notice.
6? those

mm
W

The Dlmcmm 3312“ have the right to take any acn‘on in the
Section 4.14
absence of a meeting which they could take at a meeting by chaining the vote or wriu'm consult of 21! the
Cinema. Any acﬁcn so approved shah have the same 252:: as though {236m at: maxing of the Directors.

Dim

shall regain: that all ofﬁcers and mapleyees of the
The Board of
Section 4.15
Corporation handling or mmnsihle for the Ccrponﬁon Fund: shall furnish adequate ﬁdelity bonds. The
premium on sudzbonds shall bepaidbydwcCorpemﬁcn chums-lager. ~

Section 4.15 Cumming-:3, The Board of Cheats, by resciub‘on, mm: from time to time duignzte such
shat! duke, and may ambush the purposes and power! cfeadx such
as the Board cf
shaﬁ prmride for the appoinsnmt
mmmim nun-d. The {solution designating and emblhhing a
‘ofiu members, as we“ as a duimuson. shall sum the pmposa oftha mmfuec, and shall provide for reports,
as deemed appropriate by due Board of
mmmon, and other minismm'on

Dam

mmmimea

mine:

Dims.

mm:

ARTICLE V
OFHCEPS

W

The principal CECE” chin Corporation shall be: Presldtnt, aVica Praidenz,
Section 5.1
aSccetary, :ndaTrazsurer, ail dwhomsl'xaﬂbeelectzdbyd’mBoardofDim macadoiDim-cmrsmay
appotn: an Assistant Treasurer and 2:1 Assistant Secretary, and such odmr ofﬁcer: as in {he Board a! Direcms’
judgment may be necessary. One pawn may hoid two or more ofﬁces, accept those offices ofPraident and

W.

Secretary.

The ofﬁcer: of the Corporadon shail be eiesczzd annually hy the Board
Secxion 5.2
new Board of Directors, and cach ofﬁw shall hold afﬁx: For
meg-ling
of Ghana at the
one (1) year unless ﬁe er sh: shai} some! resign or shaﬂ be moved or otherwise disqmﬁﬁecf.

window

(3m

mumm-

m

Dam

of a maicrity of the entire Board of
Upon an aﬁmﬁve
Station 53
elected a! any reguhr maxing of the
any ofﬁcer mzy be moved, eidwerwifh orwimom came, and a
Board of DErecmrs, or any special maxing o( the Scam! of OWL-czar: died for such purpose. Any otﬁcer may
resign at any time by giving writer: node: tn the Board of Dina-Gar: or tn the Presldem or Sweaty cf the
a: the data {if receipt of Sud: notice or at any lane: D'ma
Camoudon. Any such resignation shalt take
in said notice, immune: of such mignaﬁon by me Board of
spedﬁed therein; and names othewe
A vacancy in any ofﬁa may be Mac! by appointmem by
no make it
Dimer: aha” not be
the Board. The ofﬁcer appoinzré in sud} vacancy shaﬂ serve fa: the remainder of the term of the ofﬁcer he

sumor

am

ﬂmry

mﬁed

Mrs.

reclaca.

-

CREW

mama

compersadon
Ofﬁcers, agents, and employee ska“ waive such
Sedan 5%
for thei.’ servicu as mzy be audmrlzed or uniﬁed by the Board of Dimer; Appointment of any ofﬁcer, 335::
mama] righxs cf whpmsazion for services perfumed by sud: an oﬁczx,
or amphyee $128 mt cf 2m!
er
06 Granny cr any aﬁ'ﬁlim 0! Grants: may receive any
No
or
ampkrm
agent
empic-yee.
0mm,
compensation.

W
mt:

Dim:

Dims

The Sui-:6 of
may elect such other orﬁcen as the affairs
Section '55.
of I‘m Associaﬁon may require. each cf whom aha}! hoid ofﬁc: far such period, have sud: authority, and gen‘mn
of Dis-rams may, from time as time, rimming.
sud: dudm as the

am

mm

ofﬁce: cf :31: Cameration. The
Section 5.5, Emidﬂ The Payment xhai} be the chic!
Pmiden: 53ml! pmide at all messing: ofme Camemdon and oizhe Board of Dims-s. Tn: Presidem shaii haw
41:16- me genml powees-and duties which are usually vested in :hcror'ﬁcarofimresidmrof—amongmﬁ!

WW3 -

2'

:ﬁmliruyébylm
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corporation, induding but not Eimited to the power. subiecr m the provisions of Sedan 4.16, m appoint
commutes ﬁrm among {ha Mamba-s and Owners {mm time :9 time as the Pmident alone may deg‘de are
ammpﬁam to assist in the conduc: of the aﬁairs of the Corporation. The. Praiden: sham subjea tn the control
cf {he Board cf Dawes, have pneral wpes'xmian, direcﬁon and emu-:34 of the business of the Camden. The
Praident 5112!! in ex aﬁdo a member of all sanding Carmina, and 81: President shall have such 6&1! powers
and dude as may be prescribed by the Board of Directors or them: Byiaws.

when;

The Via President shalt take the place af the Praiden! and pafmm sud:
President shall be absent, disabied or unable in 2a. If neither the Presldmz nor the Vice
Prairies“ is able to ac; the Boyd of Directors shall appoint some odds man? of me Board of Dir-32mm ac dc
Prairie-at shaﬁ also petfufm such other dimes as shail fmm time no time be
so on an Inteﬁm basis. The
or [hue Bytzws.
imposed by the Board of
Section 5.7.

duria whenever the

W:

Dim

m

TheSecmtzryshzﬂ Mmevumandkeepﬁaeminum ofaﬂ meetings ofme
Section 5.8.
Board of Ginger: and the minmrs a! all meetings of the Carpoaﬁan a! the principal ofﬁce of the Carpomion
or such other placa as the Board of Dimes mzyorder. The
handing-gs oisuch books and
pager: as Rh: Board of Shams may dined. and tha Secretary shall, In maul, pedoxm a” due duties incident
to {he ofﬁcn of Secretary. The Secretary shall give. orause an be given, notice of meetings of the Corporaﬁnn
and o! the Board at Dlmams maimd by these Bylaws a: by law to be given. The Emmy ma}! maintain a
bcok a! retard Owners, and any person in possasion of a Building Lot ﬂux is not an Owner, listing the name
and addresses a! the Owners, and my person in possessiun of: Buiiding Lot that is not an Owner, as furnished
to the Corporation and and: book shall be dwangzd cnky :: such time as saﬁsfacxnry evidence er a change in
ownership of a Building Lot is presented to the Secretary. The Secretary ska]! pufon'n such other duties as may
be prescribed by the Band of Dimer: or than Bylaws.

5min]!

and

Secdon 5.9. Imam. The Transom st have rspomibiﬁw for me Corporation funds and mites
5&1l mug for keeping. or musing m be ham, fun and autumn mum: of the PM owned by

the Corporation, tax reads and business trunnion: of the Corporaﬁan induding accounts of all assets,
“abilities, receipt: md disbmsammts, all in books belonging tn the Comoradnn. The Treasurer shall be
responsible: {of the deposit of all monies and adm’ valuable effecs in the name and to the credit 0! me
Corporadcn in such deposimria as mzy 6mm time no time be dmlgmmd by the Band at Direcmrs. The Treasure:
sfuﬂ dbbursa than funds of the Corporation as may be ordered by the Bond Of Directors inaccotdance with he
upon «aqua; an account of all vanadium as Treasuxer
Dudmdon, shall render in me Praidmrand
and she” have such other powers and perform such other dams
and of the ﬁnancial condstion of the
a: may be prescribed by am Board of Dianna or than Byim

Dim

Won.

Section 6.1

W

ARUCLE V1
OBLIGATIONS 0F OWNERS

A“ Owners 3!! o’cﬁgiizd in WV: in mrdance with ﬁne pmvisions of {he Dedaration,
of the Corpom‘dan, which may
Assasmmu imposed by ﬁx: Corporation to meet
imiude, wixhcrut iimimﬂon, : tlzbiﬁty insurance policy prtmium and an insumc: premium fur
a pciic/ to cave: mpair and mamucﬁm work m we cf ﬁre, earthquake er other hazard, a:
more fuib/ provided in Senior: 4.3 cf mesa Bylaws. Exam 3:. chemise pmvided in the
Declaration, {he Assaments shaﬁ be made 53113i per Suiiding Lot for all Members of the
It the
is not paid withir: :m (10) days
Carpomn‘on oblipmd to pay such
shad! bear interest from the date cf deiinquency at the rare cf
aka m due data, m:
{an percent {107.} per annum.

{a}

211m

:13

Wax:

.

EYLAM

Want.

men!

All delinquent )sessmens shall be enforced, reﬂected or {crammed
(b3
{amided in the Decimc‘cn. H

5n

the manner

._

- H

—-_'lJ:-<:'~t"—I:ﬂV'-J

N- ;It't‘h'rr! 1W1
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Sedan 62

MW

Every Owner must perform prompﬁy, a: the Owners 5632 cost and expense, at}
and repair wad: on such Owner’s Buiiding Lo: as requimd under the pm'mions
of the Dedmn‘on. As further provided in the Denim-3n. a)! plan: far alterations and repair
ofimpruvements on the Pmpeﬂy must receive dun priorwﬁm
Cumming. Thehu‘ximcnnl Carmine: slut!
promdma for the granting
and denial ofsud‘l approval in
with the
(.1)

mainmncn

Wtcfmemthimnl

Want:

5::m Wis

Won.

A: farther ptmided in the Dedamicn, cad: Owner shalt reimburse the Comoraﬁan
(2:)
far any expenditura imam-ed in repairing or replacing my panics-I o! the Property med or
convened by the Caporaﬂon which are damagd through xhe fault of the Owner, and each
Owner shat! prompn‘y Nimbus: the Corporation in! the tom of repairing. replacing and/or
maintaining Gm pardon o! m: Progeny which the Corporation has mpaimd, replaced at
maintained pursuant tn me Dada-axiom Sud: expenditure shall indude all mun cost: and

wombhmmm'fmandmimmdinmfordngmypmisimufmayim orme
Dedarzuon.
ARTICLE

VI!

AMENDMENTS TO BYLAWS
These ayimmbemendedhyme Covpcmicn nan annual meeting ozuadul'yoomﬁmmd meeting
of 3m Corpmaﬁon for such purpose 2: godded In the Amid: aﬂncnrpcmim. No
1:: these Byiaws
shall aka effect mics: mmved by a: least a Majoriry
at such mime: percentage 2.: hemin otherwise
pmvidcd.

:3m

J

mm!

.M

uryrmwvrvmttlwh‘

ARTICLE V"!

MEANING OF TERMS
.

imp: as otherwise deﬁned herein. :11 turn: herein Iniﬁaliy apicallzed shalt have the same mmings
appﬁed to such rams in the Dedmﬂon indwlng, without ﬁmitaﬂon, 'Anicies', 'Assessments',
'Associazlon‘, “Building W, ‘Commm Nea', 'Gmmr', 'Chss AManber‘, ’03:: 8 Mamba", and ﬂamers}

as am

ARTICLE IX
CDNFUCTING PROMONS

'ﬁT’W.

Wﬂg‘vmtwt“

in use anycfﬁma By’aws conmdwémanypxwkimohhe 12w: cftheSme ofldaho,md1 confﬁding
Byéaws shall be mm and void upon ﬁnal mun dewminaﬁon co sud: aﬁea, but all other Bylaw: shalt remain in
the Adda a! Incommian and these Bylaws the Anides
in]! force and effect. in case of any conﬂict
shalf canmi; and m the use of any crmﬁic: between the Badman and than Byim, the Dedaratinn shai}

,

hem

cam}.

wwwhmgmxmw

W-

ARTICLE X

INDEMMHCATXON AND XNSUKANCE

For the purposes o{ this Anide, 'agent‘ means any petscrz wbc is or
Section 10.1
was 1
ofﬁw, empicyee or mixer 33am cf the Corponﬂon, or is or was serving at the mum of the
Corporation xx a
ofﬁcer, mployee
063w, employee or asém oi nether carpet-axiom or was a
Dr agent at a corporation which was a predemsor carpondan of aha Corparwon: 'pmcnedtng' means any
pending or carnpremd adon or proceeding, whediu civil, ciminal, administrative or invesﬁgaﬁvc:
and ‘mcpemes' induda. wfthom iimitaﬁan, mamm‘ fees and mm and any menses of estzbhshing a right ts
3ndemniﬁcmor: under Samar: 383 car pamgaph id of Section 103».

Dim,

dim,

dimr,

mm,

ﬁﬂA‘NS-B

hpdhaqh‘bﬂ-M
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Wm.warming

’

This Corporan‘on shall indemnify any person who was Dr is a party or
Section 10.2
Corpomzz'on ta
(ether than an union by a: in the right
to be made a pan-ya:
in its favod by
prccum a
of the fact that sud! persons is at was an agent of this Carpcraﬁon,
in mmeczﬁon
against menses, judgmenn. ﬁnes, gamma andnd‘ter ammxm acmaﬁy and reasonabty
wi’h sud) proceeding if such pawn mad in good faith and in a manner such person reasanabzy beﬁeved to be
in or not opposed m the best
of the Commﬂon and, in the case of a. criminal pmceedlng, had no
mascnabic cause to beHeve the mnduaaf such person: was uniawful. The maination of any moccasins by
judgment. Odf, sememem, mnw’dm or upon a pie: a! solo mnmndm ar in equivalentshau not, of itseif,
cream a presumption
323 person did not an: In 300d faith and in a manner which the pezscns reasonably
heiieved m be in or not opposed to the but
of the Comonn’on or with raped :1: any criminal
to
thank: person’s conducwas unlawﬁJL
proceedhg that the person had reasonabin
n3 indenmiﬁaﬂon shall be made in mafanydaim, issmormanxasmwhkdasudx personshaﬁ havebem
adjudged m be [labia to the Corporaﬁon in the performance ofsnch persons’ dmymmaCmporzn‘cn, uniasmd
cnfy no the amen: that the own In whid: such cascading E5 orwu pending shaﬂ determine upon appﬁaﬂon
that, in View of an the dttumstanca of the case, such person is fairfy and Monabiy entitled to indemnity {of
the menses which such camshaﬂ deem pmper.
is

mmjudgment

m

0?d

inmd

mm

m:

lam

Hm,

am balm

Season 10.3

W
W

To the scent max an agent of the Corporation has been

Wimd’mmm in defamdmplucaeilngm In in Section 10.2.01"aa dalmﬁsue
acuaﬂy and masonabw harmed by the agent
be iﬁemniﬁed against
ar mm Mn, {he agent

W

3213!!

In cameczion therewith.
Secdon 10.4

Won W

as

pmvlded in Sedan 103. any

01W if authorized in the speciﬁc case, upon
indammadon made: this Am'de shall be made by the
: decenninadon that indemniﬁaﬁm of the agent 8 grape: in {he dmmncu beause the agen: has me: the
:ppﬁabia standard of canduc: set {om In Sedan 10.2, as determined by:

A majcrity van a!

(a)

a quamm

camisﬁng of

Dianna who

are not parties m sud1

proceedEng:

ApprovalarraﬁﬁczdonbyhdﬁrmaﬁwvmofawmwofMunbmem‘dedmmm

(h)

mpnaented a: a duly heid meeting of the Corporan’on a: which a quorum is pram: at by the
wring: consent of a Majariry of Mamba; mﬁ’ded to vote. For purposes a! demmining x‘he
required quamm of any "mung 0N1: Corpomim died In appm or unify indemniﬁcation
ofan agentand memorwﬁnm moment required therefur an agnmwho :53 Manwm be
:1: van: {ht-amen;
indemniﬁed shah nag be

mm

mm

such procaeding a or was pending, upon applicaa‘on made by the
The com
or other persons rendering mica in connedon with
Ccrporaﬂcn o: the want or {he
or other person is opposed
the defame, whu‘her crnotsudx applimon by the agent,
by the Corporaticnmr

(c)

may

:11a

.

W

W

independm ’egal
disintezumd digests.

(CD

mat! in wring!» opinion, engaged at the directian of a quorum of
‘

Expenses incurred In defending any pmecﬁng mzy be advanceé
Sedan 13.5
by the Cerpomu’on pnur m the ﬁnal disposition a! such proceeding upon receipt of an undertaking by a! an
behalf of tha agznt m rcpay such amount, If irshall be determined ulﬁmaiety {hat d~e agent is no: endﬂed :9 be
indemniﬁed as authonzed in this Amide,

Sedan 10.5

under

m Adda, emcee: as pmided

”$5996“?

,

n Sedan 303 or

No indemniﬁcaﬁon or advance shah be made
30. 4, in any dmmmnce where

pamyaphi{d a? 52am!

B‘fL'tV‘S - 10

wpdzﬂ'ﬂuwnlfanIE-r'm
'
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That it would be incomixzent with a provision of the Amide: of Enumeration, these
Bylaws, a rasoknion of the Board of Directms or Members or an agreement in aim: at the time
of the waged ause of acn‘on waned in the proceeding in which the menses
of ch:
were barred at other moms were paid, whidl pmhibit: a! oddewisa limits Endanniﬁan'on;
(a)

mm!

0r
That it wank! be incansistan: with my candiu'on
approving a statement.

0:)

cm
aim

mmfy imposed by a csurz in

This Amide shall
a right cf indmniﬁaﬁcn f0: ead’x agent mfm'ed ta in dais Amide, “theme: or
net the proceedingto which the indumiﬁcaﬁon calm
In what: or in pan prior to adoption of this Anide;
amwhedzubefmcraﬁu initiation ofsuch proceeding, such rightshzii
and in Lhamafmedwh
In addition, m the maxs'mum earn! permitted by appiicabke Yaw,
amend to sud: agent‘s iegai
me right of indemniﬁcmm hereby given shall not be
of or odwemisa affect any Omar rights such agent
may hm to indunniﬁadun, whereby law or underany gonna, insurance policy or omarwise.

W

m

:2d

WW

gum

and maintain insurancz on behalf of
The Cotpaaﬁan may
Section 10.7
any agent 0f the Corporation against my Rabmxy ass-amt! against or Incurred by the agent in such capacity at
or not the Corporation wouid hm the power :0 indemnify the
vislng out of the agent‘s sun: as
agent against such liability under the provisions of this Mada.

m, Me:

mm

ARTICLE X!
MRSCELUNEOUS

W

NI checks, draft: a: other orders for payment of money,
Sedan 11.1
ncta or other eviderm of indebtednss issued in The name of o: payable to the Corporation shaﬂ be signed or
mdmsed bymd'apa'sonarpenmsandinsuda mannera,frnmﬁmemdme,shaﬂ bedateminedbymmticn
of the Board of Ghana.

W

m

cam

as in these Bylaws
The Beard of Dimmers,
Secﬂcn 11.2
pravlded, may summarize any aﬁw or ofﬁcers, am: 0! agents, to ems into any cans—ac: or axe-am: any
instrument in the name and on behalf of tha Corponh‘on, and such authon‘ly may be amen} or cnnﬁned to
speciﬁc Instancs; and unis: so authorized by the Board of Ola-actors, no ofﬁcer, agent Of emptoyee shall have
or engagermpt or tn pledge the Cormmion’s
the power or audmn'ty m bind me Corporzﬁcn by my
credit or m tends the (Semantics: liable for any purpose or in any amount;

mm

The (brpoxwon shal! keep in the Corporation's
Section 11.3
ofﬁce for the transaction of business the cﬁgina! or a copy of mar: Bylaws as amended or omenvise altered to
date, certiﬁed by the Seaway, which shall be 0pm tn
by the Manta: at :3] rusonabie n’ma dudng
ofﬁce hours. The books, read: and papers of :31: Association ska“ a: a}! dmu, during reasonabm busines
hams, be whim: m inspection by any Member. The Oedmﬂon, the Amide n! incorporation, and the Bylaws
of {he Association shes! be availahia f0: inspecﬁcn by any Member at (he pn‘ndpal ofﬁce of the Assocfaﬁcn,
where capia may be purchased a: reasonable cast.

Won

W

The ﬁscal year cf the Communion shall begin on the 132 day of 1mm and
Sedan 11.4
and an the 31:: day 0f Decanter of every year except that the ﬁrst ﬁscal' year shat! begin an the dam cf
incorporation,

Men

w

mm

The Csrpomion shall keep and maintain in the Ccmcmdon‘s afﬁce
Seder: 11.5
for the
sf busin& a book Whining the name and addrm of each Member. Termination or Innate:
cf ownershfp of any Building Lot by an Owner s‘naii be married in the boob together with the dam- an which
such ownership was tnns’ared, and 321: new Owner shall be Snmtpomted Inc: the book in acmréance with the
provisions Of $13 Dedaraﬁcn ad the Arddes of :ncurpcmﬂon.
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000559

1c “Zn-‘1‘:

l

Via?

:mmnumugu:

2‘12:

nvoioe #: 307239

ClientMatter:

Potheﬁwgha“ LE?
October 6, 2016

18545

—

001

RE: Association Representation

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date
9/14/16

—

Tkpr

Description

BLC

Review letter Forwarded from Board to owner building new
compliant fence.

Hours

Amount

”‘30

63.00

TOTAL PROFESS ONAL SERVICES

$ 6300

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$63.00

2
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Viai Fotheringhajjxlgf
1

mm,

mm

aux-grew:

-

18545

"33.1: avmranmvxyga'. ,.

November 4, 2016

lnvoioe#: 311690

ClientMatter:

~v

—

001

RE: Association Representation

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Hours

Amount

.80

1.50.00

1.20

354.00

Update Jan letter.

.10

29.50

Review Board emails, update letter again, send Jan letter.

.10

29.50

Tkpr

Description

10/05/16

JOE

{Telephonic} meeting with Board of directors regarding
Rodina. Professional discount.

10/06/16

JOE

Rodina matter. Draﬁing initial letter.

IO/l 0/16

JOE

10/12/16

JOE

Date

‘

TOTAL PROFESSI ONAL SERVICES

$ 563.00

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$563.00

2
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‘3:

k

,.

2

P
Vial I‘othcringhqm LIn."

,

Invoice #: 325775

March 8, 2017

Clicnt.Matter: I8545 001
RE: Association Representation
—

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

’I‘kpr

Description

2/06/17

JOE

2/07/l7
2/08/17

Date

Hours

Amount

Review emails, draft, respond to board.

.10

29.50

JOE

Review emails, advise board/manager regarding status, letter.

.30

88.50

JOE

Discuss Rodina. Need letter to his attorney before Board
discusses: to address communications. Sent email to Curl

.40

|

18.00

abom-

TOTAI , PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

S

23600

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

$

236.00

2

000562
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away 6, 2017

lnvoioe#: 318294

ClientVMatter: H3545 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement
—

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date

Tkpr

Description

JOE

Drafting Rodina Complaint.

Hours

Amount

2.00

590.00

ﬂ
12/27/16

TOTAL PROFESSI ONAL SERVICES

$ 590.00

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$59000

2
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Vial Fothcringbam LLP

Invoice #: 332583

May 3, 2017

Client.Mattel': 18545 002
RE: Rodina,]3n Owner Enforcement
—

—

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Hours

Amount

Review RodinaﬁZES; letter. Advise Board.

.30

88.50

JOE

Draft letter to Rodina‘s attorney, Curl.

.70

206450

4/24/17

JOB

Update letter, reply to Board emails;

.30

88.50

4/25/17

JOE

Review Board emails, update draft letter.

.20

59.00

Tkpr

Description

4/18/17

JOE

4/20/17

Date

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

35

442.50

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

$

442.50

2
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ny’

Jl11,2017

Invoice #: 338524

ClientM atter:18545 RE: Rodina, Jan

—

002

Owner Enforcement

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Tkpr

Description

6/08/17

JOE

Review status ofRodina matter, advise
Update complaint for ﬁling.

6/16/17

JOE

Follow up with Board and request mediation with opposing

Date

Board_

Hours

Amount

1.10

324.50

.30

88.50

counsel,

6/26/17

JOE

Review owner emails, check in with Board. Seek ﬁling
approval. Finalize Complaint and Summons for ﬁling.

.60

17700

6/26/17

JRAN

Save Complaint and Summons for e~ﬁling with Ada County.
E-ﬁle Complaint and Summons with Ada County

,20

20.00

TOTAL PROFESSONAL SERVICES

55

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$610.00

610.00

2

000565
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lnvoioeit: 341303

August 8, 2017

ClientM atter: i8545 002
—

RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Hours

Amount

Update acceptance and notice Ofintent to default. Direct
staff.

.20

59.00

Draft Notice ol‘Intent to Default, send and

.70

70.00

.10

2950

Tkpr

Description

7/26/17

JOE

7/26/17

IRAN

Date

e—ﬁle

Certiﬁcate

of Service, 2 attorneys
7/27/17

JOE

Report on status to client.

TOTAL PROFE$ONAL ERVICES

$158.50

DISBURSEMENTS
Date
7/09/17

Amount

Description
Capital One Bank (USA), N.A., 08062017-

13-

Filing

227.63

27.63

TOTAL DISBUREMENTS

$

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$386.13

2
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lnvoioe#: 356143

December 6, 2017

CHentM atter: [8545 - 002
RE: Rodina, Jan Owner Enforcement
—

ﬂ

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date

Tkpr

10/16/17

CMT

11/13/17

CMT

"Description

Hours

Amount

1.10

N/C

.20

63.00

I

[NO CHARGE] Prepare for conference call with Board;
conference call with Board

regarding:_
regarding:_

Telephone call with Nick Barber
receive and review e—mail from
draft response
Nick

regarding:_;

TOTAL PROFE$I ONAL ERVICES

$ 63.00

TOTAL THISINVOICE

$63.00

Exhibit B
000567
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‘

Vid Fotheringhg’ﬂ LLP
mug:

’

’

£11t 9, 2018

lnvoioe#: 359860

RE:

“

18545 - 002
Rodina, Jan Owner

ClientMatter:

—

Enforcement

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date

Tkpr

“13/01/17

CMT

12/07/17

CMT

Amount

Hours

Description

7““,

-.
regarding—

Travel to site; site visit offence and retaining wall; meet
return to ofﬁce
with board members regarding:

V

7

150

472.50

.80

252.00

Receive and review e—mails regarding: RFPs,
interrogatories, and RFAS

.10

31,50

Review ﬁle regarding: deadlines for expert disclosure; meet

with BPRO

12/08/17

CM’T'

12/08/17

CMT

Meet with BPRO
telephom call with Nick

.50

157.50

12/13/17

BLC

Phone calls to try to ﬁnd expert witnesses for CMT.

.80

184.00

12/15/17

CMT

Meet with TMJ

.20

63.00

regarding“
regarding“

regarding:_

TOTAL PROFESSONAL SERVICES

$1,160.50

TOTAL TH S! NVOI CE

$1,160.50

I

2
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Invoice

#2

February 14, 2018

362528

C1ient.Matter: 18545 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement
—

PROF ES SIONAL SERVICES

Date

Tkpr

Description

1/02/18

CMT

Meet with ABON regarding: gathering documents from
board and others for production and instructions to board to
collect same; review RFP, RFA, and Interrogatorics;
strategize responses to same

1/03/18

CMT

Meet with BPRO

1/03/18

CMT

Draft e-mail to Attorney Beck regardingzjoint status report

Amount

Hours

regardingz_

1.06”

“315.00;

.10

31.50

.10

31.50

to court

1/05/18

AKAU

No Charge - Review complaint, answer, discovery requests,
and CC&RS in preparation forMSJ ﬁling. Draft
recommendations for supervising attorney.

3.70

N/C

1/05/18

ANEL

Conference with CMT re: intex'rogatox'y response; email to
counsel re: Word format of response; conference call with
email to Board re:
N. Barber re:

3.90

390.00

prepare

discovery response; calendar i. ca mes; calendar
conference cal);
1/05/18

CMT

with Attorney Beck and Lorena Scott from
Attorney Beck’s ofﬁce regarding: meeting to discussjoint
status report; draft response; e—mail dialogue with Ms. Scott
E—mail dialogue

ﬂ;

.20

regarding: same

1/05/18

CMT

Meet with AN EL regarding
conference call with Nick and
ANEI. regarding;

2.20

693.00

regarding“

telephone call with message
draft e-mail to
to Leann
Board regarding:
receive and review mnail from ANEI,

regarding:_

{\J

000569
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Invoice #: 362528

“

_

Date

Tkpr

Description

1/05/18

CMT

Meet with AKK regarding: motion for sunnnaryjudgment
and

February 14, 201 8

Hours

Amount

.20

63.00

1/07/18

AKAU

Review pictures, coxg‘espondence, and history of ﬁle.
Perform legal research in preparation for MSJ.

2.25

N/C

1/08/18

AKAU

No Charge Discuss research with lead attorney, Brindec
Collins, review notes taken and research, send
recommendations on MS] to supervising attorney in

1.50

N/C

—

Oregon.
1/08/18

ANEL
A

Conference with CMT

rm"

download

30.00

and compile documents from Association's website;

1/08/18

CMT

1/08/18

CMT

Prepare for conference call with Attorney Madscn;
telephone call with Attorney Madsen regarding: discovery
issues, joint status report to court, mediation, mediators, and
trial date; draft e—mail to Attorney Madsen regarding: same;
meet with ANEL regarding: extension on discovery
requests

.70

Review memo from AKK regarding: MSJ; dialogue with

.20

AKK regarding:

22050

same

1/08/18

CMT

Receive and review e—mail from board members and Leann
regarding:

.10

3L50

1/09/18

ANEL

No Charge Calculate and calendar case deadlines;
conference with CMT re: same;

.30

N/C

1/09/18

CMT

Receive and revnew

.10

31.50

1/09/18

CMT

Receive and review e—mail from Attorney Madsen
regarding: draf‘tjoint status report, mediation and
mediators, potential new trial date, and extension on
discovery requests; draft response

1/10/18

CMT

Recelve and rewew

—

e—mall

e—maxl

from Board

mgardmgﬂ

from Board regarding:

—

3150

000570
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Invoice #: 362528

February 14, 2018

Da te

Tkpr

Description

1/10/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Board

1/11/18

AKAU

l/11/18

ANEL

Hours

Amount

.10

3150

Review client ﬁle, perform legal research, pull Exhibits,
begin draﬁing Motion for Summary Judgment,
Memorandum, Afﬁdavit, Notice of Hearing and other
documents for MS] ﬁling.

6.50

1,625,00

Review and organize Eagle Springs emails and documents;
email to Board re:
prepare
discovely matrix; create shared Dropbox folder; email to
Board

4.70

470.00

.80

252.00

Review answer and afﬁrmative defenses; meet with RDH
regarding: summaryjudgment options and strategy; online
research regarding: aerial View of original fence; dialogue
with Nick regarding:-

1.30

40950

Meet with AKK regarding: motion for summaryjudgmcnt
and strategy for same; receive and review e-mail from Nick
telephone
call with Nick regarding:

.90

283.50

Call w/ CMT; Review complaint and answer; review memo
regarding summaryjudgment; review photos and arch
approval with CMT; strategy meeting w/ CMT regarding

130

370.50

6.20

N/C

.30

3000

regarding:—

m
a
rez_

1/11/18

CMT

ﬂ_—

Conference call with Board, Leann, and ANEL regarding:
meet with ABON regarding:

dropbox for documents

1/11/18

CMT

1/11/18

CMT

regarding“

meet with ABON

regarding:

1/11/18

RDH

1/12/18

AKAU

No Charge Further review ol‘cliem ﬁle and initial draft of
MS] and supporting afﬁdavit; Send to supervising attorney
Chris 'I‘ingey, for review.

l/I2/l8

ANEL

Dowuload board member documents from Dropbox; email
to board members re: receipt of documents; review emails;

—

000571
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Vial Fothcrjn gham LLP

.

Invoice #: 362528

February 14, 2018

Tkpr

Description

1/12/18

BLC

Review draft Motion for Summary Judgment. Discuss
memo and suggestions with CMT.

1/12/18

CMT

E-mail dialogue with Leann regarding—review
second ARC mquest from Rodina and related documents;
meet with ANEL
e—mail dialogue
with BPRO regarding.
with David Day regarding:
draft e~mail
t0 Attorney Madsen regarding: joint status report to court
and keeping current trial date and potential mediators

Date

‘mcet

Hours

Amount

1.50

345.00

.90

283.50

regarding:—
'

1/12/18

CMT

Review MSJ ﬁrst draft; meet with AKK regarding: same

.60

189.00

1/12/18

RDH

Edit MSJ; email CMT comments on same

.80

228.00

1/13/18

AKAU

Incorporate input from supervising attorney Chris Tingey,
continue drafting MSJ and supporting afﬁdavit

4.00

N/C

1/13/18

AKAU

Make additional edits to MS] dmﬂ‘.

2,00

N/C

1/13/]

8

CMT

Review draft ofMSJ; meet with AKK regarding: revisions
to same

,20

N/C

1/14/18

CMT

Review and revise draft MSJ motion; dialogue with Nick
regarding:
instructions to AKK regarding: revising same

2.40

756.00

1/15/18

AKAU

_pull

Meet with Board member Nick
picture Exhibits, determine proper dates;
ﬁnalize with notary.

1.75

43750

1/] SI] 8

AKAU

Continue ﬁnalizing Memorandlnn in support ofMSJ,
review edits from other attorneys, add all proper citations.

6.70

N/C

HI 5/]

ANEL

Email to and from L. Hinsbergel' re:
emails to and from TBE & CMT re: Afﬁdavit and summary
judgment motion; emails to and from A. Kinda“ re: eFiling;
ﬁnalize Notice of Hearing; send to J. Rankin {or ﬁling; edil
Memorandum and prepare. Certiﬁcate of Service; ﬁnalize
summaryjudgment pleadings and cFile;

4.90

N/C

8

Barber—

5

000572
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“

Invoice #: 362528

Date
1/15/18

Tkpr

Description

BELL

Prepare afﬁdavits; prepare and review memorandum for

«x

February ‘14, 2018

Hours

Amount

650

1,897.50

Review and revise Barber afﬁdavit; meet with TBE
regarding:
review declaration for additional
relevant provisions for memorandum; meet with AKK
regarding:
review and revise motion; review and revise updated
memorandum; dialogue with AKK regarding:instructions to ANEL regarding:

6.30

1,984.50

Notarize Afﬁdavit, save Exhibits individually for uploading
to Court

2.25

N/C

Review discovery requests: begin drafting Objections and
initial review ofdocuments.

4,50

1,125.00

Call with CMT & A. Kaufﬁnan
emails to and from J. Rankin 1‘s: hearing dates; emails to
and from J. Rankin re: hearing dates; calendaring summary
judgment hearing;

1.70

N/C

with Attorney Madsen regarding:
mediators, mediator availability, and conﬁrming with client

.20

'_

summary judgment

HIS/18

CMT

1/15/18

1/16/18

ﬂ_
responses,

[/16/18

I/16/l8

1/16/18

1‘61“,

E—mail dialogue

CMT'

Meet with AKK and ANEL

regarding:—

telephone call with Nick

regarding:

1/16/18

CMT

1/17/18

AKAU

Meet with AKK regarding:

Begin document review for privilege, relevance, and
responsiveness to the speciﬁc discovery requests. Phone
Continue drafting
call with Nick
formal responses and adding objections.

63.00

7.00

N/C

Barber_

1/17/18

AN EL

Emails to and from A. Kaufﬁnan re:
conference with CMT rczualcndar summary
judgment response deadline;

20.00

000573
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Vial Fotheringhﬂ m LLP

.7?“.17..’“¢:‘;V.,‘:H:r.w

Invoice #: 362528

m

“uniea‘us'a’silﬁ

Date

Tkpr

1/17/18

CMT

1/17/18

CMT

l/l 8/18

AKAU

Continue document review for discovery response deadline.

INS/18

ANEL

Emails to and from A. Kauffman
review and send case deadlines to A. Kauﬁ'hlan
Rankin;

1/18/18

CMT

Description

Meet with AKK and JRAN

regarding"—

Review draft response to RFP; dialogue with AKA'U
regarding:

1'62“

February 14, 2018

Hours

Amount

.10

31.50

.20

63.00

6.50

1,625.00

.40

N/C

.60

189.00

.30

94.50

& J.

“review
Meet with AKK regarding:
responses

=la=::'n:>‘)’s:r-’

draft

1/18/18

CMT

Telephone call with Attorney Madsen regarding: mediation
and options for same, trial setting, and discovery production

1/19/18

AKAU

Phone call with Choice One on remaining documents
needed to complete discovery production. Direct legal
assistant on compiling discovery, redaction, and adding
bales numbers. Review additional documentation from
Choice One for responsivenesg

4,00

50000

1/19/18

AKAU

Finalize discovery, review with client and obtain
veriﬁcation, assist with ﬁling process.

1.20

300.00

[/19/18

AKIN

Format and edit discovery responses; ﬁnalize for ﬁling

1.50

N/C

l/I 9/J 8

ANEL

.50

50.00

1.60

368.00

*

_call

re-

Conference with J. Rankin and CMT
to opposing counsel rc: melhod of

production;

l/l 9/1 8

BLC

CM’I‘_

Review proposed responses to discovery requests. Suggest
changes; phone call with

000574
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_

Invoice #: 362528
Date

Tkpr

1/19/18

CMT

February 14, 2018

Description

“wet
legardingz—

Review and revise draft response to interrogatories, RFP,
and RFA; meet with BPRO regaldinrr:
with

AKK legmding:
regarding:

-meel

Hours

Amount

2.50

787.50

.10

31.50

with AKIN

meet with Nick

regarding:—

1/19/18

CMT

Telephone call with Nick

[/19/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Lorena Scott regarding:
mediation dates; draft response; draft e~mail to Board
regarding:

.20

63.00

1/19/18

J RAN

Discovery Request—l: Convert emails to PDF, redact
unnecessary information, combine and condense
documents, notarize veriﬁcation, upload to iCourL, break
down PDF to email to opposing counsel, copy full
discovery answer and documents to ﬂash drive and mail

9.25

462.50

1/22/18

CMT

Receive and review e—mail from Lorena Scott regarding:
production; draft response

.20

63.00

1/23/18

CMT

Meet with BPRO regarding:

.40

126.00

.20

63.00

.10

3150

350

437.50

.20

63.00

200

N/C

receive and

review

e—mail

from Nick

regarding”

draft

response to Board; receive and review reply from Lynn
regarding:

1/24/18

CMT

E—mail dialngue

with Attorney Madscn regarding:

mediation
J/26/18

CMT

Draft e-mail to Attorney Mudsen regarding: status of
mediation scheduling

1/29/18

AKAU

dmﬂ‘ initial
Meet with CMT
review.
forward
to CMT for
discovery requests;

l/29/1

CMT

Meet with AKK

AKAU

Discuss case strategy with Chris Tingcy and next steps.
Review rules on serving subpoena duccs tecum, assign to
legal assistant, review and send initial draft for review.

8

1/30/18

regarding"
regarding:-
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Invoice #: 362528

Date

Tkpr

1/30/18

CMT

1/30/18

CMT

1/30/18

CMT

l/30/18

JRAN

1/31/18

BELL

W

:V

was INKS-Kant;

“_
Description

Vi’l] lﬂ'othcrin ham I LE
February 14, 2018

Hours

Amount

Telephone call with Attorney Beck regarding: mediation
and conﬁrmation ofmcdiation date; draft e-mail to Nick
regarding: same

.20

63.00

Review draft interrogatories, RFPs, and RFAS; begin
revising same

.60

189.00

Meet with AKK regarding:

.20

6300

1.20

120.00

.50

137.50

Call Idaho Digline for Utility companies for Rodina
propeﬂy. Contact Idaho Power for Subpoena mailing or
sending information, Draﬂ Subpoena for Idaho Power.

ReviewsubpoenagﬂTelephone
conference with B. Collins.

1/31/18

BLC

Review ﬁnal discovery requests.

.30

69.00

l/3 1/18

BLC

Phone call with Beau regarding—Research utility
box for speciﬁc company.

.40

92.00

[/31/18

CMT

Revise draft interrogatories, RFPs, and RFAS; instructions
to IRAN regarding: prooﬁng and sending out same

1.30

409.50

1/31/1 8

CMT

Review draft subpoena; instructions to JRAN regarding:
serving copy on opposing counsel

10

31.50

1/31/18

CMT

Receive and review e—mail from Attorney Madsen
regarding: mediation

.10

3.1.50

TOTAL PROFESSION AT, SERVICES

$

19,824.00

DISBURSEMENTS
Date
1/1 1/18

INS/18

l/I6/18
1/30/1 8

Amount

Description
Document
Document
Document
Document

Production
Production
Production
Production

.84
7.68
6.60

L20

9
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Invoice #: 362528

Date
1/31/18

February 14, 2018

Amount

Description
Postage & Delivery Recovery

10.05

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

53

$

2637

19,850.37

10
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Invoice #: 367373

April 10) 2018

Client.Matter: 18545 - 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Date
2/01/18

Tkpr

Description

BLC

Travel to sité to ascertain name of utility company for

Hours

Amount

.60

138.00

2.80

644.00

.70

70.00

.60

150.00

subpoena.

2/02/18

BLC

Review utility box subpoena issue.
Research utility box, Visit site to asccnain type of.
service. Direct slaffto send subpoena to

utility

telecommunications companies.
2/02/18

IRAN

2/03/18

AKAU

2/05/]

CMT

Telephone call with Attorney Madsen regarding: mediation

.20

63.00

2/06/18

AKAU

Review defendant's opposition to MS], begin drafting reply
brief.

4.50

1,125.00

2/06/1 8

BLC

Review Opposition Memorandum and assist Amber in
drafting Reply Memorandum.

1.70

391.00

2/06/18

CMT

E-mail dialogue with Attorney Madsen regarding:
mediation; draft e-mail to Nick regarding"

.20

6300

2/07/1

AKAU

3.50

875.00

4.00

1,000.00

.20

63.00

8

8

Finalize Subpoenas for Main) Power= Centurylink and Cable
One. Draft letter to opposing counsel, email the same

DiSCUSS_

-with Chris Tingey.

Finish reply briefdraﬂ, send to Brindee Collins for review
and edits.

2/07/18

AKAU

Complete edits on reply brief. File.

2/07/ |

CMT

Receive and review e—mail from Nick regarding: Board’s
unanimous decision 10 not opt—out 01’ mediation; draft
response; draft e-mail 10 Attorney Madsen regarding: same

8

(\1
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April

Invoics #: 367373

Tkpr

Description

2/07/18

CMT“

Meet with AKAU regarding:
review brief
BLC regarding:

2/08/18

AKAU

2/09/18

CMT

2/09/18

JRAN

2/12/18

ANEL

2/12/18

CMEA

Date

'10, 2018

Hours

Amount

.50

157.50

Draft Motion to Permit Entry onto Land for Inspection.
Send to Chris Tingey for review.

.50

125.00

Receive and review e-mails from Attorney Madsen
regarding: rte—scheduling mediation; draft response; draft 6mail to Board regarding: new mediation date; receive and
review replies; draft responses

.20

63.00

Check costs for poster board pictures for hearing on 2/15.
Email 3 subpoena's to Attorneys Messenger Service for
serving

.60

30.00

Conference with CMT re: summaryjudgment exhibits;
emails to and from L0 Blue re: printing estimate;

.20

20.00

Extensive connnunicatiou with FedEx Ofﬁce regarding
ordering poster boards of selected exhibits and shipping to

.70

70.00

.90

283.50

.50

157.50

3.70

925.00

.20

63.00

3.50

N/C

meet with

_
_
—

Idaho

2/12/18

CMT

Telephone call with Nick

rega1ding:_

meeting with ANEL and CMEA Icgarding‘. obtaining
sepies of exhibits; draﬁ e—mail to Board

regarding:‘

e-mail
Text dialogue withNick ragarding:
dialogue with Lorena Scott at Attorney Maclsen's ofﬁce
regarding: mediation; draft e»mail conﬁrming mediation
date, time and location to Board

2/12/18

CMT

2/13/18

AKAU

Draft Second Set of Discovery Requests to Defendant, send
to Chris Tingcy for review.

2/13/[8

CMT

Review exhibit posters for MS] hearing; meet with AKAU

2/14/l 8

CMT

Travel to Boise for MS! hearing

d1“
3
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Invoice #: 367373

Fothcrin wham I

IF

April 10, 2018

Date

Tkpr

Description

2/14/18

CMT

Prepare for MS! hearing

2/l4/J 8

CMT

2/14/18

2/15/]

Hours

Amount

.20

63.00

Receive and review e—mail from Mr. Lombardi's ofﬁce with
mediation agreement; review mediation agreement; forward
to Nick; draﬁ e-mail to Nick regarding:
draft response to Mr. Lombardi's ofﬁce
regarding: same

.20

63.00

JRAN

No Charge - Print and compile binder for Amber Kaufﬂnan
for hearing on 2/15/2018.

1.50

N/C

8

AKAU

Call from Idaho Power regarding subpoena, return call,
email picture for clariﬁcation ofutility box in question.

.40

l00.00

2/[5/18

AKAU‘

Prep and review for MSJ hearing. Pull and highlight cited
case law.

3.00

750.00

2/15/18

AKAU

Second chair at MSJ hearing.

2.00

500.00

2/15/18

AKAU

Complete draft of second discovery requests and request to
permit entry to land, serve and ﬁle.

2.40

600.00

2/15/18

AKIN

Compile case law binder

1.00

100.00

2/15/18

BLC

No Charge - Attend MSJ hearing.

.50

N/C

2/15/18

CMT

Prepare for MSJ hearing; travel to and attend hearing; meet
with Attorney Beck regarding: deadlines and other case

6.00

1390.00

..

_;

issues
2/1 5/1 8

CMT

Return to Portland from MSJ hearing

3.50

N/C

2/15/18

JRAN

Compile binders for Motion for Summary Judgment
Hearing referencing all Case Law from the Memo for
Motion for Summary Judgment, Defendants Opposition to
Plaintiff‘s Motion for Summary Judgment, and Reply

300

300.00

2/19/18

AKAU

ocpo

.70

175.00

for

Jan Rodina on

with Chris Tingey, dralotice
March 6, book court reporter.

:1
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Invoice #: 367373

April 10, 20'18

T kpr

Description

2/19/18

AKAU

Return phone callrtko counsel for Century Link concerning
the subpoena on concealed utility box, review and explain,
email pictures to counsel.

2/19/18

CMT

Meet with AKAU

2/19/18

CMT

E—mail

Date

regarding:_

_

dialogue with Nick regarding:
receive
e-mail
review
and
from Nick to Board regarding:
e—mail dialogue with Leann

—

Hours

Amount

.50

125.00

.20

63.00

.20

63.00

V

regarding:-

2/19/18

CMT

[NO CHARGE] Travel to Boise for mediation

2/20/18

AKAU

Attend mediation, review strategy and weaknesses

2/20/18

CMT

Travel to mediation; attend mediation

2/20/18

CMT

[NO CHARGE] Return to Portland from mediation

2/21/18

AKAU

2/21/18

CMT

2/22/1 8

CMT

3.50

trial.

-

N/C

8.00

2,000.00

10.60

3,339.00

3.50

N/C

Respond to attorneys for Century] ink and Idaho Power
regarding subpoena responses.

.40

100.00

Telephone call with Attorney Beck regarding: site visit

.10

31450

.20

63.00

.20

63.00

“3

Draft e-mail to Board

For

regarding:—
receive and review replies from Board

2/23/18

CMT

2/26/18

CMT

Telephone call with Nick
telephone call with Attorney Beck regarding: same and
depositions; draft e—mai! 10 Attorney Beck regarding:
depositions

‘60

189.00

2/26/1 8

CMT

Receive and review Idaho Power response to subpoena

.20

63.00

2/27/18

AKAU

Review email with depositions to be scheduled the week
3/12/18 for both sides. Cancel court reporter for 3/6/18.
Reach out to CMT's legal assistant to conﬁrm who will
attend the settlement/status conference on 3/1/1 8.

,40

100.00

Review response from Cable One to subpoena request;

regarding:_;

of

5
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Invoice

Date

71‘:

367373

Tkpr

2/27/18

BLC

2/27/]

8

CMT

2/27/18

CMT

2/27/1

TMJ

8

2/28/18

AKAU

“

April 10, 2018

Hours

Amount

Discuss case status with TMJ. Research Rule 64
applicability and standards. Prepare for status hearing.

.30

69.00

Meet with BLC regarding: settlement status conference and
site visit

.20

63.00

Receive and review motion to withdraw from Attorney
Beck; telephone call with Nick regarding: same and site
visit mediation

.60

189.00

Discussion re attorney withdraw, provisional process and
latches arguments in opposition.

.25

93.75

Reschedule court reporter for 3/13, update and sign Notice

.60

150.00

,80

200.00

Review Motion to Withdraw. Discuss with CMT and plan
for hearing. Assist AKAU in drafting opposition.

.90

207.00

Meet with BLC regarding: objection to motion to withdraw;
meet with AKAU regarding: same; receive court noiice
regarding: additional ﬁlings; review motion to shorten time
for hearing on motion to withdraw, supporting
memorandum, and proposed order;

.40

126.00

Receive and review e—mail from board members regarding:
draft response to Mercedes regarding:

.20

63,00

Telephone call with message to Attorney Beck regarding:
withdrawal and depositions; meet with AKAU regarding:
deposition notice, timing ofdeposition,

.40

126.00

Notice of Deposition. Research Subpoena
Deposition

.60

60.00

Description

of Deposition for Jan Rodina for ﬁling.

2/28/18

AKAU

Discuss—

Chris Tingcy.

Discuss response to Motion to Withdraw with BLC and

CMT, draft and ﬁle.

2/28/18

BLC

2/28/18

CMT

2/28/18

CMT

2/28/1

CMT

S

_;
-

—

and-

2/28/18

JRAN

E—ﬁle

for-.

10

6
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Via} Fotheringham LLB

Invoice #: 367373

April 10, 2018

Tkpr

Description

3/01/18

AKAU

Attend Coun Scheduling Conference and heariniﬁvﬁ
Motion to Withdraw by Counsel.

3/01/18

CMT

Telephone call with AKAU regarding: hearing on motion to
withdraw and case Status issues; telephone call with Nick
regarding:

3/02/18

CMT

Telephone call with Nick

3/05/18

AKAU

Research on Idaho Fish and Game enforcement process,
discuss public information request with legal assistant.

.50

125.00

3/05/18

CMT

Telephone call with AKAU regarding: research on
poaching issue; telephone call with Nick

.30

94.50

1.25

312.50

Date

-

Hours

Amount

1.50

375.00

.70

220.50

regarding“

94.50

regarding:-

3/08/18

AKAU

Correspond with attorney for Fish & Game concerning any
warrant procedures and process for ﬁling charges.
Research applicable statutes, advise Chris Tingey.

3/08/18

CMT

Meet wiLh AKAU regarding: search warrant on poaching
charges; telephone call with message to Jeremy Evans
regarding: searching court docket regarding: same; review
rules regarding: same

470

220.50

3/08/18

JRAN

Attempt to locate Warrant information for Jan Rodina.
Research process, phone calls to Ada County ShcriITand

.50

50.00

.20

63.00

.30

94.50

“

H
Idaho Fish and Game

3/14/18

CMT

regarding:—
_regardingim
Receive and review C~mail from AKAU and J RAN
telephone call with Nick

3/22/18

CMT

Receive and review e—mail from Robert regarding: letter
from Mr. Rodina; review letter from Mr. Rodina; meet with
e—mail
AKAU regarding:
dialogue with Board

regarding“

000583
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Invoice #7 367373

I“

April 10, 2018

rI‘kpr

Description:

3/23/18

AKAU

No Charge Attend status conference hearing with Chris
Tingey.

3/23/18

CMT

Travel to courthouse; attend status conference with Judge
Norton and Mr. Rodina; return to ofﬁce; telephone call with
Nick regm'dingz— draft email 10 Board regarding:

3/26/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mails From Mercedes and Nick
draft
regarding:

Date

—

response

Hours

Amount

.50

N/C

1.70

535.50

.20

63.00

.30

94.50

3/27/18

CMT

Receive message from AKIN regarding: Gary Neal
stopping by Ofﬁce and potentially representing Mr. Rodina;
meet with AKIN regarding: same; research Attorney Neal;
telephone call with message to Attorney Neal regarding:
representation of Mr. Rodina

3/29/18

CMT

Receive and review responses to ﬁrst and second set
requests for admissions

of

‘30

94.50

3/29/18

CMT

Receive and review notice of appearance from Attorney
Neal; telephone call with Nick regarding: same

.IO

31.50

3/29/18

CMT

Review production and interrogatory deadlines for
responses from Mr. Rodina

.20

63.00

3/30/18

AKA’U

Review recently ﬁled documents from defense counsel
including responses to discovery requests.

1.00

250.00

3/30/18

AKAU

Review Memorandum Decision and Order Granting SJ;
begin preparations for drafting proposcdjudgment and
memorandum of fees and costs.

.70

175.00

1.50

472.50

Receive and review e—mail from Janine Korsen with Judge
Norton's ruling on summaryjudgment; review Judge
Norton's
telephone call with Nick regarding:
draft e—mail to Board regarding:_; meet with BLC and
draft eAlnai] to Don Anderson
AKAU regarding:
e-mail dialogue with Court regarding:

rag;

regarding-

-

status conference being vacated
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Invoice #: 367373

April

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

5

'10, 2018

21,993.25

DISBURSEMENTS
Date
1/15/18
2/01/18
2/13/18

2/17/18
2/21/18

3/0l/18
3/01/18
3/07/18
3/07/18

Amount

Description
23

10.05

Thomson Renter ~ West, 837622768~ Onlinc Research
Christopher M Tingey, 02132018~ Foam Board pics for MSJ hearing and
trial
Capital One Bank (USA), N.A., 04062018- Fedex
Christopher M Tingey, 032420] 8—2— Parking at Court for hearing
Thomson Renter West, 837784249— Online research
Thomson Renter - West, 837784249— Online research
Document Production
Postage Recovery
—

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

143.02

270.00
89.05

2.00
94.88
3.44
.60
.68

$ 613.72
$ 22,606.97

9
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Time Report
Eagle Springs Homeowners Association

Date

/ Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement 08545—002)
Hours Amount

Attorney Narrative

03/30/2018 BPRO
04/02/2018 CMT
04/04/2018 CMT

Review Order Granting SummaryJudgment.

0.20

Begin preparing judgment

0.30

46.00
94.50

Meet with BCOL regarding: proposed judgment
Telephone call with Nick regarding:

0.30

94.50

0.90

283.50

0.60

189.00

case timing questions; draft response

0.30

94.50

Begin drafting attorney fee statement

190

598.50

memorandum
Draft Affidavit in Support of Memorandum of Attorney Fees and
Costs; compile exhibits
Telephone calls with AKIN regarding: attorney fee affidavit and
preparing documents for filing; review draft affidavit; telephone calls
with JRAN regarding: mediator's billing and status of same; forward
draft memo and affidavit to Nick
Review Memorandum of Fees & Costs; reply to Chris Tingey with

2.20

693.00

2.00

200.00

1.00

315.00

suggested change.

0.30

75.00

2.80

882.00

1.00

100.00

0.30

75.00

;

receive

and review e—mail from Leann regarding: apology to owners and Mr.
Rodina regarding: event at board meeting; telephone call with Nick

04/16/2018 CMT

04/17/2018 CMT

_

regarding: same
Receive and review e-mail from Janine Korsen in Judge Norton's office
regarding: entry ofjudgment; reviewjudgment; meet with BCOL
regarding: same; forward judgment to Nick; telephone call with
message to Attorney Neal regarding: judgment and timing for
compliance with same; telephone call with Nick

regarding:—

Receive and review e-mail from Nick regarding: board meeting and

04/23/2018 CMT
04/25/2018 CMT

Review fee statements; finish drafting attorney fee and cost

04/26/2018 CMT
04/27/2018 AKIN

04/27/2018 CMT
04/27/2018 AKAU

for fees and costs adding analysis of factors;
mediator's fee and billing; receive 6—
regarding:
with
JRAN
dialogue
mail from Mr. Lombardi's office regarding: mediation bill; review
billing statements and redact privileged information on entries;
instructions to AKIN regarding: filing memorandum and supporting
affidavit
Review, edit, and finalize Memorandum of Costs and Fees and
Affidavit supporting same
Assist Ashley with edits to Memo of Costs and Fees.
Revise memorandum

04/30/2018 CMT
04/30/2018 AKIN
04/30/2018 AKAU

14.10 3,740.50
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From:
To:

Ashley Kindall
"g|n@idahorealesgatelawxom"

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Eagle Springs v. Rodina
Tuesday, May 1, 2018 8:51:00 AM
Aff of Am Fees and Costs - Final w notarygdf

WWW
image003‘gng

Good Morning,

that have been filed. We tried to serve you through the iCourt
system, however, you are not linked with the case.
Please see the attached documents

Please let us know if you have any issues opening these documents.

Thank you,

--'

FOTHERENGHAMW

Ashley Kindall
Paralegal

6126 W State St., Ste 311
Boise, Idaho 83703

Ofﬁce: 208629-4567
Facsimile: 208—392—1400

www.vf—lgw.ggm
This message may be an attempt to collect a debt and any information obtained will be used for that
purpose. This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you
are the intended addressee (or authorized to receive for the intended addressee), you may not use,

copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have
received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply at ,a_sh|ey.kinda|l@vf—Ia_\/\Lgom and

delete the message.
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Wit

"gln@idahorgalegtatelawxom"

RE: Eagle Springs v. Rodina
Tuesday, May 1, 2018 9:20:00 AM
F

-

i

a

ota

.

imagg001.2ng

Mom
Good Morning,
Please see the updated Affidavit attached. This is the version

that was ﬁled with the Court.

Thank you,

‘\.-"i:FOTHERINGHAML1I'

Ashley Kindall
Paralegal

6126 W State St., Ste 311
Boise, Idaho 83703

Office: 208-629-4567
Facsimile: 208-392—1400
www.vf—|aw.ggm
This message may be an attempt to collect a debt and any information obtained will be used for that

purpose. This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you
are the intended addressee (or authorized to receive for the intended addressee), you may not use,
copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have

received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply at ashley.kindall@vf—law.cgm and
delete the message.

From: Ashley Kindall
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 9:55 AM
To: gln@idahorealestatelaw.com
Subject: Eagle Springs v. Rodina
Good Morning,
Please see the attached documents that have been filed. We tried to serve you through the iCourt

system, however, you are not linked with the case.
Please let us know if you have any issues opening these documents,

000590
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Thank you,

if? RiFOTHERINGHAMLLP

Ashley Kindall
Paralegal

6126 W State St, Ste 311
Boise, Idaho 83703

Office: 208-629—4567
Facsimile: 208—392—1400
www.Vf—|aw.ggm
debt and any information obtained will be used for that
purpose. This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you
are the intended addressee (or authorized to receive for the intended addressee), you may not use,
copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have
received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply at ashleykindall@vf—law.cgm and
delete the message.

This message may be an attempt to collect

a
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MOUNTAIN VIEW PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
2309 N. MOUNTAIN VIEW DR, SUITE 160, BOISE, 10 83706
TEL: (208) 343-5931
FAX: (208) 343-5807
EMAIL: gin @ ldahoReaiEstateLaw‘com

GARY L. NEAL

ATrORNEYs AT LAW

NEAL COLBORN PLLC

Filed: 06/05/2018 13:50:52
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01-17-11897
SCHEDULING ORDER ON MOTION TO
RECONSIDER; PLAINTIFF’S MOTION
TO STRIKE; MOTION TO DISALLOW
FEES/COST

vs.
JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

On May 1, 2018, Defendant Jan Rodina filed a Motion for Reconsider the Court’s
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Summary Judgment to Plaintiff Eagle
Spring Homeowners Association, Inc. on the Complaint.1 Defendant filed a supporting
memorandum and affidavits.2

Plaintiff filed an opposition to the Motion for

Reconsideration on May 9, 2018.3 No hearing has been requested by either party.
On the same day, Plaintiff filed a Motion and Supporting Memorandum to Strike
Defendant’s Evidentiary Submissions in Support of the Motion to Reconsider.4 Plaintiff
did not request a hearing.

Defendant has not filed any response or also has not

requested a hearing.

1

Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration, filed May 1, 2018.
Brief in Support of Rodina’s Motion for reconsideration (“Def’s Memo”), filed May 1, 2018;
Declaration of Jan Rodina in Support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Rodina Dec.”), filed May 1,
2018; Affidavit of Gary L. Neal in Support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Neal Aff.”), filed May 1,
2018.
3
Plaintiff’s Memorandum in Opposition to Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Pl’s Opposition”),
field May 9, 2018.
4
Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike Evidentiary Submissions in Support of Rodina’s Motion for
Reconsideration (“Pl’s Memo to Strike”), filed May 9, 2018; Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff’s Motion
to Strike Evidentiary Submissions in Support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Pl’s Memo to
Strike”), filed May 9, 2018.
2
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Further, Defendant filed a Motion to Disallow Plaintiff’s Requested Costs and
Fees.5 A reply has been filed.6 No hearing was noticed by either party as of the date of
this order. The Court finds the Motion to Disallow is fully submitted on the record,
however, the Court must decide the Motion to reconsider before it can fully address
whether attorneys’ fees are appropriate in this case.

Therefore, the Court defers

consideration of the Motion to Disallow until after it issues a decision on the Motion to
Reconsider.
Because no hearing has been requested on any of these motions, the Court sets
the following briefing schedule on the evidentiary issue addressed in Plaintiff’s Motion to
Strike:
1) Any reply for the Motion for Reconsideration must be filed by June 13, 2018;
2) Any response to the Motion to Strike must be filed by June 13, 2018 and any
reply must be filed by June 20, 2018.
If any party wants a hearing on any of these motions, that party must notice such
hearing by June 13, 2018. Otherwise, this is notice that the Court will not sua sponte
set oral argument on any of these motions and these motions will be considered as fully
submitted to the Court’s consideration on the record as of June 21, 2018.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

Signed: 6/5/2018 12:22 PM

_______________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge

5

Rodina’s Motion to Disallow Plaintiff’s Request for an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees, filed
May 14, 2018.
6
Response to Motion to Disallow and supporting affidavit of Akin, both filed May 23, 2018.
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Filed: 07/23/2018 11:04:31
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
vs.

Plaintiff,

JAN RODINA,

Case No. CV01-17-11897
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES
AND COSTS

Defendant.

The Court issued a Memorandum Decision and Order granting Summary
Judgment to Plaintiff1 and then Judgment was entered on April 17, 2018.2 On April 30,
2018, Plaintiff filed a Memorandum of Costs and Fees with supporting affidavit,
requesting $497.63 in costs as a matter of right; $2,129.08 in discretionary costs; and
$49,444.25 in attorney and paralegal fees; for a total request of $52,070.96.3
On May 14, 2018, Defendant filed a Motion to Disallow Plaintiff’s requests for an
Award of Costs and Attorney Fees. Plaintiff filed a response with a supporting affidavit.
The Court delayed determination on the attorney fees pending reconsideration which
was decided July 23, 2018. Therefore, the Court considers the motion to disallow fully
submitted.
LEGAL STANDARD AND ANALYSIS
A. Prevailing Party
Regardless of the type of award requested—attorney fee or costs—the primary
analysis requires the Court to determine the prevailing party. The determination of who
is the prevailing party is in the discretion of the District Court. In making a prevailing
1

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Summary Judgment, filed Mar. 30, 3018.
Judgment, Apr. 17, 2018.
3
Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys’ Fees, filed Apr. 30, 2018, p. 10; Affidavit of
Christopher M. Tingey in Support of Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney’s Fees (“Tingey Aff”),
filed May 1, 2018.
2
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party determination, the Court considers, “(a) the final judgment or result obtained in the
action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties; (b) whether there were
multiple claims or issues between the parties; and (c) the extent to which each of the
parties prevailed on each of the issues or claims.” Chadderdon v. King, 104 Idaho 406,
411, 659 P.2d 160, 165 (Ct. App. 1983).

Further, “the prevailing party question is

examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim analysis.”
Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 148 Idaho 536, 538, 224 P.3d 1125, 1127 (2010).
Here, the prevailing party determination is clear. The Court granted Plaintiff’s
Motion for Summary Judgment which granted Plaintiff’s requested relief in the
Complaint, and the Court denied Defendant’s motion to reconsider.

Therefore, the

Court finds the Plaintiff is the prevailing party in this matter.
B. Service of Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Fees
Defendant argues Plaintiff failed to properly serve Defendant, because Plaintiff
served the memorandum by electronic mail and Defendant did not consent to be served
by e-mail for any purpose. Defendant argues an award of fees and costs “requires both
timely filing and service which did not occur.”4
Rule 54(d)(4), requires a party who is claiming costs to file and to serve on the
adverse party a memorandum of costs no later than 14 days after entry of judgment.
Judgment was entered on April 17, 2018 so the deadline was May 1, 2018 to file a
memorandum of fees. Plaintiff filed the memorandum on April 30, 2018. Therefore, the
Memorandum of fees was timely filed.
With regard to service on the Defendant, the Court finds whether Rodina
consented to e-mail receipt of filings is immaterial as to whether service was proper.
Angstman Johnson was allowed to withdraw as Rodina’s attorney on March 5, 2018.5
Gary Neal filed his Notice of Appearance for Defendant on March 29, 2018.6 Therefore,
Rodina was represented by counsel Gary Neal when Plaintiff filed and served the
memorandum of fees and costs on April 30th. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 5(b)(1), “If a party is
represented by an attorney, service under this rule must be made on the attorney
unless the court orders service on the party.” IDAHO R. CIV. PRO. 5(b)(1). Further, under
4
5
6

Def’s Memo, p. 2.
Order Granting Motion to Withdraw, filed Mar. 5, 2018.
Notice of Appearance After Withdrawal of Defendant’s Attorney of Record
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the electronic rules for filing, attorneys may not opt-out and are required to electronically
file documents in electronic filing districts. Only self-represented parties may opt-out of
electronically filing. Electronic Filing Rule (b)(1)(A)(i) & (b)(1)(B). Ada County has had
mandatory electronic filing since 2016.
Plaintiff’s Memorandum includes a certificate of service, showing Gary Neal was
served a copy of the document through iCourt. Because Rodina was represented by
Neal at the time the memorandum was filed and served, normally this certification alone
is sufficient to find valid service. See IDAHO R. CIV. PRO. 5(e). However, in response to
Defendant’s arguments, Plaintiff included copies of two emails that indicate Plaintiff
attempted to serve Neal through iCourt, but were unable to because he was not linked
with the case. The emails do show that Plaintiff’s Attorney’s Office sent the Plaintiff’s
memorandum on May 1, 2018 as an attachment. Therefore, the Court finds Plaintiff’s
sent Neal a copy of the memorandum.7 Any delay was either an error of iCourt or Neal,
and neither would be attributable to Plaintiff. When a digital error occurs that is not the
fault of the filing party (the Plaintiff here), then the filing party is given the date it
originally tried to file. Therefore, the Court finds Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and
Attorney Fees was timely and properly served and will determine whether the requested
fees and costs are appropriate.
C. Costs
Plaintiff requests $497.63 in costs as a matter of right; $2,129.08 in discretionary
costs; for a total request of $2,626.71.
1. Costs as a Matter of Right
With few exceptions, costs are awarded as a matter of right to the prevailing
party in a civil case. IDAHO R. CIV. PRO. 54(d)(1)(A). See IDAHO CODE § 12-101. Plaintiff
requests $497.63 in costs as a matter of right comprised of $227.63 for Court Filing
Fees and $270.00 for Enlarged Photograph Exhibits for Motion for Summary
Judgment.8 Idaho Civil Rule 54(d)(1)(C) enumerates costs paid to a prevailing party as
a matter of right, which included court filing fees and “reasonable costs of the
preparation of models, maps, pictures, photographs, or other exhibits admitted in
7
8

Kindall Aff. ¶¶ 5-7, Exhibits C–D.
Pl’s Memo, p. 2.
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evidence as exhibits in a hearing or trial of an action, but not more than $500 for all of
such exhibits of each party.” IDAHO R. CIV. PRO. 54(d)(1)(C)(i)-(vii). Defendant objects to
Plaintiff’s request for costs as a matter of right.9
Because these claimed costs are enumerated costs as a matter of right to be
awarded to a prevailing party under the Rule, the Court awards Plaintiff $497.63 in costs
as a matter of right.
2. Discretionary Costs
The court has the discretion to award a prevailing party “additional items of cost
not enumerated [as a cost as a matter of right]…may be allowed on a showing that the
costs were necessary and exceptional costs, reasonably incurred, and should in the
interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party.”
54(d)(1)(D).

IDAHO R. CIV. PRO.

“[T]he district judge must make express findings that the costs are

exceptional, necessary, reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be
assessed against the adverse party.” Bingham v. Montane Res. Associates, 133 Idaho
420, 425, 987 P.2d 1035, 1040 (1999). However, the Idaho Supreme Court has held
that “that the general entitlement to costs under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1) does not override a
valid agreement.” Zenner v. Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444, 452, 210 P.3d 552, 560 (2009).
Plaintiff requests the following discretionary costs for a total of $2,129.08:
Mediation fees
Subpoena duces tecum
service fees
Document photocopy
charges
Online legal research
Postage
Parking for hearings
Total

$1,625.00
$105.00
$22.44
$264.81
$109.83
$2.00
$2,129.08

Plaintiff argues it is entitled to all its costs pursuant to the Association’s
Declaration Bylaws. Specifically, Article VII, § 7.5 entitles the Association to recover all
costs associated with bringing an Owner and the Owner’s Lot into compliance with the
Bylaws. Further, it cites Article VI, § 6.2(b), which states “Such expenditures shall
include all court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in enforcing
9

See Def’s Motion, p. 3 (Defendant objected to $2,129.08 in costs, which is the amount Plaintiff
claims in discretionary costs).
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any provision of these Bylaws or the Declaration.”10 Defendant argues that the
discretionary costs should not be awarded because they are not exceptional.
The Court finds there was binding contract between Defendant and Plaintiff that
stipulated that all court costs be paid to Plaintiff during their enforcement of any
provision of the Bylaws or the Declaration. Therefore, Plaintiff is entitled to all court
costs, which includes discretionary costs. Defendant is required to pay $2,129.08 in
discretionary costs.
D. Attorney Fees
As a general rule, “The determination to award or not award attorney fees is
committed to the discretion of the trial court.” Foster v. Shore Club Lodge, Inc., 127
Idaho 921, 927, 908 P.2d 1228, 1234 (1995). When considering an award of attorney
fees, the Court must look at the factors outlined in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). “Rule 54(e)(3) does
not require the district court to make specific findings in the record, only to consider the
stated factors in determining the amount of the fees. When considering the factors,
courts need not demonstrate how they employed any of those factors in reaching an
award amount.” Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746, 750, 185 P.3d 258, 262 (2008).
“The bottom line in an award of attorney fees is reasonableness.” Id. Reasonableness
and other attorney fee determinations, “are a discretionary matter for the trial court and
are reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard.” Sun Valley Potato Growers, Inc. v.
Texas Refinery Corp., 139 Idaho 761, 769, 86 P.3d 475, 483 (2004).
Plaintiff claims an award of attorney’s fees pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 54(e)(1) and (5), Article VII, § 7.5, and Article VIII, § 8.1 of the Declaration,
and Article VI, § 6.2(b) of the Bylaws. Plaintiff requests $49,444.25 in Attorney Fees.
The valid contract between the parties called for reasonable attorneys’ fees to be paid
to the Association when enforcing any provision of the Bylaws or the Declaration. The
Court has found Defendant to be the prevailing party in this manner, thus will award
reasonable attorneys’ fees.
Plaintiff does not argue against any of Defendant’s assertions regarding I.R.C.P.
54(e)(3) factors. Plaintiff argues that attorneys’ fees are not reasonable because some
information in the Affidavit of Christopher M. Tingey in support is redacted, which makes
10

Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys’ Fees, p. 3.
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it impossible to discern the true nature of the entry. 11 Defendant highlights
approximately seventy notations, totaling $17,686.00, which he claims are not
discernable12 so should be disallowed.13 Plaintiff opposed a mandatory reduction in fees
for redacted portions14 and, instead, argues redactions should be reviewed on a caseby-case basis. Plaintiff argues the general nature of the work performed is still revealed
in the billing records supplied to the Court.15
The Court finds the remaining attorneys’ fees are reasonable according to the
IRCP 54(e)(3) factors16 and only specifically addresses below the entries to which
Defendant raised specific objects.
1. Reasonableness of redacted entries
The Court is required to consider the factors enumerated in IRCP 54(e)(3) in
order to determine attorneys’ fees. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). This requires the party claiming the
attorneys’ fees provide the Court enough information to be able to conduct an analysis.
Bailey v. Bailey, 153 Idaho 526, 531, 284 P.3d 970, 975 (2012) (quoting Sun Valley
Potato Growers, Inc., v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139 Idaho 761, 769, 86 P.3d 475, 483
(2004)). The Court has found fees “are properly denied where the party claiming them
does not provide the information necessary to permit the court to evaluate all of the
factors.” Bailey v. Bailey, 153 Idaho 526, 531, 284 P.3d 970, 975 (2012).
Although this Court does not presumptively believe redacted entries cannot be
awarded, fees that the Court cannot attribute to Rodina’s case will not be allowed.
i.

Redacted Entries

The Court will not award Plaintiff attorney fees where the true nature of the work
performed and the work’s relation to Rodina’s case cannot be determined due to
11

Rodina’s Motion to Disallow Plaintiff’s Request for an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees, p. 3.
Rodina’s Motion to Disallow Plaintiff’s Request for an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees, p. 3.
13
Rodina’s Motion to Disallow Plaintiff’s Request for an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees, p. 3.
14
Plaintiff’s Response to Rodina’s Motion to Disallow Plaintiff’s Request for an Award of Costs and
Attorney Fees.
15
Plaintiff’s Response to Rodina’s Motion to Disallow Plaintiff’s Request for an Award of Costs and
Attorney Fees.
16
“Although the court must consider the factors listed in Rule 54(e)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure when determining the amount to award in attorney fees, the court need not demonstrate how it
employed any of the factors in reaching an award amount.” In re Univ. Place/Idaho Water Ctr. Project,
146 Idaho 527, 545, 199 P.3d 102, 120 (2008) (citing Parsons v. Mutual of Enumclaw Ins. Co., 143 Idaho
743, 747, 152 P.3d 614, 618 (2007)). The court need not specifically address each of the factors, as long
as the record indicates that it considered them all. Id.
12
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redactions. The Court has been able to determine the nature of the work performed
even though the entries are redacted so the Court does not find merit that the seventy
billing entries are not discernable. However, many entries are redacted to the point that
the Court cannot find the work reasonably relates to Rodina’s case and the Court
disallows the following billed amounts:
DATE
TIME
11/13/2017 0.20

BILLED
$63.00

12/8/2017

0.50

$157.50

12/15/2017 0.20
1/3/2018
0.10
1/5/2018
2.2

$63.00
$31.50
$693.00

1/8/2018

0.10

$31.50

1/9/2018

0.10

$31.50

1/10/2018

0.10

$31.50

1/10/2018

0.10

$31.50

1/16/2018

1.1

$346.50

1/16/2018
1/17/2018
1/19/2018
1/29/2018
1/30/2018
1/31/2018

0.20
0.10
0.10
0.20
0.20
0.40

$63.00
$31.50
$31.50
$63.00
$63.00
$92.00

2/2/2018

2.80

$644.00

2/3/2018
2/19/2018
2/19/2018

0.60
0.20
0.20

$150.00
$63.00
$63.00

EXPLANATION OF SERVICES
Telephone call with Nick Barber regarding:
REDACTED; receive and review e-mail from Nick
regarding: REDACTED; draft response
Meet with BPRO regarding: REDACTED, telephone
call with Nick regarding: REDACTED
Meet with TMJ regarding: REDACTED
Meet with BPRO regarding: REDACTED
Meet with ANEL regarding: REDACTED,
conference call with Nick and ANEL regarding:
REDACTED; telephone call with message to Leann
regarding: REDACTED; draft email to Board
regarding: REDACTED, receive and review email
from ANEL regarding: REDACTED
Receive and review email form board members and
Leann regarding: REDACTED
Receive and review email from Board regarding:
REDACTED
Receive and review email from Board regarding:
REDACTED
Receive and review email from Board regarding:
REDACTED
Meet with AKK and ANEL regarding: REDACTED;
telephone call with Nick regarding: REDACTED
Meet with AKK regarding: REDACTED
Meet with AKK and JRAN regarding: REDACTED
Telephone call with Nick regarding: REDACTED
Meet with AKK regarding: REDACTED
Meet with AKK regarding: REDACTED
Phone call with Beau regarding REDACTED;
Research utility box for specific company.
Review utility box subpoena issue. REDACTED.
Research utility box. Visit site to ascertain type of
utility service. Direct staff to send subpoena to
telecommunications companies.
Discuss REDACTED with Chris Tingey
Meet with AKAU regarding: REDACTED
Email dialogue with Nick regarding: REDACTED;
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2/28/2018

0.20

$63.00

3/2/2018
3/14/2018

0.30
0.20

$94.50
$63.00

3/26/2018

0.20

$63.00

TOTALS

10.6

$3,028.00

ii.

receive and review email from Nick to Board
regarding: REDACTED; email dialogue with Leann
regarding: REDACTED
Receive and review email from board members
regarding: REDACTED; draft response to
Mercedes regarding: REDACTED
Telephone call with Nick regarding: REDACTED
Receive and review email from AKAU and JRAN
regarding: REDACTED; telephone call with Nick
regarding: REDACTED
Receive and review emails from Mercedes and Nick
regarding: REDACTED; draft response

Entries which this Court finds do not relate to Rodina

The Court also finds the following billed hours having nothing to do with Rodina’s
case about his fence:
DATE
3/5/2018

TIME
0.50

BILLED
$125.00

3/5/2018

0.30

$94.50

3/8/2018

1.25

$312.50

3/8/2018

0.70

$220.50

3/8/2018

0.50

$50.00

TOTALS

3.25

$802.50

iii.

EXPLANATION OF SERVICES
Research on Idaho Fish and Game enforcement
process, discuss public information request with legal
assistant.
Telephone call with AKAU regarding: research on
poaching issue; telephone call with Nick regarding:
REDACTED
Correspond with attorney for Fish & Game
concerning any warrant procedures and process for
filing charges. Research applicable statutes, advise
Chris Tingey
Meet with AKAU regarding: search warrant on
poaching charges; telephone call with message to
Jeremy Evans regarding: searching court docket
regarding: same; review rules regarding: same
Attempt to locate Warrant information for Jan
Rodina. Research process, phone calls to Ada
County Sheriff and Idaho Fish and Game

Duplicative billing

The Court will not award Plaintiff attorney fees for duplicative billing. In this case,
two attorneys requested fees for the Motion for Summary Judgment hearing and for
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attending mediation. The Court finds only one’s work was reasonable and allows the
higher fee. Thus, the Court disallows the following billed amounts:
DATE
TIME
2/15/2018 2.00
2/20/2018 8.00

BILLED
$500.00
$2000.00

TOTALS

$2,500.00

iv.

10.00

EXPLANATION OF SERVICES
Second chair at MSJ hearing
Attend mediation, review strategy and weaknesses
for trial

Clerical work

The Court will not award Plaintiff attorney fees for clerical tasks. Thus, the Court
disallows the following billed amounts:
DATE
1/8/2018

TIME
0.30

BILLED
$30.00

2/12/2018 0.70

$70.00

2/15/2018 1.0
TOTALS 2.00

$100.00
$200.00

v.

EXPLANATION OF SERVICES
Conference with CMT re: REDACTED; Download
and compile documents from Association's website.
Extensive communication with FedEx Office
regarding ordering poster boards of selected exhibits
and shipping to Idaho
Compile case law binder

Total attorneys’ fees awarded

Based on the foregoing, the Court disallows $6,530.50 of the $49,444.25
requested, and therefore awards $42,913.75 to the Plaintiff in attorney’s fees.
CONCLUSION
The Court awards Plaintiff costs as a matter of right in the amount of $497.63;
discretionary costs in the amount of $2,129.08; and attorney/paralegal fees in the
amount of $42,913.75. The total award of $45,540.46 in costs and fees is awarded to
Plaintiff.
ORDERED

Signed: 7/23/2018 10:54 AM

_______________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge
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Filed: 07/23/2018 11:07:35
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
vs.

Plaintiff,

JAN RODINA,

Case No. CV01-17-11897
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO STRIKE
AND MOTION TO RECONSIDER

Defendant.

On May 1, 2018, Defendant Jan Rodina filed a Motion to Reconsider the Court’s
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Summary Judgment to Plaintiff Eagle
Spring Homeowners Association, Inc. on the Complaint.1 Defendant filed a supporting
memorandum and affidavits, but did not set the Motion for hearing. 2 Plaintiff filed an
opposition to the Motion for Reconsideration on May 9, 2018 3 and also filed a Motion
and supporting memorandum to Strike Defendant’s Evidentiary Submissions in Support
of the Motion to Reconsider.4 Plaintiff did not request a hearing.
On June 13, 2018, Defendant Rodina filed a reply memorandum on the Motion to
Reconsider5 and an objection to Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike.6 Plaintiff replied on the
Motion to Strike.7

1

Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration, filed May 1, 2018.
Brief in Support of Rodina’s Motion for reconsideration (“Def’s Memo”), filed May 1, 2018;
Declaration of Jan Rodina in Support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Rodina Dec.”), filed May 1,
2018; Affidavit of Gary L. Neal in Support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Neal Aff.”), filed May 1,
2018.
3
Plaintiff’s Memorandum in Opposition to Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Pl’s Opposition”),
field May 9, 2018.
4
Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike Evidentiary Submissions in Support of Rodina’s Motion for
Reconsideration (“Pl’s Memo to Strike”), filed May 9, 2018; Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff’s Motion
to Strike Evidentiary Submissions in Support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Pl’s Memo to
Strike”), filed May 9, 2018.
5
Reply Memorandum to Plaintiff’s Memorandum in Opposition to Rodina’s Motion for
Reconsideration (“Reply Memo”), filed June 13, 2018.
6
Rodina’s Objection to Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike (“Def’s Objection”), filed June 13, 2018.
7
Response to Rodina’s Objection to Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike, filed June 20, 2018.
2
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On June 5, 2018, the Court set a briefing schedule on the motions stating that
the Court would consider the matters fully submitted on June 21, 2018.
The Court has considered all documents filed in support of an opposition to the
motions and, based on the Court’s scheduling order, finds the motions fully submitted
for consideration.
LEGAL STANDARD
Motions for reconsideration are governed by I.R.C.P. 11.2.8 When considering a
motion for reconsideration, “the trial court should take into account any new facts
presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the interlocutory order.”
Id. at 344, 179 P.3d at 307. “The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court’s
attention to new facts” and the trial court is not required “to search the record to
determine if there is any new information that might change the specification of facts
deemed to be established.” Id. “However, a motion for reconsideration need not be
supported by any new evidence or authority.” Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266,
276, 281 P.3d 103, 113 (2012), reh'g denied (Aug. 1, 2012). “The purpose of a motion
for reconsideration is to reexamine [the correctness] of an order.” Int'l Real Estate
Solutions, Inc. v. Arave, 157 Idaho 816, 340 P.3d 465, 468 (2014).
The Idaho Supreme Court has stated, “A decision of whether to grant or deny a
motion for reconsideration made pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11(a)(2)(B)
is left to the sound discretion of the trial court.” Van v. Portneuf Medical Center, 147
Idaho 552, 560, 212 P.3d 982, 990 (2009). Reconsideration is within the district court’s
discretion, as long as “the district court (1) correctly perceived the issue as one of
discretion; (2) acted within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with
the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it; and (3) reached its
8

The previous version was found in I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B) which read:

A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at
any time before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after the
entry of the final judgment. A motion for reconsideration of any order of the trial court
made after entry of final judgment may be filed within fourteen (14) days from the entry of
such order….
There is no Idaho appellate caselaw interpreting this new language. However, based on the similarity
between the current and former language, the Court determines that prior caselaw discussing I.R.C.P.
11(a)(2)(B) still may be used to guide the interpretation of I.R.C.P. 11.2(b).
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decision by an exercise of reason,” the district court properly acted within its discretion.
See Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex M. & Lynn Lea Family Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 212,
177 P.3d 955, 959 (2008). “When a district court decides a motion to reconsider, the
district court must apply the same standard of review that the court applied when
deciding the original order that is being reconsidered.” Int'l Real Estate Solutions, Inc.,
157 Idaho at 819, 340 P.3d at 468. Thus, whatever standard applied to the underlying
motion also applies to the motion for reconsideration.
ANALYSIS
Defendant requests the Court reconsider its decision at summary judgment. In
addition to responsive briefing, Plaintiff raised evidentiary objections to Defendant’s
supporting affidavits in a Motion to Strike.

Because the Court does not consider

inadmissible evidence when reaching a decision on the merits of a motion, the Court
must first address Plaintiff’s evidentiary objections prior to reaching a decision on the
Motion to Reconsider.
A. Motion to Strike/Objection to Evidence
Plaintiff asserts in the Motion to Strike that (1) portions of Jan Rodina’s
Declaration along with the photo attachments and (2) Paragraph 2 and Exhibit A to Gary
Neal’s Affidavit are inadmissible and should not be considered by the Court when
reaching a determination on the merits of the motion.
Rodina’s objection does not contain any response related to the actual evidence
Plaintiff wants the court to disregard. Rather, Defendant argues Plaintiff improperly
cited Idaho Civil Rule 12(f) and that Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56 supports the
consideration of the evidence.
Rule 12(f) allows the Court to “strike from a pleading an insufficient defense or
any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter….” An affidavit in support
of a motion to reconsider summary judgment is not a pleading and does not appear to
contain evidence that is redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous so the Court
will not strike all or part of the affidavit from the record based on Rule 12(f). However,
the admissibility of evidence at summary judgment is governed by Rule 56 (See IDAHO
R. CIV. PRO. 56(c)(4)). On a motion to reconsider, the Court applies the same standard
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of review as the underlying order. Therefore, the Court applies the standard under Rule
56 related to affidavits to determine whether the evidence is admissible.
“The question of admissibility is a threshold question to be answered before
applying the liberal construction and reasonable inferences rule to the admissible
evidence.” Hecla Min. Co. v. Star-Morning Min. Co., 122 Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d
1192, 1198 (1992) (citations omitted). Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, “A
party may object that the material cited to support or dispute a fact is not admissible in
evidence at the hearing.” IDAHO R. CIV. PRO. 56(c)(2). To support a factual position for
purposes of a motion for summary judgment, a party “must support the assertion by[]
citing to particular parts of materials in the record, including depositions, documents,
electronically stored information, affidavits or declarations, stipulations…., admissions,
interrogatory answers, or other materials.” IDAHO R. CIV. PRO. 56(c)(1)(A). The Rule
also sets forth the requirements for an affidavit to be used as evidence, stating:
An affidavit used to support or oppose a motion must be made on
personal knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in evidence,
and show that the affiant or declarant is competent to testify on the
matters stated. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts of papers
referred to in an affidavit must be attached to or served with the affidavit…
See also Hecla Min. Co. v. Star-Morning Min. Co., 122 Idaho 778, 786, 839 P.2d 1192,
1200 (1992) (citing Gardner v. Evans, 110 Idaho 925, 930, 719 P.2d 1185, 1190, cert.
denied, 479 U.S. 1007, 107 S.Ct. 645, 93 L.Ed.2d 701 (1986)) (concluding the rule
requires admissibility and competence).
The Court will consider all relevant evidence when reaching a decision. IDAHO R.
EVID. 402. “Evidence is relevant if: (a) it has any tendency to make a fact more or less
probable than it would be without the evidence; and (b) the fact is of consequence in
determining the action.” IDAHO R. EVID. 401. Idaho Rule of Evidence 403 indicates
when relevant evidence may be inadmissible. Rule 403 states:
Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of
the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay,
waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence.
It is not this Court’s practice to strike even inadmissible evidence from the record.
Instead, the Court reviews the evidence, and if the challenged evidence is inadmissible,
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the Court simply will not consider it further. The Court now evaluates each declaration
and/or affidavit separately to determine whether the evidence contained therein should
be considered when reaching a decision on the Motion to Reconsider.
1. Declaration of Jan Rodina
Plaintiff asserts the following portion of Jan Rodina’s Declaration should be
stricken as inadmissible: (1) paragraph 3; (2) paragraph 4; and (3) the attached
photographs.
Paragraph 3
Plaintiff asserts paragraph 3 is inadmissible because it is not a statement of fact,
but rather a statement of opinion and/or a legal conclusion. The entirety of Paragraph 3
is as follows:
The Association’s enforcement action against me has not been made in
good faith and is, I believe, premised in part on my national origin, based
upon derogatory statements made by one of Plaintiff’s board members.
In his Motion to Reconsider, Rodina argues that his application was denied in bad faith,
although he does not cite to his affidavit regarding the alleged defamatory statement.
Rodina’s statement that “[the] enforcement action against me has not been made
in good faith…” is a legal conclusion requiring specialized knowledge for which a
foundation has not been laid in the affidavit. Therefore, that statement is inadmissible
and the Court will not consider it in its analysis on the motion to reconsider. See IDAHO
R. EVID. 701 (“If a witness is not testifying as an expert, testimony in the form of an
opinion or inference is limited to one that is:…not based on scientific, technical or other
specialized knowledge”).
Thus, the remaining issue is whether the Court will consider Rodina’s reference
to a derogatory statement based on his national origin that Rodina believes shows the
board acted in bad faith.

Plaintiff asserts Rodina failed to provide evidence that the

derogatory statement about his national origin was made as part of his application
process and that, without the inclusion of the alleged derogatory statement, Rodina is
simply asking the Court to rely on his “belief” to find bad faith.9 In short, Plaintiff argues
there is no evidence that the denial by the Association was connected to any alleged
9

Pl’s Memo to Strike, pp. 2–3.
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defamatory statement. No actual language of any derogatory statement was included in
Rodina’s Declaration. There is no evidence of who actually said it—other than some
unspecified Board Member, or when it was said, therefore, the Court has no context to
evaluate the statement or any possible bad faith. Because Rodina failed to provide
context and facts showing that the derogatory statement was made in connection to the
denial of the fencing application, the Court determines it is irrelevant to any bad faith or
waiver claims. Therefore, the Court does not consider Paragraph 3 when reaching a
decision on the Motion to Reconsider.
Paragraph 4 and Photo Attachments
Plaintiff objects to the Courts consideration of the attached photographs and the
Paragraph 4, which references them. In Paragraph 4, Rodina states, “the enforcement
of the covenants has and is not uniform.” In this paragraph, Rodina asserts that he has
observed and documented violations of the declarations that have not been enforced by
the Plaintiff and that Plaintiff took the seven photographs attached to his declaration to
show violations. Defendant claims that these violations were made by other members
of the Association, including the HOA President.
Plaintiff argues Paragraph 4 is irrelevant because the Declaration fails to identify
when the photographs were taken, where they were taken, or what is pictured in them
with any specificity. Plaintiff further argues there is no statement about how or why the
depictions in the photographs are in violation of the Declaration. Thus, Plaintiff asserts
Paragraph 4 is insufficient to lay foundation for admission of the photographs or to
adequately authenticate the photographs.
“Whether there is a proper foundation upon which to admit evidence is a matter
within the trial court's discretion.” Harris, Inc., v. Foxhollow Constr. & Trucking, Inc., 151
Idaho 761, 770, 264 P.3d 400, 409 (2011). Authentication or identification is required
for the admission of documentary evidence. Harris, Inc., v. Foxhollow Constr. &
Trucking, Inc., 151 Idaho 761, 770, (2011) (citing IDAHO R. EVID. 901). “To satisfy the
requirement of authenticating or identifying an item of evidence, the proponent must
produce evidence sufficient to support a finding that the item is what the proponent
claims it is.” IDAHO R. EVID. 901(a).
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The Court accepts Rodina’s statement that he took these photographs in his
neighborhood. However, the Court finds there is insufficient foundation in the record for
the Court to consider the photographs as part of its determination on the pending
motion. Rodina simply states, “attached hereto are seven photographs I have taken
which show those violations by other members of the Association.” The photographs or
the affidavit do not specifically identify the address of the violation, when they were
taken, or upon what authority or basis Rodina bases his belief that violations are
present.

The photographs, even when considering Paragraph 4 of the Rodina

Declaration, do not show when or what violation is purportedly taking place in the
pictures. “Photographs are generally admissible where the witness who identifies them
testifies that they correctly portray relevant scenes or objects.” McKee v. Chase, 73
Idaho 491, 501, 253 P.2d 787, 792 (1953). However, Photographs introduced to prove
an ongoing condition must be supported by an “explanation showing that the conditions
in the photograph actually represented an ongoing condition.” See Shea v. Kevic Corp.,
156 Idaho 540, 546, 328 P.3d 520, 526 (2014). Rodina’s statement that he took the
photographs with only his belief that they were of violations by other members of the
Association does not provide admissible evidence that the Court can consider and
evaluate. Without any factual evidence to support the assertion that the photographs
are evidence of violations that were not enforced by the Association, or explanation of
how these photos are or are not substantially similar to the work Rodina completed on
his property, the photographs are irrelevant under I.R.E. 402.
Neal Affidavit
Plaintiff argues Paragraph 2 and Exhibit A of the Affidavit of Gary L. Neal in
support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Neal Affidavit”) are irrelevant, and
therefore inadmissible, and should not be considered by the Court. Paragraph 2 reads
as follows:
That attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is a true and correct copy of the
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order in the case captioned
Eagle Springs Homeowners’ Association, Inc., an Idaho Corporation vs.
Nathan and Maly Ann Herren, husband and wife. The matter was litigated
in Ada County Idaho as Case Number CVOCO61909 [(Herren decision)].
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Plaintiff argues that the facts in the attached case do not mirror the facts in the
underlying case and, therefore, the ruling is not relevant this matter.

In contrast,

Defendant argues that, similar to the ruling in the attached case, Plaintiff waived the
right for injunctive relief by failing to uniformly enforce the covenants.
Regardless of the parties arguments, whether the Court should consider a legal
ruling in another court case is not an evidentiary issue. That is a district court case
which is not binding on this Court. Still, the Defendant incorporated that case into his
analysis on the motion to reconsider. This Court may still consider the analysis and
another court’s decision when evaluating the facts in this case, although the Court does
not consider that case binding legal precedent.

The Court considers the Herren

decision as legal argument as part of legal standard and analysis, and will not disregard
it as an evidentiary issue.
B. Motion to Reconsider
Defendant requests reconsideration of the Court’s summary judgment decision
dismissing the affirmative defenses of the breach of the covenant of good faith and fair
dealing and waiver “based upon the non-uniform enforcement of the protective
covenants.”10 Defendant requests the Court find there is a genuine issue of material
fact as to whether (1) Plaintiff waived its right to the relief requested in the Complaint
and (2) Plaintiff acted in bad faith by denying Rodina’s Second Approval Form based on
the non-uniform enforcement of the Declarations.11
I.

Affirmative Defenses of Laches and Estoppel.
Defendant did not raise arguments regarding the Court’s decision at summary

judgment on the affirmative defenses of laches or estoppel. The Court incorporates its
decision at summary judgment on these issues herein. Since reconsideration was not
requested and no new arguments were raised, the Court will not reconsider its decision
at summary judgment dismissing the affirmative defenses or laches and estoppel.
II.

Affirmative Defense Of Waiver
Defendant requests reconsideration of summary judgement on the affirmative

defense of waiver “based upon non-uniform enforcement of the protective covenants.”
10
11

See Def’s Memo, p. 4.
See generally Def’s Memo.
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Defendant argues “[i]t is reversible error to hold the Plaintiff can never waive approvals
by approving construction of similar improvements in the neighborhood.” In support of
this argument, Defendant relies on the district court’s decision in Eagle Springs
Homeowners Association, Inc. v. Herren. Although Herren is not binding precedent on
this Court, the Court reviews that analysis when evaluating the facts of this case.
In Herren, the court found that the defendants violated the protective covenants
of the Declaration but the Eagle Springs Homeowners’ Association Inc. had waived their
right to injunctive relief by failing to uniformly enforce the convenants pursuant to § 15.6
of the Declaration. That court found that the Association was not enforcing street
parking uniformly. The Association allowed vehicles to be parked for up to 72 hours
instead of following the clear and specific terms prohibiting street parking except in
designated areas,. That Court found the defendants had violated the Declaration but the
Board had failed to enforce the parking violation against all homeowners.
In the present case, Rodina argues that the Association not uniformly enforcing
street parking is the equivalent of not uniformly enforcing fencing variations. The
Declarations contain clear and absolute terms regarding both street parking and fence
requirements. However, this case is distinguishable from Herren because, in this case,
the Architecture Committee has the ability to allow variances to specific provisions set
forth in the Project Documents.
In Herren, the Declarations had a blanket ban on street parking without any
provision for variances but the Association deviated from that universal restriction.
Therefore, the court in Herren did not waive the Association’s ability to enforce parking
violations. Instead, the Herren court required the Association to uniformly enforce the
parking interpretation created by the Association. In contrast, the Declarations allow the
Association to grant variances in fencing. The Declarations only allow improvements on
subdivision properties—including the Property at issue in this case—“as permitted by
the Architectural Committee [and] approved in writing.” Declarations § 4.1. See also
Declarations § 9.1.2 Under the Declarations, the Architectural Committee is authorized
“to use its judgment to see that all Improvements conform and harmonize as to external
design, quality and type of construction, . . . materials, color, location on the Property,
height, grade and finished ground elevation, . . . landscaping, and all other aesthetic
Page 9 of 12
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considerations.” Declarations § 4.1. See also Declarations § 9.1.50. In this case,
Defendant had the ability obtain approval from the Architecture Committee for the
variances he sought with his fence. The Court thoroughly analyzed Rodina’s project and
found it did not comply with the plain language of the Declarations.

Therefore,

Defendant has not shown a genuine issue of fact that the Association acted outside the
scope of their authority under the Declarations to deny projects that do not conform to
the Declarations after evaluating their impact on the neighborhood.
In Rodina’s allegation that the Restrictive Covenants of the Declaration have not
been interpreted uniformly, he incorrectly asserts this Court “found that the Association
failed to uniformly enforce the covenants.” For clarification, this Court found there was
not sufficient evidence to support a finding that the Committee had approved similar
projects.12

Rodina has failed to present any additional evidence to support

reconsideration of its finding that the record is insufficient to find a material issue of fact
remains that the Association approved substantially similar projects.
Therefore, the Court finds there is no genuine issue of material fact that Plaintiff
waived their right to injunctive relief by not uniformly enforcing the covenants of the
Declaration. Therefore, the Court will not reconsider its decision dismissing the
affirmative defense of waiver.
III.

Affirmative Defense of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
Defendant asserts that construction of the Declarations that allows waiver “invites

bad faith as it would allow [the Association] to approve the plans of friends and relatives
while denying the plans of [other homeowners] to in a favored category.” 13 In the reply,
Defendant states, “Implied in the contract are the covenants of good faith and fair
dealing. There is nothing fair about letting others violate the covenants while seeking
enforcement against Rodina.”14 This seems to argue that Plaintiff breached the duty of
good faith and fair dealing—Rodina’s fourth affirmative defense. However, Defendant

12
13
14

Memo Granting Summary Judgment, p. 14.
Def’s Memo, p. 4.
Def’s Reply, p. 2.
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does not include any argument related to his claim of breach of the good faith and fair
dealing, just that the construction of the declaration could result in bad faith dealings. 15
At summary judgment on the affirmative defense of good faith and fair dealing,
the Court found:
Rodina has presented no evidence showing that a material issue of fact
exists that the Board’s actions were self-serving or in violation of the
Declarations….. Thus, the evidence before the Court is undisputed that
the Board acted within its discretion under the Declarations and the
unambiguous language of the Declarations permitted that discretion as a
matter of law. Therefore, the Court GRANTS summary judgment for the
Plaintiff…16
On reconsideration, Defendant still does not include any argument or evidence that the
Board’s decision as to Rodina’s Project was made in bad faith. On reconsideration,
Rodina makes a policy argument that is not part of the pleadings in this case. Rodina’s
affirmative defense actually raised was about the Association’s decision related to his
Second Approval Form but no new evidence was presented at reconsideration to
support this claim.17 Therefore, the Court will not reconsider its decision dismissing
Rodina’s affirmative defense of bad faith.
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, Defendant’s Motion to Reconsider, filed May 1, 2018, is
DENIED.
ORDERED

Signed: 7/23/2018 10:54 AM

_______________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge

15

Defendant does not argue or present evidence to support this claim, but Court has ruled that
evidence needs to be presented regarding discretionary enforcement. See Adams v. Kimberley One
Townhouse Owner's Ass'n, Inc., 158 Idaho 770, 777, 352 P.3d 492, 499 (2015) (finding that absent any
proof that the Board had engaged in conduct amounting to discretionary enforcement, it was “illogical to
assume the board would not equally restrict all owners.”).
16
Memorandum Decision and Order, p. 18.
17
The Court notes it found Rodina’s statements asserting bad faith in his declaration based on an
alleged derogatory statement by a Board Member inadmissible. However, even if the Court had not
found it inadmissible, Defendant did not cite this portion of his Declaration of make any related argument
regarding the derogatory statement in his opening brief or reply brief. Thus, it appears Defendant is
asking this Court to make any relevant arguments between the statement and bad faith for him. This
Court declines to do so.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Plaintiff,
v.
JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. CV01-17-11897
PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM
OF SUPPLEMENTAL COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(4) and 54(e)(1) and (5), Plaintiff Eagle
Springs Homeowners Association, Inc. (“Association”), as the prevailing party in this matter,
submits and files Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Supplemental Costs and Attorney Fees
(“Memorandum”). This Memorandum is supported by the Affidavit of Christopher M. Tingey
in Support of Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Supplemental Costs and Attorney Fees.
I.

Costs.
Pursuant to IRCP 54(d), Article VII, Section 7.5 of the Declaration of Covenants,

Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs Subdivision (“Declaration”), and Article VI,
Section 6.2(b) of the Bylaws of Eagle Springs Homeowners’ Association (“Bylaws”), Plaintiff,
as the prevailing party, is entitled to an award of costs incurred in this case because they are
“costs incurred in bringing [Defendant Rodina] and/or [his] Building Lot into compliance with
the provisions of the governing instruments for Eagle Springs. These costs are supplemental
Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Supplemental Costs and Attorney Fees- 1
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and in addition to the costs awarded by the Court to Plaintiff in the Court’s July 23, 2018
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Attorney Fees and Costs. For ease of reference, the
costs are those costs incurred by the Association on this matter beginning after May 1, 2018,
which was the date on which Plaintiff’s original cost memorandum and supporting affidavit was
submitted to the Court.
1.

Discretionary Costs. Pursuant to IRCP 54(d)(1)(D), Declaration Article VII,

Section 7.5, and Bylaws Article VI, Section 6.2(b):
a.

Recording fee-Lis Pendens................................................................ $15.00

b.

Document production photocopy charges......................................... $41.28

c.

Online Legal Research .................................................................... $518.95

d.

Postage ............................................................................................... $11.06
Total discretionary costs……………………$586.29
TOTAL COSTS ………………………..…$586.29

II.

Attorney Fees.
Pursuant to IRCP 54(e)(1) and (5), Article VII, Section 7.5 and Article VIII, Section 8.1

of the Declaration, and Article VI, Section 6.2(b) of the Bylaws, Plaintiff, as the prevailing
party, is entitled to an award of attorney fees because this is an action “to enforce compliance
with or specific performance of the terms and conditions of th[e] Declaration . . . .”
In this case, Plaintiff brought claims against Defendant Rodina to enforce the
architectural review covenants and restrictions contained in the Declaration. Specifically,
Plaintiff asked for an injunction compelling Defendant Rodina to stop all construction on his
property; remove all unapproved or noncompliant construction or improvements on his
property, including a new fence, retaining wall, and fill; restore his property in the condition it
Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Supplemental Costs and Attorney Fees- 2
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was in before he built the noncompliant fence and retaining wall; and comply with the height
and setback restrictions for fences in the community. (Compl. at 8-9). Plaintiff also requested
all of its attorney fees incurred in enforcing the terms of the Declaration and Bylaws. Id. at 9.
Article VII, Section 7.5 of the Declaration says:
Notwithstanding the above provisions with respect to Regular and Special
Assessments, the Board may levy a Limited Assessment against a Member as a
remedy to reimburse the Association for costs incurred in bringing the Member
and/or such Member’s Building Lot into compliance with the provisions of the
governing instruments for Eagle Springs.
“Limited Assessment” is defined in the Declaration as “a charge against a particular Owner and
such Owner’s Building Lot, directly attributable to the Owner, equal to the cost incurred by the
Association in connection with corrective action performed pursuant to the provisions of this
Declaration, including interest thereon as provided in this Declaration.”
Article VIII, Section 8.1 of the Declaration provides in relevant part:
In the event an attorney or attorneys are employed for the collection of any
Assessment, whether by suit or otherwise, or to enforce compliance with or
specific performance of the terms and conditions of this Declaration, each Owner
agrees to pay reasonable attorney’s fees in addition to any other relief or remedy
obtained against such Owner. . . .
As the Court noted in its decision granting Plaintiff’s motions for summary judgment,
Plaintiff Association is the prevailing party on its breach of contract (covenant) claims and on
Defendant Rodina’s affirmative defenses. (Memo. Decision and Order Granting Summ. J. at
19-20). Further, the Court concluded that pursuant to the terms of the Declaration, “an award of
attorney’s fees is appropriate.” Id. at 19. Therefore, Plaintiff Association is entitled to its
attorney fees pursuant to the terms of the Declaration. (Decl., Art. VIII, § 8.1).
With respect to this supplemental request for attorney fees, this Memorandum and
supporting Affidavit is for all fees incurred following the initial submission by Plaintiff on May
Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Supplemental Costs and Attorney Fees- 3
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Electronically Filed
8/6/2018 7:19 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Christopher M. Tingey, ISB 8556
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St., Suite 311
Boise, Idaho 83703
cmt@vf-law.com
Telephone: (208) 629-4567
Facsimile: (208) 392-1400
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Plaintiff,
v.
JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. CV01-17-11897
AFFIDAVIT OF
CHRISTOPHER M TINGEY IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S
MEMORANDUM OF
SUPPLEMENTAL COSTS AND
ATTORNEY FEES

The undersigned representative for Plaintiff, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I am the attorney of record for the above-named Plaintiff;

2.

Plaintiff has assessed attorney fees and costs to Defendant pursuant to Article VIII,

Section 8.01 of the Declaration recorded as Document 95074402 in the Recorder's Office of Ada
County, Idaho (“Declaration”).

Pursuant to Article VIII, Section 8.01 of the Declaration, the

Association may assess its costs of enforcement, together with reasonable attorneys’ fees against the
Owner of a Lot.
3.

The Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Eagle Springs

Subdivision, including those provisions that are currently being violated and the provisions entitling
the Association to an award of attorney fees, is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
4.

The Bylaws of Eagle Springs Homeowners’ Associations, Inc, are attached hereto as

Exhibit B.
Affidavit of Christopher M. Tingey in Support of Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Supplemental Costs and
Attorney Fees- 1
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5.

To the best of my knowledge, the property remains out of compliance with the

Declaration, and no steps have been taken to address the violation.
6.

The Association has complied with the steps required by Idaho Code §55-115, which

entitles them to an award of attorney fees and fines incurred in this enforcement matter.
7.

Pursuant to IRCP 54e(l) and 54(e)(8), and based upon the necessity to draft

communications to Defendant, prepare pleadings, attend hearings, oversee office staff, and prosecute
this action, the approximate time and labor involved being self-evident, and also based upon the
affiant's experience in the practice of law, the prevailing charges for like work, and awards in similar
cases, it is my submission that a fair and reasonable attorney fee is $10,159.29. Billing records
supporting the award of legal fees and costs is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
8.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the following costs and disbursements are

correct and reasonable, and were necessarily incurred and were not included in the account balance
pled in the Complaint or previously awarded by the Court to Plaintiff in the Court’s July 23, 2018
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Attorney Fees and Costs:

a.

Recording fee-Lis Pendens................................................................ $15.00

b.

Document production photocopy charges......................................... $41.28

c.

Online Legal Research .................................................................... $518.95

d.

Postage ............................................................................................... $11.06
TOTAL ................................................................... $586.29

9.

For post-judgment interest at the legal rate until the date all amounts are paid.

10.

Plaintiff asks for the amounts due from the Defendant as follows:
Attorney's Fees

$9,573.00

Costs and Disbursements

$586.29

Total Fees and Costs

$10,159.29

Affidavit of Christopher M. Tingey in Support of Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Supplemental Costs and
Attorney Fees- 2
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THIS DECLARATI ON OF

COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS FOR Eagle Springs i5 made
2nd day of Odober, 1995, by Deer Valley and Associate: Limimd Pamership, an Idaho llmimd
('Granlm' and 'Class B Member”) and Coman Collections,
Inc, an Idaho corporation (“Gaman'L

effective as of aha

partnership

ARTICLE

I:

RECITALS

Wad.

The pruperty pulenﬂallysuhiedta this Declamﬁun 0F Covenant, Cnndilions
'Declaminn') Is appmximately 95 acres in the Cumty of
Ada, State of
Idaho, which is mare particulaﬂy dmibed an Exhibith attached hereto and made a
pan hereof. Grantar intends
m develop Ihe Property 1n multiple development phases. The initial development Phases u! the Pmpeny made
subject tn lhls Declaration are mare paniculariy dmibed an Exhibi!
E, attached hereto and made a part hereof.
Cuman Is the Owner uf one (1) Building Lot and herebyjnins wilh Gmnlnr in executing lhis Declaration
tn ensure
snah Building Lat is subject ta this Declaration.
1.1

and

Restrictions For Eagle Springs (lhis

W.

1.2
Eagle Springs is a residential development, which Granior
currently
intends [a develop In accordance with exlsﬂng deveiopment appruvats obtained
from Ada

documented

in

Ada County

ﬁle 94-Oﬁ-PDR, or

any nlher development

pfants) fur

County and
which Granmr may from lime

The purpose of this Declaration is to set funh the basic restrictions,
cnvenants,
aasemenu, candiliuns and equitable servitude: (cuIIL-Jively “Ralrlctions‘l that wiil
apply to [he enlire
development anti use c! all portions of the Property. The Ranicﬁans are daigned lo
protect, enhance and
lo lime obtain approval.
limitations,

preserve the value, amenities, desirability, anti

amacﬁvenas or the Property; to ensure a wall-Inregrated, high
quality development; and lo guarantee adequate maintenance cf the Common Area
and the Improvements
located an lhe Prnpem‘. Eagle Springs is located south nf, and adjacent to, a
subdivislnn cnmmonly knnwrl as
Sage Acres, which separale subdivision is governed by sepaaate restrictEVE cavemanui,
ARTICLE

I]:

DECLARATION

Cuman hereby declare lhat Ihe Property, and each lul, parcel or ponion thereof, is andiur
conveyed, encumbered, hypnlhecaled, leased, used. occupied and improved subject
to the
following terms, covennnls, :nndiliuns, easements and restrictions, ail ofwhich are
declared and agreuﬁ la be
in lurihemnce of a general'plan for lhe protection, maintenance, subdivision,
improvement and sale uf the
Property, and In enhance [he value‘ desirabﬂity and attracﬁvenﬁs Df the Property.
The tenns,.ccwenant5,
conditions, easements and r&clrictions set [orth herein: shall run wilh the land constituting
the Property, and wilh
each estate; therein. and shall be bindlng upon ail pezsnns having or acquiring any righl,
Iitle or interest in Ihe
Property or any lat, parcai ar portion Iherenf: shall Inure 10 the benefit of every lat,
parcel ur portion of lhe
Property and any lnlerasl therein; and shall inure Io lhe benefit of and be binding upon
Grantor's
Grantur and

shall

ha

held, 501d,

Granlar,
successors in interest and each grantee ur Owner incinding, without limitation, Coman,
and such glanlee‘s cr
Owner's respadiVE successors In Interest, and may be enfnrced by Grantnr,
by any Owner or such Owner's
successors in intermt, nr by the Assncialicm.

ARTICLE

MEWSMH

3.1

Assnctatlnn pursuant

DEClAMTI ON -

m Article IX hereof.

Ill:

mean

DEFINITION5
the Architectural

Cnrhrnmee created by Grantur or

the

I

eaglaspﬂec
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3.2

mean

3151115155: Shall

M?CIE Of lncumnrah'nn

HIE

nf ﬂue Association or

mhar

urganizatinna! or

ch arter documents cf the Association.

magmas:

3.3
shall mean ihuse payment. required of Owners and Association
Members,
including Regular, Special and Limlied Assessments nf any Association, as further deﬁned
in this Declaration.
3.4

:Assqciallnnishall

mean

lam

3.5

shall

{he Eagle Springs

mean

Humeuwners'

Assaciation, Inc.

those rules and regulations prumuigated by the Association

governing cnndud npan and use of the Property under the jurisdlaiun a:
impusltlnn of

use

in

ﬁns and forfeiture:

for violation afAssaciatiaa-s

cumml

of the Assmziation, the

Eula and regulations. and prucedmal

matters

‘
7

-'

fan-

the conduct uf business cf the Association.

3.5

I

_

W

Wshali mean Ihe Board of Directors or uther governing board or individuaI,

if

arpliable,

uf the Associaliun.

3.7

constructed. Far vnling and

shall mean a lat sham on [he Plat upon which
improvements may be
membership purpusa herein, 'Buﬂding La!“ shall mean each single—family residential

Building Lot. Building Lu! shall nut include

3.3

"Bylaws" shall

Common

mean the Bylaws

Ayes.

uf lhe Assaclalion.
,

“.CnmmmAma: shail mean any or all parceis of Commnn Area. and shall inclu'aé; without
such parcels lhal are dasignated as common open space, common land'seaped areas, and
sigma
water drainage (admins. Common Area may Include easement andlor license rights.
3.9

limitation,

all

3.10

Wshall mean

this

to time.

Dedamlion

as

l:

may be amended and suppiemenled

from lime

-

3-11
parlnershtp. or

mm:
its

Shall

mean Deer Vallev and

succas'qor in Interest, or

any person

lelled

Assaciales

or entlw la

Partnership, an Idaho limited

whum

the rights under
expressly transferred by Deer Valley and Associales Limited Partnership ur Ms succesaur.

[his

Declaminn

are

3mm:

3.1 2
shall mean any structure, [acuity or system, ar other improvement
or object,
whether permanent ur temporary, which Is erected, canslructed or placed upon, under or In
any portion of lhe
Property, including, without limitaﬂun. residenual slruuures, accessory bulldlngs,
fences, sweets, drives,
drivaways, parklng areas, sidewalks, bicycle paths, curbs, landscaping, wails, hedges, planlings, lreus, ilvlng
andfar dead vegetation, racks, signs, ﬁghts, mail boxes, elactrical lines, pipes, pumps,
dllches, waterways.
recraauanal facililles, grading, mad construction, utility Improvements, removal of trees and ulher
vegetation,
plantings, and landscaping, and any new exterior :onsIructlon or exterior Improvement whlch
may nn! be

included

in

lhe foregoing.

3.13
ilmﬂgdAsmmgnﬂsi-Iall mean a charge against a partlcuiarOwnar and such Dwnex's Building
direcﬁy auribuiable ta the Owner, equal lo lhe cast Incurred by the Assnciaﬂon 1n connection wllh corrective
acliun performed pursuant Io the provisions o! this Decﬁarauan, Including interest thereon as provided
In 1hls
Declaration.
lu1,

3.14
3.15

W

'

shall

mean each persan

Mammal shall mean any mungage, deed of trust, o:

the Property ur interest therein as security [or the

3.16

ur entlty holding a

membership

other

in

Ihe Assaclation.

document pledgmg any portion

of

payment of a debt ar ubllgailan.

mt. Imam!mean

Grantur, holding fee simp1e

shall

the record owner, whalher one or mare persons or entitles, Including
oftecord :0 a Building Lntwhlch Is a part cf the Property, and buyers under

DECLARATION — z
eaglupua:
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'192900 1523
execulary contracts of sale. hut Excluding those parsnns
having such interest mareiy as securky fur the
performance 5f an nhligalinn, unless and unlil such person
has acquired fee simple ﬂtle pursuant to forecfosure
or other praceedings.

WSW"

3.1?

mean any

Individuai, partnership, corporation

oromer

legal entity.

3.18
:Ehase: shali mean a definedpmﬁnn af the Property within whtch lisecontemplatad
development involves a cumman use nr compatible
uses, and which may have been designaied
a Phase by
recorded Supplemenb! Declgmﬁan. Each Phase shall
cumin one or more Building Lats. Each Phase is lemliy

‘

W

described on Exhibit B.

3.19

[Elan shall mean any subdivision plat covering any portion o! the
Preparty as recorded at the
County Recorder, Ada County. fdahn, as the same
may be amended by duly recorded amendmenxs

office n! the

lhereof.

3.20

L.

shall

mean

the basic

documents

:tealing

AGE,

and governing the Property

and Bylaws

of [he Assnciallnn, Ike

«Ha

Dsign Guidelines and any procedures, mla, reguiaﬁuns or pulicis
adopted under such

docum ants by an A55 uciaﬁon or

‘J-

the Archilecturai Committee.

"Ia

YEW

3.21

shall mean those portions oi (ha
Progeny dammed herein, including, without
parcai and portion thereof and Interest
therein, and all wa‘er rights associated with
or
such prapen‘y.

each

m

appurtenant

Ah

W?

Including, without limitation, this Declaralinn, Article;
of Incorporation

Associalian Ruies, the

limitation.

,

3.22

Ial.

WSW”

mean

the puzﬁnn of the cos: of maimalning,
improving. repairin

g,
managing and operaling the Common Area and all lmprovemanls
lncaled thereon, and the other casts and
expenses incurred to cnnduct the business and affairs n! the
Assnciaﬂan which i5 levied against lhe propert of
y
and :o be paid by each Owner ID [he Association pursuan
ttu the terms hereof.

3.23

mammal

shall mean the poniun of the costs
nf Ihe capltal improvements or
equipment purchases and replacements o: shortagwa in Regular
Assasmenxs which are authoriled
Ihe Asmdation. pursuant In the provisions of
Ihis Declaratlun.

repfacernenrs.
ta

be paid to

WW.
ARTICLE

4.1

IV:

GENERAL AND SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS
All Building Lars shall

Nu Building Latshall be impraved acepl with residential
Architectural

Cumminee and

the

as authurily for lhe Architectural

m

structures

be used Exclusively fur residential purpnsu.
and accessory structura as permitted
by the

same have been approved
writing. This Declaration is not intende
d
Cummitteeln control lhe interior iayuul or daign of midenli
I‘n

Ihe Extent incidentally necessitated

tu serve

a] structures except
i5 Intended ta serve

by use‘ size and height r&erictiuns. This Dxlamdun
Committee
use-Tts judgment to see that all
Improvements conform and
harmonizé as ln external dﬁign, quality and type 9f conslrucﬂnn,
architectural chamcler. materials, color,
lncatiun on lhe Property! height, grade and ﬁnished ground
eievatfan, natural cnnditiuns, landscaping, and aH
as authority far the Architecture!

m

aiher aesthetic considerations.

-The Association. after reasonable notice [u the offende
r andlor tn the Owner, may mmave
any
ImprovarnEntcunslruned, recunstruned, reﬂnishad, removed
, added, altered or maintained In vinlatin'n nf-rhis
Deciamtinn and lhe Owner a! aha improvements shall immedia
tely reimburse the Association for all expansa
incurred wilh such removal. Each violation of this Declara
tion i5 hereby declared to be and to cunstitn
te a
nuisance, and every public or private remedy allowed fur such violatio
n by law or equity against a Class A

WW

Member shail be applicable.
4.2

as

Allstruchlres are ta be designed. consu-ucled

and used
m pmrnnle compatibility between the types of use contempiatad by this Declaration.

in

such a manner

DECMRATION-B
aaslzspwec
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4.2.1

Na Building

purpnsa.

1925001324
Al] Buiidlng

Lab

shat!

be used exclusively

be improVEd except with a single-family
dwelling unit or structure of frame, stone or brick constructiun, cunmim'ng a minimum of three (3)
bedruams and two (2) bathrooms and two (2) at garage. No one (1) story single-hmily slructure shall
far single-family! residential

Lot shall

have a Flam- area oerss than one thnunnd three hundred ﬁFty (1,350) square leer, exclusive of garages,
mums, porches, and similar structures. Nu two (2) story single—Iamily
strudure shall have a ﬂoor area of less than one thousand ﬁve hundred ﬁfty (1,550) square feel, exciusive

_

palins, breezeways. storage

of garages, patios hreezeways, storage rooms, porches
shall

be highet than

and

similar

mamas. Na singlefamily structure

WE;

thirty-ﬁve {35) feel.

DERBdIed slmdura shall be allowed if in mnfomﬂty with the
and as appruved by the Architectural Committee, as prurided mare lnllv
hefaw. There shai! be no melai storage nor wood storage attachment to any dwelling unit

4.2.2

pruvislons of this Declaration,
in

Ankle

IX

except as

appmved by

structure,

and patio savers

colors

and design,

the Architectural Committee. Garages. stowage sheds attached la the residential
shall

be

conmuﬂed of, and

roofed wiH-a, the same materials, and with similar
on the appliahle Bui1ding Lat. Each dwelling uniishall
house a minimum ufthree [3) standardized cars, and shall also

A

as the residenlial structure

MW.

have an atlached or detached garage Ia
have permanenlly maintained off-slreet parking

for

two

m

-"'

‘-

vehicles.

4’35

4-2-3
ND change shall be made ln the cu!or nf paint, stain.
or alher exterior ﬁnish to a dwelllng uni! af structure without prior written approval
by lhe Architectural

No

Cummiﬂee.

fence shall he allowed except as appruved by lhe Atchlteclural Committee and

generai conformance with the fence style depicted

The

m

an

Exhibit B, attached hereto

and made a

in

par: hereof.

harmany and aesthetic appeal of Ihestructures on the Building Lots being of mutual concern
Owners and having a direct bearing on the value of Building Lots and Improvement thereon, the

visual

all

Cummings shall have the right lu control the tmura, dwign and color scheme of the
nulside walFs, lences, roars and palim roofs of altslructums erected upon Building LOB, and
la require
Architectura!

Nu metal siding is permitted. No gravel roars are permitted. Roofs shaif be a minimum
wuh shake ur lila andfar nlher materials as approved by lha Architectural Committee.

landscaping.
cf 5 in

12 pitch
4.2.4

Wm.

Unless alhem'lse Speciﬁcaﬂy appruved In writing by the
slrudurES {excluslve u! fences and similar studurﬁ) shall he placed within
1h: {allowing building setbacks [Dr eanh Building Lot: front‘ twantv (10) fuel,- side, ﬁve (5} [Bet per story
Arch'tlettuml

Commiﬂee,

all

and twenty [25} [eel adjacenl 10 aslreel; rear, ﬁfteen I15) feet. All utility facilities audio: systems used
in cunnecﬁon wllh a Building Lot shall be placed underground. Each Owner shall piace fencing (as

appmved by

the Archllectural Committee} subject lo the following restrictions:

Fence and walls shall nut extend closer to any street lhan twemy feet (20') nor project
(n)
beyond lhe setback nf the principal buﬁdlng on the Building Lot. No fence higher than six feet {6'} shall
be allnwad without lhe priorappmval
County 'ﬁf required) and lhe Architectural Committee.

ona

AH {ences and walls shall be constructed and installed and maintained in gnad
(b)
appearance and condition at the expense oftha Owner oi [he Building Lat on which they are located
and all damaged Fencing and walks shall be repaired or replaced ta uriginai design, materials and color
within a reasonable lime after said damage occurs.
(c)

No fence or wal} shall intezfere with

the use

and enjoyment af any easement shown an

the Plat or described hzrein.

No fence. wall, hedge, high planting, absuuction nr barrier shall ha allowed which
(d)
would unreasonably interfere with the usa and enjoyment of neighboring Building L0G and streets, and
shall not be allowed If lhe same cansﬁlule an undesirable, noxious or nulsance effect upon nelghborlng
'

Building L015.

DECLARATION

-ﬂ

eaglespwec
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4.1.5
Enmnlgﬂaﬂnﬂﬁmmmm‘ Once any Owns} nfa Building Lotshal! have commenced
the constructinn of a dwelling unit or structure, such construction shall
be completed within nine (9)
months thereafter. The term "commenced the construction“ as used in this subparagraph
4.2.5 shall
mean Ihe 513.1 cf actual physical construction activitiej upon such dwelling unit or structure
upon such
Building Lol.

Wm.

No lrnpmvementshaif be permitted to fall into
times he keptin good condition and tepair. ln the event that
any
Owner shall permit any Improvement, including :rea and landsaping, which i5 the rupunsibill'ty
of suzh Owner
tn maintain. Ia fall into disrepair so a5 Lo creale a dangerous,
unsafe, unsightly or unaﬂmctive condition, ur
damages property or facilities an n! adjoining their Building La! which would otherwise
be the Association‘s
4.3

disrepair,

and each Impruvemenlshall

responsibiiityto maintain, lhe Board,

at

all

upon

thirty [30} days prior written nukice tn the

Owner of such

property,

have the right la correct such condition, and lo enter upon such Owner's
Building Lot Far the purpose of
duing so, and such Ownershall promptly reImburse the Assncl’azion far the cost
thereof. Such cos: shall be a
a’
Limiled Assessmeni and shall create
lien enforceable in the same manner as oLher
shall

The Owner

herein.

Assessments as set forth

o.‘

lhe offending ptaperty shall

he persnnalbr liable, and such Owner's property may he
subiect to a muchanic's lien fur all c0515 and expenses incurred
by [he Association in taking such corrective acts.
plus all costs incun-ed in collecﬁng the amounts due. Each Owner shall
pay al! amount due fur such work within
days after receipt ofwrirten demand lhereior, or the amounls may,
amounts payable by such Owneras Regular Assasrnenfs.

ten (10)
ta lhe

Waning.

4,4

reguIaling landscaping

at the option of the Board,

The Architectural Commineeshall adopt and amend, from time ta

pem‘med and

required.

be added

time, guidelines

any Owner shali fail ta install and mainlain
landscaping in caniarmanca with such guidelines, m' shall alluw such OWnar's
landscaping to deteriorate Io a
dangerous, unsafe, unsightly or unanraclive condition, the Board, upon
thirty (3C!) days' priorwritten notica ru
such Owner, shafi have the righ! la correct such condition and to enler upon
such Owner's property far the
In the event that

purpose uf doing so, and such Ownershall promptly reimburse [he Association for
the cast thereof. Such cast
shall be a Limiled Assessmenl and shaﬂ create a lien enfumeahle
in the same manner as other Assessments as set
Forth herein.

Mam.

4.5
Na rubbish nr debris of any kind shall be placed or pennined tn ancumuiate
anywhere upon the Property, including lhe Cummun Area orvamnl Building Lois, and
no odorshall be pen'niﬂed
In arise

therefrom so as ta render the Property nr any portion thereof
unsanilary, unsightly, nﬂensive or
Ihe Property ur tn ils occupants, or to any mher property in the
vicinity thereof or an ILI: occupants.
Nu business or home accupau'nn, no noise, no exterlnr ﬁres, nu obstructions uf pedestrian
walkways, nn
unsightl‘mass, nr other nuisance shall be permmed Io exist nr apemte
upun any pun‘mn of the Property so a5 to
he offensive nr detrimental In lhe Pmpeny or la its accupanls ur to other
prupeny in lhE vicinity or to i1s
occupants, as determined by the Board, in its reasonable judgment, or In vinlatiun of
any state or local law or
ordinance. Wilhnut limiting lhe generality of any of the foregoing, nu whEslles,
bells or ulher snund davices
iulher than security devices used excfusivaly for sacurity purposes which
have been
detrimental

m

approved by the Associaliun),
located, useﬁ ur placed on the Property without the prlnrwrlnen
approval
uf the Association. Nu unsightly arh‘clu shall be pen-nlrled tn remain on
any Building Lol so as tn be visible from
any other portion of lhe Property. Wiihoul lirnh‘mg the generality of lhe faregoing, refuse,
garbage, trash,
Equipment, gas canislers, propane gas tanks. heat pumps, cumpressurs, :unlainers,
lumber, ﬁrewwd, grass, shrub
or lree clippings, plant ways, metals, bulk malarial, scrap shall be kept al ali timﬁ
in such cunniners and in areas
approved by lhe Archilectural Camminee. N0 clalhing nr [ahric shall be hung, dried
ur aired in such a way as
to be visibie lu other properly.
ﬂashing

Tights

or search Hahn. shall

be

WWW;

4.6
Nu activities shall be conducted un the Property, and nu
Improvements cnnslruded un any property which are nr might be unsafe {Jr hazardous
Iu any peninn ur property.
r

'

4.7
mining, quarrying,

drilling,

'

.
Nn portion of [ha Property shall be used Far the purpose of blasting,
boring or expinn'ng fur or removing water, oil, gas or other
hydramrbuns, minerals,

DECEAMHDN . 5
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rncizs,

stones, sand, gravel or earth.

This paragraph shal! not prohibit exploratory drilling or coring

which

i5

necessary to conslruct Improvements.
lnsggmngg 3am. Nothing shall be done ur kept an any Building Lu:
4.8
which wiil increase the rare
uffnsurance nn any other portion nf lhe Property wnhaut the approval ohhe Owner
of such other portion, nur
shaJl anything be done or kept un IhB Properly nr a Building Lol
which wauid result irI the cancellatian Dl'
insurance un any prnperty owned o: managed by any such Association or which
would be in violatiun uf any
law.

.Lg
Vehiglgg. The use DI ail vehicles, including, without
limilatian, lrucks, automobiles, bicycles,
molamycles, recreational vehicles, motnr homes, rumor cnacha, campers, tmilars, snowmobila,
airmail,

boats,

m

be subject
Ihe Daclaralian, which prohibits or limits the use therenf within
Iha Property.
parking aha” be peymilled except where expressly designated for parklng use. This
shall

No

_

on-street

restrlctiun, however, sh all
be deemed In prohibit commercial and construction vehicles, in the ordinary
course nf business, from making
delivering ur :nherwise providing service Io the Property or for
construction of Improvements by Eranmr or
Owners; provided, however, Ihul such use shall nm unreasonably bathe: ur conslilule
a nuisance In others as
determined by [he Board in iis reasonable judgment. Vehicles parked shall nut
axlend into any sidewalk Dr
bicycle path or pedestrian path. No abandoned or inoperable, oversized, diiapidated
ur unrepaired and unsighlly
vehicles ar similar equipment such as snow removal equiprr enl, garden
maintenance equipmenl and all ulher
unsighlly equipment and machinery shall be placed upon any portion cf lhe
Property including, wilhuut
Iimimtion, smels, parking areas and driveways. unless the same are Enclosed
by a struaure concealing [hem from
w-w m .1 maamur nnpmvud by IhL- Archilerlural Cummmee. Ta the extent possibiel
garage doors shaif remain
clnmd a! all limes. ”Abandoned ar innpemble vehicle“ shall be defined as
any vehicle which has not been driven
under ils awn uropursaon for a periud of three t3] weeks or longer; prauided,
however, this shail nut include
wh:rlr.-a parked ht.- nwners while nn vacation. ”Orersized" vehicles
shall b2 defined as vehicles which are mu

nm

mgh

Lu rl-ur lhn

ummnre

[u

.I

resulunnul gdrugu.

Arum ldEv 5. Nn animals, birds, insecls. pigeons, poultry ur livesluck
4.10
shall be kept an [he
Pmpurly. This paragraph is nul intended 10 prohibit [he keeping a! domesticmed
dog; domesticated cats, and
mher huusehold pals which do nut unreasonably bother or cnnslilute a nuisance la others as delerrm'ned
by the
Beard of the applicable Asmcinnan. in I'Is reamnabie judgment. and are kept in
complianca wizh the laws and
urdinanms of Ada County. Wilhuul limiting the genemlily ollhe foregoing, consistent
andlor chronic barking
by drugs shufi bt- ccnsidered a nuisance. Each dug in Eagle Springs shall be subiect
aIl "Feash Jaws" of Ada
Euunlv when such animai i5 off lhe premises. Df ils uwner.

m

4.”

HMW-

ND

house

trailer,

mobile home.

lmher than for shun lerm
be placed upon any portion
underlaken nn the Property.

lenl

individual use}, shack or other temporary building, improvement Dr structure shali
m' xhe
Pmpeny, except tempuratilv as may be required by construction activity
4.1 3
Dra hum.
m‘ the
Properly, unJess an

There aha” be nu interference with the eslablished drainage pattern aver
any portion
allernalive ﬁrovision is made {or proper drainage and Is
ﬁrst approved in
writing by Ihe Architectural Cnrnmiﬂee. Far 1he purposes hereof, "established" drainage
i5 defined as H1: system
m' draining; \vhalher
nalural ur otherwise, whfch exists at the lime lhe nveraii grading
af any podium of {he
Plnpurry i5 rumplvlucl by Grantor, nr Jhat drainage which is shown on any plans Approved
by the Archilectural
Cnnuninou. which may include drainage [rum Cnrnmnn Area over any Building Lu: in [he
Property,

aquuaie

4‘13
ﬁlming The Owner of any Building Lat within the Property in which grading nr other work
has been perlnrmad pumuant to a grading plan approved underapplicable provisions
of Ada County Coda m- by
the Archilecturql Committee, shpll rﬂainlgin and repair all gxaded surfaces
and erosion prevention devica,
retaining wnfls, drainage slruclures. means or devices which are nut the
resyansibiliry ar‘ any public agency, and
plantings and gruund cover installed Dr cumpleled lhemon. Such requirements
shall be subject ta Regular,
Special, and Limited Assessmams provided for herein.

DEC LARA] IDN -&
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4.14

proposed use of ‘he water

No

1829001327
~

saparate or individual water supply

regardless of the
m be delivered by such system, shall be pennined on anysystem,
Building Lol unless such

system is designed, located, constructed and equipped
in accordance with me requirements,
standatds and
recommendations of the Architectural Committee, all governm
ental authoririm having jurisdiction and
any private
water company operaﬁng on the Fropeny.
4.1

Each

pay

WW.

S

Owner shan connect

alt

No

charges assased therefor.

sewage disposal system shan be used on the Properly
.
on surh Owner‘s Building Lo! lo the Eagle Sewer
System and

individual

the appropriate facilitia

WWW:

4.16
No energy production devicm, including, without iimilaﬁnnf
generamrs of any kind and soiar energy devices. shall be
constructed or maintained on any portion
of the Property
without the written approval of the Architectural
Committee. except for heat pumps shown in p!ans
approved by
lhe Architectural Committee. This paragraph shall
not apply to passive solar energy systems
incorpom‘ed inta
lhe approved design of a residential structure.
~

513115. No sign afany kind shall be display
ed to the public view without the approval of the
Committee except: (1) such signs as may be used
by Grantor in cannetﬁon with the development
of the Property and sale ol Building Lots; (2) such
signs Men\ifying Eagia Springs subdivision,
Dr informational
signs, of customary and reamnable dlmensluns as
pracribed by [he Architectural Committee;
(3) one (1) sign of
custamary and reasonable dimensiuns as prescribed
by the Architectural Committee as may be displayed
by an
Owner other lhan Cranlor on Dr from a Bquing Lo! advertising
the residence for sale or lease; and
(4] any sign
required by the Ada County. A customary'Tor sale" 0r “for lease“
sign not mare :han three (3) feel
by \wn {2) feet

4.17

Architectutal

shall

nal require Architectural

antenna, mellite dish antenna or other antenna
is lowed or screened in a manner
acceptabie

be erected or maintained on the Property unless
Architectural Committee.

any type

to the

approval.

Amman. No exterim radio antenna, television

4,18
of

Comminee

shall

4.19
by Grantar and

Wm.
WWW.
No

Building Lot

it

may be

Ada County.

funher subdivided unless expressly approved

4,20
Nothing contained herein shalt limit the righ!
oi Granmr (u
subdivide or resubdivide any porlion of the Prnpeﬁy
, to gmnl licenses, to reserve rights-of-way and easeme
nts
to umity companies, public agencies or others,
or to complete excavation, grading and
construction of
Improvements Luann! on any portion a! the Preperty, ur
to alter the foregoing and its construction
plans and

designs, or lo construct such additional

Improvemenm as Crantur deems advisable in :he course
o! development
of lhe Property so long as any Bulldlng Lot in the
Property remains unsold. Such right shall include,
but shall no!
lim'ned
be
m, grading, consirucﬁng and maintaining on the Property such structur
ES and displays as may be
reasonably necassary for the conduct of Grantor's business ofcomp
leting the work and disposing of the same
by
sales lease or otherwise. Grantorshall have [he right
at any time prior lo acquisition of
title to a Building Lot by
a purchaser from Gmntar
gran}, establish and/or reserve on [hat Building Lot
additional licenses, reservations
and rights-of—way ta Gmmor. to utility companiES, orto others
as

m

may from time lo time be reasonably necessary
proper development and disposal of lhe Property. Gramor
may use any slructures owned by Gmnlur on
the Property as madei home complexes or real state sales
or leasing ofﬁces. Granlor need not seek or obtain
Assuciation or Architectural Committee approval of
any Improvement cons‘ruc‘ed or placed by Gramor cm any
portion ofthe Propeny OWnéd by Grantar. The rights
of Grantor hereunder may be assIgned
by Granlnr to any
successor in interest in connectlon with Grantor's inlerest
in any portion of the Property,
an express written
by
assignment recmded in ihe Ofﬂcg of [he Ada County‘Recmd
er.
to lh'e

.

Gramor, in Grantor's sole discretion, and with the approval of
Ada County, may amend and modify the
development pians or schemes for the Property in existence prior
to or following the effective date of
this
Declaration such development plans are subiect lo
change at any time by Grantor, and impose no obligat
ion on

Granlor as to

how

the Property

is

lo

be developed or improved. By acceptance of
a deed to any property

in Eagle
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each

Springs,

the properly

.

.1?29601328

r

.,-~::-“I.g§.».—r\

Owner ufsuch property thereby acknuwiedges and agres the devélopmant plans and schemes fur
may be amended, modiﬁed or changed in Grantor's sale discretion.

Nu provision nf this Declaration shall be construed as Ia prevent or limit Grantor‘s right to complete
development of the Properly and lo construci improvements thereon, nor Granlur's right ID mainhin model
homes. construction, sales ar leasing affica Dr similar Facilfﬁas on any portion nf [ha Property, including the
Common Area or any public righi—af-way, nor Grantor‘s right tn pas: signs incidental ta construction, sales or
leasing. A1 all timﬁ, and underall circumstances, Gmnturshall not be required lo ohmin any cunsen! arappmva!
from any Owner Dr Owners ur the Associaﬁan or Architectural Cnmmittee in order Fur Granlur :0 complete
developmenl uf 1h: Property and cunstruct improvemanu thereon.

Wm.

4.21

Subjeciln the

01mm

afréasonahie conmt, each
shall promptly
ordinance: and a:her federai, male nr loca!
gnvernmenlai or quasi-guvemmenlal regulations with respem ta all or any portinn of Lhe Property.

comply with

rights

the provisions of all appiicable laws, regulations,

ARTICLE V: EAGIZE SPRINGS

HOMEOWNERS‘ ASSOCIATION

'

'

'

5.1

'

f'

Eagle Springs Humanwnzm’
urganlzed by Glamor as an idaho nnn—pmﬁt carpalaﬂon
under lhe pmvisinns of the Idaho Cuda relating In general nun—prnﬁt corporations and shall be charged with lhe
duties and invested with the powers prescribed by law and 5e: fnﬂh in the Project Dncumems. Neilher
the
.

Association, Inc. (the "Associallon'J shall

Articles

nor

live

shall

initially

be amended u: otherwise changed or Interpreted 50

Owner Shall abide by and benefit from the provisions.
ijecl Documents.

Each

Declaration.

contained

Bylaws

be

in lhe

MW.

as to be inconsistent with ths
covenants, cundilluns and ralr‘minns

Each Ownet, by uidua u! being an

Owner and for so long as such ownership i5
and nu Owner, except Granlnr, shall have more than one
membership in the Association. Memberships in the Association shall be appurtenant to the Building Lat owned
by such Owner. The memberships in the Associalicn shaII not be tmnsferrad, pledged, assigned or alienated in
any way except upon the uansfer u! GWnar's tllle and then only tn {he transferee uf such title. Any attemptm
make a prohibited membership transfer shall he void and will nut he reﬂected on the bunks of the Association.
5.2

maintained, shall be a

Member of the

101mg. Vating

5.3

attributable la the Building Lnl

Association,

1n lhe

Assoclalinn shalt be carried out

which ihey

uwm

by Members

or attributable to the Building Luis

whu shail ms!
owned by

the voles

The
number afvma any Member may cast m1 any issue is deten'nined by the number oi Building Lots which the
Member, including Glamor, owns. When more than one petsan holds an interest in any Building Lot, all such
persons shall be Members hut shall share the nne vule attributable la tha Building Lat. For vuling purposes, the
Assnclaticn shall have twu (2) classes ofMembers as dumbed balmy.
Grantnr.

.IA.

...,«_

1..

+5.-

mm}:-

5.3.1

Each Class

A Member shall

A...

Owners other than Grantur shaﬂ be knowﬁ as Class A Members.
be entitled lo dne vote fur each Building Lm ownad by such Class A Member

an the day of a vote.

CW.

5.3.2

"‘rgf‘

Grantar shall be known as {he Class B Member, and shall be entitled
tn 1.470 V0185 (lhal i5, 5 vats; fur Bach of Lhe 294 approved Building Lat) [us 5 votes fur each Building
Lo! owned by someone olher lhan Granlnr. The Class B Mamber shall cease Ia be a voling Member in
the Associaliun

nn

aﬁer Ihe date DI

the earlier

Ihis

nl':

Declaration

When
is

Ihe Ciass B Mamber holds fewer than 100 vntﬁ; ur Ian
recurded in the ofﬁcial records quda County.

t1

‘
‘.

ﬂux.

D! years
mn-

.:-_Ir\

Fractiona1

vars

shaIf-hol he éliuived.

EH the event that ioTnt

Owners

are unable

m

agree

among

haw their vote or wales shall be cast, they shall lose their tight to vote on the maner being put
When an Owrner casts a vote, ltwill thereaﬁer he pmumed conclusively fur all purpnss Lhatsuch

themselves as {a
ta

a Vote.

Owner was
derived.

acling with authority and consent of

The

right ta

vote

may not be severed

all

joint

Owners nf the Building mus) [rum which

or separajed from the ownership af the Building Lotto

Ihe vote

which

it

DECLARATION -B
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appunenanL, except

i1.

that

any Owner may give

a revocable proxy, or

may assign such Owner’s right to vole {D

a lBsee, mortgagee, beneﬁciary or contract

purchaser of the Building Lot concerned, for [be
or cuntmct. Any sale, lransfer or carwayance uf such Building Lot to a

mortgage, deed of lrust
operate aulnmah’mlly In
to vote

ma

transfer the

appuﬁenanl voting

right to the

len-n of the lease,

new Owner shall

Owner, subject la any assignment of the right

lasae, mortgagee, or beneﬁciary as provided herein.

5.4

MEEEIIEULAEEﬂﬂilhm Each

year the Associaliun shall hoid at least one meeting of the
such meelings established lay the Bylaw; Only Members shall be
entitled lo attend Assocfatinn meetings, and all ather persons may be excluded. When more lhan one person
holds an Interest in any Building Lal, all such persons shaII be Members but only one Member with an inleres:
in such Building Lot shall attend Assndalian meetings. Noting far all AssocTaﬁon meetings,
regufar or special,
shah be given by regular mail ta all Members, and any person in possession oi a Building Lot, not [as than ten

Members, accordlng

to {he schedula far

'

['1
O) days nor mare than thlrry (3D) days before the meeting and shall sat forth the place, date and hour of me
meeting and the nature ofthe business tn be cnndumed. All meetings shall be held within the Pruperty or as close
{harem as pmdical al a reasonable place selected hy me Board. The presence a! any meeting in persan of the

Class E

Member where

i5 such a Member, and of Lhe Members representing Owners holding
a! i235! thirty
voles of all Members, shall constitute a quorum. If any meeting cannot be held because
a quururn i5 nnl praent, the Members prawn! may adjoum the meeting to a time nat less than ten
(1D) days nar
mare than thirty [3m days from lhe time the original meeting was scheduled, without notice nlhar than

percent (30%} ufihe

there

Iota}

announcement al lhe meeting. AI such second meeling,
a

Wm.

Member, and of the Members holding

constitute a

a

Board of Directuls

Articles

[he

praence ufthe

percent

(1mm

Ciass B

Member, where there i5 sud:
Members, shall

n! the total votes af all

quorum.

5-5

by

at least ten

llhe "Buard"} ant!

The

affairs

of the Associatian shall

such ofﬁcers as the Board

WWW

and Bylaws,

as Ihe

same may be amended from time

may elect

to time.

be conducled and managed

or appoint,

in

accordance with 1h:

The Board of the Assaclatiun

shalI

be

elected in accordance with the pravisiuns_set fnrth in lhe Bylaws.
5.5

Ewen.

5.6.1

The Association

shall

,.

.A

have

all

such powers as are expressly set

forth in

the

‘

the powers uf a corporation organized under

the general corporation iaws nf lhe Slate uf ldahu subject

0an Io such

ijeci DnchmenB. The

limitations

upun the exercise of

Assucia'tion shall have the pcawer

do any and alt iawful things which may be auihor‘lzed. rEquired or permitted lo be done by 1he
Assuciaﬂon under Idaho law, the Frajecl Documents, and lo do and perform any and all ads which may
be necessary m, proper for, Dr incidenlal
the proper management and operation uf lhe Common Area
and the Declaratiun's other assets, and the performance o! the olher responsibilitias herein assigned,
inclutfing withaut limitalinn:
lo

«:m-sn-if":.Fé-:x.-Mw‘ti«=&5>r.

m

5.6.1

.1

Aim. The power m

levy Assessments on

portlon ufthe Fruperty and 10 force payment nfsuch Assasments,
provisions of the Project Documents.
5.6.1.2

mm.

The puwer and

all in

any Owner or any

acmrdance with lha

authority

fmm time

to

time

uWn name, on I15 own belhaif, nr on behalf of any Owner who consents therein, to
commence and maintain aciiuns' and suits to restrain and enlnin any breach nr threatened
in

.;.;.‘_,.i‘

.....

.‘—_.=

5:5

W.

breach of [hafniegt quumgqgtapd lq gnforce by injunction or nmaswise,
hereof.

ail

provisions

A

The authority la delegate ifs power and
any person, ﬁrm or comaratian to ac! a
manager, and Io contract far the maintenance, repair, replacement and operaﬂon of Ihe
Cummnn Area. Neither the Associalion nor the members af Its Board shali be liable fur any
omission Dr improper exercise by the manager uf any such duty ar power so delegaled.
5.6.1.3

duties In committees, ofﬁcers, employees, Dr la

DECLARA'HDN - 9
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1329031330

The power la adopt, amend and repeal by
majority vote of the Board sud1 rula and regufatians as
the Association deems msunablm
The Association may govern the use of the Common Area
by the Owners, their families,
inviles, licenseu, leases or contract purchasers, including
, wahaut imitation, the use of
Common Area for organized recreatiunal activities; provided, however, that
the Asmciarion
Rules shaﬂ apply equaliy to all Owners. and shall nu:
be Inconsistent wilh the Proiect
Documents. A copy of Ihe Association Rules as they
may [mm time to time be adapted,
amended or mpealed, shali be mailed ur utherwlse delivered
ta each Owner. Upon such
mailing or delivery, the Assuclauun Eula shall have
me same Jame and effec: as if they were
set faith in and ware a part of this Declami
an. in the event of any :pnﬂlct between such
Asnciation
any nmerpravisiuns of lh'e Projec! Documenu, the provisions afﬁne
Associazian ﬂutes shall be deemed lo be superseded
by Ihe prmrisions of the Project
Dacumenu Ia the extent of any such incunsistency.

—-u-e-.b

Rum md

5. 6.

5mm.

L5

{Ahwvﬁm
4-.

The power. exertised by lhe Association or
by
any penon au'lhmized by n, lu enter upon any paniun oi the
Property [but nu: Inside any
building :nnslrudad Iherean)’rn the event of
any emergency involving 111nm or potential
dangerslo life ur property or when
nscasary in connection wilh any maintenance at
construction far which the Asmcialiun i5 raponsible.
Such enw shalt be made with as lime
inconvenience to Ihe Omar as pradimbie, and
any damage mused thareby shall be repaired
by :he Associaiian.

.‘r'

1

WWW.

5.5.1.6

The aner to grant and
convey m any third parry such licenses, easements and tights—of
-way in. cm or under the
Cnrnmun Area as may be necﬁsary m appropriate forihe orderly
maintenance. preservation
and enjuymanl uf Khe Common Area. and [or the preserva
tion cf the heailh. safety,

convenience and lhe welfare of the Owners, for the
purpose of constructing. grading,
operating or maintaining:

5.6.1 .6.1
Underground lines. cables, wires, conduits or ulher
dmices fur [he lransmisslun 9f eledﬂcity or elmroni: signais
fur lighting, healing,

power, telephone, television or urher purposes,
and :he above ground lighting
and olher facilities assudaied wllh Ihe provisions of lighting

slandninns. meters,

and

services.

S.6.‘l.6.2
Public sewers, stoun drains, wmer drains and
pipes,
water supply systems. sprinkling systems, heating
and gas [inu or pipes, and any
similar pub“: or quasl-pubiic improvements
or faciﬂﬂes.

5.6.1 .6.3

maliboxes or any service
areas. public

and

private

5%

Maifbaxes and sldewalk abutmenls around such
berm, fencing and landscaping abutung common
streets or land conveyed fur any public or quasi-pu
blfc

facility,

purpose including, wllhom Hmilatiun, bicycle
palhways.

The

right to

Emu: such

licenses,

easements and

rlgth-way are

hereby expressly reserved
prior tn twenty—cne (21) years after the
death ufthe issue ufthe Individuals executing ths Declaral
iun on behalf a! Grantor who are
in being as of the dale hereof.
to the Association ant?

may be

granted at

any lime

‘-_

f
u

5.6.2

Quins.

In addition ta duties necessary and praper tn
urn! uut the power
delegated tn the Associatinn by the Project Documents, without
Iimﬂing Ihe genemlity thereof, the
Assaciatlnn ar iLs agent, if any, shall have the authurity and the
obligatian to conduct all business afhlrs
a! the Association and lo perform, wllhout limi‘atiun, each of the
following duties:
‘
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WWW
Wm.

5-6-2-1

and othenﬂlse manage 0r provide

Common

Area.

for the operation,

Operate. maintain.

maintenance and management of the

5.6.2.2
Establish and fund a reserve account with a
reputable banking institution or savings and loan association or title insurance company
authorized to do bLL<iness in the Stale of Idaho, which
account shall be dedicated to

meme

mmmmma

the costs o! repair, replacement, maintenance
5-6-2-3

and improvement

of the

Common

Area.

Maintain,

if

and without limitation, the berms, ramming walls, fenm and water amenitia within and
abutﬁng‘Common Area.
any,

WW5.

5.6.2.4
Pay all real and personal property Exes and
Assessments separately levied against the Common Area or against the Property, lhe
Association and/ar any other property owned by the Association. Such Laxs and Assessments
may be contated or cumpromised by the Association, provided, however, [hat such taxes and
Assassmenls are paid or a bond insuring payment ls posted prior lo the sale or disposition of

any property
Associalion

lo salisfy

shall

pay

aII

the payment of such taxes and Assessmenm. In addition, the
okher fedeml, state or local taxes, including income or corporate

taxes levied againsl lhe Association, in the event lhal the Association

a lax

WW.

is

denied lhe stalus of

exempt corpumlion.

5.6.2.5
Acquire, provide and/or pay for walen
sewer, garbage disposal, refuse and rubbish collection, eleclrlcal, telephone and gas and other
necessary servics for the Common Area, and lo manage fur the beneﬁt of the Association all

water rights and rights ID receive water held by the Assodation, whether such
evidenced by license, permit, claim, stock ownership or otherwise.

rights are

mm.

5.6.2.6
Obtain insurance from reputable insurance companies
authorized to d0 business in the State of Idaho, and maintain in effect any insumnce policy
the Board deems necessary ur advisable, and to the extent possible lo obtain, including,

without limitaﬁon the following policies of insurance:
5.6.2.6.1
Eire insurance including those risks embraced by
coverage of the type known .Ls the broad form "AH Risk" or special extended
coverage endorsement on a b'anke! agreed amount basis for the full insurable
replacement value of all Improvements, equipmem and ﬁxtures located within the

Common

Area.

5.5.16.2
Comprehensive publicIiability‘msuranceinsuringlhe
Board, the Association, Gmntor, and the individual grantees, tenants, agents and
employees, invitees and guests of each o! the foregoing against any ﬁability
Incident to the ownership andlor use of the Common Area. Limits of liability of
such cavemge shall be as follows: Not less than One Miliion Dollars ($1,000,000)
per petson and One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence with respect to
personal injury or deaah, and One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence
with respem to property damage.
‘

5.6.2.6.3

"Full

insurance with a [imit of at least

5.6.2.6.4

cov'emge

Two Hundred

direCtors'

and

qfﬁcers‘

Such other insurance, including motor vehicle

insurance and worker's compensation insurance, to the extent necasary to

DECLARATION -

liabiiity

FiftyThousand Dollars {5250,000)‘

comply

11
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with

all applicable laws and indemnity, faithful
performance, ﬁdelity and other
bonds as the Board shall deem necessary or required to carry out the Association
functions or Io insure [he Association against any loss from malfeasance
Dr

dishonesty of any employee or other person charged with lhe
possession of any Association funds or other property.

inleresls

management

or

56:16.5
The Association shall be deemed trustee of the
Owners in connection with any insurance proceeds paid to the
undersuch policies, and shall have full power to receive such Owner's

of

all

Association

such proceeds and to deal therewith.

interests in

lnsuranné‘ pférﬁihms fox" the abdie insurance
5.6.2.6.6
coverage shall be deemed a common expense'to be included in the Regular
Assessments levied by the Association.
5.6.2.6.7
Each Owner rnay obtain insurance at such Owner's
own expense providing coverage upon such Owner's Building Lot, such Owner's
personal property, for such Owner's personal
risks as
it

such

liability,

and covering such other

Owner may deem appmpn’ate, b'u! each such

does not diminish lhe insurance

Insurance policies

carrier's

policy shall provide that

coverage for

liability arising

under

which

the Association obtains pursuant lo this artide. All such
insurance shall wa'ive [he insurance company's right of subrogation against
the
Association, the other

Owners, and the

servants,

agens and guests of any of them,

such insurance can be obtained in the normal
Premlth-chalgﬁfmh'
e waWofﬁv‘zhui‘wa‘m'ybmﬂ'
if

pmdice without

additional

'

insurance Claims shall be paid to the

mortgagee

in

owner of

connection wixh the Building

Waking-

5.6.2.7

Association Rules as the Board shall

Make,

deem

'iéf'smﬁ"

‘

unfi‘f’Pmmeds‘

{he Building Lot and/or the

Lot.

establish; promulgate,

amend and

repea! such

advisable;

Mm.

5.6.2.8
If it so elects, prepare and distribute a newsletter on
matters o! general Interest to Association Members, the cost of which shall be induded in
Regular Assessments;

WW.

WW.

5.6.2.9

Appoint and remove members of the

Architectural Committee, subject to the provisions of this Declaration;

5.6.2.10

and

Perform such oiher

acts,

whether 0r not expressly authorized by this Declaration, as may be reasonably advisable or
necessary lo enforce any of the provisions oflhe Project Documenls and any and all laws,
ordinances, rules and regulations of Ada County. Also including, without limitation, the
-recordat[on a! any claim of Hen with the

5.7

.

and coples

regularly

shall

be

distributed to

each

Ada County

Recorder, as

Financial 5taiements for the Association shall

Member of [he Association

Willem

more fully provided

herein.

be prepared

as follows:

A

5.7.1
pro forma operating smemen: or budget, fur each ﬁscal
year shall be distributed not less than sixty [60) days before the beginning of each ﬁscal year. The
operating statement shall include a schedule of Assessments received and receivable, identified
by the
Building Lot number and the name of the person or entity asslgned.
‘

5.7.2

leanmjhm.

Association shall cause

DECLARATION

to

Within ninety
be prepared and delivered

(90)
to

days after the close of each ﬁscal year, the
a balance sheet as of the last day

each OWner,

- 12
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of the Association‘s ﬁscal year and annual operating statements
reﬂecting the
its last ﬁscal year. Copies of the balance
sheet and

of the Association for

each Member within ninety

distributed to

income and expenditums
smtemem shall be

Operating

(90) days after lhe

end

of each ﬁscal year.

5.3
Manager. The Association may employ arccnlmct for the services of a profssional manager,
provided that no such employment shall be by a contract having a term of
more than one (1) year, and each such
contract shal! be subject to cancellation by the Association on a
ninety (90) days or Ias priur notice without muse
and wiihnut payment of a termination fee. The profasional manager so
employed or contracted with shall not
have the authority lo make expenditures chargeable against [he Association
except upon speciﬁc prior approval
and direction by the Board. The Baard shall not be liable for any omission or
improper exercise by such a
professional manager of any such duty, pDWEr or function so delegated
by written instrument executed by or on
behalf of the Board.
'

":

5.9
Eemgnaﬂiahﬂﬂy. No Member of the Board, or member u! any committee of the Association,
any ofﬁcer af the Associaﬂon, or Grankor, or the manager, ifany, shall be
personally liable [a any Owner, or
to any other party, including lhe Association, for
any damage, loss or prejudice suffered or claimed on the account
of any act, omission, error or negligence of [he Association,
lhe Board, the manager, if any, or any ofﬁcer,
committee, or other represenlaﬁve or employee of the Association, Grantor,
or the Architectural Committee,
provided that such person, upon lhe basis of such infomaiion as
may be possessed by such person, has acted
In good faith without willful or intentional
miscnnduct.
V

or

ARTICLE

mmmm-

6.1

Area,

which

VI:

right shall

be appurtenant

lo

COMMON AREAS

RIGHTS TO

Every

and

Ownar shall haVe

shall pass

with the

a right ta use each parcel o! the Common
tille lo every Building Lot subject lo the

following provisions:

6.1

The

.1

right

of the Association holding or controlling such

Common

Area to Ievy and

increase Assessments.

The 'righl of lhe Associalion to suspend lhe voting rights and rlghm to use
of, or
Camrnan Area by an Owner for any period during which any Assessment or charge against

6.1.2
interat

-

in,

such Owner's Building Lot remains unpaid; and

for

infraclion 0f (he Association Rules.

a period not to exceed sixty (60) days for any

6.1 .3
The right of the Association to dedicate or transfer a” or
any part of the Common
Area lo any public agency, aulhority or utility for such purposes and subject
to such conditions as may
be permitted by the Articles, Bylaws and agreed lo by the Members. No dedication

Common

Area

Members

representing twolhirds (2/3)

shall

be

The

6.1.4

Improvements on

all

or transfer of said
agreeing lo such dedication or transfer signed by
of each class of Members has been recorded.

effective unless an instrument

right of

Common

such Association to prohibit the construction of structures or

Areas.

5.1 .5
The right of lhe Association to suspend any Member's voting rights andlor right to
use any ol' the recreational facilities owned by the Association, for
any period during which any
assessments againstsaid MembEr‘s property remains unpaid, and for
a period not tn exceed thirty (30)
days for each infraction of its published rules and regulations.

Common

6.1 .ﬁ
.Theright of the Association to-limit the
Area, or a porﬁon thereof, at any one time.

6.1.7
the use of the

DECLARATION

The

right of the Association lo

Common Area.

number

of

Members

permitted to use the

publish reasonable rules and regulations

goveming

- I3
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iséé‘omaai

mmmmmm-

62

ﬂ

I

I

I

‘

Notwithsmnding

lh__e

Associaﬁun

is ubligamdym maintain the Common,
HighWa? District PACHD'i'iii’é'y'e’léét
Association fail to mainmin [he Common Area.

“Area'é'n‘d 'fac'ililiéﬁontained thé'r‘eihfit‘lé‘hé‘réb’y'ﬁfdvi'ded
ﬂ:'5t"Ada"CéIs‘hiy
tn

maintain any part or

In

the event that

facility

ACHD

of the

Common Area should

determines, in

maintaining the

Common

written notice of

its

Area,

ACHD

lhe

sole reasonable discretion, that the Association i5 not adequalefy
shall, before undertaking maintenance of the Common
Area, provide
its

maintenance of the Common Area within a thirty (30) day period, within
which time frame the Association may undertake to initiate and conclude
all maintenance defects as identified
by ACHD. In the event the Association shall fail to commence and conclude maintenance of the Common
Area
to the extent such ilems of speciﬁc maintenance are identified
by ACHD within the
intention to begin

prescribed thirty (30) days,

then in such event,

ACHD may begin to undertake maintenance uf the Common Ama-

r

-

-

ACHD

is hereby granted an irrevocable license Io enter
upon any ponion of the Common Area to
perform inspection and mainlenance. Should
engage in maintenance of the Common Area after having
provided notice t'o the Assucialion and having provided the Association an
opportunity to undertake such
maintenance,
shall be entitled lo 'and empowered to ﬁle a ramble
lien against all Building LOB in Eagle
Springs wilh power of sale as lo each and every Building Lot ID secure
payment of the costs in connection wIlh
such maintenance. This section shall not he amended without prior

ACHD

ACHD

WW.
MW.

wrinen approvax'fmm

ACHD.

I

6.3
Grantor shall designate and reserve Common Area
Declaration and/or recorded Flam, deeds or other instrumems andlor a5
otherwise provided herein.
6.4

Owner’s

right of

enjoyment

in

the

Any Owner may delegate, in accordance with [he Bylaws, such
Common Area to the members of such Owner's family in residence, and such
purchasers who reside 0n such Owner‘s Building Lot.
Only. Granior or [he

ta the

Owner's tenants or contract

Association shall have the right ta delegate the right of enjoyment to the
Common Area lo the general public,
such delegaliun to lhe general public shall be fur a fee set by Granmr or

and

Association.

mags.

6.5

Each

Owner shaH be fully

liabfe for

any damage

to

any

Common Area

which

may

be sustained by reason of the negligence or willful miscunduct of the Owner,
such Owner's resident tenant 0r
contract purchaserl or such Owner’s family and guests, bath minnr and
adult. In the case of joint ownership of
a Building Lot the liability ofsuch Owners shall be joint and several.
The cost of curredlng such damage shall
be a Limlted Assessment against the Buildlng Lot and may be collected as provided herein
for the collection of
olher Assassmenls.
‘

Wm.

ARTICLE VH: ASSESSMENTS

7.1

By acceptance of a deed ta any Building Lot in Eagle Springs,
Building Lot thereby covenants and agrees to pay when due all Assessments cxr
charga made
by the Association, including all Regular, Special and Limited Assessmenu and charges made againstsuch Owner
pursuant Io ihe provisions of this Declaration Dr other applicable instrument.
each

Owner ofsuch

WM.

7.1 .1
Such Assasments and charges together with Interest,
and reasonable anumeys‘ fees which maybe incurred in collecting the same,
shaH be a charge on
the land and shall be a continuing lIen upon lhe property against which each such
Assasmenk or charge
made.
casts

Wu.

x's

7.1.2
Each such Assasment, together with interest,
and reasnnably attorneys' fees, shall also be the personal obligation of the
Owner‘ofsuch property
beginning with ‘lhe'time when the Assessment falls due; The peisnnal obligation
fur delinquent
Assessments shall not pass lo such Owner's successors in title unless exprasly assumed
by them but
shall remain such Owner's personal obligation regardless of whether
he remains an Owner.
costs

7.2
rate for

.LlnliQEmBaleﬂAssgiimguL

All Assessmens, Regular

and Special, shaﬂ be ﬁxed at a uniform

each Building Lot.

DECLARATION

~ 14
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W.

7.3

1339091335.“,

Wm.
All

Owners

are obligated lo pay Regular

Assasments

..

to the treasurer

an a schedule Dfpaymens Etablished by the Board.

of the Association

7.3.1

The proceeds {rum RegularAssasmens

are ta

be used to pay fur alt tasls and EXPENSE incurred by the Association, fnciuding iegal and alturneys {ea
and ulher professional Fees, for the conduct of Ils affairs, including without Iimltalinn the cosh- and
expenses ulcnnstmdian, improvemem, protection, mainlanance, repair, management and operation
uf ihe Common Areas, induding all Improvements Embed an such areas owned andinr
managed and
maintained by such Association (the "Operating Expenses"), and an amount allocated In an adequate
meme [und ID be used fur repairs, replacement, maintenance and improvement a_f Lhasa elements of
lhe Common Area, or other property of the Aasuciaiinn that mus: be replaceﬁ and maintained un a
regular basis (the "Repair Expenses'l. The Operating Expenses and the Repair Expenss are collectively

WWW.

referred to herein as Ihe "Expenses."

7.3.2

~

The Associatian

shall

mmpule

the

amount

Expensea on an annuai basis. The Board shall compute the amuunt al Regular Assessmenla owed
beginning the fits: day of lhe third month {allowing the month in thch the closing of lhe first sale nf
a Buiidlng Lat accurs in the Propeny fur the purposa afﬁie Assoclallnn’s Regular Assessment Hniﬁaﬁun
of

ias

Date"). Thereafter, lhe

:nmpuhﬁon

uf Regular Assessments shall lake piace nat less than thirty [30) nor
befum the beginning u! each ﬁscal year af Ihe Association. The compulalian
of 1he Regular Assassmenl fur the period [rum [he Initiation Dale until the beginning of the next ﬁsml
year shall be reduced by an amount which fairly reﬂect the fact that such period was 185 than one year.

mare than

sixty (ED) days

Ammﬂlihmmgﬁ.

The Board can require. in its discretion ur as pruvidecl
Documents, payment uf Regular Assessmenﬂ in muntﬁiy, quarterly, sem'I-annual nr annual

7.3.3
in lhe Project

The Regular Asssmenl lu be paid by any particular Owner fur any given ﬁscal year shall
be computed by mulliplying the Association's totaI advance estimate nf Expenses by the fraction
produced by dlvlding me Building Lats aﬂrl’butabia to lhe Owner by lhe total number of Building Lots
installments.

in

lhe Pmper‘ty.

592mm.

7.4

Wiedm-

7.4.1

determine

that

iLt.

respective Regular

in

the event that the Board nf the Association aha“

Assasmentfor

a given

mtendar year

i5

or will be Inadequate

m

meet the Expenses

of such Association for any reason, including, without limitation, casts of
construction, recanslruction, unexpecied repairs or replacement of Improvemenu upon the Common

Area, attorney‘s fees andlor liligation casts, other professinnai fees, or far any nlher reason, the Board
thareaf shall determine the approximate amuuntnecasary lo defmy suuh Expenses and levy a Speclal
Assessment against the puniuns oi the Property within itsjurisdictiun which shall be computed in the

W.

same manner as Regular Assessment. The Board
which such Spaciai Assmsmentwill be paid.
7.4.2

Assodalinn

shill

be

shall. in its discretion,

and paid upon the same

levied

determine the schedufe under

Every Special Assasment levied by and for the

basis as that prascribed for the levying

and payment

al Regular Assessments fur lhe ﬁssuciation.

Limﬂgiﬂssessmﬂs. Notwithstanding the almve provisions with reaped [u Regular and
may law a Limited Assessrheﬁt against a Member as a remedy to reimburse lhe
Associaﬁun far cosls incurred Inbringing the-Member andim- such Membar‘s Building Lot Into cumpllanca with
7.5

Special Assessments, lhe Board

the provisions

ul’

?.6
period shail

W.

111a

gavemlng instruments

commence an January

DECLARATION -

1

of

fur Eagle Springs.

Unless alharwlse provided in the Project Documenls, the Assessment
each year and terminate December 31 of the year in which the lnfﬂallon

15
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Data «curs. The

first

Assessment shat! he proﬁted accusding to
the number of mnnzhs remaining in the ﬁsca!
in equal monthly Insmllmems.

WWW.

year and shall he payable

7.7
Ten t1 D) days prlurwrirlen malice nf Regular and Special
Assessments shan be sent
[he Owner of every Eu‘xiding Lot subject
thereto, and to any person in possession cf
such Buildrng Lot. The due dams {or Insiallment
payment of Regular Assessments and Speciat Msasmems shall
be the rim day 0f each month unless same uzher due date ls ambush
ed by she Board. Each monthly insmllment
of me Regular Assessmenl or Special Assessment
shall become delinquent ii not paid within
ten (10) days aﬁer
lhe levy therenf. There may accrue, al the Euard‘s
uniform discretion, with each delinquent insiallme
nt payment
a late charge equal to ten petcent [10%) uf Ihe delinque
nt installment In addition, wchinstallment
payment
which is delinquent far more than twenty [20)
days may accrue, at the Board's uniform discreﬁon, inleren a!
eighteen percent (18%) per annum calculated the
daie of delinquency tn and including the date full payment'
is
received by Ihe Association. The Assnclaﬁun
may bring an action agains! the delinquent Owner and may
foreclose lhe lien agéinsl 'such Owner‘s Building
Lora: more fully pruvided herein. Each Owna Is personal
ly
liable fur Assesimams, together with all intaresl,
costs and anameys' fees, and no Dwrler
exempt such
may
Dwaer {ram such liabitiry by a waiver of the use anti
enjoyment uf {he Common Areas, nr by lease or
abandonment u! such Owner‘s Building Lot.

m

‘

7.8

Eilnmiﬁﬁﬂiﬁﬂlﬁ The Association, upnn at least twenty (2U) days prinr written
request,
acknawiedge and deliver m the party making such
requm, a statement In writing staring whether
ur not, to the knowledge nl‘ the Associatinn,
a particular Owner is in default under the provisio
ns of this
Declaration, and further stating the dates In which
any Assessments have been paid by Ihe Owner. Any such
shall execute.

certiﬁcate delivered pursuant tn {his Arﬂcle
may be relied upon by any pmspeuive purchaser or mortgagee nf
the Owner's Building Lat. Reliance on such Certiﬁcal
e may not extend In any default as to which
[he signur shall
have had no antral knowledge.

WWW.

7.9

contained

Nutwithstanding any-Ihing

in the Prulect

Ia [he

contrary

Documents, written notice 0E any meeling called fur
{ha purpose of levying a Special
Assessment. or fur the purpose nf obla‘ming a membership
vnte in connection with an increase Tn the Reguiar
Msesame‘nh aha“ be sent
a“ Members uf the Association and
t_u any permn In possession of a Building Lat
In
U18 applicable Phaiﬂl “OI [ES "13" meen {15)
days nor mare than lhirty (30) days belaresuch meeting. At the
Hrs: such meating caﬂed, [he pmence nf Members
or af proxies entitled lo
sixty percent [60%) of the total

m

vatai of lhe Assucialion shali constitute a quarum.
called subject to lha same malice requirement,

percanl (50%} Bf the

quorum required at lhe preceding meeting.
than thirty (30) days following the preceding meeting.
ARTICLE VII]:
5.1

ml

"such quurum 15 nu: present, subgaquem meetings
may be
and the required quorum at the subsequent meetings shall
he ﬁfty

mm.

No such subsequent meeting shall be held more

ENFORCEMENT OF ASSESSMENTS; “ENS

The Association has {he right tn collect and anfqrce i1:
:35:mean pursuant
hated. Each Dwneraf a Building Lat, upon becoming an
Owner ofsuch Building Lot shall be
deemed
covenant and agree to pay Each and every Assessment provided
far in this Declaration and agrees Ia
the enforcement uf a11 Assasments I'n the manner herein
speciﬁed. ln the event an attorney or ancmeys are
employed fur 1he miiecuan uf any Assassment, whether by suit or uthemlse
, ur tn enforce compliance with ur
specific perfurmnnce at the farm: and conduiuns
of |his Declaration, each Owner agrees m
pay reasonable
attorney's fees in addition
any other mliefor remady oblalned againstsuch Owner. The
Board or ELI: authorized
representaﬁva may enigme'lhe nbﬁgatinns of the Owners ta
pay such Assessments by commencement and
maintenance of a suit a: law or In equity, ur the Board
may exe'rcise the power of foreclosure and sale pursuant
to this Article In Enforce lhe llens createdhereby. A suit lo recover
a mnneyjudgmenl for an unpaid Assessment
shall baﬁ-naintainabte without foreclosing or waiving
the lien haelnafter provided.
la the pruvisians

m

m

DECLARATIUN

-

TB
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1929001337
8.2.1
maxim. There is hereby created a claim of lien with power ofsale on each and
every Building Lot to secure payment of any and all ASst-ssmenm levied against such Building Lot
pursuant to this Declaration together with interest thereon a! the maximum rare permitted
law and

by

all costs

uf collection

which

may be

paid or incurred by [he Axocialiun making the Assessment in
connection therewilh, including reasonable anomeys' fees. All sums assessed in accordance wikh [he
provisions of this Declaration shall constitute a lien on such respective Building Lots upon recordation

Ada County Recorder. Such lien shall be prior and superior lo aH other liens
or claims created subsequent lo the recordaﬁon of the notice of delinquency and claim of lien except
far tax liens for real property taxes on any Building Lot and
on any Building Lot in favor ofany municipal or Dlher governmental assessing body which, by law, would be superior thereto.
of a claim of lien wilh the

Mmmmb

8.2.2
ﬂaianLmu. Upon default of any Owner in the payment of any Regular, Special
or Limited Asssémenl issued hereunder, the Association may cause to be recorded in the ofﬁce of the
Ada County Recorder a claim of lien. The claim of lien shall stale the amount ofsuch delinquent sums

and other authorized charges

(including the cost of recording such notice), a sufﬁcient dwipliun of the
Building Lolls) against which the same have been assessed, and me name of the record Owner thereof.

Each deﬁnquency shall constitute a separate basis for a notice and claim of lien, but any number of
defaults may be Included within a single notice and claim of Hen. Upon payment Io the Association of
such delinquent sums and charges in connection therewim or other satisfaction thereof, the Association
shall

cause to be recorded a further notice stating the satisfaction of

chargas.

The

Association

may demand and

such delinquent sums and
and recording such release

relief of

receive the cost of preparing

before recording the same.

Mam.

8.3
Such lien may be foreclosed by appropriate action in coun or by sale
by lhe Association establishing the Assessment, its anomey or other person authorized to make the sale. Such
sale shall be conducted In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Code applicable to the exercise of powers
of sale permitted by law. The Board is hereby authorized t0 appoint i5 attorney, any ofﬁcer or director 0F ‘he
Association, or

Power

any title company authorized to do b

may be brought

‘n

ldahp as lypstse fprﬂthe purpose of conducting such
m"
" "'
"
'

'

‘

'

:

Baum.

8.4
'acnon

"I

of sale or foreclosure.

Notwithstanding anything contained in

to foreclose the lien

this

creamd by recmdaziun of the notice

Declararion to the contrary, no

of delinquency

and claim of lien,

whether judiciaily, by power ofsale or othexwise, until the expirazion of thirty (30) days aftera copy ofsuch claim
of lien has been deposited in lhe United Stata mail, certiﬁed or registered, postage prepaid, lo the Owner of Lhe
Building Lntts) described In such nnﬁce of delinquency and claim of lien,

Building Lads)

WWW.

and a copy thereof is recorded by the Association

in the

and to the person in possession af such
Ofﬁce of the Ada County Recorder.

8.5
The lien for lhe Assassrnents provided for herein in
connection with a given Building Lolshall not be subordinate lo the lien of any deed oftrust or mortgage except
[he Ilen ofa ﬁrst deed of [rust or ﬁrst mortgage given and made in good fahh and for value that is of record as an

encumbrance againstsuch Building Lot

prior lo the recordatian

exprassly provided in this ArtiCle wilh

raped

to

ofa claim of

a ﬁrst mortgagee

who

lien for [he

acquires

title

$sessmems. Except

as

to a Building Lot, the sale

nr transfer of any Building Lot shall not affect the Assessment lien provided for herein, nor the creation thereof
by the recordaﬁon ofa claim cf lien, on account of the Assessments becoming due whether before, on, or aﬁer
{he date

ofsuch sale or

transfer,

nor shail such sale or transfer diminish 0r defeat the personal obligation of any
as provided for in this Declaration.

OWner [or delinquent Assessments
3.6

EjghugﬁMgﬂgagEs. Nutwithstandingany oihar provision of this

Declaration, no amendment
any deed of trust nr a mortgage under
any mungage upon a Building Lot made in good faith and for value, and recorded prior to {he recordation ofsudl
amendment, provided that after the foreclosure of any such deed of trust such Building Lot shall remain subject
m lhis Declaration as amended.
of this Declaration shall operate lo defeat the rights of the beneﬁciary under
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ARTICLE

9mm.

9.1

IX:

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITI'EE

Improvements an the Property shall be

made in

confurrnihr wilh aha Eagle Springs

and the Project Documenb. Nu Improvement on any portion of the
Property shall be constructed, placed or removed, except Ihnse of Grantor, without Architectural Eommittee
approval as provided by the Design Guidelines and the Projed Documens. The Dﬁign Guidelines are dﬁigned
to protect :he special qualities of Eagle Springs, and lo encourage creative design, by providing general
architecturai, design and :anstmction guideline: {including Buiiding Envalnpe guidelines), landsmpe guidelines
(including a dscrlpliun of existing, natural conditions, and vegetatinn), submiml and review procedures, and
design guidelina (the "Design Guidelinﬁ")

fees

and charges for review. This Declaration ts intended In serve as aumurity fur the Nchitedurat Cnrnrnittee
m see that all Improvements conform and harmonize as to external design, quality and type

to use in judgment

af construction, architectural character, materials, color, Iocallan an the Building Envelope. height, grade and
ﬁnish ground elevation, natural conditions, landscaping and all aesthetic cunsideralinns as set forth In the Project

WWW.

Dncurnerus. The canlant of the Design Guidelines
in lhe

Duign

may be modified and amended from time lo tlme as provided

Guidelines.

9.2
Within Ihiny (30) days uf lhe dais an which
Gmnlor ﬁrst conveys a Bulldlng Lot to an Owner, Granlnr shall appaim three (3) individlais 1n serve un the Eagle
Springs architectuml cumminae (the 'ArchilecturaI Committee"). Thereafter, at any time, and [ram "me Io time,
unti} such lime a5 the Class B Membership is laminated, Gmnturshal! have the exclusive right, In Grantor's sole
discmlian, lu appnlm, remmre and raplace ail membels of the Architectural Committee. At all other times. lhe
Board u! the Association shall haVe the righi lo appoint, remnue and replace all membets af Ihe Architectural
Commlnee. lf a vamncy on the Architectural Committee occurs and a permanent replacement has nowet been
appointed, Granmr ar the Hoard, as Ihe
may be, may appointan acting member tn serve [or a speciﬁed
Iempnrary period nut :u exceed one (1) year. A member nf LheArchﬂectural Committee need nu! be an' Owner.
Members of the Architectural Committee may be removed by the person appninring lhem at any time wilhoul
cause. The Architectural Commiltee shall review, study, and either approve or reject the proposed Improvement

me

complIance with the Project Documents. The actions nf the Architectural Committee in
disaauon by its apprDVal nr disapproval of the proposed Improvements on the Property, ar with
anv other matter before it. shall be conclusive and binding un a“ interested parlias.

nn the Property,
the exerciae of

respect to

its

9-3

any and

all

all in

Wm.

The Architectural Committee

shail consider

prapusals ar plans and speciﬁcations submitted far H5 approval pursuant

and ac! upon

m Ihe Project Documents

and shall inspect cunslruclion in progress tu assure ils conformance with plans approved by the Archilectural
Cumminea. The Architectural Committee shall have the power lo hlre an architect, licensed wilh the State of
Idaho,

m assist the Architecturai Comm‘mee in

the Architectural Committee.

its

review u! proposals or plans and specifications submitted to

MW.

9.3.1
The Archilenural Committee may cundiﬁun its approval
pmposais or pians and speciﬁcallons upon such changes “12min a5 deems appropriate. andlor upon
the agreement o! lhe Owner submitting the same ("Applicant“l lo giant appropriate easements tu an
Association fur the maintenance {hetwﬁ andlor upon 111a agreement 0f the Applicant lo reimburse an
u{

Association for the cost of maintenance, and

:‘t

may

require submission af additional plans and

specifications or other information before approving or disapproving material submitted.

9.3.2

AtchﬂwumLCnmmiuegﬁukimdﬂm. The Architectural Comminee also may

andlnr guideﬁnas sailing funh procedures fur and the required content oi the appiimlians
and plans submined for approval. Such rules may require a fee to accumpany each appiicatfan far
establish rule;

appmyals m_additional

factor;

which

it

wiii take into cnnsidarau'on in reviewing submissions.

Architectuml Committee shaii determine the amaunlnfsuch fee in

a reasonable manner. Such fag

The
shall

be used to defmy the cuss and expense of the Amhﬂeckzral Committee, Including aha cast and expense
of hiring an architect licensed by the Stale of Idaho, as provided above, ur for such other purposes as
Established by the Board, and such fee shall be refundable to the extent nut upended for the purposes
herein staled.
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Such ruias and guidelines may eslablish, without
limllallon. speciﬁc rules and regulations
regarding design and style elements,
landscaping and fences and other struclures
such as animal
enclosures as well as special architectural guidelines
applicable to Bulldlns Lots Jacaled adjacent {a
public imdlur prime open space.

DEW.

9.3.3

The

Architectural Commlllee may require such
detail In plans and
review as-R deems proper. including,
wjlhout fimlrallan, Hour plans, sin:
plans. landscape plans, dralnage plans,
elevaiiun drawings and descrlplions or
samples nf exterior

speciﬁcations

maaerial

and

submmed
culurs.

fur

Its

Unlll receipt

specifications. she Archltgctural

by the

Architeclural

Commfttee a! any required plans and

Communee may pustpona review o! any plan submmed

fur approvaz‘

'

5.1.4

.

aha reasons therefor shall he

transmmed by the

set furih in the application far

appravai within

Archilectural Cnrnmiﬂee.

materlals

Any

Decisions nf the Architectural

Architectural

Committee

Commiuee and

{n the Applicant at lhe address

(JD) days afler ﬁling all materials required
by Iha
pursuant la this Article XI shall be deemed approved

tialrty

submmed

unless writlnn disapproval by 1he Architeclural
Cammiltee shail have bean mailed Io the Applicani
within thirw (30) days after lhe date of ﬁling said
materials with the Architectural

WWW.

5A

Committee.

The

Committee shall mac: [rum lime
may {rum time Ia lime by
resnlutiun unanimnusiy adopted in wrilfng,
deslgnale a Architectural Committee
representative lwhu may. but
nead nut be une af
members) lo lake any actian or perform any dulies fur
and on behalf of the Ard1itectural
Committee. except the granling nf variances pursuant to
paragraph 9.5. In :he absence of such
designasiun, lhe
vaze or any two (2! members of the Architectural
Cumminee, Dr the wrirlen consent of any two {1} members of
the Architectural Committee taken wiihoul a
meeting, shall canstiiula an
1n

lime as necessary tn perfarm

lL'i

Architectural

dunes hereunder. The Nchiteclural Committee

I'ls

9.5

WW5.

ac: cf the Architectural

Cummittee.

The approval of the Architectumi Committee of
any proposals
and speciﬁcations or drawings {Dr any work done ur proposed.
Dr in connection with any olher matter
requiring Ihe approvai and cnnsent oi the Architectural
Commiuee. shall not be deemed to cunslilute a waiver
uf any right In wilhhold approval at consent
as to any similar prupusals, plans and
speciﬁcations, drawings
maller whatevcrsubsequenlly ur addilinnally submitted
{or approval or
.

ur plans

m

consent.

The members

of lhe Archilactural

Cummings shall receive no
expenses incurred by them in the perfurmanca
duties hereunder and except as nlherwlse agreed
by the Board.

:umpensnlian
ol’lheir

'

n

9.6

'

I'ur

.

W.

services rendered, ulher than

9.7
follows:

reimbursement

Inspection uf

for

work and Cnrrediun

of defects [herein shaH proceed as

Upon the ccmplelinn of any wnrk lnr which approved plans
are required under [his
Owner shall give written notice nf completion to me Archllectural

9.7.1

Anide

XI,

the

Committee.

9.7.2

repreientaﬁve

may

WIthin sixty (50) days thereafter, the Architedurai
Committee or

Its

duly authorized

inspect such

improvement. If the Architectural Committee ﬁnds that such work was
in substantial compliance with the approved
plans, itshall notify the Owner in writing u! such
nan-cnrnph’ance within such sixty (ﬁn) day period,
specifying the panlcuiar noncompliance, and 51131!
{equire the Owner In remedy the same.
not done

.

5.7.3
If upon the explration
n! thirty L30) days fmm the dale afsuch nuﬁﬁcalion, ur-any
longer time the Architectural Commiﬂee demrmirws
lo he reasonable, the Owner shall have failed lo
remedy such noncompliance, the Architectuml Committee shall
notify lhe Buard In writing of such
falluze. Upon notice and hearing, as provided
in the Bylaws, lhe Hoard shall determine
whelher there
is a noncompliance and, ifsu, the
nature thereof and the estimated cost nf correcting
ar removing the
same. If a nancumpiiance exists. lhe Owner shall remedy
or remove the same wilhin a period of nut
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more than

forty—five (45)

days from the dale ofthe announcement of the Board ruling unless the Board
ff the Owner dog not comply with the Board ruling within such

speciﬁes a longer lime a5 reasonable.
period, the Board, ax

its

noncompliance, and the

option,

Owner

may

either

remove the noncomplying

impmvemem

or

remedy [he

reimburse :he Association, upon demand, for all expensa incurred
in cunneC‘Iion therewith. ”such expenses are not promptly repaid by the Owner to the Association, the
Board shall levy a Limited Assessment against such Owner for reimbursement pursuant to the Project.
shall

WWW

If for any reason the Architectural Commiuee fails !o
9,7,4
notify the Owner of any
noncompliance wilhin sixty (60) days after receipt of the written notice of completion from {he Owner,
the work shall be deemed to be in accordance with [he approved plans.

9.8
Approval bylhe ArchitecturalComminee
does nut necessarily assure approval uf the Improvements by any appropriale governmental or quasigovernmamal agency, board or commission. The Architectural Committee shall review and approve Dr

disapprovE

submined lo
and lhe

any proposed improvement, alteration or addition, solely on the basis of
which would result to the immediale vicinity and
m the Property genemlly. The Archileaural Committee shall take into considemlion the aesthetic aspects of lhe
architectural designs, placement of building, landscaping, color schemes, exterior ﬁnishes and materials and
similar features, but shall not be responsible far reviewing, nor shall iLs approva! of any plan or design be deemed
approval of any plan or design from the standpoinl of structural safety or conformance with building or olher
all

pIans

aesthetic considerations

it

{or

overall benefit or detriment

codes. Notwithslanding that the Archiledural

Committee has approved Improvements, plans and specificaliuns,
Committee nor any of its members shall be responsible or liable lo the Association or
to any person, Owner, or Granlnr with respect m any loss. liability, claim or expenses which may arise
by reason
of such approval of |he Improvements, unless due lo the willful misconduct or bad faith of the Architectural
Comminee. Neither Ihe Board, Archileciural Committee or any agenl thereof nor Grantcr ur any of its partners.
neilher the Architectural

employees, agents or consultants shall be responsible in any way for any defecLs in any plans or speciﬁcations
submilled, revised or approved in accordance wilh the provisions of the Design Guidelines or [his Declaration,
nor fur any slruclum1 or other defects in any work done according to such plans and speciﬁcations‘ In any and

Committee

be defended and indemniﬁed and held harmless by (he Association
arise by reason of the Architectural Committee‘s decision. The
Assacialion, however, shall nal be obligated m defend, indemnify and hold harmless each member of the
Archileclura'l Committee to the extent any such member of the A(chilectural Committee shall be adjudged ta be
liable for negligence or misconduc! in the performance ofsuch member‘s duty as a member of the Architectural
Committee, unless and then nnly lo the extent that the court in which such anion or suit may be brought shall
all

events, the Architectural

in

any such

determine
is

fairly

suit

thai,

shall

or proceeding which

may

despite the adjudicakion of liabimy, but

and reasonably

entikied to indemniﬁcatiun

Mam. The

9.9

Committee may authorize variances from compliance with any
Documents, including restrictions upon height, size, floor area or

Architectural

of the architeclural provisions uf lhe Project

piacumenl ol

in view of all circumstances ofthe case, such member
and defense for such expense ifsuch court shall deem proper.

struclures, or similar restrictions,

when

circumstances such as topography, natural obstructions,

may

However no variances will be granted for
Such variances must be evidenced 1n writing,
musx be signal by a! leas1 two (2) members of the ArChileclural Committee] and shall become effective upon
rucmdalion in lhe ofﬁce of the County Recorder of Ada County. I! such variances are gramed, no violation of lhe
covenants, condil‘mns or restrictions contained in (his Declaration shall be deemed to have occurred with respect
In lhu mutter for which Ihu variance was granted. The graming of such a variance shall rial aperale lo waive any
u! 1hu Iurms and provisions 0f this Declaration fur any purpose except as Ia lhe particular Building Lol and
parliculur provision hereof covered by lhe variance, nor shall it affect in any way lhe Owner's obligation lo
comply wilh allgavernmunkal laws.and regulations aﬂecﬁng such Owner‘s-use of the Bulldlng Lot, Including bu!
nnl limited m zonlng ordinances or requirements Imposed by any governmental or municipal authority.
hardship, aeslhetlc or envlronmenta! considerations
conslruélion of structures or Improvements, tn lhe

IMCLARAIION
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ARTICLE X: EASEMENTS

‘0-1

use and enjuymenl of the

Common Area which

Buifding Lot. subiect Io the easements
set fonh in (his
time.

10.2

WEE.

Owner shall have a nonexclusive easem
ent fnr the
be appurtenant In and shall
pass wilh the title ta every
Dedaraﬁun, as supplemenied and amend
ed [ram lime to
Every

shall

~.u.~....u.,

Any Owner may delegate,

Dedaraﬁan and the Hula; and Regulations,
such Owner's
Owner's ‘enams, employees, family
, guess ur
invitees.

right

accordance with the Articles, Bylaws Ibis
,
uf enjoyment In the Comm
on Area, to such
in

..._.

hrmw-r;

10.3

Ramtﬁediﬂxmanﬁ. The Property, and all poﬂions
thereof, shaI!

Shawn on any recorded

be subiect lb aﬂ easem ems
and to any ulhal easemems of record
emenled and amended from time m time.

Plat affecting the
Pmpeny, ur any punter: thateuf,
nr nf use a5 of the dale a! racordatian
of the Declaration, a? suppl

10.4

WWW.

.A.‘

r

ii
='

shali be reciprocal appurt
enant easements of
a between each Bquing Lot and such There
partian nr portions of lhe Camm
nn Axes adjacent therein,
or as between adjacent BuiIding Low,
due m the unwillful placement or
sewing ur shifting uf the Impro

encroachment

vement
without limitalion, stmdures.
walkways, blke paths, sidewalks
and driveways constructed,
in accordance with
the terms of lhis Declaration.
Easemenh of encroachment
shalt be valid only so long a5
they Exist, and the righls and obliga
lfnns uf Owners shaII not
be alleted in any way
because or encroachments, settling or
shifting of the Improvemen
ts; provided, however, that in no
avanl shall a
vaiid easement fur encrnachment arcur
due [u the willful act or acts aFan
Owner. In the event a structure on
any Bulldlng Lot is partially or tchlly
dwmyed, and then rapaired or rebuiir, the Owner
s of each Bullding Lat
agree that miner encroachmems within
and over adjoining Building LoLr. that
misled prior tn the encroachment
may be reconslructed pursuant to lhe easement
granted by this paragraph.
including.

raconstrucfed or altered thereon

10.5

55W.

Granlar expressiy memes for lhe beneﬁ
t af a1: the Property reciprocal
easemenls nf access, ingress and egress for
all Owners to and {rum
their rapacﬁve Building Lats
for installation
and repair of uaility services, fur drainage
af water aver, across and upon
adjacent Building Lots and Comm
Areas resulting from lhe normaf use o!
on
adjoining Building Lots n: Comm
on Areas, and far necessary maintenance
and repair of any Improvement includlng.
without limitation, [encing retaining
walls. lighﬁng'faciﬁties, mailboxes
and sidewaik abutments, trees and landsc
aping. Such easements
may
be
used
by Graulur, and by ail Owners,
their guests, Ienants and
vehicular

Common
1

inviiees, residing on or
tempnlarily visiting lhe Properly, for
pedestrian walkWays,
acres and such other purposes reason
ably necessary [or the use and
enfuyment of a Building Lot ar
Area.

0.6

Wm.

Notwithsianding anything expmsl’y
or impliedly contained
all easements heremf
nre or hamaker granted by Granlnr
s and dnl‘nage facllilies lhal
are required far [he demlupmenl af
lhe' Pwpert
y. ln addition, Cramm- heraby resenru
for the beneﬁt of Ihe Association
Ihe right In gram additional
easemenﬁ and righmi—way aver lhe Proper
ty to uﬁlityccmpania and public
agencies as necﬁsaw or expedient
(or {he proper development of lhe
Property until close of escrow fur
the sate ui the last Building Lot in lhe
Pmpertv {a a purchasqr.
herein to the contrary, 1th Declaratinn
shall be sublect to
far the Fnslallatl‘nn and maintenance
cf militia

10.6.1

WWW

The Owners of Building Lots
{mm constructing or altering any Improvements
upon any drainage
easement areas as shown on the Plat or
otherwise daslgnated In any record
ed document which
wnu|d interfere with or prawn: the easem
ent irnm being used for such purpos
e; prwided. however that
the Owher of such Building
Lots, and Grantor, Assuciaunn
or designated enmy with regard tu lhe
landscaping easement described in
this Article, shall be entitied
install and malnlain landscaping
an
such easement areas, subject tn approv
al by the Mchiredural Commi
ttee, so tang as the same would
nut interfere with orprevent the easem
ent areas from being used fur their
intended purposes; provided
further, that any damage summ
ed m Improvements an the easement areas as
a result uf legiﬁmate use

me

hereby realigned and aniuined

Dr uﬁlily

m
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easement area shall he the sole and exclusive nbligal‘mn of the
fmpruvemenls were so damaged.
of [he

10-7

Building Lots wilhln lhe Property with respect lo
10.7.1

utilitles shall

Gamer of the Building Lot whnse

The righm and duties of the Owners of the
be governed by lhe foflawing:

Wherever quItY house connections are imbued within the

connections or any portions thereof

lie in

or upon Building Lots

Property.

owned by an Owner other

which

than the

Dwuer of the Building La! served by lhe connections. the Owuer a! the Building Lo! served by the
connections shall have the right, and ls hereby granted an easement to the full extent necessary therefor,
to enter upon any Building Lat or lo have thairagent enter upon any Building Lntwithln Iha Pmpeny
in

or upan which aid cannediuns ur any puniun thereof

lhe connections a5

and when

It

lie,

lo repair,

__..

mpiane and generaiiy maintain

may be necessary.
,l‘syt—T—q-rm-n:

Whenever

utility house connecllnns are installed wlihln Lhe Prapeny, thch
connections serve more than one Building LDI lhe Owner of each Building Lat served by the mnnedinns
shall be enlltled to full use and enjoyment of such portions of said connections as service such Owner‘s
Bulidlng Lat.
a

10.7.2

Wm.

10.8

,

i

Whenever a driveway is inslaﬂed within the Property whlch In whole
upon a Building La! nwnad by an Owner ulher than the Owner of the Building Ln: served. ur
insialled to serve more lhan one Bulldlng Lot, the Dwnarafeach Building Lo! served or Io he served by such
drivaway shali be entitled tn lull use and enjoyment cf such'urher Building Lot a5 required lo service such
Owner's Building Ln! arm repair. replace c: mainlaln such driveway.
.

m

W.

in part lies

10.9

Jn the

even! of a dispute

between Owners with

respect In lhe

:nnnecliuns or driveways, or with raped tq the sharing of the cast therefor, upon
written requesi of one o! such Owners addressed In the applicable Association, the matter shall be submirled
the Board which shall decide the dispuze and, i! appropriate, make an apptnpriale Assessment againsl any or all
repub- or rebuilding of uliiity

af Ihe
in the

WWW

m

Owners invulved an behalf o! the prevailing Ownerts), whlch Assessmen:
manner provided by lhis Declaration for Limited Assessments.
10.10

Glamor,

shali

for itself

and

be cullected and enforced

its

successors and assigns,

hereby retains a righl and easement of ingress and egress aver, in, upun, under, and across the Common Area
and ihe rlghl :o 5|an materials thereon and m make such ulher use thereof as may he reasonably necessary or
incident to 1h: construction nl' 1112 Improvemenzs an lhe Properly ownad by Granior: provided, huwever, that nu
snitch rights shall be exercised by Grantor in such a way as 10 unreasonabiy interfere with the occupancy, use,
enjoyment, or access to an Owner‘s Building Lo! by that Owner or such Owner's family, tenants, employees,
guesls, ar invitees.

10.11

WW.
'

recording of the Declaration, as

Ml conveyances of Building Lots made after the date cf lhe
amended and supplemented from time to lime whether by Grantor ar oiherwise,

be construed :u grantand raserve the easemanls contained In lhis Article. even ihaugh nu Speciﬁc reference
such easerﬁenis or to this Anicle appears in lhe instrument for such conveyance.

-shall

la

10.12

Wan}.

Wm

A

pruleclian. ambulance, andall other simiiar

genéral easement Is hereby granted tn all
emergency agencim or persons la enter upon

police, sheriff, fire
all streets

and upon

the Prnperry in the proper performance of their duties.

T0315
An easeinent i5 hereby resented to Granlar, and granted to the
and any member of the Board ur manager, If any, and their mpectiVe ofﬁcers, agens, employees,
and assigns, upon, across, ower, in, and under the Building Lats a right to make such use uﬂhe Building L03 as
may be necessary or appropriate ta make emargancy repaits or to perform the duties and functions whidI the

Assuciation,

Associaﬁon

is

.ti-

obligated or permitted to perform pursuant ta the Project

Documents, Including

Ihe right to enter
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upon any Building Lat {or lhe purpose of performing mhinlenance
lmpravamenls 1a such Building Lat as required by the Project

reﬁfk‘h

-=«

In the landscaping nr the exterior of

Ducumens.

ARTICLE

XI:

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION

555W.

$1.1
Each and every Owner hereby irrevnmbly conslitma and
appoinm lhe Associaﬁon as such Owner‘s h-ue anﬂ lawful altarney-in-Iaci
in such Owner's name, place, and stead
fur :he purpose of dealing wllh the Improvemenm on
the Common Area Upon damage ur destrucﬁan
as pmvided
in [his Article or a ccmplele or partial taking
as provided In the next Article helm. Accepmnce
any gmnree
by
af a dead ur other Instrument ufcnmreyance
from Granmr or from any Owner shall constitule

appuinh'nent of

the anamay—in-fact as herein provided.

As

altamay-in—facl, the Assuciatian shall

have

and complete
and power In make, exacute, and deliver any contract, assignment,
deed, waiver, or ulher
instrument with respect lo the fnremi of any Owner which
may he necassary or appropriate to exercise the
full

authorization, right,

powers granted herein lo the Assocfation as ancrneyth—fact.

EWELDWESJEW

11.2

As soon

as pmctiml after

or destruction ta any part of the Common Area, the Association
shall, unless such
be minor, abnin an estimate or estimatm ma! i1 deems reliable
recnnstruclion of that part of the

mean

in this Article shall

in

an event musing damage

damage ar destruction

Lo

shall

and complete of the costs nl' repair and
“Repair and raconslrucﬁun" as used
the damaged or dalroyed 1mpro\ramems to
substantlaﬂy the same condition

Cummon Area so damaged ur destroyed.

restoring

which they axlsted prior ta the damage or destruction.
11

dillgenlly

.3
Bﬁﬂﬁitﬂﬂiﬂﬂﬂuslmﬂmn. As suon as pmcﬁcal after obtaining Eﬁmales, the Assmiatiun shall
pursue lo campfetiun lhe repalr and reconstruction of the
damaged or datmyed lmpmvements.

M

arlorney-imfacl fur lhe

OWners, the Association may take any and all nemsary or
appropriate acu'un ta effect
:apairand reconstruction, and no consantnrozher anion
by any Owner shall be necessary. Assessment of the
Association shall nut be abated during any period nf Insurance
adjustmenm and renair and reconstruction.

WWW

11.4
1he proceeds received by the Assuciation [ram any
hazard insumnce shall be used farlhe purpose of repair and
reconslmctinn. 1f the proceeds afthe insurance are
insufﬁcien! lu pay the estimated or actual cast afsuch repair
and reconstructiun, lha Associatinn may assess and
collect In advance from all Owners a Special Assessment
sufﬁcient lo pruvide funds to pay such estimaled ur
actual costs of repair and reconstruction. Further assessments
may be made in like manner if the amaunts
collected prove Insufﬁcient lo complete such regair and
mcunstrucﬁnn.
11.5

'

The insurance pruceeds herd by the
Assasment constitute a fund for Lhe payment of Ihe cosks
ha deemed [hat the ﬁrst money disbursed in
payment fur the
.

Assuciatlon and lhe

amounts received from

the Special

u! repair and reconsiruﬁion after casualty. ll shall
casts of repair and reconstruction shaII be made from
insurance proceeds, and 1he balance from the Special
Assessments. If lhere is a balance remaining after payment GI all
CD515 nf such repair and recunstructian, such
baiance shall be distributed tn lhe Owners in proportion to the
contributions each Owner made as a Special
Assessment In the Association under this Amide or, If no Spaciai
Assassmenb were made, then in equal shares
per Building Lot, 'ﬁrsl m.the mnrlgagees u! a ﬁrst mortgage and then
to lhe Owners, a5 their interesls appear.

mﬁmﬂﬂﬂnﬂhﬂld

11.6

If Owners representing at
leastsixty seven percent [67%) af the lutal
and sixty seven percent (67%} of Ihe marlgagea nf a
ﬁrst mangage (based upon
nne unle for each mortgage owned} of lhe Building Lots agree
in writing not ta repair and reconslrucl and no
alternative impmvemenls are authorized, then and in that
event [ha damaged Common Area shall be tamed to
its nalural state and maintained as an undeveluped
portion of the Common Area by the Association in
a neat and
antactlve candltjon, anti any mmainlng insumnce proceeds
shall be dismbuted In equal shares per Building Lot.
first to the mangagea of a ﬁrst mortgage and
then lo the Owners, as their interm appear.

allocated vole; in the Assucialinn

I

D ECLARATIDN

-

E

aagmphie:
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ARTICLE

XII:

CONDEMNA'HDN

Emblem.

Whenever all ar any part of the Common Area shall be mken ar conveyed
and under threat nf condemnation by the Board acting as anumey-in-fact for all owners under
instructions from any authority having lhe power of condemnation or eminent dumain, each Owner shaﬂ be
12.1

in lieu nf

entitled lo nolice of [he taking, hulthe Associah'an shall

incidenl lo the

cundamnaﬁnn

12.2

complete taking

ac‘l

as annrney—in-Fart for

proceeding, unless otherwise prohibited

all

Owuers

ir:

Ihe proceedings

by law.

SmmmmﬂzuﬁmmLﬂamﬁmcﬁm
be payable

The award made forsuch panial or
Owners go be disbursed as {nlluwg If the
Common Area an which lmprmremems have been mnsn‘ucted, manhunlm
Io the

shall

taking involva a portion of [he

Aswciation a5

within sixty (60) days after such Iakfng Grantar and

trustee for all

Owners reprsenh'ng at

leastsixifr

m-perwullﬁim-ﬂ-ﬁle

A Members shall

otherwise agree, the Association shall restore nr mplace such Improvements 5n taken on
the remaining land included in lhe Common Area lo the extent lands are available therefor, in accordance With
plans approved by lhe Board and the Archllectural Carnrninee. If such lmpmvernents are tn be repaired or
Class

restored, the provisions in the

damage ar

casualty

Ankle immediately above regarding the disbursement of funds In respect to
which is ta he repaired shall apply. 1f the taking dam not involve any

destruction

Common Area, or if {here is a decision made not Io mpair or mare, av ll there are net
funds remaining after any such rastomlior. or replacement Ts completed, then such award or net funds shall ha
distribuled in Equal sham per Buiiding Lot, ﬁrst to the mungagea of any ﬁrst mortgage and then to the Owners,
Improvements an the

as their intents appear.

mm.

ARTICLE

XIII:

WATER SYSTEMS

13.1
Each Buiiding Ln: shall have access Ia a Domestic Water Sysiern,
be constructed by Gramor and Io be nperaled by Eagle Water Cumpany (subject in the lransfer nf the
ownership of such Domestic Water System as hereinafter provided). Said Domestic Water System shall consist
of pumps, regulators, pipes and nzher delivery system equipment, and shall provide waler fur mﬁnary and ulher
ordinary domestic hnusehuld use. Grantorshall astablish reasunable charges for water use from the Dammit:
Water System, which charges shall be separate and distlnct {mm any assessmenr, but shall be a lien on any
Building Lut J'usl a5 an Assessment, as provided Iurther hetein. Any Owner's use cf waterfrnrn the Domestic
Water System shall cunslilute an agreement to pay the charges far such use. Should any Owner {ail to pay the
:hargﬁ for such Owner‘s water use frarn lhe Domestic Water System, me Association andlur Grantor shall, aher
[a

reasonabia nutlce, be entiiled to discontinue Water sewlte as provided by ldaho State laws. Glamor shaﬁ have
the right lo expand tha Dammit Waler System lo ulharleal pmperty. whether such teat property is subject to
this Declaratinn, and tn celled "hnuk-up" nr user fees l‘mm lhuse users of the Darnatic Water Sysiem other than
the

Ownérs uflhe Building

for the

Lois. Such “huuk-up“ ur user fees sha” be used, in pan, lo partiaﬂy reimburse Gmnlor
purchase, construdian and development costs in connection with the DomaticWater System equipment,

Improvemenrs and adminlstratiun.
'

'

'

13.2

'
.

No Owner,

nor any other person clalming
Dammit Water System

under any Owner. shall muse or allow lo be caused, any cunnectiun between Ihe
and any non-pulable waler system orsource.
right

13.3

1m.

Notwithstanding any other prwisian ofthis Declaration, Granlnr shall have the right
convey the Domestic Water System, either a5 lhe Domestic Waler Syslem selves the Property
aridfor as i1 serves additional real prapertyhl'ar and on behalf nf the Gmntor, La the Association ar m a waler
company licensed and regulated hwhe Idaho Public Utilitiu Commission, conditioned only upon reasonable
assumnces lhat Ihe Domestic Waler 53451311} wil_|__he opemlgfi i!) magper that will prgvlde pptgblg wate‘f.5gwice
q
'i‘o—‘DWnef's
dﬁ 'a can't'iiiuiné b&iﬁmhhuﬁllw af sefﬁ'ceméaua‘l ﬁﬁ’rb'elter than piral'inusly provided. Far'purpn'sam
of this Article, Granlor is hereby appainled and made attorney-in-{act fur the Associaﬁun. wiih Ml power Bf
attorney to consummate any such lmnsfer nf the DemuIIBWater System.
ta Iransfer. sell ur

‘

'
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ARTECLE KN: RESOLUTION

OF DISPUTES

any dispute or question arises between Members or between Members and {ha Association ur the
Committee relating Ia the interpretation, performance ar nonperfunnanoe, violation, or enforcement
of the Project Dccurnenrs, such dispute ur violation may be subject la a haaring and determination by the Board.
If

Architectural

ARTICLE XV: MISCELLANEOUS
created hereunder shall he perpelual, subject only ta extinguishmenl
provided by faw. The covenanls, conditions, murictians and equitable
servitudes of [his Declaration shall run until December 31, 2015, unlws amended as herein provided. After
December 31, 101 5, such covenanis, conditions and restrictions shall be autnmaliﬁlly extended for successive
periods of [en (1U) years each, unless amended or extinguished bya wn'ltan instrument executed by Members

lam. The easements

15.1

by [ha hufders o! such easements

'

'-

a5

holding at least three-fnurlhs {3M} of tha voling power
with the Ada Counky Racarder.

ul'

{he Association

and such written instrument

ls

recorded

Amman!-

15-2

TSJJ
the ﬁrst deed

m

Mm.

paragmph 15.3 below, unﬁl the recurdation uf
may be amended,
{cnllecﬁvehg "amendment"! orterminaled by Grantorby

Exceplas prnvided

In

a Building Lo: in the Property, the provisions of Ihls Declaration

modified, dariﬁed, supplemented, added lo

recordaliun of a wrlnen insirurnent setiing forth such
afiectfng

only a panlcular Phase

amendment or lerminalion. Any amendmenl
may be made by Glamor by an amendment to lhls Declaration a§ any

time up Io the recordatinn of [he ﬁrst deed lo a Building L01
15.2.2

Mum.

'In

'

such Phase.

Except where a greater percentage

Is

required by mpress provision in

any amendment shall be by
an instrument in writing signed and acknowledged by the president and secretary nl [he Assnclallon
certifylng and anesling that such amendment has been approved by the vote or written consent of
Owners represeniing more than sixty-six percent {56%} of Ihe voles in the Association, and such
amendment shall be effective upon its [Kardatiun wlth the Ada County Recorder. Any amendment In
lhis

Declaralion. the pmVEsinns of this Declaration, other than lhls Article,

this Article shall

voting

puwer

require the

vme

or written consent nf

Members holding eighty

percent

(501’s) a!

the

of the ﬁanclalian.

WEI.

15.2.3
Any amendment of this Declaration approved in the manner
above shaﬂ be binding an and eﬂective as lo all Owners and their respective properties
"DMithtindinB that such Owners may nut have voted far or cnnsenled to such amendment. Such
amendments may add Io and increase Ihe covenants, conditions, mlricﬁuns and easements applicable
la lha Pruparty but shall not prohiblt ar unreasonably Interfere with the allowed uses of such Owner's
property which existed prior tn the said amendment.
specified

Mamba.

15.3

Nutwill-lmndlng anyalher pmvisian afthls Declaration.

ar-a-qw

no amendment

flrsl mortgage
deed of [rust upon a Building Lot made in good faith and for value, and recorded priar ta [he recordatlnn af
such amendment, provided that aherfuredosura Dfany such ﬁrs: mortgage urdeed oflrustsuch Building Lot shall

cf this Declaration shali nperala to deieat or render invalid the righSS uf the beneﬁciary under any
cn-

remain subjecr

lo {his

Declalallun, as

.n-

amended.
--rr*-:-T'n‘-

be delivered as-pruvided herein 51131] be inwriting and may be delivered either persunally Dr bymail. 1f delivery is made by mail, it shall be deemed tn have
been delivered savanty-two (72) hours aﬂar the same has been deposited In the Uniled States mail, ﬁrst class,
postage piepaid, addressed tn any pessnn at lhe address given bysuch persun ta the Assaciaﬁun for the purpuse
oi service ul' such notice, or In the residence al such paxsnn If no address has been glven to the Association or
15.4

-

‘

ﬂuﬁgﬁa—-Any--nntic25-permmed nr-required

tu
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’5‘“1923091346£§EW%
ufsuch person as conﬁned in ﬁre Ada Couniymxassasor's mus. Such addms may he changed
from timetn lime by notice in writing In the Associatinn, as provided in this paragraph 15.4.
Ln the address

Wm

mmmmmm-

15.5

15.5.1

Building Lot shall have

1112 right

the Property and against {he

Except as otherwise provided herein, any Owner of any
provisions hereof ayinslany property wiﬁﬂn

to enfnme any or all

Owners

om:

thereof.

WWW-

15. 5.2
The iailure of any Owner of a Building Lat tn comply
with an'y pmvisiun hereuf, nr wllh any pmlsinn of 3h: ijeu Document, Is hunky declared a
nuisance and will give rise to a ause of action En Granrnr, the Assodaﬁnn or anwaner of Building

‘

"

-

within the Property fur recovery nfdamagesor [or negtive ur afﬁrmative injuncﬁve relief or both.
Huwever, any other provision to [he contrary nutwimsmding. only Glamor, the Association, the Board,
or a duly authurized agent ufany oi them, may enforce by self-help any of lhe provisions hereof, and
then only lfsuch self—help-is preceded by reasonable nntlce to the Owner.
Lnltsi

.->'-

15.5.3

v'

Multan; Amwinlaﬁan ufanymte, municipal or Iocallaw, minim o;

regulation pertaining to lhe ownership, occupation or useuf

any property within the Property is hereby
declared lo be a violation of this Declaration and subject to any Dr all of [he enforcement procedures
set forth in this Declaration and any cu- all enforcement procedures in law and equIty.

Wm.

15.5.4
exclusive.

NEW.

15.5.5

The

Each remedy provided herein

is

cumulative and not

‘1

failure tn

enforce any nf the provusions herein at any tlme shall
'

no! consﬁlule a waiver nf the right lo enforce any such pruvisian.

Wm.

15.5
'

The provisions uf this Declaration

shall

be

liberally

mnstrued to effectuate

its

purpqse o! creating a uniform plan fnrthe develupment and operatinn of Lhe Property. Thls Declaration shall be
consirued and governed under [he laws of Lhe State of Idaho.

WWW;

15.6.1
All of the provisions hereof shall be Ilberally
construed together to promote and effectuate ﬂue fundamental concepts of Ihe developman: of the
Property as set forth in the recitals of this Declaration.

W-

15-5-2

NOI‘NiﬂElanding the prmrisinns of the foregoing paragraph

each ai lhe provisions of this Declaratiun shall be deemed indepei-Ident and severahle, and the
invalidity Or partial lnvaiidity nf any pruvisIon or poﬁion thereof shall noi affect the validity Ur
enforceability of any Dlher provision herein.
15.6.1,

WW.

W
'

15.6.3

Unless Lhe cnntaxt requires a contrary construction, the

and the plum! the singular; and the masculine. feminine ur neutershal]
each including the masculine, feminine and neuter.
singular shall include the plural

'

15.6.4

convenience
15. 5'

.

‘shall

51mm.

of reference

beconslrued la Include
Association ar persnn.

alt

and

Alll'captlans

shall

and

titlu used In this Declaration are intended solely fnr

nut affect that which

is

set

farm

in

any

nf the provisions hereof.

All references herain In Cimntar, Owners, Lhe Associallun ur person
assigns, panners and authcnzed agents uf such Glamor, Owners,

mccasars,
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‘1

IN

1mm.

'_

WITNESS WHEREOF,

4ngmmwmwuw1933001347ﬁmgmgﬁw=

lhe parlla

harm have sel

lhelr

DEER VALLEY

hand:

lhl:

____ day uf October, 1995.

AND ASSOCIATES

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
an Idaho iimited partnership

BRENSDN CORPORATION,

BY:

carparallnn, EB

amﬁ

'

b

co

-

t

an Idaho

-

:

P. Brennan, President

cnopzsimc,

antdahcorpnraﬁon"""’

if((p‘ﬁ
Greg Caman, President

STATE

OFIDAHO

_

I

r

)

County oi Ada

55,

1

0n this .5. dayof OCTU EEK

1595, before me, the undErsigned, a Near)! Pubiic in and
appeared JAMES P. BRENNAN, known or Idenlified to me to be the Frasident of
BRENSDN CORPORATION, Ilia Geneml Panner oi DEER VALLEY AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
the partnership that executed the instrument or Ihe pasnn who executed d1: instrument an behalf nf said
,

[or said Slam, personally

partnership,

IN

me that such partnership

and acknuwledged ta

WITNESS WHEREOF,

this certificate first

above

writ!

l

have hereunto set

executed [he same.

my hand and afﬁxed my ofﬁcial seal

the day and year in

"Ink

Notary Public for

STE;

drgzwgél

Manama! weds £‘wa

Raiding at
My commission

expires:

IQ— 3—9 F
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5mm 0F IDAHO

)

County nf Ada

19290b1348

a

ss.

1

0n thisﬂday of October, 1995, before me, ma undersigned a Notary Public'In and for said Staie,
GREG COMAN, known nr identiﬁed tn me 10 be the Prwdmlof COMAN COLLECTI 0N5,
INC. the corporalian that executed the instrument nr lira person who executed the inmu-nent on behalfnf said
corporation, and acknowiedged tn me that such connotation execumd the same
personally appeared

IN

WITNESS WHEREDF, Ihave hereuntoselm‘y hand and affixed my: DfﬁniaI

seal

lheday and yea: in

-,

‘

.’
-

this

cenlﬂcale first abmae written.

BOOM?

KATH‘.’
u. m.- pggl‘ [0*

ﬂN
"

“

STTE"teF
‘

7

A.

DHaHo

_

_

I
maidlnga :;...
ycummisslnn wins:

mm

ﬁlm?
7

3—15-97.
my cpmmlsalnn Expire:
midhgai: 3015-. 10
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Th pruvisiom
Section 1.2
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.•z •...
Byiaws are applicble
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b Eagle
Spring
Ewe Springs
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Secu'un 1
All present
Ownm and their
1.3
presentmd
Section
.3 Pmomrl Apoljotfon. All
~ rum
future Owners
hm: tenants,
their tenants,
mans,
mam, future
me facilities
:ndlorrnanapd by
fadliﬁaawnd
meCorporan'on
Isa the
in any
momerpu'son
unployea, and any
employee,
other penon that might use
owned and/or~
Corporation in
by the
any
me Declaration.
manner,
m the
m5: Byiaws.
reguladotu set funh
Dedamion. The mere
mlll1ner, are
the reg,Jlatiom
tn these
In the
am subject
{um in
mere acqutsition
acquisition or
or
Bylaws. and In
mien to
renal
of any of
of the
the Property
o! occupancy
Building Lots
due mere
rental of
the Building
mere 3a
act of
the Building
Lou of
omupanq of
of any
wilI
Building Lots
of die
Lou will
ofme
Pmpaty or the
any of
will be a:mplied
am med,
wim.
signify that
these Byl.ws
acapted, ratified,
mmplid with..
signify
that thee
nﬂﬁed, and will~
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ARTIQE ll
ARTIClEII
VO‘HNG, MAJORITY OF DELEGATES,
VOTING,
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DEEGAIE, QUORUM, PROXJES

....

2am Bmfwh
mambamhawue

'

for In
provided for
Gas 8B Membership
as provided
[n theArtides
Seafon
2.1 ~ ~ f o r the Om
Incorporation
Munbeship as
Sedan 2.1
the Adda of
of lnmrporan‘on
me Dedmn'on,
and exo:pt as m.ry be otherwise wuvided
beam‘xied
inme
and the
Declaration, and
provided in
the Ddanﬁnn,
Dedaraticn, each
shall be
entitled
Manhashall
ad: Member
Build‘nngawned
to
cne vote foradu
fat each Building
lot owned by
such Member.
menevom
bysudxMunbu

MW

··- : .
.
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'MaiorityofMenbas'
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Seafcn
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Section
2.3 Qunnm
Oyorum. Except as othawise provided in
these Byfaws, the Artldes of Jnco~~n or
the
M0023
orlhe
thMthsoflnmrpaaﬁan
Dedmﬂon,mpmuatameedngin
by proxy of the Cass B Member
where th~ is such a
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the presena at a. meeting in person or
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Munbawhaethereissudu
Munbe'.
ofd'xeﬂasAManbm
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by proxy of
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at least
t (30"1.)
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ln person
holdinga:
pawn or
orbyprmq
pawltﬂoﬂ
teas: thirty
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of the
ﬂan Membership for
of due
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of all
of
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total votes of
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fur the
of Mamba:
shall be the
ax a
a
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cf the
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business, and due
the acts of
Members sh.a.II
pment at
Corporation. The
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am of
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Majority of
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conﬁnue to
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or held
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Ks mum:
m do
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busing until
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duly
mzy continue
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leave less
m leave
[m than
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of eriough
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m mpm

m

2.4 ~ Votes
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reYcClOle at
wh
o ~ the
proxy :ind
compleﬁon
mend
aftu completion
Manbuwha
aummaﬁally cease
module
plum! of
of the
the Member
mesa after
ma pleasure
at the
or' the
for a
In no event
ﬁled for
meeting. In
pardcular meetlng.
(f filed
valid
filed, If
a ~cula.r
shall aa proxy
of
meeting or
the proxy~
event shall
the meedng
praywas ﬁled,
of which the
pray be valid
dam of
ofiu
a..fter
months from
the cbte
113 exeo.rt:lon.
uecution.
amt ele'Yffl
from the
elm {t(11)1} month:

the
the

....

.;-·.·.

··... .

~--~. ·.
.,\ •:
". 4 •i"•

comm

.

-~t,;....~.. :
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ARTICLE
ARTIG.E m
ADMINISTRATION

W.

nr’ administering
Corporation shall
shall have
Sedan 3.
3.11 8emoosjbjlities. The Corporation
due responsibility
Sealon
have the
adminismn'ng the
rsponsibility of
the Common
Carporan'on, if
me Corporation,
owned and/or
if ;my,
the annual
budget. establishing
annual budpt,
and/or managed by
approving the
and colleaing
mlledng
stablishing and
any, approving
by the
all asses.sml!flts,
if any,
fur the
asasmms, if
all
arrange for
the management of
the same pursuant
pursuant to
o! the
m an
a.n agreement, containing
cunmining
any and may arrange
:mvision: relan'ng
cf the
::irovision.s
relating to
the dutie,
removal and e0mpensation
to me
obligzdcns, maval
compulsion of
duﬁa. obligations,
the Manager,
daﬁned below.
below.
as deiined
Manage, as
ax'ﬁn'nan've vote
Corpomu‘on shall
raolun'uns of
as otherwise
shall require
dadsions and
~
and resolutions
of the
otherwise provided,
provided, decisions
Exam as
due Corporation
of
an affirmative
vote of
requir: an
meen‘ng of
a
whid'x a
spedal meeting
annual or
of the
Majority of
a Majority
Members present
ai: an annual
ot special
the Corpomu‘on
Corporation at
quorum is
prumtatan
ofManbers
a: which
a quorum
Ls present
praent
or
a! the
due Corporation.
Carpoxan'on.
of a
a Majority
or wn'mn
written consent
Majority of
Member3 of
ofManbus
mnsau of

Area
Area

1mm;

mm

Mug

cf me
Secdon 3.2
Cnrporadon shall
the Corporation
shall be held
held on the
the Property
Property or
Section
3.2 Piao: of Me,:tinz,. Meetings of
or sud,
such other
other
tumble plam
Prupe‘ly as
!Uitlble
place as
as close
dose to
the Property
practicable in
in Ada County
of
Lo the
as pradable
as may be designated
County a.s
dsigmed by
me Board
Board of
by the
Dimon,
in accon:14.0ce
mrdance with Robars Bvles of Order.
shall be conduaed in
Direaol'!, and shall

WW3.

Annulm-

megn'ng o!
ﬁm annual
annual meeting
Manbus shall
Sealon
of me
the Members
shall be
Secﬂcn 33
3.3 Annual Me:orm. The first
wiwin 011e
held within
be held
one (1)
(1) year
year
fmm the
d1: data
me Asodaﬂon.
from
date of
incorporation. of
of the
Assodation, and each
regular annual
the Members
Memben
o! inmrpomion
each subsequent
annual meeting
of me
meeting oi
sumequent regular
shall
held on
me same d.!y
monlh ofeﬁ
on the
of the same month
of each year
If the day
day for
the annual
annual meeting
the
shall be held
dzyafme
fur d1:
meeting of
ofthe
year thereafter. lfme
held at
Members ls
whid’l Is
l.s aa leg]
legal holiday,
at the
firn day
day following
meeﬁng will
will be held
the ﬁrst
the same hour on the
holiday, the
me meeting
following which
is not
not a
a
leg]
shall be elead
of the
legal holiday.
holfday. At
there shall
eleaed by
ballot or
the Manbers
Members aa Board
Direaors in
ead1 annual
annual meeting
means them
ui Dimams
Board of
in
A: each
by ballot
meen'n; the
oi th~ Bylaw$.
accurdana with
ma ﬁrst
accordance
with the
requirements of
Al the
first annual
annual meeting.
the Directors
the requiru-nmu
Bylaws. Ax
Dimots shall
shall be
be elected
m
elemd to
meeu‘ng, and
serve until
secund annual
serve
until the
the semnd
second annual
meeting, and
at the
and annually
annual meeting
me second
and a!
annmJ meeting,
annually thereafter,
shall
Dimmm shall
thaeafw, Directors
wid'l such
In the
~ elecll!d
for aa term
term or‘
of one
one (1)
beginning with
such annual
an annual
meeting
be
the e-,,ent
meeting. In
elemd for
annual meeting.
event that
Lhatan
annual meeting
year bep‘nning
(1) year
is no:
annual meeting.
elemd at
not held,
held, or
Direcror-5 are
are not
not elected
such annual
the Direcmrs
Directors may be
elected at
is
at sud:
meeting, me
or the
due Directors
at any
special
be elemd
any special
meeu‘ng
hold office
succasor has
shall hold
Dimer shall
until a
a successor
rr.eeting held
held for
that purpose.
ofﬁe until
Eada Director
has been
until death,
for max
purpose. l:.ich
been elected
elecmd or
or until
death,
resignation,
removal or
adjucftation cf
of mental
inc:omperer,ce. The Member.;
or judicial
menu] inmmpemm.
Members may
judidal adiudian‘on
reslmadon, renew]
such other
also transact such
odw
may also
businas
before them
at any
sudﬁ annual
busines! of
properly come before
annual meen'ng.
meeting.
Corporation as
o! the
the Corporation
as may properiy
than at
any such

mm.

me

me

mm

mm

5mm.

shall be the
the duty
the Praident
Section
duty of
President to
It shall
of the
3.4 SQ!:cial Me'!tiogs. It
meedng of
Section 3.4
to call
all a
a special
of the
the
special meeting
Board o!
Corporation a.s
by molun'on
resolution of
of Direaor:,,
petition signed
Members who are
Corporaﬂon
of the
or upon
are
the Boaro
a peu'don
upon a
Dimes, or
directd by
as directed
simed by
by Manbers
entitled to vote
of the
entitled
vote one-fourth
o( -JI
the votes
the Cass
<Jass A Maribenhip.
Membership. The noﬁce
notice of
of all
and special
ill the
vota of
onHuuxﬂI (l/4)
[1/4) ol
all regular
spxial
mular and
meeting
3.5
of these
shall state
given as
m!etings shall
be given
a.s provided
provided in
in Seaion
.5 of
Bylaws, and shall
the business
sum the
Seaion 3
mac Bylaws,
the nature
cf the
shall be
namre of
businﬁ to
m
be
be undemkm.
unde-rtalcen.

m

W.

the duty
be the
or
Sea!on
3.S Notice of Mmjnr,. llshall
It shall be
the Seae!ary
to mail
mail aa notice
of me
of each
annual or
notice of
cad: annual
Sedan 3.5
Secaury to
duty of
snu'ng the
Corponn'on, stlting
spgdal
the Corporation,
purpose mace!
thereof as
as well
well as
as the
hour·and
where such
special meeting
meeting of
me day,
of the
the purpose
and place
place whem
such
day, h'our
muedng
mL'eting is
is to be
be held,
held, to each
of record, and arry
of a Building
in possession of:
Manbuafmmrd,
Building Lo~
least ten (10)
ad: Member
it least
any person
puson in
Lot, at
(10)
u‘me limits
not more
bu:
but not
than thirty
(30) days
prior to
meeting. The nau‘u
notice may sec
for speakers and
and
m such
such meeﬁng.
set forth
form time
morn than
limiB furspeakers
thirty (30)
day: prior
mailing of
nominating
nominating pmdums
procedures for
for the
the meeting.
a notice.
muﬁng. The mailing
ola
this
in the
the rrranner
pmvided in
in this
manna provided
prepaid, in
node, postage pl'e',)aid,
95d nodce
Sedan 3.S,
Section
shall be cnnsidyed
considered node
notice served,
notice has
after said
has been
hem deposited
depmited in
in a
a regular
af the
me
served, afrer
regular depository
3.5, shall
deposimry of
y'ven
furnished d1:
shall be deemed lo
United
addrus tw
ha been furnished
noﬁm shall
United States mall.
If no addres.J
the Secretary, notice
to have
have been
mall. If
been given
place on the
me Property.
to 1a Manber
Member if
posted in
in aa conspicuom
conspiOJous place
m
if posted
Pmpeny.

m

m

pmion

m

mg:

Emu

mm

Seam,

II any
the Corporation
Corporation cannot
armor be cranked
Section
meeting of
orp.nized because
of the
3.6 Adjourned Me;etjngs. If
Secﬁon 3.6
beause aa
any meeting
in penon
person or
Ma-nbers who ;i.n!
eiﬂ'ter in
present, either
or by
may adjourn
qumum has
has not
attended, the
the Memben
quurum
are praem,
meeting
adjourn the
me meeting
not amded,
by proxy,
proxy, may
lha dme
the original
to a.1 tima
time n01
not las
than ten
nor more
days fmm
from the
time the
called,
mom than
original meeting
meeting was alied,
dun thirty
dﬁirw (30)
ten (lO)
to
(30) days
Ia: than
(1m days
days nor
Lhe presence
or by
shall be the
ilt which meeting
meeting the
in person
person or
requirement shall
pruenc: in
al
Sud!
Munber. Such
of any
me quorum requirement
proxy of
by proxy
any Member.
this Article
node thereofas
Amid: 3,
provided In
a.dj:iumed
meetings may be
without notice
thereof as provided
In this
adiaumed meednp
be
shall be
held wimout
that notiee5
nuﬁcu shall
except that
be held
3, except
y'ven by
If a
sud: adjournment
a meeting
gi~
the meeting
which such
adjournment is
is Bken.
taken. If
meeting is
is adjourned
for more
azwhidt
mcedng at
adjourned (or
at dﬁe
announcement at
by il.tlnounc:ement

W-

in the
me case
meeting shall
than
thirty C30l
notice of
given as
original meeu'ng.
meeting.
as in
than thirty
adjourned me-ecing
shall be
of an
uf the
(he adjourned
be given
use of
an original
(30) cby-5,
days, notice

0f busing:
all meetings
at all
shall be
(allows: (al
Section 3.7
business at
meetings shall
be as
roll all
call to
Seman
3 7 Perler of Bu1jn~5. The order of
as follows:
to
(a) roll
det~rmine
the voting
voting power represented
at the
(b) proof
of _n_o!ic_e
no~L~Jg._
_
meeting (b)
nctice of
the meeting;
proof of
of notice
of meeting_qr
determine the
mpruemed at
waivtr of
meeting qr waiver
(c) _ __
”wading
-----readingofmiriuies-of
(dl .rrapom
eports of
of officers;(e)-reports
committees; (I)
Directors;
of Dlreaors:
meeting (d)
nfcummines;
ofﬁcers: (e) repom of
eledan of
ofminum of precedi.n·g
meeding meeting;
(0 election
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WW

Meeﬁng shall
Cnrpomn'cn in
bminas. Meetings
and (h)
shall be
unﬁnished
condumd by the
the officers
3n
new b~iness.
be conduced
of the
the Corporation
(g)
finished busing;
business; and
oﬁws of
01) ne"IY
(g) un
order of
of their
priority.
crder
their priority.

W

unda' the
due provisions
3.5 Action Without Meeting. Any action,
lhe Idaho
of the
Sedan 3.8
Idaho Nonprofit
Nonproﬁt
provisions of
Sea!on
won, which under
mem’ng of
meen'ng if al.lthorm:d
Corporation Ac
of the
aka! without
me Corporation,
aud'lorizzd in
aka: at
a: a
a meeting
be taken
wiﬁmut aa meeting
in
Corporation
Aa may be !;lka,
Corporation, may be
enu‘dd !D
writing signed
of [ha
all of
Martha's who would be entitled
van at
a aa meeting
medng for
form
the Membef3
such purpose.
writing
m vote
ﬁld with
with
slmed by
purpme, and filed
by all
alameeu'ngoid'te
mkm at
meSecemy.
the
Secmary. Anyadonsoappmvdshaﬂ
Any action so approwd shall havethesmeaﬁuasthoudi
have the same effect as though talc.en
a meeting of the Direclo~
Diremrs.

W

if

Won:

M

meedng of
Cnrporaa‘on, either
Section
3.9 Oweot of Atner,n:es,. The transactions of
cf any
of the
me Corporation,
Sedan 3.9
aims annual
any meeting
annual
er
special, hOWtNer
ca.lied and nodaidull
notiad, shall be avalid
as valid as
though transacted at
a meeting duly held after
n=gular
crspedal,
howevuaﬂa
namedngduiyheld
asxhouﬁt
mmlar
all and notl~
ifeima’bdureorafmrdaemeeu‘ngeach
bemteima'in
ifaquorun
call
a quorum be
present either in person
or by proxy, and if
either before or after the meeting each
noun, if
pasonorbyprmy,
of the
signed a
wrim waivu'
due Member3
holding
In per30l'I
or a
of
a written
waiver of
notice, or
Manbers not present In
ofnodce,
or by
a con.sent
consent to
m the
the holding
pruxy signed
pawn or
by proxy
ofsud'l
All such
dread. AJI
wahus, cements or
meedng
or an
an appravaJ
minum thereof.
sudt waivt!:r!,
or approvals
be filed
ﬁldwim
·of
such meetl
ng, or
the minutes
with
afme
shall be
appruvals shall
appmval of
minuta of
the corporate
of the
records or
corporam records
o! the
me minute5
me meeting.
meeting
the
or made~
made party of

pm

mm

similar record
3.10
Mlnum or
or a similar
of
oi the
Section
1o Mlnvre, Pn:rumQtion of Notjg:. Minutes
Sedan 3.
record of
due pl"OO!edings
pmediny of
meedng,‘ when signed
shall be
signed by
meetlng5;when
to evidence
Pruidmt or
me matters
forth
or Seaetary,
bu presumed tn.Jthfulty
Mfully m
widen the
mans: set
5a forth
d1: President
Seceﬁry, shall
by the
non'ca of
in the
d1: meeting
meeﬁng was properly
of the
medng that
(herein. A mdndan
cl any
that notice
shall be
prim:
therein.
recitation in
be prima
minm of
given shall
me minutes
propuiy given
any meeting
evidence that
given.
fade evidence
dial such notice
nods: was gMn.

med

ARTICLE W
ARTTClEIV
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BOA.RD

;‘,..

WW.

W

.v-yv

bminas and affairs
affaits of
of the
shall be
be
Corporation shall
the Corporation
4.1t Number and Oyalifjgtjon. The Propeny,
Sea!on
Sedan 4.
Propew, business
ofatleasuhtee
governed
managed by a Board
Olrecto13 composed of
at least three (3)
who need
be Members
afDlreaors
need not
notbeManben
govemed and
parsons,who
and managedbya
Board of
B) pmons,
or' the
for their
naive a.ny
mmpmndon for
omer compensation
servica as
or
not ~ive
or other
me Corporation.
meir services
as Directors;
Corpamﬂon. Oireaor,
Diradms:
alary or
any salary
Dilemrs shall
shall not
shall be
mnuined shall
preclude any
from serving
the
haein ccnQined
tn preclude
Dimmr from
p~ded,
provided, however,
serving the
nothing hen!in
mat nothing
be construed
mnsuued to
however, that
any Directer
od'uu ~
receiving compensation
ﬂwefor.
compensator: there.for.
in .s
Corporation in
Corporation
ome other
t y and receiving
some
apadty

m1

Board of
oi Directors
has the
the
me powers and
and dud~
4.2 Poma and Dytje,. The Board
dudu necessary
Dlreanrs has
for the
Seaion
Sedan 4.2
nmary for
more fully
as man!
in the
mu Declaration,
all sud,
Corporan'on, as
administration
the affairs
set forth
forth in
and may
do all
sud: acts
am
adminimdan of
aﬁahs of
fully set
Declaration, and
of due
of the
me Corporation,
may do
dimmed to
not by
m be exercised
etudsed and done exdusively
the Owners;
Owners:
tbse Byl4ffl
and things
law or by
udmively by
mlny as
as are
am not
Byizws direoed
by the
by these
by law
maxing of
me Board
of Directon
mm
Rrst annual
the Corporation,
provided,
afﬁx:
not enter
Board of
shall not
Dimmrs shall
that prior
the ﬁrs
anmnl meeting
Corpoaﬂon, the
provided, however,
m the
prior tD
howevu, that
In ~ of
of
ufa
widmut the
lnm any
for a
a urn
oi one {1)
due approval
Into
term In
a Majority
appruval of
(1) year
Majority of
servia contract for
year without
any ~ e n t servlai
ptuv‘uions for
for cancellation
mailman (such
reasonable provisions
cont.ins rea.sonable
Member!,
as upon ninety
days
ninety (901
sud! contract mnuiru
(90) days
unlas such
Members, unless
(sudj as
wrimn noﬁm
me Corporation}.
written
notice by
Corporation).
by the

°'

mm: mummm

MW.

m

sud! foregoing
Secu‘on 4.3
to such
foregoing general
and duties,
powers and
Section
duﬁa,
4.3 Scecial pqwgc; ilod Quries. Without prejudice
prejudia to
wen] power!
Dedaran‘on, the
of Directors is
Board of
in
and responsible
responsible
me Declaration,
with, and
m the
the Board
ts vestEd
vsmd with,

ﬁ

and such
sud! pov.-er.s
and duties
ford:
dutia as
3 set ftxth
pawets and
duﬁa
following powers and
fcr, the
£-er,
the following~
and duties:

Dim

due Corporation,
To
of the
remova all
all offiC2rS,
agents, and employees
Corporation,
appoint and remove
ofﬁws, agents,
emplayea of
To select,.
seleq appoint
with the
duda for
for them
the Articles
Nﬁda
to
consistent with law,
prac'ibe sud,
them as
a: may be coralstent
law, with
powers and duties
to p~aibe
:ud1 powers
to fix their
and to
and these
mquire
compensation .and
of
meir compensation
m require
lhe Dedantion,
Dedanﬁan, and
of lncorpont!on,
hue Bylaws;
Bylaws; to
Incorporation, the
advisable by
service when deemed
deﬁned advisable
Board of
of DlrectorY,
from
them SKUrity
faithful service
DIremrs;
frum than
for faithful
the Board
security for
by the

(al
(a)

M

Corpomn‘on, and
affairs and business
busing: of
the Corporation,
and to
m
To
me affairs
of the
mnuul the
manage and control
conduct. m.anage
To conducr.
Am'da of
wim the
me Artides
ol
consistent with
marsh» consistent
with law,
rula and regulation.!
make and
mguladon: therefor
law, with
sud: n.1les
enfun such
and enforce
Incorporation,
the Ded.ratfon,
and these
dean necessary
as the
due Board of
mu 6yl.rw5,
of Directors
Dimmer: may deem
Dedmﬂon, and
lncorponn‘on, ma
nmary
Bylaws, as
or advisable;
oradvi~le;

(b)
(b)

uansacn‘on of
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ ____ j (CL
cl _
To
the Corporation
of the
omce for
me trans:aaion
of the
Corporation
businus of
the prindpa.l
the business
change the
To change
prinppal_ office
fu_r_the
withinAm'cle 1
m Article
1
provided in
the County
o! Ada,
Sate of
of Ida.ho,
as provided
from
the
to another
another within
Ada, State
County of
loadon to
Idaho, as
from one
one location

B'I'LAM -J
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gic‘ Counry
the holding
within saic
for the
hereof; to
place within
lo designate
daipam any
Coumy for
holding of
hereof:
annual ot
any plam
of any
or special
spedal
any annual
meeu‘ng or
oi the
the provisions
Corporation consistent
consimnt with
meednp of
or me!!tings
meeting
the Corporation
with the
Sedan 3.2
provisions of
of Seaion
3.2 hereof;
hereof;
fur the
incur indebtedness
Tu
In incur
indebtedna for
To borrow
purposes of
the Corporation,
the purpma
bonuw money and to
Corporan'on, and
of the
and
in d1:
delivaed mating
Corporation's name.
to c:.1use
be ex2CUted and delivered
therefor, in
the Corporation's
promissory nom,
notes,
awe to
m be
name, promissory
pledp, hypod’aeudons
bonds, debentureS,
of trust.
hypothecuioos or
bonds,
dew of
:vidm of
of debt
debmua, deeds
ms, mongages, pied~
or other
odds evidence
debt
Am’ds of
limimn'om set
the limitations
lo the
and securities
therefor, subject,
in the
securitia medal:
however, to
the Artides
of
subiea. however.
set forth
fonh in
lncorpor.tlon
Dedanuon;
Incorporation ~d
and the Oed;i.ratlon;

(d)
(d)
lo

mud

mm.

m

Wu

n‘me to
(e)
To Fm
fix and
;u,d levy
to time
time Regular
Rzgular Assessments,
Assunmts, Special
1nd
levy from time
Assasmam, ;md
Spedal Assessmentt,
(e)
Dedann‘on; to
d1: Owners, ~
as provided
pmvided in
UmltEd Asses:sment5 upon the
in the
the Decbration;
fix due
the
Limimd
deumine and
m dea!tmine
and ﬁx

0mm,

mm

d-te (or the payment ol such Asseuments, and lhe date upon which the
same shall become
due
duedambrﬂwpayrnmofsudAmnmmandmedmmwhim
magmashailbewne
be fixed
delinquent;
prc,vided. howeYer, !hat such As:semnem:s shall
shall ~
dellnqumc ptavidad,
levied only
Em .nd
and levied
m provide
pmvide
only to
ofﬂuCorpoa-an'on,md
oflhemgnd
forthe
for
the ~ent
cl the expe ises of
the Corporation, and of
the taxes and messments upon
upon re.al
real
paymenoldum
or mpied
cnnrmlied or
or
owned, leased,
oca.ipied by
Insed, controlled
or personal
propa‘ty ownd,
Carpomn'on, or
personal property
ma Corporation,
or for
for the
the
by the
or supplles
for labor
labor rendered
or mamials
payment
ren~ or
materials or
and coNumed,
suppllu used
or
of expenses for
mnsumed, or
payment o(
used and
furnished for
for the
equipment
~li.ance fumished
development of
mainmane. improvement°'
me rmlntenaru:l!.
equipmm: and
of such
and awlianm
sud:
impmvunmt or development
in ralau'on
o! any and all
obligations in
the must
all obligations
or
property
or for
payment o(
relation thereto,
for the
performing or
or in
in perionning
properly or
thereto, or
Carporan'on fur
of the
the purpcsa
the Corporation
causing
to be mfmmd
periormed any of
purposes oi
of the
for the
and
ausing to
me general
beneﬁt and
general benefit
provisions of
amordanca with
with the
the provisions
welfare
of the
oi the
in ~rdanca
of
welfare of
the Ownt!n,
Owners, in
the Dedaration.
The Board
Board of
Dedanﬁon. The
all such
incur any
lo Incur
and all
sud1 apenditura
Direct.Ors iJ
expenditures for
is hereby
of the
me foregoing
fomgoing
authorized to
for any
Director!
hereby ;iuthorized
any ;ind
any of
adequzm raerves for
provided adequ.te
or cause
purpose, and
to be provided
repl:u:ements as
as the
cause Lo
the
provide. or
and to
purposes
to provide,
for replacemens
shall deem
damn to
lo be
be neces.sary
of Direaors
or advﬂble
Board
Board oi
dvisable iry
the interest
interest oi
of me
the Corporation
Dimer: shall
Corpondon or
or
nmary or
in me
the Board of
welfare
collec:,;d by
the Owners,
cf Direaor1
of the
welfare of
from d1:
Dimors from
ma Owner,,
Ownes. The funds cnllead
Owners,
by the
fot maintenance
mainmnanu reaming
am'ibmbla for
for replacunent
replacement reserves, for
recurring les:s
aaribut:2hle
than annually,
[a (requenr!y
annually,
frequmdy than
n'ma be held
in trust
shall at
for c:apir.l
for the
at all
all time
eld in
trust for
not be
be
and
improvunenu. shall
shall not
and for
spin! impromnerus,
the Owners
Ownen and shall
me Owna-x.
commingled
from the
Owners. Such
odler Assessments coll~
collecmd fmrn
wim other
Sud: Regular
cumminyed with
Assyrians,
Regular Assessments,
shall be
be ﬁxed
~d Umimd
Limited Amnens
As:ses:sments shall
fixed in
in mdanm
accordance with
with the
Special
the provisions
provisions
Special Assessments and
fail to
of
Ded.ntion. Should
Assessments before
delinquency, d1e
the
m~
Should any
the Declanu'on.
oi the
before delinqumq,
any Owner fail
pay such Assmenu
'3
m enforce
in Its
enfnrte the
Board of
of Directtlr1
authorized
aumorized to
dlsaeﬁon, i$
lu dl.saetion,
the payment
Board
delinquent
Diremn in
of such
sud: delinquent
payment of
Ihe Dedamu‘on;
as ptmn'ded
provided in
in the
Declaration;
Assessments
Assasmens u

hm, Mm

m

I

menu

rum

mm

m,
mam

mm

of the
To enforce
the Property,
provisions of
Dedaraﬁon covering
mvuing the
the provisions
me Declaration
enforce the
or
Bylaws or
Property, these Bylaw5
other
Ccrpo~on;
of the
me Carponﬂon;
other agreenents
agrmmu of

(f)
(l)

mam

m

fur and ~y
blanket. liabillty,
(g)
To ccotract for
casu.a.lty, bl.u,ket.
for, usually,
vandalism
liability, malicious
malidmn mischief,
misduief, vandalism
pay for,
(y
imun’ng Lhe
the Corporation,
and other
the Owners,
Corpor.i.tion, the
mher lnsurana,
me Board
other
Dimaors and other
Board of
of Direaors
Ownus, the
immune. insuring
pam‘a, in
with the
provisions ohhe
of the Dadanﬁon,
Declaration, covering
interasted p:uties,
in .ac:r:::ottf.;nO!! with
me pruv'sions
pmmdng
intermed
and pro!J!Cting
cumin; and
injuria .u
without
against such
advisable, which
or injuries
as the
ma B~
deans advisable,
Board deems
whid1 may
damag or
against
50¢ d;image
may indude without
Rh: Properly, and
lim it:.ltlon, medial
and to
injured on the-Property,
of penons
the agents
and
pawns injured
agens and
limitation,
medial expenses
upensa o{
to bond the
if deemed
advisable by
employtt:5
any mammal:
management body,
C! of
me Bo.l..l'
of any
deﬁned advisable
Board
of Directors;
Dimors;
body, if
employee of
by the

mm

or provide
pmvide for
(h)
To 0mm,
operate, m2intain
the cpenn'on,
opero:Jon, maintenance
maintenance
mhuwise manage or
1nd otherwise
for me
mainnin and
To
m contraa for
and
the Common Area,
Ate.a, if
i! any,
maintenance,
of the
for and
and pay
management of
and management
pay m;iintenanc:e,
my, and to
gardening.
utilities, m.1rerial.s
ies, and
services relating
relating to
Area, if any,
and servics
to the
the Common Area,
materials and suppl
supplies,
any,
gardening, udlitia.
of the
the Common Area.,
operation of
including
for the
and
to employ
employ pe!'SOnnel
neassary for
the operation
pasonnel necmsary
Area, If any,
and (o
any, including
(or and pay
for improvements
any
legal ;ind
and any
and to
impmvemenu and
to CDntract for
and ..ao:cundng
aanunting servl~,
lap!
sentim, and
pay for
In case
use of
of damage by
fadliu'a on
reaeation.J facilities
on the
the Common Area.
other casualty
ﬁre or
or other
wualw
any. In
Area, if an)·.
reanadonal
by fire
1h: Corporation,
to
property owned and/ar
and/or managed by
by the
Corporation, If insurance
aceed
the pmperry
procgeds e:(O!ed
insurance proceeds
to the
of repairing
available
repairing or
Tweoty-Five
the cost or
or the
rebuilding exceeds
or rebuilding
med: available
Twenty—Five Tho~d
Dollars (S25,000),
Thousand Dollan
(523,000), or
insuranO!
of D.::.ir=eao
==rs_ _ _ __
Dollars (S2,000),
insumncn p ~ by
Thorand Doll~
men the
1h: Board
than Two Thousand
(52, 000), then
by more than
39am"aLDireaors
mnman'ts m
pom‘on of
shal
obtain ﬁrm
firm bids
bid! fmrn
from two
two or
or more raponsible'
responsible contractors
to rebuild
cf the
the said
said
rebuild any
shalll obm'n
any portion
on‘glnal plans
property in
the original
plans and
and specifiGldoru
thereto, and
a.nd shall,
spedﬁmtions with
in actQrdance
wim ~pee!
with ma
shall,
property
accordance with
rapeu durum
all
the Corporation
soon a.s
meeting or"
special meeting
as
possible thereaiter,
ll aa special
of the
Corporation Io
to consider
a5 possible
thereafter, a
consider such
such bids.
bids.
as soon

(h)
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if

if
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if
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sud“: special
meeu‘ng, the
vou‘ng power
A1 such
spedaJ meeting,
the Members may by
At
mmeiounhs (3/4)
cf the
the voting
(3/4) of
power cast,
elect
by three-iourths
an, elect
sud: bids and thus
reject such
rebuild. Failure
Lhus not m
to thus
mus reject
Failure to
o rejea
to rebuild.
reject such
to
shall be
such bids
be deemed
cleaned
bids shall
cf such
ampmnce
selemd by
sud: bid
as may be selected
aCCEptance of
bid as
the Manager;
Manager;
by me

nmy

mm

uﬁlin‘a
To grant easements
asemam whee
far uti
fadliu‘a over
(i)
where neassasy for
lities and sewer
sewer facilities
the Common
(n
aver the
d'ae Property;
serve the
Propu‘ty:
Area m
to serve

Am

u'me, if
To fix.
dmine and name from
fmrn time
if necasary
time to
m time,
(j}
adv'mhle, the
Fun, determine
the public
m advisable,
public
nmary or
m
mrpomn‘on which
faundau‘on or corporation
fund, foundation
mm or there
whid: i's
agency,
is then
mere organized
agency, fund,
or operated
fur
omnind or
ommd fer
(brporan'on may be distributed
duriuble purposes,
m whi¢
of thu
due assets of
charitable
which the
his Corporation
disn-ibumd upon
Dumas, to
upon liquidation
liquidation
ov' the
lnmrponu‘on oi
me Corporation
or dissolution
dissohﬁcn according
Adda of Incorporation
mrdlng to
die Artfdes
or
m the
unis such
such assets
Corporaﬁon unless
asses
Am'da of
Building Lots
m Ownen
dimxbum to
Owners of
larly provided
shall
shaﬂ be di.stncuted
of Building
Lou as
as more particu
pardcuiarfy
in the
the Artides
of
provided in
lncorpann‘on. The assets
disuibumd shall
asset so distributEd
{hue runaining
Incorporation.
remaining after
just
satisfam‘on of
:hall be those
of all
all just
after satisfaction
dinn'bmion of
obnm‘ons of
and obligations
of all
debs .md
me Col'poration,
an propeny
debts
o(the
Corporation, and mer
aim oJ.Stribution
c: acquired
held or
acquired
pmpeny held
of ;aa specific
u-um:
due Corporation
mans of
mm or
or trum;
by
undtt the
the tennS
Corporation unda
spedﬁc trust
by the

m

M

W
WW

Dim,

of the
vow of
To .dopt.
me Board
repeal by
Boan:f of
and
adopg amend. and repeal
rula and
majority vote
o! Oirec:tDB, rules
by majority
deﬁned reasonable
ﬂue Corporation
regulation,
reasonable and nmry;
nea:ssary; and
regulation: as
as 10
In the
Corporadon deemed

(le)

(U
(I)

Tomyﬂlmlwmmmmdmnleﬁedapimmemnmm

To pay a.II real ..nd personal property lalG!:S and .memnent! levied against the Common

Area owned or
~ged by
Curporadon.
me Corporation.
Am
ormanased
by the

mam

c! Direacrs
Carporan'on
Section 4,4
4.4 Maoamneot c:',g:ot. The
Dimmrs may
Section
Thu Board of
the Corporation
fur the
may contract or employ
employ for
mbl'uhzd by
managgnenz aw:
me Board of Directors
(‘Manam .ta
aa rr.anagement
agent r~ager")
z: a compensation
Mpumdon established
m perform
sud: duties
duﬁa
Dllednn to
pmbtm such
by the
auxhon'ze, including.
not limited
limimd to
shall authorize,
indudlng but
bu! not
m the
and services
the Board
mica as
me duties
in Seaion
4.3
as me
Board of
cl Olreao,s shall
SzaSon 4.3
dwa lis1ed
lismd In

Dim

hereof.
hereol.

'·

·

for elealon
Nunination for
Sedan 4.5
dedon to
Direcmrs
me Board
Board oi
of Director1
to the
Section
45 Nominatfoo Elt:0100 and Jean of Office,. Nomination
Nominan'on: rnzy also
meeu‘ng.
rude from
from the
shall be
be m.ide
nominadon
annual meeting.
shall
ination committ2e.
the floor
cnmmime. Nominations~
made by
a nom
also be made
at the
the annual
ﬂoor at
by a
dm'rpu'son, who sh.all
mamber of
The
of a
Tht nomination
be a1 member
nomination commitl!!e
shall be
shall COO$ist of
a diairpenon,
of the
commim shall
the Board
Board of
of Directcr5,
Dims, and
or more
two (2)
namlnaung committee
shall be
mmmim shall
Assodzﬂon. The nominating
Menben of
of the
me Assodadon.
mom M~ber1
of
(2) or
be appointed
d1: Board
Board of
appoinm by
by the
meeu‘ng until
Direcmrs
o! the
of such
Direct::crs prior
annml meeting of
prior to
cad: ann~
the members,
fmm the
me dose of
menbus, IbD ~ from
sud: annual
die
m each
annual meeting
until the
sud'l appointment
meen'ng. The
of tho
close of
appoinunun shall
dose
the not
annual meeu'ng,
meeting, and
a.nd such
at each
nan annual
shall be announced at
annual meeting.
cad: annual
elem'on m
nomination
nominaﬁoru for
nor.i
ination commiaee
for election
to me
the Board of
shall mae
malt: as
a many nomlnatioru
in it3
iu
of Olrecmrs
commine .shall
shall in
Dlredms as
as it shall
discmdon determine,
man the
d1: number of
that are
are to
m be filled.
ﬁnd. Such
dfscretfon
vacancies that
ofvundu
no! les,
deu-mlne. but not
la than
be
naninadons may be
Sud: nominations
mad:
made from ilmong
ncn-membes.
among Members
Mamba: or
or non-membe.1.

mm

m

Mn:

it

mm

meeu'ng of
d'Ie Corporation,
annml meeting
and thereafter ar
a: eac:h
adv annual
At
first annu;a!
of me
the Corporation,
Corpondon, and
annual meeting
the Hm
medng of
Corporation,
At the
of lhe
wn'm ballot
ballot by
new DI~
l ~ by
of Members present
Majority of
meeting as
be e
seat! written
a M.!Jority
ax such
sud! meeting
as
elem
shall be
Dlrecma shall
praent at
by a
by secret
vou'ng is
oflhe
provided
In these
B not
nu permitted.. The t!!fm
um ot
fur one (1)
pl'O'lided In
the Dlreaors shall
Cunulaﬂve voting
shall be
be for
(l) yeu.
year.
thae Bylaws.
Bths. Cumu.lmve
meeu‘ng is
or the
are not
not eleaed
elemd there.at.
is not
me DireaotS are
not held,
In the
the event
tlut an
In
annual meeting
Dlreacrs may be
be
event ma:
due Directors
held, or
an annual
theta; the
unu'l a
shall hold office
ofﬁce until
elected
at any
any sped.I
for that
purpose. Each
Each Director
has been
been
Dinmr shaJI
ma: purpme.
held for
elated at
meeting held
a suca:ssor
sumo: ha.s
spedal meeting
re::signatlon, remO'la.l
Judicial ;id)udlQl:lon
mental incom~ce.
elected
or until
until death,
ofmaan!
arjudidal
saving
elected ar
maul or
incanpema. Arry
adlldiuﬂon of
puson serving
dam, raimaHOn,
Any Pffl()n
nunber of
die number
of terms
as
be re-elede:I,
liminﬂm on
whid! a
an the
shall be
as a
a Director m.y
man shall
be no limitation
um: during
a Dtrector
Dimctw
during which
reelemd, and there
may be
may serve.
serve.

Wm
Dim

Dim

Dim

...:

1n.

Wm,

.uﬁh

shall c:;iuse
Thu Boani
Dianna shall
full set
Gus: to
set
mainnincd
Board oi
u! Dlreao~
to be ma
Secﬂnn 4.6
4.5 Boos, 8oaociat Statements, Thi!!
Section
tntained aa full
Corporau‘on in
1h: Corporation
manna- consistalt
with
of the ~rs
of
the fi~d~
affairs of
of the
consismt with
madman ofthl!I
in a
a! boola
books and
ﬁnandal condition
a manner
and records
showing me
record: showing
will provide
provide a
a sta.tenent
ﬁsa] year
sauna: for
gent!r.ll
ly accepted
for the
Cotponﬂon will
premding fisaJ
dwe preceding
munﬁng principles.
prirdpla. The Corporation
year
generale
acmmd acr:ountlng
wn'men request
Buisdlng lot
if
u! any
that ls
ls sea.ired
a written
submiu a
requat
m: holder,
secured by
ﬁrst mortgags that
i! th,!
or guaramor
Lo: submit!
halder, insurer
insure or
gnaw of
by ia Buikllng
any fim
widu'n thlny
for
lo e.ach
afar the
the completion
Munber within
completion
each Member
iL A Clpy
be delivered
delimed lo
mlny (30)
shall be
{or it.
of each
ad: satement
men: shalt
(30) day,
days after
mpy oi
reﬂem'ng
Corporau'an ~ha
die Corporation
shall
of
eaing income and expendlrures
ll
apendiruru of
mmenx reO
of the
of such
such st.i~ent.
51:1me M
annual o~ng
An annu.J
amdng statement
cad: fiscal
of each
be clstributed
within ninety
ninety (90)
ﬁsal year,
md of
ﬁrst mortgagees
1h: end
and to
mongages
Mamba wimin
dimbuwd to
to fim
(90) days~
day: after the
end: Member
tn each
year, and
Corporation proceedings.
who have in
writing n!qUested
of Corporation
proceedinp.
in writing
node of
requand notice

mm
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Secn'on 4.7 V:i!C'iJOS:i~. Vanda
the Board
in the
of Oireaors
mused by
Dimmrs caused
othad'un
Section
Vac:;;lnCies in
Board of
than the
reason other
renoval
the removal
any reason
by any
ov' the
of a Direaor
ﬁlled by
vole of
shall be filled
the Members
majority of
of
Director by
the majority
Mamba: shall
vom of
of the
oi the
the remaining
remaining Directors,
by vote
Direcnrs, even
even
by aa vote
mnsn'mm [a
Lhauym
eads person
elected shall
shall be
th
:>ugh they may constinrte
les:s dun
than aaquorum,
quorum, and each
until aa successor
so elected
pawn so
be a
a Director
su—or
Direanr until
mem'ng called
mem'ng or
is elected
elemdazmenedanmnl
oraispedal
is
at the next annual meeting,
at a special meeting
for that purpose. A
vacancy or VilOlnOes .shall
alledfnrmaxpurpos;
Amnqormndashall
be
miynn‘on, removal
maul oc
ain in
in case
ass of
be deemed m
ID exist
of deam,
judicial adiudian'on
adjudiGltion of
mental incumpma
incompetence of
orjudidal
deada, resignation,
ofmmml
of any
any
Diredm', or
or in
full number
ase me
m elea
ale: the
me full
nunbe of
the case
Martha: hi!
amhorized Direc.1Dt3 at
of authorized
Director,
fn the
the Membets
bil to
which
azwhidl
at arry
maﬁa; at
any meeting
suzh electlon
dedan i5
su:h
to aka
talce place.
place.
i5 m

Dim

BMW

regular or special
mating of
Sedan 4.8
A: any
ofﬂae
Carpenm‘cn duly
spedal meeting
Sealon
4.8 RemQYi!/ of pjc:eQpc Al
the Corpcrarion
any regular
alled, any
duly olled,
any
wid1 or
one or
ra'ncved with
or more
morn of
Dlrednr! rn.ay
ause by
a Majority
oni!
of the
or wimout
without cause
Majority of
ma Dlrecto~
oi Members i1l'ld
and a
a S1.JCC!::5SClr
sumac
may be remOlled
by a
Direcmwhosa
ﬁllmevaancythmaumd.
mtymen
may
then and Mubeelemd
the1J be elected m
to fill
dle vaancy thus created. Any Director
whose removaJ
been proposed
man] n.as
has hem
proposed
m be heard iJl
Members 5haJI
shall be given
at the
the meeting. If any
by
given an opportunity
all of
opporumily to
orall
cf the
me Directors
Direcms are
are so
so
by the Member,
any or
same meeting.
removed,
l ~ at
a the
me wne
removed, new Direao·~
meeting.
Direccn may be
eleced
be e
lf

m amalgam;

ﬁrst regulM
or a newly e!eaed
regular meeting of
Sedan 4.9
Section
4.9 Qmnlzatjpn M:e::[fng. The lim
Direcmrs shall
of Directors
elemd Board
shall
Baud of
the Board
of the
within b!n (10}
b:
dedon of
:1 such
sud: place
cf Olreaors,
be held
held within
the election
Board of
plcO!! .s
Dimmrs, at
of due
be fixed
(10) days
ﬁxnd and
shall be
and
days of
as shall
whid'x such
sudt Directors were eleaed,
announad by
dead, for
at the
me meeting
at which
for the
of organization,
announced
tho Dimmu
Directors at
purpose of
amnizan‘on,
mesh; at
me purpwa
by ma
uansam‘on of
buslnm No
of offlcen,
shall be
Na notice
eelection
lection of
other business.
the newly
me trans.d:ion
of odna'
notice shall
be necessary to
cfﬁcus, and the
elected
newty elected
m the
in order
oi die
m constillste soch
such meeting
me whole
majority oi
Dlreaors
m~ng, pmv-ided
provided aa majority
whole Board
of Directors
Director: In
order legally
Dimmrs shall
shall
legally to
Board of
be praent.
pre5enL

Dim

W.
comm

nmxy

v:,.,..

af Directors
the Board of
of the
1981113! meetings
held monthly
meeﬁnﬁ of
Sedan 4.10 Other 8ei3Jli!c Me:doc. Regular
Dimmrs sh.all
Section
monthly
shall be held
n‘me by
ﬁxed from tine
be feted
without notice,
a CTli)'
place il.lld
raulution cf
Una 10
noun, at
said
and t,our
haw il$
m time
without
Should said
Board. Should
at such
sud1 plaa
may 1::e
me Beard.
of the
by resolution
u‘me on
shall be held
fall upon a
at me
meeting
held at
the 9m:
Qtl'le time
meedng shall
meedng f;all
mm that
mat meeting
on the
whidl il
is not
leg! holiday,
no:
a legal
the next
holiday, then
nan day
day which
Board of
of Olrectors
shall be given
of regulanneetings
afﬁne
a let;:al
of
the Boa.rd
a
legal hollmy.
given to
Dlrecmn shall
Nada of
regular
tn each
holiday. •Notlcs
Direcmr, personally
end: Dire:ctor,
pesonany
the day named for
or
or relegraph,
least three
three (3)
d.ry, prior
prior to
or tr1
u least
(3) days
lo the
lor such
unlw the
the
mail, t!!lephone
b7 mail,
mleyzph, at
sud: meetings,
mlwhone or
meednp, unle53
meeu'ng in
nou‘a of
Lhe organization
whid'l c:35e
in which
amuannounczd at the
lime and place
orphlnuon meeting.
meedng Is
Is announced
time
pl:M:e of
of such
of other
sud: meetings
such notice
case such
required.
regular meetings
meeﬂng shall
shall not be
regular
be required..
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“.73”

an

2.!

meeting of
Spedal m~ng,
ma Soard
Board of Directors
of !he
Sedan 4.11
4.1 1 Spfda[ t;dc:ticc- SpedaJ
Section
called by
d1:
Diredms may be called
by the
refma m
me Vice
Vic: President,.
or by
Pres
ident. or,
to 1a,
aa. by
Praidem ls
Pruidenz. or
the P~ident
At
Pruldent.
Dimmrs. At
is absent
absmt or refuses
if the
or, Ir
Mo (2l
by the
(2) Directors.
any two
by any
p'vm m
ad: Oireaor,
Dimmr, personally
least two
notice shall
least
two (2)
(2) days,
be give,
to each
or by mail,
shall be
pusanally or
mail, telephone
which
mlephone or
mlepaph, which
or talegraph,
days, notice
providem vid
lfsa'ved
hutinabove provided}
shall state
and the
the purpose
of the
notice
purpose of
the meeting.
nodce shall
time, place
Ca, hereina.bove
served by
plan (a
sum the
ma time,
meeting. If
mail,
by mail,
m the
the address
each
addrm reflected
reﬂemd on the
each such
be sent.,
prepaid, to
the records
sud: notlCI!!
nodm shall
pong: prepaid,
records of
tha Corporation,
shall be
Corporation, and
sent, postage
of the
o’dodt p.m.
x 5:00
pm. on !he
5:00 o'docx
if not
me second
y'vm, if
shall be
shall
not aoua.!Jy
~ier, .t
deﬁned given,
:ﬁu it Is
B deposited
deposim
be deemed
mud d:r( 2lrer
amnﬂy ~ adier,
as pmvlded
mail as
in a
Wheneva :my
in
a regular
Unitl!d Sc:ues mail
provided herein.
herein. Whenever
of the
(he Unimd
been absent
regular depository
has be-en
ahsent
Dlrecmr ha,
deposimry of
any Dlreaor
mlnuu to
m the
from a
from
n y ~ meeting
the Bo.utl
of Dll'l!:C!Dl3, ;in
entry In the
the mlnuta
effect th.at notice has been duly
ofzhe
meeting o(
Board ofDlrms,
mmuyln
thedkarhatnadcehabeen
duly
myspedzl
meeu'ng was given
y‘ven to
evidma ma:
o! such
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of the
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be the
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me right
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that all
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require that
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shall require
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d1:
mployea of
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Corporation funds
fumish adequate
handling or
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rho Corporation
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shall furnish
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adequate fidelity
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premium
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sud: bonds
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bepaid
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From time
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Board of
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4.16
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time tc
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by resolution,~
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CXJmmittees
shall desire,
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in the
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mn‘m Board
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of Directofl,
majority of
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and aa successor
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of the
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6.1
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Section 6.
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OBLIGATIONS OF OWNERS
OWNES

m

All Ownen
with the
Declaration,
me Declaration,
m p.ry,
the provisions
of the
mrdanm with
provisions of
in accordance
obligamd to
am oblig:ueci
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Owns: are
pay, in
whidn m.iy
all
Cupomn‘on to
all e;,cpenses of
m meet
meet all
of the
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Corporation, which
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me Corporation
impmd by
all Assessments imposed
by the
fur
include,
without limit2tlon,
premium and
and an
insuranc: premium ror
liability insurance
insuranca policy
an in.sur.1m:e
a llability
policy prunium
Iimiudon, .a
indude, widmut
in me
as
of fire,
omer hazard,
a
iepclir and
o n work in
~ of
hanrd. as
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or other
emhquak: or
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a policy
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at the
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t
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in the
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be enforced,
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meDeclmu'on.
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Declaration. . __ --- ·· _ --.. ·-·.
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provided in
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Building Lot
Lot as
and repairworlton
as required
:he provisions
required under
mdu the
provisions
the Dedaﬁon.
of the
provided in
almn'ons and repair
in the
funher provided
all plans
of
Oecbration. Al
Declaration. all
plans for
As further
due Dedaran'on,
fur alter.uions
repair
oi impmvenenu
tin Property
prior wﬁm
of
improvements on the
the prior
writ?J?n consent
Architec::ru..tl
reeive the
com: of
of the
d1: Ardﬂnecnnl
Pmpaty must reaive
Cumming. TheAtc:h~
Cummim shall
TheNdIimmnl Committee
shall e:s&lbrlSh
Comm~
mmhl: procedures
subﬁsh re:ason.ahle
fur the
me granting
gaming
proaduxe for
dalial of
and denw
in accordance
with the
Declaration.
mrdance with
of 5UCh ;pprova.l
appmval in
the Dedann'on.

m

'-v.‘

‘

in the
puvidd in
kAs furdxer
further pravidf!d
the Declaration,
the Corporation
eadw Owner shall
shall reimburse
Dedamdon, each
Corpomﬁnn
reimbutsa the
for
any expenditures Incurred In
repairing or
rep!xing any
any portion
portion of
Propeny awned
owned or
or
{or any
ln repairing
or mpladng
of the
me Prom
whidi are
mntmlled
are damaged through
the ~ult
controlled by
by ma
the Corporation
durum the
Corporaﬂon which
fault of
and each
of the
the Owner,
eadn
Owner, and
for the
me COStS of
rapain'ng, replacing
Owner shall
shall prornptfy
reimburse the
the Corporation
of ~iring.
Corporaﬂcn for
repladng and/or
andlor
prompdy reimburse
Corponn‘on has
mainnlnlng that
maintaining
portion u!
of ﬂu
the Property
Property whk:h
tha Corporation
replaced or
which the
um portion
has repaued,
or
repaired, replnd
Dedaran‘on. Such
mainnlned
pursuant
m the
the Declaration.
Sum medium
shall indude
m.lntalned p
~ t to
expenditures shall
include all
com and
and
munmsu
all court
inan-red in
reasonable
fee and eost5
mfurdng any
in enforcing
reaso~le amrneys'
illtC~ fees
any prcvi!tion
cw: incurred
provision of
of these
mac Bylaws
or the
me
Byiaws or

(b)
m)

mama Wed

"‘

m

.'.

:.,

~..

Dedanﬂon.
Oedaratlon.

ARTIQE
V“
ARTtaEVll
AMEDMBJTS TO BYlAWS
AMENDMENTS
BYLAWS
These
Bylaws may be ~ by the Corporation
; I( an annual
annual meeting
or at a duty c:onstitured meeting
Corporaﬂon .nan
medngoruaduiymmﬁmted
macaylzwsmayboamcnddbyme
meeting
Am'da oi
of :he
In the
of
Corporation for
purpose as
the Artid~
lncorl)Oration. No amendment
these Byiaws
Bylaws
in Corporation
for such
sud! purpose
as provided
provided In
of lnmrporaﬁon.
:mmdment to
m that
shall take
shall
least~a Majority
Majority of
Mero.be, or
or sudl
herein otherwi.re
sud! ·other
other percentage
aka eifea
a: 1m
usznbus
unlm approwd
approved by
otherwise
aha Wlless
permnmge as
as huein
by at
provided.
provided.

-vI-r-p:vx;rrrmmm<

AKTIGE V!"
ARTiruvm
MEANING
MEAN
INC OF
TERMS
OFTHMS

—4"T"i‘

um

atha'wisa defined
Exapt as
herein, all
a.II tenns hernin
herein Initially
have the
the same meanings
Gpimlized shall
Except
as otherwise
deﬁned herein,
shall have
meaning
Inidaﬂy e1pitalized
'Anids', •Assessments•,
as am
ue applied
to such
without llmitltion,
'Assss-nens',
as
Ihe Declaration
applied no
Declaration lndudlng.
lndudin; widnout
sud: 1efmS In
1n the
Ilmimuon, •Artfdes•,
'Uan
'Gnnmr‘, 'Anodanon', •suildlng
'8uildlng Lot8,
'Owners.‘
•Assoc:iatJon•,
"Common Area',
Area•, ·Grant:oc",
~A
AMember", 'Gass B
IDI‘, 'Ca'nrnm
Munba', and
B Member",
and ·Owners:

Mm:

W, •aass

mm:

.m

-(.

ARTIQE IX
AKnaElX
CONRJCTlNG
CONHJCHNG PROVlSlONS
PROVEIONS

In
case any a l ~ Byl.w5 cooftJctwith any J:)rO'fflions al lhe laws of the Stat2 of Idaho. SLCh conflicting
lnasemydduByimamﬁlawimanypmv-‘uiomofﬂulzmofﬂmsmofldaho,md1wnﬁicﬁng
ﬁml mmdemnIMOn
but all
vuid upon
adm- Bylaws
all other
Byl_aws
CDUrt determin..ttion to
dull be nun
null and void
runain in
in
sud: dad. but
shall remain
Bylaws shall
m such~
Bylzws shall
won final
Am'da
lnmfpomn‘on '21d
full force
and effect. In
conflict ~
the Articles
Byf aws the
ln case
berwem the
full
Amda of
Force and
case of
of any
of Incorporation
me Artides
and these
anymﬂict
[hag Bylaws
In the
any conflia
the Dedaraﬂon
Decbratlon and these
shall
shall control:
the case
[hue Byfaw,,
mﬁia between the
Declaration shall
mnml; :ind
and In
mu of
shall
ofany
due Oecfa..ratlon
Byiaws, the
corr.rel.
carnal.

.x

m

-

pm“

.

ARTJQ.EX
ARTICLEX
INDEMNIACATION AND lNSURANCE
INDElNlFXCATlON
INSURANG

mum

'agent' means
Section
For the
purposes. of
Article, •agent"
any person
~ n who Is
ls or
or
due purpcsa
mi: Anide,
10.1 Q:m[n Definjt!oa,. For
of th!!
means any
Section 10.1
of the
or other
othar agent
offi<2f'", employee
the Corponilon,
or is
is or
or was
~t due
th~ request
request of
of the
me
was iia Director,
Corporadon, or
was serving
Dlrecnr, ofﬁcer,
serving at
enployea or
awn: of
of anothu
or was a
Corpomion ~
direaoc-, offi~,
employee or
another corporation,
direaor, officer,
corporaﬂcn. or~
or agent
Corpoudon
a direct»,
ofﬁcer, employee
employee
n aa dim,
3381! of
05m, anplayee
'promedlng’ me.uu
ol the
the Corporation;
or ilJent
which wa
predewsor corpomlon
or
a! a
was a
a predeceuor
cntpondon of
Curponﬂon; •proceedingagant or
means any
a corporation
mmcradon whld:
any
threatened,
pending or
proceeding, whemer
whether civil,
aiminal, administrative
won or
dvil, aiminal,
or completed
mplem action
or preceding,
adminimﬂve or
or Investigative:
dimmed. pmdlng
lnvadgﬂve;

rm

anumeys' fees
withoutlirninn‘on,
and 'mensu'
•expenses• lndudes,
limitltion, attorneys'
any expenses
right to
fea and costS
cum and any
Indes. without
of establishing
to
establishing a
a right
mans: of
10.4.
indemnifica.tion under Section
~ p h (c)
Sea:ion 10.4.
or paragraph
ofSedon
Indemniﬁauon
Secﬁcn 10.3
(c) of
10.3 or

- - - - - - -------

--·

WM New
WW
-
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Wm.

shall indemnify
indemnify any
or is
is a
Section
any person
or
a party
Sedan 10.2 lodemnific:arign. This Corporation shall
partyor
petson who was or
acn'on by
Corporan‘cn to
is thre.::tened
(Omar than
a pany
to any
man an aaion
is
party to
meding (other
or in
of this
wrung to
to be made a
in the
the right
dais Corporation
m
right of
any proceeding
by or
in its
i5 favor)
ui the
the fact
is or
Carporan‘on,
fad that
petsons is
favor) by
reasom of
that such persons
or was
of this
dais Corporation,
procure a judgment
an agent oi
judynent in
by reasons
was an
Odie:- amounts
incun'ed in
seafa'nam and other
in coMecrion
amounu aaually
apinst expenses, judgments,
mnnedan
against
ﬁns, settlements
and reasanabfy
judynmu, fines,
amnﬂy and
masanabfy incurred
kid": and in
if such
sud: peflan
sud: proceeding if
in good
in a
a manner such
such person
to be
wi:h such
pawn aaed in
believed to
good faith
be
reasonably believed
person reasonably
d'Ie best
in the
me case
in
Corpomﬂon and, in
m the
bat interests of
oi the
d1: Corporation
use of
of a
Ind no
no
in or not opposed to
aimina! p~ing,
promding, h:ad
a aiminai
unlawﬁJL The termination
sud1 p~ns
rmsamble c:ausc
re:isonab!e
belleve the
w believe
of S1Jch
was unlawful.
mndln of
person: wa5
me conduct
of any
pmding by
awe to
minaﬂon of
any proceeaing
by
cnnmndere or
or its
cnnvidcn or upon aa plea of
of nolo conamde~
judgment, order,
shall not.,
judgnem,
equivalmtshaﬂ
cf itself,
selﬂemmt, amvialon
iuelf,
order, settl!ment.,
in equivalent
nor, of
in good faith
in a
a manner which
agate a
max the
pruumpdon that
the person
not act
ac: In
a presumption
aeat:e
faith and in
did not
person did
which the
me persons
persons reasonably
reasonably
Corporau’on or
in or
or not
:he Corporation
of the
believed tD
believed
not opposed
m be in
oppmed 10
m the
be! lnterest:5 of
m any
the best
or with
wim respect
raped to
any aiminal
lo believe
muse to
procaedlng that
proceeding
had reasonable
~ the person's conduct
was unlawful.
believe Mite
masonable cause
the person
unlawful. HOWe'Vl!f',
that the
puson had
:nnduuwas
ormamas
in r1!Spect
mwhid'u
n3 indemnification
shall be
bernade
n-::>
made in
of any claim, issue or
maner as to
which such
shall have
heel
pusonshaﬂ
indanniﬁanon shall
rapeaofanydaim,
havebm
such per30n
pasons‘ duty
such per"SOns'
Cnrporan'on, unless
perfume of
in the
unit: and
adjudged
to the
the Co,poratfon
"able m
m be
the performance
d 5UC:h
tn the
the Corporation,
ajjudged to
Corponﬂon in
be liable
duty to
'u arwas
appliaﬂon
in which
proceeding is
sud| p~lng
the court
cnfy to
or was pending shall
demina upon application
whid: ruch
shall determine
mat the
m the
the e:xtl!tlt that
court In
cnly
such person
to indemnity
for
is fairly
that,
in view
of aJI
the ca5e,
fairly and reasonably
pason is
entitled 10
d1: drcumstan<:25
indenniry for
of the
all the
drcumsanm of
me, ruch
that, in
view of
reasonably entitled
whld'i such court
props.
shall dean proper.
the e:xperue5 which
mutt shall~
the

m,
Wing

m

inm

mm

m Wm.

Hm.

m

mm

mm

Corpomu'on has
that an agent
has been
me extent that
of the
10.3 ExoenE, in Suca:ssful Def!oo~•. To the
agar of
me Corporation
Sa:%fon 10.3
Sedan
'mue
inSem‘on
m in
claim, issue
refuted to
in defense
the merits
of arry proceeding re£,erred
Seaion 10.2.
ln defense
of any claim,
successful
demolanypmctdlng
Orin
main in
démsaafmy
sumful on
onthe
10.2, or
indunm'ﬁed against
shall be
apinst expenses
or
be indemnified
incurred by
me agent
agent
me a~t
mam therein, the
agent shall
aauale and n:asonably
or maner
arpensu actually
reasonably incurred
by the
mmim.
cunnedon then!With.
In
in connection

mm,

Qmmmudamjﬂm

Section 10.3,
as provided in
in Seaion
103, any
Sedan 10.4 Detem,Jnatfon of Standard of Conduct,. Except as
Sectfon
Am'de sh.JI
Corpcrm'on only
the Corporation
if authorized
spedﬁ: case,
use, upon
lndemnlncatlon
only if
in the
authorized In
the specific
this Art:ide
shall be
under this
be made by
indemnlﬂauon under
by the
indemniﬁan‘on of
met the
me
has met
in the
me draimstanca
agent has
drcummncu because
a
that indemnification
a determination
of the
agent is proper
proper in
Lhe ag!nt
determination that
because the
due agent
demined by:
Sedan 10.2,
applicable
of conduct
10.2, as
in Section
condua set
5a forth
ford: in
a determined
by:
appliablc st:mdard
mndard of
is

sudl
of Directors
partia to
not parties
A majority
tn such
consisting of
Dimmers who are
of a
vow of
a quorum consisting
am not
majority vota
procedln;
proceedln~

(al
(a)

<bl
(b)

enu‘dedlnvom
Approval or ratfflatlon by the affinnative vote of a Majonty of Members entitled
to vote
Approvalornﬁﬁadonbyn‘waﬁnnaﬂvamofamiodwananbus

the
is present
pmen: or
or by
Corporaﬁon at
ax which
represented at
whida a
of the
meedng of
quorum is
a: a
a duly
held meeting
the Corporation
a qtJorum
repraenmd
by the
duly held
enu'ded to
due
determining the
m vote.
of determining
of Memben
written
vow. For
Mamba: entitled
of a
For purposes
wdmn consent
mnsent oE
a Malority
Majority of
pummel of
inda'nniﬁan‘on
Corponn'on called
quonm'l of
required
of the
of arrt
me Cotpotation
m approve
o: ratify
appruve or
mify indemnification
alled to
muired quorum
any meeting of
Manber to
to be
is a
a Member
of
written consent
required therefor,
an agent
comm: required
orwrimen
lherefnr, a.n
of an
agent who is
an agent
agmt and the vota or
Indemnified
·
tn vote
not be
«added lo
thereon;
shall not
Indemniﬁed shall
be entitfed
vom thereon;

mam

Mn;

the
(cl
The
appliation made by
in which
sud! proceeding
or was pending,
whidl StJCh
pending, upon
The court
court In
upcn application
by the
mding isB ex
(c)
with
otha' ~ns
connemon with
In connection
pawns rendering
rendering services
Corporation
servlm in
or the
tha agent or
the attorney
Corporation or
or the
or other
zmmey or
is opposed
opposed
person is
m: agent.,
whed'w or
other person
the defense,
such appllc::at!on
applladon by
or not
or other
agent, attomey
notm
me
anomay or
defame, whether
by the
by
or
due Corporation;
Corporaﬂonmf
by the

w

{d)
(d)

W.

of
counsel'in
of a
Independent
dlrecﬂon of
a quorum of
opinion, engaged
In writt2n
engaged at
wrinn opinion,
me direction
leg! cot1nsel
a! the
Independmt leg.LI

disinterested
ln:aors.
dlrecmn.
disintersmd d

procred'mg may be advanced
m defending any
Section
incurred in
Expense inC1..l.ffl!d
any proo:eding
10.5 Advancing~. Expenses
Sedan 10.5
or on
on
o! such
proceding upon receipt
an undemking by
by
to the
receipt of
of an
such proceeding
ﬁnal dl5p05itfon
by or
prior m
Carponu‘on prior
disposldon of
me final
1h: Corporation
by the
be
to be
no: entitled
endded to
is not
ultimately that
agent is
behalf
shall be
be determined
dexarmined ultimately
that the
ma agent
if It shall
sud: amount,
m repay
amount, i£
behalf of
of the
ma agent
repay suc:h
13m: to
m thl..s
8115 Amide.
Indemnified
Anlde.
authorized in
indemniﬁed as
a: .authorired

WW.
I:

mad:
shall be made
indemnlﬂadon or
or advance shall
Seaion
1D 6 t:mur and Limjt;arign$ of lodemnificariam. No indemnlflcatlon
Sedan 10.6
whee
drmrrmncz where
of Secrlon
in any droimst.u1ce
or paragr.iph (d
Sedan 10.4,
10 4, in
under
t as
provided in
O.J or
xn Se.aion
(d of
Seam 1103
as pmvided'
except
under this
H115 Artide,
Adda, ~
it appe~:
. _ __
appears:___

pwh

it

.
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Am‘da of
incnnsismnt with
of the
provision of
That it
with aa provision
Incorporation, these
it would be inconsistent
the Artides
af chcrporan‘on,
[baa
rsohm‘m cf
of Direaors
Direcmrs or
a r?50lution
me Board
Manbas or
Bylaws,
of the
Board of
time
or Members
or an
an agreement in
in efiect
at the
the n‘me
aim: at
Byiaws, a
in the
allepd cause
ofadon
of
the aa:ruaJ
aaion asserted
the proceeding
muse of
asserted in
in which
whid! the
the expenses
me alleged
ofme
3mm! of
of the
proceeding in
meme
otherw‘se limits
pmhibiu or otherwise
was paid,
whid1 prohibits
amouns were
wee incurred or
odla a.mounts
were
paid, which
indunniﬁaﬁon;
Iirnis indemnification;
or othef'
(a)
(a)

mm:

mam

or
or

~:.
’

condiu‘on expressly
inmnsismt with
That
with any
That it
it would be inconsistent
in
imposed by
mun in
mrusfy imposed
any condition
by aa court
a sedans“.
approving
settlement.
approving a

(b)
m)

{I

._

m

inda-nniﬁaﬂon for
for each
Thi.5
Artide s~I
agent referred
mfered to
of Indemnification
udx agent
m in
in this
whedaer or
or
This Md:
this Artid~
shall O"l!atl!
cum aa right
Anide. whether
rim of
adopu‘on of
in part
whid': the
relax arose ln
In whale
or in
prior tn
proaedfng to
whole or
to adoption
of this
Article;
pan prior
Indanniﬁadon relates
dais Aru'de;
pmadlng
m which
d3 Indemnification
bet'DtB or
iniﬁan‘on of
whedﬁa' beion!
in the
or after
am initiation
o(snm
and in
of such amt,
agent. whether
such pl'OO!-eding,
due event
dam dad
sud: right
right shall
shall
of the
due death
wait of
proceding, such
not the
me

4

mt

mama.

In addition,
ro the
extend re
addition, to
the maximum extent pem,itt2d
e.-:t:end
agent's legal
appliable law,
lo such
such agar:
permimd by
legal ~tuives. In
law,
by applicable
othew'sa affea
y‘vm shall
the right
cf indemnification
or othetWi.se
the
be exclusive
admive oi
notbe
oi or
lnda‘nniﬁaﬂon hereJ'(
shall not
aﬁeu any
other rights
sudl agent
righs sl.lch
rim of
any other
aw!
hawy given
insuring policy
may have to
or otherwise.
otheiwise.
m lndemnific:adon,
whedw by
concur, insurance
indunniﬁaﬁun, whedu!r
any contract,.
policy or
by law or under any

W
W.

hm

Wag,

Corponb'on mzy
insumnm on
an behalf
bdaalfof
Sectlon
m.y purchase and malnnin
malntiin insurance
of
Sedan 10.7
10.7 Liabiflty tn;ruran,::. The Corpa~tion
apan‘ty or
or incun-ed
incurred by the
muted against
the agent
in such
any agent
against or
such capacity
or
of the
liability asserted
agent of
agent in
Corpondon against
any
the Corporation
aging -my
any liability
no! the
the Corporation
apnt‘s .starus
Carpomdon would have the
arising out
of the
m indemnify
arising
whether or
out of
the power to
or not
me
indemnify the
5mm as
me agent's
a such, whdwu

m,

Amde.
of this
agent
this Artlde.
agent against
the provisioru
pmvisions of
undu the
stﬁ liability
liability ur,der
391m such

AmGIXI
ARTTa.EXI

Mlsat.lANEOUS
MISGJANEOUS

All chedc:s,
emu orders
drafts or other
orders for
For paymerit
duds, dr:ifu
Sedan 11.
Section
of money,
11.1l Cheda, Drafts and Document,. All
payment ofmonzy,
of or
in the
the name of
tn due
ncta
payable to
the Corporation
shall be signed
ncm or
Issued in
signed or
or other
other evidences
o! illdebtedne:ss
or payable
ar
Corporation shall
evidm of
indamdna lsrued
u‘me, shall
m time,
shall be
dme ID
endorsed by
manner as,
be determined
by resolution
in such
sud: manna
from time
molution
deminw by
endaqed
as, from
or penons.
ad: person
pawn or
pews, and in
by such
of
me Boa.rd
Board of
of the
o! Olrec:orl.
Director:

E;secutioo

Documents.
0mm,

mm

Dlrecors, except a,
as in
in these
othemise
Section
..2
pf
The Board of
of Direct0r3,
Bylaws otherwise
thae Bylaws
Section 11
11.2
inm any
gnu into
to enter"
or ex.ecutl! any
provided, may authorize
or officers, agent
mnmc: or
provided,
13ml or agents,
authorize any
amt, ID
any contraa
any
any officer or
Corponn'on, and sl.lc:h
authority may be
or confined
m
instrument
the name and
the Corporation,
be genera.I
sud1 authority
conﬁned to
cf due
behalf of
in due
genera] or
instrument in
and on
on behalf
spec'ﬁc Instances;
of Director,, no officer,
Board of
s~ffc
agent or
have
shall have
the Boani
or employ1!e
0mm, agent
authorized by
unla so
employee shall
and unll!:SS
so autfiorized
Insane; and
by the
Corpcnu'un’s
enpga'nept or
Corpoan‘cn by
or to pledge
tha
the Corporation
the Corporation's
or eng:agem~t
audunn‘ty to
the power or
pledge the
any contna or
bind ma
or authority
m bind
by any

WW
aﬁw

am

Ohms,

.

...

m

in '!"Y
amount;
to render
able for
for any
credit
or to
and): or
Corpoadon IIliable
randy the
the Corporation
any purpose or in
apy amount.·

“-33:

"f·

mum

·,

.~

Corpomdon's
Cupomion .shall
Section 11
.J lnw-:o:Jpn gf 8yjaw, Bpola and 8ceom, The Corporation
in the
shall lceep
due C.Crporatfon's
Section
keep in
11.3
orig‘nal or
a copy o!
or a
me original
Bylaws a
or othefWise
otherwise altered
office
the transa.afon of
of these ByiiIW5
as amended or
altered ta
to
ofﬁce for
for d1:
of business
bmina the
whid'l shall
the Members
Mamba: at
dma during
date,
the Secrerary,
to inspealon
during
shall be
reasonabie times
irwedon by
be open
at a.JI
all reasonable
cuuﬁed by
ope! m
dam, certified
Sectmy, which
by the
by the
dun'ng reasonabte
all times,
reasonable busin‘
the Association
Asodadcn shall
shall at
a: a.It
of the
office
business
time, during
papers or
ofﬁce hour3.
hours. The
records and ~
Thu boolcs,
books, records
Am'da of
rho Bylaws
of lnr:orporat!on,
the Artides
Bylaws
Dedanuon, the
houl'3,
lncorpomdon, and the
Manber. The Declaration,
be subject
m Inspection
hours, be
inspecﬂcn by
sublea to
any Member.
by any
or' the
Assodation,
prindpal office
the Association,
Menber at
a! the
d1: prindp.il
oma of
of
Assod~on ,ha.II
inspecxion by
for inspealon
of the
any Member
available for
the Assocladon
be av.Jl~le
shall be
by any
mat.
reasonable cost.
where copies
purdnased at
a: reasonable
copiu may
be purchased
may be

Won

mm

Exam

‘lst day
of the Corporation
shall begln
begin on the
Corpuradon shall
the 1st
ﬁn! year
nflanuary
Section
year of
January and
and
Secﬂon 11.4
day of
11.4 fiscal Yeac. The fiscal
dam of
of
ﬂsal yea:
ﬁrst fiscal
the date
except
shall begin
that the
end on
cept that
yeM shaJI
begin on the
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CONSENT PE DIRECTORS OE
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC
JN UEU OF MEETING

Wﬂdmmmdmo!
'W}

Theunda-signed.
HOMEOWNERS‘ ASSOCIATION
The under.ligned, ccnstituting all cf the Oltedxn of EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEO'NNERS'
ASSOCIATION,
INC. anldahononpmfnm'pa'aﬁonohe
INC~
en Idaho nonprofit axponrtion (the -corporatlonj, dohembywmmndoplandappmwlnmiﬁngma
do hereby coosent to adopt and approve lo writing the
following corporate action wi1hout a meeting In accordana! with U,e provi,jons of the general nonpn:,lit c:ocporation
Lawsdmesmtooﬂdam:
L3Ws
of the State of Idaho:

{mmmmmamhmmmamolmmmmmmﬁm
RESOLVED, That. the above and foregoing Bylaws ace hereby du/'t adopted as the Bylaws of the
‘RESOLVEDJMmaabovaandhmgohgBytawsmhaebymnyadopmdamaBylawsofmo
. Co,pc.xmlon and !hat lhe Satre do ncM COOSlitute the 8ytrn of lhe Corporation.

CummmumemdommﬁmmmeaytmdmeCarmm

——

DWI

M

Thu Consem
u! Meeting
Mating
Lieu of
Thia
ASSOCIATION. lNC.
iNc. In
In Lieu
Consent of
of Oiredot'a of
of EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION,
aha.II be
effec::ltve mo
the ~
"b~ drf
, ·, .
i
4"
be oﬂudw
d
if
day of
.

I

CERT]EJCATE OF SECRETARY

m
W
SWW‘MMNMMWWMMdWWMNI'mm
I, lhe u n d ~ do hereby cef1tfy that
Lthounderymdomwwwm

M

1.
I am the
1.
lam
mo duly eieded
ma
olednd and
INC... an Idaho nonprofit.~
lNC
mld
lﬂ
nonpmﬁl

ASSOClATlON.
HOMEOWNERS‘ ASSOCIATION,
adlno Secretary
Seam o!of EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEov-JNERS'

mmmaﬁmwm12pw.ummm.mﬁmwmolaqb

2.
The ~ Bylaws a,mprislng 12 pages, indudlng thia page, ecnstitute the Bytaws of Eagle
2.
Spnnoa Homeowners' A.uodation. Inc. and went duly adopted by 11'18 Boetd of O!redcn pun.uanl to that "Consent
dayol
o f ~ o f ~ Sprtnga ~ Aa.sodation. Inc. 1n Ueu of Fnt Meeting" dated etredtve the ~ day
or
.
19m.
~
.1996.

olmdwsmU-WWMH'IMMFHW' Madam”
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um

Ind attast the
had and
Ibo ad the
IN 'MTNESS MEEOF.
WHEREOF, Ilhlvu
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rrT'J hand
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chm NWESSM tis\?•\\
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~ day of
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STATE OF IDAHO

)
3:.
)) ss.

COUNTY OF ADA

)

E“

MA

0mm.
days!
1996.be¢ommea~orarypub5cmandrorme
On this
~ r.- day
of ~ 1 j\
. 1996.
before me a Notary Public in and fa< the
Statedldaho.personanyappeamd
PéletHan‘u.JamesRBrnmmnandTarnFran’er.personaﬂymmmx-ne(ar
State
of Idaho, personally appeanid PE(
er Hanis, James P. Brennan and Tom Frazier, personally kna,vn to me (or
provedIomemmabas'uolsaﬂsfamyevidmnobemopenonswhoueaﬂedmisimtmnmLonoamstated
to me oo the basis of salisfadory evidence) to be the pe™>OS who executed this instrumenl on oath stated
proved
maimeymmbmunommwummt.andadruMedqedRasmeDimdomulEAGLESPRlNGS
that they were authorized to exea.rte the instrument, and acknowledged It ~ the Dln,ctors of EAGLE SPRINGS
ASSOClA‘l'ION_INC.
mbamormeandvulunaryadanddeed
0!:an
mrporab’nnfcrlheuses
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION.
INC. to
be the free and voluntary ad and deed of
said corporation
fa the use:s
andpurpommndonedlnmemm
and
puipose111 mentioned In lhe Instrument.

m

INWTTNESS
WEREOF,Ihavahemunlnselmyhandandnfﬁdalsealthadzyardyeuﬁmma
IN
WITNESS ~EREOF,
I have hereunto set my hand and officlaJ seal the day and year fir.rt above
‘

written.

n

Iv

'

‘

‘NOIARY
~
y PUBLIC in and for the State
Sm: of
in nngd for the

"Emu.
ax
ldaho, residing
Idaho,
t::>o1
~
raiding at
My commission
exp_ircs
___q_#_~-/-IG_'\_'6_
commision
My
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'

'

'
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Northwest
Law Center
17355 SW' Booncs Ferry Road, Suite A
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

VIALFOTHERINGHAMU-P
LAWYERS

*

Ph: 503684.41 11
Fax: 503.598.7758

wD 1D No. 9371235391
June

Homeowners Association
c/o Choice One llome Owner Associated Svc
PO Box 57
Eagle, ID 83616
Eagle Springs

11,

201 8

373964

Invoice #2

INVOICE SUMMARY
For Professional Services Rendered and Disbursements Advanced For the period ending

May

31, 2018:

Client.Matter: 18545

RE: Rodina, Jan

-

-

002

Owner Enforcement

$J-

Total Professional Services

Total Disbursements Advanced

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

$

I

_
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Vial Fotheringham LLP
Invoice #: 373964

June 11, 2018

Client.Matter: I8545 - 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Date

Tkpr

Description

Hours

5/01/18

AKAU

Receive update on case from paralegal AKIN; review
completed judgment and Memorandum of Costs and Fees;
consider enforcement challenges.

1.20

5/01/18

AKIN

Finalize Affidavit in Support of Motion for Attorneys Fees
and Costs; call to Court regarding filing large document

1.00

5/01/18

AKIN

Receive and process Motion for Reconsideration and
supporting documents; calendar response deadline

.20

5/02/18

CMT

Receive motion to reconsider MSJ ruling and
accompanying memorandum and affidavits from Attorney
Neal; review same; meet with AKIN regarding: time to
respond; draft e-mail to Nick regarding: motion to
reconsider

.80

252.00

5/03/18

CMT

Telephone call with Nick regarding: motion to reconsider
and strategy for dealing with same

.50

157.50

5/04/18

CMT

Case law research regarding: motion for reconsideration
standard and scope of motion, limitations on evidence, and
motion to strike;

1.10

346.50

5/07/18

AKAU

Review Motion and Memorandum for Reconsideration and
supporting affidavits; perform research on legal standard.

1.50

5/08/18

CMT

Westlaw research regarding: evidentiary standards on
reconsideration, affidavit hearsay issues, and legal
standards for new evidence on reconsideration; begin
drafting memorandum in opposition of motion for
reconsideration

4.10

1,291.50

5/09/18

BELL

Review Motion in Opposition

.40

110.00

2

Amount

Exhibit C
000685
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Vial Fotheringham LLP
Invoice #: 373964
Date

June 11, 2018

Tkpr

Description

Hours

Amount

5/09/18

CMEA

No Charge - Review, proof and finalize Opposition to
Motion for Reconsideration, Motion to Strike, and Memo in
Support of Motion to Strike; e-file all documents with Ada
County court; send copies of same to defendant's counsel
via mail and email

2.00

N/C

5/09/18

CMT

Westlaw research regarding: motions to strike, standard for
same, and evidentiary issues on summary judgment and
reconsideration; draft motion to strike Rodina and Neal
affidavit paragraphs and photos; draft memorandum in
support of motion to strike; finish drafting memorandum in
opposition to motion for reconsideration; instructions to
CMEA regarding: proofing and finalizing same and filing
same

5.50

1,732.50

5/10/18

AKAU

No Charge - Review Opposition and Motion to Strike filed
to Motion to Reconsideration. Response to CMT.

.60

N/C

5/10/18

CMT

Meet with CMEA regarding: status of acceptance of filing
from court; meet with JRAN regarding: same

.10

31.50

5/11/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Nick regarding: timelines
for response from Court and decisions on pending motions;
telephone call with Nick regarding: case issues

.30

94.50

5/14/18

AKAU

Review Motion to Disallow Request for Attorney Fees filed
by Rodina's counsel.

.50

5/14/18

CMT

Receive response to request for attorney fees from Attorney
Neal; review same

.30

94.50

5/15/18

AKAU

Perform research to prepare the opposition to Def's Motion
to Disallow Requests for Cost and Fees, discuss arguments
and service with CMT and AKIN; send research to CMT.

1.20

300.00

5/15/18

CMT

Draft e-mail to Nick regarding: Rodina's response on
attorney fee issue; research I-court rules regarding:
electronic service, service by electronic means, and consent
to electronic service; receive and review e-mail from Nick
regarding: Rodina's response; draft reply

.60

189.00

3
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Vial Fotheringham LLP
Invoice #: 373964
Date

June 11, 2018

Tkpr

Description

Hours

Amount

5/16/18

AKAU

Research expert witnesses on attorney fees in Idaho;
research court rule on e-filing and e-service in effect prior
to 4/30; send information and copy of Supreme Court order
to CMT.

.60

150.00

5/16/18

AKAU

Additional research; place phone calls to Supreme Court
and send emails to obtain copy of pre-April 2018 version of
court rules on e-filing and e-service per CMT request.

.60

150.00

5/17/18

AKAU

Receive call from Supreme Court clerk regarding the rule
on e-filing and e-signing requested; discuss and provide
contact info to send; forward on to CMT.

.30

75.00

5/21/18

CMT

Meet with AKIN regarding: call with Judge Norton's
assistant about hearing on motion to reconsider and motion
for attorney fees and costs

.10

5/22/18

AKAU

Review caselaw from CMT on filing and service
requirement for Motion and Memorandum of Fees and
Costs.

.20

5/22/18

AKIN

Draft and sign Affidavit of Ashley Kindall in Support of
Plaintiff's Response to Rodina's Motion to Disallow
Plaintiff's Request for an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees

.50

50.00

5/22/18

CMT

Westlaw research regarding: service of cost memorandum,
effect of motion for reconsideration on cost memorandum
filing, and prejudice issues; instructions to AKIN regarding:
drafting affidavit on service of cost memorandum and
supporting affidavit on Attorney Neal; review and revise
draft affidavit; meet with AKIN regarding: same; draft
response to motion to disallow fees and costs

5.70

1,795.50

5/22/18

JRNE

Research case law re: attorney fee statements and
redactions; research case law re: prejudice and service of
process

2.50

5/23/18

CMT

Westlaw research regarding: redacted attorney fees and
impact on attorney fee claim; finish drafting response;
review finalized documents, affidavits, and exhibits for
filing; instructions to CMEA regarding: filing same

2.00

4

630.00

Exhibit C
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Vial Fotheringham LLP
Invoice #: 373964
Date

June 11, 2018

Tkpr

Description

Hours

Amount

5/24/18

CMEA

No Charge - Prepare dropbox link for Nick Barber re:
Affidavit in Support of Response to Motion to Disallow
Fees and send same via email

.20

N/C

5/24/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Nick regarding: response
and accompanying affidavit; draft response; e-mail dialogue
with Attorney Neal's office regarding: service copy of
documents

.50

157.50

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

$

DISBURSEMENTS
Date
4/30/18
5/01/18
5/09/18
5/10/18
5/10/18
5/23/18
5/24/18

Description
Document Production
Thomson Reuter - West, 838122778
Document Production
Document Production
Postage Recovery
Document Production
Postage Recovery

Amount
2.76
12.82
5.52
.12
1.63
35.64
8.75

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
TOTAL THIS INVOICE

5

$
$
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Northwest

\F

VIALFOTHERINGHAMH-T‘
LAWYERS

7

HOA Law Center

17355 SW' Booncs Ferry Road, Suite A
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
Ph: 503684.41 11
Fax: 503.598.7758

1M) 1D No.

9371235391

July 3, 201 8
Invoice #2 379704

Homeowners Association
c/o Choice One llome Owner Associated Svc
PO Box 57
Eagle, ID 83616
Eagle Springs

INVOICE SUMMARY
For Professional Services Rendered and Disbursements Advanced

For the period ending

June 30, 2018:
Client.Matter: 18545

RE: Rodina, Jan

-

-

002

Owner Enforcement

Total Professional Services

Total Disbursements Advanced

Hiﬁi

TOTAL THIS INVOICE
Previous Balance

TOTAL BALANCE DUE

I
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Vial Fotheringham LLP
Invoice #: 379704

July 3, 2018

Client.Matter: I8545 - 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Date

Tkpr

Description

Hours

Amount

6/05/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Janine in Judge Norton's
office regarding: scheduling hearings and order; review
order; draft response to Janine; draft e-mail to Nick;
forward order to Nick; instructions to AKIN regarding:
calendaring deadlines

.20

63.00

6/06/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Nick regarding: scheduling
order; draft response

.20

63.00

6/13/18

AKAU

Review Objection to Motion to Strike and Reply Memo to
Motion for Reconsideration.

.20

50.00

6/13/18

AKIN

Call to Court for hearing dates for Motion to Reconsider,
Motion to Strike, and Motion to Disallow

.20

20.00

6/13/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Court regarding:
Defendants' filed briefs; review response to Motion to
Strike; review Reply to Response to Motion to Reconsider;
meet with AKIN regarding: status of hearing and
scheduling same with Court; meet with BCOL regarding:
same; forward briefs to Nick

.60

189.00

6/19/18

CMT

Westlaw research regarding: motion to strike

.40

126.00

6/20/18

CMEA

Proof and finalize Response to Rodina's Objection to
Motion to Strike; e-file with the Court; send to opposing
counsel via mail and email

.50

6/20/18

CMT

Westlaw research regarding: motion to strike authority and
evidence admissibility on MSJ; draft response to Rodina's
Objection to Motion to Strike; instructions to CMEA
regarding: filing same

6/21/18

AKAU

Review Plaintiff's Response to Objection to Motion to
Strike.

2

1.80

567.00

.10

Exhibit C
000690
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Vial Fotheringham LLP
Invoice #: 379704

July 3, 2018

Date

Tkpr

Description

Hours

Amount

6/21/18

CMT

Forward briefing to Nick; telephone call with Nick
regarding: briefing, case status, and status of Rodina and
others in neighborhood

.60

189.00

6/23/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Nick regarding: documents
from Attorney Neal and oral argument request; draft
response

.20

63.00

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

$

DISBURSEMENTS
Date
4/30/18
5/09/18
5/10/18
5/23/18
6/01/18
6/01/18
6/20/18

Description
Document Production
Document Production
Document Production
Document Production
Thomson Reuter - West, 838287627- Online research
Thomson Reuter - West, 838287627- Online research
Postage Recovery

Amount
2.76
5.52
.12
35.64
416.72
60.93
.68

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
TOTAL THIS INVOICE

3

$
$
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Northwest
\f:

VIALFOTHERINGHAM..LP
LAWYERS

7

HOA Law Center

17355 SW' Booncs Ferry Road, Suite A
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
Ph: 503.684.41 11
Fax: 503.598.7758

wD 1D No. 9371235391
August

Homeowners Association
c/o Choice One llome Owner Associated Svc
PO Box 57
Eagle, ID 83616
Eagle Springs

Invoice #2

2018
384684
6,

INVOICE SUMMARY
For Professional Services Rendered and Disbursements Advanced
August 6, 2018:
Client.Matter: 18545

RE: Rodina, Jan

-

-

For the period ending

002

Owner Enforcement

Total Professional Services

Total Disbursements Advanced

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

Hih

Previous Balance

TOTAL BALANCE DUE

Exhibit C
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Vial Fotheringham LLP
Invoice #: 384684

August 6, 2018

Client.Matter: I8545 - 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Date

Tkpr

Description

Hours

Amount

7/23/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Janine Korsen regarding:
memorandum opinion and order on motion for
reconsideration and motion to strike; review memorandum
opinion; draft e-mail to Nick Barber forwarding Judge
Norton's opinion and order

.30

94.50

7/23/18

CMT

Receive and review e-mail from Janine Korson with attached
memorandum opinion on attorney fees; review Judge
Norton's opinion on attorney fees; telephone call with Nick
Barber regarding: Judge Norton's opinion and granting of
attorney fees and costs; forward Nick a copy of Judge
Norton's opinion on attorney fee and cost ruling

.40

126.00

8/06/18

CMT

Draft memorandum for supplemental costs and attorney fees;
instructions to CMEA regarding: filing and serving same

1.00

315.00

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

$ 535.50

DISBURSEMENTS
Date
6/19/18
6/20/18
7/23/18
7/24/18
7/25/18

Description
Thomson Reuter - West, 838460797- Online research
Document Production
Document Production
Simplifile, 07242018-C- Lis Pendens
Document Production

Amount
28.48
.60
.12
15.00
.12

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
TOTAL THIS INVOICE

2

$ 44.32
$
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Northwest
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VIALFOTHERINGHAM..LP
LAWYERS

7

HOA Law Center

17355 SW' Booncs Ferry Road, Suite A
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
Ph: 503.684.41 11
Fax: 503.598.7758

wD 1D No. 9371235391
August

Homeowners Association
c/o Choice One llome Owner Associated Svc
PO Box 57
Eagle, ID 83616
Eagle Springs

Invoice #2

2018
384686
6,

INVOICE SUMMARY
For Professional Services Rendered and Disbursements Advanced
August 6, 2018:
Client.Matter: 18545

RE: Rodina, Jan

-

-

For the period ending

002

Owner Enforcement

Total Professional Services

Total Disbursements Advanced

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

Hiki

Previous Balance

TOTAL BALANCE DUE

Exhibit C
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Vial Fotheringham LLP
Invoice #: 384686

August 6, 2018

Client.Matter: I8545 - 002
RE: Rodina, Jan - Owner Enforcement
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Date
8/06/18

Tkpr

Description

CMEA

Review billing statements re: memorandum of attorney fees
and costs; update Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs
for attorney review; proof and finalize Memorandum; proof
and finalize Affidavit in Support of Memorandum; e-file
Memorandum and Affidavit with all exhibits

Hours

Amount

1.00

100.00

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

$ 100.00

TOTAL THIS INVOICE

$ 100.00

2
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Electronically Filed
8/31/2018 2:22 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Austen Joseph, Deputy Clerk

Galy L. Neal
James W. Colbom

NEAL COLBORN PLLC
Mountain View Professional Building
2309 N. Mountain View D11, Ste. 160
P.O. Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343-5931
Facsimile: (208) 343-5807
Email address: reception@idahorealestatelaw.com
[ISB #4818]

Attomey

IN

for the

Defendant

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC»

Case No. CV01-l7-1 1897
Plaintiff‘ReSP°ndem’

RODINA’S NOTICE 0F APPEAL

V.

JAN RODINA.
Defendant-Appellant.

Comes now
Colborn

PLLC

Defendant, Jan Rodina, by and through his attorneys of record,

and submits

this

NEAL

Notice of Appeal.

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC. AND THE PARTY’S ATTORNEYS, BRINDEE L. COLLINS
(Brindee.collins@vf—law.com), OF THE FIRM, VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP, 6126 W. STATE
ST, STE 311, BOISE, IDAHO 83703
TO:

Jan Rodin’s Notice of Appeal

000696

NOTICE

IS

HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

The above named

1.

t0 the

appellant, Jan Rodina, appeals against the

Idaho Supreme Court from the ﬁnal judgment

titled

above named respondent(s)

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO STRIKE AND MOTION TO RECONSIDER,
above

entitled action

judgment
2.

if this is

A copy of the

on July 23, 2018, Honorable Judge Lynn Norton presiding.

judgment or order being appealed

is

attached to this notice, as well as a copy of the ﬁnal

an appeal from an order entered

That the party has a right

orders described in paragraph

1

entered in the

to appeal to the

after

ﬁnal judgment.

Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or

above are appealable order under and pursuant

to

Rules 11, 14

1nd 17 I.A.R.

3.

A preliminary

statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends

in the appeal; provided,

asserting other issues

Has

any such

list

to

asseﬁv

0f issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from

0n appeal:

the Plaintiff waived the right t0 enforce the protective covenants against Jan

Rodina.
4.

Has an order been entered

sealing

all

or any portion of the record?

N0.
5.

(a) Is a

repomer’s transcript requested?

Yes.

(b)

in

6.

The

appellant requests the preparation of the repomer’s standard transcript as

deﬁned

Rule 25(0) I.A.R.)

The

appellant requests the following documents t0 be included in the clerk’s record in

Jan Rodin’s Notice 0f Appeal

000697

addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, IA.R.:

This matter was decided on

summary judgment and

Jan Rodina requests the entire ﬁle be included

The

Civil cases only.

7.

0f modest

size.

appellant requests the following documents, charts, or pictures

Supreme Court.

certify:

I

That a copy of

(a)

is

in the clerk’s record.

offered or admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the

8.

the entire ﬁle

transcript has

this notice

of appeal

has been served 0n each reporter of

been requested as named below

at the address set out

whom

a

below.

Name and Address:
Penny

Tardiff,

Court Reporter

Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front
Boise,

(b)(l) [X] That the clerk

Street

ID 83702—7300

of the

district court

01'

administrative agency has been contacted with

regard to the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter’s transcript which will be timely paid

after the estimate is

(2)

[

]

(c) (1)

[

That the appellant

X

the estimate

(2)

[

]

provided

]

is

exempt from paying the estimated

transcript fee because

That the estimated fee for preparation 0f the clerk’s record will be timely paid

is

after

provided.

That the appellant

is

exempt from paying

the estimated fee for the preparation

of the
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record because

(d)(1)

(2)

(e)

[X
[

]

That the appellant ﬁling fee has been paid with submission of this document.

]

That the appellant

That service has been

exempt from paying the appellant ﬁling

is

made upon

all

parties required t0 be served pursuant to

fee because

Rule

20.

99/
DATED

this

g

(

day of August, 2018.

NEAL COLBORN PLLC

Bsz“V N
’

r

GARY L. NEAL
Attomey

M

for Jan Rodina, Defendant-Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.xJ
I

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

on the

Z;

’ day 0f August, 2018,

I

served a true and correct copy ofthe

foregoing document, by the method and to the interested panics listed below:

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Brindee L. Collins

Hand Delivery

VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP

Ovemight Mail

6126 W. State

St,

Via Facsimile

Ste 311
i

Boise,

ID 83703

g

iCourts

g

Hand Delivery

Brindee.collins@Vf—1aw.com

Penny

Tardiff,

Court Reporter

Ada County Courthouse

Overnight Mail

200 West Front

Via Facsimile

Boise,

Street

ID 83702-7300

iCourts

Pennvsm‘attl 102@gmail.com

Pamela

7K HCMJZDgMJé lg

Boume

Room

Address:

200 W. Front Street

Telephone:

(208)287—7512

Email:

transcripts@adaweb.net

Of the

4] 71, Boise‘

Firm,

I

83702

NEAL COLBORN PLLC
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Filed:

07/23/2018 11:07:35

Fourth Judicial

District,

Ada County

Christopher Rich, Clerk
By:
IN

Deputy Clerk

-

of

the Court

Korsen, Janine

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION,

Case No. CV01-17-1 1897

|NC.,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO STRIKE

Plaintiff,

vs.

AND MOTION TO RECONSIDER
JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

On May
Memorandum

1,

2018, Defendant Jan Rodina

Decision and Order Granting

Homeowners

Spring

memorandum and

filed

a Motion to Reconsider the Court's

Summary Judgment

Association, Inc. on the Complaint.1

affidavits, but did not set

to Strike

Defendant

the Motion for hearing?

opposition to the Motion for Reconsideration on

and supporting memorandum

to

May

9,

Eagle

Plaintiff

filed

a supporting

Plaintiff filed

20183 and also

filed

Defendant’s Evidentiary Submissions

an

a Motion

in

Support

of the Motion to Reconsider.4 Plaintiff did not request a hearing.

On June

13, 2018,

Defendant Rodina

Reconsider” and an objection
Motion

to Plaintiff’s

filed

a reply

memorandum on

Motion to Strikeﬁ‘

the Motion to

Plaintiff replied

on the

to Strike?

1

Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration, filed May 1, 2018.
Brief in Support of Rodina’s Motion for reconsideration (“Def's Memo”), filed May 1, 2018;
Declaration of Jan Rodina in Support of Rodina's Motion for Reconsideration (“Rodina Dec.”), filed May 1,
2018; Affidavit of Gary L. Neal in Suppon of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Neal Aff."), filed May 1,
2018.
3
Plaintiff’s Memorandum in Opposition to Rodina's Motion for Reconsideration (“Pl’s Opposition”),
2

field
4

May

9,

2018.

Plaintiff’s

Reconsideration

Motion
(“Pl’s

to Strike Evidentiary

to

Memo

Strike

in
Support of Rodina’s Motion for
2018; Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion
Support 0f Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Pl’s Memo to

Evidentiary

to Strike"), filed

Submissions

in

May

Submissions

9,

May 9, 2018.
Reply Memorandum

Strike"), filed

to Plaintiff’s Memorandum in Opposition to Rodina’s Motion for
Reconsideration ("Reply Memo"), filed June 13, 2018.
6
Rodina’s Objection to Plaintiff’s Motion t0 Strike (”Def's Objection”), filed June 13, 2018.
7
Response to Rodina’s Objection to Plaintiff's Motion to Strike, filed June 20, 2018.
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On June

2018, the Court set a briefing schedule on the motions stating that

5,

the Court would consider the matters

The Court has considered

submitted on June 21, 2018.

fully

documents

all

support of an opposition

filed in

motions and, based 0n the Court’s scheduling order, finds the motions

fully

to

the

submitted

for consideration.

LEGAL STANDARD

When

Motions for reconsideration are governed by |.R.C.P. 11.2.8
motion for reconsideration, “the

trial

court should take into account

considering a

any new

facts

presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the interlocutory order.”
Id.

at 344,

179 P.3d at 307. “The burden

attention to

new

determine

there

deemed

if

facts”
is

and the

supported by any

court

any new information

be established.”

to

trial

on the moving party

is

is

new evidence

Solutions, Inc.

v.

is

to

reexamine

v.

[the correctness] of

sound

discretion, as long

an order."

made

stated, “A decision of

pursuant to Idaho Rule of

discretion of the

trial

court.”

Van

as “the

district

v.

whether
Civil

The previous version was found

its

is

any time before the entry of

final

entry of the final judgment.

A

is

after entry of final

Procedure 11(a)(2)(B)

within the district court’s

discretion

|.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B)

judgment but not

and consistently with
it;

and

(3)

reached

its

which read:

motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the

such

There

in

deny a

to grant or

Portneuf Medical Center, 147

the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to

made

Real Estate

lnt'l

court (1) correctly perceived the issue as one of

discretion; (2) acted within the outer boundaries of

A

be

“The purpose of a motion

Idaho 552, 560, 212 P.3d 982, 990 (2009). Reconsideration

8

not

Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266,

2012).

‘l,

need

Arave, 157 Idaho 816, 340 P.3d 465, 468 (2014).

motion for reconsideration
to the

court's

specification of facts

for reconsideration

or authority.” Fragnella

The Idaho Supreme Court has

is left

change the

that might

276, 281 P.3d 103, 113 (2012), reh'g denied (Aug.
for reconsideration

trial

not required “to search the record to

“However, a motion

Id.

to bring the

later

trial

court

may be made

at

than fourteen (14) days after the

motion for reconsideration of any order of the

trial

court

judgment may be ﬁled within fourteen (14) days from the entry

of

order....

no Idaho appellate caselaw interpreting

this

new

language.

between the current and former language, the Court determines
11(a)(2)(B) still may be used to guide the interpretation of |.R.C.P.

However, based on the

that prior

caselaw discussing

similarity

|.R.C.P.

11.2(b).
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decision by an exercise of reason,” the

See Commercial

Ventures,

Inc. v.

“When a

177 P.3d 955, 959 (2008).
court

district

M.

340 P.3d

at 819,

is

court properly acted within

& Lynn Lea Family

145 Idaho 208, 212,

of review that the court applied

being reconsidered.”

at 468.

Trust,

discretion.

its

court decides a motion to reconsider, the

district

must apply the same standard

deciding the original order that

157 Idaho

Rex

district

Int’l

when

Real Estate Solutions,

Thus, whatever standard applied

/nc.,

to the underlying

motion also applies to the motion for reconsideration.

ANALYSIS
Defendant requests the Court reconsider

its

summary judgment.

decision at

In

addition to responsive briefing, Plaintiff raised evidentiary objections to Defendant’s

supporting affidavits

when reaching

inadmissible evidence

must

first

Motion

to

address

Because the Court does not consider

a Motion to Strike.

in

Plaintiff’s

a decision on the merits of a motion, the Court

evidentiary objections prior to reaching a decision on the

Reconsider.

A. Motion to Strike/Objection to Evidence
Plaintiff

asserts

in

the

Motion to Strike that

(1)

portions

of

Jan Rodina’s

Declaration along with the photo attachments and (2) Paragraph 2 and Exhibit

A to Gary

Neal’s Affidavit are inadmissible and should not be considered by the Court

when

reaching a determination on the merits of the motion.

Rodina’s objection does not contain any response related to the actual evidence
Plaintiff

wants the court

cited Idaho Civil

Rule

to disregard.

12(f)

Rather, Defendant argues Plaintiff improperly

and that Idaho Rule

of Civil

Procedure 56 supports the

consideration of the evidence.

Rule

12(f) allows the

Court to

“strike

from a pleading an

any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous
of a motion to reconsider

contain evidence that
will

not strike

all

is

summary judgment

is

matter....”

not a pleading

An

defense or

affidavit in

support

and does not appear

to

redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous so the Court

or part of the affidavit from the record

the admissibility of evidence at
R. CIV. PRO. 56(c)(4)).

insufficient

On

summary judgment

is

based on Rule

12(f).

However,

governed by Rule 56 (See IDAHO

a motion to reconsider, the Court applies the

same

standard

Page
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of review as the underlying order. Therefore, the Court applies the standard under Rule

56 related

determine whether the evidence

to affidavits to

“The question of admissibility
applying the
evidence.”

is

is

admissible.

a threshold question to be answered before

construction and reasonable inferences rule to the admissible

liberal

Hec/a Min. Co.

Star—Morning Min. Co., 122 Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d

v.

1192, 1198 (1992) (citations omitted). Pursuant to Idaho Rule of
party

may

evidence

object that the material cited to support or dispute a fact

for

56,

not admissible

is

“A
in

IDAHO R. Clv. PRO. 56(c)(2). To support a factual position for

at the hearing."

purposes of a motion

Procedure

Civil

summary judgment,

a party “must support the assertion by[]

citing to particular parts of materials in the record, including depositions,

documents,

electronically stored information, affidavits or declarations, stipulations...., admissions,

interrogatory answers, or other materials."

IDAHO R. CIV. PRO. 56(c)(1)(A).

The Rule

also sets forth the requirements for an affidavit to be used as evidence, stating:

An

affidavit used to support or oppose a motion must be made on
personal knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in evidence,
and show that the affiant or declarant is competent to testify on the
matters stated. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts of papers

referred to

See

in

an

affidavit

also Hecla Min. Co.

1200 (1992)

'(citing

v.

must be attached

to or

served with the

affidavit...

Star-Morning Min. Co., 122 Idaho 778, 786, 839 P.2d 1192,

Gardner

Evans, 110 Idaho 925, 930, 719 P.2d 1185, 1190,

v.

cert.

denied, 479 U.S. 1007, 107 S.Ct. 645, 93 L.Ed.2d 701 (1986)) (concluding the rule
requires admissibility and competence).

The Court
EVID. 402.

will

“Evidence

probable than

it

consider
is

relevant

relevant evidence
if:

(a)

it

when reaching

relevant evidence

IDAHO R. EVID. 401.

may be

a decision. IDAHO R.

has any tendency to make a fact more or less

would be without the evidence; and

determining the action."

when

all

(b) the fact is of

consequence

in

Idaho Rule of Evidence 403 indicates

inadmissible. Rule

403

states:

Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of
the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay,
waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence.
It

is

not this Court’s practice to strike even inadmissible evidence from the record.

Instead, the Court reviews the evidence,

and

if

the challenged evidence

is

inadmissible,
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the Court simply

not consider

will

further.

it

The Court now evaluates each

declaration

and/or affidavit separately to determine whether the evidence contained therein should

be considered when reaching a decision on the Motion
Declaration of Jan Rodina

1.

asserts the following portion of Jan Rodina’s Declaration should

Plaintiff

stricken

to Reconsider.

as inadmissible:

paragraph

(1)

3;

paragraph

(2)

and

4;

(3)

be

the attached

photographs.

Paragraph 3
Plaintiff

asserts paragraph 3

is

inadmissible because

but rather a statement of opinion and/or a legal conclusion.
is

it

not a statement offact,

is

The

Paragraph 3

entirety of

as follows:

The Association’s enforcement action against me has not been made in
good faith and is, believe, premised in part on my national origin, based
upon derogatory statements made by one of Plaintiff’s board members.
|

In his

Motion to Reconsider, Rodina argues that his application

although he does not

cite to his affidavit

Rodina's statement that
in

good

1)

faith...

is

R. EVID. 701

(“If

a witness

opinion 0r inference

is

the affidavit.

laid in

not consider

will

bad

faith,

regarding the alleged defamatory statement.

enforcement action against

“[the]

in

me

has not been made

a legal conclusion requiring specialized knowledge for which a

foundation has not been

and the Court

was denied

is

in its

it

Therefore, that statement

one

inadmissible

analysis on the motion to reconsider.

not testifying as an expert, testimony

limited to

is

that is:...not

based on

in

See IDAHO

the form

scientific, technical

of

an

or other

specialized knowledge”).

Thus, the remaining issue
to a derogatory

board acted

in

is

whether the Court

bad

faith.

'Plaintiff

asserts Rodina failed to provide evidence that the

that,

9

is

made as

part of his application

without the inclusion 0f the alleged derogatory statement, Rodina

simply asking the Court to rely on his
there

consider Rodina’s reference

statement based on his national origin that Rodina believes shows the

derogatory statement about his national origin was

process and

will

“belief” to find

bad

faith.9

In short, Plaintiff

no evidence that the denial by the Association was connected

Pl’s

Memo to

Strike, pp.

to

is

argues

any alleged

2—3.
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defamatory statement. No actual language of any derogatory statement was included
Rodina’s Declaration.
unspecified Board

There

Member,

is

or

no evidence of who actually said it—other than some

when

it

was

said, therefore, the Court

evaluate the statement or any possible bad

faith.

Because Rodina

context and facts showing that the derogatory statement

was made

denial of the fencing application, the Court determines

is

it

in

has no context

to

failed to provide

connection

irrelevant to

Therefore, the Court does not consider Paragraph 3

waiver claims.

in

any bad

when

the

to

faith

or

reaching a

decision on the Motion to Reconsider.

Paragraph 4 and Photo Attachments
Plaintiff

Paragraph

objects to the Courts consideration of the attached photographs and the

which references them.

4,

0f the covenants

has and

is

In

not uniform.“

Paragraph
In this

4,

Rodina states, “the enforcement

paragraph, Rodina asserts that he has

observed and documented violations of the declarations that have not been enforced by
the

Plaintiff

show

and

violations.

that Plaintiff took the

when
with

t0 his declaration to

Defendant claims that these violations were made by other members

of the Association, including the
Plaintiff

seven photographs attached

HOA

argues Paragraph 4

is

President.
irrelevant

because the Declaration

the photographs were taken, where they were taken, or what

any

specificity.

depictions

Plaintiff further

the photographs are

in

Paragraph 4

is

in

argues there

is

pictured

in

them

no statement about how or why the

violation 0f the Declaration.

insufficient to lay foundation for

is

fails to identify

Thus,

Plaintiff

asserts

admission of the photographs or

to

adequately authenticate the photographs.

“Whether there
within the

trial

is

a proper foundation upon which to admit evidence

court's discretion." Harris, lnc.,

Idaho 761, 770, 264 P.3d 400, 409 (201

1).

v.

Foxho/Iow Constr. & Trucking,

Authentication 0r identification

admission of documentary evidence.

for the

is

Harris,

lnc.,

v.

is

a matter
lnc.,

151

required

Foxhollow Constr.

&

Trucking, Inc., 151 Idaho 761, 770, (2011) (Citing IDAHO R. EVID. 901). “To satisfy the

requirement of authenticating or identifying an item of evidence, the proponent must

produce evidence
claims

it

is."

sufficient to

support a finding that the item

is

what the proponent

IDAHO R. EVID. 901(a).
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The Court accepts Rodina’s statement
neighborhood. However, the Court finds there

he took these photographs

that

insufficient foundation in the record for

is

the Court to consider the photographs as part of

Rodina simply

motion.

his

in

its

states, "attached hereto are

determination on the pending

seven photographs

have taken

I

which show those violations by other members of the Association." The photographs or
the affidavit do not specifically identify the address of the violation,
taken, or

upon what authority or basis Rodina bases

present.

The photographs, even when considering Paragraph 4

Declaration, do not
pictures.

show when

or what violation

is

his

belief that violations are

Rodina

the

of

purportedly taking place

“Photographs are generally admissible where the witness

testifies that

when they were

they correctly portray relevant scenes or objects.”

who

identifies

McKee

v.

the

in

them

Chase, 73

Idaho 491, 501, 253 P.2d 787, 792 (1953). However, Photographs introduced to prove

an ongoing condition must be supported by an “explanation showing that the conditions
in

the photograph actually represented an ongoing condition.”

156 Idaho 540, 546, 328 P.3d 520, 526 (2014).
photographs with only

his belief that they

were

See Shea

v.

Kevic Corp.,

Rodina’s statement that he took the
of violations by other

members

of

the

Association does not provide admissible evidence that the Court can consider and
evaluate. Without any factual evidence to support the assertion that the photographs

are evidence of violations that were not enforced by the Association, or explanation of

how these photos
his property, the

are or are not substantially similar to the work Rodina completed on

photographs are irrelevant under

|.R.E. 402.

Neal Affidavit
Plaintiff

argues Paragraph 2 and Exhibit

A

of the Affidavit of

Gary

L.

Neal

in

support of Rodina’s Motion for Reconsideration (“Neal Affidavit”) are irrelevant, and
therefore inadmissible, and should not be considered by the Court.

Paragraph 2 reads

as follows:

That attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is a true and correct copy of the
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order in the case captioned
Eagle Springs Homeowners’ Association, |nc., an Idaho Corporation vs.
Nathan and Maly Ann Herren, husband and wife. The matter was litigated
in Ada County Idaho as Case Number CVOCOS1909 [(Herren decision)].
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Plaintiff

argues that the facts

the attached case do not mirror the facts

in

the

in

underlying case and, therefore, the ruling

is

not relevant this matter.

Defendant argues

in

the attached case, Plaintiff waived the

that, similar to

right for injunctive relief

by

the ruling

failing to

contrast,

In

uniformly enforce the covenants.

Regardless of the parties arguments, whether the Court should consider a
ruling in

another court case

which

not binding on this Court.

is

is

not an evidentiary issue.
Still,

when

is

a

district

evaluating the facts

not consider that case binding legal precedent.

may
in this

into his

consider the analysis and

still

case, although the Court does

The Court considers

decision as legal argument as part of legal standard and analysis, and
it

court case

the Defendant incorporated that case

analysis on the motion to reconsider. This Court

another court’s decision

That

legal

will

the Herren

not disregard

as an evidentiary issue.
B.

Motion to Reconsider
Defendant requests reconsideration of the Court’s summary judgment decision

dismissing the affirmative defenses of the breach of the covenant of good
dealing

and waiver “based upon the non—uniform enforcement of the

covenants?”

Defendant requests the Court

fact

as to whether

and

(2) Plaintiff

(1) Plaintiff

acted

in

bad

waived

faith

find there is a

right to the relief

its

and

faith

fair

protective

genuine issue of material

requested

in

the Complaint

by denying Rodina’s Second Approval Form based on

the non—uniform enforcement of the Declarations."
|.

Affirmative Defenses of Laches and Estoppel.

Defendant did not raise arguments regarding the Court's decision

judgment on the
decision at

affirmative

at

new arguments were

summaryjudgment dismissing
ll.

summary

defenses of Iaches or estoppel. The Court incorporates

summary judgment on these

requested and no

at

issues herein.

raised, the Court

its

Since reconsideration was not
will

not reconsider

its

decision

the affirmative defenses or laches and estoppel.

Affirmative Defense Of Waiver

Defendant requests reconsideration of summary judgement on the

affirmative

defense of waiver “based upon non—uniform enforcement of the protective covenants.”

See Def’s Memo, p. 4.
See generally Def’s Memo.
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Defendant argues

“[i]t is

by approving construction of similar improvements
this

argument, Defendant

Homeowners

In

on the

relies

Association, Inc.

this Court, the

in

the neighborhood.”

court‘s

district

Herren. Although Herren

V.

when

Court reviews that analysis

decision

support of

In

Eagle Springs

in

not binding precedent on

is

evaluating the facts of this case.

Herren, the court found that the defendants violated the protective covenants

of the Declaration but the Eagle Springs
right to injunctive relief

of the

can never waive approvals

reversible error to hold the Plaintiff

by

failing to

Homeowners” Association

had waived

their

uniformly enforce the convenants pursuant to § 15.6

Declaration. That court found that the Association

parking uniformly.

Inc.

The Association allowed vehicles

was

not enforcing street

be parked

to

up

for

to

72 hours

instead of following the clear and specific terms prohibiting street parking except

in

designated areas,. That Court found the defendants had violated the Declaration but the

Board had
In

failed to enforce the parking violation against

all

homeowners.

the present case, Rodina argues that the Association not uniformly enforcing

street parking

is

the equivalent of not uniformly enforcing fencing variations.

The

Declarations contain clear and absolute terms regarding both street parking and fence

requirements.

However,

this

case

is

the Architecture Committee has the
forth in the Project
In

distinguishable from Herren because,
ability to

in this

case,

allow variances to specific provisions set

Documents.

Herren, the Declarations had a blanket ban on street parking without any

provision for variances but the Association deviated from that universal restriction.

Therefore, the court

in

violations. Instead, the

Herren did not waive the Association’s
Herren court required the Association

parking interpretation created by the Association.

Association to grant variances

in

In

subdivision properties—including the Property at issue

the Architectural Committee [and] approved

writing."

in

enforce parking

to uniformly enforce the

contrast, the Declarations allow the

The Declarations

fencing.

ability to

only allow improvements on

in this

case—“as

Declarations § 4.1. See also

Declarations § 9.1.2 Under the Declarations, the Architectural Committee
“to

use

its

judgment

to

see that

all

is

authorized

Improvements conform and harmonize as

to external

design, quality and type of construction,
height,

permitted by

.

.

.

grade and finished ground elevation,

materials, color, location on the Property,
.

.

.

landscaping, and

all

other aesthetic
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See

considerations.” Declarations § 4.1.

Defendant had the

also Declarations § 9.1 .50.

obtain approval from the Architecture

ability

this case,

In

Committee

the

for

variances he sought with his fence. The Court thoroughly analyzed Rodina’s project and

found

it

not comply with the

did

language 0f the Declarations.

plain

Defendant has not shown a genuine issue of

scope

of their authority

Therefore,

fact that the Association acted outside the

under the Declarations

to

deny projects

that

do not conform

to

the Declarations after evaluating their impact on the neighborhood.
In

Rodina’s allegation that the Restrictive Covenants of the Declaration have not

been interpreted

he incorrectly asserts

uniformly,

failed to uniformly enforce the covenants.”

For

this

Court “found that the Association

Clarification, this

Court found there

was

not sufficient evidence to support a finding that the Committee had approved similar

projects.”

Rodina

reconsideration of

its

has

failed

present

to

finding that the record

is

any

additional

evidence

support

to

insufficient to find a material issue offact

remains that the Association approved substantially similar projects.
Therefore, the Court finds there

waived

their right to injunctive relief

Declaration.
affirmative

Therefore,

Court

the

no genuine issue of material

fact that Plaintiff

by not uniformly enforcing the covenants
will

reconsider

not

its

decision

faith

as

Good

and

Faith

it

would allow

[the Association] to

Fair Dealing

approve the plans of friends and

while denying the plans of [other homeowners] to

Defendant
dealing.

“Implied

states,

There

nothing

is

in

fair

faith

and

Memo
Def’s

fair

Granting

Memo,

Defs Reply,

p.

in

a favored category?”

In

"invites

relatives

the reply,

the contract are the covenants of good faith and fair

about

letting

enforcement against Rodina.”14 This seems

good

the

dismissing the

Defendant asserts that construction of the Declarations that allows waiver

bad

of

defense of waiver.

Affirmative Defense of

||l.

is

others violate the covenants while seeking
to

argue that

Plaintiff

dealing—Rodina's fourth affirmative defense.

Summary Judgment,

breached the duty of

However, Defendant

p. 14.

4.

p. 2.

Page 10
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does not include any argument

related t0 his claim of breach of the

dealing, just that the construction of the declaration could result

At

summary judgment on

in

good

bad

faith

the affirmative defense of good faith and

faith

and

fair

dealings.”
fair dealing,

the Court found:

Rodina has presented no evidence showing that a material issue of fact
were seIf—serving or in violation of the
Declarations..... Thus, the evidence before the Court is undisputed that
the Board acted within its discretion under the Declarations and the
unambiguous language of the Declarations permitted that discretion as a
matter of1IGaw. Therefore, the Court GRANTS summary judgment for the
exists that the Board’s actions

Plaintiff...

On

reconsideration, Defendant

still

does not include any argument or evidence

Board's decision as to Rodina’s Project

Rodina makes a policy argument that
affirmative

in

bad

faith.

not part of the pleadings

On

in this

reconsideration,

case.

Rodina’s

defense actually raised was about the Association’s decision related

Second Approval Form
support

is

was made

this

but no

new evidence was presented

claim." Therefore, the Court

Rodina’s affirmative defense 0f bad

will

not reconsider

at

its

the

that

to his

reconsideration

to

decision dismissing

faith.

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Defendant’s Motion

to

Reconsider,

filed

May

1,

2018,

is

DENIED.

O RD ERE D

Signed: 7/23/2018 10:54

AM

Lynn VNoLr/ton
District Judge

15

Defendant does not argue or present evidence to support this claim, but Court has ruled that
evidence needs to be presented regarding discretionary enforcement. See Adams v. Kimberley One
Townhouse Owner's Ass’n, Inc., 158 Idaho 770, 777, 352 P.3d 492, 499 (2015) (finding that absent any
proof that the Board had engaged in conduct amounting to discretionary enforcement, it was “illogical to
assume the board would not equally restrict all owners.”).
1

17

Memorandum

Decision and Order, p. 18.
it found Rodina's statements asserting bad

The Court notes

faith in his

declaration based on an

alleged derogatory statement by a Board Member inadmissible. However, even if the Court had not
found it inadmissible, Defendant did not cite this portion of his Declaration of make any related argument
regarding the derogatory statement in his opening brief or reply brief. Thus, it appears Defendant is
this Court to make any relevant arguments between the statement and bad
Court declines to do so.

asking

faith for him.

Page

This
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l

hereby

certify that

correct copy of the

Christopher Tingey

Brindee Collins

-

on

JUIY 23,

above document

-

2018
,

|

e—mailed (served) a true and

to the following:

cmt@vf—Iaw.com

idahob@vf-Iaw.com

Gary Neal, James Colborn —
reception@idahorealestatelaw.com

Kaleena Bluemer

—

Kaleena@angstman.com

CHRISTOPHER

D.

RICH

Clerk of the Court

gm MW
Deputy Clerk

Signed: 7/23/2018 11:08

AM
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Filed: 09/14/2018 11:42:06
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01-17-11897
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER GRANTING FEES AND COSTS

vs.
JAN RODINA
Defendant.
The Court granted summary judgment to the Plaintiff1 and Judgment was entered
on April 17, 2018.2 On April 30, 2018, Plaintiff filed a Memorandum of Costs and Fees
with supporting affidavit, requesting $497.63 in costs as a matter of right; $2,129.08 in
discretionary costs; and $49,444.25 in attorney and paralegal fees; for a total request of
$52,070.96.3 Rodina filed a Motion for Reconsideration and on July 23, 2018, the Court
issued a Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Defendant’s Motion to Reconsider4
and a Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Attorney Fees and Costs.5

On

August 6, 2018, Plaintiff filed a memorandum of Supplemental Costs and Attorney Fees
and supporting Memorandum requesting $586.29 in discretionary costs and $ 9,573.00
in attorney fees, for a total request of $10,159.29, for costs incurred responding to the

1

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Summary Judgment, filed Mar. 30, 3018.
Judgment, Apr. 17, 2018.
3
Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys’ Fees, filed Apr. 30, 2018, p. 10; Affidavit of
Christopher M. Tingey in Support of Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney’s Fees (“Tingey Aff”),
filed May 1, 2018.
4
Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Motion to Strike and Motion to Reconsider, field July
23, 2018.
5
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Attorney Fees and Costs, filed July 23, 2018.
2

1
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Motion for Reconsideration.6 Defendant did not file a motion to disallow. Therefore, the
Court considers the request for supplemental fees fully submitted for consideration.
LEGAL STANDARD AND ANALYSIS
In the previous decision on fees and costs, the Court determined Plaintiff was the
prevailing party. The Court incorporates that analysis and decision herein.
A. Costs
Plaintiff requests supplemental discretionary costs of $586.29 (comprised of
$15.00 for the Lis Pendens recording fee, $41.28 for photocopy charges, $518.95 for
online legal research, and $11.06 for postage.)7 The Court’s earlier decision on fees
found there was binding contract that stipulated that all court costs be paid to Plaintiff
during their enforcement of any provision of the Bylaws or the Declaration.8 The Court
further determined this case involved enforcing the Declaration and Plaintiff is entitled to
all court costs, which includes discretionary costs.9 Therefore, the Court awards Plaintiff
$586.29 in supplemental discretionary costs.
B. Attorney Fees
Plaintiff claims an award of attorney’s fees of $9,573.00 pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 54(e)(1) and (5), Article VII, § 7.5, and Article VIII, § 8.1 of the
Declaration, and Article VI, § 6.2(b) of the Bylaws.

Again, the Court found the

Defendant the prevailing party and there was a valid contract allowing reasonable
attorneys’ fees to be paid to the Association when enforcing any provision of the Bylaws
or the Declaration. Thus, the Court awards reasonable attorneys’ fees. The Court
concludes that the amount of time spent by Plaintiff’s counsel is reasonable. The Court
reviewed the supplemental time sheet provided by Plaintiff10 and finds the billed
amounts are within the scope and procedure for a motion for reconsideration.11 Further,

6

Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Supplemental Costs and Attorney Fees (“Pl’s Supp. Memo”), filed Aug.
6, 2018; Affidavit of Christopher M. Tingey in Support of Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Supplemental Costs
and Attorney Fees (“Tingey Supp. Aff”), filed Aug. 6, 2018.
7
Tingey Supp. Aff, p. 2.
8
Memorandum Decision, p. 5.
9
Memorandum Decision, p. 5.
10
Bennett Dec., Exhibit B.
11
Tingey Supp. Aff, Exhibit C.

2
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the Plaintiff’s claimed fees are reasonable when analyzing the IRCP 54(e)(3) factors.12
Therefore, the Court awards Plaintiff $9,573.00 in attorney fees.
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, the Court awards Plaintiff supplemental discretionary
costs in the amount of $586.29 and supplemental attorney fees in the amount of
$9,573.00, for a total award of $10,159.29 in supplemental costs and fees.
ORDERED

Signed: 9/14/2018 09:42 AM

_______________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge

12

Memorandum Decision, p. 6.

3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

|

correct

hereby

certify that

on

September 14, 2018

copy of the above document

|
,

e-mailed (served) a true and

to the following:

Christopher Tingey

cmt@vf-Iaw.com
Brindee Collins

idahob

vf-law.com

Gary Neal
reception@idahorealestatelaw.com

Kaleena Bluemer

Kaleena@angstman.com

CHRISTOPHER

D.

RICH

Clerk of the Court

Deputy Clerk

Signed: 9/14/2018 11:42 AM
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Filed: 10/10/2018 11:08:21
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB #8556
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM LLP
6126 W State St.
Boise, Idaho 83703
Telephone: (208) 629-4567
Facsimile: (208) 392-1400
I Court Email: idahoj@vf-law.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Plaintiff,
v.
JAN RODINA,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. CV01-17-11897
JUDGMENT FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEY FEES

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: $55,699.75 in favor of Plaintiff against
Defendant, broken down as follows:
1.

Costs as a matter of right: $497.63 (per July 23, 2018 Order);

2.

Discretionary Costs: $2,715.37
a. $2,129.08 (per July 23, 2018 Order)
b. $586.29 (per September 14, 2018 Order); and

3.

Attorney Fees: $52,486.75
a. $42,913.75 (per July 23, 2018 Order)
b. $9,573.00 (per September 14, 2018 Order),

///

Judgment For Costs and Attorney Fees - 1

000717

with interest on the judgment at the statutory rate from the date of this judgment until paid.
DATED:

Signed: 10/10/2018 11:01 AM

District Court Judge

Judgment For Costs and Attorney Fees - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I sent a true and correct copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT FOR
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES to the following:
Christopher M. Tingey
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM, LLP
6126 W State St.
Boise, ID 83703
idahoj@vf-law.com

_____ U.S. Mail, Postage Paid
_____ Email
_____ Fax Transmittal
_____ iCourt Notification

Gary L. Neal
NEAL COLBORN, PLLC
PO Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
reception@idahorealestatelaw.com

_____ U.S. Mail, Postage Paid
_____ Email
_____ Fax Transmittal
_____ iCourt Notification

DATED:

Signed: 10/10/2018 11:09 AM

Deputy Clerk

Judgment For Costs and Attorney Fees - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 9th day of October, 2018, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing
JUDGMENT FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES by the method indicated below, and addressed
to the following:
Gary L. Neal
NEAL COLBORN, PLLC
PO Box 1926
Boise, Idaho 83701
reception@idahorealestatelaw.com

U.S. Mail, Postage Paid
Email
Fax Transmittal
iCourt Notification

DATED this 9th day of October, 2018.
VIAL FOTHERINGHAM, LLP

By

Judgment For Costs and Attorney Fees - 4

/s/ Christopher M. Tingey
Christopher M. Tingey, ISB# 8556
cmt@vf-law.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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